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A railroaad lawyer who has had much
do with human nature says: "Never
cross-question an Irishman from the
old sod."
And-he gave an illustration
from his own experience:
A section hand had been killed by an
express train, and his widow was suing
The main witness swore
for damages.
positively that the locomotive whistle
had not sounded until after the whole
to
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over his departed

"See here, McGinnis," said I, "you
admit that the whistle blew ?"
it blew, sor."
that whistle sounded in
time to give Michael warning, the fact
would be in favor of the company,

"Yis, sor,

"Now,

if

it

?"

"Yis, sor, and Mike would be testifying here this day." The jury giggled.
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The commanding

officer of

a corps

was much troubled about the persistent
Repriuntidiness of one of his men.
mand and punishment were unavailing.
The man was incorrigible and
remained as dirty as ever.

A

brilliant idea struck the colonel;

not march him up and down
the whole line of the regiment and

"Why

shame him into decency ?"
The untidy warrior
It was done.
who hailed from the Emerald Isle, was
ordered to exhibit himself and march
up and down before the entire regiment and let the men have a good look
at him.
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froid

of Music

Education

The unabashed Pat halted, saluted
the colonel and said in the hearing of
the whole corps, with the utmost sang-

Elocution.
qualified.

desired.

Telephone, College 31S3.
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cheerfully.
"You are a

down,

.

that's

serious or organic

the

young physician

little

nervous and run

all.

Take more

exercise,

eat less and forget your troubles."
The hypochondriac snorted.
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let

yo*

go.

If

"Young man," he demanded, his
"how long have you

voice shaking,

been a doctor ?"
"I took my degree three years ago,"
answered the medico.
"And I am an invalid of 25 years'
experience.
with me ?"

Who

are you to disagree

—
CANADA MONTHLY
A

busy housewife came into the

sitting room with a determined look
in her eyes.
"I really shall have to punish those

children," she began.
"What have the little beggars been
up to now ?" asked the father, looking

up from

Blessed

newspaper.

his

"Why, they've made a mess
sewing room," explained the

is

the Canadian Big

my

of
wife.
"Needles, reels of cotton, scissors
everything has been hidden away in the
most unexpected places. It is really

Game Hunter

HE HAS

Half the Continent

exasperating."

Her husband laid down
and smiled benignly.

his

paper

to

Then,
answer to a questioning look, he
went on. "You tidied up my desk so
beautifully the other day that I thought
it only fair to return the compliment.
So I tidied up' your sewing room."
"I did that," he said, calmly.

Choose From

in

Brunswick abound with Moose
and Deer. In Quebec they are to be found North,
In Ontario game is so
South, East and West.
plentiful that the non-resident hunting license was
Manitoba and Saskatchewan
reduced by half.

The

Midnight
The clock on the mantel
had just struck the mystic hour,
and one or two of the card players suggested it was time to go home, as they
were perhaps tresspassing on the kindness of the mistress of the house, who,
by the way, was not present.
!

piece

New

can boast big game, while

in the fastnesses of the

Canadian Pacific Rockies
record Moose, Bear, Goat and Deer are brought
down. A true aim gets you the game if you aim

"Not

at all," said the host, with a
"Time
wave of his hand.
of no account.
Play as long as you

gracious
is

forests of

to go

I'm czar here !"
"Yes, men, play as long as you like,"
echoed a sweet little voice frm the
doorway, and they all rose to their
feet as the mistress of the mansion
entered.
"Play as long as you like,"
she repeated, "but, as it is 12 o'clock,
the czar is going to bed !"
like.

by

Canadian Pacific
Information and Tickets from any Canadian Pacific Agent, or
A. O.

SEYMOUR,
Canadian

General Tourist Agent,
Pacific Railway,

Montreal, Que.

Mr. Babcock had just been telling
his wife of an old friend.
"And he said he knew me when I
was a little girl ?" interrogated the wife.
"No," said Babcock, "he didn't say
anything of the sort."

"But you just said he did," said
Mrs. Babcock.
"No,"

said the

"Why„ Charles

man, "I

didn't.''

exclaimed the wife,
"what did he say, then ?"
"I said," replied the brute, "that he
said he knew you when he was a little
boy."
!"

That she was a nervous little old lady
was apparent to the whole car. When
a young woman with a baby entered
and sat down next to her her quickmoving eye detected immediately that
the child was placidly chewing a green
transfer.

"Your baby

—the

transfer

—look

!"

she exclaimed.

The young mother

hastily

rummaged

her hand satchel and produced a yellow transfer. "Oh, thank you," she
said.

"It's

all

—

right

day's transfer;
here
Harper's Magazine.

that's yesterto-day's."

is
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countenance bearing but few tokens of
her ninety-two years of earthly pilgrimage, he was moved to ask her:
"My dear Mrs. S., what has been
the chief source of your strength and
sustenance during all these years ?
What has appealed to you as the real
basis of your unusual vigor of mind
and body, and has been to you an unfailing comfort through joy and sorrow ? Tell me, that I might pass the
secret to others, and, if possible, profit
by it myself."
The old lady thought a moment,
then lifting her eyes, dim with age,
yet kindling with sweet memories of

The old

reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and

sprains-
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I
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to

it

Minard's Liniment
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With a sentimental leaning toward
the days of his own youth, a certain
business man sent his son to the college
where he had himself been educated.
On arriving at the place the young
man began to make a few inquiries.
"I should like to see my father's
record," he said to the head of the
college.
"He was here in 1875."
"I shall be very pleased to show you
the record," was the reply.
"But have
you any special reason for consulting
it?"
"Well," replied the youth frankly,
"when I left home dad told me not to
disgrace his record, and I only want
to see how far I can go."

For any

gives instant

It

relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited
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the past, answered briefly i
"Victuals."

ment made."

ache or pain.

A

pastor was calling upon a dear old
lady, one of the "pillars" of the church
to which they both belonged.
As he
thought of her long and useful life,
and looked upon her sweet placid

late in going

to press, so there was no alternative—

the story must be condensed to fit the
Ciood allotted space. Therefore the last few

Does away with the strain and pain of standing and walkand supports misplaced internal organs; reduces enlarged abdomen: straightens and strengthens the
ing; replaces

paragraphs were cut

down

to a single'

sentence.
It read thus:
"The Earl took a Scotch high-ball,
Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense his hat, his departure, no notice of
Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement blank, his pursuers, a revolver out of his hipetc., and read our very liberal proposition.
HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co. pocket, and, finally, his life."
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will write easily, will be
it
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mechanical
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in
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scientific and skilful that experienced high priced workmen can produce.
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"Flying is dangerous business. Never
again for me !"
"Why, I didn't know you had ever
been up in an aeroplane."

"Who said I had ? I was referring
to the flyer I took in the stock market
last

week."

Perfect hearing is now being restored in
every condition of deafness or defective
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Perforated, Wholly or Partially Destroy.
cd Drums, Discharge from Ears, etc

Wilson
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require no medicine but effectively replace vphat is lacking or
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which the wearer easily fits into the ears where they are
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Write today for our 168 page
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A

actor,

certain

who

hailed

from

bonnie Scotland, was noted, among
all the other members of his company,

marked national characteristics.
was, indeed, a very careful man,
and although an ardent gambler, was
never known to risk more than "ain
baubee" upon a race.
It chanced on one occasion that his
mother and father happened to stop
during a journey back to Scotland,
after a short trip to London, at the
for his

He

town where he was playing. Next
morning he saw them off by the Scotch
express but was horrified to learn that
there had been an accident to the train.
"My dear fellow," said another
member of the company, rushing up
to him, "have you heard the news ?
The Scotch express has been in collision
and 36 of the passengers have been
killed.
Hadn't you better get an
evening paper and see if your people
are safe ?"
Much moved at the news, the Scotchman, hearing a newsboy approach
shouting "List of killed and injured,"
was commencing to feel hurriedly in
his pocket for a halfpenny, when a
neighboring clock caught his eye.
"A' weel, a' weel," said he, "I'm
thankin' ye kindly for yer information,
but I will najust buy a paper the noo.
If I wait maybe half an' oor I shall see
the winner of the 2.15 at the same
time, ye ken

O am
He

!"

The regular trombone player of a
Scottish orchestra was ill with a cold,
and the conductor reluctantly accepted
the services* of a man who had played
in an amateur brass band.
He was
naturally a little doubtful, however,
of the technical ability of the sub-

AT

boy comes, to wake the
railroad man. Big Ben
was on the job first. He
started the day at three. He
is right on the minute when

—

an early run.

there's

After the first performance the new
player asked the conductor how he
had done.
The conductor replied, that he had
done fairly ,but that perhaps he would
do better the next night.
The newcomer, eyeing him gratefully, answered:
"Man, ye see, the
music is a' strange tae me the nicht,

The

railroad boys all like Big

He helps them make the
He calls, "All aboard!"—

Ben.
grade.

just shair o't yet, but ye

wait tae the morn's nicht, and
no hear ane of thae fiddles at a' !"

three-fifteen the call

r\

stitute.

and I'm no'

Flags the Sleeper
Big Ben

will

schedule time

—

run your day-on
he'll

sidetrack the
say.

Sandman whenever you
You'll like Big

seven inches

downright good

ways
five

Ben

tall,

all

face to face.
He's
spunky, neighborly

through.

He rings two

calls

or steadily for

— ten half-minute

minutes.

Big Ben is six times factory tested. At
your dealer's, $2.50 in the States, $3.50. in
Canada. Sent prepaid on receipt of price
if your dealer doesn't stock him.

they're out of bed plenty of time
and a grin
signals set against a

Westclox folk build more than three
million alarms a year
and build them
well.
All wheels are assembled by a special
process
patented, of course.
Result

grouch

accuracy, less friction, long

—

LaSalle,

—

—

all

111.,

cheery clear ahead.

U.S.A.

—

—

Western Clock Co.

life.

Makers of Westclox

Other Jfestdox: Baby Ben^ Pocket Brn^ America,
Bingo, Sleep-Meier, Lookout and Ironclad.

ye'll

In explaining the sources of food
supplies and the refining processes

preceding their appearance on the
table, the teacher asked how coffee was
prepared. The youngster to whom
she put the question said he couldn't
tell.

"Not after all this talk ?" she said.
"I am surprised at you.
And you a
grocer's son, too !"
"If you please," said the boy in self-
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vmdication, "I do know, but I mustn't
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me
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I
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in Alberta, and
the cool of the long,
evening, I rode back to

her off to his ranch. I missed her
terribly
she was such an understanding person and after I was left alone,
I gladly accepted her urgent invitation

I came to Barston's Creek, I
the road for the old trail that
light wind
follows the stream.
sprang up, and the untidy leaves of
the cottonwoods trembled excitedly.
To the right, as far as one could see,
the grey-green wheat shimmered away.
Overhead a lonely night- jar cried
raucously. There was no other sign

come to her. But I had scarcely
unpacked my boxes, and grown accustomed to my little blue and white room,
when I was called East on business.
Now I had returned to continue my

was mid-June

ITthrough
bright
the ranch.

—

When

to

left

A

of

interrupted

A

life.

rode slowly on, and rounded a bend
horse shied
suddenly then stopped; and before
me rose a gaunt, grey man of about

—

sixty

years.

He

My

pulled

off

his

hat,

and extended his hand in greeting.
"Why, Mr. Braithwaite," I cried in
astonishment, shocked by the change
in

his

you."

"I didn't know
could venture a
saw a grave quite

further remark,

I

I

—

near it another mound,
grown over with grass.
"It's my wife's," he said simply, in

fresh;

and

answer to my startled, interrogating
glance; "and the other one is Jack's,"
he added.
a patient,
^ He stood before me
pathetic figure, nervously fingering an
His broad shoulders
old straw hat.
had a weary droop; and in the white
of his tragic face, his

silver-haired woman entered, I only
thought of it all as a setting for her
sweet and gracious personality. She
was thin and worn with no pretense
to beauty; but her face shone, as if a
light were concealed within.

—

deep-set

Without a word, I slipped from my
and we sat down on the bank.
My mind, as well as my tongue, seemed
paralyzed by the man's changed appearance and his appalling statement.
Two years ago I had begun a visit
to Mary Langdon. She and I had

Then Mr. Braithwaite came in, and
we had tea. Real tea not the pallid

horse,

Copyritht. 1916. by

We

but

eyes burned despairingly.

been inseparable since the days of
pinnies and pigtails, when Tom Gillman came out of the West and carried

—

Derby and Minton. It was charming,
when the door opened and a

—

mask

ND

—

appearance,

But before

visit.

as I sat in silence beside this
grey, broken
man, a host of
memories trooped back to me. I
vividly recalled a glorious, blue-skied
afternoon two summers ago, when
Mary and I drove along the green
wheat fields to have tea with the
Braithwaites.
came to a little
white house overshadowed by big red
barns and entered a long cool room.
There was walnut furniture, upholstered in hair cloth; and on the mantel
an old mahogany clock, with a painted
face, ticked serenely.
Above it the
benign countenance of Queen Victoria
looked out from a tarnished gilt frame.
In one corner a little cupboard with
glass doors was filled with quaint
ornaments, and cherished bits of Crown

I

in the little stream.

—

—

brew one is frequently offered, and
there were delicious buttery scones,
with wild raspberry jam.
Mrs.
Braithwaite's thin, blue-veined hands
when she called me from
God seemed farther away

Elizabeth used to say
the fields that even

fluttered fussily among the tea things,
after she had poured, she careuflly covered the pot with a knitted

and

than He did^backlin .Ontario
VANDERHOOF. SCOTT Q COMP/KNY. LIMITED. AU righu reuroed*
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white house, he, vigorous
upstanding, with a

and

arm about
worn wife.

protecting
slender,

his

Now he sat beside me,
grey and devastated like
a field that has been swept

—

by

flame.

T^HE

cries.

—

shadows

lengthened.
Above us the
night-jar circled, uttering
its
harsh,
monotonous
Alter a little, he told me his

story.

"You knew her, Miss," he began, in
a dull, tired voice, "and it may be you
can imagine what she meant to me.
It was forty years ago that Elizabeth
and I married and came west. Quite
different it was then," he said. "Just
prairie and sky
lots of both, and not

—

much

—

No

railroads
no neighElizabeth used to say when she
me from the fields that even God
seemed farther away than He did back
in Ontario.
"But after a bit there were children.
Little Jean came firgt, and two years
later there was a boy.
Gordon we
called him, for her father. They didn't
stay with us for long though. They
were taken that winter the church
over yonder was built. Lots of the
children in these parts had scarlet
fever that winter," he added sumelse.

bors.
called

He became

a hard country, Miss,

unless your are strong;

but to the
sists,

man who
it is

per-

kind

on which a strange bird of unbut with a knowing

cozy,

—
—disported

known genus
eye

itself.

We

chatted, over our cups, of

war

and weather. But after a bit, it grew
cooler, and we went out into the garden a little green square with splashes
of bright color.
There were clove
pinks, sweet alyssum, hardy phlox,
mignonette and marigolds; and in one
corner, carefully tended, were a few
daises common field daisies which

—

—

Ontario pastures in June. Her
cousin had sent them to her, she said, and
it was obvious she prized them highly.
fleck the

went out with Mr. Braithwaite
to see the calves.
And there were
colts too.
They skipped about on their
stilted legs and seemed to show off
as children do when there are visitors.'
I watched the sleek cows come in to
be milked, and tossed grain to the
I

greedy chickens.
Then we drove away into the sunset, and turning for a parting wave, I
saw them standing before the little

In
memory he lived again through those
bitter days.
"It was hard, Miss, awful hard," he
said at length. "Elizabeth nearly lost
her mind. 'They are so little, John,'
she would say, 'to be out there alone
"
in the dark and cold.'
He pulled a friendly looking, charred
pipe from his pocket, filled and lighted
Then,
it, and musingly puffed away.
lost in retrospection.

between puffs, he went on.
"For ten years we struggled. Everything went wrong. The cattle died
rust got into the wheat one year there
were grasshoppers. But we just worked,
and clung to each other. We couldn't
go back we hadn't the money; and
Elizabeth wouldn't have left the children any way.
"It's a hard country. Miss, unless
you are strong even invincible but to

—

—

—

;

the man who persists, it is kind. After
a while things took a turn. The crops
were good for a few years. The cattle
grew fat, and we began to catch up.

We

"T_IE served

six years.
Long years
they were too, especially to his
mother. But last August we got a
letter from him, in which he told us
he had been honorably discharged, and
was on his way home expected to
reach the ranch on Friday.
"We laughed with tears in our eyes
over that letter, Miss. You see he was
all we had, and it was good to think of
having him with us again. We sat up

—

half the night, recalling his
and his pranks as a boy.

baby

tricks

"Elizabeth was stirring at dawn on
Thursday.
She baked and scoured
the whole house and cleaned up the
yard till they were almost as bright as
her face.

"And after supper,
came in with me

she

We

tired

while

but happy,
I smoked.

how
— —know
and were

sat before the fire you
cool the evenings are. Miss

chatting about our day's work when
we were startled by a loud knock.
both jumped to our feet, and I went
stranger stepped into
to the door.
the light, and asked if this was where
Braithwaites lived.
" 'Right you are,' I told him, and

We

marily.

It's

hard winter," compared the old man, who for forty years
had known the joy of spring following
the rigors of the Alberta winters.
"And how that lx)y did grow !" he
exclaimed.
"Why! one day he was
riding a hobby horse.
The next he
was off to high school. Then he joined
the Police North West Mounted, you
know, Mi.ss," and he added with pride:
"You should have seen him in his
red tunic."
like spring after a

built a

new barn and a house with
we sent to Toronto for

a chinjney, and

—

some furniture women set such store
by furniture, you know.
"And then Jack came along. He
was a little bit of all right, was Jack,"
he added reflectively, and his face
lighted up. "All sunshine and music

A

without any warning he said:
" 'Well, I've brought you bad news.'
"Elizabeth swayed, but I flung my
arm about her. Then he told us.
"Jack had come in on the 4.10;
and 'One-Eyed' Oliver had 'got' him.
Dropped him as he stepped from the
train.
He swore he would get him,"
the old man explained, "when Jack
had him sent up for selling whisky to
the Indians.
"The stranger then turned to Elizabeth.
He said:
" 'He's been askin' for you, ma'am.
I've come to fetch you.'
"She didn't seem to sense it she
acted numb. So I got her bonnet and
shawl, and helped her into the buckboard. She didn't say a word. Just
clung to my arm, and looked straight
ahead. But we were too late, Miss.
He was gone when we got there."
With wide, unseeing eyes he contemplated his knotted, old hands. His
face worked convulsively. With an
effort, he regained control, and resumed
the stor>'.

—

"We brought him home, and we laid
him under the cottonwoods. Elizabeth

—

—
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Elizabeth was stirring
at

dawn on Thursday.

She baked and scoured
the whole house

and

cleaned up the yard
till

they were almost

as bright as her face

—

make any

fuss
never even shed
She acted as if stunned.
"But she began to fail. Soon she
was in bed. I brought the doctor and
a nurse out from town, but they could
do nothing she just faded away before

didn't

a tear.

—

my

very eyes, Miss.

"One night
her hand.

I

sat beside her, holding
to sleep, quiet

She went

But," and he paused,
a child.
"she didn't wake up."

like

TN
*

the waning light, his face loomed

white and

his bent,
lessness.

old

tragic.

Every

figure

expressed

line

of

hope-

At

length he said:

"A

neighbor came in and she led me
I don't remember much about

away.

what happened

after
carried her out here.

that

they

till

"But when every one had left,
went back to the empty house, and

I

sat down before the dead fire.
I realized Elizabeth had gone.
alone.
"And I fell on
knees. Miss,

I

my

I

Then
I

was

and

prayed." His voice became vibrant
with emotion. "I begged God to take
me too not to leave me alone. I
prayed till I was hoarse, and it became
dark in the room.
"But as I prayed, a great fury swept
over me. Why had He taken them from
me? Had I deserved this blow? And
I cursed and I raved.
I shouted till
my throat was dry and useless. I
talked a great deal of nonsense to Him,

—

—

I'm thinking. And later when I grew
calmer I begged Him to show me
why, only show me why," he repeated
with vehemence, "they were taken
from me why I should be left alone."
He looked away across the wheat,
and his anguished eyes asked the ques-

—

—

—

tion of all suffering hearts
why? Then
his glance came back to me.
"Well, it isn't for me to know, I'm
thinking," he remarked dully.
"At
least I got no answer.
"But the evenings are bad. Miss

—slowly—

—

awful bad without Elizabeth. I'm
always waiting for her to come in and
sit with me while I smoke, you know.
So when the weather lets me, I stay
out here. It isn't .so lonely to be near
them," he concluded.
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is there for the industry in Canada?
That question, I regret to say, has perplexed more than one government

To Save or Sacrifice
An Industry
By James
Secretary

A.

throw

I

shall

the light possible on it.
In the first place weavers, spinners
ail

and manufacturers in every country
admit that we can grow as good flax
in Ontario as any country in the world.
Crops fail here at times not in the main

McCracken

The Canada Flax Growers

Illustrated

during recent years.

official

from Photographs

because of general faults of soil or
climate, but because of careless soil
selection and indifferent cultivation.
You see under the old-established
Ontario system the mill man rents the
land in a state of tilth from the farmer
at so much an acre
this year from 812
up. The farmer got no more for rich
land, well cultivated, than for poor
land, poorly prepared.
Flax seed, be
it known, is somewhat more particular
than ordinary crops in the matter of
seed bed. Hence the result complaints
of poor crops!

—

In 1901 there were 32 established flax mills in Ontario.

In 1916

there were only 23 and in 1914 this was reduced to 8 active mills.

There were 28 mills
Ontario

is

in operation this year.

Does

throbbing with renewed zeal.

Every flax centre
this

mean

in

the flax

Canada ? Hardly. The Secretary of
The Canada Flax Growers tells what is yet to be done.

industry has been saved for

indusAMONG the fewbyCanadian
the present war
tries to profit

is flax.

To

our flax

men

the

war

Because of wholesale
providential.
destruction in Belgium, the chief flax
is

producing country, and a curtailof the supply in Russia and other
flax-growing countries, Ontario flax
interests have an unparalleled opporfiber

ment

tunity.

Probably of no other Canadian line
of business could you say that the war
is going to put it on its feet again. Yet
that seems peculiarly true of flax. Not
alone because of the present boom by
means of which the losses of a previous
decade of depression are being recouped, but because of the efforts
Canadian flax men are making to
establish new and permanent foundations for the conduct of their affairs
in the future.
The story is somewhat involved. One
might properly relate the history of
flax mills in Ontario," which embraces
records of half a century. The mills
grew out of the facts that flax was
found to be a highly suitable crop for
the soil and climate of Southern Canada; and that among the first immigrants to this country there were many
experienced Irish flax workers.
The
small field of fiber flax, grown and manufactured into linen on each homestead,
developed into the big field embraced
by the mill factor in a cultural system
connected with his scutch mill in a
central town or village.
Flax prospered.
The number of mills simultaneously in operation in Western
Ontario was once as great as forty,
and the total number of mills built and

operated in this area during the last
half-century is about seventy
Shortly after the beginning of this
century sad times fell upon our flax
concerns.
Flax men themselves are
quick to acknowledge that their own
lack of enterprise

was

largely responThey resisted
co-operation. They neglected to secure
the government's assistance, as flax men
in other countries have done. Lacking
standards of quality they were at the
mercy of the big buyers.
pennywise
policy was often followed, with ultimate loss. They neglected to keep the
farmers' allegiance to flax as an established crop in a regular rotation.
Labor conditions, moreover, had
grown less favorable following the rapid
development of the Prairie Provinces.
Former flax workers drifted away from
the mill towns into steadier employment. Flax prices for the kind of fiber
Ontario mills produced were too low
to allow of attractive wages to workers.
Gradually mills that had handled flax
were gradually absorbed by other indussible

for

this

result.

A

•

One became a saw

mill, one a
one a store house, and so
on. The machinery was either scrapped,
stored away, or sold to other mills that
remained active. In 1901 there were
tries.

grist mill,

31 established mills in operation in
Ontario.
In 1906 there were only 23,
and in the spring of 1914 this number

was reduced

TSTOW

to eight.

it must occur to you that if
Ontario flax mills during a tenyear period could not secure prices
sufficient to leave a margin over running and overhead expense, what hope

—

This system is already being changed
some of our flax growing centres.
This year the farmer secures a foundation price of $12 an acre and as high
as $14.50 where the crop averages
23^ tons to the acre for a field.
That only goes to show the enlivening of flax men since the war opened
the door to new development and new
in

enterprise.
So far for the first phase of the situation!
Better crops will yield better
flax fiber and bring better prices. But

even with good crops a flax business
can lose money if the manufacturing is
badly conducted.

AN

idea of the chance for irhprovein our Ontario process may
be had from this fact. Some years ago
a bundle of good Ontario grown flax
straw was shipped to Courtrai, Belgium, to be retted and scutched so that
the fiber secured from it might be put
on the market and a test price secured.
What was the result? Simply this.

ment

Fiber manufactured in Ontario from
the same kind of straw sold for 12 cents
That obtained from such
a pound.
straw retted and scutched in Belgium
brought 22 cents a pound
Now it is economically impossible to
ship Ontario flax straw to Belgium. It
requires about ten pounds of flax straw
to make one pound of fiber.
So that
the freight on the purely woody matter
would swallow up the revenue.
I suppose I need not go into detail
about the Ontario process that yields
relati\'ely so poor a quality of fiber.
The difference is based chiefly on the
retting as flax men express it, "It's
all in the retting."
In a word the
Ontario method is the dew-ret System
which means that the flax straw, after
being threshed, is spread on stubble
fields where it rots by exposure to dew,
rain and atmosphere. This rotting is

—
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necessary to the easy rcmo\al of the
Russia follows
fiber from the stem.
the same method and secures an even
lower price than we do. But Russian
labor and living conditions are relatively low, and the flax is grown and
handled by peasants who are satisfied
with small returns. The Belgian and
Irish flax, on the other hand (first and
second respectively in the quality' of
flax fiber produced) is all water retted,
which means rotted or degummed by
being steeped in water
I told you how treatment of Ontario
flax at Courtrai enhanced the value of
the fiber to almost the regular price

We

paid for the best Belgian fiber.
come to this point. What are Canadian
flax men going to do about it?

VWE can grow first class flax.

Can we
make first class fiber? On all
sides flax men answer in chorus: "Not
by

our

present

dew-ret

methods."

Spreading flax according to
old

method

of dew-retting

Dew

retting discolors the fiber, makes
threads of uneven strength; sometimes

The

flax straw
breaker at work

thus making the fiber too
And if you are a
soft, and so on.
spinner's buyer examining a bale of
flax, and pick up an uneven handful
you will pay according to the weakest
fiber in the handful, not according to
the average or the best threads.

overdoes

it,

What Canadian

men

are starting
things, is to
develop the water-retting process, improve their product by this and other
to

flax

do then, among other

means
secure

be

(to

better

described
prices

for

later)

and

the dressed

fiber.

\ yflND

you, this is not a simple
matter. There have been "good
heads" in the flax business in the old
days such men as Brown, of Woodstock, the Livingstons, Forrester, of
Mitchell and Weir, of St. Marys. These
men, of course, made successes of their
plants under dew-retting methods when
conditions in general (including easier
renting terms, more plentiful and

—

cheaper labor) were more satisfactory.
Several of them tried water retting in
Western Ontario, and only one Livingston, of

The

Baden

—
—was successful at

we now

it.

able to explain
satisfactorily.
Suitable flax-retting
water, among other things, must be
soft and comparatively free from the
salts of lime and magnesia. The best
water for this purpose so far discovered
in the world
that of the Lys River in
southwestern Belgium tests as follows:
(In parts per million.)
Bicarbonate of lime
70
Sulphate of lime
15
Carbonate of magnesia
5
Such knowledge as we now have,
thanks to painstaking scientists here
and abroad was not available to the
average flaxman operating thirty and
more years ago. Therefore when one
failures

—

feel

—

—

Flax straw ready for shipment

to

the mill
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would-be water-ret ler found the creek
water too hard he saw no alternative
but to abandon his tests.
That would seem quite unneces^ry
to-day.
At least the experimenter
would take the next step and soften
the water to a point closely approaching the water of the River Lys, which
is known to be exactly suitable for flax
retting. An excess of lime and magnesia

— the objectionable substances most
of our inland streams — can be neutralin

ized and even removed by the addition
of quicklime. This changes the bicarbonate of lime to the insoluble carbonate and the carbonate of magnesia
these insolto the insoluble hydrate
uble salts settling as sediment to the
bottom of the water, and thus being
easily removable.
But it is quite probal)le that the first

—

extended experimentation with water
retting methods on this continent will
be conducted in water more nearly
suitable in its normal state than is the
hard water of our inland streams. The
latter have the undoubted advantage
of easy accessibility -in some cases
being immediately adjacent to the flax
mill property.
This advantage, however, is of far less consequence than the
requirement of having first a suitable
retting water in plentiful quantities,
and secondly machinery for handling
large quantities of straw.

Water

slow period of growth as well as to the
of curing and manufacture.
It has occurred to several long-established flax factors in the Loudon peninsula of Ontario that a central rettery

methods

established at
to which the

shipped by

some

satisfactory point,

straw could

baled

rail

from the small

be

receiv-

ing stations near the fields, will be the
ultimate result of the present move-

ment.

Meanwhile

every flax center in
throbbing w^ith renewed zeal.
From eight active mills in 1914 the
number has swelled this year to 28.

Ontario

is

Next season, unless signs fail, the number will probably be thirty. Big spinrfing companies already have leased
some of the idle mills and are growing
their own crops this year.

r^NE

object toward which the Canflax growers, recently organized, are striving is that of government

adian

One

object toward which

The Canada Flax Growers
are striving is Government
France

co-operation.

has

realized the importance of

retting

works require immersion crates and

and bonuses her

fiber flax

means

of handling them. As a substitute for the expensive and tedious for-

growers

eign process of drying the straw drying
machinery such as is at present in use
in two mills on this continent might be

acre.

Dollars

Five

Flax

men

per

are wonder-

ing why our Canadian GovDominion
ernments, both

installed.

The water that seems most closely
to fill the conditions is that of one of
the many streams and cuts about Wallaceburg, Ont.
If this after experiment
proves satisfactory there is a good prospect of seeing spring up in Western
Ontario a new Courtrai. To Courtrai,
you are told, every year, thousands of
tons of fine flax straw are shipped from
various parts of Belgium, Holland,

and
little

Provincial,

even

have done so

in the

perimentation

way

and

of ex-

cultural

improvement.

co-operation. They insist on the involved nature of flax working.
The
crop embraces both cultural and manufacturing activities. On every acre of

immense Courtrai
factors, that added

expended
under Ontario methods between $70
and .SIOO. This money is distributed
in the flax mill centers and increases
the exports of the country to that

market are

to the suitability of
the water of the Lys, attract so much
flax straw to that center.
This is only one avenue of hope for
the Canadian flax fiber industry. Some
flax factors are making other kinds of
experiments.
Fraleigh of Forest has
already had an Irish flax worker start
water retting operations in a new tank
50 feet by 15 feet built for the purpose.
The Irishman has followed Irish methods as closely as possible. Irish flax,
be it said, is the strongest in the world's
rnarkets, though not the best for spinning.
Some attribute this to the long

tural

of

improvement.

crops. Some agriculturists have inherited unjust prejudices against the crop
for a number of reasons too complicated
to explain here. Where flax is understood the attitude of farmers is strongly
favorable to the cultivation of the crop.
To secure a better basis for selling
their product, as every other class of

producers have obtained, some system
government inspection and grading
is demanded.
At present no Ontario
flax fiber producer is capable of estimating closely the value of his wares
because only spinners of long experience can accurately judge spinning
fiber. For this reason Ontario flax line
has no definite markings, and no
established reputation in the world's
markets. Good .fiber is therefore less
remunerative than if a reputation could
be maintained back of it.
of

Chance and the havoc of war have
opened the way for a probable solution
of our labor difiiculties. The old generation 'of Irish flax workers has practically passed away and there was
neither sufficient financial inducement
nor even sufficient opportunity for the
younger people to take their places.
Skilled help

is

necessary for the mill

work and the more experience there
back
will

is

of the field operations the better

be the resulting

fiber.

1,000 Belgians and
Dutch are settled near the Sydenham
River in the sugar beet region about
Wallaceburg. Many of these are experienced flax workers since most of the

Already

about

farmers of Belgium and Holland raise
Flax men of
fiber flax regularly.
Western Ontario have not been slow to
seize this opportunity of enlisting as
many of these immigrants as could be
secured. More arrivals among those
outside the militar>' age are expected
from Europe as time goes on. From
these it is hoped to obtain more skilled
scutchers who will be engaged to intro-

—
—

Northern France and Germany for
treatment in the wonderful River Lys.
The skilled operatives and concentrated
machinery, and the presence of the
fiber

way

experimentation and culThey can see no
reason except it be that the proposition
has never been put to the authorities.
The Growers as a body are succeeding in presenting flax to the farmer for
what it is honestly worth among farm
the

flax

grown

for fiber there

is

extent.

France has realized the importance
fiber flax in this connection and
bonuses her flax growers to the extent
of about five dollars an acre.
Every
flax-growing nation supplies either education or financial assistance (sometimes both) to the industry. Flax men
are wondering why our Canadian governments, both Dominion and provincial, have done so little, even in

of

duce their excellent methods in Canadian flax mills, and teach our regular
Canadian flax workers all they can of
What are needed to
flax treatment.
give stability to the flax centers are
regular flax-working communities established about the mills. The central
mill plan could offer steady employment a condition small isolated mills
have never yet reached. Small plants,
run on the old methods, are reduced to
the necessity of establishing auxiliary

—

interests,

such as hay-growing, cattle-

and sugar beet culture in order
to keep their few essential hands in
steady employment. This is indeed a
common practice in Western Ontario.
raising,

Lopsided Luck
By Luman U. Spehr
Illustrated

THE

by F. D. Schwalm

courtroom door opened and

the rotund, smiling countenance

of "Big Bill" Hennessy appeared.
led by one handcuffed wrist a collarless, disheveled young fellow un-

He

shaven of jaw and most unprepossessThis was the
ing of appearance.
notorious Gordon Mullen, horse-thief
and desperado, who had been a newspaper sensation.
Everyone of the dozen people in the
room gazed solemnly at the young
They were rather surprised
prisoner.
at his yputh for they had expected to
Othersee a man of more maturity.
wise, however, he corresponded with
the mental image they had formed of
him. He looked like a typical tough.
There was no sympathy felt for
Mullen. He had been tried by the
press and convicted by public opinion
of the most unpardonable crime of the
No mitigating
west, horse stealing.
circumstances had been revealed to
make him deserving of leniency. All
eyes watched him gravely as he stepped
into the dock and faced the magistrate,

apparently unconcerned about his fate.
Only "Big Bill" smiled. His broad
wink at a reporter across the room as
he settled comfortably into a chair

between Mullen and the door, seemed
decidedly inappropriate.
When, without emotion, the youth
admitted stealing three horses, the last
doubt left those few who were inclined
All were conto be compassionate.
vinced that he was incorrigible.
Mechanically following the rules of
procedure the magistrate asked Mullen
if he had anything to say before sentence was passed on him.
"I'd like to
the response.

tell

my

side of it,"

came

"That is your right," consented the
judge but he was obviously wearied at
the delay.
T

N

a steady, conversational tone the
"I am not a

young man began.

my

'regular horse-thief;
this is
first
offence.
I fell this time because of a
girl."

Startled into interest by the abruptness of the declaration everyone looked
up.
Mullen's excuse was to be the

On a knoll overlooking
house Elsie and me until

this lake I put
I

up the cabin

that

was

to

could afford more pretentious quarters
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old love story;

ways

never believed but

al-

when

well
told.
reached for their

entertaining

The newspapermen
pencils.

The smile on "Big Bill's" face broadened and he leaned back in pleasant
anticipation.

Oblivious of the interest he had
awakened Mullen continued: "I left
my home in California two years ago
and came up to Manitoba. My uncle,
Ferdinand Harrington, put me to work
I wanted to make
as a farm hand.
practical use of the theories I had
learned during an agricultural course
at college.

"Uncle had a daughter, Elsie, and
we fell in love. After a few months

we decided

to get married.

My

folks
so I

were poor and I had no money
asked uncle to help me get a start.
Though I promised to repay him with
interest he refused.
He said he would
help an old man anytime but a young

man never.
"We were more determined

We

opened over in Saskatchewan and I
determined to take one and start in on

my own

hook. I was not given much
time to think it over. Uncle seemed
to hate me after he found out I cared
for Elsie and he made it so unpleasant
I

had to leave.
"I 'made my entry on a piece

ing

prairie

with

a

of rollbeautiful creek,

wooded along the bank, and widening
into a little lake at one end of my
property.' On a knoll overlooking this
lake I put up the cabin that was to
house Elsie and me until I could afford
more pretentious quarters.
"I am making this too long, though.
You do not care to listen to such details," he interrupted himself.
"Go ahead, but make it as short as
you dan," responded the magistrate.

" I'LL get right down to what caused
the trouble then.
It was spring
when I finished my cabin and I set out
as I had planned, to find a farmer who
would take my services during the
seeding .season in exchange for the use
of a team and a breaking plow after
the rush was over.
I went from neighbor to neighbor, some of them forty
miles or more from my place trying to

make arrangements

of this kind.

Any

them would have been glad to put
to work but none could spare
horses.
It was imperative that I get
enough land broken to put in a crop
the next year. The sod would have to
decay.
1 was stumped.
"There was nothing I could do at the
time, however, so I accepted a job and
worked until summer. Then with my
wages I tried to hire a team but again
met with no success. Every farmer
of

me

I

break sod with a garyou've ever tried it you

tried finally to

den fork. If
can imagine what progress I made.
"With the arrival of the harvest
season I went to work for a farmer
again.
Later I went back to Manitoba and got a job for the winter with
one of my uncle's neighbors, so that I

Then we did a
be. near Elsie.
very foolish thing; just how foolish
we did not realize at the time. We
slipped into town and were married.
"We kept it secret and Elsie continued to live at Uncle's, but I felt the
added responsibility keenly after more
sober reflection.
"This spring I hustled back to the
homestead and found a farmer, who
promised to rent me a team when sumcould

would help him seed.
W'heh the rush was over, though, he
failed me and again the others turned
me down as they had before. I was

came

hier

if

I

desperate.

than

would
Uncle's refusal.
show him we could get along without
his aid.
Some homesteads were being
ever by

In desperation

necdcd'all his animals.

"To cap

got a letter from
that made my
heart flutter.
I could not be put off
farm into
longer.
I had to get
shape at once.
Elsie

it

bearing

all

I

news

my

of the tale, so different from
the illogical, fantastic fabrications fref|uently offcre<i by wrongdoers in extenuation of their lapses, made it convincing. The quiet steady voice in
plicity

which

had been

it

told proclaimed its

truth.

From

scofifing skeptics, c> nical

from

constant contact with the untrustworthy, the men in the court gradually
As
became sympathetic listeners.
they heard the incidents related, which
led up to the crime, they realized how
mistaken they had been in their first
impression.

Mullen was disheveled in appearance,
but a weary ride on the train and

true,

a

night

in

accounted

jail

for

that.

Hidden by the stubble was a resolute
jaw; his straggling hair covered a good
forehead his eyes were clear and fearless; instead of denoting the hardened
criminal his calmness in pleading guilty
'signified ignorance of the seriousness
of his offence.
He was not a rough
desperado but an educated man. who
had made a mistake.
The attitude of the magistrate was
decidedly friendly as he smiled at the
;

prisoner.
The others in the room also
"Big Bill" chuckpleasantly.

smiled

"T DON'T know how

the thought
ever came to enter my head. Up
to that time I had never even dreamed
But suddenly it
of breaking the law.
struck me, as I sat brooding, that I
could take somebody else's horses and
I
use them without his knowing it.
tried to put the temptation from me
but it kept growing in my mind despite
my efforts and before I knew it I had
taken the horses.
"It was easy to slip into that farmer's
barn at night, take three horses and
drive tham back across the line before
daybreak. I tethered them in some
scrub by day and moved only at night.
I
In five days I was back on my farm.
bought a plow and went to work.
"Some of my neighbors must have
seen the horses and grown suspicious.
I

am

me.

somebody must have told on
Probably the circulars sent out

sure

by the police led to my undoing. At
any rate while I was at work last week,
the sheriff and his deputy drove up.
It set
told me I was wanted.
The thought that Elsie, in
wild.
her delicate condition, would learn

They

me

I was a criminal fairly crazed me.
was hardly responsible for my actions
anyway and when the sheriff insisted

that
I

on handcuffing me I lost my head. I
fought like a mad man I guess. They
finally consented to let me go without
the disgrace of manacles and I accompanied them.

"That

is

my

storj' sir."

^TNUSUALLY
Mullen's

long for a confession,
story had held the
audience closely attentive. The sim-

T

still

led.

"Mullen, your stor\' sounds plausible
and I'm inclined to believe it," remarked the judge. "It's always necesinvestigate these
pass sentence, so I
will remand vou for a couple of

however,

sary',

before

stories

think I
days."

to

we

promptly
"Naturally I
am anxious to get away but you should
One
verify my statements of couise.

"That

only

is

replied the

fair,

sir,"

young man.

thing I forgot to tell you was that I
left a note at the barn where I took the
horses, promising to pay for them with
interest added for the trouble I put him

The

to.

officer

has that note."

A LL eyes were turned on "Big Bill."
He rose, leisurely reached into his inside coat pocket, and produced a slip
of paper, which he handed to the
magistrate. The latter scanned it,
then turned to the prisoner.
"Mullen this convinces me of \our
"I feel certain that,
veracity," he said.
had you not been telling the truth, you
would not have been ready to have me

statements. This note
that your act was more one
of desperation than deliberate crime.
Though it is an unheard of proceeding I
verify

shows

am

your

me

inclined to let

you go on suspended

sentence."
sir.
You may be sure
never fall again," the young man
promised happily.
"No my boy, I don't think you ever
will," the magistrate agreed.
"Reckon this here farce has gone far

"Thank you

I

will

Continued op page
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The School Library
In Alberta
By Emily Murphy
iiuiiiniiniiiniiiiiiioiiiiuuiniiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiaiiH^

on a western
life
and the lack of reading
material, I made use of these words
Janey Canuck in the West: "It seems
describing

INhomestead
in
to

me

the possibilities of the school
house in the life of the settlers are not
utilized to their best advantage. There
ought assuredly to be a small circulating library of well-selected booksI say
chiefly fiction^in each school.
"fiction" advisedly, for if I lived here,
I
would prefer it myself because my

highest sense a benefactor. He has the
comparatively rare gift of initiative
which, after all, is the highest gift
possible.

For several years now, in this right
pleasant Province of Alberta, we have
been anxious because of the incoming
hordes of foreigners who have been
trekking into this land in long and
lustful lines. As we stare at them with
wonder-wide eyes and consider the environment from which they came; their

great Anglo-Saxon ideal must, therebe a long and painful process.
Properly viewed, this can only be
accomplished by careful instruction
line upon line, precept upon precept,
here a little and there a little. Were
it not that these children were taken
in charge at an early age by the public
schools, the task of training them into
fore,

useful

and loyal

learns

the

lesson

would have less
color, and it would
want color, and
love, and laughter, too, and those
life

Numerous

Excellency

the

peo-

It

be

Earl

matter and
establishing

mind

Cana—a-that
a

western

humorist

He

thus
the

in

said,

certain

had

in

when

she

described a little
girl telling the
story of the Magna Charta to the
assembled house-

hoped the suggeswould "go
tion
It,
right home."
however, remained
for the Hon. John
R. Boyle, K. C,
Minister of Education for the

Province of Alberta, to take the
initiative
in
the

it

such a
— although,

dian one

who was

Canada.

was

home

Governor General
of

it

verses the processes
of instruction
which usually prevails in the average English-speaking home.

ple wrote concerning this idea, and
among others. His

Grey,

school, he
to his

in the
teaches

parents in the
home and so re-

touches of imagination that annex
fairyland to
solid earth."

must be an
As the child

citizens

almost hopeless one.

hold,

Each man's need

is different,

not so liable to sigh for the

but

when

city,

every foot of the

way means something

to a

man, he

or to be bored into sinfulness by reason of an unted

mind

is

and drawing

such vivid pictures
King John's
of
general depravity
that her hearers

were

stirred to in-

dignation and
win the honor
first

of

complete sys-

tem of rural libraries in the public
schools of Canada.
It is true that
there are travelling libraries in Ontario which may be had periodically
by the payment of a certain fee and
the expenses of transportation, but
these are not selected by those who read
them and possess the transitory interest of all borrowed goods.
In "the
excellent years to be," Mr. Boyle's
name, therefore, will be remembered
and honored as one who has been in the

dull

unawakened minds and

their in-

grained prejudices, our hearts fail us
with fear, for the task of welding this
rude conglomerate mass into a coherent
and definite whole seems a well-nigh
titanic task.
To neglect these people
is to do so at our peril.

Vi/'HILE

these

outland

folk

learn

much from our well-conceived and
well-executed

laws, still in the end,
Rousseau's dictum holds good that
those people are best governed who are
least governed. The inculcating of the

thought the king had
better
be
mending his manners, or trouble
would be commg to him. "And you
bet there was" said the heroine.
"What did they do but get together
one day, after they had got the crop
cut, and drawed up a list of things that
he couldn't do, and they goes to him

and says they, "Sign yer Highness or
there'll be another man on to your job.

We

brought our dinners" said they,

"and we'll stay till you find your pen."
There are, doubtless, hundreds of
such stories being rehearsed in the

iso17
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In the storage

We

have been anxious because of the incoming
hordes of foreigners who have been trekking

and lustful lines. As we
them with wonderwide eyes, our hearts

into this land in long

stare at
fail

us with fear, for the task of welding this rude

conglomeration [into a coherent whole, seems
a well-nigh titanic task.

lated steadings of the north. The child
in the school, whether foreign-born or
Canadian, grasps the vital side of an
historical episode and recreates it as
biography in the minds of her auditors.

And why not? Properly speaking,
these two subjects are one and the
same thing. Indeed, instead of an array
of uninteresting figures and data, it is
now the aim of every teacher, under the
new pedagogic method, to humanize
the incidents. Accordingly, if a child
finds it hard to remember the word
Michilimackinac, or the date of the fall
of that redoubtable fort, the teacher
has only to tell him how the Indians
invited the soldiers outside the walls
for a game of lacrosse and then threw
the ball into the enclosure, following it
as part of the game, thus taking the
fort by strategy. And, furthermore, she
may, thanks to our Mr. Boyle, take
from the school bookcase the volume
entitled "Byroads to History" and
show the child a picture of the scene
And if the child be deeply interestedhe or she has the right to take the>
volume home to display the picture
there. It is by these means that a long
and steady course of instruction' is
brought into numerous homes that must
otherwise have remained in apathy and
ignorance. It was such instruction an
English essayist had in mind when he
said that anything in the shape of a
story or incident gained vastly in
interest if presented in school hours
among those tiresome things called
lessons.

A VISIT

to the school-library departat Edmonton will give one a
good idea of the scope of this work.
The Parliament Buildings at Ottawa,
having been destroyed the week previously, there were some unusual difficulties to be encountered in securing
admittance to the Provincial Legislature where the books are stored.
difficult, drastic fellow halted me at the
door while another with a bag-pipe face
and hands that were large and hairy,

ment

A

opened and searched my handbag. To
a mild-mannered gentleman at a table,

break the happy current of our interNeither has any Act of Uniformity a jurisdiction over them other
than that of clear type, good paper, and
course.

right excellent illustrations. They are
here, those wise and witty old fables
and fantasies that have been the heritage of the nursery folk for so many
generations; .iEsop, Don Qui.xote, Alladin,
Gulliver,
Robinson Crusoe,
all

Christian and the shepherds who fed
their flocks on the Delectable Mountains
these, and the more modern
stories of Alice in Wonderland, Rip Van
Winkle, Hiawatha, Little Nell, and the
Water Babies.

—
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gave a name presumedly my own
and was ultimately taken in hand by a
I

room the books are

piled up on the shelves in no poorspirited way, and with no non-conducting glass between them and me to

shaveling page, who in the dare of
youth, piloted me to the basement,
watching me closely all the while.
"A-ah! " thought I, "it would give me
joy at the heart-strings to gag and truss
this estimable boy; to carry him back
under one arm, and to say in a lofty,
but withal nonchalant air, "Gentlemen^
I present your pigeon." But other than
confiding in his startled ears that there
was a bullet-head under my hat (which
hat he may have noticed was an inordinately large one) I refrained from
any unusual naughtiness. It seemed a
pity though to lose so fair an opportunity of demonstrating the inutility of
four male persons where one wickedlyintentioned woman might be concerned,
and of driving home the lesson that
bombs, like bribes, have, upon occasion, been known to get in without
knocking.

pORGETTING

for awhile the fatguard,
the hairy-handed
guard and all such kittle-kattle, I wandered far away with Odin in his search
for wisdom; was vengeful with the
Volsungs, rested me in the Twilight of
the Gods, or helped whole-heartedly in
the Destruction of Asgard. Once more,
I succumbed to the fascination of the
"Tales" by the gentle Elsa and his
sister. Who could, for even a moment,
become blase concerning a story which
begins, "There was a certain island in
the sea whose only inhabitants were an
old man whose name was Prospero, and
his daughter Miranda, a very beautiful
young lady."
Of more than passing interest is "the
Children's Story of the War" which is
being issued in serial parts as the combat proceeds. These books are creating

faced

GODj
Time was when nature meant nothing to the pioneer.
hard set, he knew the wild oats and mustard plants
in that these were noxious weeds which interfered with
his crops.
But his children know the names of the rarer
plants and all the wonder wealth of the fields.
If

—
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a great interest in the northern parts
of the province where magazines like
The Graphic and London Illustrated are
almost unknown. It is from this serial
that Jortathan and George Washington
of the United Stafes; Wilfrid and
Jacques of Quebec; Ludwig, Antonio,
Heinrich, Michael, Ferdinand, and all
other lads from the different countries
in Europe learn something of the un-

conquerable might and masterhood

of

the British Empire.

"Wasted on them," you say. Ah!
my friend, you have forgotten or perhaps you have never heard that with

—

'GOD*

Although

What

infancy, the

were one-time country boys.
has happened in the Republic,

happen

future

—

—

and learn

may

identify the birds
to reverse the proverb so

country-child

that a bird on the bush will be worth
two in the hand.

'T'IME
•*•

was

when

Nature

meant

nothing to the pioneer except sus-

tenance. A tree was for fuel, for building purposes or to make corduroy
Certain flowers had some slight
roads.
If hard set, he could
medicinal ^•ahlc.

nmiui

library

demand

movement
for books

is to

yet in

has

its

been so

volumes were sent out

year at a cost of $30,000.
of account

is

last

Almost every book

be found on these shelves,

from Homer's Iliad

to

Everyman's Encyclopaedia

—

The
in the Dominion.
law-makers and financiers of
Canada are, to-day, being trained in
the wide spaces of the North where,
undisturbed by pleasure and unpampered by wealth, we are building up a
type of man who shall be straight alike
a man who shall
in body and mind
be as the brain-flame to his people.
Aye! it must be a royal race that shall
come out of the North the much
loved, much reproached North.
But I was telling you concerning the
books. Here are volumes by which the
will

this

large that 110,000

the exception of two, all the members
of the present Cabinet of the United
States

19
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identify the rose, the sunflower, and
the blood-lily that gave to his fields a
fire-red shining. He knew the wild oats
and the mustard plant in that these
were noxious weeds which interfered
with his crop. Mayhap, he could even
name the mint, the vetch, and the blufT
wild parsnip, but here his knowledge
ceased. But, in these better times, his
children know the names of the rarer
plants such as the anemone, the painted
trillium, and the much-coveted "ginseng which possesses the Five Relishes"
these, and all the wonder-wealth of

—

the. fields.

"To what purpose? " you ask. Gentle
how can I say when each man's

Sir,

need is different, but sometimes, I have
thought that when every foot of the
way means something to a man, he is
not so liable to sigh for the city, or to
"be bored into sinfulness by reason of
an unfed mind. "Sing ho! for the
flowers of the field," say I, and you
must say "Sing hey! for them."
But not only is there literature for
the country-boy whose standard of

speech, heretofore, has chiefly been the
finished profanity of the ox-driver who
acts as hired man, but also for Madam,
his mother, whose heart is becoming
like withered hay because of her loneliness

and

isolation.

Almost every book

of account is to be found on these
shelves from Homer's Iliad to Every-

man's Encyclopaedia.

The

selection of the school library is

with the teacher, although certain
books are recommended by the Department as almost essential.
left

Although

this library

movement

is

yet in its infancy, the demand for books
has been so large that 110,000 volumes
were sent out last year at a cost of
$30,000. The allotment to each school
is based upon the Inspector's report
which has to do with progress, equipment, and like matters of a local nature.
The Honorable John Robert Boyle,
K.C., the organizer of this library system, was born in Lambton County,
Ontario, and was educated at the High
School at Sarnia. Fifteen years ago,
he went to the Province of Saskatchewan where he taught school for several
years. Mr. Boyle likes to dwell upon
his experiences as a pioneer teacher
during this period and, although these
would make highly interesting reading,
the writer thereof would be open to
the charge of melodrama. Suffice it to
say that Mr. Boyle learned how to
make everything incidental to the life
Indeed, he
from cofTee to cofifins.
claims,

to have made
to have made
believe it, in
firm in health, pos-

upon occasion,

made goal, and even
love. Anyone can easily

hay,

that he

is

a

man

happy materialism
deep-chested, thickset man, and
broad at the belt like the picture of
John Bull by Sir John Teniel. It is
just as well though, in appraising Boyle
to cast an eye over his head and shoulders. It will enable you to see that he
is a worker who thinks with direction
sessing a look of

a

—one

of ideality and practicality.
Mr. Boyle took up the study of law
in Regina, in the office of Mackenzie
& Brown, but finished his course in
the office of the Hon. H. C. Taylor, of
Edmonton. He was called to the

—
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Alberta bar in 1899 and, since that
time, has practised his profession in
the Albertan capital until entering the
cabinet of the Provincial Legislature
as Minister of Education. In 1905, he
was elected to the first Alberta Legislature is Member for Sturgeon, being
re-elected for the same constituency in
1909. Mr. Boyle was also an alderman
of the first Council of the City of

Edmonton.
In 1902, he married Dora Shaw, of
High River, Alberta, a clever, amiable
woman, whose sympathy and quick
insight have been of valuable assistance

to her husband, especially in the troublous days in 1910 when Mr. Boyle was
the leader of "the Insurgents" who
took issue with the Premier of the
Province on the matter of the Alberta

and Great Waterways Railway, finally
overturning the government.
As a debater, Mr. Boyle is conversational in his method; moderate and
quiet. His speeches show him to be a
close student both of politics and
afTairs, so that his words seldom fail
to carry conviction.
Perhaps, this is

the best that can be written of a
debater. It was the late Era Elbertus

who

claimed that oratory is an unart, the prime requisite for a
speaker being to feel deeply and to
have a message. If a man have these,
with good intelligence and good health,
he cannot fail to impress his hearers.
As a raconteur Mr. Boyle probably
excels any other member on the Government side of the House, but to hear

worthy

him

at his best,

you must

summer home on
Wabamun when the
his

visit

him at
Lake

the beautiful

teachers, trustees,

and scholars have alike ceased from
troubling and the weary are truly at
rest.
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His Postscript
By

Eric A. Darling

Illustrated

ON

three walls of the room in which
John Glending sat, lost in abstraction, were many books, a

portion of the finest library of corporate
law in the province. In the waste
basket beside him were many fragments of the stationery that lay upon
the desk before him. A sheet of it,
covered with writing, the ink of which
had long since dried, lay beneath an
idle pen.
small desk clock, half
buried in a mass of papers hurriedly
thrust aside, struck a muffled hour,
and a late one, but its warning fell upon

A

unheeding
•

ears.

Though Glending was an indefatigable worker— as the man who is accounted the best corporate counsel in a great
must needs be there were but
few books upon his desk this evening
or upon the floor about it, and the
paper before him bore a simple monogram in blue, in place of the imprint of
the firm of which he was the head.
It
was the beginning of a purely personal
letter written to a woman several
hundreds of miles away.
"My Dear Miss Huntington," it ran,
"I feel that what I have to say may
come all unexpectedly to you, and I

—

city

find

strangely

it

difificult

to express in

words the thought that, since many
months, has become so intimately a

my life.
am a lonely man and have been so

part of
"I

for over
death of

'been

twenty years

my

blessed

— but

the

mother, in fact. I have
with some few good

—and

friends, it is true
still

—ever since

never

I

until
realized

have them
this

last

summer have I
that for
me, as well as other men, there
might
be
one
closer
than
all

others."

by Percy Edward Anderson
And

here the writing ceased.

"T^HERE was

a great earnestness in
Glending's steady gray eyes and
in the straight lines of his clean-shaven
lips, as he sat half-swung about in his
chair, studying with introspective gaze
the surface of a blotter decorated with
many dotted diagrams pointing to a
considerable
meditation.
period
of
Once the momentary shadow of a grim
smile played about his lips, as again he
glanced over the result of an hour's
arduous labor. There is a certain
humor, after all, in the thought of a
man of forty odd, whose hair is already
silvered and thinned by the touch of
time, composing his first love letter
again, and the smile vanished
abruptly, it is a serious matter when
this same letter is to ask the woman
to marry him, a woman, too, who perhaps has not given his memory a
thought since their last meeting of two
months before.
During the past two years Glending
had met her now and again, casually,
as she visited at the home of a mutual
friend, but affairs had pressed heavily
upon him, and immersed in the exacting duties of his professional career, he
had found time to think of her only as
he would have of any other lovely

but

woman.

during the summer
just sped, they had chanced to spend

Then,

three blessed weeks at the same picturesque retreat in the Rockies. When
his brief vacation

had run

alloted
to depart,
its

length and the time came
Glending had awakened, as from a
dream, and with a vague intuition of
how it was to be with him from that
time on.

She had given him no sign, however,
that he, unskilled in the ways of womankind, could read with any certainty;
and out of the very unexpectedness
and novelty of the situation he had
left her with no word as to his inner
state.

Ever a self-contained man,

this

new mysterious

force in his life had
been compelled to battle for supremacy
with the various other interests of a
busy, successful career, to prove, as it
were, its mettle. Still, within a pitifully brief interval of time the experience of twenty years had gone down to
defeat before that of three weeks, and
the letter now lying incomplete before
him was to be the token of an unconditional surrender.

phrasing, however, had proven
unexpected stumbling block to
Glending; he could not dictate it to his
stenographer, as he did his other correspondence while pacing the length of
his office floor, and it was only when he
Its

an

had

lighted his last cigar that the
realization had come to him
that if
anything were to be done that night it
must be done at once—and so, haltingly
his pen took to paper once more.
Gradually the sound of its scratching
became continuous, but only at rare
intervals was its note of any confidence,

—

and when the writer finally pushed
back his chair it was with a sigh of dissatisfaction rather than of relief.
The letter lay before him now, ready
and it seemed
for the morning mail
to him he had never been guilty of so
inadequate an effort with so much at
stake.
As he rose, he looked down
wistfully at the address her own dear

—

—

name, and impulsively he snatched it
up and pressed it for a moment to his

——
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only to replace it hastily and
glance involuntarily about the room
subconsciously rebelling at a habit of
mind that made this seem an act of

lips,

momentary madness.
fully

small

fraction,

What
after

a

all,

piti-

of

all

that stirred vaguely within him, had
been able to escape upon paper
Would it all seem cold and formal to
her, perhaps even suggestive of dry
!

documents ?
He sank back in his chair, took the
letter out and read it over hopefully
once more, but it had not changed.
Indeed it seemed worse than before,
and he thrust it back into its envelope
with a groan; tossed it unsealed upon
the desk to await the decision of the
Then, rising swiftly, he
morning.
switched off the lights and passed into
his bedroom beyond, where he soon
slept heavily, dreamlessly as some men
can,

who

deal in large affairs.

AN

hour later Harvey St. Clair
quietly entered the library by way
He crossed the middle
of a window.
room cautiously and stood a moment
listening at the bedroom door.
after a brief interthen entered.
val reappearing with a roll of bills, a
watch and several scarfpins, all acquired
with a technique so faultless as to leave
the sleeper undisturbed.
Slipping back then, shadowlike, to
the first room, the intruder carefully
closed and locked the door behind him,
drew the heavy window shades and
switched on the lights. At sudden
sight of the books about him his pale,
almost ascetic face lighted up with an
his breath came quickly
inner joy;
with a sharp, rapturous intake. From
shelf to shelf, to case to case, he passed
ranging about the room,
eagerly,
removing a book here and there, scanning its pages rapidly and returning
to its place.
At length he paused by a little liquor
cabinet to pour a glass of wine. When
he had emptied this, he lighted one of
his own cigars, since Glending's stock
was obviously exhausted, and sank with
a sigh of luxurious satisfaction into the
He,
great chair before the open desk.
too, had practised at the bar in the
days before he had signed another
man's will a week subsequent to that

•'"^

.

.

.

.

.

.

gentleman's departure from this life,
which grave anachronism, unfortunately discovered, had cut short a promising legal career; but had opened up
after a hiatus of some years
a wide
field in another direction.
In time,
St. Clair's facile pen had become a
source of considerable anxiety to the
bankers of many cities at home and
even abroad.
St. Clair had not always been his
name. At various times and in divers
places he had possessed himself of many
others, and in the beginning
previous

—

—

There

man

is

a sort of

humor

in the

thought of a

whose hair is already
silvered and thinned by the touch of time,
of

forty

composing his

odd,

first love letter

—

but why
to the years of the hiatus
enter into this at all ? One name is as
good as another, and so why hold it
'gainst a man if now and then he covet

to gazing meditatively into vacancy
through wreaths of fragrant smokeclouds, an indiscretion peculiarly dear
to him while in strange apartments

a change

late at night.

?

fell

St. Clair

CEATED

now

at Glending's desk his
thin face softened with a wonderful
content; the appeal of the room was
not to be denied. Whimsically, he
stretched forth his hand towards the
electric button that rang the call-bell;
it seemed good to have someone at his
long while ago it
summons again.
had been always that way, and even
now he could pay well for such servicewere it not that he who walks in shadowy paths can trust no one, and needs
must walk alone.

^

A

Remembrance warned, and with a
little

frown he withdrew his hand, and

him

as a

would not have you think of
Nor does he
thief.

common

belong in the Rafifles class, nor yet again
An
in that of the occasional offender.
affair such as to-night's is with him
merely a turn, indulged in only out of
regular business hours, and even then
at but rare intervals something to be
taken as a desperate remedy an intellectual cocktail, as it were, to be sipped
with due deliberation and thorough
appreciation, not taken at a gulp for
the sake of the after-efTects.

—

—

As his hand settled back upon the
desk his fingers closed unconsciously
upon the letter lying there and began

"

"

——
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to play with
for

it,

absently turning

it

end while his abstracted gaze

end
still

upon the opposite wall of the
Ever imaginative and impressionable, he saw himself in his mind's
eye back at the bar again; and sitting
at ease in Glending's chair, he began
reviewing, by way of mental exercise,
the celebrated C. R. and W. Merger
Case that
astute
lawyer's
latest
triumph with the data of which he
was richly supplied by the newspaper
accounts he had eagerly followed at the
lingered

room.

—

—

time.

Some minutes had

elapsed in this
pleasant occupation when the halfconcealed clock at his elbow struck the
hour. Startled by the interruption he
wheeled sharply about to the desk where
his glance fell full upon the address of
the letter in his hand. The writing

was very

plainly to be read, but he
carefully for some time before he swung clear of the desk again,
and fell to smoking a trifle harder than
before.
As he smoked he eyed the knob of
the door across the room, but had
Glending turned it now and entered,
he might have done so unchallenged
and possibly unobserved for out in

studied

it

—

somewhere between St.
Clair's eyes and the door, floated a
girl's face, vague, tremulous and compelling, and the eyes of it were soft and
dimmed with tears and the mouth was
the

room,

stroke, letter for letter.
But the bitterness faded from the smile and it
grew tender as he looked out into the

room again and whispered her name,
softly.
Then slowly he began to copy
a few lines of the letter itself and then
more rapidly, until at length several
sheets of paper were closely covered
with writing. Studying these critically
for a few moments, he thrust them into
his pocket and then drew beneath his
pen the last sheet of Glending's letter,
blank save for a few lines upon one
page and the signature.
As he wrote, his face flushed and
softened, but when he finally straightened in his chair and returned the letter
to its envelope, all the hard lines had
returned and his eyes were dull and
sombre the gates of Paradise were
closed once more and the room had
grown suddenly cold. With a shiver
he rose from the desk, hesitated a
moment, and took from his pocket the
roll of bills, then the watch and scarfpins.
With these in hand he started
across the room toward the door leading to the bedroom but with his hand
upon the knob he pau.sed.
"After all, professional services are
worth a fee," he muttered as he re-

—

;

traced

his

steps.

Then

the

lights

switched off and the figure melted into
the gloom from whence it had appeared,
passing noiselessly through the open

window.

TN
the

man

sat gazing,
no longer smoking, but with tight
pressed lips that quivered slightly now
and then, as though about to form a

name. Then as the vision slowly blurred and faded to a mist that gathered
in his eyes, he turned to the desk again
and bent over it a face suddenly grown
pinched and gray.
The letter he still held clutched in
his thin, white fingers was unsealed.
He pulled the contents partly out, and
hesitated
but by what right, after all,
did this other man presume to write to
her ?
He opened and read, and as he
read his lips parted in a faint smile.
Poor child
Must love then come to
her again in so pitiful a guise ? His
fingers moved instinctively to crush
the letter but to what end ? Another
no better, possibly even worse, would
surely follow
and, too, Glending was
successful and a wonderful
lawyer;
no one could gainsay this. St. Clair
shrugged his shoulders as the spectre
of a dead ambition rose up to mock

—

!

—

—

him.
Half musingly he picked up a pen and
copied Glending's bold signature upon
a scrap of paper. It was a startling
success, the work of a master hand, and
a smile of cynical approval played
about the master workman's lips as he

compared copy and

original, stroke for

the morning Glending discovered

his loss, but in the face of things
Had he been
'twas insignificant.
•'

poorer or less in love it might have
troubled him, but at present, to him,
the letter he had writ the night before
was the all-important thing. He found
he could not bring himself to scan its
this was
lines again, before mailing;
perhaps as well since he found presently
that he had sealed it after all, in place
of leaving it open as intended.
A kind Providence, it seemed, had
long previous adopted John Glending
for her favored child, and it was scarce
a day later that this old mountebank
of a world had changed its guise for
him at the magic of a woman's call,
clicked off over miles of space in that
little

A

word "come."
little later still

—and
—

the interim

does not concern us he exclaimed in
modest bewilderment: "But, Lois, I
can't understand just how my letter
could have made all the difference to
you that you say it did ? It was hard
enough to write and it seemed to say
so

little

after all."

"It was not the letter itself, John,
that you have to thank for being here,"
she exclaimed, with the tremulous,

throaty laugh of a woman who knows
"It was the
herself to be well loved.
postscript, dear !"

"The

Glending, though sorely puzzled, re"No-o, but the fact is,
plied hastily:
I
can't recall very well anything I
wrote that night, except that it allVas
most unsatisfactory." He was the
cool and crafty lawyer now, cautiously
feeling

his

postscript

!"

way toward an unknown

"I wish, though, you would
let me see the letter again, if you don't
mind; I may have written something

danger.

in—
"What

a silly thing to ask !" she
"From the way
interrupted spiritedly.
you talk I don't believe you could
And it was only after
identify it !"
much cajolery that Glending finally
possessed himself of the lines he had
written.
He smiled to himself in generous pity
as he glanced them over, but the smile
faded into guarded impassiveness when
he came to the postscript, written
apparently by his own hand, but of
which he had not the slightest remembrance.

"My very dear Sweetheart,

I cannot
poor letter go to you without
another word. My arms are empty
and my heart is
to-night, dear one
aching as old memories return and
your sweet face eclipses all the world.
iBelieve me, little girl, the only hope
of heaven for me lies in your brown
dear God, how I
eyes, and I thirst
to drink of their clear depths
thirst
again and in that holy rite to become
a better, truer man. Love me, Lois,
love me but a little, and I will cause
that love to grow into a mighty thing.
I will cherish you, dear heart, and
worship you. Your soft hand shall
guide me where it will and your sweet
voice shall teach me to utter again the
It is late
prayers I have forgotten.
and dark out of doors, dear, and cold.
I am alone, so much alone

let this

—

!

verj' sad.

pASCINATED,

—

"Why, yes you had forgotten it ?"
The rising inflection was ominous, and

—

—

—

Glending's head was bowed and his
face averted as he read the lines he
might ha\'e written twenty years beWhen he had finished he was
fore.

breathing heavily and his eyes were
A tender smile illumined his
shining.
face as he turned to the girl standing
close beside him, gazing up with puzzled
expectant eyes. A strange, yes, a wonderful thing had come to pass, he knew,
and knew also that he must not undeceive her now. Then quite suddenly,
as he looked into her eyes, the ice of
twenty years, thinned and loosened by
a late sun, broke away with a mighty
rush and in a moment he had crushed
her in his arms, sweeping her to him in
a great wave of long pent-up emotion
that forced a moan of pain from her
parted lips as she threw back her head
and smiled up into his eager face.
"Dear," he whispered, as he kissed
her, "the letter itself was a poor thing
an altogether different man wrote the
With God's help and yours
postscript.
little girl, I'll be that man to you, al-

ways."

:
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SIGNED a policy as the culmina-
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tion of 24 hours of terror."
So
spoke the banker as the merchant
finished his story and the buzz of comment died away. The little group of
travelers drew closer together and even
the "prospect" showed signs of interest.
The banker drew a final puff of smoke
from his cigar and tossing it away gazed
in silence out of the window across the
plain of snow.
"I was married in 1885," he suddenly
continued.
"At that time I was a
clerk in the bank of which I am now a
manager. I had a good salary and
good prospects, but I had no property
and my savings were practically exhausted by our honeymoon trip. The
initial expenses of furnishing a home
finished the account and the first month
of our return showed us depending upon

"I

Psychology In
Salesmanship
By Rex White

my

salary alone.

In spite of this fact

was willing to take out a policy and in
fact had a vague idea that I really owed
such a step to my wife and to myself.
"An agent called upon me one afternoon and after going over his offer I
was about to sign wfien my wife suddenly appeared at the bank. Her
errand was a minor one dealing with a
social engagement and we soon settled
I

then introduced her
I
the matter.
to the agent and told her of the step I

my

Imagine
surto take.
prise when she opposed the idea vigorShe failed to give a reason at
ously.
the time and only begged me to wait

was about

had talked with me at our
Insistence on my
that night.
part seemed to throw her into a state
of almost terror and to avoid a scene I
told the agent to see me the next day.
wife left the bank with tears in her
eyes and I went back to work in a state
until she

home

1

My

wonder and annoyance.
"After dinner that night as we sat
before the fire in our little library the
question of insurance was introduced
of mingled

A

party of Life Insurance salesmen on their way to a
convention were stalled for several hours by a train
wreck ahead of them. During a discussion of sales methods
one of the salesmen the biggest producer in the crowd
ridiculed the idea of applying Psychology in salesmanship.
The sales manager contended that every sale is based upon
Psychology. To demonstrate his point he took the salesmen
back to the Library car, explained to the men gathered there
that his salesman wished an opportunity to sell them Life
Insurance. It turned out that all of the occupants of the car,
with one exception, already had all the insurance they could
afford to carry. The exception was a farmer from Saskatchewan. He agreed to permit the insurance salesmen to canvass
him but he met their arguments and at last declined to buy.
The farmer then turned to the other men in the Library car
and asked them to relate their experience as to how they
were induced to purchase Life Insurance. Each man as he
told his story pointed out the Psychological influence that had
induced him to sign up for a policy.

district

—

—
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I

I insisted upon knowing
myself.
she opposed an idea that could
only be beneficial to herself. After a
few stammering phrases she suddenly
rushed into my arms and with her head
on my shoulder whispered a message
into my ears that turned me first cold

by

why

with the shock and then alive with
delight. I imagine that the majority of
you men have passed through that
wonderful hour when you first knew
that you are to have a bearer of your
name, a tiny bit of humanity that will
hold your heart and your life and your
ambitions in its hands. It is a wonderThe girl
ful hour and a solemn one.
you love is soon to go down into the
valley of shadow and the wings of joy
are clipped by the whisper of terror.
Will she come back from that journey ?
After our first transports were over
and our first air castles pierced the sky
and our reason once more held sway I
asked

:
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"But why should this cause you to
oppose insurance ? Surely now it is
all the more necessary to have protection in case anything shonld happen."
"It was then she told me with tears
and little gasping laughs at her own
weakness. It seems that an aunt, an
old country woman with queer ideas,
had told her that insurance taken at
this time would tend to keep her
thoughts on my possible death and
exert a morbid tendency on our unborn
In vain I pleaded and argued
child.

My

wife was firm and
not to take the policy. At
I know it was a mislast I promised.
take.
I should have dropped the subject and taken out the policy a little
later without her knowledge and I
believe the good gained thereby would
far overbalance any possible construction of the action as deceit.
However,
I did promise.
As the days passed I
found myself in a constantly increasing
state of terror. The pyschological effect
of the knowledge that should anything
happen to me the girl would be left
penniless in the greatest moment of her
life was terrible.
I fould not cross a
street without fear of a runaway team,
I could not pass a bit of construction
without feeling a rush of stone above
my head that might leave her a widow
and our child without a father.

and

scoffed.

begged

me

"VT^E had

to move her to a
at the
proper time,
where she could get all the benefits of
science that our small home would tend
to cramp.
I was called one night or
rather early one morning to the hos-

decided

hospital

pital.

They would not allow me

the room.

For hours

in

paced the floor
in agony, starting at every sound,
cringing at every creak of the board
that my fear enlarged to a shriek. At
last I could stand it no longer and I
stumbled into the street. It was dawn,
but a fog made the things dim and uncertain.
I walked rapidly and aimlessly.
Suddenly I was conscious of the
nearness of a railroad and a little later
I found myself in the yards.
I tripped
over rails and ties and once I bumped
against a switch light.
I stepped back
and next moment my foot was in a
'frog'.
I twisted and turned and jerked
without result.
"The fog grew deeper. A shriek of a
whistle sounded in my ears and the
rails began to sing.
A cold sweat broke
out over my body and my eyes strained
into the gloom toward a spot where a
faint glow bespoke the headlight of an
engine.
My thoughts flew to the girl
I

was then I cursed myself for my
and picture after picture
I saw her frail and
passed my mind.
weak bending over a whirring machine
I saw her standing weary
in a factory.
and forlorn behind a counter and saw
her sobbing alone in a shabby room in
the silence of the night. With a roar
and crash the train swept down and I
"It

weakness

my

closed

eyes.

I

think

I

fainted, for

opened them the train was out
of sight and the song of the rails was a
mere hum. A ray of golden sunshine
pierced the fog and I saw I was caught
in a rusting sidetrack that had not
known a train in months. The switch

when

I

was within reach. I turned it myself
and my foot was free. I limped to the
hospital and met the house surgeon at
the door. He was smiling and I knew
that all was well.
took out a policy that
wife agrees with me now
day.
that not even the spirit of mistaken
love should prevent the man of family
from getting protection and that a
policy is as important as a license on
the wedding day."

"Gentlemen,

I

My

traveling man pushed his sample
case under the seat as the banker
finished his story and stretched his feet
From his pocket he
into the aisle.
drew a small leather case and handed it
The little
to his nearest neighbor.

""PHE

close, each anxious to
see the "girl" they were so certain it
But as the cover snapped
contained.
open a sweet face fringed in silvery hair
smiled up at them and they knew before he spoke that here was the travel-

group gathered

ing man's mother.
"I carry $5,000, for her," he said.
I am
"I have carried it for five years.
a bachelor and she is my only relative.
When I took out the policy I only acted
upon a conviction that I had carried for
three months and one that came from
hearing a cr>' in the dark. Here is the
story
"I had stopped at a little junction
point in Saskatchewan to sell a customer and to make connections with a
north bound train that would take me
It was
into Regina the next morning.
a dreary little town without a single
amusement feature and after the lights
were lit at night there was nothing for
the stranger to do but sit about the
lobby of the little frame hotel and read
week-old papers by the light of a smoky

to her.
I screamed again and again.
The train steadily grinding closer and
closer and as I beat
hands together

lamp.
"I stood it until nine o'clock and then
sought my room. Most of you know
what sort of a room it was. About ten
feet square with a single dirty window
nailed shut, an ancient bed and a drunken wash stand with a cracked bowl and
The sheets were damp and
pitcher.

found myself repeating over and over
'Left without hope, without means,
what will she do ?'

clammy, and I shivered as I crept between them. Only the fact that I was
dead tired allowed me to sleep at all

in her

agony and what

this

would mean

my

I

and then

The

it

was a

restless

slumber.

midnight
a slow dreary rain that had no cheerful patter, only a mournful drip, drip,
drip.
The wind rose a bit and sobbed
about the eaves and a dog howled in
the village. The crazy old house
creaked and snapped, and in sp'te'of
myself I could not help but think of
I
ghosts and spooks and evil deeds.
pictured my own comfortable room at
home with its snowy bed and cheerful
I thought of mother in her
fire-place.
big chamber with its pretty furnishI had not been the
ings and warmth.
best son in the world, maybe, but I had
always seen to her comfort to the best
I wondered how she
of my ability.
would stand such a room as I now had
or how she would like to live in a place

—

rain

began

falling alxjut

like that hotel.

I

had just dismissed

thought with a sigh and was sinking into another doze when suddenly I
sat upright in bed with every hair in
my head on end and cold shivers chasthis

ing

up and down

CRY,
"A
^"^

my

back.

—

a terrible wailing sob the
hopeless call of a soul in torment
rang through the halls of the hotel.
A single solitary cry that sank into a
silence more terrible than the cry itself.
I sprang to my feet and dressed
as rapidly as my shivering fingers would
permit. With the lamp in my hand I
stepped into the black hollow of the
hall.
I walked toward the stairs with
the intention of making my way to the
office and demanding an explanation,
a search if necessary. As I passed the
last door before the stairway, however,
my straining ears caught a muffled sobI stepped close to the door and
bing.
mingled with the sobbing came broken
sentences, choking words and long
agonized gasps. It was a woman, undoubtedly, a woman in trouble.
"I will not stop to go over my
thoughts, my hesitations or my doubts.
I knocked and the sounds ceased for a
moment. Then came a voice that I
knew was trying to be brave, but that
human powers of suppression could not
hold steady.
" 'Yes.
'I'm ready.
Yes,' she said.
I'm coming.'
"The door opened and by the combined glow of my lamp and the one the
figure before me held I saw the author
She was an old woman, a
of the cry.
very old woman. She was dressed in
black, rusty black that bespoke deepest
poverty. Her head was covered with a
shawl and a few locks of silver hair
framed the saddest face I ever saw.
Tears gleamed in the old eyes and rested
in the furrows of the parchment like
cheeks. Her lips trembled pitiably and
one hand clutched at a little bundle.
As she saw me through the haze of her
tears she stepped back.
Continued on page 58.

—

Off the Retired List
By

Percival Gibbons

Illustrated

SEAFARING

men knew

it

for

a

chief characteristic of Captain Price
his quiet, unresting watchfulness.
Forty years of sun and brine had
bunched the puckers at the corners of
his eyes and hardened the Hues of his

—

big brown face; but the outstanding
thing about him was still that silent
wariness, as of a man who had warning
of

something impending. It went a
strangely with his figure of a

little

massive, steel-and-hickory shipmaster,
soaked to the soul with the routine of
It seemed to give token
his calling.
of some faculty held in reserve, to hint
at an inner life, as it were; and not a
few of the frank and simple men who
to sea with him found it disconCaptains who could handle a
certing.
big steamship as a cyclist manages a
bicycle they had seen before; they

went

recognized in him the supreme skill,
the salt-pickled nerve, the iron endurance of a proven sailor; but there their
experience ended and the depths began.

most of them went to
the Burdock's chief mate for an explaSooner or

later,

quality. "What
father act so? " was a
common form of the question. Arthur
Price would smile and shake his hand-

nation of the

unknown

makes your
some head.

acting," he would say.
"You drop off to sleep some night on
this bridge, and you'll find out what
he's after. He's after you if you don't
"It's

not

keep your weather eye Hftin'; and
don't you forget it."
In those days the Burdock had a
standing charter from Cardiff to Barcelona and back with ore to Swansea,
a comfortable round trip which brought
the Captain and his son home for one
week in every five. It suited the
mate's convenience excellently, for he
was a man of social habits and he had
at last succeeded in interesting Miss
Minnie Davis in his movements. She
was the daughter of the Burdock's
owner and Arthur Price's cousin in
some remote degree, a plump, clean,
clever Welsh girl, of quick intelligence
and pleasant good nature. He was a
tall young man, a little leggy in his
way, who filled the eye splendidly.
Women said of him that he "looked
every inch a sailor"; matrons who
watched his progress with Minnie
Davis considered that they would
make a handsome couple. Captain
Price, for all his watchfulness, saw
nothing of the affair. He approved of

by Will Crawford

Minnie, though; she was. born to a
share in that life in which ships are
breadwinners, and never had to be
shoo'd out of the way of hauling or
hoisting gear when she came down
aboard the Burdock in dock. Her way
was straight across the deck to the
poop ladder and for'ard to the chart
house along the fore-and-aft bridge,
trim, quiet-footed, familiar. "What did
you find in the Bay? " she would ask,
as she shook hands with Captain Price;
and he would answer as to one who
understood: "It was piling up a bit
from the sou'-west"; or "smooth
enough to skate on," as the case might
Then, without further formality,
be.
papers, and
hand over his
work to the third mate and wash his
hands before coming up to make himself agreeable. He always had more to
say about the trip than his father, and
he was prone to translate the weather

he would return to
Arthur Price would

his

Minnie only half
into shore speech.
liked his fashion of talking of "storms"
and "tempests"; but there was plenty
else in him she liked well enough. Best
of all, perhaps, she liked the sight of

him

—

a head taller than his father,
clean-shaven and accurately groomed,
smiling readily and moving easily, he
was a capital picture.
She fell into a way of driving down
to see the Burdock oflf.
It was thus
that Captain Price learned how matters
stood.

He came

straight

from

the

agents to the ship, on a brisk July
day, and went off to her at her buoys in
the mud-pilot's boat. All was clear for
a start and the lock was waiting;
Arthur Price, in the gold-laced cap he
used as due to his rank was standing
to cast off. The Captain went forthwith to the bridge; Minnie on the dockhead could see his black shorehat over
the weather cloths and his white collar
of ceremony.
She smiled a little, for
she did not know quite enough to see
the art with which the Captain drew

by

moorings under his own
steam, nor his splendid handling of
the big boat as he bustled her down
the crowded dock and laid her blunt
nose cleanly between the piers of the
lock.
She was watching the brassbuttoned chief mate lording it on the
fo'c'sle head, as he passed the lines to
haul into the lock; Captain Price was
watching him, too. He saw him smiling
and talking over the rail to the girl.
"Slack off that spring," he roared
off

from

his

suddenly,, as they began to let the ship
to the sea level: and the mate
jumped for the coil on the bitts.
"Keep your eyes about you, for'ard
there," ordered the Captain tersely.
"Aye, aye, sir," sang out the mate

down

cheerfully.

The mud

pilot,

beside the captain

on the bridge, grinned agreeably.
"Arthur's got an eye in his head,
indeed," he remarked, and lifted his
cap to Minnie.
The Captain snorted, and gave his
whole attention to hauling out, only
turning his head at the last minute to
wave a farewell to his owner's daughter.
The mud pilot took charge and brought
her clear; and as soon as he had gone
over to his boat, the Captain rang for
full steam ahead and waited for the

mate

to take the bridge.

The young man came up smiHng.
"It's

a fine morning, father," he reas he walked over to the bin-

marked
nacle.

"Mister Mate," said the Captain
"you all but lost me that
hawser."
"Just in time, wasn't I? " replied
the mate, pleasantly.
"I don't reckon to slack off and take

harshly;

my

in

Captain.

my

myself," went on the
"I reckon to leave that to

lines

officers.

And

if

an

ofificer

carries

a five-inch "manilla through
makin' eyes at girls on the pier head,

away

his wages for the cost of it and
him for neglectin' his duty."
The mate looked at him sharply for
a moment; the Captain scowled back.
"Have you got anything to say to
me? " demanded the Captain.
I
I

dock
log

"Yes," said the mate, "I have." He
broke into a smile. "But it's something
I
can't say while you're actin' the
man-o'-war Captain on your bridge. It
doesn't concern the work o' the ship."
"What does it concern? " asked the
Captain.

"Me," said the mate. He folded
arms across the binnacle and looked

his

face confidentially.
softened.
"Well, Arthur? " he said.
"That was Minnie on the pier head,"

into

his

father's

The Captain

The Captain nodded.
said the mate.
"I was up at their place last night,"
the young man continued, "and we
had a talk she and I^and so it came

—

about that we fixed things between us.
"
Mr. Davis is agreeable, so long
"
The Captain
"Hey, what's this?
26

—
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stared at his son amazedly.

was

it

you

fixed

"What

up with Minnie?

"

to get married," replied the
"I was telling you.
Her father's willing, as long as we wait
till I get a command before we splice."
" You to marry
Minnie! " The
mate stiffened at the emphasis on the
you. The Captain was fighting for

"Why,

mate, reddening.

"Why," he said, "why
you'd 'a' carried away that
hawser' if I hadn't sung out at ye."
"Father," said the mate, "Mr.
expression.

why,

'

Davis'll give

me

ship? "

"What

a ship."

demanded the Cap-

tain.

"The first he can," replied the other.
"He's thinkin' of buyin' the Stormherg,
Wrench Wylie's big freight, and he'd
shift

you on to

her.

Then

I'd

the Burdock."

have
"

"Then you'd have the Burdockl
The Captain leaned his elbow on the
engine-room telegraph and faced his
His expression was wholly comson.

pounded

of

perplexity

and

surprise.

eyes wander aft, along the
big ship's trim perspective to the short
poop, and forward to where her bluiT
bows sawed at the skyline.
"She's a fine old boat," he said at
"But
last and stood up with a sigh.
she needs watching."
The mate felt a thrill of relief. "I'll
watch her," he said comfortably.
"But don't you want to wish me luck,
"
father?
"Not luck," said the Captain; "not
luck, my boy. You run her to a hair
and keep vour eyes slit and you won't
want luck. Luck's a lubber's standby.
But Minnie's a fine girl." He shook
"She'll rouse
his head thoughtfully.
you up, maybe."
The mate laughed, and at the sound
of it the Captain frowned again.
"Now, lean ofT that binnacle," he
"I want to get the
said shortly.
departure."
It was not till an hour later that he
went to his cabin to shed his shoregoing
gear for ordinary apparel; and as soon
as this was done he reached down the
register from the book shelf over his
bunk to look up the Stormberg.
"H'm," he growled, standing over
the book at his desk. "Built in 1889
on the Clyde. / know her style. Five
thousand tons and touch the steam
Blast her
steering gear if you dare!
and blast Davis for a junk-buying

He

let his

fool!

"

He

closed the book with a slam and
glanced mechanically up at the telltale compass that hung over his bed.
"There's Arthur half a point off
already," he said and made for the
bridge.

Arthur Price believed honestly that

more was exacted from him than from
other chief mates; and early in that
passage he concluded

that

the

Old

Man was

severer than ever. The
Burdock butted into a summer gale

shouted the mate, the wind snatching
his words.

"Ease her! " was the reply. "You'd
have her edging into France. She'll

before she was clear of the Bristol
Channel, a free wind that came from
the southwest driving a biggish sea
before it.
It was nothing to give real
trouble, but Captain Price took charge
in the dog watch and set the mate and
his men to making all fast about decks.
With his sou-wester flapped back from
his forehead and his oilskin coat shrouding him to the heels, he leaned on the
bridge rail vociferous and imperative,
and his harsh voice hunted the workers
from one task to another. He had
lashings on the anchors and fresh
wedges to the battens of all hatches;
the winches chocked off and covered
over and new pins in the davit blocks.
This took time, but when it was done
he was not yet satisfied; the mate had
to get out gear and rig a couple of
The men
preventer funnel stays.
looked ahead at the weather and wondered what the skipper saw in it to
make such a bother; the second and
third mates winked at one another

last.

"No," was the sharp answer. "It's
not all. Speak the engine room and
ask the chief how he's hitting it."
"All sweet," reported the mate as
he hung up the speaking tube.
"That's right," said the Captain.
"You always want to know that,
"
Mister Mate. And the lights?
"All bright, sir," said the mate.
"Then you can go down and get
something to eat," said the Captain.
"And see that the hand wheel's clean
as

you go."

breezed up that night, and as the
Burdock cleared the tail of Cornwall,
the heavy Atlantic water came aboard.
She was a sound ship, though, and
Captain Price knew her as he knew the
palms of his hands. Screened behind
the high weather cloths, he drove her
It

we

When dawn came up

behind Arthur Price's back; and he,
the chief mate, sulked.
"That's all, I suppose? " he asked
the Captain when he got on the bridge
again at

her course while

drive her."
the sea had
mounted; the Bay was going to be
true to its name.
Captain Price went
to his chart house at midnight, to
sleep on a settle; but by his orders
the Burdock was kept to her course
and her gait, battering away at the
gale contentedly. After breakfast, he
took another look round and then went
below to rest in his bunk, while the
tell-tale swam in wild eccentrics above
After a while he
his up-turned face.
dozed ofif to sleep, lulled by the click
of furnishings that rendered to the
ship's roll, the drum of the seas on her
plates and the swish of loose water
across the deck.
•%
He was roused by his steward. That
menial laid a hand on his shoulder and
he was forthwith awake and competent.
"A ship to windward, sir, showin'
"The mate
flags," said the steward.
'ud be glad if you'd go to the bridge."
"A'right," said the Captain, and
"
stood up. "In distress, eh?
"By the looks of her, sir," admitted
the steward, who had been a waiter
ashore.
"She seems to be a mast or
two short, sir, so far as I can tell. But
I couldn't be sure."
He helped the Captain into his oilskins deftly, pulling his jacket down
under the long coat, and held the door
lie

•

open

for him.

Some

three miles to windward the
stranger lay, an appealing vagabond.
The Captain found his son standing on
the fiag-chest, braced against a stanchion, watching her through a pair of
glasses, when she peeped up, a momentary silhouette, over the tall seas.
He turned as the Captain approached.

"Can't make out her flags, sir," he
"Too much wind. Looks like
a barque with only her mizzen standsaid.

ing."

"Gimme the glass," said the Captain,
climbing up beside him. He braced
himself against the irons and took a
look at her, swinging accurately to
Beneath him the
the roll of the ship.
wind-whipped water tumbled in gray
leagues; the stranger seemed poised on
the rim of it. From her gaff, a dot of
a flag showed a blur against the sky,
and a string from her mast head was
equally vague.
"That'll be her ensign upside down
at the gaff, he said. "Port your helm
there; we'll go down and look at her."
"Aye, aye, sir." The mate passed
the word and came over. "How would
it be to see one of the boats clear,
"

into it, while the tall seas filled her
forward main deck rail-deep and her
bows pounded away in a mast-high
smother of spray. From the binnacle
amidships to the weatlier wing of the
bridge was his dominion, while the
watch officer straddled down to leeward; both with eyes boring at the
darkness ahead and on either beam,
where there came and went the pinpoint lights of ships.
Arthur Price relieved the bridge at
midnight, but the Captain held on.
"Ye see how she takes it? " he
bawled down the wind to his son. "No
excuse for steaming wide; ye can drive
her to a hair. Keep your eyes on that
light to port; we don't want anything

father?

bumping into us."
"You wouldn't ease her a

"Aren't the boats clear? "
the Captain.

bit, then?,'

demanded

,
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yes, they're clear," replied the
pins in

"Oh,

"You had us put new

mate.

He
the blocks, you know."
father's steady eye-defiantly.

met

his

"When

are a steamer's boats ever clear for
hoisting out? " he asked.
"Always, when the mate's fit for
"Go and
his job," was the answer.
make sure of the starboard lifeboat,
and call the watch."

"You know," proceeded the mate,
you do know there's none of

"father,

'em here can handle a boat like me."
"Ay," said the Captain, "you can
do it." He looked at his son keenly.
"It 'ud make a good yarn to spin to
Minnie," he said, with an unwillin smile.
The mate laughed agreeably. "Dear
Minnie," he said.
"Then I'll go,

27
"Hoist

guy.
aloft

on

your

forward

Lively there, you men. Noble,
on the booms and shoulder her

over."

She canted clear of the groove in the
chocks as they swung the forward davit
out and the Captain stepped abaft the

men who

father."

away

tackle," ordered the Captain. "Belay!
Make fast! Now get a hold of this

huled.

The Captain
took his ship
round

"Lively now,"
he called." Don't
keep those chaps

ward

waiting, men.

to windof the distressed vessel .running astern of her

Afterdavit tackle,
haul!
Up with
her."

within a quarter
She
of a mile.
proved to be the
remains of a
the
as
barque,

deep-laden

T h e] b o s u'n
stooping, looped
the fall of the
tackle
into the
snatch -block; the
men, under the

wooden ship

Captain's eye,

by

tumbled to and
gave way, holding 'the weight

'

,

I

mate had guessed,
a

swept

badly

From

the
wing of the bridge
the sea.

the

Captain's

gallantly

glasses showed
him the length
of her deck, clut-

rail

tered with the
wreck of houses

pull

torn

as

the

swung down

and putting their
backs

into
the
as she rolled

back.

"Up with her!"
shouted the Captain, and she tore
loose
from her
bed. "Vast haul-

up by the

while the
fall of the spars
had taken her
roots,

starboard bulwarks with it.

Belay! Now
out with the daving!

Her boats were
gone; a davit
stuck up at the

it,

men."

He

stepped a
pace forward as
they passed out
the line.
"Haul

end of the poop
crumpled like a
ram's horn; and

by the taffrail her
worn and sodden
crewclustered and

away,"

cheered the Bitr-

hoarsely and tried
to reach him with
a dash across the

he was
when the
bo'sun shouted
saying,

dock.

I

The Captain

in

deck
The mate
screamed, the
Captain humped

room.

his shoulders for

•ang

ofl'

his

slippery

en-

and

rang
igain to stand by
;ines

planks.

the engine
The mate
came up the ladder to him while
his hand was yet
The mate screamed,

he said. "Noble, Peters, Hausen,
and Ryland are to go in her." He waited.
sir,"

The

old Captain stood looking at the
steamship rolled tutrough.
charge? " he asked

"I'll

eagerly.

go,

He

said nothing.

It all

in

flash

at the telegraph.
"Lifeboat's all
clear for lowering,

wreck, while the
multously in the
"Who goes in
after a minute's

the blow.

happened

silence.

said the mate
paused, but the Captain

father,"

the captain

humped

had you put in the new pins."
mate on the bridge rang
for steam and made a lee for the lowering of the lifeboat, the hands put a
strain on the tackles, and the carpenter
and bo'sun went to work to knock out
the chocks on which she rested. Her
steel-shod keel had rusted into them.
thing

The

I

third

the boat's weight
pulled
the
pin
from the checks
of the block and down she came, her
stern thudding thickly into the deck,
while the Captain, limp and senseless,
rolled inertly to the scuppers.
When he came to he was in his
bunk. He opened his eyes with a shiver
upon the familiar cabin, with its
atmosphere of compact neatness, its
paint
glea neatness, its gleaming
Continued on page 40.

his shoulders for the

"And I'll just see to the hoisting out
of that boat," said the Captain. "Good

a

of disaster;

blow

The Son

of the Otter

By George Van
Illustrated

CHAPTER XIX.— Continued.

in hand,

Children were loitering about or
playing, ready to pay heed when the
school-bell should call them.
Ah
Those people would be made to see
that he, Paul Barotte, was not the man
to forsake his old friend, that he would
never desert his partner

!

!

They

started and walked along, Ahteck as erect as ever, towering above the
smaller companion who was seeking to
protect him. He was trying to avoid
no man's eyes, and kept on quietly,
with long strides, as was his wont.
Men stared at him and kept on looking
after they had gone by.
Those who
chanced to pass near him nodded as
usual, and they answered his bonjour
just as formerly, but they turned after
the giant had passed.
There were also many women, young
old, who saw his swollen face.
Generally they appeared to be sorry
for him.
One or two young girls giggled in silly fashion, and then stopped
as if somewhat ashamed of themselves.
Children put their heads together and
whispered, but though they pointed
him out to each other he was evidently
no object of mirth to them. He was so
very big and walked so straight that
they stood in awe of him.

and

But none

of these things,

at least

outwardly, seemed to affect Ahteck at
all.
It is likely that it was a hardship
as great as any he had borne before,
but he could stand it as long as he
thought he was alone to suffer the pain.
He accepted it in silence, easily, like
any other heavy burden, while Paul
strode behind him, looking somewhat
truculent, staring into people's eyes
defiantly.
.

They

finally

and entered
there,

marks
28

it.

reached the

little

house

The two women were

waiting, their faces showing
of the long hard vigil spent hand

in

by Frederic M. Grant

not knowing
Ahteck or whether
him again.

of
ever see

"At last thou hast returned," said
Uapukun, sighing with relief.
Ahteck went to her, taking her hands.
"All is right with me now," he said.
"I had food with Paul at his house.
He is a good friend. I am sorry that
I gave you both so much worry."
Then he turned to the girl, who was
watching him with a beating heart, as
a prisoner before a court of justice may
look at twelve men returning from settling his fate, not knowing whether their
word will set him free or send him to his
doom. She was shrinking, in fear, with
one hand held out behind her and resting upon the table, as if she felt she
might need the support it offered.
"Mititesh," he said, and gently placed a hand upon her shoulder, "I think
that the trail is clear, so that we may
see some distance ahead, but we know
nothing of what lies beyond. It is a
new country, and I fear that it holds
evil for us.
But if thou art willing to
travel it with me, and it is still in thy

mind

CHAPTER XX.

silent grief,

what had become
they would

Schaick

to cling to

coward before

me who was

all,

I

called

shall accept

a.

thy

gift.
At once I will go and see
Father Laroux and seek his counsel."

great

Mititesh rose to her full stature. A
light was in her eyes; her bosom
panted with emotion.
"Go," she said, "go to him, Ahteck,
and return when he shall have decided.
Thou wilt fined me ready to cling to thee,
to serve thee while I pray that no evil
ever comes to thee that I may not
share !"

new

She rested both hands on

his breast,

looking into his eyes, her own lighted
with the joy and the wondrous power
that makes women, all the world over,
reck nothing of coming pain if it be the
price of love and devotion.

OUT OF THE STORM
Paul had looked upon this scene with
amazement.
He had pulled off his
woolen cap and scratched his head. As
he knew nothing of underlying causes
it was a mystery to him.
When they
walked out of the house together he
kept silent for a moment, but could
resist no longer his keen desire to speak
frankly.

"For years

I

have

known

thee,

Ahteck," he declared, "and have always wondered at thy silent ways and
thy beliefs in coming evils, but now I
must say that I can only wonder at
thy amazing folly. Is there a man in
Pointe Bleue, among those who have
not wives already, who would not give
all he has for the love of a woman like
Mititesh? And now thou art going
to see the priest and arrange for thy
wedding, with thy face as black as a
thunder-cloud and thy manner that of
a man about to bur>' his best beloved
one. Indeed I cannot understand thee."
But Ahteck made no answer. It
may well be that he had not even
listened to his friend.
They reached
the house of the missionaries, mounting
the steps to the veranda, on which were

many

chairs of queerly twisted roots

and branches, made by one of the
When they knocked at the
fathers.
door one of the priests opened it and
bade them welcome.
"My fatlier, I have come to speak
with Father Larou.x," said Ahteck.
"He has been called away to the
bedside of a woman who is very ill,"
"Is there anyanswered the priest.
"
thing I may be able to do for thee?
"I thank you. Father, but I want to
see him. Always he has heard my confession and I seek his help."
"It

is

well,

my

son.

Return

later in
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the day and thou wilt find him.
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But

have'something to say. I have
heard of the brawl yesterday and thy
face shows but too plainly the injury
inflicted upon thee. Thou hast always
been a man of peace, and a sober one,
never touching strong drink. It is because I know thee so well that I have
wondered whether a temptation did
first I

not come upon thee to kill that man
Peshu, and whether thy strength was
not so great that thou wert able to flee
"
from such a crime?
A smile of happiness lighted up the
poor bruised face. Here was a kind and
godly man who had found no words to
condemn and appeared to know how
greatly the hunter had suffered in his
pride, how keenly he had felt the awful
blow of being proclaimed a coward
before all, the fiercest insult a man may
ever be offered.
"It is true that I was tempted,
Father," he answered. "I knew that if
I did not run away I would kill the

man."
thought so," said the priest.
"There remains only for thee to offer
up thy injuries to God as a sacrifice
in His Holy Name, and I will certainly
pray that all blessings may come down
on thee and thy people. Always have
I known thee as a good man and a kind
one to his folk."
An immense feeling of contentment
had come over Ahteck. As for Paul,
the man could have shouted out his
joy, for now, in his eyes, his friend was
absolved of all fault.
"I

MYSTERY!
Most everyone enjoys

snarled clues and no end of hair raising

adventures.

soon know!
.Ahteck quietly nodded. He was well
pleased but still remained very thoughtful, for he knew that it was only the
thing of least import that had been
settled. It amounted to no more than
a small stone that might have been
swept from his path, and there was
still great bowlders to be removed.
He
did not know whether the good priest
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whom

—

murder

December

the

thing of what the story
spoil the

But we can
is

chock

man
and

starts in

is

mystery of
tell

you

woman

plots such as

you any-

tell

about
it

this

full of hair-raising

hunting,

stories

It

issue.

Of course we cannot
would

readers of

— that

for you.

new

serial

incidents of

baiting schemes

made Conan Doyle's

by Dr. Watson so famous.

will

he had confessed, and who
had never been able to grant him
plenary absolution, would consent to
marry a man over whose life there hung
the black shadow of a murder of the
to

The Editors have secured

just such a story for the

left

Ay, they

story— the sort that have many

tery

The priest closed

the door, softly, and
the two young men standing there,
before the lintel over which had been
written in large letters the word Statomiskaiinou, tlie Montagnais expression
of welcome and good wishes.
Paul
smote his friend a great blow on the
back.
"Ah, now everything is right again!"
he exclaimed. "I shall see to it that all
these people know what the good father
has said. It will be a shame on them.
"

a good mys-

of his

own

father.

For a few minutes they went into
the little church, for a short prayer
before the One who had been crucified.
After this they returned to the house
where Paul triumphantly narrated all

You will want to read all of this
new story once you begin it — and you
may take our word for it that you will
miss a good one

if

you do not read

it.
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that the priest had said.
He danced
about the room while Uapiikun smiled
happily and Mititesh, as she looked at
Ahteck, felt that in her heart he was
constantly becoming greater.
The gate of the little enclosure
clicked and Paul looked out of the
window, announcing that the Hudson's

Bay agent was coming

He was

storms are common enough in summertime on the great lake.
When they reached the Post the agent

of Grand
toyageur.

met them at the door.
"I saw you coming," he said. "We
will go down on the beach and look at

the water from his face with the
knuckles of his hand. Yes, he knew
that kind of canoe.
Many were those
he had seen in the region of Grand
Mista.ssini, in those days when the
greatest storm of them all had burst
u[)on his head. They were big highbowed things suited for use upon tremendous lakes and on great rivers that
had few portages, and were able to
stand a fair sea. None of the smaller
canoes of Lake St. John would still
have been riding such billows as raged

the boat."

He walked

out with them, lighting

and had always liked tJie
two young hunters who brought in
such fine catches of peltry and with
whom there never was any talk of

and soon Ahteck was at work,
looking over the damage and taking
careful measurements.
.
"I have a fine piece of oak," he said.
"It will be just right. I can soon have

debt.

the boat ready."

"Bonjour," he said to the company,
wiping his forehead with a handkerchief, for the weather was getting hot

am

in.

a

fine fellow,

and

sultry.

"Bonjour, bonjour," they all answered, while Uapukun hastened to
dust a chair for him with her apron.
"Thank you, I can only stay for a
moment. That was a fine lot of skins

you two lads brought in this time, and
I am glad prices hove been good.
I

came

to see thee, Ahteck, since thou
art so handy with thy tools.
small
sail-boat needs a new rudder-post;

My

come with me and look at it. The boat
has been drawn up on the shore. But
perhaps thou dost not feel like working
to-day! I have heard all about this
thing that happened. Why didst thou
not knock Peshu's head off, a worthless
one who spends in drink that which
should go towards paying his debt? I
think I know who has been selling the
stuff around here, of late, and some
day he will be bundled off to jail."
But Ahteck did not answer his

question.
"I can work," he replied. "I will go
and look at the little sail boat and if I
can mend it I will attend to it at once.
Thou hast done me many favors I do
not forget. But we are about to eat.
Wilt thou not sit down with us? "
But the agent declined the invitation, politely, explaining that his wife
_

was waiting
"There

is

for him.

no hurry," he

said.

"Come

as soon as thou art ready."

A

half an
finishing his

hour

Ahteck, after
midday meal, and still
followed by Paul, who remained at
his heels like a faithful dog, went over
to the Post, but a few hundred yards
later

away.
"It is_ becoming terribly hot," said
Paul, wiping his brow with the back
of his hand. "There is not a breath of
wind, and look at the great black
clouds that are piling up in the north-

west."

Ahteck looked up.
"Yes, it is the coming of a storm," he
said,

indifferently.

"A

big storm of

wind, with thunder and lightning. The
wheat and oats are not yet high enough
to be harmed. It will pass like others."
They walked on, in the sultry heat,
without paying further heed.
Big

his pipe,

"That
glad

is

good," said the agent.

"I

am not out on the lake with
How black the sky has grown,
I

it now.
and the heat is such as we have not
felt this summer! The flies are pestering
!"

badly.

Just look at that
that was advancing
fast was rent by a tremendous flash of
lightning, and all at once the wind
rose, in wide black flaws spotting the
slaty surface of the waters. Then came
a crashing peal of thunder with the
blowing of heavy gusts that twisted
clouds of dust upon the road. Women
were rushing out of houses to rescue
Dogs
clothing hanging on the lines.
were sneaking off for the protection
they could find under the houses, and
the cows, lowing, turned their backs to
the gale. Big drops of rain began to
fall and those spots on the lake that
had been still and leaden in hue became, like the rest of the great sheet, as
white as spume, in a long line extending
as far as the eye could reach.
Paul had been staring over the lake.
"Mother of Heaven! " he cried. "Is
there not a canoe out yonder?
The other two men glanced along
his extended arm and saw it at once.
Hardly more than a mile away the
frail thing was driving towards shore,
pushed by the sweep of the gale.
"I cannot tell who they are," said

The darkness

"They come bow on. Ah! I
saw them well that time, with the

Ahteck.

lightning.
It

—

is

it

"

Bleue
Other

There are three paddles.
no canoe of Pointe

surely

!

men were coming down the
beach, by this time, and watching
while they held their hands up to their
brows to keep the pelting rain out of
their eyes. It was only at intervals that
one could see the canoe, between the
fierce gusts, and then it would disappear
After a breathless
as if blotted out.
moment they would again see the uplifted bow riding high on the crest of a
wave, to sink again in the trough of
the following seas.
"They are men who know how to
handle a canoe.
God help them !"
cried the agent.
"
"See the height of the bow!
shouted an Indian. "It is a big canoe,
and not one of our country."
"I have seen many such ones north

Lac

!

"

yelled an

Ahteck was staring at

by

it,

ancient

dashing

this time.

They were coming nearer fast, and
the watchers knew that these were

men of great skill in the handling of their frail shell. Yet it seemed
to them that the travelers were doomed,
strong

and the men on shore went down to
where the waves were bursting at their
feet, knowing that if the canoe reached
the shore it must be dashed to pieces
on the stony beach. There was a possible chance of being able to drag the

men

out of that seething flood, if the
canoe sur\'ived the seas for a few minutes more.

By
down

this

time some

too,

and

women had come

also children,

and shrieks

of terror came from them. Some made
the sign of the cross, uttering hurried

prayers and frightened exclamations
that were interrupted by gasping
breaths when the canoe seemed about
to be overwhelmed.

Nearer and nearer

still

came

the

strangers, working in desperation, until
at last the canoe was within fifty yards
from shore, riding deep, for there was
much water in it. Then it was uplifted

again on the crest of a great combing
wave, shot forward, sank down again,
and the following billow curled up high,
roaring, to fall with mighty force upon
the stern, which slewed around, buried
in the smother. Then the canoe disappeared again, this time rolling in the
trough and coming up again, bottom
up, with two men still clinging desperately to

it

as

it

drifted in fast.

Ahteck had thrown off his coat
and shaken off his moccasins on the
bench. With a great leap he was in
the waves, battling fiercely, with trestrokes of his great
arms, with the ferocity of motion of
some wild beast battling for its young.
Never before had his formidable
strength been exerted to its utmost, as
now. To him it was a mighty joy to
war against these forces, as he knew
he could have_ done against the man

mendous sweeping

who had brought shame upon

him.

There was nothing to restrain him now
no law of God or fear of Manitou
would hold him back!
He redoubled his efforts as he saw, a
few yards away, the bobbing head of

—

!
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the man he was trying to save, who had
been unable to cling to the canoe. The

waves were tossing him about like
some trivial plaything, and he made a
few unavailing motions of his arms.
Few northern Indians can swim, owing
to the short warm season and the icy
waters. That head sank out of reach
as Ahteck was about to grasp the long
hair, but he dived, forcing himself
under the surface with the utmost of
his power.

He

felt

At
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time the agent addressed the
French, but he shook his
head, evidently not understanding a
word. After this they tried Montagnais
and his features expanded in a foolish
smile. Then, in a low voice, he spoke,
without replying to the questions addressed to him.
"I have lost my shpuagan, my pipe,
a very good pipe it was. And this is a
great storm, a meshte lutits, and nowhere can I find my pipe. I gave a
old

this

man

in

a piece of

"The moose

of this land are different

from ours, and are not feared of men,
and little children go among them. It
But the pelts
is wonderful indeed.
were very fine and now all are lost, and
"
how shall I smoke without a pipe?
losses,
continued
bewail
his
He
to
childishly, as they carried him up to
the Post, for his legs were very shaky.
His two companions had already been
taken there and were sitting on a
bench, shivering under the blankets in
which they had

been wrapped.

garment and seized

men

a second

Then

the

two arms were

rived

who

about him, locked

Ahteck,

despair of
impending death.
The turmoil of the

little s

but

it,

in

the

in

arcarried

and the
tore was

crowded with
people.

"Run, some of
" cried the

waters lifted them
to the surface

you

so that
caught a
gasping breath.
With a savage effort he tore himself away, clutched
the back of the
man's shirt, and
sought to
reach

"A short

agent.

again,
Ahteck

time ago I saw the
doctor going by.
He is likely to be
with the man Labiche, the one who
cut his foot with

Run

an axe.

you,

tell

I

fast,

and

on, retreated again

bring him back at
once to see big
Ahteck. Tell him
that the man may
here
be dying
Hurry as fast as

with them, and

you can

the shore.

A few great
waves caught
them, uplifted
them, flung them

!"

Two or

cast them
with a crash at the
feet of the waiting
finally

three de-

parted on this errand, racing down

waist deep in the
water and others
had followed him,
who grasped at the

the long road.
Ahteck had been
placed on the floor,
and his head was
still bleeding a good

men and pulled

deal.

mob. Paul had run

His friend
Paul knelt beside
him, almost distracted, imploring

them in. Ahteck
was unconscious,
Look mother,

with a great gash
upon his head, and
the other, a very
tall Indian with hair

I

am mad

over
and ap-

silvering

had happened.
The two men who had clung to the
upturned canoe had drifted in fast,
submerged most of the time as their
craft rolled in the trough. There was
no lack of strong hunters to receive
them, however, men who took desperate chances of being carried off their
feet by the incoming rollers. One of the

men was

seized by the foot and drawn
the other let go as the canoe was
battered against the stones and flung
up high, and a receding wave carried
him off. But again he was borne in and
a man with a rope about his waist, held
in,

others,

pounced

at the old

Look

man

I

Either thou must

carefully, for I

know

not

if

remember him or
my head is right

him

to speak.

By good

the templete. was dazed
parently unable to realize that which

by

!

upon him and

dragged him to safety.

mink, for it."
The Indians were quick to notice a
slight difference of accent and speech
in his words,, but they had no trouble
in understanding him, and touched
their brows with their fingers, realizing
that there was some trouble with the
fine skin of atshukash, of

man's brain.
"It was very fine fur we brought with
us. There was Uapishtan, martens of
the very best, and Mitsheshu, fox in
great plenty, and very many other
kinds. And now I fear it is all lost, as is
passigan,
gun, and all our
things, and the canoe is all in pieces,
and this be surely a wonderful place of
many men living in great tents of

my

my

boards."
He pointed to a
distant field.

fortune
the doctor was soon found, arriving in
a few minutes.
He was the Government physician of the reservation, an

young man.
"What's this? " he exclaimed.^ "A
drowned man, they tell me! He is not
drowned at all, see how he breathes."
intelligent

Why!

It is that great lad

Ahteck!

With the readiness of a man accustomed to rely on his own resources and
to act quickly he looked about him and
saw some bottles of ammonia on the
shelves. He caught up one of them and
opening it held it up to Ahteck's nose.
There were a few rapid breaths, and
the prostrate man lifted up his hand
and tried to push the doctor's arm
away.

cow grazing

in

a

"Thou hast enough,

eh! " exclaimed

Continued on page

49.
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Man

Disposes

By Fanny
Illustrated

WHEN

the clock on the mantel

rang

five times,

McKinney

laid

down

his pen, dropped his
upon an ash tray, and pushed
the notes upon which he had been
working away from him. Mardi Gras
had come and gone. The February
twilight shadowed the windows, and in
the quiet room the chatter of the fire
became a grateful thing. It burned

cigarette

Heaslip Lea
by Will Grefe

"I can get them off myself," said
Yvonne. She freed herself of the gray
cloak, dropped it upon the floor with a
magnificent gesture, and kicked it aside.

The

picking out
fantastic lights upon the shiny, rugstrewn floor, upon the walls, and upon
the ivory head of a stick that leaned
significantly against the desk at which

scarf followed like a shred of mist;
then she regained her roses, laid them
within the hollow of one arm, threw
back her head, and faced him radiantly.
"Lcok !" she cried. "The Queen of
Ccmus
Me iviciV
McKinney drew in his breath sharply
leaning back in the chair to look. She
was very lovely. A trailing gown of
white satin, embroidered from shoulder
to hem in silver, clung about her slim

McKinney

young bcdy

whole-heartedly, that

fire,

sat.

Presently, when he stocd up, the
reason for this stick became apparent.
Even though he bore heavily upon it,
he limped, and his steps were obviously
painful.
Once seated before the fire,
he leaned the stick carefully beside him
and lay back, with both hands clasping
the arms of his chair, Icoking fixedly
into the flames.
His fine, clean-featured face was quiet enough, but a deep
furrow came gradually between the
brows, and the mouth settled in tired
lines.

He

did not turn his head when a step
sounded behind him in the doorway.
"Back again, already, mother ?" he
asked, pleasantly.
"The Woman's

Club programme must have been brief

—eh

?"

is not your mother," said a voice,
imperious inflections, and of an almost boyish depth.
At its first note the young man swung
about in his chair, reaching for the stick,
his eyes grown warm with delighted

"It

all

surprise.

"You, Yvonne ?"
She was beside him in an instant.
"Don't get up
Do you hear? It's
only me
And if you don't mind me
!

!

—

shan't stay not a second !"
He surrendered at discretion, surveying her happily. She was wrapped
in a long gray cloak and her arms were
I

of

full

American Beauty

roses.

Over

her hair was a scarf of some shimmering, moonlight stuff.
A glint of jewels
struck through it. She dropped her
roses into his lap, and laughed.
"Hold them while I get these things

wanted you to see me.
just from the photographer's.
no no no
Sit still, Justin !"

No-

The

rose-

off

I

I

— —

"Shan't

I'm

!

I

help you"?"

fragrance, heavy with a sweetness
faintly stale, was in his nostrils;
his
eyes were wistful on her beauty.
32

!

in exquisite, straight lines.

Frcm

her shoulders fell the length of a
wonderful velvet court train heavy
with silver flowers, and about her
throat, her arms, and her waist, glittered the jewels of King Ccmus. There
was a little crown of the same white fire
upon her dark hair, and out of all this
splendcr locked her long, dark eyes,
and the young, warm redness of her

mouth.
"Stand farther off," said McKinney.
"There !" He added half under his
breath a word she caught and flung
back at him, with a delicious arrogance.
"I

am

beautiful

"Though you say

that shouldn't."
I looked in the
glass last night, and the king told rne
and a few other men. Lcok, Justin !"
She swooped down upon him again like
an excited child. All her movements
were swift and supple. "This from
King Comus !"
She displayed a
brooch of pearls and diamonds and a
"This and this and this
tiny crown.
and this," touching the
and this
pins about her corsage with darting

"Why

—

shouldn't

it

I ?

—

—

•

"from maskers. I was so
popular. You've no idea
"I've the king's mantle at home, he
fingers,

!

My

to me, and his scepter.
own scepter's out in the machine. It's
It's like a stick with a
too heavy.
cabbage on top, a diamond cabbage.
You see my roses are beginning to wilt.
Aren't they long ? I wanted you to
see me, just as I looked last night.
Aren't you going to
Justin
Justin

gave

it

!

!

me I'm a beautiful queen ?'
He smiled at her curiously, leaning

tell

"Look

at me, Justin

My

!

gown

is

perfect"

"Very fine feathers," he admitted,
lightly, stroking his chin abstractedly.
She stamped a satin-shod foot.

Look at
"You're too provoking
The gown's not the thing.
Don't / look gocd ?"
At her sudden accession of wistfulness he smiled again.
"You look good to me, Yvonne."
!

tne, Justin.

"

"But good's not beautiful
"Even when it 'pretty does'?"
"I want you to say I'm beautiful."
"Upon my word, that's modesty !"
"Fer-fectly beautiful, like a queenof
!"

the blocd

"Or out of a fairy
She nodded.
"Very well," he

tale ?"

indulgently.

said,

"You are 'per-fectly beautiful

— and — rose-red

white

beautiful to be let loose

Turn

around.

mantle.

on

That's

Comes down

!'

Snow-

Much

!

a

too

man.

feeble

stunning

to the

end of

eh ? All the way around I
go slow
I want to get the whole effect
Very impressive—^little white slippers
and all. I like that flub-dub at the
top of your frock."
"Chiffon," she flashed back at him,
touching the soft flat fold delightedly.

your

It's true."

1

She was standing off from
different I"
him again, posing frankly, caressing her
roses, the twilight striking a thousand
little dancing flames from the jewels in
her hair and on her breast.

train,

—

!

"Very thrilling," said McKinney,
"Altogether delectable And
gravely.
how did you behave ? Couldn't you
walk across the floor now, as if you were
going up to the throne ? Bow to the
adoring multitudes, just as you did last
1

of a queen
about it."
Now look Like this you
"I will
She stood slim and tall in her
see !"
splendor.
"I sat in the proscenium
box with my maids. (There w-as
Marthe, and Elizabeth, and Elinor,

night.

Let's see
Tell

you made.
!

what kind

me

all
!

and Maisie.) The Opera House was
crowded to the roof and everyone stared
at us, and the orchestra played. After
a while, the lights were lowered, and the
curtain went up. There were the

tableaux, Comus in Arcady. They
were very beautiful. Then some of the
forward a little, with thin hands interlocked upon his knees. His wide,* floor committee came to our box, and
whimsical mouth twisted at one corner
they took us down between the 'callA
before he spoke.
outs' to the steps of the stage.
"Didn't the king tell you so ? And
courier was waiting for each of my
maids and the king's messenger was
a few other men ?"
"Ah
But I want you to you're waiting for me !" All her Gallic an!

—
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cestry spoke in the dramatic tension of
her voice. "A blond knight, in rose
and gold with a mask that smiled."
"It's a peculiarity of masks," said
McKinney, stroking his chin again.
"So you went up the steps with the

—

•"

messenger of the king

Yvonne interrupted him breathlessly,
clasping her roses tighter.
"Straight up the steps and across the
stage between lines of maskers that
danced and applauded and shrieked out
funny noises to the throne. The king

—

—
wings—

Then two women came from

met me.

—

in
pink dominoes and
the
fastened the mantle on my shoulders
and put the jewels on me, and the king

me

gave

his

arm and we walked around

the long, wide stage before the maskers
that clapped and clapped and the people
" She
in the horseshoe that clapped
gave a deft little kick to the heavy train
so that it lay in graceful folds behind
"Like this !" she explained raptly
her.
and walked to the other end of the

—

room with a stately tread.
As she came slowly back, she bent
her head in answer to imaginary plauand gestured graciously with her
McKinney, watching
empty hand.
with a slow smile upon his Ups, seemed
almost to hear the bravos that greeted
her, almost to see the lights of the old

dits

French Opera House

flaring

down upon

her happy beauty. When she stopped,
just a little short of his chair, she sank
in a sweeping courtesy.
"Will I do ?" she asked, laughing
but eager. "Will I do, Justin ? I was
so happy.
It was like a fairy tale."
She rose lithely, and stood beside him.
The room was already in shadow except for the fire-glow, and her white,
jeweled figure lent an aspect of unreality
to the quiet walls.

"Snow-white

—

—

and

name
commented

That's a good

rose-red

for you,"

!

McKin-

"Yes,
leisurely.
ney
Yvonne, you'll do. I dare say your
grandmother was proud, and the women were jealous, and the men were all
mad about you. What more could you

want

I

'I

?"

"I wanted you to be there," she said,
frankly and sweetly as a child.
"You're a dear girl."
"I did so wish for it, Justin 1"
"If wishes were horses," he reminded
cheerfully.

"Too

bad

they're

not,

eh?"
"I

kept

thinking,"

she

insisted,

"
"what you'd say
He drummed on the arm
still

of his chair,
smiling, while he turned resolutely

away from

that question.

"How many men made love to you
"Oh, a good

many

!"

frankly.
"It was really
a perfect time."

?"

Yvonne,
funny. I had
said

"Heartless young person !"
"I'm not," she objected with a madrigal of laughter.
"It would have been

wanted you

to

be there," she said, frankly and sweetly as a chUd

Why
heartless to take them seriously.
don't you ask me to sit down ?" She
looked about her for a chair.
"Why, I wasn't sure you could sit
down, in all that grandeur. You're
such a picture. Besides," McKinney
added as a prudent afterthought, "I
didn't

know

you

meant

to

stay.

There was a small,
upon the nape of her
white neck that played havoc with Mcbrushed his sleeve.
soft curl lying

Kinney's resolute impersonality. A
grim appreciation twitched the muscles
of his mouth.
"You're a delightfully unconventional
young woman," he suggested, mildly

Mother's at the Woman's Club, or
something equally engrossing."
Yvonne, who had possessed herself of
a low seat and was dragging it very near
her host, tossed an unabashed head.
"Did I ask for your mother ? It was

significant,

to see.
To show you how
She sat down and dropped
I looked."
the roses across her lap.
"What were
we talking about ? I've forgotten."
She was so near that her mantle

"she'll

you

I

came

"to

come

a-visiting

me

without any chaperon."
"My maid's outside in the machine."
"If she hasn't by this time eloped
with the chauffeur."
"If she has," Yvonne retorted quickly,
be sorry. He's already married.
Don't you want me to stay ?"

"Want
course,
of you

I

?" he repeated, politely. "Of
want it. But I was thinking

-"

—
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"Well,

I

want

too

it,

—so

tliat's set-

nodding her head in
"Now, what were
pleased affirmation.
we talking about ?"
"If you will stay
we were discussing
tled," she decidctl,

—

the men who made love to you last
night."
She smiled sweetly. "Since you
There were lots of them,
insist, then.

but two

Do you mind

in especial.

if I

tween the fourth and fifth dances."
"Wouldn't that have been a trifle
hasty ?"

"You know what I mean," said
Yvonne, nodding her head wisely, "and
I told him I couldn't decide in such a
hurry, that he must wait.
I wanted to
talk to you aliout it."
"You told him that ?" McKinney
lifted quizzical

not.

and drew away courteously

me

to the other

"Oh, no

Yvonne looked

"I

displeased.

lieve you're afraid of

be-

me."

"I am," he assured her with a flicker
of grim humor.
"About the two in
especial, however ?"
She flung back her head and looked
up at him out of frank, lovely eyes.
"Comus," she said, "asked me to
marry him, and so did the captain of

Comus Krewe.

That's what

I

want

you about."
?"
"The king that would be
"Haven't you heard ? Logan Winchester was Comus."
to talk to

"And

—

the captain ?"

"Edouard Carriere."

"Humph

!"

I like widowers when they're not
nor bald."
"Undeniably," her confessor agreed,
"to be fat or bald is nothing in a
widower's favor."
"Edouard's tall and thin," Yvonne

But

fat,

went on thoughtfully, "and his hair is
really thick, but
I don't know, Justin
he will wear red ties."

—

—

McKinney

felt his

was a

own

tie

thought-

wine color.
"Well, you're not a widower," said
Yvonne. She petted her roses absently.
Their fragrance, just touched with that
elusive staleness which comes to roses
it

after tco

much

rich

light

and warmth,

drift-

about her like an aura. McKinney frowned quietly.
"So you gave him his conge ?

ed

to

him

it

wasn't

fair to

know my own mind

expect

at a ball."

then ? That's Ash Wednesday with a
vengeance."
Yvonne shrugged expressively.
"I went to mass at the Cathedral this
morning; I stood my little St. Joseph on
his head;
and I went to the photo-

That was

grapher's.

to

divert

my

Then, while I was at the photoI said to mygrapher's, I had an idea.

mind.
self,

want Justin

'I

to see

me

in this.

won't get back into my street clothes.
I'll go up there with this cloak around
me. The machine's closed, nobody'll
see, and when we get there, Julie can
wait outside. Justin can see me. I
can tell him everything, and he'll know
You see, sooner
what I ought to do
I

all

"Just as nicely as

I

could.

Yes,

I

suppose so."

"And Comus ?"
Yvonne sat upright, staring into the
fire.
Her jewels netted her in winking
light.

"He was a beautiful king," she said,
dreamily, "all white satin and silver.
But, there were vine leaves in his hair,
and his mask smiled. You know his
voice ? Curt, with a little husk to it,
as if he didn't talk much.
It's fascinating.
There's nothing he's afraid to
say, and yet he sounds shy.
I was so
happy, you see, at being queen I may
have spilled over a little in his direction,
and he didn't understand. Men are
funny."
'"Curiouser and curiouser' eh ?"
"He asked me to marry him, be-

—

or later,

I

shall have to marr>'

some

one,

and it's no use discussing it with grand
mere she has just two qual-i-fi-ca-tions
She's very
(eh ?), family and money.
narrow, grand mere is. Fat and bald,
and red ties, and things like that, she

—

calls

peculiarities,

'little

make nothing !'"
McKinney laughed.
tion of

Madame du

was quite

chere,

The

that

reproduc-

Bois' caressing tone

perfect.

your point of view.
matrimony,
as a career, but you decline to excuse
any more peculiarities than are abso"I think

You

I

see

realize the necessity of

lutely inevitable."
"If I knew what you meant by that,"
said Yvonne, reproachfully, "I am sure
feelings would be hurt.
"It's just as well you're so dense,

my

then," he teased. His eyes held something more than indulgent amusement,
however, and he sighed impatiently,
gripping the handle of the stick beside
the chair.
It was an ivory handle,
carved in the likeness of a grinning face.
Presently he said in an impersonal,
friendly tone:

"Won't you ring for lights, it's getting dark."
"I don't want the lights," objected
Yvonne, imperiously. "It can't be
more than half after five, and I like the
I
fire.
Besides, we haven't finished.
want you to decide for me about
Logan about the king."
"You might flip a coin," he suggested

—

—

She rebuked him with exaggerated
sadness.

How

—

something important to me.
can you laugh about it ? I'm

"It's

stances."

She

upon the admission at once.
Why wouldn't you laugh ?'
"Matrimony," said McKinney, carefully, "is, I've been told, no laughing
fell

"Why

?

matter."

Of course

!

!'

"I know," Yvonne accepted sympathetically, "he's been married before.

fully;

told

I

no-

"You've been thinking it over to-day,

side.

the

eyebrows.

—no— —no

lean against the arm of your chair ?"
"Not in the least," said McKinney,

depending on you, Justin. If I marry
the wrong man, it won't be so amusing.
You wouldn't laugh then."
"I shouldn't laugh under any circum-

There was disappointment

in

the

sidelong glance she sent him.
"Then you think Logan would be a
good person for me to marry ?"

"Very safe."
"Ah, but that's so stupid !"
"Eminently wise."
"Justin
I'm not an old woman !"
"He has money enough, family
enough, virtues enough, looks enough
he's a very good sort all round."
"
"Then you do think
"I thinic your grandmother would be
!

delighted."
"It isn't my grandmother I'm thinking of, though."

"There's no manner of doubt that
he'd be happy. "
"But 7. Justin,

I

?

What would

it

I'm not thinking of him."
"That might be considered," said
McKinney, slowly, "a very complete
answer to your own question."
be for

me

?

Yvonne looked at him doubtfully.
She drew the jewels about her neck
back and forth upon a slender finger.
"I can't talk riddles," she said at
"I'm not clever like you. That's
why I asked you to hlep me. I'm not
"
joking, Justin
I want to know
"And you want me to tell you !" he
retorted, almost with a groan.
"Why not ?" demanded Yvonne,
last.

—

swiftly.

"No reason, no reason on earth," he
said presently, in an even lightness of
tone.
"It's just that I don't know the
answer, that's all."
little silence ensued, then Yvonne
laid her hand upon the arm of his chair,
almost timidly.
"W^e've known each other a long,
long time, haven't we, Justin ?"

A

"Since the

moon

of knickerbockers

and pinafores, Yvonne."
"Do you remember how you taught
me to fly kites and play marbles ? And
when we stole Poe's Tales' from your
mother, and read them up in grand
mere's attic ?"

"Those were very bully days," said
the man, regretfully.
"Then I was sent

away

to school,

and you went off to Virginia. You sent
me a pennant and your fraternity pin,
and a great, great many letters."
"The first love" he quoted, under

—

his breath.
"I was frightfully

young

"Being so ancient now
"I'm a woman now."

?"

Continued on page 60.
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The V. C.

of

Womanhood

A. FRASER, of Toronto,
author of "Mooswa," "The
Eye of a God" and other successful novels, has attracted a good

MR. W.

TO RUSSIA.
Grey titan of the steppes, whose wistful
eyes
old with long desire, with dreams
are young
Thy tales are not all told, thy songs all

Are

deal of attention in the press by his
suggestion that the mothers of slain

Canadian soldiers should be piesented
with some distinctive medal in honor
of

their sacrifice.

The

proposal has

sung:
hopes are born for every hope that

New

flies,

And

been very generally approved, though
naturally there have been many suggestions in the form of amendment
supported.
Answering some of these Mr. Eraser
writes in the Mail and Empire:
Since the appearance of my letter,
suggesting a silver cross for the mothers
of slain soldiers, several correspondents
have written to suggest variations of
All of these sugthis simple tribute.
gestions, well meant as they were, are
worthy of consideration. In my own
ca.se I gave hours of thought to these
divergent elements before submitting
the matter to the public.
There can never be any question
before the bestowing body of this cross
as to its having been merited by the
mother; there might be and would be
in many cases, if the wives were the
lecipients; if for the mother alone it
would repiesent the "V.C." of womanhood, it would mean recognition of
the one thing the supreme sacrifice of
motherhood.
It would put an addi-

while the general idea

—

burden upon the Government
to extend it beyond the mothers. To
guard it the status of everj' wife would
have to be established. Wives have
the future before them of reaping the
benefits of motherhood; the mothers
who are losing their grown-up sons
tional

stars are only

quenched by daybreak

skies.

to the Government at Ottawa with a
request for s°rious consideration.
It
will then rest with the Government to
act independently of, or in conjunction with, the British Crown.
Canadians can contribute to this
national recognition of our heroic
mothers by directing their influence
individually or as members of some
association, to Ottawa, leaving entirely
in the hands of the Government the
procedure once the matter is taken up.

Thy face

is to the dawning; thou hast
sprung
With virile force and sinews sternly

is

—

—

To

strung
thy prophetic

Seeing,
to

we

and divine emprise.

stretch

our welcoming hands

thee;

Hearing, we answer.
shades

And

the sullen

Of lurking doubt, of old misgiving, flee:
Our hearts are quickened, bygone
grievance fades;

Thine are our cherished hopes and ours
Grey

thy foes,
titan of the steppes, child of the

snows.

—PALL MALL GAZETTE.

The more one
ter the

more one

thinks over this matis convinced that the

simpler the silver cross can be kept in
its
method of bestowal and in its
design the better. By the name silver
cross, I mean one of conventional military design the maltese. cross. This
always carries the distinctive value of
national bestowal. It does not intrude
into the .sacred field of the church cross.

—

To Avenge Captain

of the murder of Captain
Fryatt reverberate in the Canadian
press from time to time, and while

there is no suggestion that Britain
should imitate the barbarities of Germany with regard to the treatment of
prisoners there appears to be a very
general idea that some sort of reprisal
should be made. The Toronto Telegram
believes that this might be done financially, and makes the following suggestions:
British investments under German
control are estimated at $450,000,000.
German investments under British
control are estimated at $650,000,000.
Thus Britain can find a margin of
$200,000,000 that can serve as the
basis of reprisals for the murder of

Captain

Fryatt

German

reckoning

cannot

siirpas.sed; a woman who sacrifices
her sons can do no more. A mother
might lose two sons and be richei still
than the mother of one in having two
or more left.

and women who ha\'e so generously
taken up this thought are now convinced that the proper way to have this
proposal passed upon is to submit it

be

all

give

all

she has

sacrifice

in

I

think the various bodies of

men

German

ships interned in neutral

Such a cross would cost $1.50, or $2.
Some correspondents have suggested a
shield or other devices. A visit to any
of the laige jewelers, and an inspection
of the hundreds of such decorations,
commemorative often of trivial events,
would convince anyone that it would
be unwise to vary the proposed form.

—her only son; her

other

a tonnage of 1,500,000. Britain seems
to be determined that this loss shall
be made good from the tonnage of
allied ports.

life

and

barbarities.
Germany has also destroyed British shipping equivalent to

probably would be of less dimension
than the cros.ses bestowed upon men.

A woman may

Fryatt

prCHOES

It

have little in life left.
There should be no distinction made
between mothers who lose one son,
and mothers who lose more than one.
The widow's mite should fix this value.

iiDiiiiiifliiiininiiiniiinmir

The dawn

of

Germany's day

and
of

may

be distant. Financial
reprisals for Germany's worst atro^
cities can be exacted at once.
Other
reprisals must be delayed.
Germany
imagines that Britain will submit to
the unrequited destruction of a 1,500,000 tonnage of merchant shipping.
Then when peace is declared Ger-

many's merchant ships are to emerge
from the ports of their imprisonment.
These German ships are to regain
Britain's share in the carrying trade
of the world, while Britain is building

—
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at St. Barnabas

and since the outbreak
of war it was his practice to send every
weel< a personal letter to members with
the forces.
In the early days of his
career this London vicar.whose remains
now rest in Highgate Cemetery, worked

among

Can-

the Blackfeet Indians in

ada.

American Neutrality
(^ANADIAN newspapers have

fol-

lowed the lead of the Old Country'
press in restrained comment upon the
action of the American captains who

stood by while the U 53 sank merchant
on the American coast. The
real denunciations of the act have found
expression in American newspapers,
especially in their correspondence columns. Yet the facts ought not to be
forgotten, and we reprint the following
from the Guelph Herald:
The more the alleged neutral attitude of the U. S. Government towards
warring vessels is considered the stranThe
ger appears the discrimination.
statement made by Viscount Grey in
the House of Lords in reply to questions about the destruction of shipping
by the German submarine U-53 off the
American coast reveals the fact that
there are elements of serious friction
between the British and American
Governments in that incident. Early
in the war, on several occasions, the
vessels

—

Washington Government complained
British warships "hovering" near
the coast of the United States. It was
not charged that the presence of British
warships near the American coast was
in violation of international law. Such
a charge would have been absurd. As
the warships were on the high seas,
outside American territorial waters,
they had a legal right to be there. But
the complaints were based on the
alleged fact that the presence of the
warships was "irritating" to the American people and might be regarded as
evidence of unfriendliness.
And so,
in
compliance with requests from
Washington, the British Admiralty
instructed the commanders of British
naval vessels doing patrol serv'ice on
this side of the ocean to withdraw
further from the coast and carefully
refrain from doing anything needlessly
to cause irritation.
In so doing the
British Government, in order to avoid
injur\' to the extremely sensitive susceptibilities of the American people,
good-naturedly waived some part of
its rights as a belligerent, put its patrol
service to greater inconvenience and
of

Neutrality

tonnage to replace the merchant ships
destroyed by German submarines. Germany has figured out a pretty calculation.

That

calculation

is

inspired

by

a long Teutonic experience of Britain's
folly.
Germany's future calculations

be inspired by Germany's acquaintance with Britain's wisdom.
will

A Man With

1

0,000 Friends

'T'HE war has crowded out of the Canadian newspapers much interesting
matter which in normal times, would
have been widely discussed.
Particularly true is this with regard to
obituary notices, save those of generals, statesmen and others concerned
with the present struggle.
But the
Moose Jaw Times has found space
for a few lines about a very famous
London vicar who in pioneer days
labored among the Canadian Indians.

The Times

says:

There recently died at an Old Country seaside resort a London vicar whose
friends weie said to have numbered
about 10,000. His name was the Rev.
Frank Swainson, Vicar of St. Barnabas,
Holloway. He was known as the country's most successful "beggar" for the
parish poor, as every year he gathered
over $30,000 from newspaper appeals.

He had

home at Broadhe assisted young
people to emigrate; and he kept the
old age pensioners in his parish from
starvation during this time of high
prices.
He knew every man, woman
a convalescent

stairs for the sick;

and child

in his parish of 10,000 people.

This popular vicar of Holloway was the
dustman's friend, and it was his habit
to shake hands with the "dusto" when
The
he came to fetch the rubbish.
vicar's kindly, unaffected way won the
hearts of all who came into contact
with him. The-e was scarcely a family
in the whole of his parish that he had
not assisted in one way or another,
and all who khew him, whether they
were chu'chgoers or not, regarded him
as a friend.
The late Rev. Frank Swainson practically died from overwork. Two years
ago a specialist advised him to take a
rest, but the vicar would not leave his
work. In January last he took a few
weeks off, but not enough, and this
time, when the doctors said that he
must have a six months' holiday at
least, the church members sent a letter

begging him not to come back

he
was really well. They also sent him a
gift of money, to which the poor contributed their pennies. The late Rev.
Swainson had 1,200 men in his class
till

made its work more difficult.
Mark what followed. It is

quite
within the bounds of reason to say
that had the British patrol vessels been
near the coast, as they were when the
American objection was raised, the

U-53 would have been limited

in

its

—
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operations, and certainly one at least
of th? outstanding incidents would not
have occurred. It appears that when
the German submarine, dashing from
Newport with the information there
received, reached and attacked one of
the merchant vessels marked as a
victim, torpedo boats of the U. S. nav>were cruising near by, and it is reported
that the German comnaander ordered
them to clear out of the way so as not
to impede him in his task of commerce
destroying, and that they obeyed his
order, standing by until the ship was
sunk and then proceeding to rescue
the passengers and crew from the
small boats.
If these facts are true, and it is but
charitable to await confirmation of
them before being too critical, it shows
that British cruisers engaged in protecting commerce are held objectionable in the American official mind,

^
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U\A-i

while a German submarine war craft
is permitted to enter an American port,
gain information of the whereabouts
of merchant ships, depart from an
alleged neutral port to attack them,
and then is at liberty to attack and
sink vessels whih the American navy
stands bv and watches.

Comfort
"T^HE

to

Enemy

between the

fight

Mounted

soldiers

and

at Calgary
has, of course, been desciibed in
American newspapers and the city is
declared "virtually to be in the hands
of the soldier mob." Possibly the affair
its way in
the
"will eventually find
press of Germany, there to be hailed
as a demonstration against the war.
The disturbers of the peace in Canada
are working to give more comfort to
the enemy than to the people at home.
Renfrew Journal.

the

Police

—

How

^AS

Britons Help

an instance of the whole-hearted

made

sacrifice

by

Britain,

Sir

Hamar Greenwood, M.

P., stated in
address before the
Canadian Club, that motoring as a
pastime had been given up.
"There
are more motor cars running on the
streets of Toronto to-day than in the

Toronto,

in

an

whole of England. Cars have either
been stored or sent by the tens of
thousands over to France."
Port .Arthur

When
TDAPERS

News

Chronicle.

West "Comes
Back"

the

with favorite hobbies have
not wholly relinquished the delight
of riding them while the war lasts,
some even find arguments in their
support from the conflict. Thus the
Weekly Sun continues to present its
•'•

^<^
v(iS^

Nobody Loves

Me
them the land

on taxation, and naturally
enough provokes comment and contradiction from those which disagree
with it. The Temiscaming Herald

sold

says

one in a hundred

theories

:

A

Saskatoon paper contains a list
occupying seventy-two columns of town
lots to be sold for taxes, following the
collapse of the land boom. The Weekly
Sun of Toronto, which is opposed to
everything in the way of progress or
refonn, cites this as an illustration of
the fallacy of the principle of taxing
land as a means of forcing it into use,
and sheds a tear for the Ontario
"housemaids, widows and other simple
persons" (query: can this last class
possibly include the

profit.

The Sun has

the wrong idea, as
These people are entitled to
very little sympathy, except in so far
as they were lied to by the agents who
usual.

own

profit.

of them could use
manner if he or she
wanted to. They are speculators and
gamblers, pure and simple, and must
take the consequences. The efl^ect of

the land in any

squeezing out these speculators may
not be to put the land to immediate
use, but it will force it out of permanent
disuse, which is pretty much the same
thing. When the West "comes back,"
the city itself will have control of the
land, as it should have.

Sun man?) who

were inveigled into paying good money
for these lots with the idea of holding
up later comers for an exorbitant

for their

"ifinocent" victims bought the
land without the slightest intention of
ever using it or going near it. Not

The

Unwelcome Reformers
'T'HE path

of the reformer is proverbhard, and especially so when
the reforms have to do with such cherished institutions as those of the church.
It must be said that usually the revisers and paraphrasers of the Bible
and the Prayer and Hymn books have

*

ially

—

—

:
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number

ing that a great

of the Irish

Guards, spoken of in such glowing
terms by Lieut. Holmes, are volunteers from the Royal Irish ConstabuBefore and after the Crimean
War the latter were spoken of (not
officially) as the Irish Guards.
Subsequently the government was inlary.

formed by Sir Andrew Read, I.G.,
that the Irish Constabulary would
much prefer the title "Royal Irish"
instead of money as a reward for their
distinguished service in Ireland during
previous years.
Many officers and men of the R.I.C.
served with distinction at battles during the Crimean War. In fact I know

no war with England which they didf
not "do their bit," and did it well; for
"them's the boys that fears no noise."
of

Debts

Collecting Small

nPHAT was quite an interesting pointer
brought more zeal than imagination to
the task, and the protest from the
Kingston Whig will meet with general
approval
The commission which' in the name
of the Protestant Episcopal Church of
the United States, has been revising
the
after

Book of Common Prayer, has,
making certain recommendations,

which were referred back to it for
further consideration, adjourned its
sessions for at least three years. This
commission proposed certain amendments to the marriage ceremony, elim-

among

other things, the word
"obey," which was in the response of
the bride.
The amendment pleased
some people, but not all. The majority
favored the leaving of the ceremony as
it is.
The greatest change was in the
inating,

Ten

Commandments.
These were
down or revised and con-

whittled

densed until the first
sented by a few lines.

five

were repre-

The object was
the recital impressive in the
church service. There are some people
who will challenge the wisdom of even
seven bishops, seven clergymen, and
seven laymen amending the Commandments, which are preceded in the Bible
by these words: "And God spake these
words saying."
There is a limit to the length to
which some people will go in their
revision of the Bible. Ritual and ceremony, as dictated by men, may be
emasculated at pleasure, but not the
language and commandments of the
Deity.
to

make

Real
X/fR. T.

Irish

Loyalty

KENNEDY

S.
of Victoria,
B.C., has the following interesting
letter in the Colonist.
It throws a
light on Irish loyalty at its best.
He
says
I believe I am not incorrect in say:

gjven to Ontario by Mr. Horace
Chevrier of Winnipeg, president of the
Dominion Retail Merchants' Association, in an address to Ottawa retailers
yesterday. In Manitoba, Mr. Chevrier
told, a small debt can be collected' at
very small cost. A bill of say $5 can
be collected in court at a cost of 50
cents. In Ontario to collect such a bill

may

And we

cost several dollars.

in

Ontario have been imagining we had
rather a sensible and economical institution in our Division Courts!
The
Manitoba system provides a magistrate in each necessary district to receive complaints of merchants and to
issue summonses. The merchants can
serve the notice by his own employee.
No reason exists that we can think of
why a County Judge in Ontario could
not do what the Manitoba special
magistrate docs and no reason that
we can imagine why collection of small
debts should have to cost more in
Ontario than in Manitoba.
Ottawa
retail merchants should have a talk
about this to the city members of the

—

Ottawa

Legislature.

Ottawa Journal.

-

Preparing For a Fray

D UMORS

that the next will be the
last session of the present parliament are rife, and a belief that the
Liberal Opposition will no longer tolerate an extension of Parliament's life
probably accounts for the fact that the
Stratford Herald, a strong Conser\-ative paper, reproduces the memorable
words of Dr. Michael Clark, of Red
Deer, one of the most forceful of
Liberal debaters uttered some time

ago:—
"The people
this

of

Government.

clear-eyed

Borden.

Canada
They

purpose

of

are behind
trust the

Sir

Robert

"I

am

proud of being a citizen of

Canada because

of what the present
government has done since the out-

break of the war.

"When the war is over history will
record that whatever the petty political fortunes of the parties happen to
be the present head of the Government
has, since the war cloud burst, kept an
eye .single to the winning of the war.
And has not been turned aside by any
improper course or small consideration."

A Good

Sign

Edmonton newspaper asserts that
A^Nthat
northwestern city has the
largest butter factory in Canada, the
output of which last year was 2, .52.5,021
pounds, as contrasted with 74,(X)0
pounds in 1909, the year of its beginning.
The product of this manufactory, it is pointed out, was awarded
seventeen prizes and one championship at fairs extending from Quebec in
the East to Vancouver in the West.
The facts are worth noting as a sign
that the great western provinces are
branching out extensively into general
farming. They hold the grain records,
are celebrated for their live stock, and
are seeking other laurels.
Montreal Gazette.

—

Indian

Summer

'T'HE Summerside Journal adds

to
the voluminous literature on the
subject of Indian Summer in one of
those articles for which the Journal is
noted.
It gives us a picture of the
season jh the "twilight zone" between
SummOT and Winter, and then explains
the origin of the term by which we on
this side of the water identify it:
And what is Indian summer and
how did the name originate? Legend
has it that the smoky season was first
due to the smoke from the peace pipes
of many Indian chiefs who met in
friendly council. A more prosaic theor>'
is that forest fires, which originate in
the late summer, are responsible for

:

;
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the blue haze of this season. Reference
to Indian summer was made as far
translation from the
back as 1789.
French, the journal having been written

A

Syrian

quarter

and

its

39

inhabitants.

later issued in book form
the title "Souls of the Street."
works followed in quick succes-

They were

infallible sign.

under
Other
sion and met with instant success;
"Dr. Luke of the Labrador," "The
Mother," "Every man for himself,"
"Billy Topsail and Company" and a

comes a severe

number of

Canada,

as follows:
the heavy rains, filling
the springs, the creeks and marshes, an
in

"At

last

is

come

Following this fall water
frost brought to us by
the northwest wind. The piercing cold
builds a universal bridge over the
watery places, and prepares the land
for that great mass
shiDuld soon follow it.

have

snow which

of

roads, which
been impassable heretofore, be-

The

come open and convenient. Sometimes
the rain is followed by an interval of
calm -and warmth which is called the
Indian summer; its characteristics are
a tranquil atmosphere and a general
smokiness."

Whatever the meaning or origin of
the term certain it is that Indian summer is a season which the lover of the
country would sorely miss. It bespeaks
a peace such as characterize no other
group of days.

The Late Norman Duncan
DRANTFORD the birth place'ofiNor^-^

the most
brilliant of the younger generation of
American novelists, followed his career
with particular interest, and the Courier has this to say of his untimely death
Brantford has not only lost a famous
son, but the world of modern letters
one of its brightest ornaments, by the

man Duncan, one

After leaving

Toronto University he took up journalistic work in Auburn, N. Y., and later
joined the stafT of the New York Evening Post and made his mark by writing a series of

human

He also

contributed

Pittsburg

University conferred

upon

of Doctor of
His pellucid and charmLiterature.
ing style had won for him a delighted
circle of hundreds of thousands of
admirers, and his ability to limn vary-

him the honorary

title

ing emotions, and to portray surroundings of either land or sea, has never
been surpassed. His personal life and
character, was of the most ideal nature.
It is very seldom that two brothers
attain such noted fame as Robert and
Norman Duncan and the world has
been all the poorer for their passing.

of

lamented death of Norman Duncan.
Although only forty-five years of age
he had long ago attained afpermanent
place as a noted author.

others.

to Harper's Magazine a series of masterly sketches, the result of travels in
Arabia, Australia,
Palestine,
Syria,
Papua and Dutch East Indies. Among
other things he had been Professor of
Rhetoric at Washington and Jefferson
Colleges, and Professor of English
Literature at the University of Kansas.

storiesj^^of

the

Paper Prices and Forest Fires

DERHAPS

the general public does
not realize how intimately it is
likely to be concerned by the great
advance in the rates of print paper
although newspapers and magazines
are critically aff'ected, and a general

^

increase in subscription rates and advertising, and a cutting down in the
size of some of the larger papers are
being discussed in publishing circles.
The St. Catharines Standard considers
the connection between the scarcity of
paper and the frequency of forest fires
in the following article
Independent of other causes operating to increase the price of paper to
Canadian publishers, the constant destruction of spruce and balsam forests
by preventable fires h j played a serious
Without question, there is abunrole.
dance of woods to meet all demands of

but abundance and accessitwo very different
Transportation distances bethings.
tween the woods and the mills is a factor
of first importance, as not a few unCanadian and American
successful
paper mills have been forced to realize.
Every additional mile a paper mill is

paper

mills,

bility are frequently

obliged to travel for logs, the costs of
the paper product will reflect an advance.
E. H. Backus, president of the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, at
Fort Frances, Ontario, stated recently
that the increasing inaccessibility of
pulp limits from the mills is making
paper dearer. Unlike small saw mills.

the permanently located pulp mill cannot pack up its equipment and follow
the retreating forest.
Forest engineers
are agreed, however, that with care in
operating limits and thorough protection against fire, pulpwood forests can
accessibe perpetuated indefinitely;
bility of supplies need be lessened very
Httle.

Up to the present stage in Canada,
the lack of modern fire protection for
which the governments, as trustees of
the timber resources, are chiefly responsible, has reduced the near-athand bodies of pulp wood far more than
the actual cost of logs. The Northern
Ontario fires of last summer are an
In the 1200
illustration of this fact.
square miles devastated were substantial
quantities of paper making materials.
In the same fire an Ontario paper conv
pany lost 400,000 cords of wood, ready
Quebec's 1916
piled in the mill yard.
fires also cleared out large quantities
of spruce and balsam as well as white
The forest fire record in Ontario
pine.
and Quebec during the past ten years
accounts for vastly more forest wealth
than has passed into lumber and pulp.
If the pulp areas at the mill door are
allowed to disappear in flames, the
longer drive or rail haul automatically
increases the cost of manufacture.
Without doubt, other causes than unheeded fires are at the root of the paper
price advances in war time, but it remains true that since the first paper
factory in Canada began to operate,
the fire fiend has been laying his tax

on the paper consumer.

Credit

When

It Is

Due

'X'HE
^

subject discussed by the Toronto Star in the following article

has been mentioned by many other
Canadian papers at different times, and
there is a consensus that the military
authorities, for reasons

themselves, and

whose

force

is

it

may

felt

known onlyjto

be for reasons
especially by the

—

"
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who

French military authorities

are

chiefly responsible for the rigorousness
of the censorship, have missed a chance
to stimulate recruiting:
When the full story is told this regiment will be found to have added fresh
lustre to a name already famous," says
an of^cial despatch from Ottawa, refeiring to the fine work done by a Canadian battalion in a recent battle.
But when will the full story be told?
When \Vill it be permissible to make
pubHc the name, with the new lustre
on it?
What purpose is served by suppress-

ing the names of the Canadian battalions which in this battle so greatly dis-

tinguished themselves?

There seems,

to have been two in particular, one from
British Columbia and one from Ontario.

But which ones?
All the Canadian

forces gave a fine
account of themselves in this affair,
but there is talk of certain two battalIf it
ions that did wonderful work.
be true that there were two battalions that performed deeds that will
add lustre to their names if it is not
a hasty verdict involving injustice to
other battalions that did quite as well
what sound reason could there be
for suppressing the names or numbers

—

—

these two battalions and leaving
eight million Canadians at home guessing as to which battalions are meant?
If the statements made in the despatch
are not fully considered
if they do
involve injustice to other battalions
that fought equally well and with equal
success the injustice is not lessened
by indicating two battalions, although
of

—

—

not naming them.
If a battalion has added lustre to its
name already famous, would the naming of it in the Canadian press benefit
the enemy in any way? How it could
benefit the enemy no fellow can understand. It appears to be all right to say
in the press that a battalion was from
Canada, or even from Ontario, or
British Columbia, or Winnipeg^ or the

—

dispatch in question says all
this openly
but evidently it would
never, never do to give the actual name
or number of the battalion that has
"added lustre" to a name "already
famous" but not mentioned in the
despatches.
oflicial

But

—

if

Canada wants men

in her armies

why

not

let

to enlist
battalions

be named and become famous? Why
not let the men who bravely fall have
the credit now of the deeds they do,
and why not let the men who bravely
fight enjoy while they live some of
the renown they earn, instead of shelving it all on the chance that some day
"when the full story comes to be
written''

by the

historian, late justice
to those
deserve the honor and praise of

—much too late—may be done
who
their

countrymen?

Off the Retired List
Continued from page 27.

and bright work. A throb of brutal
pain in his head wrung a grunt from
him, and then he realized that something was wrong with his right arm.
He tried to move it, to bring it above
the bed-clothes to look at it, and the
efifort surprised an oath from him and
left him dizzy and shaking.
The white
jacket of the steward came through a
mist that was about him.
"Better, I hope, sir," the steward
was saying. "Beggin' your pardon, but
you'd better lie still, sir. Is there anything I could bring you, sir? "
"Did the boat fall on me? " asked the
Captain, carefully. His voice seemed
thin to himself.
"Not on you, sir," replied the steward.
"Not so to speak, on top of you.
The keel 'it you on the shoulder, sir,
an' you contracted a thump on the
'ead."

"And

the wreck?" asked the Captain.
is aboard, sir,
Vavasour, of London, sir. The

"The wreck's crew
bark

mate brought 'em off most gallantly,
sir.
I was to tell 'im when you come
to, sir."

"Tell him, then," said the Captain,
closed his eyes, wearily. The
pain in his head blurred his thoughts,
but his life-long habit of waking from
sleep to full con.sciousness, with no
twilight of muddled faculties intervening, held good yet. He remembered, now, the new pins in the blocks,
and there was even a tincture of amusement in his reflections.
soft tread
beside him made him open his eyes.
"Well, Arthur," he said.
The tall young mate was beside him.
"Ah, father," he said cheerfully.
"Picking up a bit, eh? That's good.
Ugly accident, that."
"Yes," replied the Captain, looking up
into his face. "Block split, I suppose?"
"That's it.
"Yes," said the mate.
"

and

A

How

do you

"You

feel?

didn't

notice

when you put

suppose,

the bloc,k I
the new pins

in? " asked the Captain.

"Can't say I did," answered the
mate, "or I'd have changed it. You're
not going to blame me, surely, father?"
The Captain smiled. "No, Arthur,
I'm not going to blame you," he said.
"I want to hear how you brought off
that bark's crew. Is it a good yarn for

gone, that hindered him. The scars of
the amputation had healed but unless he
bore the fact deliberately in mind, he
felt the arm to be there.
He tried to
button his braces with it, to knot his
tie, to lace his boots, and had to overtake the impulse and correct it with an
effort.
When his clothes were on, he
put his right hand in his trousers
pocket, then remembered that it W2is
not there, and withdrew hastily the
hand he had not got. During the walk
the same trouble remained with him;
,

It

muddled him when he bought tob^-

co and tried to pick up the change.
Before he slept that night, he dropped
on his knees at his bedside, and folded
the left hand of flesh against the right
hand of dream-stuff in prayer.
W^hen his time came to go home in
the Burdock, he was an altered man.
The quiet, all-observant scrutiny had
gone, and the officers who greeted him
as he came up the accommodation
ladder saw it at once. Arthur Price
was now in command, a breezy, goodlooking Captain in blue serge and gold
braid.

"You've got her, then, Arthur?
said the old man as he reached the
deck,' and stood looking about him.
"Yes, I've got her," answered his
son.
"That your kit, father? Sewell
(to the chief mate), send a couple of
hands to get that dunnage aboard.
Come along below, father."
He tucked his arm into his father's
and led him down. Mildly taking
stock of the well-remembered surroundings, the old man noticed he was being
taken to the Captain's state-room, and
an impulse of gratitude moved him.
But he was glad he did not speak of it
when his son put aside the curtains at
the door for him, and he saw that this
was not to be his room. New chintzes
took the place of his old leather cushions; a big photograph of Minnie stood
on the lid of the chronometer case, and
the broken-backed Admiralty guides,
ocean directories, and the rest were
re-enforced by a brigade of smartly

bound

novels.
"Sit down," said Arthur, "and make
yourself at home till they get your
dunnage in. I've put you in the spare
cabin in the port alleyway; you'll find
How are you
it nice and quiet there.
Would you care for a
feeling, father?

Minnie?
At Barcelona the Captain went to
hospital and they took off his right arm
The Burdock went
at the shoulder.
back without him, and he lay in his
bed wondering how it was that the
loss of an arm should make a man feel

"
drink?
"Yes, I'd like a tot," replied the old
man. "Shall I ring for your steward?"
"Don't you trouble," said Arthur.
It was in the cup"I've got it here."
board under the chronometer, a whole
"I carry my own,"
case of whisky.
explained the mate; "I don't approve
Help
of old Davis's taste in whisky.

lonely.

yourself, father."

quickly about again. Then it
was that he discovered a strange thing;
it was his right arm, the arm that was

man

"

He was

Minnie? " asked the old
as he set down his glass.
"She's all right," was the reply. "I

"How's

•
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Open Car Freedom— Closed Car Luxury
Combined at Moderate Prices

—

These two new Overlands are the
first full-size Touring Sedans ever
offered to the public at moderate prices.

only because of the econmade possible by our
enormous production.

sible

omies

they

—

When

Such cars at such prices are pos-

And

The four has the 35 horsepower
motor which has made the Overland famous for years in its
latest improved en bloc type.

Closed, these cars afford perfect
protection against cold, wind,
rain or snow.

fill

a long-felt want.

open they are free to every
friendly breeze that blows.

six has a 40 horsepower en
bloc motor with wonderful flexibility and lightning pick-up.

The

The change can be made either
way easily and quickly and with
no more effort than it takes to
raise or lower the windows.

is the ideal family car
for year-round, every purpose

closed, these
cars are beautiful in appearance
have lots of style are absolutely free from the suggestion
of makeshift which is so apparent in separate sedan tops for

use.

touring ears.

Cantilever rear springs make both
cars remarkable for their easy
riding qualities.
And long wheelbase the four 112
inches, the six 116 inches
and four and one-half inch tires
add further to their riding com-

—

And, either open or
Undoubtedly the car that is both
an open touring car and a closed
sedan, easily convertible on the
instant,

Such cars at $1675 for the four
and $1855 for the six both

roomy

—
—

passenger cars are
heretofore unheard-of values.
five

—

—

33x4'/2
Gasoline
rear

Inch
tanic

bloc

tires—non-skid

and

gauge

at

Auto-Lite

ibility.

starting

finished,

luxurious

Please address Dept. 779
horseoower

35-40

:

Wheelbase— The

Electric control buttons
steering column
Vacuum tank fuel feed
Improved seat springs

and

lighting system
Cantilever rear springs
Richly carpeted floor

Willys-Overland, Limited,

cars at once.

amazed that such

be

Touring Sedans can be built to
sell at such low prices.
See the Overland dealer at once.

these cars, in adto
dition to their perfect convert-

Six,

will

beautifully

commend

type— The Four, 35 hor«epowef^-The

new

See these

But there are many other features

SPECIFICATIONS

—en

fort.

You

Catalogue on request.
Motors

—

Head

Office

and Works

Four>

on

112

inchei— The
Divided
aisle

Six,

116

front

Inches

seats

with

between

Attractive cloth upholstery
Interior dome light

West Toronto, Canada

wide
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wanted

to tell
into dry dock

you about

that.

isn't it?

Reasons
of

BISSELUS
Vacuum Sweeper
embodying
First, the carpet sweeper element,
the merit of all Bissell sweepers.
Second, adequate suction produced by ttiree
powerful bellows pumps.
Third, the mechanically correct and clever union
of brush action and suction plus real workmanship.
The soft bristle brush gently agitates the
nap of rugs and carpets, sweeping the coarser
substances into the Utter-pan and leaving the
fine dust in perfect condition to be pumped up
through the suction nozzle.
Used regularly, Blssell's Vacuum Sweeper keeps
nigs and carpets thoroughly clean in a sanitary
manner, preventing the accumulation of dirt which
necessit.iles drastic cleaning methods.
Blssell's Carpet Sweeper Is the greatest housebold convenience ever Invented, the device that
has saved millions of women from the drudgery
IGxcept for kitchen or porch, disof sweeping.
card your broom and use a Blssell's for little
sweeping jobs that must be done two or three
It makes housework easy.
times daily.
'
Vacuum Sweepers. $9.50 and $11.50. "Cyco"
Bali-Bearlng Carpet Sweepers, $3.25 to $4.T5.
A trifle more in the Western Provinces, Booklet

on request.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
and

Exclusive Manufacturers
Carpet Sweeping Devices in the World

Oldest

J,argest

Depl. 277,

of

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

Made

in Canada, too

go

get back from
this trip, and Minnie and I'll get married before I take her out again. Quick
"
work,

Prime

The Supremacy

We

when we

(314)

|||j^

The

old Captain nodded; the
Captain smiled.

young

"You'll be bringing Minnie out for
the trip, I suppose? " asked the elder.
"That's my idea," agreed Arthur.
"You're a lucky chap," said the old
man slowly. He hesitated. "You've
got your ship in hand, eh, Arthur? "
"I've got her down to a fine point,"
said
Arthur emphatically.
"You
needn't bother about me, father. I

know my
more

job,

teaching.

and
I

don't need any
wish you'd get to
I

understand that.
You know Davis
has bought the Stormbergl "
"I didn't

with a sigh.

anyhow.

know," said the old man
"It don't matter to me,

be reaching for the engine telegraph with my right hand as
like as not.
No, Arthur, I've done.
I'll bother young ofificers no more."
The run home was an easy one, but
it confirmed old Captain Price in his
resolution to have done with the sea.
Two or three times he fell about decks;
a small roll, the commonplace movement of a well-driven steamship in a
seaway shook him from his balance
and that missing arm, which always
seemed to be there, let him down. He
would reach for a stanchion with it to
steady himself, and none of his falls
served to cure him of the persistent
delusion that he was not a cripple. He
tried to pick things up with it and let
glasses and the like fall every day. The
officers

I'd

and engineers, men who had

with him at his ablest, saw his
weakness quickly, and, with the ready
sailed

tact that

DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVAL,
SERVICE.
ROYAL NAVAL COLLEGE OF CANADA.
NNUAL
examinations for entry of Naval
A

I^- Cadets into this College are held at
the
examination centres of the Civil Service
ComiTiission in May each year, successful
candidates joining the College on or about
the 1st August following the examination.
Applications for entry are received up to
tlie 15th April by the Secretary, Civil
Service Commission, Ottawa, from whom blank
entry forms can be obtained.
Candidates for examination must have
passed their fourteeth birthday, and not
reached their sixteenth birthday, on the 1st
July following the examination.
Further details can be obtained on application to G. J. Desbarats, C.M.G., Deputy
Minister of the Naval Service, Department
of the Naval Service, Ottawa.

G.

J.

DESBARATS,

Deputy Minister of the Naval
Department of the Naval Service
Ottawa, June 12, 1916.

Service.

Unauthorized publication of this
tisement will not be paid for

adver-

RAZOR BLADES SHARPENED
A

sharp blade malces shaving a joy. We siiarpen
and save you monev.
Satisfaction
guaranteed, Gillette, 2Sc a dozen. Ever Ready
and other single edge blades, 2Sc a dozen. Mail
safetv blades,

your dull blades to

ALB. KEEN EDGE CO.,
180

Batliurst SIreel.

-

Toronto,

Certain-teed

comes to

The General
a

ft

o r d

can well
Kuarjintc^

to

CERTAIN - TEED

for

CERTAIN-TEED

guaranteed for

such long periods, because he knows that no
better roofing for farm
and other buildings can
be made.
Is

5,

15 years according to ply (1, 2 or 3).
this liberal guarantee is backed by

world s largest manufacurer
and building papers.
Experience has
guarantee and
hy mall.

proven
very

is

that

of

10 or

And

the
rboflngs

CERTAIN-TEED

different

outlasU its
from cheap, ready roofltii

6(»ld

CKKTAIN-TEED
than galvanized

safer than wood shingles; looks better
iron or tin, ia easier and Quicker to lay
Is

and cheaper than
Get

either.

CERTAIN-TEED

from

your

local

dealer,

know and can rely upon. Sold by good
Canada at reasonable prices.

whom you

dealers

all

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturer of
Roofings and Building Papers
Distributing center*:
Toronto,
Montreal,
Ottawa, AVInnlpeg, St. John's, IV.F., Halifax,
Reglna, Brandon, Calgary, Vancoairer.

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

McFarlane Ladder Works
TORONTO, ONT.

BABY'S

OWN SOAP

efficient seafarers,

never showed by increased deference
or any sign that they were conscious
of the change.
It was only Arthur
who went aside to make things easy
for him, to cut his food for him at
table,

and so

forth.

From Swansea he went home by
train;

Minnie and her kindly old father

met him and made much of him. Old
Davis was a man who had built up his
own fortune, scraping tonnage together
bit by bit, from the time when, as a
had salved a crazy derelict
and had her turned over to him by the
captain, he

underwriters in quittance of his claims.
Now he owned a little fleet of good
steamships of respectable burthen and
was an esteemed owner. He did not
press the Siormberg on Captain Price
The two old men understood each other
"I don't want her," Captain Price
told him.
"There's a time for nursin
tender engines and a time for scrappin
them. I'm for the scrap heap, David
I'm not the man I was. I don't put
faith in myself no more.
It's Arthur's
turn now."

over

$250

MOTORCYCLE

TO BE GIVEN AWAY
For a little pleasant essy work for us in your
neighborhood looking after our renewals and new
subscriptions.

No

experience

needed, anyone

can do the work during spare time and

easily win
this fine machine. With a motorcycle you can
ride miles and miles over country* up ami down
the hills at almost any SF)eed.
Write to-day for full particulars. Address.

CANADA MONTHLY, TORONTO, ONT.
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"Yes, then.
a pity, too, John.
But you know what's best to be sure.
I don't want you to go without a ship
while I've got a bottom afloat, but I
don't want you to put the Slormberg
to roost on the rocks of Lundy neither.

David Davis nodded.

Weil, well, now!

It's

So you wouldn't put
"
no more?

faith in yourself

"No," said Captain

Price,

frowning

"I wouldn't, and that's
the truth." He was seated in a plushcovered armchair in Davis's parlor,
reflectively.

and
this

now he leaned forward. "It's
arm of mine. It isn't there, but

I'm
I can't get rid of the feeling of it.
always reachin' for things with it. I'd
be reachin' for the telegraph m
hurry, I make no doubt."
"That's funny," said Davis,
"Well, then, .
in sympathy.
you just stop visiting with
me. I've no mind to be alone
the house when your
in
Arthur's gone off with my
Minnie. He'll push the Burdock back an' fore for us and
ashore like gentlefi gu re
of a skipper, don't he, John?"

we'll

sit

He makes a good

men.

Old Captain Price sighed.
"Aye, he looks well on the
bridge," he said. "I hope he'll
watch the ship, though she's
a big old tub to handle."
He saw the Burdock into
dry dock and strolled down
each day to look at her.
Minnie and Arthur were busy
with preparations for the
wedding. But the girl, found
time to go down once with
the old man and he took her
dock under the
into the

Co

Snbei^torg

THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT. MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN SUMS OF

$500

OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF.

;

steamship.
"A big

thing

from here," he

she

looks
to

said, half

himself.

The

girl

looked

forward.

Over them the bottom
of the

plates

Burdock made a great

her
rolling
sloping
roof;
chocks stood out like gallerHer lines bulged heavily
ies.
.out, and the girl saw the immensity
'of the great fabric, the power of the
tool her husband should wield.
"She's big, indeed," she an.swered.
"Five thousand tons and forty lives in

one man's hands.

And

It's splendid, uncle.

Arthur," her voice softened pleas-

antly, "is that man."
The old Captain wheeled on her
sharply.
"Tons and lives! " he cried.

"Tons and lives be damned! It's not
them she's been run to a thumbspan and tended like a sick baby. It's
for the clean honesty of it, to do a captain's work like a wise captain and not
soil a record.
D'ye think I stump my
bridge for forty-eight hours on end
for

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.
Interest payable half-yearly, 1st April and 1st October by cheque (free
of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at the rate of five per cent
per annum from the date of purchase.
Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering at par and
accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment
made under any future war loan issue in Canada other than an issue of
Treasury Bills or other like short date security.
Proceeds of this stock are for war purposes only.
commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed to recognized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in respect of applications

A

which bear their stamp.
For application forms apply to the Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA,
OCTOBER 7th, 1916.

for this stock
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iK'cause of

What Should Be Done
Our

First

Aid Book Will Tell You

right

ship.

are

Dressings

Ke,^?u\%nori'tVrlflte°rfir'-

B&B

and when
would be time for
the newly-wedded to go aboard the
Burdock and take her out on the tide.
Old Captain Price, decorous in stiff
all

Dressings

dressings are twice sterilized, once after being
sealed,
That to be double-sure. Then
o ffi>
they are protected.
BliJB.

B&B
\

what

is

needed, leavingthe
untouched.
Both are put up
under hospital

right thing by your ship."
Arthur Price was a little moved. "I
will, father," he said. "Here's
hand

roll

my

conditions. Theair

There was a pause. "Why
don't you take my hand, father? " he

in the room is Altered.
The workers
are in uniform.
Do your part in
this
protection
b v

getting

the

brand.

on

thought

Chicago and

New York

of Surgical Dressings

DOUBLE-SURE PRODUCTS
SOLD BT ALL DRUGGISTS

Absorbent Cotton, Gauze, Bandages
Adhesive Plaster, Fumigators, etc.

Why Pay

a Big Price For a

Diamond?

Instead. Dick out one of the nlorlous radiant Gophir Gems, set In solid 14 kt. cold,
and
get it on a 5 days' tree trial.
Wear it to the ball—toi the opera—on the street—to workeverywhere for .) full days— then decide whetlier you wish to buv or not.
It you are not
fascinated by Its radiance— if you consider Its splendor one trifle less than that
of a mined
diamond—send It back at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial
It you
decide to keep It. pay the rock-bottom price (l-30th as much as a diamond costs)
as you
can alTord.
Terms as low as 3Hc a day ($1.00 a month), without Interest. No red tape
Your credit Is good with the Gophir Diamond Co.
Send coupon for new jewelry book

MARVELLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
'^'^ *"" '^'"' solved.
Science has at last produced a gem of dazzling
are called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds
closely
people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand Are and add
l«Bts and cut glass.
Get one on trial today.
Wear It before you decide to buy.
SET IN SOLID I4.kf.
GoDhlr Gems are not ImltaUons.
These precious gems are the master products of science—the reallzaUon of the dreams
of centuries.
They are neyer set In anything but solid 14-kt. gold.
Write for the
new caUlog and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

^-.R!"''''''"

brilUance.
that many

"Li^"
They

m

GOLD—

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address In the coupon or on a letter or a postcard and send
to~us
at once for the bli new booh of exoulslte Goohir Gems.
Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has produced a glorious, radiant
gem
whose dazzling brilliance Is actually a marvel to behold.
They cost but l-30th
as

much

Gophir Diamond
Dept.

Co.
VI,

of
140

Canada
YonBO

Street,

Toronto.

Gentlemen.
absolutely

free

— Send

me,

and prepaid,

your new Jewelry Book and
full particulars of your Fre«
trial,

NAME

it."

"Eh?

B&B

BAUER & BLACK
Makers

easy

there

a two-horse brougham. Neither spoke
a word till they were close to the chapel
door. Then the old man burst out
suddenly
"For God's sake, Arthur boy, do the

put up in germ-proof envelopes,
enough for one use in each.
B&B Cotton is also put up
in a Handy Package.
off

was over

black, drove to church with his son in

Cotton and Gauze are

Vou cut

I'd

if

five

in the local shipping w'orld

Gauze
Bandages

««* "^^ B&B.

to the scarred

thought of no more
thousand tons and your
forty lives, she'd not be where she is."
He held out his left hand, palm
uppermost, and started and blinked
when there came no smack oi the right
fist descending into it.
"There's me talking again," he said.
"Never mind, Minnie dear, it's only
your old uncle. Let's be back uptown."
The wedding day was a Thursday.
The ceremony was to take place in the
chapel of which David Davis was a
member; the subsequent festivities
were arranged for at a hotel. It was
to be a notable affair, an epoch-maker

These things must be kept on hand if you
hope to
cope with an emergency. The smallest
wounds require
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above him
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fractures, in fainting or hemorrhage in
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He seemed to shrug his shoulder.
The girl could not know it was his
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"

The

old

man

started.

"I

took it, Arthur. I'll be
going soft next. Here's the other hand
for you."
The reception at the hotel and the
breakfast there were notable affairs.
Everybody who counted for anything
with the hosts was there and after a
little preliminary formality and awkwardness, the function grew to animation.
The shipping folk of Cardiff
know champagne less as a bcNerage
than as a symbol and there was plenty
of it.
Serious men became friv'olous;
David Davis made a speech in Welsh;
Minnie glowed and blossomed; Arthur
was everybody's friend. The old Captain, seated at the bottom of the table
with an iron-clad matron on one side
and a bored reporter on the other,
watched him with a groan. The man
who was to take the Burdock out of
I'd

dock was drinking. Even one glass at
such a time would have broached the
old man's code; it was a crime against
shipmastership.
But Arthur, with his
bride beside him, her brown eyes alight,
her shoulder against his shoulder, had
r-V,

f,i,-*-U^.-

i^U^n

4-V,^

—
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the day dazzled
him; a waiter with a bottle to refill his
glass was ever at his shoulder.
His
voice rattled on untiringly; already the
old man saw how the muscles of the
jaw were slack and the eyes moved
loosely. The young Captain had a toast
to respond to; he swayed as he stood
up to speak and his tongue stumbled on
his consonants.
The reporter on Cap-

)mes
igr^^^mwimTOrarSSfi jin^,*,-*»

of

tain Price's left ofifered
at the moment.
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him champagne

'Take it away," rumbled the old
man. "Swill it yourself."
" 1 1 is pretty
The pressman nodded
shocking stuff," he agreed. "I'm going
to nap on the coffee myself."
It came to a finish at last.
The bride
went up to change, and old Captain

Rhymes

.
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You

feel

Price took a cab to the docks. The
Burdock was smart in new paint and
even the deck hands had been washed
for the occasion.

their restful

comeliness at once

inviting you to slip
into cosy slippers, pull up
your own chair to the fire,
and find a new friendliness
home's attachments.

who can? "
The old man

us,

and went up the ladder.
She was very smart, the old Burdock,
and Arthur had made changes in the
chart house, but she had the same feel
for her old Captain.
Under her paint
and frills, the steel of her structure was
unaltered the old engines would heave
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"Ah, father," said Arthur Price, as
he came on the bridge. "Come to shee
me chase her roun' the d-dock, eh? "
Even as he spoke he tottered. "Damn
shlippery deck, eh? " he said. "Well,
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her as they might, she was yet the
Burdock; her lights would run down
channel with no new consciousness in
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his forehead and his cap
old man stooped hurriedly

and picked it up for him.
"Brace up, Arthur," he said

in

an

urgent whisper, "an' let the pilot take
her down the dock. For God's sake,
don't run any risks."
"I'm Captain," said the vounger
man. "Aren't I Capt'n? Well, then,
'nough said." He went to the Bridge

the
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"Aye." The pilot shook his head.
"You know me, Captain; it's not me
that would give a son of yours away.
But I can't let him bump her about.
He isn't you at handling a steamship,
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and he's drunk."
The old Captain turned to him.
"Help me out," he said. "Pilot, give
me a help in this. I'll stand by him
and handy to the telegraph. We'll

outfit.

The

and we mustn't make a show

And
pilot

willing."

Arthur, leaning on the rail, was cursing the dock boat at the buoy. The
lock was waiting for them and he
lurched to the telegraph, slammed the

handle over with a clatter and rang for
steam. The pilot and the old man
leaned quickly to the indicator; he had
ordered full speed ahead.
"Stop her! " snapped the pilot as the
decks beneath them pulsed to the

awaking engines. Arthur's hand was
yet on the handle, but the old man's
grip on his wrist was firm and the bell
below clanged again. The young Captain wheeled

TORONTO
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off

my

square old shipmen; he projected a
general ruin; but his feet were not his
own. He reeled against the rail.

"Port your helm! " commanded the
"Slow ahead! " Old
calmly.
Captain Price rang for him and they
began to draw out. Ashore the wedding guests were a flutter of waving
handkerchiefs and hats. They thanked
God Minnie was not on the bridge. At
the rail, Arthur lolled stupidly and
seemed to be fighting down a nausea.
"Steady! " came the sure voice of
"Steady as you go! Stop
the pilot.
pilot

her!
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Arthur Price slipped then and came
Ashore, the party was
to his knees.
cheering.
"Up with you, Arthur," cried the old
man in an agony. "Them people's
Stiffen up, my boy."
"Half speed ahead! " droned the
pilot, never turning his head.
The old man rattled the handle over
and stooped to his son.
"You can lie down when you turn her
over to the mate," he said, grimly.
"Till then you'll stand up and show
vourself, if your feet perish under you.
I'll hold you."
They were drawing round a tier of
big vessels, going cautiously, not with
the speed and knife-edge accuracy with
which the old man had been wont to
take her out, but groping safely through
Arthur swayed
the craft about them.

looking.

and smiled and slackened,

his

head
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nodding as though in response to the
friends on the dock who never abated
their farewell clamor. The grip on his
arm held him up, for he had weakened
on his drink as excitable men will.
"Starboard! " ordered the pilot, and
Captain Price half turned to pass the
word. It was then that it happened.

The drunken man

Pictures
2vs X

4k

pivoted where he
stood and stumbled sideways, catching
himself on the telegraph. The old man
snatched him upright, for his knees
were melting under him, and from
below there came the clang of the bell.
Arthur Price had pulled the handle
Forthwith she quickened; she
over.
drove ahead for the stern of the ship
she was being conned to clear; her
prow was aimed at it, like a descending
sword.
"Hard a-port! " roared the pilot,
jumping back to bellow to the wheel.
"Spin her round shore; over with her!"
The wheel engine set up its clatter with
a savage wrench the old Captain shook
his son to steadiness for an instant and
lifted his eyes to see the Burdock charg;

ing to diaster.

"Stop her! " cried the
astern!
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Captain Price tightened his grip on
his son's arm and reached for the handle
with his other hand.
Clang clang! went the deep-toned bell

below and swoosh went the reversed

The pilot's orders rattled
propeller.
like hail on a roof she came round, and
old Captain Price had a glimpse of a
knot of frantic men at the taff-rail of
;
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the ship they barely cleared. Then,
slowly they wedged her into the lock-

mouth and hauled

in.

"Close thing! " said the pilot, panting a little.
The old man let his son lean against
the rail, and turned to him.
"P'raps not," he said. "Pilot, what
did I ring them engines with? " The
other stared. "I had a hold of him
with this hand of mine; I reached for
the handle with my- other hand."
"But," the pilot was perplexed
"but, Captain, you ain't got no other

—

—

$12.00
14.00
19.00

hand."
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Captain Price shook his
I rang the engines with
it all the same. I rang the Burdock out
" he hesitated
of a bump with it; and
a moment and nodded his head side-

"No!
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ways

— at

the limp, lolling

son "I rang his honor
with it."

body
off

of his

the

mud

The pilot cleared his brow; he simply
gave the matter up. "And what about
now? " he asked. " "He ain't fit to be
trusted with her?
"No," said Captain Price, firmly.
"He's going to retire from the sea; and
till he does, I'll sail as a passenger. And
then I'll take the Burdock again. She
don't care about that old spar of mine,
the Burdock don't.
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of the Otter

Continued from page 31.

strong stuff indeed.
yet, thou big fool.
Lie down quietly till I look at thy
cracked head."
But Ahteck was feeling fairly strong
"It

the doctor.

Don't try to

sit

is

up

MAKE
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had been but a knockout
on sitting up until
his wound was dressed and his head
done up in a bandage.
"It will be nothing," announced the
again, for

it

He

blow.

insisted

doctor, cheerfully. "Thou hast a good
hard head to stand a tussle with the
beach. A brave fellow thou art, and I
am glad that all will be well with thee."
At this moment came in some rnen
bearing a couple of heavy bales dripping
with water.
"One of these was tied in the canoe
that was broken to pieces," said one
of them. "The big waves rolled up the
other one on the shore."
The old man whom Ahteck had
rescued at the peril of his life came
forward, grinning happily.
"It is the fur we brought many
weeks' journey," he said. "There are
many good pelts and it is good that
they are found, but I fear my pipe is
gone.
Perhaps some good man will
give me another, and a trifle of tobacco.
tshishtemau is all wet.
He showed a little sodden tobacco
at the bottom of a leathern pouch, and
the agent handed him a new pipe and
a small plug, after which the man
seemed perfectly happy. He turned his
head about and looked at the assembled

My

people in a quiet, contented way, while
bystanders observed him, with the awe
and respect Indians always show to the

demented.
"Something wrong
head,

"How
But

I

in the old fellow's

TOUCH

"We must

dry them carefully again.

be all right then."
At this time one of the other men
who had been saved spoke, and Paul
took upon himself the office of interpreter, for the doctor had but a scanty
knowledge of Montagnais.
"He is saying that the old man is
always thus. He .says it is a good many
years since he has been that way, yet
he is still a very strong man with the
paddle and good over the portage,
carrying big loads. They say he was
the strongest man they ever knew, and
even now no one is better with the traps
and the deadfalls. He catches much
will

had
also.

risen to his feet

and was
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fur."

By this time people were paying no
longer any attention to Ahteck, who

one

make.

commented

not understanding French, and went
over to the bales of fur.
"It is a fine l6t of pelts," he said.
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the doctor.
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Let

"This man says," continued Paul,
"that on Grand Lac this old hunter
became so, all in one day. He is still
gotxl at the hunting, hut he often speaks
foolishly. Never does he say things just
like other men."
By this time Ahteck was staring, his
uninjured eye widely open and his
breath coming in great jerks, as if the
furious waters of the lake had still
been opening and closing over his
head, that throbbed and made him
think himself in prey a some strange
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The room was partially cleared,
Ahteck looked through the door, that
had been left wide open. He saw that
the blackness of the great clouds had

^

|
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given place to brightness while the air
was pure and dean after the terrible
downpour. As the last of the onlookers
filed out Uapukun and Mititesh arrived, out of breath from fast running.
The older woman's voice faltered.
"Oh! Ahteck! Thou art not dead "
she cried, stammering in the excess of
her joy.
But Mititesh grasped his ann, unable to say a word, for people had
called out to them that he might be
dying. She felt his big arms and placed
her hands on his shoulders, as if to
make sure that she had not really
been bereft of him.
Ahteck pressed her hand, gently, but
turned to his mother. In his eyes she
saw an expression of bewilderment. It
was as if he had been growing crazy
I

1915

Enormous Crops and Low
Taxation Make Farmers Rich

Come

The case was an interesting one, and
the doctor's professional curiosity was
strongly aroused. He was about to ask
for further details when the agent
spoke.
"There are too many of you here," he
said to the crowd, good humoredly.
"The storm is over now and the sun
is beginning to shine."
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blow he had received on his
grasped her arm, quickly.
"Look, mother, look at the old
man! " he said in a low, raucous voice
tlie

head.

that

He

was shaking. "That

is

the

man

I
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or
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mother, for

am mad.
I

Look

Look

know not

if

carefully,

my "head

is

at the old man!
But the doctor was speaking, eager
to learn more.

right.

"This is very remarkable," he said.
"Quite an unusual case. Paul, tr\' to
find out from these people just what

happened at Grand Lac when this
thing occurred and the old man became
foolish."

"This man says," began Paul, after
he had asked some questions, "that
some people of his tribe went to Grand
Lac, seven summers ago, because they
had heard that the price of fur was
good there, and it was not so far for
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them

to go as to the great factory on
the big salt water. Some women they

had with them, and also children, but
some were feeling frightened when they
went there, because—"
"
"Because what?

wabano swayed as the two strong men
had utterly failed to make them, in the
slightest. And then, from the wabano

Paul looked embarrassed. He hesitated on account of the dislike men of
his race have for speaking before white
men of some things that the fathers
condemned as savoring of paganism.
"It it is a foolishness of Indians
who have never heard the real truth
from the fathers. They are things our
people believed many years ago before
the missionaries came.
These men

there came voices, strange voices as of
several men, young and old, and one
of them, speaking alone, said that it
would be very evil to go to Grand Lac."
"Yes, and then? " asked the doctor.
"And then he says that this man,
who is now white haired though not of
very many years, laughed in scorn and
said he did not believe the jortgleur,
and he did not care even if Matski
Manitou, who is the same as the devil,
said so.
He was going, and those
afraid could stay behind. They talked

come from a very

much about

—

far

country where

there are no priests."

"But

tell

us,

what was

"
it!

"Well, this man tells me the/e was a
jongleur, a medicine man, him we call
Ka Kushapatak, of those who work
under the wabano, the tent of many
poles covered with bark and many
boughs.
And when the frame was
built, and before it was all covered
with the boughs, it was so strong that
two men could not shake the poles,
trying as hard as they could. Then it
was all covered up, but the jongleur
stood to one side while this was done,
that his hands might not touch it.
After the boughs had all been placed
on the frame he went in alone, a man
of many years and not strong, and in
a moment the poles shook and the

selves,

this

and at

matter among thembut a few started

last

away with him, in the long canoes,
much fuY."
"And then what happened? "
"He says they traveled nearly a
month to Grand Lac. And there they
with

got good prices for their f^r, after a

few days of talk, and they wanted to
leave at once because of what the
medicine man had said. But this old
man laughed at them and made them
stay another day, though they were
ready to start. After the sun had gone
down he went out of his tent and behind
the big log houses and did not return
even though the sun would soon rise.
So then they feared something had
happened to him and they went to
look.
And they met him in the very

was crawling on
and his head was
broken, and when he opened his mouth
to speak it was all foolishness.
Then

early hours, aijd he
his hands and knees,

these people knew that the evil that
the jongleur had spoken of had come,
as was threatened, and so they pulled
up their tents at once, and put him in
the bottom of one of the canoes, leaving
at once for the fear that was upon them
that other bad things might happen."

"Extremely interesting," commented
the doctor.
"And
"
here now?
"He says that a

why do

they come

man told them the
prices of fur were even better here than
at Grand Lac, on account of the many
who buy, but of course they have
never returned to Grand Lac. He says
that this time the medicine

man went

into the wabano again, and the voices
said the traveling would be good. But
these men," continued Paul, "are very
ignorant, without much wisdom of the
things that arc right, such as the priests
tell us. They believe in foolish things."

time the woman Uapukun,
been hanging upon the shoulder of her big son as if she had been
ready to fall, staggered over to the old
man and grasped one of his shoulders.
"Thou art surely the «ian Nitsouk,
the Otter, a man from the Nascaupees
that trap about the shores of Michigamau," she cried.
"I am very certainly the man Nit-

At

this

who had

;
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souk, and a Xascaupee," he answered,
smiling in a silly fashion.
"And my

wondering.
"Two such tall men have surelj' ikxxt
been seen at one time," he said, "and
thev- surely are like a father and snn."

take these men to my
house," said Ahtcck. "I can give them
clothes that are dr>' and I have a tent
they may take. There is room to camp
by the roadside. In the open they may

TO MY BELOVED O.NE
Later during the same afternoon
Ahteck succeeded in finding Father
Laroux at the mission. The good old
man wore a pair of boUes sauvages and
ancient blue overalls, and was digging
in the garden He dearly loved to care
for.
But at once he interrupted his
occupation and went indoors with the
young man, and they were closeted
together for a long time.
Finally he
placed his thin, blue-veined hands on

"I
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of the stranger;? looked at him
to the younger man,

is very gorxl, after it shall have
been well dried out. It is gocxl fur that
has been well stretched, and now that
the sun shines we must take the bales
apart and dry it at once, for fear of
the mildew."

fur

Nick and Pull-

One

and then turned

—

will

I

dry their

fur.

I

will help."

He swung one

of the big bales to his
shoulder, and the two younger men
among the strangers took the others
and followed Ahteck.
good many
had gathered around again, outside,
wishing to look at these travelers, and
many followed them as they walked

A

away.

But upon the road, suddenly, they
came upon Peshu. Ahteck went towards him, quietly, and Peshu drew
his knife, for now he was afraid for his
life. But Ahteck, having cast down the
bale, seized his arm like a flash, and
bent it down so that the knife fell from
and dropped to the ground.
"I was not seeking any further
quarrel with thee," said Peshu, who
had become very unsteady about the
knees.
Ahteck loosened his hold on the arm
his grasp

and put out

his hand.
"Neither do I seek any quarrel,
Peshu," he said. "This, in a way thou
canst not understand, is the happiest

day

of

my

whole

life.

I

would

ratlier

take thy hand in friendship. I would
the friend of all men on earth! "
Peshu looked at him, greatly amazed,
he was uncertain, hesitating to hold
out his hand, for it was because of a
real fear for his life that he had[drawn
out his sheath-knife, and he was sober
now and knew that before Ahteck he
would be like a reed before the gale.
"I am indeed sorry I struck thee so
"It
last night," he said, sheepishly.
was the drink I took that made me do

now be

it."

was in this wise that the two
clasped hands, and that twice in
twenty-four hours were the people of
Pointe Bleue disappointed in their expectation of seeing them locked in
It

men

strife.

After they had returned to the house
Uapukun, helped by Mititesh, prepared much food, and some old clothing
of Ahteck's was found for the Nascaupees. Of the latter, two men made
strange figures in them, owing to the
fact that they

were of ordinary stature.

But when the older man Nitsouk had
put on an old pair of trousers and a
coat greatly the worse for wear, his
bent form appeared to straighten out
with pride, and all could see that he
was very nearly as tall as Ahteck.

CHAPTER XXI

Ahteck's shoulders.
"God has been merciful indeed to
thee, my son.
He inflicted on thee
punishment such as must come to those
who shed a man's blood in anger, but
this punishment was only of thy heart
and mind, for otherwise His mercy has
always caused thee to prosper. Thou
hast suffered and repented so greatly
that I ha\e been able, with the greatest
happiness in my heart, to grant thee a
full absolution.
Depart now with my
blessings, and remain certain that since
the girl Mititesh and thou art to be
wedded I will m\-self say the mass and
unite thee with her in holy bonds.
May the Lord ever have you both in
his care!

"

Paul had been most patiently waiting
outside for his friend, smoking many
pipes, and it had been all he could do
to refrain from bursting, at times, in
joyful song.
"I would not know thee," he said,
"thou art an utterly different man
now. An Ahteck changed in looks by
other things than thy black eye and
the winding of much white cloth about
thy broken head. Never before have I
seen thee look like this. It is as if the
weight of great mountains had been
lifted from thee."
"Ay, there was a time when all the
weight of the world must ha\"e been

"But
Ahteck.
other men, for
the weight has fallen from them."
He breathed a very long breath, as a
child does that is just born. It was as
if a new and real life had come to him,
with all its hopes and promises.
"I am indeed OA^ercome with happiI had ne^er thought to know it
ness.
again but it has come at last," he
continued.
"In diving thou must have picked
upon them,"

now

it

I

am

a

replied

man

like

up from the bottom

of the lake,"

laughed Paul.
"True, the waters of the lake brought
it to me," Ahteck answered.
"I see that thou art still a man of
many riddles. But I care nothing about
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that so ](jng as thou wilt cease to crow
forever like black Kakatshu the raven,
and to keep on making faces as long as

Highlands of Ontario, Canada
Qsm...

The Home

of the

Red

OAU=V!t^

Deer and the Moose

a day without bread."
They separated, with a hearty handshake, two men faithful to one another
and lo\'ing, but Paul called him back,
suddenly, as if a new and important
-matter had come to him.
"Listen," he said, "there is no doubt
that the marriage between Mititesh
and thou will surely take place, is
"
there?
It did him good to see the bright
look of happiness upon Ahteck's face.

"Thank God," he
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A fine stout girl

to

and

bujlt.
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is

she,

and good with a

paddle, and
and we have been long
walking together in the evenings, and
and I know that she and Mititesh
are great friends, and
"And may good luck ever attend you
both," said Ahteck. "I am glad indeed
to hear that thou art going to be happy
too. It is a thing well deserved."
After he had hastened back to the
house, his long strides bearing him as
if his bliss lent him wings, he found
that the Nascaupees had been very
busy stretching their pelts out to dry,
with the utmost care. They had been
so well wrapped up in the bales with
many folds of bark that a few only, of
the outside and poorest ones, were very
wet.

— —

sleep
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"Then I will say this," began Paul,
looking rather bashful.
"If I know
anything of Mititesh she will surely not
allow thee to go alone to the woods for
the trapping. Thou knowest that her
heart is ever longing for the wild life,
perhaps as much as she longs for thee.

old man
terms.

Western Canada
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will

Uapukun had offered a bed in the
house to Nitsouk, the Otter, but the

Pacific Coast.

LEAVE TORONTO

"we

I pressed her for an answer, the daughter of Jacques Pilon said she would be
glad indeed to winter in the wilderness.
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King
Man.

am

where there

is

air in plenty, for

not Utshiskou the muskrat nor
Amishkoii the beaver. But the tea is
certainly very good."
He was sitting on the little steps that
led into the house, smoking very contentedly, and it was always noticed
that he constantly followed Uapukun
with his eyes, when she came near, It
I
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him much comfort.

Came a most wonderful evening,

that

after the rain with the odor
wild flowers and bright with, a

was scented
of

many

myriad twinkling

stars.

Ahteck took

chiad^ei^

the hand of the girl Mititesh, who
looked more beautiful than ever, and
led her out upon the road, in the darkness, and thence down to the beach,
where little innocent waves lapped the
shingle gently, as if the hurricane of
the afternoon were a thing that could
At
not possibly ever happen again.
this time the whole world would have
seemed quite deserted but for the few
lights showing merrily from the windows of distant houses. Also the katydids made a sound that was drowsy
and yet full of cheer, and some long
and slender-winged mosquito-eaters, as
the Montagnais call the whippoorwills,
cleaved their way through the heavens
or else, resting, uttered plaintive notes
which, strangely enough, appeared to

have an undertone
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now no man

or deity would come between them. They were making ready
to begin a marvelous journey into
unknown lands, and these seemed to
stretch before them, ever so vast and
open, to fade away only in an eternity
of bliss.
"I thank

God," said the man, devoutly, "that he has lifted the curse
from my head and that I may now at
last hold thee in my arms without fearing that evil may befall thee."
"I thank him also," said the maid,
"that my heart will never beat fast
again but for the happiness of seeing
thee!

"

And
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as they turned back towards the
house Mititesh spoke again:
"Tshil ka shaishiilanl
Oh my beloved one! See how beautifully clear
is the sky!
It may be that other great
storrns will come, but they will be as
nothing with thy great arms to guide
us, and I will follow diee through them
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fear, as I would have followed
"
thee before the one that is passed!
short month went by, or perhaps
it was a very long one, and the church
bell pealed very merrily, and all the
people at Pointe Bleue had sought out
their best clothes, and there was a
double wedding at the little church
and a veiUee that they are still talking
about, in the barn which Xavicr Papineau lent for the occasion. To the
general surprise Ahteck danced all
night, as light on his feet as the best
of them, till the fiddlers were too weary

without
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couple of days later the Nascaupees, who had sold their fur very well,
and were greatly pleased, prepared to
leave for their own country, for the
way was long before them. They had
bought a couple of new canoes, for
they had much to carry in the way of
provisions.
Finally everything was
ready and the two younger men told
the old one to make his pack ready and
come with them on the homeward
trail.
They pointed out that the start
must not be further delayed, for already
the leaves of birches were beginning to
show gold while the maples had started
to

A

to blush.

Touring Car 495
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Sedan

But Nitsouk the Otter

placidly shook
gray head, looking at Uapukun who
had been extremely devoted to him,
giving him as tender care as if he had
been a little child of hers.
"No," he said, very gravely. "These
people are very good, and the tea is
black and strong, and so is the tobacco."
"Oh!
Leave him with me," cried
Uapukun. "I will care for him always."
"This woman," pursued the old man,
"is also ver}' good, wherefore I will not
move from here."
And thus the two Nascaupees, who
had wives and children waiting for them
in the distant North, entered their
canoes and returned alone to the
Grand Nord.
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Who Comes

Knows

First,

the Most,

Gives the Greatest^-H^ndy Andy.
matter what other tire makers may do for the
betterment of their product, a close examination
generally reveals the fact that we have been offering
similar or greater virtues in our product for a long time
previous.
That is simply because we are the pioneers
If anybody should know
of the industry in Canada.
Z,
we
should. We have been
tire-making from A to
manufacturing tires in Canada for nearly a quarter
of a century— to be exact, twenty- two years.
No other tire company has been making tires

No

in

Canada

for half that length of time.

Twenty-two years' experience means that into Dunlop Tracand into Dunlop Special, we put all the knowledge

tion Tread,

which has been accumulated through those years of successfully serving Canadians because we thoroughly understand
Canadian conditions. It means that years ago we faced and
mastered the issues with which other tire-makers are confronted to-day. True, a few tire users occasionally swing
their allegiance from Dutnlop to some other make, but it is
almost a certainty those same tire users will come back to
Dunlop Traction Tread or Dunlop Special.
In the end, it is
the Tire maintaining the best quality average which wins out.
and we surely know more about Quality averages in Canada
than any other maker, seeing our experience is as great as
that of all other tire makers in this country combined,

Dunlop

Tire

&

Rubber
Head

Office

Goods

Company,

and Factories: Toronto.

Branches: Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon, Regina, Winnipeg,
London, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, St. John, Halifax.

Limited

1
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Psychology

in

Salesmanship

Continued from page 24.
"

rolishes

(MADE IN CANADA)

At the One Operation
Simply shining or polishing your furniture does not beautify it.
When 0-Cedar Polish is used all dust,
clean it as well.
dirt, grime, smudges, etc., are removed and a bright, durable lustre

You must
is

given— all

at the

same

It gives old,

time.

dingy-looking furni-

Use 0-Cedar on

ture that new-like appearance.

all

Furniture, Floors

had. been

—

Try
If

It is guaranteed.
at our risk.
with results
not
delighted
are
you
it

your dealer will refund your money
without a question. Take a bottle
home to-day and give it a thorough test.

New COAL OIL LIGHT ''oVlAVIu'lilii'^
94%

/ /

10 Days FREE— Send No Money
We don't ask you to pay us a cent until you have

used this wonderful modem white light in your own hometen days,
then you may return it at our expense if not perfectly satisfied.
You can't possibly lose a cent. We want to prove to you that it makea
an ordinary
lene.

and

oil

lamp look like a candle: beats electric, gasoline or acetyTesta by Government
is put out like old oil lamp.

Lights and

34 leading Universities

show that

it

Bums 70 Hours on One Gallon

coal oil (kerosene), no odor, smoke or noise, simple, clean, won't
Three million people already enjoying this powerful, white,
steady light, nearest to sunlight. Won Gold Medal at Panama Exposition.
Greatest invention of the age. Guaranteed,
$100O Reward will be given to the person who shows ua&n oil lamp equal
«JJHJ
to the new Aladdin in every way (details of offer given in our circular).
We wantone usttr in each locality to whom we can refer custom- Yaiip*
era. To that person we have a special introductory offer to make, f^WUTa
under which one lamp is given
givei free. Write quick for our 10-Day
C
THPlOl^t,^
Absolutely Free Trial Proposition
and learn huw to get one free, rll 1
oposit
MANTLE LAMP COM(
COMPANY.
SCO Aladdin Building. MONTREAL
LargMt Coal OH (KaroMM^ Mi»n1l* Ump Heus« In th« World
Largaat
previoos experience necenttaiT. Practically every farm
Men With Rigb Make i;;^,^j'J/iSi!^^'SlS;^ttJ,V.T^i,J?l„yinK.
One lanniT who had never n'^ld anythine in bla
anvn dai/»." t hrisirnsen aaya: " Hav€ nevtr aeen an
$100 to $300 Per Mo. lJ??i.^«'aj,-1Jfi;;i„t''-"«7'„'
pays: "SSprrefiilof hrnnnviinUdhouoht." Philliiwaaya:
\'n fi,^.,rrv talk Ttf eetnarv. Srlin iUeif.
" Kvtry rvntomrr breomfa a J'r\ryni and boonU'r." Kemerlinpsj
Tliousands who
are coining money endorse the Aladdla just an Ktrongly. NO MONCV REQUIREO.
_
We^urnish
VefurniBhBtock toreliablemen to«et8tarted. Ask
,
..
for ourdiatributor'a plan, and le«rn how to secure an appointmi
..,
—jdmakebiirmoney
in unoreupied territory. Stat* oecupatinn.aira,
whether you h»v rig or aufo; whether can work apnre time or ateadv; when can start; townehirn moat convenient toi- you to worli.

common
explode.

Twice THE. UOHT
ON HALF

CDC

•

'

'

,

.

Her head was bowed and one
hand held close to her breast

her bundle of 'treasures.' The other
hand clutched a handkerchief that
from time to time rose to her eyes.
"I told mother about that woman
when I got home and she cried. I
don't mind saving I choked a bit myWell, that night it
self in the telling.
came to me like a flash. 'Suppose I'm
killed.'

Al R

a

thin white

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO., LIMITED,
TORONTO, CANADA.

J'

a year before in

wreck.
a good salary and had given the poor
She had been gently
old soul a home.
reared and all her life had known care
and comfort. At his death it was found
he had left but a few hundred dollars
and that was soon exhausted. Bit by
bit the furniture went, until one day the
neighbors had broken down the door
to find her in a faint from sheer starvaThere was but one thing to do.
tion.
The poor farm offered her only shelter.
W'hen daylight came they took her
away and I watched her drixe off to
the station through the dull mist of the

dawn.
Guaranteed by your dealer
Sizes 25c to $3.00.

rBORNSfl

killed

Up to that time he had enjoyed

—

all

demanded more and he told me.
seems that her only son and support
"I

woods and all finishes painted, stained, varnished,
fumed or enameled. Use it on your piano and on your automobile.
Use it as directed on the bottle and you
will surely obtain the 0-Cedar result
most complete satisfaction.
on

it

Ten
rushed to arouse the hotel.
minutes' work on the part of the landAs she
lord's wife brought her to.
opened her eyes another person entered
the room.
A big man that I recognized
as a deputy sherifT.
" 'What's the matter ?' he asked.
'Poor old woman,'
I told him briefly.
he said, shaking his head. 'She's on
her way to the poor farm. I'm taking
her there. It's too bad. We had to
stop here over night in order to caftch
the local to the poor farm town.'
It

and Woodwork
Use

'What is it ?' she said. 'I thought
it was the man, the poor-house man.
Arc you to talje his place. Is it time ?'
"She trembled violently and the
lamj) in her hand swayed so that I
reached forward and took it from her.
None too soon, She swayed and fell
in a faint.
I bore her to the bed and

.

'

I

sat right

up

in

bed and fairly

gasped. I don't know why insurance
never occurrfed to me, but it didn't. I
just thought and schemed for three
month* over some method of getting
enough money to provide for her future.
It would seem that insurance would
have appealed to me at first thought.
It never entered my head until one day
magazine.
I saw an advertisement in a
There was the answer to my troubles,
the simplest, most commonplace thing
I took out a policy at
in the world.
I had been ripe for three months
once.
and never knew it. It was the cry I
had heard in the dark that paved the
way. I would have signed an application for a policy that day if it had been
presented to me. Now I know no matter
what happens me, mother will be safe."
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Lopsided Luck
Continued from page

16.

enough," rudely interrupted "Big Bill."
His immense waist was shaking with
submerged merriment. "Don't want
to let you get too far with it you know,
your worship," he ended half apologetically.

"What do you mean?"

angrily ex-

claimed the judge.
I got to hand it to
kid when it comes to spinnin'
yarns.
He strung ofif the same thing
Yep, I
to me when I went after him.
When I found
fell for it just like you.
the note at the barn like he said, he
sure had me wingin'. Then I happened
to look up the homestead records and
found he didn't have an entry at all.
I wired back and learned there was no

"It's like this.

this

Uncle Ferdi', no Elsie, no nothin'.
You're slick young feller but you ought
to have taken out that homestead.
Maybe then I wouldn't've looked any
further.
Yes you're a nice innocent
little lad aren't you ?
First time you
ever made a mistake ain't it ? How'd
you ever come to get your picture taken
like that then ?
Kinda' good in two
views ain't it ? Tells all about you
on the back too, 'Micky the Ham';
some appropriate title your pals gave
you all right. Six times in the pen;
wanted in Oregon, Washington and
British
Columbia. Oh yes, you're
innocent. Sure !"

"Big Bill" blasted his hopes MulA'Slen's
expression changed from surprise to extreme disgust.
His shoulders
drooped dejectedly. "Well wouldn't
that kick the pillars out from under a
church ?" He dropped into the slang

vernacular unconsciously. "Look at
that perfectly good story gone to
blazes
And a bum bull, with gristle
for brains, blows it.
If that ain't lopsided luck
Wow Say, if you knew
that all the time why'd you let me
ifTer through the last week makin'
re I had the education spiel down

FOOD ECONOMY
Every housewife knows the length of
time it takes to prepare the most ordinary
soup, the cost of fuel, ingredients, etc. But
with a few vegetables, one or two Oxo
Cubes, a little flour and water, a most
excellent soup can be prepared in a few
minutes at the cost only of a few cents.

So with entrees, savouries, sauces,
dishes, the

Oxo Cube way

is

convenient, efficient way, and
economy everv time

invalid
the quick,
makes for

Another point of great importance is the
peculiar power of Oxo Cubes to increase the
For instance,
nutritive value of other dishes.
rice is much more nourishing than rice
without Oxo. Hence when Oxo Cubes are used
lighter meals can be indulged in

Oxo and

Tins of

4.

10.

50 and 100 Cubes;

!

!

m
It

!

CUBES

?"

"Sure,

the boys had to hear that
believed me
I'd told 'em."
"Well say, you oughta be prosecuted

cry.

I

They wouldn't've

inhuman treatment of prisoners."
"I'm going to lunch," interrupted

r^

magistrate, straightening in his
"Five years in the pen for yours,
and when you come out have horse
sense enough to cut out stealing and go
on the stage."
"And oh, say, boys," he continued
leaning toward the reporters' table.
"If you'd just as soon, I wish you'd
leave out the stufif about his bamboozling us all.
Hurts the dignity of
the bench, you know. Thanks, I knew
^"^u would."
16

seat.

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS
Offers a cordial

welcome and courteous service to all.

RATES
Rooms with Running Water
Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
.
Rooms with Bath and Toilet

$1.59 per daj
$2.00 per day
.

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 per

in

—

:
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Man

Disposes

Continued from page 34.

—

"And a queen every inch of you."
The hand strayed farther, and rested
upon his sleeve. "I didn't come home
until I was seventeen, and by that time
you were a 'prominent young lawyer,'
weren't you ? Do you remember the
I came home ?"
McKinney looked down

night

at the hand
and looked away from
it again.
He had grown slightly paler.
"Your grandmother was ill, and she
asked me to meet you; of course, I
remember. You had a long blue coat,
and a hat with a big bow. You had a
mandolin case under one arm, and a
bulldog at your heels. You said 'Justin
Me voici I've come back !'

upon

his sleeve,

!

!

"
And I said
Yvonne took up

dropped

the thread where he
and frown-

into an abrupt

it,

ing silence.

"And you
I'd

said 'Great Scott,

never have

known you

fectly beautiful

!'

"

Yvonne

!

—you're per-

"I was going to omit that part of the
memoirs," McKinney explained, reprovingly, "in order to spare your blushes."

"I love it," said Yvonne, "and I'm
see !"
He scarcely glanced at the alluring
face she tilted upward in the reflection
of the fire.

not blushing

BUYING

Varnish should be regarded by the
home builder as an investment.

paid by good varnish is a finish on the
satisfies completely and lasts indefinitely.

The dividend

woodwork that

Poor or unsuitable varnish pays no dividend but soon goes bankrupt
and the finish has to be done over.
It costs as much to apply a poor varnish as a good one and the
difference in the price per gallon is nominal as compared with the cost

—

She went on again
as

if

after a

moment,

to herself

"I saw you often that winter, all that
You had time for me then
year.
even though you were busy and successYou used to send me violets and
ful.

—

of refinishing.

and books. Grand mere and
your mother are such great friends, it

The

was only

guide to what is best in architectural Finishes is the
label of Berry Brothers which has for many years protected the
buyer against inferior wood finishing products.

We

infallible

would

home

like

builder.

you some instructive literature on wood finishing
Write our Architectural Department for it.

to mail

for ^the

roses

You got
natural, I suppose.
quite fond of me, didn't you, Justin ?"
He repeated her words in a sort of
"Yes, Yvonne, quite
forced dullness.
fond of you."
"I

BROTHERC
BERRY
Lar^esfV^rnisliMakersV^
Grid's

ESTABLISHED

WALKERVILLE
_^_^_

-

1868

(417)

THEimEAL HOTEL OF BUFFALO,

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX
FIREPROOF.

A

on his sleeve.
"Then, one night grand mere was

I sent for you,
I was frightened.
ill.
you brought the doctor, and when the
doctor had gone, I cried, in the window
seat in the librarj- do you remember,

—

Justin ?"

European Plan — S'.SO per Day and Up
Special >A/eekiy Rates

trolled bitterness, "shoulc

car to North Street, or write for
Special Tazicab Arrangemeat. May we send with our compliments a "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls,** also our
complete rates?

C. A.

MINER,

Managini^ Director.

—

resting

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and service unexcelled by the leading hotels
IM Mt £ of the larger cities.

Take Elmwood Avenue

North Street at Delaware Avenue.

—
— —

— —

—

ONTARIO

MODERN.

know," said Yvonne, "I know.

used to tell me everything about
your work, and about the politicians,
and you were horribly ambitious. You
didn't care for society, but I wasn't even
a bud. I wasn't 'out' and I used to
think you cared for me."
He said nothing in answer, though
she waited an obvious space; so she
went on again, softly, her hand still

You

McKinney, with conI remember?"
"Because you kissed me," said
Yvonne, more softly still.
She sat quiet, and the color streamed

"Why,"

said

into her face, that he
to look at.

would not turn

—
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Built

Canadian Roads!

for

The car you can always depend upon
do it in perfect safety and comfort.
This Series 17 Studebaker
in

Canada
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SIX

to take

at $1,450

is

you there and back

—

and

the most powerful car ever offered

at its price.

the largest and most powerful car in the world for
horse power.
It's

its

weight and

The mighty fifty horse power motor of this SIX will take you up the stiff
grades and over the rough, heavy roads of Canada as easily and as confidently
as the smooth, level stretches.

Yet

it is economical power, not wasteful.
It's flexibility and pulling power
adequate to every road and grade and always more power when you
need it.

—

is

But power

50 HP. Six
Seven Passenger

isn't all you get in the Series 17 SIX.
Studebaker construction
goes with such power
full-floating rear axle with complete equipment of
Timken bearings; semi-elliptic springs in front and %-elliptic springs in
rear; overlapping, storm-proof windshield; and deep crown fenders.

—

Comfort, convenience and luxury, too. A 122-inch wheel base that means
more riding ease and perfect comfort deep, restful cushions genuine leather
and curled hair upholstery; conveniently arranged instruments on dash with
indirect illumination beauty and grace of design that impels pride in ownership and a permanent, lustrous finish that is obtained by 25 separate paint
and varnish operations.
;

$1450
Four Cylinder Models
Touring Car,
$1225
Roadster, 3-passenger
Landan>Roadsf«r, 3-pa8s.

1200
1500

•

Six Cyliader Models
Touring Car, 7-passenger
Roadster, 3-passenger Landau'Roadster, 3-pa«s.

-

$1450
1425

r.O.B. Walkerville, Onl.

1 700

—

;

;

And

this car is a "Made in Canada" product.
The great
at Walkerville are your absolute guarantee of satisfaction

Studebaker plants
and quick service.

See the Studebaker dealer—let him ^ive you a thorough demonstration
will quickly appreciate the wonderful value of this SIX.

and you

STUDEBAKER
WALKERVILLE ONT.

—
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"I had not forgotten that," said McKinney at length, unsmiling, "but I
hoped you had."

"Why shouldn't my memory be as
good as yours ?"
"
"There is so much in your life
"Nothing as big as that."
McKinney shook his head, wearily.
"You haven't

told

all

laboratory

story.

——

—

—

tests of

the

not finish it up ?"
it broke
"I don't know the rest
thought you cared " her
I
there.
voice faltered with deep emotion, "I
know you cared but you never said
you never spoke of it again."
so
"And why not ?" he demanded inThen he had
stantly, "why not ?"
himself again in hand, and spoke more
slowly, but with a passion almost
"It was the next day
cruelly curbed.

Why

—

and home.
pure,

It is

do you
I went up to the plantation
remember that, Yvonne ? Riding from
the house to the levee I was caught in a
drenching rain. I was ill that night,
and that was only the beginning. A
cripple's a cripple,

it is

to

it,

or has

I

whether he's born

thrust upon

him by

inflammatory rhemuatism.
haven't had rnany good days since.

means

delicious,

it

of

I shall again, naturally.
the gift the gods sent me.
Naturally, I said nothing."
"As soon as you could walk you took
up your work again," Yvonne reminded
him, a trifle unsteadily.
"Is^aturally," he repeated, with dog-

It isn't likely

took

I

it is
healthiul.

ged emphasis.
love isn't as big as work ?"
that's all."
"It isn't the same thing
"You could go back to your work
but the other, you just left broken

"Then

Walter Baker& Co.Limited

I

'AEGER
COMFORT
SAFETY

Jaeger Underwear is
durable and comfortable; it affords
protection from

a

1 1

real
chill

weathers and at

in all

seasons.

from

Made

a moderate
fully

price.

had nothing to offer."
"Or was it, perhaps," she saked,
hesitatingly, paling, "that you didn't
want to offer it ?"
McKinney, turning suddenly in his
chair, covered the hand on his sleeve
"I

with his own, crushingly, then released
His smile was bravely humorous.
it.
"Little Delilah," he said very gently,
"go home !"
Yvonne did not answer him at once.
"I waited and waited," she said,
"and each time I saw you, I thought,
'He will speak now,' but you never did."
"Because I hadn't any right."
Some of the roses slipped from her

she murmured, "you won't have
I'll ask you."

Dr.

Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application to

"Don't you know

I

TORONTO

MONTREAL

co. umi...

These frasuper-creamy emollients do
much to restore faded, injured or
neglected complexions, prevent pore-

remove pimples, blackheads, redness and roughness.
No
clogging,

senseless massaging, steaming, etc.

Cuticura Soap is a perfect skin
and complexion Soap and should be
used daily for the toilet.

Trial Free

WIMMIPEfl

Incorpormtcd In Ecgland In 1883. with BrIlKb
Capital for thr Britlah Empire.

—

mean

LENGE

COLLAR^

W/P£ THEM OFF'
WITH Soap aWateb^

- PPESrO!

Just like mew
BEST QUALITY
DULL FINISH
.SnARTANDORESSYj

to.

can't even say

!"

"Very well ^won't, then. The doctors don't seem able to do anything for

by Return Mail

For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book
by return mail, address post-card, **Cuticura.
Dept.62, Boston.** Sold throughout the world.

,„

"Won't, you

necessary by touches

grant,

that ?"

Dr. Jaeger ^'tltlr"""

when

Assisted

of Cuticura Ointment.

"If you'll just say something else,"

illustrated

catalogue and

•"

"Yvonne," said McKinney, quietly,
"don't you know I can't ask you to
marry me ?"

Jaeger Underwear is
the underwear of qual-

A

off

lap to the floor and lay there. She
leaned forward, elbow on her knee,
cuddling her chin in one soft palm.

unquestionable

pure and undyed wool
for Health's sake.

ity at

—

—

ESTABLISHED 1780
MONTREAL.CANADA . DORCHESTER, MASS.

For
and

—

/at your dealer's! DC iHUNfiTOH
DIRECT. FOR iM.llfUNAM

i;JI OR

2S<
'i

TORONTO

—
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probably be a cripple and an
my life. You've got the
world wide open before you. You're
beautiful and young, and you have an
enormous capacity for happiness. Do
you think I'd let you tie yourself to a
broken stick ? No, my dear, I love you

me.

I'll

invalid

Just try
this

all

rather too well for that

"

He

stop-

!"

cried

KNOX
Sparkling

GELATINE

ped short.

Coffe

"Then
Yvonne, a

you

love me
breathless.

do

little

When McKinney would not answer,
she took her hand from his arm and
picked up the roses that had fallen to
the floor, laying them with the rest.
Her eyes were full of tears.
"And still still, you advise me to
marry Logan Winchester."
T*
"I think you would be wise," said
McKinney, steadily. "He's a good
fellow, Winchester"
the words cut
grim white lines about his mouth.
" Fou won't marry me ?" she asked
very low. She stooped her face to the
-

—

—

shielding flowers.

ORANGE CHARLOTTE

"No, dear."^,
"4

Then Yvonne

slipped to her knees
beside his chair, hiding her face upon
the broad leather arm of it, all the roses
spilling a riotous crimson down the
white "and silver of her gown. She
stretched out a slim bare arm to Mc-

Seal

4
la
1

envelope Knox
Sparkling Gelatine

cup cold water
cup boiling water
cup sugar

;

add whites of eggs, beaten until stiff, and beat
thoroughly. Turn into mold that has been dipped
in cold water and if desired line mold with lady
fingers or sponge cake. One pint whipped cream
may be used in place of whites of egtfs. Other
fruits or nuts maybe added.

"If I didn't know you cared," she
said slowly between deep-drawn breaths,
soul you were
"if I didn't know in
as lonely without me as I am without
you, I'd die before I'd say it. But,

my

APPLE CHARLOTTE

as Orange Charlotte, usin? cooked
apple pulp in place of orange juice and pulp.

Each package

if you don't marry me, I shall
never be happy, my whole life long !"
"It wouldn't be fair," he answered,
huskily, but he held her fingers close.
"If you don't, I shall be an old maid,"
sobbed Yvonne, desperately, "and that
will just about kill grand mere."
There was a second's racking wait,
then with a low, inarticulate cry, McKinney put both arms around her, almost fiercely, and she cried for a very

In J^, 1 and 2

pound

cans.

Whole

—ground — pulverized —also

Fine

Ground

172

for Percolators.

—

Make Good Money
You can make good money acting as our
representative in your district.
seven different malces of

We

have

CADILLAC
VACUUM CLEANERS

Besides jelly, Knox Gelatine

makes Salads, Puddings,
Candies, etc.
Hundreds of pleasing uses for
suggested in our

and would
proposition.

like

you to write ua asking

Cadillac

Vacuum

our
Cleaners were
for

awarded the Gold Medal at the Panama Pacific
and the Panama California Expositions. They are
fully protected under the Canadian Patent Act.

Clements Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
74 Duchess Street, Toronto.

and stood there, flowerlike against the
dusk.
"I have been asking Justin to marry
me," she said simply, "and although he
didn't want to, he has said 'yes.'
Will
you please congratulate me ?"

it

LATEST RECIPE BOOK

FREE

Stnt

name.

If

for your grocer's
you wish a pint sample,

enclose 2c stamp.

CHAS.

—

asked calmly, "and what mischief are
you crazy children up to now ?" '
The Queen of Comus rose to her feet
with an adorable gesture of confusion,

Knox

called ready prepared kind.

while longer, on his shoulder, in
her white satin and silver, with the

king's jewels glittering about her.
"It's not fair," he muttered again,
tenderly, above her bent head.
"Listen !" cried Yvonne, lifting her
on fire in an influshed, lovely face
"first he makes me propose, and
stant
"
then he regrets
Mrs. McKinney, stricken with amazement in the doorway, caught at an
illumining word.
"Who has been proposing ?" she

of

Sparkling Gelatine makes four
times as much jelly as the so-

little
all

'

Make same

Justin,

Coffee

pulp

Whites of three eggs

Soak gelatine in cold water five minates and
dissolve in boiling water. Add sugar, and when
dissolved, add lemon juice. Cool slightly and add
orange juice and pulp. When mixture begins to
stiffen, beat, using wire whisk, until light then

Kinney, and her fingers were cold.

Brand

2 tablespoon fu la lemon
juice
cup orange juice and

1

B.

KNOX

CO., Inc.

Dept. E., 180 St. Paul Street
MONTREAL, CAN.

Here

is

Money Saved

Fingers are dirtied, pencil points broken and considerable
muss is made nearly every time a p)encii is sharpened

New Pencil Sharpener
saved, pencils last longer

With the
time

is

all

this is avoided
fingers remain

and

unsoiled.

The handiest convenience for

Office.

School or

Home.

TTie Boston Pencil Sharpener will pay for itself many
times over. Sent to any address postpaid for jl 65.
British Columbia. $1.75.

Order Yours Now.

The A.

S. Hustwitt Co.
44 Adelaide St., West,
TORONTO,
ONTARIO.
-
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Parts are lowest Priced ofAny Car on the Market
QUALITY CONSIDERED

More Power, Comfort and style and More Fully Equipped
THAN ANY OTHER CAR AT

ITS PRICE,

THE CHEVROLET MOTOR
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Canada Monthly's

School and College
Directory
"So you want a position in my firm ?"
the merchant to the applicant.
"Well, what were you in your last

said

Gl en
651

M a wr

SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO
and Day School for Girls

Residential

Principal:

MISS

(Successor to

J.

J.

STUART

Miss Veals)

Tripos,
Cambridge University,
England.
I-arKe,
well- ventilated
house,
pleasantly
situated.
Highly qualified staff of Canadian and European
teacliers.
The curriculum shows clnse touch with
modern thouaht and education.
Preparation for
matriculation examinations.
Special attention given
to individual needs.
Outdoor Games.
Classical

New

Prospectus from Mi^s Sluart

lOJ^lmXv*
Poscdal?

TOROniO

A Residential and

Day School fcrG^irls-

Miss M. T. Scott
Hon. Principal,
Principal, Miss Edith M. Read, M. A.
Preparation for the University and for Examinationn In Music, Art and Domestic Science
Departments. Thoroughly efllclent staff. Large
playgrounds. Outdoor Games Tennis, Basket-

ball.

Rink.

Healthful

—
locality.

PRIMARY SCHOOL, FOR DAY PUPILS.
For Prospectus apply

to tlie Principal.

job ?"

"A doer, sir," answered the sad-eyed
applicant.
"What's that ?" asked the employer.
"Well, sir," said the sad-eyed one,
"I was the doer and the rest were the
tellers.

When my

guv'nor wanted a

thing done he would tell the cashier,
the cashier would tell it to the bookkeeper, and the bookkeeper would
to his assistant, his assistant
to the chief clerk, and the
chief clerk would tell it to me."
"And what would happen then ?"
tell

it

would

tell it

"Well, sir," replied the sad-eyed
applicant, "as I hadn't got anyone to
mention it to I'd go and do it."

Music hath charms, right enough:
but the inhabitants of a certain shabby
street were fed up with "The Lost
Chord," as tangled up by a wandering
cornet player.
He paused, waiting for the pennies
which came not. Then, with a sigh,

he licked his lips and began again, this
time on "White Wings." Two seconds
later a window was banged up, and,
instead of the expected copper, a chair

was flung at his head, missing him
by half an inch.
As he gazed in stupefied wonder
round him, another window opened,
and a voice said, warningly:
"I wouldn't give 'em any more
'White Wings' 'ere, if I was you, mate.
The bloke wot lives in that 'ouse 'as
leg

A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
(Founded by the late George Dickson, M. A., Former Principal of
Upper Canada College, and Mrs. Dickson.)
ACADEMIC COURSE, from Preparatory to University Matriculation and First

Year Work.
MUSIC, ART, DOMESTIC

Cricket,

just come out o' jail for pigeon stealin'
an' 'e ain't fond 'o that tune !"

E. MacDonald, B. A., Principal

A Swede was being examined in a
case in a Minnesota town where the

SCIENCE, PHYSICAL, EDUCATION
Swimming Bath.

—

Tennis, Basket Ball, Hockey,

Wrile for Prospectus,

Mrs. George Dickson, President

Miss

J.

defendant was accused of breaking a
plateglass window with a large stone.

^l^
A

(Unrtintn

ani Say ^rljnnl for

KcHiJitntial

C^trla

Situated Opposite Queen's Park, Bloor St.

Every educational

facility

W.

provided.
Matriculation.

Pupils prepared for Honor
Music, Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon the moral as well as the intellectual, aims
at the development of a true womanhood.

JOHN

A.

PATERSON, K.C., President.
MRS. A. R. GREGORY, Principal.

For Calendar apply

He was pressed to tell how big the
stone was, but he could not explain.
"Was it as big as my fist ?" asked
the Judge, who had taken over the
examination from the lawyers in the
hope of getting results.
"It ban bigger," the Swede replied.
" Was it as big as my two fists ?"
"It ban gbiger."
"Was it as big as my head ?"
"It ban about as long, but not so
thick," replied the Swede amid the
laughter of all but the Judge.

—
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a very small boy. Paddy
Paddy was nearer to his
heart than anything on earth. When
Paddy met swift and hideous death on
the turnpike road his mother trembled
But it had to be,
to break the news.
and when he came home from school
she told him simply:
"Paddy has been run over and

He was

was

his dog.

HAVERGAL

r

Main School
354

372 Jarvis

Gymnastic
Training
Course,

Music.

and sympathy.
"Nurse says,"

he

sobbed,

Paddy has been run over and

is

opening

give

10th.

all."

"No;

but
Paddy.
daddy."
said

I

many avenues

I

I

I

didn't

for well traine'd

Write

told

—but
—

MISS KNOX,

Principal.
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S.

School,

Preparatory and
Kindergarten
for

SHAW,

Boys and

Girls.

TERM OPENS
January

TORONTO.

Young Men and Women.

J

10th.

"Sliaw's Business Scliools, Toronto,

Winter term from Jan. 2no.

Free Catalogue explains.

required training under test conditions.

tile

you that at dinand you didn't seem to trouble at

"But, dear,
ner,

"that
killed."

January

W.

(Late Westbourne)

Games.

Nursing.

TERM OPENS

St.

and Day
Large
Grounds,

Home

He

278 Bloor

Boarding

Science,

Art,

killed."

51St. Clair Ave.
West.

Domestic

Matriculation,

Preparatory
School

Junior School

SI.

^

COLLEGE

LADIES'

Coverley House

Jarvis St.

Honor

took it very quietly; finished his
dinner with appetite and spirits unimBut
paired^ All day it was the same.
five minutes after he had gone up to
bed there echoed through the house a
His
shrill and sudden lamentation.
mother rushed upstairs with solicitude
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393-7 Yonge Street, Toronto.

know ybu

thought you said

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVAL

He was

a wily old lawyer, and had
instructed his client, accused of theft,
to weep whenever he struck the desk

SERVICE.

CoUege

with his hand.
In the heat of his argument, however, he struck the desk at the wrong
moment. His client promptly began
to sob with great energy.
"What is the matter with you ?"
asked the judge severely.
"He told me to cry when he struck
the desk," said the prisoner, as she
lifted a pair of dry eyes from her hand-

Berlin
Oniarici

Excellent Business,

^High School, College c2r Arts''
Departments.

^NEW BUILDINGS with LATEST^
HYGIENIC EQUIPMENTS
largest gymnasium in Canada.
track, swimming pool,
shower baths, tlieatre. First-ctass board.
Comfortable sleeping rooms. Special attention given to students preparing for
University Matriculation. Rates

The

Running

moderate.
Rev. «. L.Z>nDer.C.R..PIi.q^
President.

kerchief.

A laugh immediately rang round the
room, but the lawyer was not abashed.
"It is not possible," he said, when
the laughter had subsided, "that anyone here can reconcile the idea of
crime with such candor and simplicity."
The speaker was W.
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young

I

were discus-
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Money Saved

New Pencil Sharpener all this is avoided
saved, pencils last longer and fingers remain

With the
time

is

unsoiied.

Dovercourt College

The handiest convenience for Office. School or Home.
The Boston Pencil Sharpener will pay for itself many
times over.

Sent to any address postpaid for $1 65.

British Columbia. $1.75.

of Music

" 'What I regard as the most conspicuous thing about her,' I said, 'is
her naivete."

Order Yours Now.

Corner Dovercourt Road
Street, West,

and [Bloor

Vocal, Violin,

Our teachers

Piano,
are

Pupils graduate

Two

farmers met in town a day or
two after a cyclone had visited that
particular neighborhood.
"She shook things up pretty bad out
at my place," said one meditatively.
"By the way, Hi," he added, "that
new barn o' yourn get hurt any ?"
"Well," drawled the other, "I dunno.
I haven't found it yet."

entry forms can be obtained.
Candidates for examination must have
passed their fourteeth birthday, and not
reached their sixteenth birthday, on the 1st
July following the examination.
Further details can be obtained on application to G. J. Desbarats, C.M.G., Deputy
Minister of the Naval Service, Department
of the Naval Service, Ottawa.

Fingers are dirtied, pencil pxjints broken and considerable
muss is made nearly every time a pencil is sharpened

girl.

Mrs. Malaprop flushed slightly.
" 'Yes, poor thing,' she said.
'I
wonder what made her get such a tight
one ?'"

examinations for entry of Naval
into this College are held at the
centres of the Civil Service
Commission In May each year, successful
candidates joining the College on or about
the 1st August following the examination.
Applications for entry are received up to
the 15th April by the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Ottawa, from whom blank

examination

G.

—

sing a beautiful

ANNUAL
Cadets

Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.
Department of the Naval Service,
Ottawa, June 12, 1916.

B. Trites, the

Philadelphia novelist.
"The German idea of God is a puzzle
to me
as much a puzzle to me as Mrs.
Malaprop's idea of naivete.

ROYAL NAVAL COLLEGE OF CANADA.

if

all

Elocution.
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desired.

Your Favorite Movie Star ?

Understand
ing

all

A

lips.

spoken parts.
Read the movgood Lip Reader understands

"Lip
every word spoken in the SILENT DRAMA.
Reading In The Movies," just published, tells how.
Contains a simple key for all Lip Positions and Movements, which enables the eye to 'hear' the conversation on the screen.

Send to
Price, 2.5c.
LIP LANGUAGE,
Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.
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IDept.

C

35,

S.

Hustwitt Co.

44 Adelaide

TORONTO,

St.,
-

West,

ONTARIO.

qualified.

Telephone. College 3153.

Who

The A.

$250

MOTORCYCLE

TO BE GIVEN AWAY
For a little pleasant essy work for us in your
nci^borhood looking after our renewals and new
subscriptions.

No

experience

needed,

anyone

can do the work during spare time and easily win
With a motorcycle you can
this fine machine.
ride miles and miles over country* up and down
the hills at almost any speed.
Write to-day for full particulars. Address,
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CANADIAN NORTHERN
ALL THE WAY
Between

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER
Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

At a dinner party DeWolf Hopper

and Edmonton.

had finished

his speech, and as he sat
a lawn^'er arose, shoved his hands
deep into his trousers pockets as was

down

Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

his habit

And

all

important points

and Tlie

in

little

When

drawled out:
"Doesn't it strike this company as
a little unusual that a lawj'er should
have his hands in his own pocket ?"

P.M.

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY
All

Sir Frederick Bridge, the popular
organist of Westminster Abbey, is well

Modern Equipment.

known

Reliable Express Service.

Through

tickets to all points

Agent, or
Street, E.,

"write to

and

berth reservations from Local

General Passenger Department, 68

Toronto, Ont., or Union Station, Winnipeg,

King
Man.

THE

Canadian Bank

of

HEAD OFFICE

Commerce

$15,000,000
EDMUND WALKER, C.V.O..

JOHN AIRD,

REST

$13,500,000

LL.D., D.C.L.. President

V. C.

Aisiitant General

BROWN.

containing "The Chorus in Hell.'
This particular number was not rendered to Sir Frederick's satisfaction,
despite his repeated admonitions to
the male voices.
Finally, throwing down his baton,
in despair, the irate conductor exclaim"Really, gentlemen, you ought to
ed:
it

sound more

like the real thing.

The fat man was sprawled on the
end seat in the open street car. Three
people stumbled and pushed past him.
The

H. V. F. JONES,

General Manager

for his jovial good humor.
At
times, however, and under provocation,
he can mingle a trace of acid quality
with his wit.
An instance of this occurred during
a rehearsal of one of Dvorak's operas,

make

TORONTO

CAPITAL
SIR

the laughter that greeted this

had subsided, DeWolf Hopper

sally

10.45

—

laughingly inquired:

"Doesn't it strike this company as a
unusual that a professional comedian should be funny ?"

Western Canada

Pacific Coast.

LEAVE TORONTO

—and

Manager

SuperinUndent of Central Western Branches

BRANCHES THROUGHOUT CANADA, AND IN LONDON, ENGLAND: ST.
NEWFOUNDLAND; THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICXJ,

JOhBsTS,

fourth passenger was a quiet looking little man who had a hard time
forcing his way through to a seat. The
little man sat down beside the fat man
on the end and took a sack of peanuts
out of his pocket. He offered the sack
"Have some?'
to the fat man and said
"Naw," replied the fat man. "What
do I want with peanuts ?"
:

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
is allowed on ail deposits of $1.00 and
Small accounts are welcomed. Accounts may be opened in
the names of two or more persons, withdrawals to be made by any one
of the number.

"Better

Interest at the current rate

upwards.

Accounts can be opened and operated by mail as easily as by a
personal

visit

to the bank.

^

—
—

Safe, Brilliant, Economical
Five times
the light of an oil lamp for one-third
the cost No wicks to clean cannot explode it over-turned an ornament to

—

take

some,"

insisted

the

"They

"That automobile I bought a year
ago has never cost me a cent for repairs."

The AIR-O LITE
—

man.

are the finest things
in the world for fattening hogs."
little

any room and a perfect reading and
working light— An Ideal Christmas Gift.

it

"You're lucky."
"Oh, I don't know. You see, I ran
into a stone wall the first day I had
and sold what was left of the ma-

Express prepaid to your nearest Express Office on receipt of Ten Dollars.
Send for one and save your eyes
You can get this beautiful lamp for
ten dollars, but you cannot buy ne^v

chine for junk."

ROCHESTER LAMP

by lending a hand

eyesisht for any price.
Dept. 10

CO.,

it

You can
TORONT

advice.

please the other fellow best
instead of giving

—

—
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To and fro marched the sentry beso many
fore the gate of a certain field
paces this way, and then the same number the other.

—

10 Pounds^

A

man, almost as broad as he was
long, approached the marching figure
and addressed him as follows:
"I say, my man, can I go through

of Happiness^
Tins of

in these

here ?"

CROWNBRAND

sentry paused in his perambula-

The

tions to gaze at the ponderous figure of
Then he replied:
his questioner.

f^^

CORNJiSYROP

"Well, I don't exactly know, sir, but
a cartload of hay managed to get
through this morning."

As the lady

sat

down

a

let

gets

I

is,

a

woman

happy uses

mum,
me !"

it

for

and

"Crown

Brand". Write for a copy,
Montreal Office.

to our

THE CANADA STARCH CO.

LIMITED
MONTREAL, CIRDIIIAl, BRtNTFORD,
FORT WILLIAM.

Makets of^'LUy White'*
Corn Syrup
Betiiou^s
Cornstarch — and 'Sili'er
G/oss'* Laundry Starch,
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the chivalrous

'

man never ort to
Some men never

stand.

up unless

see,

to

ses

many new

shows

laborer added:

"Wot

book^

recipe

"Desserts and Candies"

'

rejoinder.

new

Our

you," exclaimed an
elderly lady to a laborer who surrendered his seat in a crowded car
"thank you very much !"
"That's oply right, mum," was the

thank

"Oh,

pounds of deticioutnets, when eaten on Griddle Cakes,
Waffles, Muffins, Hot Biscuits or good wholesome Bread.
1
pounds of goodness, too, because "Crown Brand" is a
nourishing, body-building food.
pounds of economy, when used in making Gingerbread,
1
Puddings and Sweet Sauces.
10 pounds of happiness, when converted into homemade Candy to delight the children.
Your dealer has "Crown Brand" in 2, 5, 10
and 20 pound tins
1
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but you

she's pretty,

don't

i

223W

difference

Prosperity in Canada

A

fanner, asked if his horses were
"Yes, they are
well matched, replied:
matched first-rate. One of them is
willing to do all the work and the other
is willing he should."

The
place

town-hall was packed.
was vacant, and the

space of five short minutes 'she
was nearly run over by a mad horse,
bitten by a mad dog, and drowned in
And she escaped
a mad mill-rush.
these things only to fall finally into
the hands of the vaunting villiain.
The audience strained forward as
the villain led her to a lonely cave,
and cast her into the presence of a
the

last! "

—

industry Canada has come into her own. No counwrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and industrial development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly a billion

try

bushels of grain produced. All indu.strial planls working overtime.
36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
(Last
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large
yields per acre. Taxes average $24 per quarter section; should not exceed $35.

Wheat average,

do? " cried the
approached,
with a maleovlent grimace, "Oh, what
"
shall I do?

"Oh, what
as

shall

the

I

gorilla

The strain could
It was too much.
not be borne any longer. In a frenzy
of excitement, a member of the audience rose from his seat, clapped his
hands to his mouth and shouted:
"Chuck 'im a nut, miss! "
Careful Parent: "Before I can gi^c
consent to your proposed marriage to
my daughter, I must know something
about your character."
Suitor: "Certainly, sir, certainly.

my

bank-book."
Parent (after a glance)
"Take her, my boy, and be happy."
is

Come and Get Your
Come

heroine,

Here

enjoying wonderful prosperity from the
CANADA,
products of the farm, the orchard, and the centers of

muttered

villain.

Careful

1915

Enormous Crops and Loiv
Taxation Make Farmers Rich

gorilla.

"R-r-r-revenge at

I

in

Not a

village
audience followed the heroine's tribulations with bated breath.
She was having a terrible time. In

huge

$900,000,000
New Wealth Added in

Sliare of Tliis Prosperity

Western Canada, now in the height of the greatest wealth-producing era
the Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
to

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Twenty Years

to Pay

you wish. An immense area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
sale at low prices and on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles.
Balance after first payment extended overnineteen years with interest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
$2000 Loan In Improvements. We will
$1000 Loan lor Livestock. To approved
if

—

lend you up to S2000 in improvements in certain
districts with no security other than the land
itself. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment of loan, with interest at 6 per cent.

Ready-Made Farms lor Sale. Farms
which we have developed by providing: house,
barn, well and fencing and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain conditions
sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of $1000.

we advance cattle,

It You Already Have a Farm In Western Canada, here is your opportunity to init or to secure your friends as neighbors.
particulars and literature apply to

crease

For

ALLAN CAMERON, General Superintendent of Lands,
Department of Natural Resources

RAILWAY
CANADIAN PACIFIC
West,
20 Nintb

Avenue

Calgary, Alberta

—
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-OiHette*
'WORLD OVER

Tke G%t llSt Gets
Smile -

A

because

guarantees unequalled service— from Christmas
to Christmas over and over again, is

it

—

Gillette SafetrRazor
It's

the "safest" gift you can select, for every

man

knows that in the Gillette you are giving him
the best equipment that money can buy. His appreciation will be SURE and LASTING.

shaves, and

Christmas Gillette displays will be in the windows of
all the hustling Gillette Dealers— Drug, Jewellery, Hardware and Men's Wear Stores in a dozen styles or more
priced from $5.00 to $25.00.

—

Gillette

Safety Razor
Office

and Factory

Compay

of Canada, Limited

—Gillette Building, Montreal.
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Christmas
By Hugh

Craggs

for

Eayrs

S.

Illustrated

WE

much of a battalion. Everybody laughed
and we gradually came to regard ourselves
with much the same cynicism. We were indeed
he Down-and-Outs. I never remember seeing such a
Unch of castaways, such an aggregation of human
'derelicts massed together in any one company before.
The
th, such of it as remained when I joined, recruited
under the somewhat grand name of Loamshire Yeomen,
was the (jueerest assortment of human flotsam and jetsam
hiid

I

—

has e\er been my lot to see. All the rest laughed at
us from the time we were cut away from the half battalion comprising more or less average good fellows till
the time of which I am telling, when, after what Craggs
had dubbed "this 'ere maldimer," we rciiched France.
were supposed to be infantry. The first part of the
word suited us down to the ground. A lot of infants
we were. Our drilling was a crime, and wliat the authorities ever imagined we were going to do in France I don't
it

We

know.

We

not

at us,

had

all

ordinary

to

sorts

by

in

F. A.

Hamilton

our make-up, from

common garden

topers.

"lifers"

down

Someone with a

supposed sense of humor parodied our regimental name,
called us "Late Yeggmen."
And of all the bedraggled bunch the most outstanding
was Craggs. I shall never forget the day I saw him first.
I had transferred from another Canadian
battalion, after
being in England for some time, to the
th, because I
heard they might be going to France pretty soon. I
had not heard much about them before my transfer went
through, though I knew that what I was joining was really
the leftovers from the original
th.
Leftovers is putThey were the discards.
ting it nicely.

and

—

—

T
'

WAS

sitting in

opened the

flap

my

tent writing a letter

when someone

and hailed me.

"'Ello, son'
I

man

turned round.
of

about

I

beheld the oddest figure.
more than that.

forty, possibly

He was a
He had the
73

"
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curious walrus mustache which is some
men's misfortune, and it dropped in
such a way that it added to one's first
impression of a dour looking face, as
if its owner held life to be a very blue
and altogether cheerless affair. A pair
They
of eyes looked cunningly at me.
were small. I think writer-men refer
to them as "beady." They were bleary

and watery.
bullet-shaped.

The head was small, and
The height of the man

about an old blighter like me." He
paused again. "Leastways, there is
someone somewhere, but I never 'ears,
no," and he swore an oath, "no, and
I

don't want ter".
But his looks belied his words.

was

interested in his story.
Graduit out of him, that is from
a certain point to the present.
I wanted to know how he had come to join up.
I

ally

I

I

coaxed

asked him.

and the
quartermaster had rigged him up in

"Matey" he said, in a hoarse, confidential whisper, "I jyned up when I

the worst misfit of a uniform in the
The tunic was too short, and
three inches of skinny wrist peeped out
from each sleeve, while the trousers
were turned up, disclosing thick wool
How their
socks and filthy boots.
owner got away with it on parade I
don't know.
"Craggs is my nyme" he ventured.
'"Ave yer got a fiUin' for an old bloke's

was drunk."
"Oh, you do take a drink now and

was about

five

feet

four,

stores.

pipe."

handed him my pouch.
"Writing' 'ome, mebbe."
"Why yes" I answered. "They
don't know in Toronto that I have
th yet, so I'm telling
switched to the
I

—

them."

The monosyllable was short" Ah !"
ened by a violent fit of hiccough, index
to how Craggs had been putting in his
last half hour.

never writes 'ome" said he,
balancing his squat and ugly frame on
a little camp chair I had. "No.
Never."
He paused. I looked up at him.
His face, unfortunate as it was from
points of features, had, I noticed, an
"I

expression of defiant gloom and sadIt
ness which I came to know well.
wore the look of a- man who didn't
care, who never could be got to care,
again.
"How's that ?"
'Ain't

got

none"

he

volunteered.

And he began

"I ain't got
to sing.
'ome, nor nor plyce to go."
"No," he said more quietly, "nor

—

one to give a
ain't a soul

damn about me.

no

no
There

"Isn't there anyone, anywhere, do
you mean to say, to whom you write
and who writes to you ? Don't you
ever get any letters ?"

He

gave vent to a wheezy cackle,

implying,

I

supposed, a desire to laugh.

"Not even from my private sec^
sec—secretary." He finally got the
word out and cackled again ironically.
"Didn't you ever notice that all the
blokes in this 'ere merry little party
(He
gets some mail now and then ?
pronounced it mile"). But, I 'member
now, you're a new 'un, ain't you ?"
the batI told him I'd just joined
talion.

"Well, you watch when the fellow
brings round the letters, there ain't never
none fer me. Nobody gives a damn

then ?"
I don't
_

know why

I

teased him.

was somewhat shamefaced
ment.

for a

He
mo-

and afore

I

knew

it I

was

servin'

Majesty, God bless 'im."
I paused and waited for more.
"We drilled and trained over there,
and then we comes over to Lunnon,
and then we gets 'ere and that's my
'is

'istory."

"Well, you're going to do your bit,
the same as the rest of us."
'"ell, yes."
He chuckled to himself.
"When we gets up to the Front I'm
goin ter to what I can. And if I
doesn't get through, well, it won't 'urt

nobody."
He broke

and looked around the
and borrowed a
rri^tch from the upturned box which
was my writing desk, and asked.
'"Ave ver got a drop o' somethin' ter
off

tent, leaned forward

drink ?"

"Oh, you don't want to drink. You've
had lots already."
"Matey, the drink's all I cares about
now. And if I can't get that I goes to
pieces."
I told

get

it

him I thought that if he did
he wouldn't go anywhere else,

but finally
he gulped

I

it

result
intoxication.

"At

was a perennial

gave him some brandy and
down and left me.

didn't
informant.

first it

my

who w'as a lieutenant
took Craggs aside and offered a few
cratic youngster

platitudinous suggestions as to him
"pulling himself together."
"I will, s'elp me, sir," he said.
But
that night he was soaking again.
"They thought that taking half his
pay away would help some" the corporal told me.
"Over here, as you

know, they limit our money and put
some by for us. Craggs couldn't assign
any of this for he had no chick or child
or next of kin of any sort, judging by
his papers.
He had still several shillings a week, and finally the paymaster
stopped this on him. All the time he
was getting "puni drill." All the time
his pay was being docked.
"C. C. for
two weeks," and "fourteen days' pay"
were sentences, one of which or both
Craggs was in a continual state of
undergoing. But after two weeks confined to camp, during which he was of
necessity sober, he would celebrate his
first day in town by one glorious, mad
drunk."
"We got over to France, and it was
He would slip off with
just the same.
his six or seven francs into the village of

E
and return shot full of bad
brandy or worse rum. I remember the
We were
first pay he got in France.
behind the lines of course, and drilling
and training all we knew. The more
,

discerning among us never really fancied we'd ever get to the actual front.
The boys I hate to admit it are
such a lot of bums, as you must have

—

man

—

It

stuff for

No

mat-

to resort,

which he craved

just as bad;

London were

time enough for him to feed his vice,
and he was drunk when he fell in for
the journey to the camp. The thing
began to get serious pretty soon. One
of the officers, a whole-souled, demo-

th
appears that while the
was still in Montreal, Craggs turned
up on an average of one out of every
two parades "dead to the wide." It

—

Craggs got the

"We

At Bramshott, he was

found out by now.
on getting ready.

was the same at Valcartier.
ter to what means he had

fa.se

drink."

A CORPORAL with whom I got
'^ acquainted—we were soon firm
told me something more about
friends
him.

state of

on the bosses"
had such a
godless crew and half the men were
drunk day after day. Small punishments were all that came Craggs's
way. On board, coming over to England, however, he was never .sober, and
two days out from St. John he was put
in irons, and remained under guard till
we touched Plymouth.
He didn't
seem to care. When we docked and
he was released, he greeted the bunch
cheerfully enough and almost the first
moment asked someone to give him a
said

the few hours spent in

/

"I tykes it when I can get it, from
"bryking dawn to dewy heve," he said.
"And the harmy would never 'ave got
me if I 'adn't been so soused that I
wasn't aware I was walking into a tent
and being ex-ex-amined." Again he
spluttered over the word.
"My! I 'ad a lovely bun on," he
added, reminiscing.
"Hit was in Montreal. I'd been
there for some time and I was a-listenin' to some of they recruiters one
night,

and the

—

However we went
One morning we

turned out pretty early, and the last
to parade was Craggs."
"You're late," the sergeant told him

"Fall in."
"All ri', my old scout" mumbled
Craggs, and the sergeant heard him.
For some reason or other the junior
sub, was on hand that morning, and he

curtly.

:
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questioned the sergeant about Craggs.
The sergeant did his darnedest to cover
the thing up, but Craggs heard his
He walked unname mentioned.
steadily out of the lines, and up to the
lieutenant.
" 'S anything

wrong wi' me, sir ?"
"Hiccoughs cut off any thing further."
"You're drunk and you're damned
the officer."

drunk, said

"Craggs leered across at him, then
clapped him on the

shoulder.

—

you expect to write
Dark or fair ?"
"Don't kid me."
His face,

to.

Who

is

75
she

?

in the half light

and besotten, took on a

bleareyed

softer glance.

"Jest find out fer me, guv'nor, and
creep out and ast you."
Rain was
It was a filthy night.
It had rained steadily
sheeting down.
I'll

for

months

September.

though

A

this

nasty,

was

biting

only

wind

bloomin' fool

is

'That
always expecting of a
letter, and 'e never
'

Hke

ter

?"

was

no

doubting that
Cockneyed Ameri-

it.

Craggs

canism.

how

appeared from out

and

and weakened by

of the blank,

the constant drink-

came upon both
the postman and I.

ng

of years,

would

"Nothin'

stand F. F. P. He
came back looking
like a corpse at the
end of the time."
"From that time
on, the only booze
he's got hold of has
been begged from

any

of us.

I

postman.
"Not a thing

"Sure

through?" hazharded Craggs

have

dolefully and somewhat hesitatingly.

The postman
was rather rattled
by the lateness of
the hour and the

He
turned on him

dirty weather.

quickly.
"I told yer once,
and that's enough."
he bellowed. "Now
get back out o'

A FEW nights
I

this.
You're not
supposed to be 'ere

went

into my tent and
pulled on my great

at all."

Craggs slunk

coat and fastened
myself up to the
chin.

I

was

away, a

governed

I'll slip out of
bed and come and ast you."
"Why, Cragg" I answered. "There's
never any for you. I believe, by your
anxiety over the mail this way, day
after day, you've got a girl somewhere

figure.

was gathering up
his traps.

"It's
"Nothing, old fellow.

Listen"

pretty

tough for him, you
know" I said.

"Christmas

sleeve.

a letter fer me, matey.

mis-

drink-

The postman

A

"Matey." It was Craggs talking.
"The myle hasn't come yet, 'as it ?"
"Haven't seen it."
"Well, get him to tell you if there's

little,

shapen,

on
was

night guard. I
preparing to go out.
"Fall in" came
le
from the sergeant
major, and I open
ed the flap.
hand tucked at my

you've

looked all

same stand."

later,

!"

Pause.

have
the

fer

me?" he asked the

never given him a
thing, although I
think he's worse off
as a soldier without it
than he
would be with it.
But I won't let him
a drop
through me. You'll
be wise if you take

P

said.

"Sye."

punished

Craggs,

I

There

pay altogether,
wondered

I

him,"

The postman laughed harshly.

know

punishment.

every nickel of

for

o' 'im, I'd

Also they stopped
his

me a packet.
"Say, Craggs wants to know particularly whether or no there's one

ed

gets none. Who'd
write to the likes

'Jeal-

he asked."
ous
"For that he got
fourteen days first
?'

field

was the postman, laden with bags of
He dumped them down near
me, and searched through one lot till
I came back to him in my march.
"Letter, Hughes," he said, and handIt

mail.

swept across that plain and cut me to
the raw, and as I marched down the
line I heard a raucous voice from some
tent behind me singing "I want to go
'ome across the sea, where the Germans they can't get at me."
The sentiment found its echo in my
mind just then. Bye and bye, I heard
the heavy tramping and floundering of
someone through the mud and slime.

will

soon be here, and that chap will have a
pretty thin time. No one at all in the
bunch that I know of but will have at
least a Christmas card, if nothing else.
Craggs won't have a thing."

The corporal snorted.
"He don't deserve it" he

said.

"He

don't ever think about anything but
the booze. He's the worst down-andouter in this 'ere lot, and that's going

—
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some. Still," and he looked up at me,
"he won't have much of a Christmas
at that, will he."
"Not unless we

fix

to give

it

him

one."

"Ow's

it

ter

he done ?"

We

both of us thought. The corporal hit me over the shoulder.
"We can frame
"I know" he said.
can advertise or somethin',
it up.
can't we."
"You mean in one of the newspapers
back in Blighty ?"

We

"Yes. Couldn't we get a notice into
one of 'em, and get the replies sent to
poor old Craggs ?"

Two or three of
"I'll think it over.
us could get together and frame up
something"

I

said.

"The Daily News

or the Chronicle over there would take
a small ad, and we could have the reKeep it dark,
plies come to Craggs.

though."

up and down there that
had ample opportunity to
out the details. It would have

night

figure

We could

hardly wait

till

nearly Christ-

mas

to see the result of our scheme.
Meanwhile, Craggs continued in his
drinking.
It upset me a good deal,

had taken a fancy to the old
soaker, and he had attached himself
to me for some rea.son or other, and
would get paternal and pleading by
turns, according to whether he was discussing details of our service out here
or begging for a drink.
He would do
for

I

anything to get the drink.

One

of the

had some bay rum with which
he used to annoint and carefully 'tend'
what remaining hair he had. Craggs
sneaked into his tent one night and
swiped the stuff, being terribly drunk
first and frightfully sick shortly afterwards. Every day he got worse.
I
had heard of men who simply cannot
do without the drink but Craggs was
the first sample I had ever proven.
fellows

"TRAMPING
'

back under 'em, or else the manager of
the box department will get 'spicious
and think this 'ere's some Deutsche
scheme for sending him dynamite in
several parcels to blow up the orfice of
the Noos."
However, we despatched the letter
and the ad. and a money order to pay
for the latter and awaited results.
The three of us were very impatient.

I

to be so arranged that the replies to the
we put in must come direct to
Craggs himself. For any of us to sail
up and hand him a bunch of parcels

ad.

Christmas would create suspicion
mind. If, however, they came
to him after the postman on duty called his name, he would believe they
had come to him direct, though doubtless he wouldn't understand how and
why and from whom.
We had about three weeks time.
Next night, in my tent, I fixed up an
I
Here it is.
ad. for the News,
humbly beg forgiveness for the stretching of my imagination in what I think
was a mighty good cause.
for

in his

Wanted, Christmas for Craggs! Boer veteran,
and alone. Doing duty with the
Letters more desirable than
th, C. E. F.
Send
gifts, but both would be most desirable.
Daily News.
packages and cards to Box
friendless

—

—

,

But that wasn't enough.
little about the men who had

I

knew

-charge of

kind of advertising in dailies, but
I took a chance and wrote to the Manager, Box Ads. Daily News, Bouverie
this

London. I told him the details
Craggs never had such a
testimonial, for mine made him out a
hero of the highest order. I played up
his loneliness, and finished with a plea
that someone should make sure that
the letters and parcels which came for
him were all addressed personally,

Street,

in the case.

letters.
And the
personal touch must be there.
I read the letter over, and I called
in my corporal friend and also the

particularly

the

postman.

The

latter was not totally sanguine.
"Strike me pink !" he said, scratching his grizzled head.
"That are a
littery composition.
It'll either bring
so many parcels that I'll bryke my

happened

to our scheme.
I
had had
no chance to speak to the corporalix)stman before he announced the mail.
Supposing my letter and ad. had never
reached the Neus ? Supposing it had
been lost in the oflSce ? Supposing
"Private Cragg.s.
121211."
No.
The corpcjral's voice could have been
heard for miles away.
A queer huddled form beside "mtemitted a hoarse, and, as usual, beer\
"That's me."
"'ere, packages and letters galore."

He held up a big sack. Ever>'lxxly
crowded forward to sec what the joke
was. Craggs had no illusions.
"Garn" he muttered, "A'stringing'
of a poor old blighter this w\'e.
Packages and letters galore !"
He was profoundly sarcastic, and a
roar went up from the fellows.
He
edged away from the postman's tent,
whither he had pushed himself, but I
stopped his progress, for I had caught
the postman's eye.
"He's not stringing you, Craggs.
He's on the level. That mail bag is
yours.

turned up and crowded round the opening of the tent, huddling and pushing,
and enlivening the occasion with quotations of a music hall ditty of years ago.
"Good morning. Mister Postman.
Have you got any letters for me ?"
and varying things with cheap wit and

empty

cursing.

There was a big bunch of mail to
deliver.
Everybody seemed to have
something or other.
"Plug from my old brown jug" exclaimed one, when he opened his
package. He was a brewer's teamster from Houndsditch, and his better
half was thought of by him in terms
of his trade.

"Fags. They seems to 'ave come
direct from London Hengland 'ere, but
I sees there's a letter from London,
Ontario," said another, a man who
obviously had spent some time in Canada.
There were hundreds of packages.
Mince pies, Christmas puddings, underwear, boots, baccy, cigarettes, candy,
gum, cakes some of them hardened
to slabs.
It took a long time to get
through.
I began to wonder what had

—

get

it."

me

yet,

and

he looked up plainti\ely into my face
for all the world like a cur that has been
kicked by everyone but his master and
then finds even him against him.

nrWO days before Christmas,

the bags
of mail came in.
I shall never forget that scene. The corporal doing
duty was still the one who had cooperated with me and the other corporal in fixing up Christmas for Craggs.
the bunch became aware that mail was
in and they flocked to his tent.
Of
course it was raining;
it had never
stopped for three months. The men

Go

Craggs wouldn't believe

"Go get it, I say."
And with that I pushed him

He walked back

forward.
with a bag about as

big as himself.
All the fellows crowded
round, and eyed him curiously. One
of my fellow conspirators and I stood

on either

side of him.

"Open it, Craggie." "Nah then,
Santy Clause, wot yer got ?" "Who
she ?" and many other ribald cries
greeted it.
Loud and persistent was
But we
the demand that he open it.
spirited him away to his own tent and
shut him in, there to discover for himHe
self the wealth of his Christmas.
was too speechless to say anything.
For he was assured now that the bag
was his. It was an old mail bag, and
across it in great flaring letters was
written "Private Craggs." The postman had sealed it at the mouth. And
I had made myself blue in the face telling him it was on the level.
is

ATE

that night, I was again on
guard duty, and tramping up and
down that boggy, sodden ground. I

T

^--'

felt

somewhat the eerie quality of the
was startled to hear a low

night, and
whistle.

"Who

goes there ?"

me, my son" came the reply.
Look at that."
"I sneaked out ter you.
He shoved a letter into my hand,
and struck a match and guarded it till
I
read it over. His face, lined and
hard, was softened to-night and I won"It's

Continued on pa^e 113.

Canada's Place

Moving

Picture World

By R.
IllusLratcd

yfARY PICKFORD is Amerij\/l ca's greatest screen actress"
* ^ * said a movie fan the other

in the

T. Griswold
from Photographs

Canada's picturesque

scenery lends the

ii-v

in a friendly confab in one of
Toronto's leading hotels. This fan
happened to be a Yankee and the way
in which he said America's greatest
forced me to remark:
"If you mean by America's greatest,
Canada's greatest, we'll grant that you

day

are right."
"Mary Pickford a Canadian? " The
Yankee was rather taken aback. They
are so in the habit across the line of
taking credit for everything.
Fortunately for me, for I was just
burning with a desire to squelch the
brag from this Yankee, I spied Terry
Ramsaye, publicity director for the

Mutual

Film

Corporation, walking
through the hotel lobby.
He soon
settled the matter.
"The United States cannot claim
Miss Pickford" Terry told us, "for
she is a Canadian and is mighty proud
of it.
There are a large number of
film stars now being featured by the
larger producing companies who speak
of 'back liome' as somewhere in Ca-

best settings for a large portion of the
photo-plays

now being made by the

big

producers

Pickford, the queen of the "movies,"

who heads

her own company, Lotta
and Jack Pickford, Richard C. Travers
of

Essanay,

calls

nada. Quite a few of the scenes from
the more prominent photo dramas
brought out in the last six months have
been staged right out here in your
inimitable Canadian scenery. I should
say that all told Canada was more than
holding her own in the moving picture
world."
Canada's position in the motion
picture world is unique. With scarcely
an important producing company in
the Dominion, yet she has contributed
some of the greatest stars, if not the
very greatest players of the screen.
Her players are scattered throughout the United States, the home of a
thousand and one companies, great
companies, medium companies, small
companies, fly-by-night companies.
But in the best companies her stars
have reached the ascendancy.
It is only necessary to mention Mary

Charlotte

Burton,

who

London,

Ont.,
"back home,"Florence La Badie, who was born in
Montreal and Huntly Gordon, also of
Montreal. There are dozens of others.
The cinema also has drawn largely
on Canadian literature for its plays.
The works of Sir Gilbert Parker,
Arthur Stringer, Ralph Connor and
innumerable others have been picturized.
Mr. Stringer is the author of
the novel from which "The Iron Claw"
was prdduced. Another of his works,
"The Breakers," now is in the process
of production by the Essanay com-

pany.
It also has been discovered that
Canada's picturesque territo'ry lends

the best settings for a large portion of
photoplays made and companies are
constantly making excursions across
the border from the United States to
take pictures, getting beautiful and
realistic settings.

Companies are also coming to Canada for their scenic pictures, the Es77
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home was at 17 Walton
where Mr. Smith died, and then
for a while they lived on Queen street.
"The Smiths were tenants of ours
and friends.
When little Jack was
born my mother wrapped him in a
blanket and took him to be weighed.
"Their next

street,

And we children played together. I
much preferred to go for a ride with
Jack

in his

baby carriage than to

ride

my

own.
"When Mr. Smith died, Mrs. Smith,
with three small children and no means,
in state in

pluckily set to
for

them.

—

make a
a sweet
wax, long golden

work

to

Mary was

child
skin like
beautiful big hazel eyes,

sad

home
little

curls,

and the same

expression that brings tears
unbidden to our eyes when we see her
now on the screen. Her first part on
the stage was Little Eva, and a wistful
little girl she played!
Her mother
taught her her lines by repeating them
Charlotte Bnrton

sanay company alone having taken
more than 10,000 feet of scenics in
the Dominion.
Among the scenes
taicen were winter sports at Quebec,
including curling, hockey, skiing, toboganning, sledding and skating; scenes
of the Canadian Rockies, of Nova
Scotia, New Brusnwick, and the Nipigon
region.

The following interesting story of
the Pickfords is told by a Torontonian,

who was a

school-mate of Mary.
"Mary's name was Gladys Smith.
She was born on the 8th of April,
23 years ago, at 211 University Avenue.
Her father, John C. Smith, ran a bufifet
on a lake boat. Her mother was, before
her marriage, a Miss Charlotte Hennessy and quite well-known in Toronto
for her beauty and for cleverness with
her needle.

"The Smiths
street for a while,

on St. Vincent
where I believe Lotta

lived

was born. Then they moved
Walton street, which was the

to 81
birth-

place of Jack, the youngest member
of the famous Pickfords.
The lastnamed place is but a shack now, but
in those days it was a nice little cottage

and was surrounded by (now the
ward) a respectable, clean and pretty

The Smith's cottage had a picket fence in front, enclosing two lilac trees, one on either side
of the path.
The place was always
kept clean and tidy, and though small,
residential district.

was homelike and comfortable. They
were not well to do, but what they
lacked in money they had twice over
in love and happiness and' beautiful
children Each summer they spent at
Lewiston, so Mr. Smith could spend
Sunday with them.

little

over and over to her, for Mary was an
apt pupil and didn't require long to
However,
maker her letter perfect.
after a short run the trunat officer
objected; Mary went back to school
and Mrs. Smith supported the family
by sewing and fancy needlework. Mary
says that she used to like to sit on the
upturned box cover of her mother's
rnachine and watch her motlier sew,
and plan what she would do for mother
when she was a big girl. I think

even

Mary's

come

true, for

with

twenty

reality,

is

wildest dreams have
her longed-for house

rooms, while, not a
with her income an easily

obtained possession.
"When an opportunity offered itself
Mrs. Smith and the children all went
on the stage and left the city with
The subsequent
Chauncey Alcott.
career of Mary Pickford is well known.
It is simply a story of a mother's love
and work for her children and their

and her son, unspoiled simplicity itself.
"And Mary also owes her life to her
mother.
When Mary was small she
had black diphtheria. The doctor left
the house, saying he could do no more
for the child. Mary- began to choke, and
Mrs. Pickford in desperation thrust
her hand down the child's throat and
tore out a mass of matter and blood.

Mary was

instantly relieved

sister.

She was

fair

and slender and

in white,

a sweet, dainty-

little

fairy,

and Lotta, well she wore big checked
"Mother Hubbard" dresses, and I
guess it was a task to keep her tidy.

When

they came to visit us Lotta woud
play with the baby (me),
whije Mary would watch us both with
a motherly eye from her dignified place
on a chair with her small white hands
clasped in her lap. She was a little
queen always.
"When I read of Lotta's daring
deeds on the screen I recall a deed of
long ago that almost brought her a
different kind of applause. The corner
grocer man had a large keg of oysters
outside his store. They were just
fresh in, and so the keg was full. Well
Lotta dumped it, keg and all, and what
a mess, oysters spread all over the dirty
wooden sidewalk.
When the grocer
came out, red with anger, Lotta was
half a block away, and still going as
fast as her sturdy young legs would
carry her.
And she didn't venture
within sight of that grocer for many
a dav."
sit

and

step by step to fame and fortune.
often rough and hard;
sometimes the wolf was at the door,
but the little family persevered and
won. After Mary's long run as Betty
Warren in "The W^arrens of Virginia,"
she was without a position, and it is
both sad and amusing to hear her tell
of the day she applied for a position
with her first moving picture concern.
She had to get the position or else walk
many miles home, as she hadn't any
money for car fare. She got a place as
an extra and received her salary then
a ten-dollar bill which was sweeter
to her that day than many a thousand
rise

—

now.

"The Pickfords, each one of them,
owe a wonderful lot to their dear
sweet-faced little mother.
To know

—

Mrs. Pickford is to love her ^just a
frank, motherly lady like her daughters

this

quiet. Lotta was dark and stout, and
a regular tomboy. Mary was always

The way was

—

by

daring act of her mother's and she was
soon better again.
"Mar\' was just the opposite of her

Jerome Travers

iiiip'""Tiinmi"'np'im'!cmiGf31Ltii'™™"

Mary

Pickford was

a sweet

— skin

little

child

like

wax,

long golden curls,
big hazel eyes, and

the same sad

ex-

pression that brings
tears

to

our

eyes

when we see her
on the screen

The Pickfords owe
a lot ^to their dear,
sweet - faced little
a
mother
just

—

frank,

lady

motherly
of

simplicity
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AMONG

the other great Canadian

Richard C. Travers, of
Essanay. He came out of the waste
places, from the forest wilderness 630
miles north of Winnipeg. He reflects
the nature of his early environment.
He is quiet, self-mastered, slow to
speech and quick to action, the man
for the punch, the idealist.
Up to the time he was ten years old,
Dick Travers never saw a white woman
eixcept his mother. He was born away
to the north in the barren places at
the headwaters of a little river.
His
father, a Scot, was the first protestant
stars

is

missionery in the territory and the
agent of the Hudson's Bay company.
The child grew up with the silent
Indians and the inscrutable trappers

whose lives made them taciturn and
whose daily brushes with death in the
open places made them .self-contained
and danger hungry.
When he was ten years old, he accornpanied his father on a wonder trip to
Toronto. There he saw white women,

many

of them, but their presence made
their graces rendered him
distrustful. He was used to the silent

him shy and

woman. A garrulous
him with wonder and a

patient Indian

woman

filled

shyness.
attributes yet.

He
He

hasn't lost these
not a woman's
man. There is not a better "mixer"
in Chicago. On the Chicago board of
trade, in the foyers of the city's clubs,
on the street and in the gymnasiums,
wherever red blooded men are wont to
gather, Dick Travers, actor, erstwhile
soldier, physician and adventurer, holds
his place smilingly, silent and very
little

much

is

loved.

But women are not a

necessity.

He

not a drawing-room idol. His ambitions are not along those lines. He is
a man's man and woman is a being to
be adored at a distance and treated
with the utmost deference.
But the
distance is kept, quietly and smilingly
and Travers' love-making is kept within the bounds of the camera.
Nature showered her gifts on
Travers. He is one of the best specimens of physical manhood in the country.
And to the gift of a good body,
Dick added the skill and endurance
that he had gained from hard work,
the record of which you can read in
the sporting annals of the last ten
years.
Dick Travers stands a little
over six feet and weighs 200 pounds.
There is no fat on him. He gives the
impression of slimness and of a shorter
build because of the compactness of
his muscles and the broad shoulders
and chest that takes away from the
is

illusion of his height.

He is an expert hockey player and
played on the Quelph National wanAndrew's the New York
Hockey Club and the DuQuesne garden teams. He is also an expert polo
derers,

St.

player and automobile racer and was
an entrant in the Vanderbilt Cup Race
in

1906.

Travers was attracted to the motion
picture game years ago.
He was one
of the earliest to realize its possibilities
as an art and as a factor in the life of

the future worlds. Before that he had
roved the world, as a soldier in the

army

Africa, as a member
of the North-west Mountetl Police, as
a physician in the heart of a stifling
city. But the lure of the far-off places
was overcome by the ambition to excel
Briti.sh

in

in the silent drama drew him from the
untravelled paths and placed him in
the Essanay studio.
Travers is a deep student of life and
of the factors that go to make up life.
His early life and his diversified experiences has enabled him to give the convincing touch to his characterizations
that make the finished actor.
But
whether he takes the part of a clubman, or a trapper, a lover or a man of
dreams, he is always Dick Travers,
suave, quiet, dignified, the gentleman
of the old school.

His hobby

is

guns and his favorite

those which test the
endurance and brings out the grit in
sports

are

all

a man.

That is another result of his
early training, you see.
man can't
come out of the wilderness and be a

A

weakling.
If he were a weakling, he
would never come out. His bones would
be bleaching somewhere along the unbeaten trail and the buzzards would be
croaking requiems on his departed soul.

ONDON,

Ontario, is given as the
birthplace of Charlotte Burton,
charming leading woman appearing in
r

support of William Russell, in a series
of five act Mutual Star Productions
produced at the studios of the American Film Company, Inc., located in
Santa Barbara, California.
Miss Burton attended the London
public schools until she was eight years
old when her family crossed the border

and located

in San Francisco.
It was
at a private school which she attended
for several years that Miss Burton
became a serious student of the stage.
Her work in a number of plays put on
by the school's dramatic society attracted the attention of a Western
theatrical magnate who made the young
girl an offer to join his company then
in rehearsal.
Her parents, giving their consent.
Miss Burton quit school for the stage.
"The Brownies in Fairyland" was the
title of the production and the work of
Miss Burton in the important part assigned her in the cast quickly won her
the recognition of the critics, the public
and producers. But, after appearing
for several years in juvenile parts. Miss
Burton was taken off the stage by her
parents and returned to school in San

Francisco.
It was not until she was
seventeen that she again apix;ared behind the f(Xitlights.
Then she played in the support of
Nance O'Neil at the old Grand Opera
House which was later destroyed in
the San Francisco earthquake.
The
Nordant-Humphrey Company, at the

McDonough Theatre, in Oakland,
across the bay from San Francisco,
offered the youthful screen actress exceptional inducements to play ingenue
parts, and the following season, with
the same management, she captured
large audiences in Seattle, Wash.
A
tour of the principal cities of the West
followed, then the Middle Western
states, culminating in a successful run
in

Chicago.

was immediately after the close
engagement in 'Chicago, that
Miss Burton was engaged by the American-Mutual studios.
It

her

of

One of her biggest of screen successes
was scored as the siren in "The Diamond from the Sky" the American's
Mutual photonovel in thirty chapters,
for the writing of which Roy McCardell, a newspaper man of New York

won a

$10,000 cash prize.
of her work in this
feature release that Miss Burton was
assigned the chief supporting role to
It

was because

Mr. Russell

in

his

series

of

Mutual

"Soul Mates" a
sociological drama, "The Highest Bid"
a drama of love and high finance, "The
Strength of Donald McKenzie," the
scenes of which were laid in the North
Star

Productions.

Woods, "The Love Hermit" and "The
Torch Bearer" a stor>' founded on
newspaper life, are the Mutual Star
Productions already released in which
Miss Burton has appeared.
Miss Burton is a striking brunette,
tall and graceful with an exceptional
degree of talents. Not yet twenty-two
years old, she to-day ranks with the
foremost of American emotional actresses and has frequently been sought
by Eastern theatrical magnates for
important roles in various productions.
She prefers, however, to remain in
picture work, declaring that she believes the screen offers better opportunities for dramatic work than does
the speaking stage.
London, Ontario, still occupies a
warm spot in the star's heart and she
never misses an opportunity they are
far apart to be sure because of her
work to visit her home town.
"I shall never forget, although I
United
States
beyond
love
the
expression, that I am still a Canadian,"

—

—

said Miss Burton recently.
particularly London, shall

my

greatest love and

I

"Canada,
always be

hope some day

to return to the other side of the

dary

line

and make

it

boun-

my home

ever.

Continued on page 106.
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The Gregory Morton Mystery
By

Charles Cabot

Illustrated

by George A. Faul
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CHAPTER

PROLOGUE
From

the

New York

Planet

THE

control of one of the most
important single industrial organizations in this country will
pass within the next day or two into
the hands of a young man in his early
twenties.
He, so far as is generally known,
will take up this heavy responsibility
with no better equipment for it than
is afTorded by a large paternal allowance and a dilettante's pursuit of the
fine arts in France.
The industry in question is the great
ship-building yard of the MortonDUggleby Company at Cleveport, New
Jersey. The practical direction of this
for many years in
second largest stockholder, Mr. Thomas Duggleby, the late
Christopher Morton, the holder of the
controlling interest, having been for
some time inactive.
Under'the terms of his will his entire
property goes with no restrictions whatever to his son, the present Christopher
Morton. The property in question is
worth more than a score of millions,
and the wisdom and skill with which
it is managed is a matter of national

company has been
the hands of

its

concern.
After the lapse of four decades the
business of building ships and the
flying of the American flag on all the
seven seas of the world again bids
fair to revive the glorious tradition of
the last century. Consequently, it is
not an impertinent intrusion into his
private affairs to warn young Mr.
Morton of the heavy responsibility
that rests upon him.
This property is in good hands today. Certainly in stronger and more

A

successful hands than his own.
large part of his inheritance is of a
sort that cannot be expressed between
a dollar sign and a decimal point He
has inherited a name which deserves
a large and honorable place in our
history among the captains of peace.
If he shall prove negligent of this
inheritance and shall allow his own
caprice to usurp a better grounded
authority, he will have added an argument of no light weight against the
unrestricted transferrence of property

by bequest.

If ever I escape from this cell into
which malign chance delivered me

I.

THE AWAKENING.

A FTER

a glance about

me

turned
''^ to the man who was seated at the
other end of the bench. He was dozing
in the warm June sun, his pipe dangling
from his relaxed jaw.
"I beg your pardon," said I, "may
"
I ask you to tell me where I am?
I am a man apparently about thirty
years old, though it may be that I am
younger than I look, but the moment
in which I cast that glance around and
asked the question of the other occupant of the bench is my earliest conI

memory.
Back of that, except

scious

for some hazy,
dream-like pictures back of that is an
absolute void. Those pictures I shall

—

speak of in detail presently. They are
all I have that afford any hope of success in the vast and almost impossible
task that lies before me, all that supply
any incentive for attempting the task
at

all.

know that some time, perhaps a
month, perhaps a year ago possibly
longer than that a man was lost. A
I

—

—

man of education certainly, and, I
am inclined to think, a man who occupied no unimportant niche in the
world's affairs.
That man occupied
my body, thought with my mind, was
actually myself. It is my task to find
him.
I feel as I write this like one who
builds a house of cards which a breath
or a brush of a careless sleeve may
bring to utter wreck. I mean to commit to paper these memories of the
past few days and also those pictures,

which

I hardly dare call memories, in
order to have them safe in case that
obliterating hand which has once before
passed over the tablets of my mind

shall
I

come

said

to

me

again.

my task was almost impossible.

That statement may have a strange
sound. Surely, one would say, I must
have friends eager to welcome me back
to

my

old place.

may

have found none yet,
and I have found enemies, or an enemy,
for the web around me seems to have
been woven by one master mind. If
so, he will have taken care that no
friendly hand shall ever be stretched
It

out to

be.

my

I

rescue.

this cell of utter hopeless oblivion
it will be through
own efforts,

my

through shrewdness, courage, and,
above all, patience, which I may be

command in my own behalf.
And why do I do it at all? Why do

able to
I

— the most hopeless waif
the
— out on a campaign so nearly
in all

world

set

full, as the adventures of
the past few days have already shown,

hopeless, so
of dangers?

my

Well,
tures

—

I

pictures,

my

hardly dare

call

—

dream picthem more

than that are responsible. For among
them is a woman, one of the loveliest,
I verily believe her to be, of all the
world; I see her in a hundred different
ways, each one more charming, more
alluring than the others.
And when her eyes turn toward me,
as again and again they do, there is
love in them. To find those eyes, not
in my own dim dreams, but somewhere
out in God's bright day, I will search
the world.
•

Now

My

I

will tell

my

story.

question aroused the

man on

the bench from his doze, but I had to
repeat it before he caught its import.
"
"Can you tell

me

said

where

I

am?

I

His pipe clattered on the brick-paved
path.
He straightened up in a flash
and looked at me astonished. To give
him time to gather his wits I went on
talking.
"I suppose I
scious
or was

—

must have been unconworse than that, mad,

it

perhaps? If that's the case this building is an asylum, I suppose. But have
"
I been here long?
"I can't tell you anything about
that," said the man.
"I am just a
guard. I'll go and call the doctor."
I reflected that it could hardly be
so very unusual that even the maddest
patient should enjoy an interval of
lucidity.
That consideration
the guard's astonishment rather

sudden

made

hard to account for.
Astonishment, however, was hardly
the word to describe the man's emotion. It seemed, now I reflected on it,

more like a sort of vicarious alarm. He
had bolted around the corner of the
building without another word to me.
I

rose from

my

bench, walked

away
81

—
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two or three paces, stretched my arms
and looked myself over. I was well
dressed; there was no suggestion of a
uniform about my clothes and no
restriction on my moving about freely.
Evidently I had been well taken care
of.
I raiised my hand to my face, and
somewhat to my surprise found a beard
there.

That was all I could determine about
myself for the moment, so I walked a
few paces down the path and turned
back to look at the building against
whose sunny wall we had been sitting.
It gave me, contrary to my expectations, a momentary feeling of pleasure.
It was small, one of a group arranged
in quadrangular form, and of Homelike
were an asylum
my guard seemed to have
admitted it was clearly no public
institution, and I might be sure that
the maintenance of every one of the
inmates was handsomely paid for.
That conclusion might well have
given me grounds for uneasiness, but
architecture.
and so much

If it

—

for the moment it did not. My mind
was taken up with the fact that I had
no idea who had been paying for me.

In

moment

that

I

made my

first

attempt to recover out of the past

my own

identity.

My failure did not, just then, greatly
was

perfectly sane ag^ih,
and the recovery of
my memory could only be a matter of
hours, possibly moments.

alarm me.
of that

I

I felt

sure,

My

reflections were interrupted by
the return of the guard, evidently in
disgrace for having left me to myself,
even for so short a time, and vastly
relieved to find me standing intact
before him. He was accompanied by
another man, an individual with an
air of authority, whom I tbok to be
the doctor he had gone to seek.
His face, like the guard's, was totally
unfamiliar to me, though he had very
likely been in constant attendance on
me for a long while. I bowed to him.
"Good morning '' said I; and then I
smiled a little. "Or should I say good
afternoon? I have no idea which it is.
You are a doctor? " He bowed in

assent. "Berry
"I seem to

is

my

name," he

said.

have astonished yoilr
guard somewhat by asking him where
I was," I went on, "for he ran off posthaste to find you, without stopping to
answer me."
After my first glance at him, I had
allowed my eyes to wander from his
face to the attractive stretch of wellkept lawn which lay behind, and I did
not meet his eye again till I had finished
speaking. When I did, I found a look
there which concentrated all
faculties at once upon the man himself.
It was gone in a second, but while
it lasted it expressed more plainly than
my words can the state of mind of a
man alarmed and casting about des-

my

perately for means to meet an utterly
unforeseen contingency; but his face
was composed into a look of mere solicitude for my welfare before he spoke.
"I would not trouble about that if

were you," said he. "There is nothing
world for you to worry about.
Look at the sky instead, and see what
a day it is. Did you ever see anything
finer than the young green on those
"
trees yonder?
"I share your enthusiasm for the
day," said I, "and I am not in the
least worried, but I am intensely curious. I will waive the question of where
I am, if you're afraid the answer would
disturb me, but I would like an answer
to another that's a good deal more
I

in the

who am I? My
moment seems to be

That

important.

memory

is,

for the
playing tricks with me."
This time I looked at him while I
spoke, keen to get what answer I could
from his look as well as from his words.
A less alert man than I a blind man
might have understood the effect my
question had upon him.
He simply
gasped with relief, and there flickered
in his eye an evil look of perfectly

—

—

ruthless joy.
"I can answer that question," he
said. He was trying to keep a quiver
of eagerness out of his voice, but not
succeeding very well.
"You are a
a house-painter, a sort of odd-job man,
employed by the owner of one of the
large country estates in this vicinity.
You had an accident; a piece of staging

gave away, and you fell on your head
and have been in a state of semi-consciousness since.
"We were afraid that the only hope
for your recovery lay in a serious surgical operation that would endanger
your life. The owner of the estate,

—

your employer, a Mr. a Thompson
does the name bring anything back, by
the way? sent you here to be under
our observation, so that we might
decide whether an operation were

—

necessary.

my

side in

it

My

found myself called upon to play.
"This sun is a little hot," I said
"I don't think

any more now.

May

I

I

want

go to

CHAPTER

to talk

my room?"

instructions.
Presently, however,

the man overtook me and, guiding me by the elbow,
turned me into the entrance of the
building I had set out for.
The broad entrance-hall, with its

and graceful stairway,

polished floor

contained as little suggestion of the
purpose to which the building was put
as the exterior of it did.
I caught a
glimpse through a doorway of a number
of well-dressed people reading, and
heard educated voices carrying on

what sounded

to

me

like

perfectly

normal, casual conversation.
Evidently the place was a sanitarium
rather than an asylum, in the strict
sense of the word.
The guard led me up the stairs. At
the head of the first flight, in obedience
to an instinct of which

I

was

perfectlv

unconscious, I hesitated, almost stopped
in fact, before a doorway.
"Not there," the guard said sharply.
"That ain't where you go."
In a flash I realized that my instinct
had been a true one. I had stopped
at the door of what had been, up to
this time, my room.
Affecting not
to hear the guard, I opened the door,
entered, and blundered into the nearest
chair.
I knew, of course, that I should not
be allowed to stay there, but I was

curious to see in what sort of style I
lived before the doctor had converted me, on the spur of the moment,
into a hou^lse-p^inter and odd-job man

had

on a near-by

estatp.

spacious,

luxurious

appointments, and I caught a
glimpse of a white-tiled bath-room
opening from it. That was all I had
time to see, for the guard pulled me
abruptly to my feet.
"Didn't you hear me tell you not to
go in there? " he demanded.
I only wagged my head stupidly and
went with him quietly enough. He
conducted me i^p two more flights of
stairs, quite to the top of the building,
where, opening a door, he thrust me
unceremoniously into a little cubicle
of a room, made up largely of a dormer
window, which looked down upon the
in

its

eaves.

The room was shabby and none

II

in the character of a
I

man

turned

too

and I judged that it was usually
occupied by one of the servants. The
guard seemed nervous lest I should
make an attempt to draw him into
clean,

THE CORDS TIGHTEN.
relapsing into a stupor,

an instant had

not the doctor detained him with an
imperative signal.
I heard, as I walked away, the low
murmur of voices, that of the doctor
betraying, though I could not hear the
words, a note of exasperation at the
guard's slowness in understanding his

The room was

at all now?
Does nothing come back to you! "
first impulse was to laugh in his
face. The man was not only lying, he
was lying clumsily, desperately, and for
a second I was very near betraying the
fact that I knew it.
Then, as suddenly as though a warning finger had been laid on my lips, I
realized a little of the true peril of my
position; realized that I could not afford
to waste a single card in the game I

ACTING

My

have been at

•

"Do you remember

vaguely.

abruptly away from them and, blundering a little in my walk, set out for
the nearest building.
guard would
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conversation, and got out of the room
as quickly ks he could, locking the

door after him.
There was nothing in the place to
opened a
I
warrant examination.
Evicloset-door and found it bare.
dently if I had any clothes besides the
ones I had that moment upon my
person they were kept somewhere else.
went to the window and looked
I
out.

The

first

enough.

thing

I

Two men

saw was

interesting

on a hanging stage

were busily at work painting the side
of the next building. They had been
working under the doctor's eye when
my guard had rushed up to inform him

my

return to consciousness.
furnished him with a hint
for the lie he had told me, and were, I
reflected with a smile, the unconscious and innocent cause of the sudof

They had

den change

in

my own

estate.

The

story of the house-painter and odd-job
man was going to be lived up to.
eye traveled past the edge of
the building and over the broad sweep
of rolling lawn and shrubbery to where
Getting my eyes
the woods began.
focused to the distance, I saw between
the trees what I was sure was the
boundary wall of the property. It was
hard to judge its height from the dis-

My

tance, but I had no doubt it was high
enough to make scaling it a difficult,
or perhaps impossible, feat, except for
an athlete.
I
caught myself smiling over the
question in my mind whether I was
an athlete or not. When I went to
bed that night I would know more
about that.
The wall had not yet lost its interest
for me, however. Looking at it closely,

made out a fine veil of
I
I was sure
dust arising above it, and accounted
for, on the next favoring slant of wind,
by the steady thrum of a motor-car.
On the other side of the wall, then, lay
a highway. That discovery was likely
to prove important.
I was to make one more discovery
before I left the window. It came the
next moment, and again it was the
breeze that brought it to me the
long-drawn, melodious chime of the
sort of whistle that is carried by our
great racing passenger locomotives. I
knew from the whistle that the train
was going to stop not more than a
mile or two away.

—

Instinctively
but there was

I

felt

for

my

watch,

none in my pocket. I
was disappointed, for, though only half
conscious of the reason why, I wanted
to know what time that train came in.
Suddenly an expedient occurred to me.
The sun was slanting through my window at an acute angle with the casement. With my thumb-nail I scratched
on the

Some

the outline of the shadow.
one was standing outside my

sill

Then I am to stay here untU I can remember that my name is
Andrew Meiklejohn, and that I used to be a house painter

L
door, watching

the keyhole.

ment

me
An

no doubt through
involuntary move-

of his feet betrayed so

me, and a moment
espionage,

I

later,

much

to

restless of

crossed over to the farther

so,

I

caught another move-

ment, and, looking up, saw what I
wonder I had not thought of looking
for earlier, a mirror.

The

sight of

it

made my
I

to drive a

heart beat quickly.
"Of course," I thtjught, "that is all
need. A glance at myself will bring

my memory

back to tne."
walked around and stood before
the glass. The face I saw was absoI

—

as strange as the
lutely strange to me
doctor's face or the guard's had been.
It was bewildering, uncanny, almost

man mad

indeed, to

and disappointment and something not far
from terror in that stranger's face, and
see the haggard look of pain

to realize that

pressible

corner of the room.

In doing

enough

I

it

was only the

emotion of

my own

saw reflected there.
Then like a touch of the

irre-

soul that

spur, rallying all my courage anew, there came
the faint sound of a chuckling laugh
from the other side of the door. In
standing before the mirror, I had again
come under the observation of the
man at the keyhole. The same bewildered, disappointed face at which I
had gazed, he had seen too.
I dropped down on the edge of my
bed and buried my face in my hands.
I heard footsteps tiptoeing from my

—

—
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Then

door, and then in a moment, as I half
expected, returning noisily:
"Come in," said I in answer to the

my

did a foolish thing.

"Then
"until

,

my

gbod man," said he, "I
hope you feel no further ill effects from
that warm June sun."
"No," said I, "I guess I'm right
enough."
Then,, by way of experiment, I shot
a quick question at him:
the room I have
"Is this my room
"Well,

—

"
lived in right along?
His face seemed to stifTen a little in
its false mask of kindly humor.
"Of course," he said "but you must
not expect to remember anything about
that. You have been, as I said before,
only half conscious since you came

would be altogether extrayou were to recognize the
room or the building or any of our
faces.
But does nothing come back
from beyond that time? Nothing that
"
happened before your accident?
I shook my head dully.
"What did you tell me I was? " I
It

ordinary

if

asked.
I dared not look at him, but I was
aware that he was uneasily balancing
the probability of my remembering his
clumsy .lie of the morning, and the
wisdom of taking this chance to tell

me

a better one.
to the old story.

He

decided to stick

"You were a man who did odd jobs
a house-painter by trade, I believe."
"I saw some men painting from my
window," I commented rather vacuously; but I glanced at him quickly
enough to see in his face the recognition of his blunder in having put me in
a room that overlooked these operations.

"Did you

tell

me my name?

"

I

asked.

I

am

to stay here,"

I

said,

I

morrow."

And with that he left me abruptly.
He left me very nearly in despair.
What did it matter, after all, that he
had

lied

clumsily?

his hands.

in

The cards were

He had no

all

need for

finesse.

were to express disbelief in the
tale he had told me, that
would simply be tolerated as the
If I

precious

ready with one; he did not
say "Smith."
Then he
"Andrew Meiklejohn."
added, and I could have throttled him
for the sneer which I heard underlying his friendly, solicitous words:
"
"Does that bring back nothing?
I simply shook my head.
"And is there nothing in yout mind
at all? No memory that seems like a
dream?
Nothing that you can tell

me?"

—

as he asked the

This time I made no answer, even
by a sign. I just sat on the edge of the
bed, my head droopingjn sullen silence.
"Well, well, my good fellow," he
said, rising from his chair, "you must
The moment
not be down-hearted.
memory does come to you, send for
me. I will do all I can to help you."
-

to me-.
There seemed to be an odd
taste to everything I had eaten.
It
was no taste that I recognized. Everything was perfectly cooked, but certainly every single article on that tray
had a faint suggestion of that same

curious flavor.
And then my knife and fork dropped
with a clatter from my nerveless hands.
I knew now why I had not suddenly
been reduced to the coarse fare of a
laborer.
I knew why the doctor had
advised me to eat.
The food was
drugged!

if

I

—

—

chance had he to remain more than a
single night at liberty?
One chance for a clue to

my

identity

think I may have overlooked. It did
not occur to me until it was too late
that the clothes I wore might have
given me some hint of who I was. A
tailor's card somewhere about the coat,
even a laundry mark on my linen or
underclothes, might have furnished me
a clue which would to-day be of inestimable value to me. But, as I say,
I did not think of that until it was too
late.

The sun was

getting low

when a

and a knock at
It was
the door announced supper.
an appetizing repast, daintily served.
"Well," thought I, "the doctor gave
me one good piece of advice any way.
I'll keep my
I'll eat and I'll sleep.
health and I'll do the best I can with

my

spirits."

For

CHAPTER

made

the faintest hint of resistance
there was, no doubt, a straitjacket on the premises which they
could rely on to bring me to terms.
And as for the chance of escape, I
went to the window and tried to open
it. The sash rose a scant six inches and
was there checked by a cunningly contrived lock. There was a guard outside my door. He was tramping up and
down the corridor quite frankly, like a
sentry on a beat.
Even supposing myself safely over
the wall and on the highway, what
chance had an absolutely penniless
man, who knew neither who he was
nor where he was, nor the name of
one friend in all the world what
-

faint clatter of dishes

was eager

should show no traces of my recent
fall to the estate of housepainter.
To
match the r(X)m, it should have been
served on thick dishes, and should not
have comprised half the variety that
was here offered to me.
But the
thought went away as quickly as it
came, possibly because I was really
hungry, and I settled to my meal with
the expectation of enjoying it.
I was half through when something
brought that disquieting notion back

natural delusion of a madman.
If I
remonstrated at his keeping me there

I

He was

His voice
question.

allowed

I

to get the

can remember that my name
is Andrew Meiklejohn and that I used
"
to be a housepainter?
There was a cutting edge of satire
in my voice which roused his quick
suspicion like the flick of a whip.
I
would have given much to unsay the
words, but it was too late. He gave
me a venomous smile as he answered:
"Oh, don't be discouraged; and,
above all, don't lose sleep and appetite
over it.
will see you again toI

was the doctor, but this time the
doctor with his manner all prepared.
It was at once good-humored and
It

patronizing.

moment

better of me.

knock.

here.

I

anger for the

a

there passed
through my mind the notion that it
was somewhat curious that the meal
just

flicker,

III

THE AMBUSH.

—
—

71HE

opium for it was this drug I
have no doubt that had been put
into my food had one effect which
th« doctor can hardly have anticipated.
To a certain extent it acted upon my
memory as developing fluid acts upon
an exposed plate.
My dreams from the time when I
lost consciousness

over the supper-tray

awakened in bed early the next
morning were far more vivid than any
I have any recollection of.
They did

until

I

not tell me who I was, to be sure; but
they gave me two or three pictures so
minutely outlined that I am sure I
shall recognize them if ever I can get
the chance.
The consolation of that
thought, however, did not come to me
till

aftenvard.

When, with
myself from

difficulty,

my

heavy

I

had roused
and was

sleep,

able intelligently to take account of
my present situation, it seemed a

thousandfold more desperate than

had the day

before.

it

They had come

my

into
room, once they had found me
safe asleep, stripped me, and put me to
bed.
This morning
clothes were
gone. That fact alone was enough to
make the hope of escape absolutely
insane.
The plot was clear enough. They
would keep me here in solitary confinement, persistently drugging
food until hunger compelled me to eat
it; until I had established an appetite
for the drug itself; until at last I should
be utterly and hopelessly mad indeed.

my

my

would fight off despair as
could. So much I solemnly
promised myself.
A dash of cold
water out of the ewer and a few deep
Well,
long as

I

I
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jreaths of the yovng June air which
tame in my partly opened window
fevived me.

Then, more to provide myself with
occupation than in any hope of
[gaining anything by it, I began a most
fminute examination of the room. Not
_ corner of it escaped me. A rickety
Jittle table stood in the dormer, and
I remarked what had entirely escaped
in

the afternoon before; it contained
a drawer. I pulled it open half-heartedly. Then seeing what it contained,
I stood quickly erect.
Hopjfe was thrilling in my veins again.

me

saw a way

I

of

In my dream pictures there
is a woman, one of the loveliest,
I believe her to be, of all the
world. I see her in a hundred
different ways, each one n:ore
charming, more alluring, than

than the others

escape opening up

before me.

What was

this great

discovery that

an instant had served to change the
face of the world? Pathetically trivial
may seem nothing but a wellit
gnawed stub of a pencil and a few
soiled sheets of pink and highly perThey were too
fumed note-paper.
soiled and shabby for the housemaid,
who had occupied the room before
me, to think it worth while to take
them away with her.
did not have to plan what use
I
this unexpected treasure-trove could
be put to. The thought came to me
complete in the half second between
the opening and shutting of that
drawer* But I went back to bed, and
for an hour I tested that plan by every
contingency I could think of.
When they knocked at the door
with my breakfast I was ready. I did
not answer the knock. When the man
entered with my tray I glowered at
him and roughly ordered him to be off.
"Take that stuff away," said I, "if
you don't want me to pitch it out of
the window."
He seemed rather nonplused at this,
but after a moment's hesitation obeyed
me. I heard him tramping off down
the corridor, and knew with perfect
certainty that inside of five minutes I
should hear Dr. Berry's quiet, catlike tread coming to take up his post
in

—

of

observation

outside

my

keyhole.

That was what I wanted.
When he came I let him wait awhile.
Then furtively, and as silently as possible, I went over to my table, took the
paper from the drawer, drew up a
chair, and settled down to write.
It
was a mere tissue of nonsense with
which

covered sheet after sheet of
that soiled, perfumed paper. I worked
slowly, apparently with the greatest
labor, for I did not mean to finish
until the sun was within an hour of
where it had been the day before when
I had outlined the shadow of the casement on the still with my thumbI

nail.

The excitement mounted higher and
higher in my veins as the time passed.
It was hard to wait
hard not to risk
throwing my srreat chance awav out

—

my

plan
of sheer impatience by putting
to the test too soon.
greatest fear was lest the doctor
should leave his post of observation, but
He had too
I had calculated rightly.

My

much
At

any chances.
hour had come. I rose

at stake to take
last the

from the table, looked suspiciously all
about and listened. Then rolling my
precious manuscript into the smallest
possible compass, I went over to tlie
bed with it.
the ticking
I turned up the mattress
was none too strong and my fingers
were not to f)e denied and I had no

—

—

difificultv in

tearing a small hole in the

Then, as if in a panic'of
be interrupted too soon, I
thrust the. manuscript through the hole,
put the bed to rights, scrambled back
into it, and pretended to fall asleep, i
Almost immediately I heard the cat-

under

side.

fear lest

I

down the coronly to return again frankly and
The doctor entered without
noisily.
waiting for my invitation; indeed, I
gave none. He was radiating benign
good humor from every pore.
like

footfalls receding

ridor,

"What! " he said. "In bed at this
time of day? It is much too fine
You ought to be up and
for that.
Continued on page 110.

The Dictionary Man
By David Adams
"p^LEASE
j—^

pass the salmagundi ?"

knew much about

the horseshoe as
yet and he went on, "It's a long stor>'.

With unerring accuracy Mrs.

down and I'll tell it to you."
Mrs. Bowles set the broom outside
the door and, holding the dustpan in
her hands, sat herself down on the
only other chair William Smith's room

Bowles started the dish of hash
toward the other end of the long table.
Each of the boarders, as he or she
passed it along, took a careful look at
Possibly they
the contents of the dish.
felt they had been imposed upon in

Sit

being permitted to eat it for hash.
"Salmagundi," that was a new one
on the patrons of Mrs. Bowles' Boarding House. Each however, after watching the dish closely after passing it
seemed content to continue to think of
it as plain hash.
William Smith helped himself generously and set the what he chose to
call salmagundi down before hiiyi.
A word here as to why Mrs. Bowles
had not passed the pickles or almost
anything else.
She knew William.
Smith. Ten years before he had taken
a room at her house and had been there
ever since.
"The Dictionary Man," she called
him. If ever there was an apt sobriquet "The Dictionary Man" as applied

"Forty years ago dad blame me
it don't seem like yesterdayforty
years ago I was attending school with
the rest of the fair and blooming youth
of Petonia.
A gosh darn good time
we was a having too." He shook his
head affirmatively to emphasize the
fact.
"George King and I used to
chum around together. George was
the oldest King boy.
His father owned
the race track where they held the
county fairs. Well, after we grew up
we sort of drifted away from the old
town like young folks sometimes do.
George went up to the city and I went
to Manitoba and took up ranching.
"Well Sir," he seemed to forget his
audience, "I got married just the same

to William Smith was it.
During this
ten years as a patron of Mrs. Bowles'

dining-room he had sprung many surprises in the way of odd words.

"He knows all the words from A to
Izzard," she told Mrs. Brown who kept
a boarding house in the next block.
The expression "from A to Izzard" was
not her own but one of Mr. Smith's.
At

first

Mrs. Bowles had been unable

to figure out the nature of her new
boarder's business. An itching curiosity to know consumed her for the first

few weeks. Finally when she could
stand it no longer she asked him. It
was seldom Mrs. Bowles had to go to
as great a length.
"I,

Madam, am a

told her, seemingly

sciolist,"

proud

of

he had

it.

Then she knew or at any rate if she
did not know she could say what he
was.
Being able to say it she told
people what he was thus giving them
the impression that her new boarder
might be anything from an eye-doctor
to a chiropodist.

Sometimes, when she was tidying up
room one of the two back ones on

his

—

the attic floor, she would search for
88

boasted.

—

if

something which might perhaps give
her a clue to Mr. Smith's business.
All that she ever found was a rusty old
horseshoe and a battered dictionary.
Both looked as if they had been handled
lovingly and often. There was nothing
else in his room save a few clothes and
an old trun^ in which he kept them.
The clothes were suggestive of prosperity at a far removed date.
It might be well to note here that
the one book Mrs. Bowles chanced
upon was entitled "A Dictionary of the
English Language" and was written
by Noah Webster as she noticed by

one of the front pages.
On the very first page written in ink
she found the following: "Wm. E.
Smith, Petonia, Ont., 1905."
Only a year old when it was brought
It
to Mrs. Bowles' establishment.
looked fifty having been thumbed so
much. It became Mrs. Bowles' habit,

—

in time, to look

up

in this dictionary

Here
the meanings of the "new ones."
she found a sciolist to be one with a
smattering of knowledge. Thanks to
Mr. Smith's one book Mrs. Bowles,
too, became a sciolist.

One day when he happened to come
into his room just as she was about to
leave it she asked him about the horseshoe.

—

"That horseshoe " he said as he
walked across the room and picked it
up, "this horseshoe is all that I have
to remind me of how happy I was before I got that dad blamed thing there."

He

pointed to the dictionary.

Mrs. Bowles did not look as

if

she

—

Ever\'as a lot of young fellows do.
thing went along fine. I was proThat
spering and happy on the ranch.
lasted twenty years.
Then I lost m>wife."
He hesitated a bit before conMrs. Bowles seemed to sense
tinuing.
that this was not the place to make a

remark and kept

still.

"Well, I got kinda restless after a
year or so and thought I'd go back and
I was pretty
take a look at Petonia.
well fixed anyhow so I sold the ranch

—

and went back home back where I
was born. It seemed kinda good just
to see some of the old places even if
most of the faces were new to me.
"Well, Sir," he was still forgetful of
the sex of his audience,- "One day who
I see walking right toward me
but George King. There he Wcis comI was on the porch.
ing down the lane.
He hadn't changed a bit except maybe
Well, Sir, we
his hair was a little grey.
had a great reunion. George had had
about the same experience up to the
He,
city that I'd had in Manitoba.
too, got kinda restless, I guess, and
decided to come back to Petonia.
"There we were a couple of old
cronies well past the fifties back home

should

—
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again each with his boyhood chum.
Considering the fact that we were both
pretty well along in years our being
able to be together like that was just
plumb fortunate for both of us.
"Well Sir, we used to talk over
politics

and

and most anything
Sometalk about.

religion

that came up to
times we'd go for long walks along the
river.
Then we'd go over the good
times we'd had there thirty years before.
Every afternoon we played
quoits.
Pitch horseshoes you know,"
he added as he held up the one in his
hand. "Well, darn it, he beat me most
of the time but I didn't mind that so

much until he began rubbing it in.
He was always boasting about being
the best.
He always boasted about
being the best at everything. Maybe
he was. His education was better than
mine in some ways. He'd picked up a
lot of knowledge in the city while I
hadn't learned anything but ranching

out in Manitoba.
"George liked to lord it over me with
words and expressions he knew that I
didn't know. Well, I stood for it for
one whole year and then a fresh young
chap came along selling dictionaries
and darn me if I didn't buy one. That
one there," he added pointing at the
table.
"Now I was ready for Mr.
King. All he had to do was spring
some new word on me and a few hours
later I knew what he was talking about.
I was never more than a few hours
short of being posted right up to the
minute on the English language.
"When the circus came to town he
said he liked the funambulist the best

and

I

said

the best.

liked the tight rope

I

When

I

what he was smiling
about
little

—darn

got

home

87

walker
I

knew

his superior smile
I
looked in that

him.
dictionary and found out that a

funambulist

was a performer on a

—

taut rope. Gosh darn him he wouldnt
ever have told me. Well, Sir, do you
know in looking up funambulist I came
across another word and I thought I'd
just remember it and use it on George
some day.
"Well, a few days later we were
pitching the shoes and my luck was
against me.
He won every game out
of five.
His chest kept a swelling up
and he kept a talking about how he
was the best and rubbing it in generally.
I got mad and flared up.
I called him
the word I'd found in the dictionary.
"I says to him 'You gosh darn fanfaron *' Then he got mad and without saying a word went home. That
was the last I saw of him. He was
good and mad when he left. He didn't

come near me and kept out

of

my way

after that.

"Well, the breaking up of our friendship hit me hard.
I stood it in Petonia
doing nothing as long as I could and
then I came here."
Mrs. Bowles figured from the way
in which he said "fanfaron" that it

must be something
meant for feminine

terrible
ears.

and not
For this

reason she did not ask him to explain
it.
Instead she decided then and there
to take the first opportunity of looking
the word up some time when William

—

Smith was out of his room.
She left him worshiping the rusty,
old horseshoe.

Now

Mrs. Bowles had a daughter
She was a girl of
twenty, a good wholesome looking girl
with rosy cheeks. She was just good
looking enough to have plenty of sense
about things other than her looks.
Mary Bowles was a little tot of ten
when William Smith first came to her

Mary by name.

mother's.

He

didn't

have much of

anything to do most of the time and he
used to play games with Mary. Then,
too, he would tell her fairy stories.
Mary didn't understand the fairy
stories exactly as he told them but,
after a fashion, was able to make out
what they were all about. She liked
them. She would sit for hours while
he spun a yarn about the scaturient
mumbo-jumbo of Africa or about the
scansorial grimalkin or the intrasigent
schelm or any one of a hundred others.
The picture she had of a scaturient
mumbo-jumbo must have been wilder
than any conceived by the wildest

"That horseshoe is all that I have to remind
me of how happy I was before I got that dad
blamed thing there."
He pointed to the
dictionary

native of Africa.
She liked the stories and made him
tell them to her over and over.
Her
mother being busy with the running
of the boarding establishment Mary
Bowles came to look upon William

I

dam fanfaron.'"
mad and went home

says to him, "you gosh

Then he

got

Smith as a

sort of advisor or guardian.
In trouble or joy she came to him.
He
had a faculty of making her troubles
joyous and her joys more joyous.

Mrs. Bowles also came to William
Smith when she wanted advice. One
day a brother of her former husband's
had asked to take Mar>^ with him and
bestow upon her the education his
means would allow.
Mrs. Bowles had gone to William
Smith.
"Well, since you ask me, he strikes
me as being agnate," he had said.
This settled Mrs. Bowles. Anyone
who was agnate should have nothing
to do with the bringing up of her
daughter. Mrs. Bowles did not know
that agnate merely implied relationship on the father's side.
Now as Mary grew older she fell in
At about the same time two
love.
young men fell in love each with Mary
Bowies. Here was a situation. Mary
liked both of the young men.
When

—

later each of them had made enough
of a mark in the world to enable them

to feel confident enough of the future
to ask Mary to marry she didn't know
what to do.
Naturally she came to Willjam Srhith
with her trouble. He went into the

matter deeply with her weighing each
of the young men in terms that would
have surprised even Noah Webster.
At length he handed down his opinion
which Mary abided by. Everybody
was happy except possibly one young
man but it was as William Smith told
Mary, "If everybody was happy all of
the time there wouldn't be any fun."
If unhappiness is fun the young man

who

lost

Mary came

in for his share of

but no doubt he recovered because
he was young and youth forgets.
Mrs. Bowles had looked in the dictionary many times for the meaning of
the word fanfaron. She had not found
In her simplicity she had failed to
it.
notice that the page that it would
naturally have been on was missing.
it

Continued on page

116.
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don't know how to pull the
ropes, dearie," observed Miss
Violet Gray, as she applied car-

j

mine to her

lips

and then dusted her

face with pink rice-powder.
"

can learn.

Now

"But you

I

"Pull the ropes? " echoed Maida
Vincent, smothering a yawn. "How do

you mean? Could

I

be
thought

really learn to

—as popular as you?

popular

I

you had to be born that way."
The tone of the speaker was a
wistful.

"Oh sure you could learn! " returned
Violet
good-naturedly.
"But you
gotta get rid of them Quaker ideas of
yours, little one. You gotta get some
pep into your system.
Don't be
bromide.

How

does

this

platinum

necklet look, honey? Ain't it some
swell?
Bill
suie ain't a tightwad.
Gee!
You could have one like it
Kid, if only "
Violet broke off inconsequentially and commenced to
paw about on the littered dressingtable.
Having located her gloves she
drew them on slowly, gazing in the
mirror, meanwhile.
Her roommate sat on the edge of
one of the room's two little iron beds,
swinging her feet and regarding Violet
silently and a bit enviously.
"My third paity this week," remarked Violet after a moment. "How
do I look dearie? "
"Fine," said Maida; but her expression was an absent one.
She had been
thinking of what Violet had said about
pulling the ropes.
"I've certainly been having some
dandy times this last while back,"
Violet resumed. "Being popular with
the men comes natural to me I guess.
I kid 'em all, dearie, but I don't allow
one of 'em to get a string on me. See?
That's the way to handle the Johnnies.
Ever since I was a flapper I could get

—

I wanted.
My sister kept a
boarding house down near the business
district for about nine years and I used
to wait on table. I got so's I could hand
'em as good as I got. The men called
me Miss Saucebox. Oh menl Gee, /
know men from the ground up."

anyone
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She drew a fur-lined opera cloak
over her shoulders as she spoke.
"You needn't say anything about
what I've just told you. Kid. Nobody
round here knows that I used to sling
hash.
Well, I'm all leady.
I wish
Bill'd get a hump on.
I hate waiting
round!
"Your hair looks nice," observed
Maida.
"Hairdresser did

trifle

'.JIM

it

morning.

this

I've been watching the sky all day
fear it would rain and spoil all these

here dinky curls.
Say,
were coming along."

I

'ifish

you

"I'm tired. Besides, I haven't got
anything nice enough to wear."
Maida flung her arms over her head
in a luxurious afterwork stretch, and

yawned, as she finished speaking.
"You're
"Forget it," said Violet.
welcome to any dud / got. I bet
you'd look sweet in this pink charmeuse. And tired? You're always
that!
If you'd doll up in the evening
and go out! But you never seem to

want to. What do you like to do
anyway? Work all day and come back
here and mope around darning your
stockings and then go to bed? Gee!
You don't know you're living, Kid! "
"What do I like? " repeated Maida.
"I like silk stockings and grand opera
and ninety-cent candy and orchids
and new uncut magazines and breakfast in bed and
oh what's the use!
I like everything that's fine and pretty
and thrilling and expensive! But I

—

can't have them."
"Yes you can too."
Maida stared a moment at her friend
of six

months' acquaintance.

"How? " she asked. "How can I
"
have them honestly, I mean?
"Oh, if you're going to talk like

—

course
Violet flung a deal of contempt into
her voice, and the shrill clamor of a
bell cutting in upon her remark saved
her the necessity of finishing it.
"There's Bill now, thank goodness,"
she cried, glad to escape from the challenge of Maida's honest brown eyes.
"Little mutt! " she said to herself as
that, of

she whisked down the shabby stairs
"She was born slow. Been up from the
country two years now, so she says,
and she hasn't shook all the hayseed
out of her hair yet."
to
left alone, continued
door
unseeing,
the
at
through which the resplendent vision
in sky-blue satin had just disappeared.
Was it true^ all that Violet had
Was she too sober, and scrupsaid?
ulous?
Violet had so many friendswhile she drab little Puritan had
none. After all it is disgusting to be
and rather
young
just nineteen
pretty, and fond of good times, and
ready for Romance, and then to discover that Romance kept persistently

\/f.'\IDA,
stare

—

—

—

—

—

aloof!

Life

was a humdrum

—just
remarked.
Maida

as

It

afTair for little

the gay Violet had

was made up

of

work,

three hurried meals, an hour or two of
uneventful evening, and then l)ed.
Maida rose and wandered aver to
the cloudy mirror. Some of the other
girls' cosmetic-jars stood open on the
top, and Maida scooped up a
rouge on the end of her finger and
rubbed it upon her cheeks.
The change was magic! She still
retained some of her fresh country
color but this, this
"Wh}', I'm actually beautiful! she
gasped." No wonder Vi sets such store
dressei
little

—

by this stuff."
She took up
Her eyes sparkled.
some of her heavy golden-brown hair
and tW'isted it up loosely on the crown
of her head.
Seeing the effect pioduced, she went about it in a more
thorough manner and finished by
fastening one of Violet's rhinestone
bands about her head. The upstanding ornament on the front added a
degree of dignity, and four inches to
her height.
She took a little skip across the room

and seized upon the shimmery rosepink gown that Violet had discarded
in favor of her blue one. With fingers
that trembled in eager haste she

snatched needle and thread and short-
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ened the

Then she put on

skirt.

the

Without doubt she was now

dress.

Hurriedly rummaging
another girl!
about in various drawers and boxes
she produced Violet's bronze slippers,
a pair of long white kid gloves almost
clean a string of tiny pearls and a
(Although; Violet Gray
feather fan.
was only a manicurist on a rather pre-

—

—

carious weekly salary, her wardrobe
was replete with all the necessities of
a society girl and some of the lux-

—
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my life if I never have another!
She smiled happily, and peered
about on either side of the broad
avenue down which they were silently

"Very good. Miss."
It was keen pleasure in itself, just
to sit and watch the guests thronging

gliding.

Maida's cab eased

"If good times don't come your
way," she reflected, "go after 'em! A
case of the mountain and Mahomet.

ams,

in

I'm awfully glad I've discovered that
I

ha- e

a

little 'pep' left,

after the city

grind."

She gave

herself wholly u pto the

Maida completed
her toilet by passing a
uries.)

powder

pufif

lightly

over

gazed

long
the

into

the great caravanserie.

and

she

at

critically

—

if

only,

if

only

}i

"Very good, Miss. One
and a
quarter,

I

began aloud,

" she

attendant in greenA^Nand-gold
livery opened
the door andMaida stepped
down, and paid her driver.
The taxicab moved off and

underlip in her teeth. "I'll
it! "
she said aloud.
"I'll do it!"
She counted the contents of her purse. They

do

a

dollar

a long
seven-pas-senger
car took
its
place.
second attendant, ornate
as the first, beckoned to

A

Maida, and with swiftlybeating heart and limbs
that quaked under her,
she followed him up the
Ijroad stone steps,
past
two giant pillars, and
through a palm-lined lobby
where her guide turned
her over to a bald personage in evening clothes
who stood bowing and
smiling before her.
She caught the enchanting strains of the Barcarolle
from some distant unseen
orchestra, and heard upon
all sides the pleasant hum

and

twenty-five cents.

"Enough for a taxi," she
murmured, and snatched
up a silk head-scarf and
her big plaid coat.
By the tiny clock on
the table, it was still early
in the evening
not quite

—

nine.

the

telephone-

booth at the corner drugstore Maida summoned a
taxicab and stood out on
the pavement awaiting its
arrival.
As she watched
it turn up into her street,
very suddenly, she changed
her mind. On the point
of following good-natured
Violet to the dance at
Rickert's Hall, Maida decided swiftly against such
a proceeding. Where then
should she gor

"Drive on

—oh anywhere at

said to the driver

of voices.

"You

"Where you

been.

all,"

who touched

his

of

she

however,

cap

stopped.

rapid motion.
Presently,
the cab slowed down, and

"Big jam ahead here. Miss," called

wicked little
in borrowed

plumage. But I don't care.
I don't
I'm going to have one good time

"You mightdriveslowly on and watch
your chance to get past," said Maida.

to the Port of Adventure.

told

herself,

chuckle.
care.

impostor— a fraud," she
with

a

"I'm a bird

alone

"
?

queried the bald gentleman, with a pleasant smile
directed this time straight
at her glowing face.

Honey ?"

the driver, pulling his head through the
curtain-flap. "Shall I wait till it clears,
or turn around, or what shall I do?
"Oh, wait. There's really no hurry.
"
Whereabouts are we?
"We're near the Carleton. There's
a big ball on there to-night, an' everybody seems to've took the notion to
get here at the .same minute."

"I'm an

came

"Y—yes.
delight

and awaited her pleasure. "Drive till
I tell you to stop."
"Very good Miss."
Maida leaned back on the comfortaljle seat and sighed blissfully, and the
cab whirled her rapidly and smoothly

away

into being to
control the destinies of this
one particular evening.
"Stop here," said Maida
to her driver, "and let me
out."
dollar
please."

then
before
the
thought was fairly complete in her mind she gave
a start and caught her red

From

days had

come again

and

totalled

—

of her childhood

the mirror held.
What she saw made her
heart beat tumultuously.

"Oh,

—

the long

possession of Maida.
It seemed as if
some long-forgotten sprite

vision

could

Slowly

among

motor broughrunabouts, limousines and it
was fully a quarter of an hour before
they were opposite the brilliantlylighted entrance portico.
Then another vagrant impulse took
triple line of vehicles

her face.

'X'HEN

in

"

I

"Have you your card?

"
"

"Card? Er— no, I
This was a
Maida's heart sank.
contingency that she had not taken
into account.
"Card of invitation?
forgotten to bring it.

great matter.

Let

and

fix

I'll

soon

me

"

Ah

—

you have
Well it is no
have your name

"My name

is Maida Vincent."
"Thank you." And the obliging

gentleman hastily scribbled something
on a card and gave the oblong of pasteboard into her hand with an air of
dismissing the

affair.

—

:
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"Pass this O.K.'d card in at the
entrance of the Assembly Room
please," he said, and turned to greet
other arrivals.
" Fortunate escape number one,"
Maida, devoutly, as she
breathed
tripped upstairs.

auspices of the Bohemian Club, and
that makes it so much more free and
easy.
There won't be any stupid
wall-flowering.
Thank heaven there
are lots of men."
The orchestra was just commencing
a fox trot when the pair arrived in the
ballroom.
sudden timidity seemed
about to overwhelm Maida, but her
companion squeezed her arm and said
"Oh dearie, look over there at those
two fellows who are staring so hard

A

dressing-rooms were
' filled with a gay, chattel ing throng.
A moment or two Maida stood upon
the threshold of the room she was
about to enter, gazing
spellbound at the scene

"T^HE

ladies'

within.

Women

and

He could not have been more than
twenty-two and Maida liked his voice
and the look in his grey eyes.
Fortunately she could fox-trot so
they got along very well and danced
the two following numbers.
Then
came a dance with which they were
both unfamiliar so they sat it out in
a charming little nook near the palm
room.
"Pardon my cheek," said the young
man, But I'm afraid I don't know
your name. Mine is Ford-

ham

and even grey-haired dowagers flitted to and fro like
huge butterflies pink, lav-

from the
and arms
KHelp me
with my skirt, won't you?"
pleaded a voice at Maida's
side, and she turned to find
glistened
beautiful necks
of not a few.
"Oh dearie!

-

"I ought to go and do
niy duty by some other

man

do

?

"Don't
Fordham.
"W^ell,

What

will.

I

ither

"Oh thank you
I've ripped the

The maids

much!
See ?
busy,

are

"

but

so

hem.
all

nearer

the

—at

of the
least not

Presently, however, the
green crepe girl came up,
on the arm of her escort
and there as a shake-up
of partner
for the next

light

moment

or two
mishap was
remedied and the green
crepe lady seemed about
to fall on Maida's neck

After a
the slight

'

,

dance number.

The

"Did you come

alone,

Why how
I

friends are

odd! So
suppose your

coming

she observed.

later,"

"My

sister

have come but was
prevented.
So I'm here
by myself and I do feel
so backward about going
down alone. Shall we go
to

down together? "
"You know," continued Maida's
new acquaintance as they descended

why

there's such a crowd, and we're
supposed to go round and ask the men
for dances.
Everything reversed you
know. I'm sure I'll fall through the
floor with embarrassment, won't you? "

laughed.
I think it will be fun," she
said. "I don't mind."
"This crowd to-night isn't the regular society gang you see," said the
green crepe lady.
"It is under the

like as

after

that,

many

'

"You've searched

^

to the ballroom, "This is a leap-year
affair for charitable purposes.
That's

hours,

minutes.
Maida was introduced right
and left and her program
A as soon completely filled
up, for whenever she
-eemed at a loss to decide
\hom to request a dance
irom, one of the young
men she he met would
sidle up and,
i
utter disregard of the established
regulations f' r the evening,
would su^^, ,t that they
fled

in gratitude.

Maida
"Why,

want any

girls

won't you? "

please."

was

"

ought to
girl
a

I

other

I could sit
> et for a while.
heie and talk all evening
with you. Sit down again,

"No trouble at all. Come

!

then,

some

"I don't

Maida.

a

pleaded

go,'"

chance

responded

"

said,

regretfully.

give

I

dear?
did I

now," she

trifle

of tears.

over

They talked on about
arious matters, and then

-Maida rose.

a young woman in applegreen crepe, on the verge
"Certainly,

Maida

is

"Maida," he repeated,
with a caressing accent, "It
just seems to suit you too."

monds

can

Fordham."

Vincent."

—
yellow, flame-colsky blue— and dia-

ender,
ored,

— Frank

"My name

girls

—for

me?"

at us! Let's go and ask them. I'll ask
the dark one, and you can have the
fair

one."

TT

took some little time for Maida
to locate the pair. They were indeed
looking fixedly at the girls. So, becoming brave, the latter crossed the room

and with exaggerated bows, requested
the pleasure of a dance.

The dark

young man took possession of the green
crepe lady and the other smiled with
undisguised delight at Maida.
"This is very great pleasure indeed,"

he

said, flushing boyishly.

this number."
Maida's eyes sparkled.

"try

Her bright

laugh pealed out often. She felt like
the disembodied spirit of some gay
some once-popular
butterfly,
social

had come back to earth to
one of the scenes of her past

belle, that

revisit

triumphs.
At times the brilliant scene all about
her seemed unreal. The soft throbbing lilt of the orchestra came to her
in moments, as from a vast distance.
She wondered, more than once, what
it would feel Uke when^'she awoke.
Continued on page"116.
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{Continued from November,)
the traveling man finished his
yarn a silence fell and some of
the men gazed with unseeing
eyes out the window The mechanic
cleared his throat with a little rasp and
dashed the burning "shag" from his

PillllllllllHlllllinilllllllllllMllllllllHlllllllilllllllllllllll.l

AS

Psychology In
Salesmanship

pipe.

"Well, gentlemen," he began, "I
carry insurance, but a pretty small
amount. I haven't got the money to
carry a big sum, but I do the best I
can.
I am a carpenter by trade and,
while I get good money when I work, I
don't always work, and we have learned,
my wife and I, to count every penny.
"We were married three years ago
and it was a triple wedding. Three
girl chums married three pals and we
took three apartments in the same

By Rex White

The little flat Mary and I
had rented had its back on a court and
from our kitchen window I could look
across into the side rooms of our two
young friends. None of us had much
to start with, although we did have
enough to pay for most of our furniture
bills and to furnish our little old 'three
rooms and bath' pretty cozy and combuilding.

fortable.

"We bought stuff pretty near alike
and the three girls watched one another
like hawks.
If one got something new
in the way of a chair it was not a week
until the other two had one as near like
Tom and Fred had
it as possible.
jobs in a big wood-working factory
near by our flats and I worked for a
year after our marriage on a new building,

We

party of Life Insurance salesmen on their way to a
convention were stalled for several hours by a train
wreck ahead of them. During a discussion of sales methods
one of the salesmen the biggest producer in the crowd
ridici'^d the idea of applying Psychology in salesmanship.
The salei manager contended that every sale is based npon
Psychology. To demonstrate his point he took the salesmen
back t<^ he Library car, explained to the men gathered there
that his salesmen wished an opportunity to sell them Life
Insurance. It turned out that all of the occupants of the car,
with one exception, already had all the insurance they could
The exception was a farmer from Saskatcheafford to carry.
wan. He agreed to permit the insurance salesmen to canvass
him but he met their arguments and at last declined to buy.
The farmer then turned to the other men in the Library car
and asked them to relate their experience as to how they
were induced to purchase Life Insurance. Each man as he
told his story pointed out the Psychological influence that had
induced him to sign up for a policy.

to

the rear of their plant.

had a family about the same
time and it was funny to see us get
together in the evenings and compare
fine points of our babies.
"Everything was going along swimmingly until one day a careless fireman
I guess you know
forgot his boilers.
what happened. I was fifty feet away
from the rear wall of the mill when the
explosion happened and I was hurled
to the ground from a scaffolding thirty
or forty feet high. A broken leg and a
wrenched back was my share. Poor
Tom and Fred never knew what happened to 'em. The firemen dug their

A

district

—

just

—

all

out of the ruins twenty-four
hours later. Mary and I were pretty
near wild with grief and we couldn't
do a thing, either. I was chained to
bed with my own hurts and Mary had
It was a
to wait on me hand and foot.
terrible time for those two girls across
the way and when the first shock was
over they faced something worse still.
Mary used to sit in the window and
think of those lonely girls and then
look at me and cry for thankfulness
iDodies

;

\

I

\

i

I

I

I

I

and sympathy.

"We

found the boys had

months rent

in

paid

six

advance a few weeks

It was Christbefore the explosion.
mas time and their factory was one of
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these co-operative affairs that delcares down iron bed and a pine table in it.
a dividend once a year for the employes. Everything else was gone. Then one
The boys had each received $120, and day we were startled to hear the clang
they both decided to pay their six of a bell and peering out of the window
months' rent and then take the rent we saw the sunlight shimmer on the
money out of the salary each month as brass buttons of two policemen who
it
came, thereby having something were carrying something. They took
every month to spend rather than use it to a wagon and one of them went
back and came again with a bundle in
the money in a lump for gimcracks.
his arms
the baby. That .something
"Vl/ELL, it seems that Fred had in the wagon was Tom's widow and
'^'
It
taken out an insurance policy. she had gone the gas route. Gee.
One of these industrial policies where got my goat, gentlemen, and I just
you pay 25 or 30 cents a week and get climbed into my clothes and limped
It put a lot of and stumbled down the street the next
$500, when you die.
I had intended to do someheart in his widow. The grief and the morning.
kids and the long absence from real thing when I got to work again, but
work had put both girls to the bad as
far as being worth anything in the
Tom's
industrial field was concerned.
wife had to get right out and find work.
She wasn't up to it and as a result she
got fired in a week. The next job was
the same and it just got to be a ruond
of discouragement with the bills pressFred's wife with
ing more and more.
her $500 just sat down and rested for a
couple of months. She didn't have
any bills to bother her and she had
enough money to hire someone to look
She went out to get a
after the baby.
job when she was strong and ready for
work. She got the job and made good.
"Tom's wife got heartsick and finally
sat down in her fiat and waited for the
end. She sold her furniture stick by
stick.
I used to lie in our Morris chair
in the kitchen while Mary worked and
look over at the two flats. Along about
five o'clock Fred's widow would come

—

home tired, but fairly cheerful. The
kid would be clean and sweet and the
room warm and the woman she had
hired would have the teapot on and
supper under way. The room would
be bright and cheerful and you knew
that the girl felt safe and life was starting to look right again.
"But the other one.! Lord, the
She'd come in about six
other one
o'clock from job Hunting. The room
was cold and looked damp and cheer!

The baby would be brought in
from a neighbor's, where it had been
allowed to wallow about in the dirt on
less.

the floor.

It

was dirty and cross and
There was no sup-

cried all the time.

per ready and darn little to fix at that.
thing would light a smoky old
lamp, she couldn't afford gas, and we
could see her stand before the stove
and shiver and cry into the food. Then
she would eat a few mouthfuls and take
the baby in her arms and walk up and
down the floor back and forth, back
and forth, until it nearly drove me mad.
We wanted to help and so did Fred's

The poor

widow, but Tom's

girl

was proud and

I

galled her to realize the
difference in our positions now.
Anyway she wouldn't take a cent.
"Finally the room had just a tumble

guessed

it

were 'bothered' by insurance agents and how impossible it was
to avoid them.
My wife and I often
spoke of insurance, especially after ourlittle one came and several times we
made up our minds to take out a policy,
but as the time set drew near there
was always something to prevent, a
better way for the money, we thought,
The possibility of my death before my
girl reached an age where she could
of times they

marry or become

.self-supporting

was

never very strongly presented to me
and I let matters slip along as they
would.
"My office was in a big warehouse
in a rather tough part of town and a
row of tenement houses backed
on the alley my desk overlookOccasionally a troop of
ed.
folks would go
ragged little
whooping through the alley in
pursuit of a luckless cat, or in
an effort to escape a much pestered
policeman who chased
them, though knowing his efforts
were in vain.
I
paid little
attention to them, except to
frown as their shrill voices jarred

on my efforts to get results
from long columns of figures.
"It was not until one hot
summer day when work was
slack and I had a few moment's
leisure

that

I

noticed

Nellie.

She was not a pretty child.
Her hair was tow colored and
her face was ghastly pale and
emaciated. Although I did not
know it then, the stamp of the
white plague was plainly visible
in her features and thin, stooping
body. She did not run and play
with the other children.
Her
lungs would not allow of the
exercise.
She just sat on a
broken box in the shade of the
tenement and with a sharp stick
drew pictures in the dirt. She
was thus occupied when I first

noticed her.
"It was the dreary, hopelessness and sullen bowing to pain
We saw two policemen carrying somethmg-that
^y^^^ ^^^^ ^^ attention to the
something was Tom's widow
pj^^ ^y^^ ^^^^ j^j, ^^j
gj^,
I
listless and she gazed at me when I
that thing wouldn't let me wait.
got protection for Mary and the kid spoke in a fixed stare that did not
and the first thing I do when I get my comprehend my words,
pay is to lay aside my little monthly
"What are you doing ?" I asked,
payipent for insurance. Then I feel When I repeated the question she
right with
myself.'
raised one hand, as if to avoid a blow,
and scrambling to her feet she moved
SIX-YEAR-OLD girl was the away into the black shadows of the
cause of my taking out a policy," passagewa3\ A bit of sunshine mansaid the bookkeeper as the hum of aged to make its way^ through the smoke
comment had died away. "I was and gloom of the alley and shone on her
never approached by an insurance mud drawn picture. It was a queer
agent from the time I arrived at man- looking object, and after puzzling over
hood until I walked into the office of what it might be for a moment I turned
an agency and asked for a policy. How back to my work. The next day as I
I was overlooked I do not know, as my
neighbors often spoke of the number
Continued on page 122.
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"W

shall

I

give

Mac

for

Christmas ?" she said.
It was not the sort of remark to be greeted with protest and
levity, but that was what it got.

"Now

see here, Lois," her mother
"every year for the past twenty I
have had to plan your Christmas present to Mac.
Ever since you were
"A year old," interrupted Lois; "but
really, mother, I do feel anxious
Her voice took on a private significance
intended for her mother's ear.
"You see, mother," spoke up Tom
promptly, "we feel that we ought to do
something special for Mac, considering
His voice discounted Lois's
"
for mysterious suggestion.
"You might send him a pot of glue,"
suggested Mollie.
"Or a skewer," supplemented Tom.
"If he skewered it neatly and put a
coat of varnish on, he might work it off
said,

'

—

—

on some near-sighted girl. Poor old
Mac
He's so blamed careless."
!

"Mother

!"

protested Lois.
"Don't be impatient," said Tom.
"I am returning immediately to the
subject.
What shall we give Mac for
Christmas ? Now, there are three
classes of Christmas presents:
those
you give to relatives with an eye to
their being of use in the family; those
you give to friends after going to a clairvoyant to find out ho\\r much they are
likely to spend on you
and those you
give" here his voice became heavy
with tragic inference "to those who
have been weighed in the balance and
found wanting too much which brings
us to our text: What shall we give Mac

—

;

—

—

for

imiMiiiiiMiiinimimnMi
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Christmas ?"

Lois arose.
Her very beautiful eyes
were plaintively indignant.
"I am going up to the library,
mother," she said not looking at Tom
and Mollie.
"Aren't you going ridingwith Mr.
Warwick ?" demanded Mollie.
Lois shotjk'her head gently and went
out.
"Now isn't that too ridiculous !"

'Think
Mollie appealed to the room.
of refusing a ride on that bay of Mr.
Warwick's, just because it might make

might offer me a ride on the bay."
"For sheer altruism, recommend me
"But it is true
to Mollie," said Tom.

Mac

we owe it to Mac to
him a helping hand. He has now
mourned long enough. We ought to
get him into sliape before the holidays."
"We could do a great deal before
Christmas," said Mollie, "if we went
that, as a family,

worse."

feel

"Perhaps we

may

as well not discuss
the subject," suggested Mrs. Patterson.
"You are not supposed to know anything about it."
"I wish somebody would ofTer him
to me," said Mollie

"Who

?

Mac

?'

"No, Mr. Warwick's horse. But I
you, if I did refuse a man, I'd do it

tell

It is my opinion that Mac
thoroughly.
keeps up this plaintive pose simply
because Lois looks so conscience-stricken No, I'm not going to help you with
You do Lena's
the (darning, mother.
work, so that she can get off earlier.

You

everybody. If you had
spoil
brought Lois up properly, she wouldn't
have these sentimental notions." She
reached out and selected a blue silk
"Look at this !"
sock from the basket.
it aloft to point an accusing
finger at the size of the hole.

She held

very touching," began Tom
"about Mac. I drop in, when
I can, to do my mite in the way of reparation, and on the last occasion Inoticed that he had taken down all of
There was no
Lois's photographs.
Lois in evening dress smiling at me from
the mantel, no Lois in street suit looking down jauntily from the pipe rack,
no Lois in golf outfit, no Lois in garden
hat, no Lois with a lace mantilla strewn
over her head, no Lois leaning on one
elbow with downcast eyes, no Lois
leaning on a property chair with upcast eyes, no Lois with any cast in her
eyes at all. And in the midst of it sat
Mac !" He reached out a long arm,
and laid a hand on his mother's work.
"May I borrow that stocking to wipe
my eyes ?" he said.
"It

is

hastily,

Mollie was cobbling the blue

silk

hole

into a sort of rosette.
"We ought to cheer Mac up,"
she said.
"If he would stop acting like an undertaker, Lois would
be nicer to Mr. Warwick, and he

give

We

could take
at it systematically.
turns."
"I'll start to-night," declared Tom
"I'll go over with my manvaliantly.
"
dolin
Mollie laid down the blue silk sock
and looked across at her brother.

"There won't be anything

left

for

me

to do," she said.
"I don't see what you've got against

me and my

mandolin," observed

Tom

defensively.

"Nothing against you, separately,"
she returned.
I'm
"Well, I have other methods.
not confined to one. I'll get him
started in the right direction to-night
and turn him over to you to-morrow."
" began Mrs.
"I would suggest
Patterson quietly, but Tom raised a
protesting hand.
"Now, mother do not seek to discourage this struggling band of willing
workers," he said. "Mollie and I are
going to be Little Sisters to the DisDon't you want to be a Little
card.
Sister, too ?"
"Thank you, no," said Mrs. Patter-

—

son.

Mac came out from the city
night, tired with the day's work.

that

The

house was lonesomely still. He blundered through the dark hall and up the
stairs.
He closed the door of his room
behind him, feeling pensively the bareness of it, and turned on the light.
On mantel and bookcase and pipo
rack and desk, wherever a picture of
Lois had stood, and in a doJ'.en other
photographs
places, were photographs
Mollie with curls and a
of Mollie:

—

scowl, Mollie in tintype groups, Mollie
all but unrecognizable in awful freaks of
03
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photographic art, Mollie and Tom hand
hand with do-or-die expressions,
MolHe in short dresses and in her first
long one, Mollie, Mollie everywhere,
and each one a more awful-looking production than the last. Mac sat down
and stared at them. Then he threw
back his head and howled. Not since
Lois had tearfully refused him had he
laughed like that. He sobered down
rather suddenly, with a feeling of inin

appropriateness.
"First score to me," said Tom proudly, the next morning.
"The housekeeper told me that Mac laughed out
loud in his room last night."

"But what did you do ?"
"That I shall not divulge
cure

is

complete.

It is

until the

your turn

this

morning."
"I think

I'll

take him for a long walk,'
moment of medita-

said Mollie, after a
tion.

"

Good

!
'

said

Tom

cordially.

"Nothing better than walking in cases
of this kind.
I can almost see you on
that bay."

"There he is !" Mollie seized a jacket and pinned on a hat as she flew out
of the door.
"Come for a walk, Mac ?"
she called.
Mac had intended treating Mollie

with something of hurt reserve, but her
was so warmly friendly that he forgot it. The morning was perfect for
walking, stirring the blood to energy,
filling the eye with the reserved loveliness of early Deceml)er.
Mollie chattered unceasingly, and all her theme
was of the beauty of life and the duty
of making the best of things.
Very impersonal it was; she felt that she was
being exceedingly tactful. But it was
face

continuous.

Mac wondered at first. Then suspicion grew upon him. He relapsed into
indignant silence. Harder and harder
Mollie tried gloomier and gloomier

—

grew Mac.

"'Write it on your heart,'" quoted
Mollie bravely, with a glance of lovingkindness that belied her growing rage,
"'that every day in the year is the best
day.'"
Mac appeared not to hear. He was
slashing at the weeds with his stick like
an ill-tempered hero in a "Duchess"
novel.
His eyes were on the ground,
not on his cheering, inspiring companion.

\

The bay

horse was galloping hazily
into the distance.
"Mac," cried Mollie, in exasperation, "won't you please be a little
livelier ?"

Mr. Campbell turned a somewhat
countenance upon his guide and

irate

consoler.
"I don't see anything in particular
to be lively over," he said.
"Well, it is everybody's duty to make
the best of things."
"Oh, d ," said Mac. Perhaps it
was "duty" he started to say. Mollie
did not think it was, and for the next
fifteen minutes he found himself explaining to a very indignant young

—

woman that she had misunderstood
him. By that time they had reached
the stile by the river, which was as far
as they had planned to go, and Mollie

turned promptly, without a word, and
out upon the homeward way. And

set

now

it

was Mac who talked

steadily to

unresponsive companion.
It would never do to have little Mollie
seriously offended with him.
Good
little Mollie
She had always looked
upon him as a brother. Not that Mola

perfectly

!

lie

was

so

either.

little,

She was

taller

than Lois. His heart gave a pang at
the thought of Lois, but only a short
one.
He was too busy propitiating her
sister.

"You're captain of the basket-ball
team, aren't you, Mollie ?" he inquired.
"Yes." No word could have been
briefer.

"That's fine
They couldn't have
a better one. You're an all-round kind
of a girl.
It was mighty nice of you to
take pity on mj' lonesomeness and walk
with me. It does a chap good to have
!

"I wish someone would offer him to me," said Mollie

—
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a dear

little girl

like

you sorry

for

him."
Mollie turned an icy gaze upon him.
"I wasn't sorry for you," she said.
"I was trying to make you act as if you
had a grain of sense, which is a good
deal more than I shall undertake again.
You may leave me here. Good morning !" she said, as they halted on a
foot-bridge.

little

Mac

whistled soft-

and proceeded homeward.
"Quitter !" said Tom. It was apro-

ly to himself

pos of Mollie's proposal that he undertake the reformation of Mac unaided

and alone.
"I am not," said Mollie, "but I don't
see why we should both give our time
to him.
I'll

keep

it

up

"A good day

to bowl,

95
it on his mandolin.
Tom never
key except in moments of absent
mindedness. Mac said he had given
up singing.
On Saturday Mollie, with the firelight flickering on her scarlet gown and

Mollie," he

to play

hit the

called.

"Tom's
Mollie.
to stop."
Mac slammed three doors on the
way back to his room. By the time
called he had developed a sore
throat which made bowling a menace
Tom, with angelic patience,
to health.
spent the evening with him.
The following afternoon Mollie ran
into borrow a piece of his sister's music,
and remained to play some accompaniments. Mac had a charming voice,
"Splendid
going over;

!"

said

I'll tell

him

Tom

earnest young face, sat in the twilight
of the Campbell library and talked softly of the Duty of Man.
And the next

and Mollie was a born accompanist.
He got out a lot more music the next
night, and Tom came over and offered

day Tom,

said

and

made a

desert of Sunday

;

newspapers.
"You can take

Mac

to-day,"

she said.
Tom looked up
from the pink
sheet, his eyes

accost Mol 1 i e,
was greatly surprised to see her
smiling at him
from the station
platform
h en
he got off the

still

the

alight with
fact
that

somebody

w

had

scored two
touchdowns.

on Tues-

train

room,
Tom

oasis in a

little

and so
Mac, who had
watched with
some compunction on Monday
for a chance to

"It's

day.

your

day," he said.
"I took him yesterday to oblige
you."
"I don't care.

thought

you'd be on this
train,"

she explained brightly,
"so I stopped.

I can't get
presents
if I give all

my

done

am

going over
to bowl.
Don't

I

coming on wonderfully," he
My method is
marvelously adapted to the case."
Two weeks later Mollie burst into the
are

"wonderfully.

the sofa

"I do,"

"I

"We

said,

where

insist."

Tom

pride.

sitting

you

if

after a Sunday stroll with an
absent-minded but docile companion,
summed up the situation with pleasing

my

you want to go?"
It was Mac's

time to Mac."

favorite exercise

going to make
presents on Sunday, I hope."

They had
beautiful

"You

a

time,

aren't

andwalked home
together in gay

Tom clutched

Mollie's
evident forgetfulness of their
strained r e 1 a tions struck Mac
as verv admir-

more

the

spirits.

is

with

"I've done
enough."
"Well,

like

to put a thing

a mighty

through when I
with
start it"

—

a superior air
"and now that
Mac is turning

next afternoon
he watched until
he saw his
amiable little
neighbor 'pass-

and

went

out onto

the

porch.

I

Ty.

1

amiable little
girl."
And the

ing,

and

Mollie,
swift emphasis;

"It'shows
an awfully sweet
spirit, by Jove!"
he thought en-

"She

firmly

looked his grieved reproach.
"I'm going to
give it up," said

able.

thusiastic'a

pink sheet

out so cheerful,
I

certainly shall

not give up. I
could do it alone
if it wasn't for
"You may leave me here, good morning

1"

she said

Cont'd on page 107

—
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Current Events
Comments by
Upon

Vl/ILL Canada

ever have a National
mean by that will
theatre ?
our theatres ever reach the point where
Canadian playwrights and actors domiEvery true Canadian hopes so.
nate.
It is not out of place to say here also
that considerable intelligent and aggressive effort is being put forth to
hasten the day. The editor of the
Ottawa Citizen presents his views on
the matter as expressed in a recent

We

editorial
It is almost pathetic to read that the
idea of a Canadian .theatre has not
altogether died and still lingers in
extremis in the good city of Toronto.
A Queen City periodical laments that
our theaters are still supplied from
New York, Chicago, and San Francisco,
thus cruelly cutting Universal City.
While such backward nations as Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Italy have
their native drama we still cling to

Broadwayisms. It is true, says this
periodical, that Ottawa has attempted
to do something to start a real theatre
butt our efforts have been feeble and
lacking in any of that comprehensiveness of touch which characterizes the
true Toronto style. Toronto's effort

and

wiser than Ottawa's,
according to this authority, and the
movement is toward little theatres
where amateurs and semi-professionals
will present the better class of poetical
and intellectual plays that are never
shown on the "Yankeefied commercial
stage."
is

older

really amusing if it were
not intended seriously. Lady Gregory
has abandoned the effort to found an
Irish theatre after producing some of
the most remarkable stage pictures of
life, as seen by Synge, Yeats and others,

All this

is

ever attempted. Why ? Simply because a theatre that is national is not
national.
It was not a national theatre
that produced the "poetic and intellectual" plays of Synge and Yeats before the poetical and intellectual audience that heard and saw them. The
great mass of the people did not like
them, did not understand them. The
"Play Boy of the Western World" was
96
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in

THREE

LADS.

are

interests

T~)OWN

the road rides a German lad,
Into the distance grey;
Straight toward the north as a bullet flies,
The dusky north, with its cold, sad skies;
But the song that he sings is merry and glad,
For he's off to the war and away.
"Then hey! for our righteous king! " (he cries)
"And the good old God in his good old skies!
And ho! for love and a pair of blue eyes
"
For I'm off to the war and away!
the road rides a Russian lad,
Into the distance grey.
Out toward the glare of the steppes he spurs,
And he hears the wolves in the southern firs;
But the song that he sings is blithe and glad.
For he's off to the war and away.
"Then hey! for our noble tzar! " (he cries)
"And liberty that never dies!
And ho! for love and a pair of blue eyes
"
For I'm off to the war and away!

on behalf

undoing.

the road rides an English lad.
Into the distance grey.
Through the murk and fog of the river's breath.
Through the dank, dark night he rides to his
death.
But the song that he sings is gay and glad.
For he's off to the war and away.
"Then hey! for our honest king! " (he cries),
"Then hey! for our honest king! " (he cries).
And ho! for love and a pair of blue eyes
"
For I'm off to the war and away!
Elizabeth Chandler Forman, in London Gazette.

—

hissed off the stage

by

Irish audiences

New York and

scornfully received
Dublin. Yet it is a splendid play
and typically Irish so Irish that the
Irish did not recognize it, and surely
in
in

—

go no higher than that.
"General John O'Regan," to step away
from the national theatre for a moment, is an Irish play that pleases Ireland and pleases America and would
please Canada, too, but it has no claim
to nationality. It amuses and instructs,
is clever and witty.
art

None

The

play's the thing.

But

it

must

These are Ibsen's "An Enemy
People," Galsworthy's

"Major

of the

"The Mob," and

Briefly
Barbara."
a criticism of democracy
which, he shows, is mercenary at heart
and which arouses itself when its

Shaw's

Ibsen's

is

of

plays

is

theme unless we wish

to

of

these

typical

—

apply

it
nationally
they are not
national in any sense and herein lies
their great strength.
If it be advanced
that they are the product of British
and Norwegian schools let it be admitted that they are written for international consumption and instruction
as well.
If we can produce pla\'wrights
who can produce international works,
well and good.
But we cannot hope
to do anything worth while by producing "poetic and intellectual plays" for
poetic and intellectual Canadians in
little theatres, or big ones either.

Dastardly

could

not be too redolent of the soil. It must
not be too individualistic, unless Bernard Shaw be the individual. And
this brings us up to date and to the
consideration of the latest three plays.

is

"Major

In

national in

Down

There

humanity, is his
Barbara" the
basic theme is that love, knowledge
and power may combine for the betterment of mankind. Alone, Shaw holds,
not one of the three is complete or
effective.
United, they may attack
the gravest problems of life.
raised

Down

threatened.

nothing national in that unless Norwegian democracy be different from
Canadian, for example. "The Mob"
excoriates provincialism on a national
scale.
A member of parliament incurs
the wrath of the mob because he dares
to tell them that a war in which the
nation is engaged is unjust. His voice,

German Acts

in Africa

PRIVATE Johannes Myburgh, a Boer,
graphically relates in The London
for July the stor>' of our

Magazine
campaign

German

South-W'est
was our
worst enemy, and in this connection
he says:
The Germans poisoned the wells at
Swakopmund. This dastardly act was
repeated all along the line of the German retreat. When General Botha
first protested against such conduct to
Colonel Frankie, the leader of the German forces, he replied that it was a
matter of military necessity to delay
the advance of the attackers; and, as
though to excuse himself against a
crime which was contrary to interAfrica.

in

The

scarcity of water

—
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national law, he added that in each
case where a well was poisoned the
Germans had put up a notice to the
effect that such course had been adoptled.
That excuse, thin enough in all
conscience, was not even true.
Many
wells on our way had been poisoned

and no word of warning had been left
by the retreating Germans.
Fancy, for a moment, the position of
men in that army
Advancing for
miles through sandstorms and in terrific
heat, they would come across a well.
Can you wonder that some of them
drank the water before the scientists
with the army had a chance to come
up and tell them whether or not the
water was safe to drink ?
In the course of our journey to Windhoek I saw many a man die poisoned
by drinking water in which the Germans had instilled death. These men
knew when they drank the water the
risk they ran, but their thirst was such
!

—

that the chances of death by poisoning
were not too great to be run if only
their awful thirst could be appeased
for a

moment.

Nelson's Spirit Lives
\/fOST

British and neutral writers
on the subject of the naval action
off Jutland agree that the British morale was superior to that of the Germans,
and that to this indomitable fighting
spirit, bred of long and glorious tradi-

A

tion, the victory was chiefly due.
writer in the Fortnightly Review says
on this point:
The majority of British admirals of
the 'fifties and 'sixties believed that
the advent of steam and steel, the
abolition of the "cat," the advance of
education, and the spread of democratic
ideas meant the ruin of our naval

primary.

Their

fears

have

proved

E
Kaiser: "Well,

who gave

Turkey: "Russia.

of

later

social,

spirit,

still

economic and naval
remain the same in

possessing

the

"fighting

edge" and the "will to win." The success with which the personnel emerged
from the trial constitutes the really important result of the battle of Jutland.

Though

the ships stood the test well,

—

and men not forgetting the
engineers and their staffs, working out
of sight down below
stood it better,
and the prestige of the British Fleet,
under Admiral Sir John Jellicoe, stands
in 1916 where it stood in 1805 when
Nelson's flag was hauled down in the
officers

—

Victory for the last time.

Historic St. Quentin

O OMANCE and

history cling to St.

Quentin and Peronne, toward both
of which the British and French advance on the Somme is pounding its
way. Of the two cities St. Quentin is
of

more actual

Romans

De

Tilegraaf,

Amsterdam

The German Mother to the Kaiser: "My
sons lie here. Where are yours ?"
. .
,

six

called

historical interest.
it

The

Augusta Veromandu-

orum, and, during the centuries that
the empire held sway over Gaul it was
an important strategic point, standing
as it did at the meeting place of five
great military roads. As to its name, it
is derived from that of Gains Quintinus, a "preacher of Christianity,"
who journed to St. Quentin in the third
century from Italy and was there martyred. Years afterwards a great church
was erected to his memory on the top
of the slope upon which the town is
built, and it Is still reckoned amongst

Papademetriou, inllellas, Athens

such a beating up ?"

She attacked

baseless.
The new British Navy confronted the enemy on May 31st, and
proved to the world that, though the
ships have changed since British seamen won the supremacy of the seas in
the opening years of the nineteenth
century, the ofificers and men, in spite

developments,

YOU

my

rear."

the finest Gothic buildings in the north
of France.
But that was not until the twelfth

Before then St. Quentin had
passbd through many experiences, and
had done its share in building up the
It was
history of mediaeval France.
thrice ravaged by the Normans, and
so constant was the menace from this
quarter that toward the close of the
ninth century the town was surrounded
by a wall. The next notable epoch in
its history was when it became, under
Pepin, the grandson of Charlemagne,
one of the favored places of the Counts
Count Herbert IV.
of Vermandois.
century.

particularly desirous that the town
should prosper. He granted it a charter
in 1080
one of the first of the many
subsequently granted to the towns in
northern France and when this was
extended in 1103 St. Quentin moved
on steadily towards a prosperous future.
It took up the manufacture of cloth,
and during the middle ages did much
business in this way.
In 1420 the Burgundians, in tlie
course of their ever recurring conflict
with the kings of France, took possession of the city and remained in
Then in 1557
possession until 1471.
This
it was taken by the Spaniards.
was, perhaps, the most notable event
in the town's long historyl St. Quentin
remained in Spanish hands until 1559,
and in 1560 was assigned as the dowry

was

—

—

of

Mary

Stuart.

During the reign of Louis XIV., St.
Quentin was looked upon as a place of
no little importance, and Louis erected
elaborate fortifications for

its

defense.

These were, however, demolished between 1810 and 1820, and with this
demolition ended the long history of
St. Quentin as a strong place.
Edinburg Scotsman.

—

—

—

—
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EVOLUTION OF A FOX

on the altar of kultur.
prince's philosophy is, in fact, just
that with which by this time we are so
familiar
that no nation ought to

l)cen sacrified

The

—

resent anything which Germans think
fit to do, even if it be "wrong" (as the
German Chancellor admits), or the
clearest possible breach of international
law and the laws of humanity.

An

Eventful

Day

A SUNDAY

evening telephone conversation is thus reported by the
Edmonton Journal:
"
"Hello, is that The Journal ?

"Yes."

"Any news come

From

the

N. Y. Evening Telegram.

The Northumberland
Fusiliers

T^HE Northumberland Fusilers, whose
curious notion that they were not
eligible for the V.C. has just been removed by the war office, are one of the
oldest regiments in existence, and have
a bewildering wealth of distinctions.
Well do they deserve their nickname
of the "Fighting Fifth": "the everfighting, never-failing Fifth"), for since
their ba,ptism of fire at Maestricht, two
centuries and a quarter ago, they have
been in the thick of it in almost all our
wars, and boast no fewer than eighteen
battle honors. For an amazing feat at

^

Wjlhelmstahl,

when they took double

their own number of the enemy prisoners, the Fifth were granted the very
rare honor of a third color, and for another exploit they are privileged to
wear roses in their caps on St. George's
Day. London Chronicle.

Is

America Neutral

?

ANSWERING
^*^

America

"Is
question
the
Regina
neutral? " the

war we have never met with before,
and it is probably unique in the history
of the diplomatic relations of two great
There was, of course,
countries."
nothing "ruthless" about the murder
of American non-combatants on the
Lusitania, the lives of the men, women
and children ought cheerfully to have

?

"

"Russians have advanced south of
Broody, captured six villages, and
made prisoners of 140 officers and
5,500 men.
British, north of Pozieres,
have pushed forward from 400 to 600
yards, over a front of 3,000 yards.
Turks have been driven back from the
Suez canal and British took 2,500 prisoners.
French have advanced north
of Thiaumont. Italy has broken with

Germany."
"That all

?

"

"Yes, that's about all."
very much
"
these days, is there ?

"Nothing

The

Italian

happening

Campaign

"TTHE

Italian campaign attracts the
least attention of all the Allied
operations because of the difficulty of

following

it,

observes

the

Manitoba

Press.
The fighting is taking
place in the mountains, and the territorial changes in the line, even where
important gains are made, are often so
slight that no available map makes
It is satisfactory
plain the operation.
to note, however, that the advantage of
the fighting rests with the Italians and

Free

that they are making considerable hauls
The average daily catch
of prisoners.
of Austro-Germans on all fronts runs
into the thousands. Every little helps
on the good work of depleting the
Central Empires of their man power.

Province says:
Prince Buelow

is much distressed at
the "bicissed and unfriendly bearing of
official and public America during the
war," declared to be greatly to Germany's disadvantage. "Such ruthlessness as hcis been manifested towards us
by official America and by the public in
the course of the dififerences on the
subject of the conduct of thesubmarine

in to-day

Who

is

Lying

Poland's History
r>ISCUSSING the German proposal
to erect Russian Poland into an
independent state the Ottawa Citizen
reviews some of the chief events in
the history of the former kingdom and

says:

The kingdom

of Poland

met

its first

great modern disaster when, following
the death of that Sobieski to whom
the Teutons now unwittingly refer, the
diet elected a German ruler in the person of Frederick, Elector of Saxony.

And

it

was

this

German

ruler

who

in-

duced the nation to go to war with
Russia and Denmark against Sweden.
The result was the loss of Warsaw and
the election of Stanialas Leszczynski.
Eventually, following Poltava, the
Russians were instrumental in restoring Frederick.
The partitions of Poland, which
ensued in the course of time, are
directly traceable to the intermeddling
of Poland, which had grown great
under Sobieski, in the affairs of Europe
at the alternate dictation and instiIt is
gation of Russia and Prussia.
inconceivable that any German authority should now attempt to make out
that the misfortunes of Poland were
the result of Russian oppression; they
were undoubtedly partly to blame, but
Prussia has as much to answer for as
Russia in this particular. Passing over
that period during which the influence
of Russia at the Polish court was very
great, thanks to the intrigues of Catherine the Great, whose favorite, Stanislas Poniatowski, had been made king
at her request, we come to the first
partition.
In this Russia participated
but so did Prussia and her present
ally, Austria.
And to the portions of

—

Poland awarded them

in

1772 both

these countries have clung with a tenacity which, it is to be feared, will
scarcely prompt them to restore them
now to their rightful owners. Prussia
secured East Prussia and Austria was
given Galicia.
In the present mag-

?

(GERMANY'S

new food dictator de^-^ clares that the alleged shortage of
food in that country has been greatly
exaggerated, according to the Woodstock Sentinel Review. The crops are
excellent, he says, and supplies are
assured for two years to come. Very
well, then, assuming this to be true
and that all the stories about food riots
and restricted rations are lies and inventions of thee nemy ,why are the apologists
for German barbarism, from the Kaiser
down, or up, whining about the poor,
starving women and children of Ger-

many?

Somebody must be

lying.

Reynolds's Newspaper. London

The Yards They Win

"So many yards our

troops have

won

In their wild onsault on Verdun.
" the Kaiser said,
I know those 'yards,'
"They're graveyards thick with German dead."

—
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A REST

of her ancient privileges there is
no mention of returning either

East Prussia or Galicia.
that
In the second partition
the spoilers were Russia
of 1793

—

—

In this division
the latter received 22,500 square
miles of Polish territory with a
population of over a million
persons. When Kosciuszko made
his great effort to free his country
from Russian domination at this

and Prussia.

time he might have succeeded
but for the intervention on behalf of Russia or Prussia and
Austria. Wit^ the crushing of
the liberator came a third partition and again Prussia was on
hand for her share. This time
she got 21,000 square miles and
Warsaw, along with a million
inhabitants, while Austria, her
past and present ally, secured
18,000 square miles and another
Thus Poland
million people.
ceased to exist as a nation. She
had been gobbled up by three
mouths. Russia had the reatestg
appetite but Prussia and Austria
were very hearty eaters. It is
amusing to read of Germany's
references to the
glories of
Sobieski and other Polish heroes
at this time and in the light
of history.
But there is no need to go
so far back for topics to arouse
the national spirit of the Poles.
Many of them still recall the
revolutions of 1846-48 when the
people rose against their Prussian and Austrian masters and
were slaughtered for their patriotism.
Russia, too, has been
guilty of countless atrocities
but there is this to her credit: that
she has never been hypocritical about
her treatment of the Poles or her inten-

"Well, Sam, I'm glad, an'>g'in I'm sotry."— Toronto World

'PHE

tions toward them.

Amused by Hughes
newspapers have shown
a disposition to be amused at some
of the speeches made by ex-Judge
Hughes in the course of his campaign,
and the Toronto News remarks:
"When I say 'I am an American
citizen' I ought to say the proudest
thing that any man can say in this
world." Thus spoke, Mr. Hughes, Republican candidate for the Presidency,
at Detroit, and The New York World,
quoting from a familiar ballad, adds:
"For he might have been a Rooshian,
a French or Turk or Prooshian, or
perhaps an I-tal-i-an! " Yes, and he
might have been an Englishman or a
Canadian and have helped to defend
civilization and human freedom against

German

aggression.

news that the British casualties

during October |[were well over
100,000 makes tragic but stimulating
reading. The news tells us what those
at the front are doing
and it presents
a sharp and insistent question to men
of service age here in Canada who
have not yet joined the colors after
two years and three months of war.
The October casualties, heavy as
they are, fall substantially below the
figures for September and August, says
the St. John Telegraph. The average
for October was, roughly, 3,400 a day.
Appalling as such a casualty list is
from a humane standpoint, it is by
no means alarming from a purely military point of view in this world war
It must be remembered that all of
these men are not lost to the British
army. Many of them are only slightly
wounded, which will not permanently

—

/^ANADIAN

—

.

mentioned in the casualty lists
return to the front.
The Germans
claim a much higher proportion. But
if fifty per cent, is anywhere near correct, it means that the sheer wastage
in man power of the British forces in
of those

British Casualties

incapacitate them for service.
Some
authorities maintain that fifty per cent.

October was approximately 50,000. It
is pointed out that "while our gains of
territory in October were not so substantial as those of September, there is
on the other hand the fact that a large
proportion of the casualties reported in
October actually took place in the
September fighting." In the same way,
it was
officially announced that the
July casualties were 59,675, and the
August casualties 127,945, although
the big offensive was begun in July and
with a heavier loss than resulted from
the August fighting. "The inference,"
says one observer, "must be that the
August reports include many July
casualties and that the September
reports of 119,549 and October of
108,255 (making a total for four months
of 415,424), undoubtedly contain fig-
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they will steadily
casualties."

expand

their

O R IT A \—Greater
—must do most the work
1

Britain

of
on the western front tiiis year
and next. What that will mean
in
casualties is clear enough
from the recent battle lists.
Those Canadians who ha\ e been
hoping, or thinking, the war was
over, must look the truth in the
face.
It is late in the day to
do so, but there is still time for
service. To men of service age
and physical fitness the call of
the new battalions is the call of
manhood, of duty, patriotism,
self-respect.
Young men who

should be in khaki but are not
must be asking themselves with
increasing frequency how they
can hope to hold up their heads
in the years to come.
The hour
presents to every young man a
test which cannot be evaded.
It is a sheer choice lietween
honor and dishonor.

Our Peat Bogs
Come on my

sons, your brothers

ures rightfully belonging to the preceding months respectively.
This
makes the downward tendency all the

more

need you.

— Toronto

Thus:

German

thing the British losses show:
Great Britain is not "lying back and
letting the French do the fighting, in
order that France may exhaust herself
in the war and cease to be a rival of
England." Such a hideous suggestion,
of course, has never been taken seriously by the people of France, and was

only made by the enemy in the hope of
causing friction between the Allies.
The October casualty list shows that
the British have borne the brunt of
the new operations; for the French
losses in the same offensive were not
more than 250,000. As a writer in the
Boston Transcript said recendy: "The
world must credit the British nation
with entire readiness to make the
utmost offering of blood and treasure
which the necessity of victory exacts."
The British did not have a big army
in action until the comparatively recent
months. That is to be kept in mind in
reading these comparisons, made by
the war editor of
the New
York
Tribune, Mr. Simonds:
The losses of the Germans in the
first four months of severe fighting,
September, October, November and

r hibitive

News

This comparison can be even more
shown by putting the losess in

clearly
tables.

significant."

One

|N view

September
October

November
December

Losses 1914.
1.125,400
279,800
235,300
201,900

—

842,400
British Losses 1916.

59,000
128,000
120,000
108,000

July

August
September
October

months of active
fighting the German loss was at the
rate of 210,000. The British monthly
For the

first

four

rate for the Somme has been 104,000.
In the first five months of the war
German casualties amounted to 1,005,000, as shown by the German lists.
Up to date the British total loss has
been 1,119,000. Thus Germany lost
in five months almost as many men as
Great Britain has lost in twenty-seven,
"Despite the words of Hindenburg,"

says

power

Simonds, "French mannot exhausted and JofTre the

Mr.
is

^V months period July, August,
.,j0V'^'B«)tember and October, 1916, were

^yly 415,000, it is
^Sl^^J^t be excessive.

the British will take over sectors on
the Western front, but in doing this

1914,

shown by the
-Q n75^ the

/"

were

official

842,400,

German

British losses at the
of

as

lists,

Somme

in

^'^^^

clear that they can-

within the past two
the
current number of
Journal of the Canadian Peat Society
gives some timely information relative to the peat deposits scattered
An idea of the exover Canada.
tent and value of these deposits may
be had from the statement that
seven bogs in the Montreal district
could furnish that city widi 23,500,000
tons of fuel; five bogs convenient to
the city of Quebec by water are estimated to be capable of supplying
16,250,000 tons of fuel and 5,750,000
tons of litter; Nova Scotia bogs in

has

climbed

years,

the

Yarmouth, Shelburne and Lunenburg
415,000

other day affirmed that the French had
more troops in line than in the early
months of the war. But French manpower would be exhausted if France
were compelled to lose for two years
more at the rate of the past two years.
This will not happen. More and more

December,

of the almost proprice to which coal

Counties will produce 6,250,000 tons
and 500,000 tons of peat litter;
six bogs investigated in Prince Edward
Island can furnish 1,250,000 tons of
fuel and over 1,000,000 tons of litter,
says the CharloUeiou-n Gurardian.
The peat bogs investigated in Prince
Edward Island are situated at Black
Marsh, Portage, Miscouche, Muddy
Creek, Mount Stewart, Black Banks

of fuel

These are treated separately in bulletin eleven issued by the
Mine's Branch of the Department of
The bulletins are profusely
Mines.
illustrated and contain among other
things plates illustrative of the botany
of the bogs. Inset maps show the location of the bogs investigated, also appendices are given with copies of
Canadian patents descriptive of machinery for the handling and manufacture
of peat fuel.
With these enormous quantites of
fuel lying untouched all over Canada,

and Mermaid.
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NOTHING GAINED

coal six to twelve doUars'a 'ton,
and the ingenuity of the Empire
working overtime to develop our
natural resources the time should
not be far distant when our peat
bogs are compelled to give up
their [latent wealth for man's
necessities.
in

Development work has been
progress for some years past

in the direction of utilizing our

deposits and much has
been accomplished. Just before
the outbreak of the war several
companies were organized in
Ontario to develop peat bogs but

peat

unfortunately the tying up of
incident to the war cut
off most of the enterprises and
but little effective work has
been accomplished.
Sufficient
has been done however to demonstrate the value of peat as
fuel.
At Alfred, a place favorably located with regard to
Ottawa and Montreal markets,
peat fuel was sold last year at
$3.50 per ton f. o. b. Alfred or
$5.75 per ton delivered in Ottawa.
About 900 tons were
manufactured.
No doubt furcapital

ther development work will be
carried on now under pressure of
present coal prices.
In
the

meantime peat bogs are being
very profitably in many
places in the production of blueberries
and cranberries.
In
New Jersey, according to bulletin recently issued by the United States Department of Agriculture (bulletin 334) experiutilized

ments have been in progress
for some years with a veiw to
the commercial growing of blueberries in field plantations.
plantation of about two and a
half acres was started in 1889 in

A

a natural blueberry bog which
was drained and set wit^ unselected

wild blueberries.
The
plantation was profitable from
the first.
For five years the

average yield was 2,000 quarts
of fruit per acre, yielding at an
average price of 14 cents an
annual profit of $137 per acre.
We have in this province many acres
of peat bog which pending the
manufacture of peat into fuel
might very
profitably be used for the
cultivation of
blueberries

or cranberries, the
latter
haymg been cultivated most successfully for many years, notably
at Muddy
Creek. Blueberry culture has
not, so
tar as we know, been attempted
With
a promise of a yield of $100
or more
per acre this undeveloped
natural
re-

source should receive some
attention.

Almost anybody would rather
be an
unpopular talker than a popular

listener.

The Last Post—Montreal

TT

is

said

that the

German

people
are comparatively free from stomach troubles since the war has made
overeating so difficult for them. It's
an ill wind that blows nobody good.
A little restriction in the use of food
is not an unmixed evil, remarks the
Woo<:lstock Sentinel- Review.
In the
old days gluttony was classified along
with drunkenness as a serious sin. Of
late the whole of the emphasis has
been placed on drunkenness, to the
neglect of gluttony.

paying for
bills

and

And humanity

is

neglect, both in doctors'
in stomach troubles.
its

Star

Mark Twain,
VyHAT

Pessimist

"It is all a dream—
a grotesque and foolish dream.
Nothing exists but you. And you are
but a thought a vagrant thought, a
useless thought, a homeless thought,
wandering forlorn among the empty
eternities."
There is nothing very
original or unusual about such a sum'ming up; the remarkable thing, the
astonishing thing, is that such words
.should have been given to the world as
summing up the life experience of a
is life?

—

man who

ll.nrl

«r>f>nt

t4l«

rr.-onfo.-

r-.o.-(-

—
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They
of his life amusing the world.
are found at the end of what was doubtless the last book written by Mark
Twain and published since his death.
It is a most depressing book, in the

opinion of the Woodstock Sentinel
Review, charged from beginning to end
with the spirit of pessimism. To many
The
it will appear a shocking book.
world is represented as nothing but sin
Creation is a failure,
and humbug.
partly farcical, partly tragical. The
Creator is bluntly characterized as "a
God who could make good children as
easily as bad, yet preferred to make
bad ones; who could have made every
one of them happy, yet never made a
single happy one; who made them
prize their bitter life, yet stingily cut
it short; who gave His angels eternal
happiness unearned, yet required His
children to earrt it; who gave His angels
painless lives, yet cursed His other
children with biting miseries of mind
and body," and so on and so on, and
worse and worse. Apparently the only
good there is to be found in all the
world is the death which puts an end
to the world.

would be an interesting study to
by which the man
who gave us "Tom Sawyer"
arrived at such a conclusion.
Was he always a pessimist?
And did he devote his life to
It

trace the process

the production of humor simply as a relief from his pessimism? Or was it that, having
skilled himself in the use of
ridicule against sin and humbug,
he came at last to see nothing

but sin and humbug?
Of sin and humbug there is
enough in the world and more
than enough. But surely there
is something more, and surely
there is a great deal more.
If
one were to fix his thoughts
exclusively on conditions as
they are in the world to-day
he might come to the conclusion

—

—

represent the whole of life, hny more
than pessimism. Much of the misery
of the world seems purposeless and
there is no use trying to hide the fact
behind a cloud of fine words. But to
judge the world by the misery in it
and by that alone would be to judge

wrongly and unjustly.

Go Out and

Taste November Joys
KJOVEMBER, like March, is a boist-

erous member of the year's brotherhood. The winds blow strong and
frequently cold in November and complete the disrobing of the trees except
that of the oaks, whose garments are
sewed on to stay until springtime.
There is a prejudice against November.
The wind is one
It is hard to tell why.

and is busy in
month. The wind hurts no one.
It is no heroic effort to walk against it.
November winds make the blood tingle
and the cheeks flush. Moreover, November has its gentle days which ha\ e
of nature's cleansers,
this

the

likeness

of

spring.

Dandelions

"the know." "For the size of our
town and the fact that Haileybury is
practically new, there

is

nothing to be

ashamed about the showing made by
our little county town. The Haileyburian has been running in its columns
an honor roll worthy of a place four times
its size.
The honor roll now contains
about 260 names of Haileybury men,
most of whom enlisted with the various
units which were recruited here.
Fourteen of our brave lads have given their
lives for their country, and nineteen
have been wounded, one missing, and
three prisoners of war in Germany.
159th Battalion, which will soon
be in England, took away from Haileybury practically all our eligible young

The

men and their doings will be watched
with untiring interest by the hundreds
of mothers, wives, sisters and others.
Two Haileybury men have won the
much coveted Distinguished Conduct
Medal, viz.: Pte. Dinny Morgan and
Sergt. R. G. MacCarthy, and it goes
without saying that our boys will bring
credit to themselves and the town to
which they belong. The Haileyburian.

bloom the second time in November,
and occasionally the hepatica is daring
and puts forth a flower "to take the

Our Thanks

uOROTHY

SAMPSON,

of

Chicago, who has lately
returned from Europe,
says
that the gladdest sight to her,
a sight she cannot get enough
of, is the sight of
so rhany
young men on the streets of

—

American cities
young men,
whole men, men with their
arms and legs and ej'es intact.
"In the cities of Europe," she
says, "one sees only old men and
cripples.
If Americans could

experience the contrast in
one thing alone,
they
would get down on their knees
and thank God for peace."
And the Duluth Herald adds:
"And for Wilson, who has kept
"He scowls, but he can't interfere." Amherst Daily News
the peace, and who is a statesthat creation was a failure
and that the sooner humanity suc- winds of the month with beauty." man of peace and not of war.
The last of the birds which go to the "Thank God for Wilson and peace."
ceeded in destroying itself the better;
All the wide world can join in at
Southland every year leave us in
but it would be as great a mistake to
November, and the same month sees least a portion of that: Thank God for
see nothing in the world conflict of
the coming of the birds of the far North
peace but the people of Great Britain,
to-day but the slaughter as it would
and Canadians also, in the judgment
to whom the middle country is a land
be to see nothing in the slaughter but
and plenty. The last of the Brandon Sun, thought, and still
the glory.
of warmth
Any man who wants to make a case myrtle bird goes south in the gray think, there is too high a price to pay
month and the redpoll comes to take for even such a desirable state as peace.
for pessimism can do so. The evidence
November is far from being
We thank God for peace in our homeis forcing itself upon us from every
its place.
lands and for the brave fellows willing
direction and from every department
a forbidding month. The man who
clings to the fireside cannot know its
to sacrifice arms, legs, life itself, that
of life.
Sin and misery abound like
their dear ones may rest safe from the
weeds and disease germs. But there joys. The Daily Ontario, Belleville.
ravages of the Kaiser and his pack. It
are nobility and purpose and beauty
is hard for Canadians to offer thanks to
and happiness also.
The man who
God for peace and Wilson, for we have
desires to take life as it is and make the
Hailebury's "Bit"
not forgotten the Lusitania.
most of it will not want for inspiration
Thank God for peace and the legless,
and encouragement. He will find the "'V\7HAT is Haileybury doing in this
^ war ?" is a question that might
the armless, and those who walk no
justification for life in the very joy of
more with us.
not in
living.
Optimism, of course, does not be asked by someone who
all

this

—

—

—
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Prairie

Chicken Becoming
Extinct

<iO

pVERY

lover of the outdoors will
'-^ support the city council of Calgary
in its memorial to the Alberta legislature, petitioning that the prairie chicken be protected by a close season until
such time as their numbers increase to

former proportions.

their
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ON W/HECe '^Il

VWHERE SHAiLL
DOINC

9

f I

•

7
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\

OON-T
JUST

kHO-yv/,

KEEP

Ten years

<40tW<%

Ove QoT To
Get

ago somewhat similar conditions existed.
The prairie chicken was almost
as extinct as the dodo, but the govern-

SON»'
havejm'

ment

of that period, at the request of
the sportsmen of the province, enacted
a law that proscribed the killing of
prairie chicken until further notice.
This legislation gave the species an
opportunity to propagate, and in a few
years there were enough birds to justify
the removal of the prohibitory law.

The

last two summers have been very
unfavorable for the raising of prairie
chicken broods. The springs have
been wet and late, and the chicks have
not hatched or have died soon after
hatching. The hunter must be also
held responsible for the disappearance
of this unexcelled game bird, and even
if the authorities do not pass a protective law, he should take the matter

into his own hands and do his best to
preserve a species that has no equal in
the world.
Exchange.

The Noblest Epitaph
NJ'O

finer epitaph was ever written
for any man than "Killed in Action

while Fighting with the Allies in the
Great War." Those simple words will
tell the world through years to come
that men of whom they were written
counted it not loss but gain to die in
defense of Right and Freedom. Their
stations in life, their wealth, their intellectual vigor
all these are nothing.
They gave their lives for others and
counted the sacrifice privilege. Life
was a better thing for such men than
for the men compelled to stay at home.
The latter have had no gloriolis part
in history's mightiest and most noble
crusade. They have none of the joy

—

which must come from

sacrifice

for

Through the years of life that
to them they will carry the
remembrance that others fought for
them and others gave service which it
was not theirs to give. There will not

others.

may

be

left

be condemnation but there will be reBut their thoughts in the future
will at least have none of that sting
and shame which will belong to the
thoughts of men who stayed at home
because they were unwilling to go.
"Killed in Action"
the noblest epitaph
of all.
It is bringing sorrow to many
Canadian homes but it is bringing
proper pride for the men of whom it is
gret.

—

written that have their names upon
tlie roll of the Empire's sacred dead.

Amherst Guardian.

Why Numbers

are Withheld

HTHERE

have been many comments
on the fact that Canadian newspapers are not now giving the numbers
of the battalions in which casualties
occur, while, on the other hand, British
newspapers give this information with
regard to British casualties. As a matter of fact, Canadian newspapers are
forbidden to do so by the Canadian
censorship rules, and an explanation

"You note

as a discrepancy that in
casulaty lists, etc., the regiments are mentioned. At first sight
this seems to be inconsistent with the
rule followed about Canadian corps.
There is, however, a perfectly natural
explanation. The apparent discrepancy is due to a difference in organizaBritish

tion.

for this procedure

"The infantry of the united kingdom
divided into "regiments," and these
for the most part bear territorial
designations. Each regiment has many
battalions, the number being fixed by
the population of the territory to which
Thus the London regiit is attached.

onto daily.
Mr. Cliambers writes: "I observe
in a recent issue of the Star a criticism

ment, to which you refer, has between
25 to 30 battalions, and the Northumberland regiment, which also you mention, has more than 30 battalions. The
guards regiments have increased the

is given in a letter to
the Toronto Star from Major Ernest J.
Chambers, chief press censor for Canada, in reply to certain criticisms about
this very matter appearing in the Tor-

of the censorship for the suppression
of the numbers of battalions in the
Canadian expeditionary force, alike in
records of events and in the publication
of casualty lists.
I
can assure you
that this is not an unconsidered eccentricity of ciensorship, but it is in response to the urgent request of the
British higher command.

is

battalions since the
several battalions of
one of these regiments are assigned to
brigades in various places; one battalion of a regiment may be in India,
another in Mesopotamia, a third at
Saloniki, and a dozen more in France.
A given brigade may have- the 6th

number of
war began.

their

The

—
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example, the 2nd, the 38th, the 39th,
the 59th, the 77th, and the 80th were
all battalions, of the eastern Ontario
regiment, the English rule would follow, but that organization does not
prevail with us.

Cardinal Mercier's View

WHETHER

who

gives his
life on the field of battle for the
cause of hamanity can by this act can-

a soldier

a question which has
been widely discussed in t^e Canadians
cel earlier sins is

The London Advertiser republishes the Christmas Pastoral, 1914,
of Cardinal Mercier which deals with

would be a wise and encouraging move
on the part of those in higher places,
to dispense, for a time, with the luxury
of the Government House, and convert
it into a home for the invalid soldiers
It is
returning from the battle fields.
none too good for them. I would,
therefore, move, sceonded by over two
million other residents of the province,

that the Government House be placed
at the disposal of a suitable committee
of medical men and nurses and used
for the care of our soldiers who are
invalided home, so long as it may be
needed for that purpose.

press.

this

matter

battalion of one regiment, the 10th of
another, the 8th of a third and the 2nd
Thus a statement that
of a fourth.
soldiers of the Lancashire regiment
participated in a charge betrays no
to mention which
military secret;
battalion of the Lancashire regirnent
serious
it was that charged would be a
indiscretion, for it would reveal to an
enemy who has made it his business to
learn our "order of battle" what brigade

what

division,

what army

corps,

what

army, has been engaged and such details are kept as secret as possible.
"An example of this is afforded by
the cavalry of the regular army.
Cavalry regiments do not possess nuthere are
merous sub-organizations;
a certain number of Hussar regiments,
of dragoon regiments, of lancers, and
so fortii, and when a cavalry officer's
name appears in the casualty list, he
is described simply as "hussar" or a
"dragoons" or "lancers," the numeral
;

being omitted.

"The Canadian expeditionary

force

it is
not organized in regiments;
organized in single battalions. We
may be perfectly sure that the place of
each battalion at the front in the brigade and divisional organization of the
Canadian army corps is perfectly well
is

to the enemy so that to reveal
that the 1st or the 18th, or the 49th or
72nd battalion suffered losses in a given

known

;

period, is to show which of our divisions
was engaged.
"At first this did not matter greatly,
as there was only one Canadian division, and it either was engaged or was
the enemy probably had little
not;
trouble in finding out when he was
Now, however,
fighting our men.
there are several Canadian divisions;
some may be in rest camp and the
others in tlie front line, or all might

be in the front line, that is a question
which the enemy might consider extremely important. It is to baffle this
curiosity that the rule exits.
"If the Canadian expeditionary force
were organized into territorial regiments of many battalions. If, for

I

of his country's honor, and in vindication of violated justice, I shall not

hesitate to reply that without any doubt
whatever Christ crowns his military
valor, and that death, accepted in this
Christian spirit, assures the safety of
Greater love hath
that man's soul.
no man than this, saW our Saviour,

that a
frifends.

man lay down his life
And the soldier who

for his
dies to

save his brothers, and to defend the
hearths and altars of his country,
reaches this highest of all degrees of
He may not have made a
charity.
close analysis of the value of his sacribut must we suppose that God
fice;
requires' of the plain soldier in the excitement of battle the methodical precision of the moralist or the theologian?
Can we who revere his heroism doubt
that his God welcomes him with love?
Christian mothers, be proud of your
Of all griefs, of all our human
sons.
sorrows, yours is perhaps the most
worthy of veneration. I think I behold you in your affliction, but erect,
standing at the side of the Mother of
Sorrows, at the foot of the cross. Suffer
us to offer you not only our condolence,
but our congratulation. Not all our
heroes obtain temporal honors, but for
all we expect the immortal crown of the
For this is the virtue of a single
elect.
It cancels a
charity.
perfect
act of
whole lifetime of sins it transforms a

—

sinful

man

Open

decision with regard to tilingual schools, and the
Papal letter on the subject promise to

"TTHE Privy Council

:^

am

asked what I think of the
eternal salvation of a brave man who
has consciously given his life in defence
^'If

Bilingual ism

into a saint."

Letters to Mr. Hearst

PETTYPIECE, EX.-M.P.P.,
HJ.East
Lambton, writes an open
•

letter to Premier Hearst, in which he
makes this rather novel appeal:
At this' time of unprecedented trial,
when thousands of our people are dis-

pensing with

many of

the ordinary com-

forts of life, and often with actiial
necessaries, in order to provide medical

and hospital aid and other requirements for our soldiers at the front, it

put an end to bilingual agitation in
Ontario. Practically every paper in
the Province has commented upon the
of the highest court in the
P'mpire, and we reproduce a
paragraph or two from the Branlford
Courier:
Regulation 17 of the Ontario School
Act stands.
This is the decision of the Privy
Council, the highest court of law in
the Empire, and it has been reached
after legal quibbles in the matter, last-

judgment
British

ing for over two years.
The rule spoken of enacts that as
soon as pupils enter the public schools
of this Province, they shall begin to
study in the English language, but
there is also the proviso that when
necfessary in the case of French-speaking pupils, that language may be used
for instruction and communication in

Form One, and in otlifer forms with regard to French reading, grammar and
composition as far as the chief inspector
approves. The danger of an entering
wedge in this regard, however, is avoided by the proviso that said instruction
"shall not interfere with the adequacy
of the instruction in English."
In the language of Dr. Pyne, Minister of Education, "The decision means
that the department in educational
matters is supreme, showing that they
have the right to contro.l the school
systems in the Province of Ontario."
Continued on page 125.
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POWER
SEVEN PASSENGER
FIFTY HORSE

the extreme simplicity of its powerful motor
to the perfection attained in the construction
of its famous full-floating rear axle, you cannot help

From
down

but appreciate the unrivalled value that $1450 buys
in the Series 17 Studebaker SIX.

"Made
and

in

built

Canada" by experts who have designed
it with a complete knowledge of what a

car needs, to give service and satisfaction on the
rough, heavy roads and steep hills of Canada. This
Studebaker SIX proves the fallacy of paying hundreds of dollars more in order to obtain such power,
roominess and fine appearance.

The Studebaker SIX

is the largest car on the market
at its price, or within hundreds of dollars of its
price.
It seats seven passengers in comfort
and
seven full-grown people, too. Upholstered throughyour money
out in genuine leather and curled hair
cannot buy better quality.

—

—

The most expensive types of springs and rear axle
giving a
are used in the construction of this SIX
maximum of comfort and safety under every riding

—
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$1450

condition. Big, ample brakes and simple controls,
easily accessible, make this an ideal car for the
woman driver.

Dignity and distinction mark the lines of the Studeand a body finish put on. by 25 separate
baker SIX
paint and varnish operations makes it stand out
from the hundreds of cars you pass on the boulevard.

—

Studebaker leads all other manufacturers in the
and it
production of fine cars at a medium price
is this tremendous production that makes it possible

—

for Studebaker to ofi'er this seven-passenger, sixcylinder car at a price that is hundreds of dollars
lower than other cars that give as much.

We urge you to see this wonderful Studebaker SIX
now. Inspect it from "stem to stern" and let the
salesman give you a thorough demonstration, that
will take you over the rough roads and up the steep
hills, in fact, everywhere you choose.

—

—

Put the Series 17 Studebaker SIX to any test ^^and
watch how it responds to every call of the driver.

STUDEBAKER
WALKERVILLE ONT.
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Canada's Place

Moving

little

New

the

Picture World

Continued from page

TT was

in

80.

about seven years ago that a
Canadian girl left Montreal
York, determined to conquer

for
in the theatrical centre of the Uniteti
States.
She was Florence La Badie

and at that time few persons ha^ ever
heard her name.
But Florence had
mdae up her mind that she would
become an actress and when she
decides to do a thing she does it.
She besieged the booking oflfices and
finally obtained a part with Chaunce\
Olcott in "Ragged Robin."
She
toured the country in that play and
returned to New York to find that

—

people were taking an interest in a
strange new art the motion picture.
She heard that a man named D. W.

—

Griffith, down at the Biograph studio,
seemed to be making the best pictures
and she decided to join the Biograph
company. She approached Mr. Griffith and
told him of her decision.
There was nothing left for him to do
but to make her a member of his
company.
She went to the Pacific Coast with
the Biograph company and after a

year in California she returned to New
York. She wanted to be nearer Montreal where her friends lived.
One day she applied at the Thanhouser studios and Edwin Thanhouser
told her that he would file her application and that if he needed her he would
send for her.
Miss La Badie had heard that before.
But that evening Mr. Thanhouser went
to a motion picture theatre and saw
in a Biograph picture the girl who had
She showed
applied that afternoon.
such promise that he sent for her.
That was nearly six years ago. Florence
La Badie has been a Thanhouser star
ever since.

Her greatest success was in "The
Million Dollar Mysterj'," one of the
first and probably the most successful
ever made.
motion picture serial
Miss LoBadie is a splendid emotional actress and also is a daring
athlete a combination seldom found.
She is always ready to take any chance
for the sake of a good scene.
She is doing finer things now than
ever before and her new feature pictures, released through the Pathe exchanges, have been praised unaniHer newest
mously by the critics.
Thanhouser-Pathe features are "The
Fugitive," "The Fear of Poverty" and
"Saint, Devil and Woman."
Miss La Badie was a pupil in the
Convent of Notre Dame in Montreal.
She loves Canada and returns to her
native land at every opportunity. In

i

—

$100.00 IN GOLD FOR YOUR CHURCH
IF YOUR CHURCH HAS DEBTS—NEEDS AT? ORGAN
OR WISHES TO DECORATE AND MAKE REPAIRS
fu8«

Here is an opportunity to get money needed easily and quickly without any of the usual
and bother of the old-fashioned, unprofitable ice cream festival, chicken fry, etc.

Write us at once for particulars of our $100 Cash Offer to Churches, or bring this ad. to
the attention of an officer of your Ladies' Aid Society or Sunday School. Act quickly.
Address,

CHURCH AID DEPT.
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Oddielon La Badie, at his estate in
Lambert. Mr. La Badie is a prominent attorney ip Montreal and the
La Badie family have lived there for
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St.

many

Breakfast in Five Minutes

generations.

Brother Tom to The Rescue
Continued from page 95.

my

Greek.

Your part has been very

I

I have done all
simple, I am sure.
the planning and taken the brunt
The slight assistance
of the work.
you have been able to render has
enabled me to perfect my methods.
When I get out my pamphlet on 'First
Aid to the Injured,' your name shall
be mentioned." Mollie was not resenting anything he was saying. She
was thinking her own thoughts, and
her cheeks were scarlet and her eyes
were blazing.
"Well, I am going to give it up," she
repeated.
"Think of the bay !" said Tom.
Mollie never heeded.
"It is impossible to do anything for
a person Hke Mac," she went on. "He
wants the most idiotic things."
"What does he want ? To act with
Lois in the pantomime ?"

"No," shortly.
"What, then ?
cede with Lois ?
cut of the party

Getting a warm, nourishing breakfast on a cold morning for a
commuter-husband that must catch a train and a hungry boy
that must hustle to school is easy for the woman who knows

To have you interTo have Warwick left
?

Shredded Wheat

"

'o

"No," burst ourt Mollie, her voice
rising to a climax with the preposterousness of it, her face scarlet and ex-

the ready-cooked, ready-to-eat, whole wheat food that supplies
all the nutriment needed for a half day's work or play.
Heat
two or more Biscuits in the oven to restore crispness, then pour
hot milk over them, adding a
little cream and a dash of salt.
The perfect food to work on,
to study on, to play on. Better
than porridges because it encourages mastication, which
develops sound teeth and
healthy gums. Always the
same price, always the same

"He wants to marry me !"
dropped the pink sheet and sat
up.
His eyes were as saucers as he
surveyed his angry sister. He gasped
weakly, endeavoring to ask her to
asperated.

Tom

corroborate his impression of what she
had said. Then he sank back upon the
sofa and howled and roared and shouted
until his voice died away from sheer
exhaustion and only his legs waving
feebly in the air testified to his enjoyment. Mollie sat tensely and waited.
"Wha what did you tell him ?" he
whispered at last.
"I told him I only did it because you
)t me into it and I was sorry for Lois
"
ud
"Did you tell him about the horse ?"
She nodded, and again Tom abandoned himself to his emotions. "I guess
your name will have to go first on the

—

namphlet," he said.
"And he asked me" Mollie's stern
e.\es were on her listener
"if I put
"
my photographs in his room

— —

"I did it," said

Tom;

"that was

my

opening coup. I put the cross-eyed
one on the mantel and the one in pantalets on the pipe rack.
I spent time
and thought in collecting and arranging
them. You need not blame me for the
present dilemma. They ought to have
acted as a preventive ;" and the memory

high

quality.

Made

in

Canada by

THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO

OFFICE: «9

them sent him back into convulsions.
Mrs. Patterson opened the door and
"What are you two doing ?'
looked in.

WELLINGTON STREET EAST

of

she said.
"Just having a little conversation,"
"It is conreturned her son amiably.
nected with our mission. We are thinking strongly of disbanding."
Festive with .scarlet and green was
the Patterson house on Christmas morning.
The sun poured in at the windows
of the dining room, where the family
Lois was
lingered, cheerfully busy.

Do YOU Need Money?

To

educate your children, support a
family, pay off a mortgage, buy a
home, or live better. Then do as
thousands of others are doing.
raquin Intelligent local repreienutlvei not " canTauen." We need men and women of rellabllltir
and good addreu to look after our new aubscriptlom and renewala. no previoui experience la
Baceaaary, no money needed. You can work dur*
lag fpare time when you choose, and as much or
Bttle as you choose. Write to-day for fuU particlaia. Address Agency Dept.

—

We

Canada Monthly, Toronto, Ont.
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tying red ribbons^arouiid while t'ssue-

paper packages and humming to herMrs. Patterson Wiss directing
Tom as he sat upon a stepiadder and
painstakingly hung a holly wreath at
every angle but the^right one.% Unly
Mollie stood idly looking out of the
self.

Mollie was getting^ rather
into the habit of idly Iwjking out of

window.

windows. Tom, from his lofty seat,
cast an interested eye down at her.
*"That will do, Tom," said his mother,
but Tom sat still.
"We never decided whaf to give Mac
for Christmas, did

we?" hesaid solemnly.

"I do hope the Ransoms will come
to-night," said Mollie, with feverish
P>«
haste.
"I do !" said Tom.
"But, as I was
saying, we have not yet decided what
It is the
to give Mac for Christmas.
only cloud. I looked over the lists in

—

the morning papers they arc always
helpful; but there was nothing there
except 'What to Give Grandpa' and
'Conceits for the Cook.' "
He had one
hand in his pocket as he descended from
the ladder and joined Mollie at the
window. When he strolled away again
he had the pleased look of the skillful
Lois had taken
sleight :of-hand man.
Mrs.
her packages into another room.
Patterson had gone to the kitchen.
"Why
What " broke out Mollie.

—

!

"What's up ?" demanded Tom,
roused from his appreciative and proprietary contemplation of his unconscious sister.
"And—
"It's a horse 1" said Mollie.

and Mac !"
"Right on time !" murmured Tom.
Two steps took him to the side porch,
where he indeed beheld a horse, a
beautiful bay, bearing a lady's saddle

and led by Mr. Campbell. Without
ceremony Mac dropped the bridle into
Tom's hand and ran up the steps.
Mollie heard the door open behind her,
but she did not turn. It was quite half
a minute before Mac spoke.
"Do vou like it, Mollie ?" he said.

"Do

it?" she cried. "Is it
?"
She faced him
with radiant eyes, that were, after all,
'I

like

me,

really for

Expense Money for College Students
various
have openings for several young college men and women in
Circulation Promotion work.
sections of the Dominion in connection with our
hnd they can
Our work is of such a nature that young men and women
Saturdays and vacation
attend to it very nicely during "after lecture" hours,
Some of our people have earned all of the money required for their
periods.
„_
college expenses in this "part-time" work.
would increase your income
If you are interested in a proposition that
lull paryou
send
will
we
and
once
us
at
write
during your course in College,
ticulars by first mail.

We

•
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Mail Bldg.,

Circiilation

Toronto,

Promotion
Department.

Ontario.

Mac

uncommonly shy

for

"I'm going out to see
"Well,

Mollie's

eyes.

it."

Mac spoke
— "thereMollie"—
something pinned
first,

diffidently

is

to your blouse."
Mollie flew to the mirror.

Across

the shoulders of her white dress stretched a broad red ribbon. On it in bold
black letters so black and bold that
even the reversed reflection in the
mirror was easy to read stood the

—

—

inscription:

Mac's Xmas Present.
As the red of the ribbon turned

"Tom

did

it,"

"Yes," said Mac, "but

"You may have
Mollie.

Mollie.

she faltered.

may I have it?

the ribbon," said
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Double the Utility— Double the Comfort
and for a moderate price

—

Here

is

a car that

Is .iust

as Ideally suited

for use In winter as in
It is a closed
in one.
a practical,

summer.

sedan and open touring car

— every

sensible car for every use
day of the year.
•Closed, It has the appearance, luxury and
protection of a car that is permanently
It's exactly the car tor cold.
enclosed.
Inclement weather or hundreds of occasions all year 'round when a closed
car is desirable.
But with the windows lowered and the uprights folded away it Is open to every
friendly breeze that blows and has
miich more character and style tlian an

—

—

ordinary touring car.

work of a minute to open It up
without getting out of the car.
The Touring Sedan has double the utility
and double the comfort of any car that is
permanently either a closed or open car.
The Touring Sedan is a beauty, either
open or closed.
You can have a Touring Sedan on either a

It is

only the

or close

it

four or a six cylinder chassis.
lias the famous 35 horsepower

The four

Overland motor In its latest and most
improved en bloc type.
It has a 112-inch wheelbase, 4%-lnch tires
and those long, shock-absorbing cantilever rear springs.

The six has a 35-40 horsepower en bloc
motor that is a marvel for power and
Catalogue on request.

Please address Dept. 779.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works, West Toronto, Canada.

—

—

116-inch wheelbase
large
flexibility
tires
long cantilever rear springs.
tliink of the price!
These Overlands are the first full size

And

—

Touring Sedans ever offered at a moderate price.

Such cars could not be sold at such prices
but for the economies made possible by
our enormous production.
See these Touring Sedans. Make your selection now either a Four or a Six.

—

You can use these cars in
wait.
the dead of winter with just as much
pleasure and comfort as you can on the
wa'-mest days.
See the Overland dealer now and arrange
for one of these moderately priced luxurious cars.

Do not

:
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Gregory Morton Mystery

great

In the

[

Continued from page 85.
Stirring,

out of

I

to.

walking about the grounds."

replied sulkily that I didn't want
His eye lighted up a little at that,

.

.

doors
or at the

evening
reception

Bakers

and I knew I had him fairly hooked.
"Come," he said bruskly, "no non"
sense, now!
And then he called an order to the
guard who stood in the corridor to
bring my clothes. When he came in
with them and I noticed with joy
that they were the same that I had
worn yesterday I sulkily acquiesced
in the doctor's orders and began to

IS

equall)^
acceptable
invigorating

"Now, off with you," said Dr. Berry
good-humoredly, when my hasty toilet
was completed, and he called to the
guard
"Show him all about the place.
Don't bring him back for an hour.
This air will be just the thing for him."
Once outside the building with the
guard at my elbow, I paused for just
an instant and sent up an unspoken
I was clad
prayer of thanksgiving.
again, and I was out under the blue
And on the other side of that
sky.
distant wall ran a highway that led to

They would keep him busy

delicious

G). Limited

ESTABLISHED 1780
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remedy

for rheu-

matism, neuralgia, sore throat and
sprains.

Best Liniment
"I

Made

Laundry, EDMONTON.writes:—
from a building and received what

a. E.

fell

the doctor called a very
bad sprained ankle, and
told me I must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARD'S LINI-

M ENT and in six days I
was out to work again.
I

think

it

the best

]:,ini.

ment made."
Minard's Liniment
always gives satisfaction.

For any

ache or pain. It
gives instant relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

-

—

least

turned to

SCHRADER
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your dculvr or

A. Schrader'a Son, Uc.
20-22 Hayt«r St.. Toront-*.
London Chiceago N«-w Y'lrk
HiKhe«t award at the Panama
P.-tdQc Exposition.

Make Good Money
You can make good money

acting as our
have
representative in your district.
seven different makes of

We

CADILLAC

VACUUM CLEANERS
like you to write us asking for our
Cadillac Vacuum Cleaners were
proposition.
awarded the Gold Medal at the Panama Pacific
and the Panama California Expositions. They are
fully protected under the Canadian Patent Act.

and would

Clements Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
74 Duchess Street, Toronto.

an

fcir

my

direction of the wood and the place
where I knew the wall was. I noticed,
though, that every minute or two he
cost a cautious glance behind him. I
dared not look, but looking was unIt could not have been
necessary.
apprehension that made him look back.
After a moment's thought the explanation occurred to me. He was keeping
an eye on his reserves. The doctor's
instructions had, no doubt, been that
a second man should follow us to give
companion, or spread the
aid to
alarm, as circumstances might require.
The conclusion did not seriously
present state of
In
disturb me.
exalted confidence t%vo men were hardly
more to be feared than one. What was
plan was that the reessential to

A $2.00 BOOK FOR

320 Pages
B;Dr.WIIIFIELO

ILLUSTRATED
scon HALL, PH.D.

Noted Authority and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE—
What every young man aod young
woman, every young wife and young
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teacher and nurse should know.
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postage 10 cents extra.

On Sale at »U Bookitorw or from McaaOaod. OeodchUd

A

Stewart Umltad, Pub., 26S Kinx St. W.. Taioato.

RAZOR BLADES SHARPENED
sharp blade makes shaving a joy. We sharpen
Satisfaction
and save you monev.
guaranteed. Gillette, 25c a doien. Ever Ready
and other single edge blades, 28c a doien. Mail

A

safetv blades,

your dull blades to

ALB. KEEN EDGE CO.,
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Toronto,

Street,
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my

my

.00

ONLY $1

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

my

FURNITURE?
Write for our large photo-illustrated
Catalogue No. 29 It's free to you.
FCRNITURE CO., Limiled
THE

—

serves should be drawn in. The second
man must run to his comrade's aid,
and not to headquarters to give the
alarm. It would take a little maneuvering, but I felt sure I could do it.
Walking briskly, without attempting

Send Us Your Safety Razor Blades

I was evidently
going somewhere with a purpose, I
entered the woods which grew along-

EXCELSIOR KEEN EDGE CO.

to disguise the fact that
N.S.

for

the hour I needed.
guard and smiled a
little.
H(e was a burly, low-browed
brute with "thug" writ large all over
him. But that did not distress me. It
was man to man between us.
He made no objection when I set
out briskly across the 'lawn in the

hour at
I

Mr

it n-.ffdii fttiffeiiiiig.

Doivcraal Tire
Pressure Oaafte
will tell yoa when that

—

Up in my little cell under the eaves
the doctor was already engrossed with
my laboriously scrawled "revelations."

reliable

the badtboneofyourtlre

i-navfr

The

—

freedom.

and

The old

•ifffii
'

dress myself.
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side the wall.
Then, instead of proceeding straight toward the wall itself
I deflected
course to a long diagonal.

my

"NUGGET'*

I saw my guard give a little, almost
imperceptible jerk of his head. He was
signaling the man behind to pass us
on the outside and to close in a little
ahead. I slackened my pace a little,
as was natural among the timber.
guard was very alert and quite
unable to disguise his suspicion that I

My

was about
escape.

OUTFITS
Make
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brush and
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Black and
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mail

make an attempt

to

"Songs

in

Sourdough."

of a

—

Here's a new SERVICE book
War Verse this time
hot from
the author's own experiences at
the front, which but you'll have
to read it.

—

—

Secure in the knowledge that

his partner

was

jusj;

ahead

of us,

Rhymes of a
Red Cross

he

a pace or two behind me, partly
in the hope of encouraging me to
make my dash straight into the ambush the other man had laid for me,
partly to prevent my whirling about
and trying to make off in the opposite
fell

direction.

For the second time I paused,
turned, and looked quite frankly at
my guard, and smiled a little. I doubt
somewhat if I ever again experience so
keen a thrill of exactly that scirt of
joy. I had a difficult thing to do, and
I knew i should be able to do it.
I was meeting them at their own
game. There is no doubt in the world
that both of them were hoping that I
would make exactly the attempt I
planned.
It would afford an excuse,
if I were captured, to beat me insensible
and put me in handcuffs or a straitacket.
Unless I was greatly mistaken, my
guard's free hand, half closed, was
holding the leather-covered, leaden
knob of a blackjack. Certainly there
was something hard in his side-pocket
that clanked when I brushed against
it.
I decidedly welcomed this state of
things.

Tan.

to

Remember how you revelled
SERVICE'S
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Again I started on, affected to
stumble on a root, and went sprawling
forward. That ruse gave me just the
added distance I needed from the man
behind. In a flash I was on my feet
again, rushing straight toward the
other man, who, in the concealment
of a clump of bushes, was waiting for
me.
When he sprang from his hidingplace and confronted me, armed with
a heavy bludgeon, I stopped short,
just out of striking distance, and stood

Maple Leaves

stupefied, straight into his

description

best

$1.25.
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"The Story of Julia Page," another just such clever and popu-

By

lar book,
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face.

The other guard was coming up
from behind. That was what I meant
him to do. I waited waited perhaps

—

The Nugget
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my

Polish Co.
LIMITED
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See them
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three interminable seconds until
ears told me the man had come close

enough.

That guard who, behind my defenseback, thought he had me at his
mercy, had never heard of the terrible

less
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Whirling half around on one foot, the
whole weight of my body and the
momentum of my spring behind it, I
sent my heavily shod heel crashing
against his jaw. He went down like a

New COAL OIL LIGHT ^^oVIa^s^I5S1'^
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Icne.

and

M

ninepin.

That accounted for one. I had still
to deal with the other.
The terror in this man's face hinted
flight, and I could afford to take no
chances of that. He was strong and
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big and there was something to be
dreaded from his cudgel, no doubt, but
once I could get inside the sweep of
it, I knew I should be safe enough.
I moved quietly toward hin, came
near enough to draw a blow, a whistling
sidewise cut that I had no trouble in
dodging under. Then I knew he was
mine. He was no more than a child
in my hands, and in a moment I had
him in the grip of knee and elbow, and
was slowly, remorselessly, bending his
great body backward.
Then, with a groan, he let the cudgel
slip from his nerveless hands and slunk
down, half fainting with pain and
terror, at my feet. I tossed the cudgel
away.
"I don't need that in dealing with
you," said I. "I can kill you with my

to the
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"Carry him over here," I ordered
the second guard. Still half dazed and
wholly cowed, he did as I said.
"Now," said I sharply, "stand still
and you won't be hurt."
I snapped one-half of the manacle
on the wrist of the fallen man, slid the
other one under the root, and before
he quite realized what had happened,
the second guard was fast on the other
side.

"Now,"
tion,

to cut

give her a

TOBIN, Manager,

left

—

School Boys

My

it."

him lying there, with no precaution whatever except to keep the
corner of a watchful eye on him, and
bent over his fallen comrade in some
real concern.
Satisfied that I had done him no
serious damage, I rapidly explored his
pockets.
They contained a pair of
handcuffs, just as I had expected; and
now there occurred to me a very good
use for them.
I glanced swiftly about me, and in a
moment found the thing that would
answer my purpose a root of an oaktree looping up out of the ground and
then descending into it again. I tugged
at it and satisfied myself that it would
I

PAY ONLY $10.00
I

do

will

yon

as

think I can sell the
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tell
me how to get
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"you

ever so long.

you have
out

I with some satisfacbe comfortable there for
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I
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or
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I

If
it

search

youi*

He blustered a little, but presently
with his free hand pulled out of his
trouser's pocket what I am convinced
Continued on page 122.
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Christmas for Craggs
Continued from page

76.

dered what had made the old fellow
cry, for he had been crying.
It was a letter from someone who
I saw this
signed herself Eva Craggs.
first and turning over the letter, read
on.
I didn't take it all in at first, and
Craggs, bursting to tell me, wouldn't
say a word till I was through.
"Then she's your daughter ?" I said.
"My little girl" murmured the old
chap, and folded his precious letter and
touched it with his lips, for all the world

and chivalric as Fred Terry

as gallant

"The Scarlet Pimpernel."
The girl had never known where he
was for years. He had got out of England quickly, and had become so
ashamed of himself that he never
in

bothered to write to her, he told me.
He thought she was better off in ignorance of what he was and where he was.
"I determined that my little girl,
stineless and binnercent of contact with
the likes of me, through being a governess with a gentleman's family, should
'ear no more of 'er dad.
But when I
crossed to France, and I thought as 'ow
I might never come back, I writ and
told 'er wheer I was.
From her letter,
matey, she never seems to have received
one from me. The first she 'eerd of
me was through an ad. or something; I
don't understand it proper."
"Never mind that part of it. Lots
of people seem to have been writing to
you for Christmas. There's nothing
unusual in that, bless you."
He stared open-eyed.
"I don't understand wot 'as 'appened.

But much

as I'd like ter thank

all

The

BEN'S the only
BIGtime-clock
the modern

Big Ben's wound up every night
the farm cannot run down.

farmer knows— he helps
the farmer beat the sun to
work.

So it's Big Ben for Christmas, wherever
you go tlie gift of time tliat means good-

who

Four a.m.,

in

sent ter me, I'm

starts the farmer's

this 'ere letter

bumper crop

my

babe."
old fellow burst out sobbing then

little girl,

The

more worked up over
and package from my

and there. I tell you the sight of it
unnerved me. This old good for nothing,
besotted and drenched and stained
with years of his vice, was crying like a
little child.
Finally he dried his tears.
"What did she send you ?" I asked.
His face lit up, and in the half-Hght
I saw a wonderful smile spread over it.
"Wot did she send me ? Wot didn't
she send me," and in his hilarity he
smote me across the back, and laughed
heartily.
So near akin are laughter

and tears
"Send me ? She sent iverythin' as
you could nyme. Cigarettes and a pipe,
aye, and it must 'a cost all of 'arf a
crown, it must. And a pouch for ter
keep my baccy in, and 'arf a pound of
good old twist.
And chocolate
chocolate my son, why
blimy my
!

—

—

old

!

gums

hasn't tysted a bit o' chocolate since I were a young 'un.
What
'as she sent me ?
Why, ter cap it all.

aplumpuddin

!

S'clpmeif she

ain't."
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day
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seven

growing time,
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La
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will all year.
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all

through.
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— ten half-minute

minutes.
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He was

laughing or crying again,

I

know which it was.
"You must write and thank her tomorrow," I said. "You can't thank
anybody for the other things, many as

don't

The 1917 Ford Sedan
T^HIS
*-

is

sions,

weather.

New

the ideal car for theatre and social occa-

and

A

general use

for

cool,

in

stormy

cold,

shady car for hot weather,

too.

stream-line effect, tapered hood, crown fenders.

Also new radiator with a larger cooling surface.

The new model and

the new prices have resulted
an overwhelming immediate demand.

in

you got, but you'll want to get in touch
with her again won't you ?"
His voice was husky.
"Betcher," he said. "But, matey, I

Maybe if you
might get something

can't write no letter.

looked

it

over

I

down."
Behold me then on the morrow concocting a letter from Craggs to go to
Eva. He wrote it, and I don't know
whether the paper had more white than
black when it was finished. But blotted and smudged though it was it had a
wealth of tenderness and love behind it.
Craggs dropped it into the bag, and
turned to me.

"Watch me, my son," he said.
"Watch me. I'm a'going to spruce up.'

And he shambled away. He did
He was still minus
his money and therefore unable to buy
any liquor, but from now on, somehow,
spruce up though.
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Touring Car 495
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$695

he did without
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780
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St. John, N.B.; Montreal,
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:

it.

I

saw the

effects

It pretty
of it for three or four weeks.
That's the devil
well broke him up.
of drink.
It gets you, and it gets you
hard.
But there was an air of frank

and manly independence about Craggs
after he had weathered the blow a little
that I had never seen before.
His step
became firmer, even jaunty. His eye
took on a soberer quality. He was altogether firmer and stronger.
The
struggles the man made probably none
but myself knew. He didn't discuss
them much even with me, but I was
aware of their biterness.
Meanwhile correspondence passed
between him and his daughter. She
had not seen him for many years. She
must have guessed that he was still
What she
illiterate and mighty rough.
imagined about the drink which he
told me
had been his failing when she
knew* him, I don't know.
Craggs continued to be an enigma

—

—

bunch. They beheld the spectacle of this poor, old soaker straightening up, and they were, for the most
part, highly skeptical as to its lasting.
in the

teed

I was, too, at first, but I watched w'ith
pleasure his appearances on parade.
Still shabby and ugly, he had now the
touch which comes from a man trying
to do his best to be something and look
something. I was pleased. He often
referred to the enigma of his multiI don't think it
Tremendoiis production lowers manufacturing cost —only
Easier to lay and cheaper than wood shingles, tin. farious Santa Claus.
the world 8 biggest roofing mills could make such high
galvanized iron etc.
Far superior to "ready roofing"
him to know
quality roofing as CERTAIN-TEED at such a fow price.
sold by mail.
Your local dealer sells CERTAIN- TEED ever really occurred to
(.f.RTAIN-Tl..BD Is guaranteed 5, 10 or 15 years (acRoofing at reasonable prices; have him show you the
how the ad. had appeared, for though
cording to ply. 1, 2 or 3) and it outlives the guarantee.
guarantee.
GENERAL ROOFING M.iNtJFACTURING CO.
his daughter told him she had seen it
World's Larsest Manufacturer of RooflnKs and Rulldlne Pnperx
Distributing centres: Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Ottawa, Quebec, and marveled at his name being that
Eldmonton, London, Halifax, Regina, St. John's, Sherbrooke, Brandon
one mentioned in the ad., he didn't

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

know who was behind

McFarlane Ladder Works, Toronto, Ontario.

it.

He

guessed

was myself, but I lied, and so did the
corporal and the postman. The puzzled
it

.
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with which he would speculate on
good angel's identity was too funny.

day, well on in the New Year,
were ordered to the Front. Everybody was on tip-toe; many vaunting
what they would do to Fritz; others
quietly speculating on whether Fritz
would leave anything of them. An
atmosphere of hot excitement was all
about us as we moved up, and took our
positions.
I had managed to stay near
Craggs. He had become by now a sort
He never left my side if
of watch-dog.
he could help it, and again and again
he proved himself thoughtful on my
behalf, took my guards now and then,
and did little things for me. I confess

(^NE
^-'^we

The developI was attached to him.
ment, the struggle and conflict of the
old Craggs with Craggs Number 2
fascinated me.
For the most part the
newer Craggs won.
There is no need to describe our first
engagement. In the melee at that
terrible time, men fell on your right
and left, tens of them, scores of them.
It was not till after night fall and we
withdrew that I discerned two forms
carrying a stretcher.
I
wondered
vaguelj^ who it was, and right on the
instant it flashed across me that I had

not seen Craggs for hours.
One of the men beckoned to me. I
joined them, and beheld Craggs, all
that was left of him.
His eyes were
closed and an ugly dark stain discolored
that abominably fitting tunic.
But he
still breathed awkwardly.
"You're his pal ?" said one of the

A Happy

KODAK

bearers.
I

nodded

"He's dying. Better come along."
They took him back to No. 3, and
got him into bed. He did look a
wreck, and the sighf of that poor battered old derelict stricken just as he

was trying to be, for the first time, of
some use in the world, inflamed me
more than any incident I had seen or
read of in connection with this war.
Entering the hospital, my postmancorporal friend put a letter in my hand.
"For Craggs" he muttered. His face

was white.
"You've seen him

He

nodded.

?"
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letter.
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FIREPROOF.

A

"Well, a nasty touch, friend," I said,
doing my best to treat it as lightly as
only that.
A shudder shook him. He tried to
talk but could not.
I
held up the
it

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX

took his hand and knelt beside the

read
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I
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really very simple and inexpensive.
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He was hedged about

in.
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great difficulty.
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that goes to

catalogue, free at your dealer's, or

—from $1.25 upward.

took the letter and
with
nurses and I could hardly tell whether
he still lived or no. Presently he opened his eyes, stared for a little and then,
"Why, it's matey." He spoke with

went

all

in-

North Street at Delaware Avenue.

C. A.

MINER, Managing

Director.
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A

pathetic smile did

its

best to pene-

trate the fixed glare into which the pain
had rendered his features. He did his
He nodded slowly.
best to bear it.

Route
WINTER TOURS
TO

AND ALL

Pacific Coast Points
Florida, Texas,

New

Orleans, Etc.

Winter Tours Tickets now on sale
Stop over privilege allowed.

Apply

to

W.

S.

COOKSON,'
General Passenger Agent,
Montreal.

!

so good to feel I have a daddy
finding each other
I can't believe it.
the way we did.
Your letters are so
It's wonderful.
good. Poor, dead old daddy. Still
the same aren't you, but for one thing.
I don't
I am going to tell you &i it.
know why, but I've got the impression
that you've stopped the drink, and I
feel so very, very glad.
"This horrid old war will soon be over,
and we shall have each other again.
Till then. Daddy dear, good bye

About a week later a piece of mail
came for Mr. W'illiam Smith. He read

"It
again.

is

Fancy our

EVA."
His eyes streamed tears and sobs
shook him. He forgot the wracking
pain for a moment, and motioned to
to give

him the

letter.

He

tried to
his hand.

but he couldn't lift
near his lips, and he kissed
That kiss was a holy thing.
take
I

it,

laid it

it.

"Fauncy her guessing" I barely made
out his words.
Craggs," I
"I'll come to-morrow,
said, but I faltered, for I knew there
would be no to-morrow.
His lips moved, ever so slightly.
I saw rather than heard the words,
"Good-by matey."
went out and left him. Pretty
I
soon he too went out.
The real letter I showed to my friend
the corporal.
It was from Eva's newly
gotten husband, a cruel, wicked letter
forbidding Craggs, drunkard and forger,
ever to write to Eva again
"He made good," said my friend.
"And he'll never know how rottenly he
!

would have been repaid. For Christmas for Craggs found him his daughter,
and the impulse to try again to be a
man."

The Dictionary Man
Continued from page

G. T. BELL,
Passenger Traffic Manager,
Montreal.

—

torn out page.

—

any Agent of the Company
for particulars.

lookefl

"Dear Daddy,

me

CALIFORNIA

She

the column and found "fanfaron
a swaggering boaster."
"Mercy .sakes
Is that all ?" half

gasped Mrs. Bowles to herself. She
had had a full gasp ready in case the
word proved to be as terrible as it
sounded.
Now Mrs. Bowles was a woman of
sense.
Further she liked to see as
much happiness as possible in the
world. She took the page with her
and penned a note to Mr. George King

—

Double Track

farrier."

down

the envelope, opened the letter,
and was conscious of a start. There
must be some mistake. Surely this
could not have been sent to him.
"Wot wot's matter." He slurred
the words and could only just get them
out.
I looked at the nurse, then at the
letter, then at him.
"Nothing, old fellow. Listen."
I slit

THE

ed "Falsehood,

81.

William Smith had torn it neatly out
so as not to be reminded of the scene
of years gone by.
Now, a fortnight before Mary was
to be married, Mrs. Bowles came upon
a twice folded sheet of paper which was
lying on the floor of the little attic
room. It was a dictionary page that
had evidently fallen from her boarder's
pocket. She opened it.
It was head-

She enclosed the

of Petonia, Illinois.

it.

Dear Bill:
I have ceased being a fanfaron.
No more flapdoodle for me. I think
you'd like it in Petonia now. C!ome
on back and we'll have a game of quoits.

Yours

GEORGE KING.

P.S.

—One horseshoe

seems to be mis-

sing.

William Smith handed the letter to
Mrs. Bowles to read and almost bounded up the stairs. While he was discovering that flapdoodle was boastful
talk Mrs. Bowles

was

positively

beam-

ing at the thought of losing her best
boarder.
The next day William Smith replied
to the note.

Dear George:
As soon as

I get through acting as
bridesmaid at a wedding I'll be on the

way

to Petonia.

Yours

—

P.S.
I think
horseshoe is.

I

BILL SMITH.
know where the other

Borrowed Plumage
Continued from page 90.

Once when she had whirled past a
little

group

voice

"Who
color?

of

chaperons she heard a

ask:—
is

that pretty child in rose

"

She felt guilty when she remembered
the rouge on her cheeks, and decided
at the very first opportunity to seek a
mirror somewhere and stealthily wipe
it off with her handkerchief.
She

felt

guilty,

too,

when Frank

Fordham came up with

that I-couldeat-you-right-up expression in his eyes,
If only he
and suggested supper.

knew!
doesn't know
that I'm only a sixdollar-per, shopgirl," she reflected.
And such a supper! Such food Maida
had only read about, certainly never
expected to enjoy. The only coffee she
had ever known was the muddy conl^his
coction of her landlady's table,

"Thank heaven he

doesn't

guess

—

"

—
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was clearest amber, and of the
Tall nodding
fragrance of ambrosia.
carnations and creamy hothouse roses,
veiled in trailing maidenhair fern

and

knots of rich purple violets^
these were all about, filling the air
with their perfume.
"This is heaven or as near to it
as I'll ever be, in this world," said
Maida to herself, while aloud she
maintained a spirited conversation
with those about her.
About
There was more dancing.
two o'clock Fordham and Maida were
finishing their ices in one of the sittingout corners, when the latter noticed
little

"

—

many

that

of the guests were leaving.
go," she said and sighed

must

"I

softly.

"Not

You

yet.

—about

thing

you

me a
Do
mean.

ha\'en't told

yourself
"

I

— ye%.

'Oh

coffee

To

sure,"

e

he said

last words.
c]iiickl> upon her
rather quickly
"We do belong to different worlds. I
as
is
it
Perhaps
had forgotten.
"
well
He too, broke off. She looked up
at him. He had stiffened and his eyes
held a hurt look which Maida misinterpreted, howe\"cr.
"Good-bye," she repeated gently.

—

"Good-bye, and thanks— thanks

for

the pleasantest evening of my life,"
.said Fordham, simply.
The green crepe lady came to Maida's
rescue once more by offering her a
"lift" in her Car, and Maida (who had
completely forgotten the fact that she
didn't own so much as five cents),
accepted gratefully, and was put clown
at the corner drug-store near to her
dingy boarding-place.

water 5 minutes. Mix 2
and ^ teaspocnful
cream of tartar tOKether; add ^ cup co]<l water
and boil until syrup is clear. Stir soaked gelatine through syrup quickly and turn in a pan
to cool, butdonot scrape pan. Wlien partially
cool add 1 teaspoonfnl peppermint (scant measure) or vanilla, and beat until creamy and stiff
enough to form in centres. Place smell piecei

WIOLET GRAY,

of confectionera dippintr chocolate over hot
water until melted. Kemove and drop centres
one at a time into chocolate and place on
parafl&ne paper.

DELICIOUS

CHOCOLATE CREAM DROPS
Soak

"

"Whereabouts?
"I'm afraid it wouldn't do
said Maida, blushing.

—

to tell."

He

looked at her searchingly, and
then laughed.
"Why not? Did you run away on
Mamma to-night? Or escaped from
boarding school? Are you a little runaway Cinderella of the golden slippers?"

——

"Yes I I'm a runaway. But you
mustn't ask me any more." A sob
caught Maida's throat.
She blinked
back a sudden mist of tears, and rose.
"Good-bye."
"
"What! You're not really going?
"Yes, I must."
"
"Then may I see you home?
Maida shook her head very decidedly.

"At

least

I

can go to the foot of the

said Fordham,
and did so.
They shook hands in the corridor.
"You can't think, what this e^'ening
has meant to me." said the young man,

you then."

stairs with

—

'ivas

too good to last," as-

sented Maida.

"But

Maida lighted
"Why, you
ler

!

the gas.
old evening ramb" she exclaimed, "Where you been

mean my meeting

pullinv the ropes" replied Maida with a short laugh. "And
Look at
I took you at your word Vi.
borrowed feathers."
" 'S' all right I'm sure.
Didn't I
tell you you'd look scrummy in that
"

"I've been

pink affair? But where've you been?
"I'll never do it again," said Maida,
penitently. Thank you just the same,
"
for being so generous
"Come on Kid. Spill it," pleadefl

"Now
good

what

that's

call

I

Dont'

you

Tell me straight, why we can't
"
see each other again?
"It would never, never do.

talk.

— that

circles

We

is

we move

"

Maida broke

in

such different

She had
been about to re\'eal too muth. And
she didn't want this clear-eyed young
man ever to find out what a fraud she
"Was.

ofif

painfully.

JiP

wK
^§

^^

for

your Christmas dinner,

^

JM
j&

n

S
|JfE

vjP

IKNOXi

|SPARKLING GELATINeI

®

envelopes Knox Acidulated Gelatine
Add I'a cupa
water.
When dissolved, add 4 cupe
granulated sugar and boil slowly for 15 minutes. Divide into 2 equal parts. When somewhat cooled, add to 1 part ^ teaspoonful of
the Lemon* Flavorinflf found in separate envelope, dissolved in 1 tablespoonful water,
and 1 tablespoonful lemon extract. To the
other part add ^ateaapoonful extract of clovei,
and color with the pink color. Pour into
•hallow tins that have been dipped In cold
water. Let stand overnight; turn out and
cut into squares. Roll in fine granulated or
powdered supar and let stand to crystallize.
Vary by using different flavors and colors,
and adding chopped nuts, dates or figs.
in

1

2

cup cold water 5 minutes.

boiltntf

I'll

thing again.

ne\er- never

Once

is

^
^^

FREE

"

go to
"No, Vi.

Maida

CHRISTMAS DAINTIES
Soak

It just took that little
gave you, to get you going.
to-morrow night let's you and

me

Our

do such a

RECIPE BOOK

be

will

sent for your grocer's name.

enough," said

firmly.

Back out now

"Silly!

after

KnoxGdatineCo.
Dept .E,

^'ou

—

I

it,

to

"

"Well,

'^^i^-OPigS^^y^^^^,

"

thief,

STACEY'S
somehow."

Special

never!
didn't seem to be myself,
I was a changeling."
Vi.
"You had the time of your life.c^jWM^
Sif^^zr^,
though, didn't you? "
"Yes, I certainly did. But I cre-

"But

Inc.

St. Paul St.,W.
Montreal, Can.

aim high while you

eh?
a

feel like

,
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—

were about
"I

Fate?
I
defy it!
bother about that kind of

let's

fik

I

You wanted
Fate

J*T

There are many more in
ourbook,aswellasrecipesforjellie»,
Desserts, Salads, and a wholesome,

Sj easilydigestedCHRISTMASPLUM
f^ PUDDING, which would be a treat

start!

scolding

"I'm afraid not."

——

Wm
Xft

gift

friends.
recipes.

making a

"Why

Oh
know —
"What about

f^
Mi

^J
OjA

^
put up
boxes for your n
fuseorHere
good
candy
are two

new departure.

Gee, I bet I wouldn't.
a nerve you have, dearie, to
bull into the Caileton
of all places!

"

^^^^^^

—

What
"
not?
conventions.

Gelatitir in

THIS year make candy for home

Violet, curiously.
Maida told her all except the part
about the fair-haired boy. Somehow
she just couldn't talk about that
part. Violet was loud in praise of the

done so well?

"

Knox Sparkline

%

tt
mJ
]«
Wl
^&

my

again?

—

envelope

cups (franulated su^ar

Ift

you.
I
never Oh hang it, I'm such a duffer
at expressing myself! But I guess you
know what I mean. Can't we meet
I

little

"

honey?

Now

earnestly.
"It
it

heavy-eyed with
on her elbow in bed, as

sleep, rose

'2

2 tablespounfuls cold

live in the city?

"Yes."

I

'
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I

Tube Skates, only

$4,oo

I

^

—
—

ated a false impression with some
"
awfully nice people.
I
"But you'll never likely meet the
same ones again," comforted Violet,
yawning.
"So don't you care!"
"No I'll never meet thlem again.

—

^

—

—

Delivered direct from Factury

lu

Yuu.

My

Special Crucible Steel Tube Skates have
won more speed, hockey and fancy skating prizes than
any other niake. Light weight but strong.
Sent anywhere in Canada upon receipt of $4.00.

For Speed, Hockey or Pleasure Skating.

Charles E. Stacey, 65 Richmond

St.,

Toronto.
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That's true," and smothering a sigh
Maida crept into bed, only to bound
out again the one night of Ijig life
liad almost made her forget her prayers.

—

prOR a time after this episode,

Maida's

contained a certain zest. Her
days were not so commonplace. Her
usually dreary hours behind the glove
counter were filled with delightful speculations, fascinating little day-dreams,
hopes, fears, tremors that is, whenever there was no rush-hour or bargain-sale on. For there was always the
life

—

STOVE POLISH
MAKES

AND

mi

LABOR
LI6f1T[R

BRILLIANT
®

•

to

watch

for

him on the

street-cars,

because people of his class always rode
in motors.
Sometimes she fancied he would
come and ask to be .shown some very
elegant cape-leather gloves, the most
expensive line she sold and she would
rehearse the scene to herself, the quick

—

in

his

eyes,

the

polite

about herself, and then his
gradual withdrawing away in reserv'e,.
when he had learned that she had
always been merely a shopgirl. At the
end of these "private rehearsals,"
Maida's eyes would fill with bitter
inquiries

®

K^OALLEy#.o^@.NADA
LIMiTEO

evening clothes.
He would probably
be in natty tweeds or outing flannels
next time, she reflected. Spring had
waned and summer was at hand.
Of course she told herself, it was all
very absurd. What if she did see him
again? He would probably not recognize her. She told herself she was silly

recognition

DURABLE

NON-EXPLOSIVE

possibility that some day the fairhaired boy would pass her counter!
So Maida sold gloves and waited
and watched the hurrying throngs.
She searched the sea of faces for one
particular face.
She was ever on the
alert for the well-built though slim
figure she had last seen in correct

•

tears.

But summer came and went and
he did not come. The shortening
days paradoxically became longer ta
Maida. The hours lagged by on leaden
still

HAMILTON,ONT.

Business itself became slack.
Customers were not buying gloves.
They were saving their glove money,
feet.

Baby's

Own

apparently, for the real necessities of
Times were hard.
So the various department headsMaida
began to "lay off" hands.
found a blue card in hei pay envelope
one Thursday night. She was to be
living.

Soap

Its fragrance is pleasant
but the great value of Baby's Own
Soap is its creamy softening lather
which cleanses and beautifies the skin
Doctors and nurses recommend Baby's
Albert Soapi Limited, Mfrs.. Montreal

Sold everywhere.

Se4/''"'S^"Sesty-'j/ou

Own.

"laid ofT"

on Saturday night,

pany with three others

in

com-

in her depart-

ment.

As

if

in

sympathy with the

situa-

Saturday was rainy.
The umbrella department next to
the gloves, did a rushing busing. Sothe glove manager, like the wily old
campaigner he was, announced a washglove sale and hurried reduced price
cards up all around the circle.
Goldie Baxter was furious. As she
was to "go" too this night, she didi
tion,

—

—
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not mince her words or lowei her voice.
As the overflow crowds began to drift
along from the umbrella section and
surge three-deep about the gloves, with
women pawing over the boxes and demanding to be waited upon, Goldie
spoke her mind aloud.
"The old geezer knew what he was
doin' all right all right," she grumbled
"Knows he's got us here
to Maida.
till

six

an'

to get his

goin'

money's

worth. Look at that dame trying on
Kids! Well I'll just let her do it an'
then when she has 'em stretched she'll
have to cough up the price. Dearie,
where are them eight-buttons? ".
"Lower drawer, on the left behind

me," answered Maida.

TIRING DAYS

"

"Gee, look at us killin' ourselves!
went on Goldie as she vigorously pulled
box after box out and slammed them
down on the counter." Ain't we the
I'm that rushed my head's
fools?
buzzin; I feel like a squirrel in a revolvin'-cage: J' ever see such a jam^
I was just
an' Sat'day mornin' too?
saying to Mabel no madam the size
I was
six in that line is all sold out
oh bother, what
just sayin' to Mabel
"
was I talkin' about?
"Never mind," said Maida with a
"I haven't got time to listen
smile.

—

OXO— Ready
The

fatiguing duties which

ladies in

every

remarkable how quickly a cup of Oxo
and strengthen you after the fatigue
Hardly less remarkable is its
of a long day.
convenience in the form of Oxo Cubes, A touch
of the bell, and in almost less time than it, takes to
remove your gloves, a cup of Oxo is ready
It

is

will revive

now."

just

a momenf

class of society are performing now-a-days have
emphasised in a wonderful degree the recuperative power of Oxo Cubes.

—

—

in

A HAUGHTY

floorwalker who was
patrolling the adjacent area paused
a moment to direct a gentleman to the
glove section.
? " he began.
"Can you show me

Many ladies make a point of having a cup of
Oxo before they leave home. It fortifies them
against the cold and

"No, I can't," snapped Goldie. "If
you're from Missouri go on up to that
second from the end. She's
little girl
got no end of patience. Don't talk to
me or I'll— I'll blow up!"
With a sympathetic smile the gentleman went on to the girl with the unlimited stock of patience.
Maida had just concluded negotiations with a weary-faced mother of

is

wonderfully sustaining.

—

three children,

heterogeneous
when a well
said

4,

10.

50 and 100 Cubes.

and was folding up a
assortment of gloves
bred courteous voice

CUBES

:

"Can you show me a
ist's

Tins of

—

cotton gloves

pair of machin"

size nine.

I

Then Maida raised her eyes. They
met a pair of grey ones.
Twenty
seconds passed while their eyes held.
"You! " exclaimed the man, at
length.

Expense Money for College Students
We

cheeks.
"I've

have openings for several young college men and women in various secDominion in connection with our Circulation Promotion work.
Our work is of such a nature that young men and women find they can
attend to it very nicely during "after lecture" hours, Saturdays and vacation
periods.
Some of our people have earned all of the money required for their

went on Frank Fordham,

college expenses in this "part-time" work.

"You!

breathed the girl, her lips
apart, a slow flush mounting to her
searched 'the city for you,"
in glad, eager
tones.
"And now I've found you."
"You've searched for we? "

—

"Everywhere! Your name isn't in
the City Directory. I was completely
at a loss. I used to watch the crowds
in the street.

Oh

girl,

girl!

Thank

tions of the

If you are interested in a proposition that would increase your income during
your course in college, write us at once and we will send you full particulars

by

first

mail.

CANADA MONTHLY

Mail Building, Toronto, Ontario.

Circulation Promotion Department.

—
'
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To

heaven!

think I've found you at

last!"

"You're surprised

me

here'^

"

You

"Well, rather!

—oh

hang

some quiet

"My

—

mean
sec

I

see

to

thought

we go away

Can't

it!

I

to

place and talk?"

lunch hour comes

in five

min-

utes."

"Good! Let's go over to Hector's
"
then. Shall we?
"All right. But what did you want
to buy?"
All I
"I've completely forgotten!
can think of is the glorious fact that
I've found Little Miss Runaway."
"I believe I remember you said
something about cotton gloves," began
Maida, struggling hard to be calm.
"Oh, yes. But never mind. I'm in
no hurry."
"Here they are. Take your choice."

Blessed

is

the Canadian Big

Game Hunter

HE HAS

Half the Continent

"These-will do," said Fordham taking
a pair at random. "These are good
stout canvas— just what I require.
"
You see I'm a machinist and I use
"
"Machinistl
"In the printing department of the
Daily Star."

up

"

"But

"You seem

to

Choose From
New

Brunswick abound with Moose
and Deer. In Quebec they are to be found North,
In Ontario game is so
South, East and West.
plentiful that the non-resident hunting license was
Manitoba and Saskatchewan
reduced by half.
can boast big game, while in the fastnesses of the

The

forests of

Canadian Pacific Rockies

think
life

puzzled.

What

did you
I led a

Did you imagine

was?

I

of gilded ease?

"

He laughed at the growing wonder in
her eyes.
"Oh, I see! " he exclaimed. "You
are finding it hard to account for my
it was borrowed."
dress-suit. Well
"Borrowed?

"

—

—

"Carey, one of the reps reporters
being a pal of mine, gave
me an invitation to that ball, and I

you know

—

didn't have the duds so was neaily
declining it but one of the other men,

Hanley

(a

chap just

my size and figure),
. '

you aim

loaned me his glad rags for the occasion
"Carey? That was the \-oung man,
the dark one, who danced with the
"
girl in green crepe?
"The same. Good old scout. He
was on the committee you know. Now
"
won't you tell me your little story?

Information and Tickets from any Canadian Pacific Agent, or

Bohemia? Yes. I'll tell you at lunch."
"By the way," said Fordham, "the

record Moose, Bear, Goat and Deer

are

down. A true aim gets you the game
to go by

if

brought

Canadian Pacific
A. O.

SEYMOUR,

General Tourist Agent,
Railway,
Pacific
Canadian
Montreal, Que.

"The

of

tale

my

—apardon.
some—er— very
man
me

adventure

in

mean

the boss
week, and there
nice little bungaare
lows for sale or to rent out at Brierold

gave

crest,

that

I

raise last

new

lakeside

subdivision

—

Do you think that is,
you know.
would it be too premature to ask
oh hang it, I mean couldn't you and
go out and look them o\-er, with a
I
\iew to

"

•

But just then Maida's luncheon gong^
sounded. However, as she slipped out
from behind the counter she sent ai
flashing and somewhat mischievous
smile up at the young mechanic.
"I adore bimgalows," she mur-j
j

j

mured,

softly.

—
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Enhanced pleasure and satisfaction are attained
by owners of a motor equipage embodying efficiency, comfort, beauty and economy.

McLaughlin engineers have perfected a
mechanism of maximum efficiency, around the
valve-in-head motor.

McLaughlin

body

types

1917

for

exquisite models of our master coach builders'

When

are

1917

sees

Four and Six cylinder cars
from $880.00 up to $1520.00 in roadsler and
touring car bodies and a Sedan at $2350.00.
includes models of

—

Model D-4-35— the new McLaughlin Four

A New McLaughlin
Send

41

H. P.

—a

new

McLaughlin

last season's

—

D-6-45 Canada's
Touring Car.

Standard

Special, a replica of

with

continuation of Snd improvement

in.

wheelbase 41

on Model D-60.

5-passenger

D-45, with added

refinements and improvements.

Model D-6-63 a new McLaughlin Six Cylinder Touring Car, 112

A

Six

D-60.

will be announced in January, 1917.
and prices on the model best suited to your needs.

Valve-in-head Motor.

values

valve-in-head motor, taking the place of

7-Passenger Car

for description

car

5 -passenger touring car.

D-45

CANADA'S STANDARD CAR.

1917 motor

the challenge in

D-6-63
are

McLaughlin motor cars even
Our new series

further in the lead than before.

art.

measured by the gallon,
McLaughlin gasoline economy is proved beyond
argument. This fuel saving, with the McLaughin
power, speed and flexibility, has established the
McLaughlin valve-in-head motor car as
miles

121

H. P.
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Gregory Morton Mystery
Continued from page 112.

was

—

he had three dirty one-dollar
bills and some small change.
"What's your hame.^ " I asked.
"What do you want to know that
for? " he demanded.
"So I can send the money back, of
course," said I. "Did you think I was
a pickpocket? "
all

He

told

me

name

his

at that; and

I

say here that I have since sent him
his money, and I imagine him to be an
extremely surprised man.
"There," said I, "I am much obliged.
Now I will give you a bit of advice. I
suppose the minute I get over that
wall you mean to begin to shout for
help.
Now this is the adyice: Don't
do it; lie still.
Pretend you are as
unconscious as_this other poor beggar
will

here.

"Let him come to and shout for
Then you will be able to let
him explain to Dr. Berry how it all
happened. You ha\e a chance to keep
your job, if you act on that idea. If
you begin to bawl for help now, that
job will last you just about till sunhelp.

dowij."
He did not say whether he meant to
take my advice or not, and I had to
scramble over the wall and set out on
the highroad without knowing whether
the chase was to be hot on my heels
or not.

"The aeroplane is in its infancy yet."
"Then it's a wonderfully precious
infant."

"In what way? "
"It's already going

the pace that

kills."

f
'

Earn $1.00 to $5.00 a Week
and Valuable Premiums

The Saturday Blade,
ness and Lone Scout.
These
they can buy from
you at one time,
fL sell
In ?""
to
to every man, woman or boy. Easy to sell and build
Only one report for you to make out each week. You make
selling

Chicago Ledger, Farming Buslare the greatest vveeklv naoera
each week We send the '^^''p'ers
on Fridays. You have a pap"
up a route of steady customers
2c on every nlcktl
take in
Farming Busines.,, and Ic on each 2c you take in on you
Lone Scout"
Yo''u'cin'?'lo^e"'*
Yo,fd?n.V
?^*?" ?°" ' ^"""^ "* any money until you sell the papers. In addition to cash
„„«.
S™"'^; "h" ?ends badge and certificate of membership
''"'
aSd a booklet n7^r,T
"f,
/'T,?l"s""<^""ns
in
this great organization free.
Just fill out the blank below
aSd we
w« will
wlM send
InH you a complete
and
agent's outnt.
We tell you liow to get customers.
„„ people
and
,

,

,

—

in every tov.-n want some one
''""'''«
'hat they come to

•

accept

™

OOXJI*01>a" nri, otrr todat and send to cs

the agency
4
papers.
Send me as many copies
of each an you
think I can sell the
flrst week.
I will be
pleased to receive my

Name.

certificate of
ship in the

Street or R. F.

I

for

member-

D. No.

CM.
Age

Town

State

Wilson

FREE!

Marine Motors
The

best motor and for
the least money. Guaranteed for five years.

Send

for Catalogue

"O'

'

Wilson Motor Co.
WalkervilU

Ont.

A

Pannell of Beautiful Hair Styles and

HairGoods

W.

for 1916.

T.

120 Yonge

Write

PEMBER,

Street, Toronto, Ont.

in

Salesmanship

Continued from page 92.

glanced out the window the little artist
was back at her work.
"I wtached her for a few moments in
silence.
She was drawing the same
picture and when it was finished she
drew it again, and then again.
curoisity was aroused and I slipped out
to the alley door.
I took with me a big
yellow orange our firm was a wholesale fruit concern
and opened preliminaries by by tossing the fruit into
her lap. She seized it and with the
same convulsive movement scrambled
to her feet ready to run.
It took honey
ed words and many friendly smiles to
win her to a point where she would sit

My

—

your

ly o n e
Bcouts and badge and
booklet of Instructions
from Chief Totem.

Psychology

—

and talk in queer, gaspy little
She told me of her father, a
drunkard, and her mother, who was
worse. And she remembered faintlj''
another home, before her father drank
and her mother was forced to the
It must hav-e been a comfortstreets.
herself
tones.

f

—
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able one and

I gathered her father had
been a bookkeeper or office man of
some sort. A very drab, sordid little

tale, a child's impression of a human
cog that had slipped its bearings and

You may want

change your

to

fallen.

•

"It was the picture she had drawn in
the mud, however, that I wanted to
know about. At first she would not
tell me and a faint red shone for a
moment in her cheeks. A bribe of
another orange brought the answer in
a jerky tumult of words. She was
drawing a coffin. I stared in horror

and shocked amusement. Why should
a child of six draw coffins, only coffins,
and do it in a manner that showed her
thoughts were often if not always upon
the grim receptacles ? She told me.
" 'A loidy tol me dat I could jist rest
fer all de time in 'em.
Dat it wuzzen't
hot er cold in 'em and dey wuz soft
and

real silk

and

satin.'

automobile, or your piano, or even

your

home — but you

never

will

want to change the COFFEE,
when once you taste the delecChase

table flavor of

''SEAL
In J^,

1

tins.

Whole

for Percolators.

A

Sanborn's

BRAND" COFFEE.

and 2 pound

"I probed deeper.
little neighbor
boy had died and when the district
charity worker came to bring relief and
help to the family, Nellie had stopped

&

—ground —pulverized —also
Never sold

fine

ground

in bulk.
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her and demanded to know why her
former playmate was 'in a box. The

had evidently tried to soften the
of death and the little one's
mind had placed its own construction
on her words. I shivered in spite of
myself as I thought of my little girl at
home and wondered what I would do
if I knew she was longing for a coffin
'loidy'

reality

Trust Us!

'to rest in'.

HAD

intended to tell my wife of
the incident that night, but I forgot it some way and a rush of business
the next day and for many days thereafter drove the pale child from my
mind. When I did remember her I
walked out in the alley and looked about.
I saw no one.
At the mouth of the
alley the sun was shining and a little
white hearse went glittering by. No
one ever spoke to me of the subject, but
I knew then, as I know now, that Nellie
had found her 'silk and satin resting
place.'
It threw a gloom on my day
and in the after days I thought of her
often.
In some way I found myself
picturing my little one in an alley
armed with a stick and drawing horrible
things in the slime. The thing bother-

"T

ed

Why?

me more and more and

finally I told
wife the story and my fears. Suppose I should die some night and you
and the little one were left alone.

my

What would happen
happen
to the
street

?

I

asked.

What would
The wife led me

The
London
Life

A Promise fulfilled wins "Golden Opinions."
An "Estimate" may glitter like gold but the
Insurance Law no longer allows estimates.
When building the London Life Insurance
Company, we made promises that were reasonThat led some people to think us slow
and unprogressive. But look at the result.
able.

Insurance

Company
Maketh
Good
At

We

are now paying our Policyholders profits
that are from thirty to forty per cent, greater

than we promised fifteen years ago. Our
promises turned out to be "Good as Gold"
with some extra gold thrown in.

We

All

Times

are

doing business on exactly the
From our Policyholders of
the past we have won "Golden Opinions" and
we are prepared to win the same from you.

same

still

safe lines.

You may

trust us.

?

window and pointed

across the

where the light from a street
lamp shone upon a board fence. Across
it was painted an advertisement of a
famous insurance company. I nodded
my head without speaking. I slept
that night better than I had in days
and I secured a policy as soon as I could
go through the preliminaries."

The

London Life
Insurance
London

:

Company

Ontario

:
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Win This
m
olhei
Fine Prizes

WKai groceries did Brown, advertised
List of
Groceries
kept in

John
Brown'8
Store

HERE'S A REAL PUZZLER FOR WISE HEADS

Apples

OHN BROWN is noted for being the livest merchant in town because of
the novel way in wliich he advertises and createa interest in his well
known grocery store. Recently M Brown presented a clever problem

Catsup
Biscuits

r.

PIclcles

to his customers. It ia one that will pive
tertainment to every puzzle lover. Look

Tea
Tomatoes

much amusement and

en-

at this picture of Mr. Brown's Store, and
you will see his idea. He carefully covered
the labels of the boxes, barrels, and bins
containing fourteen of the staple Hnes of
his stock. Then he engapied a clever cartoonist and had him draw a
series of puzzle pictures to be
used as labels to represent the
names cf the hidden good 3.
The Artist caught the spirit of
the idea, and at once
drew picture No. 2 to
represent currants (cur-

Allspice
Baklnji

Powder
Coffee

Farina
Rolled
Oats
Stove
Blacking
Dates

Cabbage
Flour

Matches
Soap

ants).

Then he drewpic-

ture No. 4 aa a label for
tomatoes(Tom-eight-O's).
With these two names to
start you and the grocery
list at the left of the picture by way of sugRestion can you find w^hat the
other twelve represent?

Molasses
Butter

Mustard
Borax
Oranges
Sugar
Vinegar

2nd Prize-

Famous I ndian Motorcycle.

Value $300.00

1917 Overland Touring Car
FIRST PRIZE FOR THE BEST REPLY
OTHER GRAND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED-

-$1,000.00 IN
Thoy include

$50.00

$300.00 Indian Motorcycle
Cabinet Plionograph and Records
$45.00 1917 Cleveland Bicycle
$48.00 Singer Sewing MacViine
Cabinet of Rogers Silverware

Waltham Watches

High Oven Range

$50.00 Hoosier

Kitchen Cabinet

Perfection Oil Range
1900 Washing Machine

Wrist Watch
HandsomeMahoganyDressingTable Beautiful Sets of Books
and a host of other Grand Prizes too numerous to mention

BIG COMPLETE PRIZE LIST SENT TO

here.

YOU DIRECT

—Clare Bros. Famous

THIS CONTEST IS ABSOLUTELY FREE OF EXPENSE TO ALL
You are not asked to spend a cent of money or buy anything
A FEW HINTS To aid you a little a suggestEvervwoman's World Is now the

3rd Prize

HiHh Oven Ranfte, Value
ed

$60.00

—

of groceries kept in Brown's Store is alongside the picture.
good plan is to study the
list and write down the name which in your
opinion best fits each picture. All the names
represent articles
everyday use and which are
to be found in any grocery store.
No trademark
names or special manufacturers' names are used,
list

A

m

so with these few hinis and a little thinking you
should be able to solve all the pictures. Note
that 10 points toward the prizes are given for
each correct answer and that if your answers gain
only 200 points you win first prize. (See Rules).

THE OBJECT OF THE CONTEST— Frankly

this great event is intended to adveitise andintro-

duce Evervwoman's World, Canada's Greatest
Magazine.tohunuredsof newhomes. whichshould
know that a magazine of such excellence and real
worth is bemg published right here in Canada by
Canadians for Canadians. You can easily help
us to do this when you enterthecontest, but you
Prize
do not have to be a subscriber nor are you asked
Fine Cabinet Pho- or expected to take the magazine or spend a single
J^^'"P'®t® pennyinorder tocompeteand winthetoiu-ingcar
°*S/^w
With A6 Records
or one of the other magnificent prizes.

Follow These Simple Rules
Writo your answers in pen and Ink, using one
Bide ol the paper only.
Put your name and
address oathe upper tight hand corner. Anything other
than your name and address and your answers to the
picture must be on a separate sheet
I^o not send lancy,
drawn nor typewritten entries.
Boys and Girls under H yeara of age are not al
lowed to compete,
-•nor are
-».u i^.uu.uv>>a
members niiu
" the
,
employees
of the Continental Publishing Co.. Limited,
*-% f,R^ WOMAN & WOBLD, uor any of their relatives Of
1

*•

2

-

— —

•

—

mends.

^

t-onteatants will be permitted to submit as many
as three seta of answers to the puzzle, but only

A

6th Prize

— Famous "Hoosier

Beauty" Kitchen Cabinet

established favorite in more than 130,000
of Canada's best homes.
Though that is
the greatest circulation ever attained by
any Canadian magazine, it doesn't satisfy
us.

Our motto

is

*'Every woman's

Every Woman's Home.'*
of Canadian homes which may
not know it now, will welcome this handsome, interesting, up-to-the-minute magazine. and once it Is introduced, they will
want it every month,
Therefore, when your answers are received, we will write and tell you the number of points you have gained toward the
prizes, and send you Free a copy of the

World

in

Hundreds

latest issue of this greatest of Canada's

—

magazines. Then, in order to quahfy 4th Prize Genuine Sinfier
your entr^', we will ask you to do us the Drop Head Sewing Machine
small favor of introducing it to just five
friends or neighbors.
We will even send you sample copies to leave with
each of your friends, if you wish. State your wilUngness to accord this
favor when you submit your answers. The company agrees to i>ay you
in cash, or reward you with a handsome gift for your trouble, entirely
in addition to any prize your entry may win in the contest.

When

Sending Your Entry

members of a family compete, only one
be awarded in one family or household.
awards will be made by a Judging Com*'" mittoe of three Toronto gentlemen who have no
connection with this firm, and contestants must agree
to abide by the decisiuns of the Judges. The names of
the Judges and the manner ot the Judt^ing will be
made known to all contestants. The prizes will be
awarded according to the number of points gained by
eachentry. *200 Points, which isthe maximum, will take
first prlie.
10 Points will be awarded for each correct
answer, 20 for the general neatness and appearance
of the entry. 10 for handwriting, and 50 for fulfilling
the conditions of the contest. The contest will close
If different

^* prize will
C The final

one set can be awarded a prize.
^Address, Contest Editor, Everywoman's World, Continental Publishing Co., Limited

April TOth. 1917, immediately after which the Judges will
award the prizes. Entries should be forwarded promptly.
awar<
Each competitor will ha required to show the aam*
•
pie copy ol EvERns'OMAN's World, which we
hall send, to four or five friends or neighbours who
will want to aubecribe. For thisscrvice, the Company
guarantoes to reward yoa with cash payment or a
valuable prize. Such rewards to be entirely In addition
to any prize yoor answers may win in the contest.

6

are not required to be subscribers
7 • Contestants
or readers of Evervwoman s World nor are they
asked to subscribe or to buy anything. In awarding
the priaes, the Juilges will have no knowledge of whether
S
the entry comes from a subscriber or not.
'

131 Continental Btdg., Toronto, Ont.
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Current Events

THE FAMILY CAR—choose

Continued from page 104.

Evolution of Trench Tanks
T"HE story of how the trench "tank"
motor cars were developed is of
especial interest as it deals with one
of the most successful offensive agents

War Office. A writer
the Toronto Mail and Empire reviews the story of the "tank" in the
following
Who deserves chief credit for the
invention of the famous British
"tanks"? In the opinion of the Pall
Mall Gazette it is Commodore Sueter,
whose name was mentioned with the
names of two or three others by Mr.
Lloyd George in the House of Com-

developed by the
in
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with

Care
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and most important, is the question of SAFETY.'
You cannot aftord to overlook tliis feature of tlie

First,

BRISCOE

'4-24."

The Bailey gearless

differential,

which d,rlves BOTH rear wheels, prevents side sway
and reduces the risk of skidding or slipping.
Next comes EASE of CONTROL. This car is a universal favorite with
women, because they can change the gears with their finger tips, and the
slightest pressure operates the clutch and brake pedals.

And

finally

—PRICE.

The BRISCOE "4-24"

brings the joy of motoring within reach of
Touring Car or 4Passenger Roadster, com'^^
plete with Electric Light/'\
'i;8'..ai?.<J. Starting System,
Full Elliptic Springs, front

Price:

—

Jt^^

and

rear,

Rims,

Demountable

Gasoline Gauge,
Trouble Light

is
all.

not a high priced car.

°™'^t'^';'
'^'t' ^''^•

*835.

f.

Horn,
o.

b.

Tools,

It

Repair

Brockvllle, Ont.

Write for Benjamin Briscoe's
own story of the "Half Mil-

Ammeter,

lion Dollar Motor."

Socket, Automatic Switch
with Key Lock, Speed

The Canadian Briscoe Motor

Co., Ltd.

Brockville. Ont.

mons. The Mail and Empire correspondent in London interviewed a

Canadian and inspected plans which
contained the germ of the "tank" idea
and which had been submitted to the
War Office some time ago, but it
appears tliat by this time the tank
had been worked out independently by
other inventors. Commodore Sueter is
a man who might well be expected to
handle any problem in a highly original
and successful way, and since he was
concerned with the invention of the
tanks, it is only natural for those who

know

his record to give him the lion
share of credit. A few years ago he
was recognized as the leading British
authority upon submarines, and his
work upon organizing this branch of
the service is still regarded as the

Later on he turned his
attention to aeroplanes, and has been
called the maker of the Royal Naval
standard.

Air Service.
The experiments which finally led to
the perfected tank were begun early
in the war by the naval authorities
when they decided that it was necessary to have an aeroplane base in
Dunkirk, with temporary bases as far
inland as possible.
It became necessary to devise some sort of armored
support cars that could go from Dunkirk to the other bases with equipment
and supplies, and successfully run the
gauntlet of rifle fire.
Experiments
were at once begun by Commander
Sampson, who has frequently been
mentioned in connection with aerial
work, to produce such a car. It had
to be got together at once, to be built
in fact almost over night.
Several
were put on the road, but they were
not successful, the steel plates not
being thick enough to resist rifle fire
at point blank range. Eventually,
however, cars were built which were
capable of making fair speed and
carrying heavy enough plates to ensure
the safety of the occupants from ordinary rifle or machine-gun fire.

The

exploits of these cars attracted

,

UMUMumiUMiMUAumMuuium uumMMmm MfimmM^?m
,
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the attention of the

The Body-Building
Power

In the recent independent scientific

BOVRIL

experiments with

on Hu-

Beings, reported to the British

Medical Association, an amount of

dark

proportionate

to

the small

has been proved to pro-

circle

duce an increase

in flesh

and muscle

corresponding to the large light one,

showing the Body-Building Power
of^Bovril to be

10 to 20 times the
amount taken
"It

S.H.B.

must be

their

advantages and their

defects and it became his duty to
eradicate the latter. The most glaring
weakness of the armored cars was their
failure to offer any protection at all
from snipers above them.
Riflemen
in trees or on housetops could pick off
the occupants of the cars with ease.
Commodore Sueter then thought of
the turret top, which was accordingly
recommended. This added materially
to the weight of the cars, but it was
found that there were .several standard
chassis capable of sustaining it, and so
after much experimental work the
turret-topped cars were produced.
These cars carried only machine
guns, and it was realized that they

would be much more effective if they
could carry a gun capable of hurling
a small shell. This, of course, involved
added weight and the strengthening of
the whole structure of the car; but the
naval authorities tackled the problem,
and Commodore Sueter was presently
able to produce a car that could carry
a heavy gun, was mobile, and could
resist gunfire, its occupants being absolutely protected.
It seemed that the
"land battleship" had been evolved,

and Mr. Churchill and Lord Fisher
both approved of it. Sir Percy Scott,

BOVRIL"

however, threw cold water on the
scheme, and argued that the size of
the new car would make it an easy
target for hostile artillery', and that it
would be wrecked before it could be
brought into action. It was admitted,
of course, that against heavy artillery

Earn Your Way Through College
Friends, relatives and acquaintances will

all

help you win through our

FREE VOTING PLAN, but the biggest help of all you get. from US.—
A Great Magazine Club offer on easy payments—enough to say that probably never before has a publisher made it easier to secure the necessary
funds for a college education by a plan that works out so surely and
so AGREEABLY for YOU as this one does.
•

college

education for any young

tremendous help to success

in

man

or young

womaa

is

now

recognized as a

life.

If you really want to secure an education that will be of value to you all your life,
us what College, Conservatory or Technical School in any Province of Canada you
wish to attend and we will tell you how you can realize your ambition without cost

tell

to yourself.

You

—you can't help winning.

can't loose

Let us

Canada Monthly Agency
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-
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it

anyway.

Toronto, Ont.
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the tank could not survive.
Instead of then abandoning the idea
with which he had grappled for nearly
two years, Commodore Sueter hit upon
the notion of adapting the Pedrail
system to the "land battleship." Immediately all information upon the subject was gathered from the British Isles
and the L-nited States, and it was not
long before the builders of the tanks
were able to gi\"e Mr. Churchill, Lloyd
George and others a demonstration of
the powers of the "paterpillar" in
forcing wire entanglements and surmounting obstacles. It was then decided that the idea had been carried
far enough to be of great practical
value, and orders were gi\'en for the
building of a large number of the tanks.
They were constructed in England with
the greatest secrecj^ and when they
appeared in France they astonished
the British soldiers as greatly as the
Germans. Whether the}' will continue
to be effective after the Germans
fire

Everybody Will Help You

A

which

Commodore Sueter had seen
the armored cars at Dunkirk, and had
a mass of information concerning them.

BOVRIL
Bovril

office,

ship."

of

He knew

man

War

was then tr>ing to devise something
along the same lines, but apparently
the army stuck to its own plans, and
the navy was left to develop the "land

ltH0

—

——
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have learned all about them remains
to be decided.
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Engagement Ring on
Yotir Right Hand
Then why use carbon paper that Is the
wrong finish, weight and manifolding
power?
Let us prescribe the Carbou Paper that
exactly flts your work it's FREE
Just tell us what special results you wish
Also give your dealer's name.
to obtain.
Make the usual number of carbon copies.
original together with copies
the
us
Send
and sheets of carbon paper used, all in

—

and we will prescribe the correct degree of ink finish, weight and manifolding
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you free a SAMPLE SHEET of the carbon
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The Mark of Qualtty
on Steel Lockers and Shelving
I'OSSIBLY the installation of steel
wardrobe lockers, shelving, material
bins and cal inets would efan econfect

omy
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time,
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School Athletics

A DEPARTURE

has this year been
School for
made in the
teachers in introducing a series of games
and athletics not only for the personal
benefit of the teachers themselves as a
pleasant relaxation from study but to
enable them to set the pace in health-

Summer

games and recreation for their
pupils, says the Charlotteto-wn Guardian.
An hour each day, after regular
classes, is devoted to sport, games and
athletics on the college grounds. The
idea will commend itself to all who are
interested in the work of our schools.
Healthful exercise is a necessity to the
young and it is essential that their
physical exercises should be prudently
Games and
supervised and directed.
contests of skill and strength by the

liere Is an
healing,
is

Ii

esoeciall.v
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and
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the Sinn Fein

\/[AJOR STUART-STEPHENS

is

finding in the hospitable pages of
English Review an opportunity of
publishing to the world a mass of unique
information about the Sinn Fein organization which has hitherto apparently
been lost to view in Government pigeon
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the July

number he con-

tributes a very interesting article on
"The Secret Constitution of the Shin
Fane," and reprints certain extracts
from the code of laws adopted by the
Divisional Executive of the Munstcr
Province of the I. R. B. a code which
shows in parts strong traces of TeuThe 1st,
tonic origin or influence.
48th, and 49th Rules are of peculiar
interest:
1. No man is to be admitted into the
I. R. B. or to be recognized as a citizen
or soldier of the Republic until he has
taken the oath of allegiance to the Irish
Republic, which will be declared within
six months folloiving the outbreak of

Far Your
Soldier Friend
If you have a friend at the front he
will appreciate a Jaeger Sleeping Bag.
Send it to liim now tor a Xmas Gift.
An undyed Camel Hair Blanket will
These axe useful
also be appreciated.
gifts which he can use at all times
and whicli will give him warmth and

comfort.

—

A

fully illustrated catalogue and Dr.
will be sent

Jaeger's Health Culture
free on application.

Dr. Jaeger
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'"""S^rt^n"'"" co.

MONTREAL
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WINNIPEQ

Incorporated In Encland In 1883. with BritKh
Capital for the British Empire.

war between England and Germany.
// shall be the duly of every Centre
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48.

to
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with

an

description of the
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Centre to preserve the black list given to

and
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49.
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Cold weather starting
the first few explosions.

is

just a matter of

And the one sure way of getting those first
few explosions is to put the gas right at the
spark so that something has to happen.
Champion Priming Plugs enable you to do
the trick with neatness and dispatch.

M hampion
There

is

no other way so

reliable.

^%H^^**TOLEDO MADE FOR THE WHOLE WORLD'S TRADE**

Dependable Primincj Pluas
Are
Complete

satis-

the
faction
to
user, free repair,
replacement, or

your money back

necessary winter

equipment

for every automobile.
They are on
sale everywhere and cost only $1.25
each. They aie simple, effective and
can't get out of order.

They are made
gest_ spark

in the world's lar-

plug factory, under the

same exacting methods as all Champion Dependable Spark Plugs. They
carry the same sweeping guarantee.
Get your set of Champion Dependable
Priming Plugs to-day.

name "Champion"
lain

—not merely on

is

See that the
on the porce-

the box.

Champion Spark Plug Company, 600 Avondale Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
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THl-2 new department Books and
which starts with

MONTHLY,

this

issue

Their Makers
of

CANADA

has a two-fold purpose.
information about the
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Vhv ma^islralc look a \ery serious
Looking over the
<le:k, he fixed the wretched creature
ill (he du( k
with a t<kince warranted to
\ii\v ot the matter.

.|iiclL

"I'risdiur," he said

pompously, "you

there charged with begging."
'I he
prisoner looked very sorry for
hiii!sell, hut \-eiUurecl to offer a pro-

>tarul

GROWN BRAND

test.

"V'oiir worsiiii),
he whined, "I have
ne\er begged."
His worshi])ful worship grew fiercer
and fiercer, like the bear in the fairy
story, and words failed him.
"Never, your honour," continued the
|)risoner.
"It was not my fault if,
while holding out my hand, to feel if it
were raining, a lady dropped a ])cnny
"

cornSsyrup
of Jeliciousness, when eaten on Griddle Cakes,
Waffles, Muffins, Ho^ Biscuits or good wholesome Eread.

10 pounds

—

Our new recipe book
"Desserts and Candies"
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happy uses

into it."

Brand"'.

"A month !" snapped
And it was so.
it

"Crown

for a copy,

*c our Montreal Office.

the magistrate.

Mains

of "Lily White"

Corn Syrup

"Yes,

for

Write

GioiS'^

Briison^s

oi

goodness,

too,

because "Crown Brand"

is

a

pounds of economy, when used in making Gingerbread.
Puddings and Sweet Sauces.
10 pounds of happiness, when converted into homemade Candy to delight th6 children.
Your dealer has "Crown Brand" in 2,
and 20 pound tins
1

THE CANADA ST.WCH
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— and "Sihfer
Laundry Starchy

CortiStatch

was a very bad case," said

—

10 pounds

nourishing, body-building food.

CO. LIMITED
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FORT WILLIAa
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the oculist reminiscently.
"Do what
I could the poor fellow still had trouble
with his eyes."

"What was

matter ?" asked

tlie

his

friend.

"You sec, he saw e\erything double,"
explained the eye-doctor.
"He had to
give up his berth at the bank because
lie couldn't add the figures correctly."
"Oh, how sad
I'oor man, what
did he do ?"
"It wasn't so i)ad for him in the
end," said the great man, with a
chuckle.
"\'ou see, a gas company
heard about his case, and offered him
good pay to go round and read their
meters for them !"

Prosperity in Canada

!

—

The teaciier was \ery earnest far
more so than his pupils -and the subject was about the terrible outcome of
laziness and idleness.
With due solemnity, as befitted the
occasion, he drew a terrible picture of

man who diswho cadges for all he

the habitual loafer, the
likes

work, and

in

$900,000,000
New Wealth Added in

1915

Enormous Crops and Low
Taxation Make Farmers Rich
enjoying wonderful prosperity from the
CANADA,
products of the farm, the orchard, and the centers of

—

industry Canada has come into her own. No counwrote a brighter page of history in agricultural and industrial development during 1915 than Canada. Nearly a billion
try

bushels of grain produced. All industrial plants working overtime.
36.16 bushels per acre in Alberta; 28.75 bushels per
acre in Saskatchewan; 28.50 bushels per acre in Manitoba.
(Last
Provincial figures available.)
All other grains showed similar large
yields per acre. Taxes average $24 per quarter section; should not exceed $35.

Wheat average,

RC'ts.

"Now, Charlie," said the teacher to
a little boy who had been looking out
of the window instead of attending
closely to the lesson.
Charlie was instantly on the alert.
"Tell me," continued the master,
"who is the miserable individual who
gets clothes, food, and lodging, and
yet docs nothing in return ?"
Charlie's face brightened.
"Plea.se. sir," .said he, "the iali\
1

They were

discussing the new lodger.
and out of the house so
quietly," said the gra.ss-widow boarder,
"that I think he inust have been a
married man once."
"Pcrhai)s it is that," says Mrs. Hashrroft, as a troubled look came over her
face, "and maybe he is in the habit of
getting behind with his board."

"He

slips in

Come and Get Your Share of This
Come

Prosperity

Western Canada, now in the heig;hto£ the greatest wealth-producinjitera
the Dominion has ever known. Free schools and full religious liberty. Good climate. World renowned livestock. Prizes won at International Fairs prove this.
to

The Canadian Pacific Gives You Twenty Years

to

Pay

you wish. An immense area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for
sale at low prices and on easy terras, ranging from $11 to $30 an aOre for farm
lands with ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35, and the government guarantees your land and water titles.
Balance after first payment extended over nineteen years with ihterest at 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full at any time.
$1000 Loan for Livestock. To approved
S2000 Loan In Improvements. We will
if

—

lend you up to S2000 in improvements in certain
districts with no security other than the land
itself. Particulars on request. Twenty years for
repayment of loan, with interest at 6'per cent.

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain conditions
we advance cattle, sheep and hogs to farmers
up to the value of f 1000.

Ready-Made Farms

for Sale. Farms
which we liave developed by providingr house,

If You Already Have a Farm In Western Canada* here is your opportunity to io-

barn, well and fencing and in some cases cultivation, for sale. Special easy terms.

creaseit orto secure your friends as neighbors.
For particulars and literature apply to

ALLAN CAMERON. General Superintendent
Department of Natural Resources

oi Lands.
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Touring Car
*lUUURiicPrizes''^^^Firsf Prize

WKai groceries did Brown, advertised
List of

Groceries
kept in

John
Brown's
Store

HERE'S A REAL PUZZLER FOR WISE HEADS

Apples

OHM BROWN is not odfor being thelivcstinnrchant in town because of

Catsup

the novel way in which he advertises and cieatea interest in his well
known grocery store. Recently Mr. Hrown presented a clever problem
to hi3 customers. It 13 one that will pivemuch amusement and entertainment to every puzzlelover. Look
at this picture of Mr. Brown's Store, and
you will see his idea. He carefully covered
the h'.be's of the boxes, b'irrels. and bins
containing fanrteen of the ptaple lines of
hi3 stock. Then he engaged a clever cartoonist and had hira draw a
series of puzzle pictures to be
used as labels to represent the
names f the hidden goofU.

Biscuits
Pickles

Tea
Tomatoes
Allspice
Bakinii

Powder
Coffee

Farina
Rolled

Oats
Stove
Blacking

(

The Artist

Dates

caiightthespiritof

and at once
drew picture No. 2 to
the idea,

Cabbafie
Flour

represent currants

Matches
Soap

ants).

(cur-

Then he drewpic-

ture No. 4 as a label for

Molasses
Butter

torn atoes (Tom-eigh t-O'si

With

these two names to
you and the procerv
at the left of the picture by way of supt^es-

Mustard

start

Borax
Oranaes
Sugar

list

2nd Prize—

tioncan you find what t!:e
other twelve repieseni?

Vinegar

'Famous ndlan Motor1

cycle.

Value $300.00

1917 Overland Touring Car
FIRST PRIZE FOR THE BEST REPLY
OTHER GRAND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED

-$1,000.00 IN
They include-

.

$60.00 High Oven Range
W-iltham Watches
S.iO.OO Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet

SJOO.OO Indian Motorcycle

Cabinet Phonograph and Records

Perfection Oil Range
1900 Washing Machine

S4S.00 1917 (.leveiand Bicycle
S4S.00 Singer Sewing Machine
Cabinet of Rogers Silverware

Wrist Watch
IlandsomeMaiioganyDrcssiiigTable Beautiful Sets of Books
and a host of other Grand Prizes too nunierous to mention here.

BIG COMPLETE PRIZE LIST SENT TO
'""''*

CONTEST

IS

YOU DIRECT

ABSOLUTELY FREE OF EXPENSE TO ALL

S'/T'^'^^^S'""^''''*''^""'"'
High
Oven Range, Value S60.00
You are not asked to spend a cent of money or buy anything
^
^.FEWHINTS To aid you a littleasui:s?estEverywoman's World is now

—

ed list of KTOceries l^ept in Brown's Store is aloni;side the picture.
good plan is to study the
list and write down the name which in your
opinion best fits each picture. Ail the names
represent articles
everyday use and which are
to be found in any grocery store.
Notrademarlc
names or si)cri.il manufacturers' names are used.
so with these few hints and aliltle thinking yon
should be able to solve all the pictures. Note
that 10 points toward the prizes are given for
each correct answerand that if vour answers gain
only 200 points you win first prize. (See Rules).

A

m

THE OBJECT OF THE CONTEST— Frankly

this great event isintended to advertise

and intro-

tlie

established favorite in more tlian 130.000
of Canada's best homes.
Thouch that is
the Rieatest circularion ever attained by
any Canadian manazine, it doesn't satisfy

Our motto

is "Every woman's
Every Woman's Home."
Canadian liomes which may
not know it now, will welcome this handsome, interesting, up-to-the-minute magazine, and once it is introduced, they will
want it every month,

us.

World

in

Hundreds

of

""
Therefore,
when your answers are received, we willwiireand tell 50U thenuniber of points you have tzain.-d toward the
prizes, and send you Free a c'py of the
la'est ...
issue of this greatest of Canada's
magazines. Then, in order to qualify
.^^ tm-,^ /-o^-.i-^ Kt^A^
your entrv. we will ask- vou to do us the n " ,, ii„ wTiit i„,, M?.-hi^
"'"'^ ""'•"' *e"'"8 Machine
small favor of introducini; it to just five
friends or neighbors.
will even send you sample copies to leave with
each of your friends, if you wish. State your willingness to accord this

duce EvERYWOM.\N''s World, Canada's Greatest
Magazine.tohundredsofnewhomos.whichshould
know that a magazine of such excellence and real
worth IS being published right here in Canada by
Canadians for Canadians. You can easily help
us to do this when you enter the contest, but you
We
Prize
do not have to be a subscriber nor are you aske(l
Fine Cabinet Pho- Of ^xpectcd to take the magazine Or spcud 3 siuijle favor when vou submit vour answers. /The company agrees to pay you
>
nnoro h ^-•""Pjete
f
I
penny in order to compete and win the touring car in cash, or reward vou with a handsome gift for your trouble, entirely
Wltn^
iTitno Kecords
or one of the other magnificent prizes.
in addition to any prize your entry may win in the contest.

Follow These Simple Rules
pen aud tnk, nsing one
Kliio'ot^°h«
Side
ol the paper only.
"" "
Put your name and'
address on the upper right hand corner. Anything other
than your name and address and your answers to the
picture must be on a separate sheet
l>o not send fancy,
drawn nor typewritten entries.
.•'"' Girls under 14 years of age are not al2. lowed
J'"!"'
to compete, nor are the members and
employees of the Continental Publishing Co.. Limited.
f.vKBywoMAK's WoELD. nor any of their relatives or
friends.
Z Contestants will be permitted to submit as many
as three sets of answers to the puzzle, but only
one set can be awarded a prize.

1"

'"""iJS

A

When

Sending Your Entry

niombersof a lamjly compete, only one
awarded ill one family or houaehold.
C The final awards will be made hy a Judging Cornmtttee of three Toronto centleinen who have no
connection with this firm, and contestants must agree
to abide by the decisions of the Judges. The names of
the Judges and the manner of the Judging will be
made known to all contestants. The prizes will bo
awarded according to the number of points gained by
each entry. 200 Points, which is the maximum, will take
first prize.
10 Points will be awarded for each correct
answer, 20 for the general neatness and appearance
of the entry. 10 for handwritimi, and .'.0 for fulfilling
If different

prize will be

conditions of the contest

Tha cnntrst

will

^Odress, Contest Editor, Everywoman's World, Continental Publishing Co.. Limited

cl<

April "oth. 19IT. imraedlately atl<.r which the Judges wlU
award the prizes. Entries should be forwarded promptly.
£ach competitor will ho required to show the b
6. pie copy of Evebtwoma.v's World, which wo
shall send, to four or five friends or neighbours who
will want to subscribe. For thisservice, the Company

guarantoea to reward you with cash payment or m
TaUiable prize. Such rewards to be entirely in addition
to any prize your answersmay 'win in the contest.
n Couteetants are not required to be subecrlbera
' • or readers of Everywomax s World nor are they
aske^ to subscribe or to buy anything. In awarding
the prises, the Judges will liave no knowledge of whether
the entf —^mes from a subscriber or not.
8

131 Continental Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
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Little Bett\ and her mother were
having lunch. One of the dishes was
isardines, and mother thought she saw
a chance of inflicting one of those nice,
useful object-lessons on her child.
"These little fish, my dear," she began, in her kindest voice, "are sometimes chased by the larger fish."
Betty gazed at the sardines in silent
surprise for a moment, and mother
thought she was swallowing her words
of wisdom.
Then the dear little maid burst out:
"But, mother, how do^the^largcr
tish'get the tins open ?"

He was

mean man, quite mean, in
other day he called upon
his grocer, and made several purchescs;
but, even when he had paid his bill and
received his parcels, he was not satisfact.

.

a

The

tied.

"Please wrap up
ordered severely.

all

my

goods

!"

he

have done so," replied the grocer,
a pained and saddened voice.
"But you haven't !" persisted the
"I

in

mean man.
The grocer scratched

his

head

in

perplexity.

"That thumb of yours," raved the
customer, "you weighed with my butter
The other you weighed with my bacon
!

Wrap 'em

up, plea.se

!"

Then, as a crowning afterthought, he
added
"They'll do for the dog !"

The workman was engaged in excavating operations, he was digging.
The wayfarer of the inquisitive turn
of mind stopped for a moment to look
on.

"My

man," si^id the wayfarer at
"what are you digging for ?"

length,

The workman looked up.
"Money," he replied.
"Money !" ejaculated the amazed
wayfarer, "And when do you expect
to strike

it

?"

"Saturday,"

and resumed

replied

the

workman,

o[)erations.
n»

I

The

Assistant: "The Professor is in
the laboratory conducting some chemical experiments. The Professor expects
to go down to posterity."
(From the laboratory): "Br r r
"

Bang!

The
Jiasn't

Visitor: "I

gone."

hope the Professor

$100.00 IN GOLD FOR YOUR CHURCH
IF YOUR CHURCH HAS DEBTS— NEEDS AN ORGAN
OR WISHES TO DECORATE AND MAKE REPAIRS
Here
fuss

is

an opportunity to get money needed easily and quickly without any of the usual
ice cream festival, chicken fry, etc.

and bother of the old-fashioned, unprofitable

Write us at once for particulars of our $100 Cash Offer to Churches, or bring this ad. tw
the attention of an officer of your Ladies' Aid Society or Sunday School. Act quickly.
Address,

CHURCH AID DEPT.
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uour skin brexmiQ by niahl
Use this treatment persistently and powder as much as you
Your complexion cannot help taking on step by step that

like

per-

manent clearness, freshness and charm which the steady use
'
Woodbury's always brings.

Woodbury's Facial Soap

is

the

of

work of a skin specialist. A
six weeks of this treat-

25c cake is sufficient for a month or
ment. Get your cake today.

Write today for week 's-size cake

spend five minutes
Dip a cloth

this

way tonight

warm

water and hold it to your face until the
skin is softened and damp.
Now take a cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap and go over your face wilh the cake itself just as
a man does with a shaving stick.
Wet the tips of your fingers
and work up a lather from the soap left on your face. Rub
this cleansing, antiseptic lather gently into the pores.
Rinse
with warm water, then with cold.
If possible, finish by rubbing the face for a few minutes with a piece of ice.
For £
sensitive skin substitute a dash of ice water for the ice itself.
in

Fo7- sale by

For 4c we will send you a cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
For 10c, samples
large enough for a week of this treatment.
of Woodbury's Facial Soap, Facial Cream and Powder.
Write today. Address The Andrew Jergens Co., Ltd., "*
Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario, Canada.
Try Woodbury's Facial
Four lints.
Powder, loo.
Special twopart bo.x 25c
everywhere.

Canadian druggists from
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Molly

Up
By

the

Lucille

Illustrated

Mountain

Borden

by Katherine Southwick

LISTLESSLY

as she did
everything, Judith took
the letter from Miss

meet

Her breath

alone.

as she tried

to force the envelope open
with a hand that shook.

Kent's hand and dropped it
in her lap, without so much
as glancing at it.
Across the avenue a fewhardy sparrows were disput-

VVnTH

every nerve taut
she sat upright on her
couch by the window and

ing their right to places on
the snow-clad boughs in the
park.
As she turned to watch
them again it came over her
vaguely that the nurse had
hesitated in giving the letter,
had made a little impulsive
movement afterwards as if to
take it back. It really didn't
matter. Her eyes almost unconsciously sought the address, and then beyond control the color flared to her
She waited for the
cheeks.
burning glow to die out before
speaking; "I don't need anything now Miss Kent.' You
may go if you like. Please
close the door."
The doctor was waiting

started to read.

My

February 28th, 1916.
Up the Mountain.
Judith dear:

You

are so persistently in
rnind that I can't shake
you out of it. I didn't mean
to play you a nasty trick.
I
didn't know.
It was only
last night I found out.
It

my

really

was your own

being so secretive.

fault for

Why were

you ?
But then, why was Cameron ? There are some families

who tell everything they know
and others who are all born
reticent.

W:- always talked

over everything and as I look
back over the years and years,
I realize it was I who did all
the telling and you who did

outside.

"Well? " he asked.
"She changed color when
she saw the writing and said
It's the
that I might go.
first order she has given me."
"Suppressed emotion.
I
was right. The next phase
nervous prostration. I think
we have the case pretty well
in hand.
She may not call
you for a long time but be
ready to answer when she
I'll stop in on my way
does.
back from the hospital."
Judith listened for the click
of the door then got up and
quietly turned the key. Her
secret was her own she would
not endure prying eyes.
If
the blow had to fall she would

it

came and went

all the listening.
You must
have thought me an awful
fool and a worse than egoist.
If I ever prayed for discretion

never came. Silence usually
it wasn't right of
you Judith in this case. It
wasn't fair to me, your best
friend, it wasn't fair to Cameron, and above all it was not
it

helps, but

air to Eric Stafford.
If

you'd only hinted at

it

when you gave us the letter
to him everything would have
been all right, but we thought
he was merely one of all the
people you met and liked
when you were in London, and

;

Listlessly as she did everything, Judith took the letter from Miss
Kent's hand and dropped it in her lap, without so much as glancing at it
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go at that. If my letter
a jumble forgive it, there

let it
is
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Two

things happened to baffle me.
first couldn't be called
a definite thing unless it was in my own
imagination, but he never seemed to
care.
Of course he danced with me,
and played all the games, but he did
the same with all the other girls.
I
was horribly jealous at times, not of
any one in particular but just because
I couldn't seem to hold him.
I

suppose the

Then we went abroad.
Mother.

That was

Father really did not want

The old mountain drew him as
did me, winter or spring or summer or
autumn. P^ven on the ship we'd close
our eyes and pretend we were there.
Sometimes we'd find clumps of arbutus
on the rocks, and fill our arms full of
to go.

it

Father would tell me where to
then we'd open our eyes to
find a steward standing in front of us
with a tray of salty tea. It was dreadful at first.
London began by not
being too dull, then it grew lovable.
Lord Eric was most kind and Father
found him congenial.
Between his
laurel.

put

it;

and his fabulous richness Mother
believed him a sort of archangel.
I
didn't think much about him at all
though he gave me a beautiful time
and followed us from England to
title

Italy.

DOOR

Father grew ill in Rome you
know, and Lord Eric did everything

a

man

or a friend could do,

and after

somehow turned to him.
wanted to come home then but
I
Mother would not. It was quite two
Father died

I

years later you know, after Egypt. I
don't believe we would have come home
when we did if it hadn't been for the
property.
Eric said he wanted to see America
and would Mother object to his sailingfor America on our ship? Mother would
not, would be glad to have him, so he

came.

At first he spoke constantly of you
and asked all sorts of questions, some
of them absurd I thought, except that
It

was nine

no use foraging; that

we

realized that

that after that night nothing in

life

much to say an^ I hardly know
or where to begin.
Out of all the confidences of a girl's
life there is usually one, the biggest one,

is

we were hungry and

was
we could not spend the night up there together and

o'clock before

so

how

she keeps to herself.

I think your being
Cameron's sister made me shy about
telling you the things he
didn't say.
There wasn't much the others said and
did, I didn't Wt you know, he was different.
You must have seen it, I've
loved him all my life.
It began up
here in the riotous summers when he

—

taught me to swim in the grassy,
froggy pond and not to be afraid Then
in the winters, those never-to-be-for.

that

it

or death could ever separate us again

gotten winters

away

when Father

stole us

and Mother stayed
fashionably in town, he taught me
how to skate and use the skis and
snow shoes and we lived like glorified
Indians, he was my Big Chief.
You
remember that was what we called
him.
It was play to you, but little as
I was, he was my Big Chief then and
he has never been anything else to
me. The year I came out no party
was a real party without him. If he
wasn't there, then I wanted you. You
seemed like a part of him and you
in his sleigh

—

always

will be, Judith.

the Englisli of one's own world are so
very simple and direct. He thinks you
are very like me, but I think it is
because we are the only American girls
he has ever known at all well. He had
never made love to me in our travelling
together here, there, and everywhere;
it was only after we had sailed that I
began to notice a certain intensity in
things that I had perhaps taken before
as a matter of course. Mother stayed
in her cabin the first days out and Eric
and I were together a great deal. I
must say this about him; he never
bored me, and was tactful enough to
go away when he saw I would rather
read or dream.
Then, out of a clear sky he proposed
to me. I said no. I said it for two days.
But I had reckoned without Eric. He

—
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had never,

as far as

anything,

and he simply would not

believe me.
On the third
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began to think
Cameron had
written exactly two letters and sent
me three Christmas cards in the three
years we had been away. One of the
letters was condolences about Father.
Being a chatterbox I had written him
regularly, sometimes pouring out all my
troubles without even expecting an
answer though I was disappointed
when no answers came. Suppose, just
suppose he were in love with some one
else? Suppose it was not in him to love
anything but his ambition, his literary
aspirations? I began to weigh up my
own nasty little balance; your brother's
nebulous career and all that Eric was
and could be to me. My little-girlhood died in the weighing. That night
I
put on a frock designed for me in
Paris
tulle, the shade of a starlit
sky with a diamond crescent at my
breast. The stars were there, and the
sky and faint music and Eric. I
promised to marry him as soon as
possible.
The next morning with the
sunlight flashing everywhere, he gave
me something he had had made for me
in Egypt, hoping I would wear it, a
ring with two little diamond sphinxes
holding a flaming deep ruby between
them. It was very beautiful but oh, so
about

it

day

I

seriously.

—

—

-

—

— —

heavy.

Vl/HEN

caught sight of you and
the wharf a little
fiend took possession of me.
All the
I

Cameron on

jealousy I had suffered, Cameron
should suffer too, so I flirted deliberately with Eric as we leaned together
on the railing though even then I
noticed how he watched you. Looking
back into a subconscious mind, I
remember how pale you were and how
alarmingly lovely. But the thing that
struck me forcibly was the look on
Cameron's face. He never even glanced
at Eric. His eyes looked into mine and
looked and looked with the expression
I had hoped to find there years before,

and he took both

my

hands in his and
told me that I was to go with him, he
would take me home. Then I heard
Eric's voice say: "Give me your keys
Molly,

I

will

attend to everything."

handed them to him realizing that
this man had the right to tell me to
do things and I must do them at his
bidding all my life, and that standing
beside me was Cameron, Cameron who
was all the world to me and that he
had no right at all. Do you remember
that we left you standing there? Of
course you do. You were with Mother
and Eric. We didn't go home. It
was a taxi and Cameron shouted to
the driver, "The Park, and drive till
"
I tell you to stop!
Well, we drove and drove and he
I

There are some families who tell everything they know, and
who are born reticent. We always talked over everything

others

told me in an outburst all the reason
he had never let me know before. All
that he had in the world had been his
love and the little wind-swept camp
up the mountain. Even now he didn't
have a great deal, but it was enough;
his successful book, a professorship at
Yale and the camp for summer times,

He

told

sented
sister

me how you had
to

live

finally con-

your

with

when he had gone

mother's

New

Haven,
and how she wanted you to stay with
to

her always.
His not writing had been a terrible
trial to him and of me.
As you see, I

But how was
him talk.

know?
was starved,
Judith, starved through and through
for the very thing I was getting and
failed.
I

let

couldn't take.

I

I

to

When he had told it all. and waited,
surprised at my silence, I just drew off"
my glove and held out my left hand
for him to see that hateful blazing
ruby.
He turned white, set his lips and sat
perfectly still for a moment, then
quietly opened the window and called
to the driver: "Nine East Fifth-fifth
Street as fast as you can."
swung around corners at the
most outrageous rate and I didn't care
whether we were killed or not. I don't
believe Cameron did either.
Mother was distinctly not pleased
with me when I got in but I was
beyond even Mother's displeasure.

We

KJEXT
me

day when you came you told
Cameron had gone back

that
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to New
well 1

Haven. Knowing you both so
was certain he had told you
nothing of what liad happened. Then
Mother began to get ready for the
wedding. It was the way you took that
wedding that completely deceived me.
I
shall never forget the day my
wedding dress came home. You said
it was too beautiful for anyone in the
world but me under the circumstances.
When I asked you what circumstances,
you said "Eric" and laughed.
I
thought you meant because of
what he is, and has, and could make
me, but now I know it was Eric himself you meant.
As the day came nearer and nearer
I began to grow homesick to death for
All the concentrated
the mountain.
joy of the years lay for me between
The puntwo tumble-down camps.
gently spicy smell of summer weeds
and wild flowers that belonged nowhere else, the aroma of burning pine
cones came over me like a spell.
would make
I
Finally I decided.
some excuse on the day of Eric's batchelor dinner
pretend I wanted to spend
that last night at the convent, and go

—

—alone to my mountain.
Mother seemed to think a day and
night of utter quiet would be the best
thing for me, so I packed my suit-case
and made straight for Millerton.
When I arrived I went to a livery
stable and told the man in charge that
I wanted to go up the mountain for
spruce boughs. Could he let me take a
horse and buckboard? He was a trusting person and sent me off with his old
nag and delapidated turnout without
question.
The nearer I came to the
spicy hemlocks and pines and spruce,
the silly old pond and the clouds, the
higher my spirits rose, and I dreamed
of a time, Eric off with some men at
his shooting in Scotland, when I might
come home to my mountain and play
I was a little girl again.
It was growing twilight when my
antique Pegasus pulled around the
curve at the top. The sun, not knowing
in the least how I felt about it, was
going to give me a wedding present,
the most gorgeous sunset I had ever
seen. I sat there, the reins lying loese
in
its

my

hands, absorbing its beauty and
Then, Judith, something

fragrance.

happened.

the t)ig living room, nothing
Ghosts, even hapjiy ones, couldn't
make a fire like that so I crept around
to the door to find out who it could be.
I saw a man lying in front of it, flat
fire

in

else.

on his face.
If you've ever heard a

—

man

sob,

—

Judith well- you don't want to hear
it a second time.
Do you remember those dreadful old
yellow boots of mine with elects in the
soles?
We used to tramp over the
mountain, you, and Cameron and I,
and you made fun of my feet because
they were so huge, and comfortable in
those boots, do you remember?
I missed one at the end of my last
summer on the mountain and thought
one of the dogs had run off with it.
Well, one of the dogs hadn't. The
man lying on the floor had it in his
hand, and wa^ sobbing over it.
I
stood
Judith, it was Cameron.
there paralysed.
I
couldn't say a
word, I couldn't move.
At last I could bear it no longer. I
loved him more than anything in all
the world and nobody made any difference. I went to him as if everything
had always been perfectly simple, with
no F>ic at all. When I leaned down to
gather his poor head in my arms he
jumped as if he'd been shot and stood
towering over me.
Then he said "Molly! " just once,

and dropped the boot.
,
We talked and talked and talked
and all shadows, all differences, all
silly pride and misunderstandings fell
away. I told him how it was about
Eric.
It was nine o'clock before we realized
that we were hungry and that it was
no use foraging, that we couldn't spend
the night up there together, and that
after that night, nothing in life or death
could ever separate us again, so we

decided to go down.
Pegasus had disappeared.
We hunted, we called, we looked
everywhere, all in vain.
Then Cameron said: "It wouldn't be
the first time we'd footed it. How about
it

Molly?

So

I

started.

"

said

Half

"Come along," and we
way down we overtook

Pegasus.
He had evidently decided
that he was going home early, no matter

HAD

what we

that

His eyes as we climbed into the old
buckboard, were amused and condescending. I think I will buy Pegasus.
He's such a part of my romance.

been so wrapt in my dreams
the scent of burning wood
seemed part of them.
Gradually it
came over me that if there were smoke
en the mountain, I could not be alone,
and when I saw that it came from
T

hopped down and tiptoed across the
snow to the windows.
All I could see was that there was a

your own camp chimney, I realized
that something must be wrong.
It
never occurred to me to be afraid. I

did.

Cameron dropped me at the Lake
Inn and went alone to Millerton where
he put up for the night.
We were married in the beautiful

little

Salisbur>' church yesterday, Ju-

dith.

was only afterwards that he

It

told me about you, and Eric. He was
rather splendid about that as he is
about everything, and oh! indeed,
dear, dear Heart, I never dreamed.

my

Eric had ne\er loved me, never really.
been pushed into the affair by
a combination of propinquity, Mother,
and my flirting with him, for I did do
it in a crazy moment.
There is nothing quite as upsetting
to a girl as the flattering interest of a
much older man.
Then besides, Eric is at the top of
things in England. It all meant a great
deal to me whose heart was smothered

He had

over what

thought to be Cameron's
Nothing mattered

I

utter indifference.

much.
I
suppose Eric, being human, was
flattered too, because I, twenty years
younger, made love to him deliberately,

and Mother encouraged him.
Looking at things in retrospect I
realize what his expression meant when
he saw you at the dock but being a
good sport, he went ahead with his

—

bargain.

Cameron

told

me you had vowed

home of
own and someone to care for him.
He has both now Judy, even if for the
present the home is nothing but a few
never to marry until he had a

his

loose boards and a fireplace on top of
a windy sweet mountain.
And it's here that we are going to
stop until Eric has taken my best
friend away, and that Mother misses
me so that she will receive us both for
better or for worse!
The only wedding present I ask of
you, and with all my heart I beg for
it, is that you will forgive me.
I was
only an episode, a mistaken interlude.
I kno^v now that that was all I was.
Cameron and I love you dearly,
dearly.

Your

sister,

Molly.
*

"Do you
the door?

"Not

think

"

yet.

*

*

we had

better force

She has probably not had

her sleep out.

You

say she has suffered
"

from insomnia for three weeks?
"Quite.
But it is three hours since
I gave her the letter and all the knocking has not disturbed her."
With the sound of a bell pealing
through the quiet house, Judith fully
dressed and radiant opened the door.
"Lord Eric Stafford has just driven
up in his motor. I saw him from the
window. Please tell the butler I am
not at home to anyone else while he is
here."
"Are you going down to the drawing
"
room? Are you strong enough?

"Why

not?

"

Tommy

Canuck After

the Great

War

By H. M. Tandy
Illustrated

wants peace.
GERMANY
we—God knows we do.

from Photographs

in
this manner.
Farming requires an investment in
land, buildings, outfit and stock.
This, as a matter of finance, is com-

and uncongenial work. Those
dwell in cities are apt to group
themselves about the portrait of "the
Man with the Hoe" sigh in pity and

proceed "something

as
this is written
the Allies are
seeing to it that Germany's recently

who

loosened Peace Dove, bristling with
threats and screaming frightfullness,
shall find no spot on which to alight.
Peace when she does come, must come
as the out-rider of Victory, and the
"consciousness of victory" is as strong
in us as in them.
But, soon or late,

go their several ways.

paratively easy of solution.
F"arming requires knowledge, ofwhich
commodity we have an unlimited
supply in the Agricultural Colleges

Peace

Canada

profitable

A RE

Should men
these the facts?
regard farming as the last of all
vocations to seek and the first to avoid ?
If this is so can we, as an honorable

and
and

stations

it

will

west

both

throughout

east.

So

come.

will

And when

So do

But

the

situation,

broadly

speaking,

is

this

— some

day
will be
ious

does

have

glor-

Tommy

coming

particular

home, hundreds

and acute problems
to face, and promi-

and thousands of
him, and the scalp

nent among them
be that of sup-

of

her

own

plying
million

some half
men, the

cream

of

Germany

will

be dangling at his

will

He

belt.

cept

our

and

ac-

will

our thanks
our applause

people, witli homes
and work that is
both profitable and
congenial.

Then
graciously.
he will peel off his
tunic, roll up his

These men have

quire "Well,
"

sleeves

effort

We
produce

will

our

then
list

and read "Brown
Millions of open fertile lands in Alberta and Saskatchewan.

in providing for their

future that we are at present lavishing on recruiting.
cannot force these men back to
the land, nor can we argue them
back into taking this step.
must
make our case as alluring as posThey
sible and lay it before them.
not otherwill go if they want to
wise.
They have done their duty, so
we cannot appeal to them on patri-

We

We

—

grounds to "Take this farm and
work it for your country's sake and
your own."
There is no use disguising the fact
that in many quarters farming has a
bad name. It is considered hard, unotic

en-

what's to do?

preferred claims to
consideration. To
meet the situation
we who stayed at
home will have to
display some of the
ingenuity, enthusi-

asm and

and

people ask those who fought for us to
take up such a life?
It is not the intention here to discuss the economic side of providing
farms for returned soldiers, or the problems of finance and organization involved, but simply to throw some glimmer of light on the c|uestion Are we
justified in asking our returned soldiers
to go onto the land?
Any extensive efforts in this direction
must of necessity be made in Western
Canada, particularly in the Provinces
of Alberta and Saskatchewan, where
lie millions of acres of open, fertile land.
But in order to induce returned soldiers
to settle there we must, to my mind,

—

& Smith, Iron

Moulders, can use
Pots &
15 men.
Pans, who make enamel ware, can use
17 men. Greenleaf & Sons want 50 men
for their lumber camps" and so on "or
you can go farming as per Government
Bulletin No. 15."
Tommy having no experience in
fanning and believing it to be a most
undesirable state of existence, will join
the staff of Pots & Pans and pass up,
unconsciously, the chance of a life
time.

For the truth is that Farming is
better than a job with Pots & Pans,
better than working in Greenleaf's
lumber camps, and has it over the Brown
& Smith proposition like a tent IF
REALIZED IT.

MEN ONLY
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They will not be afriad of Nature
when she storms and blows and blusters.
The thrice-breathed air of an
will not be sufficient for their
stronger lungs.
The silly politics of
office routine will raise a smile in them
office

think.

I

These men are coming back from the
Great Adventure with hard, fit Ixxlies,
to which, perhaps, the filing of invoices
or the posting of ledgers will make no
great appeal.

—

These men will want to farm many
them have told me so. And if they
want to farm, why farm they must.
of

We

stay-at-homes must see to that.
point. War is dangerous, sickening, loathsome
but there
is never a lack of company.
Farming
bv its very nature throws a man on
Ills own resources
during much of the
lime "he herds alone."
So it is important that the returned
.soldier who decides to beat his sword
into a plowshare should have company.

But another

—

—

^A ND
make

we

this being so

Pitching hay is not work
farmer works long hours? Yes it
is true he does, but most of
the employees of Pots & Pans rise painfully
at 5.30 a. m. in order to "ring in" an
hour and a half later. Makers of time
recording clocks have never yet been
able to work up a profitable business

A

among the farmers.
"Farm work is hard work," one

so
often reads.
Well maybe. Pitching
hay or loading sheaves k not work for
the underdeveloped it's true, nor is

playing pool suitable training for shovBut on the' other hand
ndmg a sulky plow, a binder or a
mower would seem like a happy outing
to the men who work for Greenleaf &
Sons, and farming in Western Canada
in a yearly average, throughout
the
seasons, is just as pleasant and interelling grain.

esting
earth.

work

as

man

can find to do on

'pHIS war

has been called "The
Great Adventure," and the apt-

ness of the phrase applies most of all
to those who left "office jobs" to fight.
In Canada and England, and in every
countr\' no doubt, there is a cla^s of

boys who take to "office jobs" spontaneously, in many cases co-incident
with the donning of long trousers. The
supply of

office help, prior to

war
Boys in
the

was always ample.
and in the country, alas, sought
"office work" as naturally as a young
duck seeks a slough, and to continue
the similie any business would do the
boy just as any slough would do the
at least,

cities

duck.

The

— the
—

nearest business

easi-

into— the one that maintained the shortest hours
that was

est to get

the desirable business.

for the

under developed.

Some

them did splendidly. Some
of them became "Heads of Departments."
Some of them carved their
names deep in the walls of finance and
commerce. Some of them waxed fat
of purse

of

and person.

Others did none of these things.
Others have lost their hair and their
youth and their identity and gained

And

if you would care to jn\ esyou will find many a"Zoo"
where worn out "office help," pensioners in fact, crawl sleepily in and

little.

tigate

out

among

the records

These men were young and strong
once, the very kind of men that would
adorn a farm. But it's too late now.

They are in the discard. Their race is
almost run and the Ma« with the Seyihe
is

gaining, gaining.

They might have done better for
themselves.
They would have, too,
except they had the wrong sense of
values in their youth. They thought
then farming was hard work, distastful work, unintellectual work.
And
so fervently did they believe this that
any office was better than the best farm.
Well, "youth must be served" they
say.
But, to coiiiplete the argument,

"age must pay."

But many of the boys will come
back from war with the knowledge that
an "office job" and the prospects that
attach to it, will not do.
They will
that The dignity of Labor is
not simply a cute little grouping of
words, and that a man whose work
brings the sweat out on his body is
probably running closer to natural
laws than he who passes sunny afternoons attempting to locate the missing
penny in the Trial Balance.

know

this

will

concession

do
to

well to

a deep

steated characteristic of human nature,
and instead of having a farmer here
and there scattered about the prairie
with great gaps of land between them
the soldier-farmer should have the opportunity of settling in a colony if he
so desires. Four families to a section
can hardly be called overcrowding, yet
Any man that
it is company enough.
feels lonely under those circumstances
had better quit the game before he
commences and put in an application
for the job of ticket chopper at a
movie house. One hundred and sixty
acres is just space enough to give an
active, ambitious man elbow room and
retain in some measure the family
secrets as revealed by the clothes line
still

on

Monday

A

start In

morning.

community farming has

already been made Jn Alberta
Pacific
province by the Canadian
Railway. Without dealing too much
in details the plan, I understand, is

something

like this.

One hundred and

On this
sixty acres constitute a farm.
land a house is built as well as a barn
and other necessary outbuildings.
well is dug, a certain amount of land
is broken, fences are erected, and not
only this but, incredible as it may
.seem, if the tenant has sufficient money
to pay his living expenses for a year,
the C. P. R. will advance him a sum
of money, amounting to not more than
In
Si, 000 for investment in stock.
return the company requires only a

A

reasonable interest, in the neighborhood of 6 per cent., I think, and the
principal is returned on the basis of
half crop payments.
It is not likely that a study of land
settlement schemes from the beginning
of time will reveal a better plan tha

J
*

I
•
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or one more likely to succeed, for
not only does it give a man the best
possible chance of attaining success,
but it provides him with friends and
neighbors who have interests and
aims in common with his own.
Community farming will also facil-

this,

itate that great

tution

and good

rural insti-

— borrowing — without which

the country would lose too much
sociability.
Private Jones will
buy a disc. Corporal Smith, on the
adjoining quarter, will not buy a disc.
He will buy a packer. But in effect
through the magic art of borrowing,
each will have both a disc and a packer.
And not only that but the journeys
and counter journeys that such borrowing involve will place Private Jones
in possession of the knowledge that

life in

of

its

Corporal Smith stopped a nasty growth
Quack Grass by plowing the roots

of

up

to the sun.
Yes, put the boys together.
nmst not "baby" them, nor patronize
them. They will turn from us in disgust if we try it.
But they have done
much for us. For the self respect of
the Canadian people and the Canadian
Nation, we must spare neither money
nor effort to see that no Canadian
returned soldier who decides to farm
shall find any flaws or discomforts in
the schemes we prepare.

We

there money to be made at farming? Well of course, that depends.
Any one who knows the west can lead
you to districts settled not many years
ago by those who had absolutely
nothing or less and who to-day are
owners of quarters, halves, sections
and more: cattle to turn off as regularly as fall comes around; horses and
sheep and pigs yes and who have No.
1 wheat in their granaries from last
year.
If these men had elected to
work for Pots
Pans, or Brown
Smith, they would not likely have these
things or the equivalent thereof. For
living is high in the cities they tell me,
and savings melt swiftly in the gaps
"between jobs."
popular objection to farming is
that which deals with fun and amusement the pepper and salt which flavor
life.
But fun and amusement are comparative terms.
Moving pictures are
scarce on the farm, but horses to ride
are scarce in the city and far beyond
the reach of those who work for Pots
& Pans. Theatres don't crowd the

TS

—

—

—

&

&

—

A

—

trails it is true,

but ducks and prairie

ARE

chickens do and there
those who
would rather shoot on a Saturday afternoon than rush to a matinee.
A farmer does not lose his job at
the whim of a man or a money market.
If he wants a holiday
a day or a week
he takes it and no man sayeth him
nay. Milk at 11 cents a quart, eggs at

—

—

-

Continued on page 171.

First the clearing, then the

home,

finally the

pay envelope

—

•

The Gregory Morton Mystery
By
Illustrated

Charles Cabot
by Percy Edward Anderson
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and perfectly unscrupulous villain and of. overpowering two of his
hired thugs with the most buoyant
confidence.
By scrambling over the
wall and stepping out on the highway a
free man, for the moment at least, I
had given proof that my confidence
was not ill-grounded.

My

plan had succeeded beyond anything I could have hoped, the surplus
being represented by the three soiled
dollar bills and the handful of change
in my pocket, and the probability that
the guard would see that it was to his
interest to take my advice an'd give me
a clear start.
The truth was, however, that my
case had never seemed so hopeless as
at that moment.
The very appearance
of freedom that I had seemed to mock
me. So long as I had remained inside
that wall the other side of it had meant
liberty to me.
Now that I had succeeded in scrambling over, the troubles
of the past sefemed absurdly small,
while my present difficulties loomed

mountains high.
I

was

certain to be pursued,

and

for

knew th'e pursuit might at this
moment be upon my heels; and in additipn to that, there came to my mind,
for the first time, as

I

stood there, the

thought faint, remote, like the longdrawn baying note of a distant hound
that possibily after all, I was mad. I,
a man without a memory
A man
who believed himself to be some one
!

he knew not who
It might be that in climbing that
wall and setting off down the road I
was escaping from friends whom
nothing but my own delusions had
turned into enemies.
The terror of that thought had a
salutary effect.
It stung me into life
else,

and action again.

!

The more

intrinsic

horror of it brought a healthy reaction
of feeling in its wake.
I took a coin
from my pocket and sent it spinning
into the air.
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respectable institution.

I?

rabbit.

"

"Just one moment and i will bring Dr.
Berry" the one addressed finally managed to
stutter.

—

—

—

Berryhospital
guard why am I
What is my name? Where did I come
"
from?
Tlie young man looked wistfully
after the guard. He could remember nothing
about himself. Dr. Berry told him that his
name was Andrew Meiklejohn and that he
had been employed as a house painter when he
had suffered a fall. Whoever he was, the
young man knew that Dr. Berry was lying.
He was convinced of this when later that day
Dr. Berry gave him drugged food. Confined
in a small upper room of what he figured was
a sanitarium, the patient set to work to figure
out a method and avenue of escape. Finding
paper in a drawer, he spent more than an hour in
writing. Hiding his manuscript under the mattress he settled down to await developments.
Dr. Berry came within a few minutes to en(|uire
regarding his health and to order him for a
walk in the park surrounding the sanitarium.
The doctor wanted to read the manuscript.
This was exactly what the patient wanted
to be released from the building and out in the
open, even if under a heavy guard. By means
of some Oriental tricks
where he had learned
them, he could not remember the patient
overpowered his two guards, took what money
they had, jumped over the wall and was once
more a free man.

"Dr.

here?

—

—

—

my

I

looks

—

When, however, I had succeeded in
passing the first man without stepping
and saying to me, "Here you, come
back with me to Dr. Berry !" I drew
in a great gasp of relief.
But I had
the same sensation of terror, only a
little milder, for every passerby I met.
The windings of the streets confused
me. Yet I dared not ask my way for
fear of betraying myself.
If I were to
summon my courage to the pxiint of
asking some one to direct me to the
railway station, I should be quite at a
loss, I reflected, if he were to ask,
station ?"

"Which

he were

to supplement that query
by asking me where I wanted to go,
my plight would be desperate indeed.
I had not the name of a single town in
my mind. If I were to attempt to
answer my inquiring friend truthfully
and say that I wanted to go anywhere
that was three dollars' worth of travel
away from here, I should ofi'er him no
If

alternati\e

but to call the nearest
policeman.
For a while I ha\e no means of
estimating how long I wander aimlessly about, now breaking into a run,
and then checking myself sharply. At
last, when I was nearly in despair and
all but exhausted, I found myself approaching the place I had been lotjking

—

"Healds,
I

I

—

am

Si/ n ops is.

I

clever

all

A siiiarliy dressed young man, seated upon
a bench under a sturdy old shade tree, arose
suddenly, stretched himself and asked: "Where

had an aijsurd feeling thai
must infallibly betray me
as one in flight more than that, as
one in flight from Dr. Berry's highly

IV.

suppose, on the whole, a
merciful paradox that we never
are actually in the depths of despair when there is the most to despair
about.
I had faced the task of outwitting a
is,

up

the road;,

tails

down,"

cried.

"Down." The coin had decided it.
slapped it back into my pocket and
set ofT obediently at a brisk pace.
I soon had the satisfaction of discovering that my coifi had decided
right.
I was approaching a town, and
It was at
a town was what I wanted.
towns that trains stopped, and I wanted
a train that would carry me to the utI

limits of my three dollars.
believe that this particular little
city, whose outskirts I was just enter-

most
I

has some reputation for beauty.
Indeed, my own recollections of it
iriplude beautiful resiliences and the
grateful shade of venerable trees; but,
nevertheless, to me it is, and I imagine
will always remain, a sort of nightmare.
At the sight of the first man who
came walking toward me on the sidewalk it took every ounce of self-discipline that I could bring to bear to
keep me fiom bolting like a frightened
ing,

—

for.

My

first glance about me, as I entered the waiting-room of the station, was
reassiiring.
The long line of men before the ticket-window was evidence
that a train was going to leave for
somewhere before very long.
I took my place in the line, relying
on what I should learn before I reached
the window for the answer I was to
make when the agent should say,

-Where

?"

The
men immediately

conversation between the two

in front of me soon
me what I wanted.
"How much is the fare anyway ?"

gave

one

of them.
trip or
the other.

said

"Round

single ?"

inquired

:
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"Heavens !" said the first man "I
don't want to cbme back."
This was evidently a joke, for they
The man who knew
l)Oth laughed.
said:

"One way

it is

three dollars and a

half."

The change

in
to fifty-six cents.

my

pocket amounted

My

destination was
I did hot yet know where it
decided.
was, but the man just in front of me
was going there and the cost of going
lay just within the limit of my worldly
wealth. Whate\'cr he said to the agent
I would echo when my turn came.
There were perhaps twenty men between me and the window when I step-

ped into

eye must have run over me in my place
in the line fully as often, but his
thoughts were elsewhere and he never
noticed.
I realized that my danger would be
much greater after I had bought my
ticket and had become a detached
individual again in the crowd that was
waiting for the gateman to open the
door and let us out on the station-platform. Well, there was nothing to do

but to chauce it, and I had taken much
longer chances during the past twentyfour hours.

The man

in front of

me had

reached

straight

it

you were waiting

doctor

repeated the
I
not

"Why was

angrily.

me.

gate-keeper opened the door;
Dr. Berry started out, then stopped
short in the doorway. A man coming
in at the same moment almost collided
with him, but the dbctqr showed no
sign of anger.
"Mr Duggleby !" he exclaimed. "I
am very, very glad you have come."
I heard the name and saw the face of
the man addressed as Duggleby as he
stood a moment, resting his bag and
silk hat upon the counter.
And somehow the sight and the sound together
seemed to ring a little bell of recognition away down within me.
I knew the name, I knew the face
shrewd, intelligent, rather cruel, deeply
lined, mid<Ile-aged face.
That man belonged in my past.

—

CHAPTER

V.

THE WOMAN IN THE CAB.

"pHE

crowd

forced

I

of the man addressed
as Duggleby

saw the face

in yet ?"

had not.

specifil train

in," said the agent.
"In the station now ?"
is

The

ticket.

,

"That
for

ticket before

—

come

clearly out of the question.
"Yes ?" said the doctor interrogative-

"New York."

at

he demandted.
I couJd ritot hear the agent's reply,
hut evidently it was to the effect that

doubt have bolted, but with my knees
way under me such a thing was

giving

The words were only a whisper. I
had to repeat them twice before he
heard, and impatieritly slapped down a

him, I do nbt know. Of course, I had
no other idea at the time than that he
had come in pursuit of me, though
events soon proved me wrong proved
that he had no idea that I had even
escaped.
Even at that, I think he would have
seen me had it not been for the fact
that I was standing in line. The eye
treats a long file of men, waiting as we
were with a common object, not as a
series of individuals at all, but simply
as a thing which will require a given
amount of time to pass a certain point.
The moment his glance had traveled
over us without lighting on me, I regained my nerve again, turned quickly
away, and held my place in the line.
Dr. Berry walked straight to the windbw and spoke to the agent ovet the
head of the man who was buyifi'g a

"Has that special train

able to command the mere physical
strength for such an efTort I should no

to me.

!

face staring

out a glance at me, craned his neck to
see beyond me, and called aloud
"Dr. Bert-y."
I swayed where I stood.
Had I been

"It has only just come in, sir," said
the agent. Then he called to the gatekeeper:
"Let Dr. Berry out."
The doctor was shouldering his way
through the crowd to the door.
"Where did you say ?" said the agent

It

slowly for
got more than a- quarter of the way
when the door by which I had entered
opened with a bang from the propelling
We all
thrust of some one in a hurry.
looked to see who the newcomer was
The rest of the men in the line turned back again after a mere glance. The
person who had come in meant nothing
to them one way or the other, I suppose, but as for me, I stood rooted to
my place like a man in a nightmare.
Unable, under the numb paralysis of
fear, even to turn my face away.
The man was Dr. Berry
How he missed seeing my pale, terror-stricken
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told ?"

was moving very
some reason, and I had not

line.

a

the window. He laid down three doland a half and said:

lars

"New

York."

The sound

of those

two words gave

me

in

the waiting-room had

so close that either the

doctor or Mr. Duggleby could have
touched me with their hands. Luckily
neither dreamed that I was anywhere
but in the safe-keeping of the two
bruisers, to whose tender mercies I had
been entrusted. But I had a monopoly of their thoughts; there could be

no dobut of

that.

The doctor tucned away from the
window with the air of one who, after a

me an immediate

feeing of something
was a place that I

was utterly unexpected," the
doctor was saying, "his Coming back to

great hUrry, finds that he has arrived
on time. He still showed traces of
excitem'ent, however, and instead of
settling down to wait quietly, paced
impatiently back and forth the length
of the waiting-room.
He passed within an arm's length of
me a dozen times, I suppose, and his

knew; I was sure of that. I had had
no conscious knowledge of that name a
moment before, but the mere sound of
it lifted a little the blank from off my

consciousness that way. I really got a
fright when the guard brought me the
news. I didn't entirely get over it until I learned from him that by some
queer freak his memory had got left
behind.

near to joy.

It

past.
I

shoved

grill,

my own money

and was

under the

in the act of repeating

the words myself,

when the agent, with-

"It

"That would have been serious, and
even as things stood I thought it weM

—
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to send for you.
shrewd in a way.

work

He

is

extraordinarily

His mipd seems to
the qu icker for not having any

all

memory

to ballast it."

Mr. Duggleby frowned and cast a
quick glance about the crowd, which
made me duck unceremoniously.
"This is not quite the place to talk
about it," he said in a low tone. "You
have a carriage here, I suppose ?"
"My automobile is waiting," said
Dr. Berry, and a moment later they
disappeared through the other door.
Then the train we had been waiting
for came thundering in, and I learned
that it was an express. The three
hour's ride on the train gave me ample
time for planning. Detectives would,
of course, be waiting for me at the
terminal, but I thought of a plan by
which I hoped to be able to give them
the slip. Once it was decided upon, I
leaned comfortably back in my seat

and went to sleep.
I had eaten nothing since my halffinished, opium-drugged meal of the
night before, and already the afternoon
was well advanced. Sleep was the best
substitute for food that I could get, and
curiously enough, it came to me readily.
I waked, as it happened, none too
soon. The car was all astir with the
preliminary bustle which announces
the expected arrival of a train at its
terminus. Already we were jolting
over the switches in the yard.
I sprang to my feet, hurried down
the aisle, and in utter defiance of the
protests of the brakeman, swung myself off.

The air was alive with the shriek of
whistles and the clang of bells, and
great blinding headlights peered this
way and that through the gathering
dusk. I was shouted at, cursed, all but
arrested by one irate watchman, who
must have thought I contemplated
suicide, and liad, no doubt, a good

many hairbreadth escapes that I knew
nothing about; but I emerged at last
into the comparative quiet of a dingy,
ill-paved street.
I

had no idea where

I

was going

man who was

only a
over twenty-four hours old had
no idea but I walked rapidly on with
that

is

to say, the

little

—

I was just learnperfect confidence.
ing the lesson which in the next few
days was to be of such inestimable service to me; namely, that I am never so
sure of going right as when I have given
myself over completely to instinct.

have a comfortable
sense that the man I once was a man
who must have known many aspects of
the world wisely and well is in charge.
I went on so for some time, turning
now to the right, now to the left, never
under a moment's hesitation as to my
true course, and when at last I found
myself walking along another railroad

Whc^n

I

do that

I

—

—

track into another station,

I

knew

that

the

man

I

once was had guided me

I
had no money for a ferry-ticket,
but an arriving throng of passengers on
a train that had just pulled into the
station saved me from embarrassment
on that head. Deliberately and quite
unchallenged, I walked under a sign
marked "Desbrosses Street" and out
onto a ferry-boat.
A few minutes later I was threading

my Way among the maze of streets in
New York. The first stage
of my fight was at an end.
I was perdown- town

I had eluded direct purstealthy figure was tracking
my steps as I made my way toward
City Hall Park. I was in one of the
finest hiding-places in the world, a
great city.
Yet I knew that a moment of overconftdence and a single careless blunder

fectly sure that

No

suit.

might prove fatal even now. Two
causes led me to drop dowti upon a
bench i;n the crowded little square.
One was the necessity I felt for laying
out a plan of action, and the other the
sheer exhaustion of hunger. That was
really a great danger.
eitemies had no doubt learned
hburs ago from the guard exactly how
much money I had set out with. If
they were as shrewd as I believed them
to be they would have inferred with
reasonable certainty that I had come

My

to
if

New

York.

At any rate, they would know that,
I had come to New York, I had arriv-

ed penniless. Acting on that chain of
deductions, they would certainly station
their detectives at those points where a
half-starved and penniless man might
be expected to turn up the police

—

and the reliefdepots of the Salvation Army.
I felt fairly sure after I had followed
that line of thought to the end that if I
were to faint from hunger here where
and I knew I was not far from
I sat
it
that act would mark the end of my
I must get food at once
brief liberty.
and get it without begging for it.
I
rose somewhat stiffly from my
bench, and again put my affairs in the
hands of the unknown stranger, myself
my real self, I mean whose
identity it was my task to ascertain.
There was a certain peril in this proceeding, I knew. My instintts might
be trusted to know this city, I was sure,
but how could I be sure that they would
stations, the hospitals,

—

—

—

East Side.

walked a few squares,
dingy little
pawn-shop. The only thing I had to
put in pawn was the clothing upon my
back, but that was of fine quality and
I

and stopped

right.

—

not take me, like a homtng-pigeon,
straight back into the very citadel of
my eitemy ?
However, that danger was one I
could not possibly avoid. I would
simply hope for better luck.
I walked northward past the bridge
terminal, and with the perfect certainty
of what must have been old acquaintance, turned to the right and plunged
into the labyrinth of New York's lower

in front of a

perfectly new.

The pawnbroker was doing a rushing
business and I had a few moments of
leisure to look him over before he could
attend to my needs. He was a rare
bird, I am sure, in that corner of the
world anyway. There was nothing
Oriental in his looks.
I felt pretty sure, from the look in his
gray eye, when he finally turned it
upoji me, that he knew me, but he was
far too discreet to acknowledge it, and
I, under the circumstances, dared not

him a lead, dearly as I wanted to.
want to pawn these clothes," I
said, when he asked me what he could
dofor me.
"All of them ?" he inquired with a
give

"I

twinkle.

"The whole

He

outfit," I assured him.
took that reply with a roar of

laughter.

"And go out naked

?"

he demanded.

"I couldn't allow that."
"Oh, there's another half to the bargain," said I.
"I want to buy some
others. The best I can get that will
still leave me three or four dollars to

boot in my pocket."
"You're not asking much, are you ?"
he said satirically, but there was a
kindly undertone in his voice for all
that.
"Three or four dollars
What
do you think I am going to allow you
on them, to say nothing of what you
will w^ear away ?
Old clothes are old
!

clothes."

"These are not old, though," I told
him. "You can sell them to a misfit
house for ten dollars to-morrow. The
clothes you will give me won't have
cost you one. There is a hundred per
cent profit; that ought to suit you."
I surprised myself more than I did
him by my assurance in bargaining.
If I were an old customer of his I was
one who knew the ropes.
We dickered about it for a while, and
presently I secured an outfit which
would not absolutely condemn me as a
vagrant at first glance and two dollars

to boot.

"What name ?" he asked when the
bargain was concluded.
I was prepared for that question.
"Andrew Meiklejohn," I said.
He shot me a quick look. Evidently
it was not the name he knew me by.
"And the address ?" he went on.
That question I had not foreseen, and
the result was that I answered instinctively.
At the answer I gave him he
broke for a second time into a fullmouthed laugh, and on second thought
I could not wonder at it, for I had told
him I lived at a prominent hotel. I
supfKJse I betrayed some confusion be,
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my

cue from him and
fore I could take
reply as a pleasantry.
treat
"Getting it a bit mixed, aren't you ?"

my

he asked.

By

that time

I

had recovered my-

A

my pen to describe

small

head,

delicately
erect, a mass of lustrous black hair
which curved up under her black hat in
it

sanely.

a line unbroken by any stray locks, a

and in its detail of
chin, wonderfully fine-

face rather pale,

self.

"Oh, let it go at that," said I.
I changed my clothes and walked out
My legs were in charge
of the shop.
again, and they took me straight to a
dingy little coffee-house, where I ate
as I am willing to wager I had never
eaten before. There were no drugs in
that food.
fate that took
wanderings after I left the
charge of
It was not instinct, not
coffee-house.
that well-informed stranger, myself,
who had led me so unerringly, to the
good - humored Irish pawnbroker, for
I

can hardly command

wonder

if

it

was

my

nostril, lips,

and

ly chiseled.

The eyes, under their fine, even brows
and

in the

shadow

of her long curving

were luminous, frank, steadfast,
but they had, or at least I fancied they
had as I recalled the moment later, a
hint of tragedy in them.
And I, on the curb, a homeless and
all but hopeless vagrant, stood staring
through that little oval window spellbound. The face was the face of the
woman of my dreams
lashes,

!

was

on

foreseen.
I was strolling

similar circumstances

hands of

wrench to my arms and whatever
shock my feelings may have suffered
from the imprecations of the conductor,
who assured me I deserved to have
been killed.
I paid him my fare, and then leaned
out to look ahead. We were rapidly
overtaking the carriage.
Once we ran alongside, and this time
I noticed that the lady of my dreams
was not alone in the carriage. A young
man was sitting beside her, a very
smart young gentleman, somewhere
about my own age. He was good-looking in the loose sense in
which that term is used but
he did not look very good.
expression on his wellfeatures was distinctly
cynical, almost saturnine.
If
he had caught a glimpse of me,
straining out from my seat in
the trolley-car, that I might
gaze to advantage on the wonderful face of the gi|rl who sat
beside him, and could have
known the feelings with which
I was looking at it,
how he

my shrewd and relent-

I suppose I took the Bowery
becauseitwas pleasantly crowded with people who looked
enough like me in my transformed state to prevent my beI

would have laughed
Or
would he, I wonder ? Perhaps
his expression would have been
!

grimmer.

was not

The brougham was delayed
by some slowly moving vehicle
in front, and our car darted

should
pass the night. That question
would solve itself, no doubt, in
an hour or two. For the present I was perhaps the most
utterly idle, purposeless waif
on all that crowded thoroughI

ahead, they turning in behind
us on the track. We were
nearing the bridge terminal
where my car stopped, and I,
fancying they would turn west
toward one of the down-town

fare.
I was strolling north on the
west side of the street, and had
no recollection of how far I had
gone, when after dodging across
one of the broader east and
west streets it may have been
Canal, though I hardly think I had
gone so far I paused on the north curb.
There was a little huddle of vehicles
there, delayed for a moment to let the
stream of cross-town traffic go by, and
conspicuous among them by its comparative rarity in that neighborhood,
was a private brougham.
My eye rested on it as it had rested
on the others, listless, indifferent, but

—
—

space of that single glance the
My
of the world changed.
heart stopped dead still. Then, at the
end of a suffocating second it leaped forward again madly.
The interior of the carriage was
brightly lighted and in the oval window
Even now,
I saw a woman's profile.
when the memory of it is a week old, I
in the

whole face

—

The
made

enemies.

even planning where

else

succeeded in scrambling onto the running-board and into the car, sustaining
no more serious damage than a painful

up the Bowery

ing conspicuous.

should have

I

too tired to think or to lay my
plans for getting the steady job
which I knew would be the only
guarantee against my falling,
within a day or two, into the
less

I

jumped at an express-train.
More by luck than by anything

—

the track now
of a discovery which my unknown self could never have
I
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ferry stations, feared
ing to lose them.

I

was

go-

To my
He was

a rare bird in that

CHAPTER
LOST

comer

my

of the world

VI.

!

T^HE

brougham had started on again
and was perhaps half-way down the

next block before I had recovered from
the daze into which the sight of her had
thrown me. Then, stifling the outcry
that rose to my lips, I set out in mad
pursuit, running, dodging in and out
among the vehicles, like a man
demented.
F^ven at my best speed of course the
carriage kept leaving me farther and
I thought I had lost
farther behind.
her, but at that moment a trolley-car
came flying along, its motors screaming
with the stress of full speed. It was a
distinctly hazardous proceeding to attampt to board it in full flight, but in

relief, and equally to
surprise, they stopped at

the curb only a few paces away
the terminal itself.
I
slipped
off the car and made my way back
toward it. I came up well within
earshot before I stopped. If it was
dishonorable to listen to their conversation
well, let the dishonor be on my
head. He seemed to be protesting
against her leaving the vehicle.
"Really, it's absurd, you know," he
said, "that I should put you down here
and leave you to make your way alone
through all that crush. At least, let
me take you across the bridgp. Then

from

—

I will let you go wherever you like, and
on my word of honor I will make no
attempt to follow."
"No, no," she said, rising decisively
as if to put an end to the argument.
"It is a compromise as it is, you know.

;
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really, 1 can't let you come any
farther."
He rose without any further insistence and helped her down to the curb.
"I am sorry it has all turned out
" I
didn't
to be so futile," he said.
know myself that father had gone unminutes before you
til just a few
came, and I had no means of letting

a n d it seemed rather cruel to
him, as well as to her, to present to
her this travesty on him. Still, my
overwhelming eagerness kept me in
doubt; held my decision trembling in
the balance until the utterance of that
last word, the name of "Duggleby."

you know. I am sure he would not
have broken the appointment if he
could have helped it.
"I don't know what it was that
called him away. His message only
said that he had had some disc|uicting
news and had been obliged to go down
into New Jersey for a day or two.

mind raced

and

I

know he took a

so

was impjortant."

it

understand perfectly," she
or three days don't matter
after all these months."

"Oh,
said.

train,

special

you may be sure
I

"Two

much
The words

evidently

man

the young

meant more

to

than appeared on the

surface.

"You must not think
us,"

he

said.

your father

is

are

too badly of

"I don't wonder that
Inventors
suspicious.
like that.
It is not a

nearly all
bit surprising that he should go off
and hide himself and not let us know
his address.
But you must not share
those suspicions yourself. That would
be too absurd.
"Come, just to show there is no ill
feeling, let

me

take you home.

I

won't

look where we are going, and you need
not tell your father I did it. So where
would be the harm ?"
"That's quite out of the question,"
she said, and her voice had a cutting

edge to

it.

"Good

night,

Mr. Dug-

gleby."

What
there in

not,

shrank back at it, perfectly
stinctively, and for a few seconds
I

my

at lightning speed.
There had been more than coldness
in her manner to him; there had been
dread. He was her enemy as well as
in my present state mine. Yet the discovery of who I was would put an
added burden upon her and I should be
no better than a coward if I were to
ask her to assume it.
There was comfort in the discovery,
though. Her use of that man's name
convinced me that my dreams had not
lied to me.
I was sure that if I were
to say:
"I am in flight;

I

have

just escaped

from the asylum where Mr. Duggleby
has had me shut up, and from which
he meant that I never should escape"
just those words and no more, I

—

should see a flush of recognition coloring the pale face, and should feel the

—

two friendly hands friendly
no more than that. Yes! There was
comfort in that thought, at least.
I had let her walk past me and get
half-way up the stairs to the elevated
clasp of
if

occurred to me that
call on her for help,
I might, at least, try to learn the secret
which was denied to the Dugglebys.
I could follow her to her home and
then, when I was in a position to bring
help, not to ask it, I should know where
platforrn before

though

I

it

could not

to find her.

was thinking of, as I skulked
the shadow, was what course I
I

the other man left
her.
There she stood the woman I
had said I would search the world to
find.
There was the face that had
come
my dreams; that had encour-

should take

when

—

m

me through every perilous moment during my escape from the asylum
and i^ my dreams when she had looked
at me from under the shadow of those
curving lashes, there had been love in
aged

her eyes.

Would they brighten with the same
fire now if I were to stand before her,
demanding recognition ? The thing
seemed absurd when 'I thought of the

—

difference between us
she standing
there beside the carriage from which
she had just dismounted, patrician in
every line and clad in beautiful tailored
simplicity, and I
the shabby, penni-

—

scarecrow which the events of the
last twenty-four hours had reduced me
to
shuffling off a few paces in the dark
to avoid being "moved on" by the
suspicious policeman.
less

I rushed up the steps two at a time,
but she had been walking briskly, and
I did not immediately overtake her.
The train was standing at the platform
ready to depart, and all I saw was the
disappearing flash of her skirt as she
enterey it.
I had no ti|me to reach the platform
of the car she had entered, only barely
succeeded, in fact, in squeezing past
the closing gate of the car nearest me.
I made my way through the train as

rapidly as its crowded condition would
permit, to the foremost end of the
front car, and then all the way back
again, scrutinizing every face.
It was a long time before I would
admit to myself the possibility that I
had been mistaken, but at last the fact
became so evident that I had to admit
Heart-sick, I sank into the nearest
it.
eyes had played me false. I
seat.
had taken the wrong train. I had lost her.

My

CHAPTER

—

My

in-

unknown

self

gentleman, whether she

had

been

a

knew him

or

I

VII.

GET A JOB.

has since struck me that Fate was
attempting to play rather a grim
joke upon me when I discovered that

TT

^

my train was Coney
While I sat there, heart-sick
that the little gleam of hope which for a
moment should have been vouchsafed
me had been so quickly extinguished, I
was listening involuntarily and wholly
the destination of
Island.

automatically to the jokes, the giggles,
the light-hearted and rather emptyheaded merriment of a crowd of people
who could apparently be made jjerfectly happy by the simple process of
shooting the chutes.
Why I did not get off the train and
take another back to New York I
hardly know. Probably because I
simply lacked the initiative and the
energy to do anything; or, perhaps,
again Fate was serious.
At any rate, I did not move from my
seat until the train had made its last
stop.
Then I drifted out with the
crowd and was caught in the great current that flowed and eddied and swirled
but never stagnated along that remarkable thoroughfare known as Surf

Avenue, but none of all its well-assorted
wonders had any power to divert or
amuse me, even for a moment.
Presently, to escape from the blare
and the glare of it, I found my way

down

to the beach.
did not find solitude even here, but
there was a good surf rolling in, and its
thunderous diapason drowned out the
strident human noises which had disturbed me. Under its influence the
mad circular whirl of my thoughts,
which I feared would drive me mad, if
I were not mad already, was quieted.
One by one or two by two, to put
it more accurately
the strollers who
had shared the beach with me went
their way, packed themselves into clanking trains or noisy excursion steamers,
I

—

and sought

—

their homes.

That

strip of

sand, with the great combers creaming
up beyond, was all the home I had, and
at last I had it to myself. And with
the solitude came sleep the heavjsleep of complete exhaustion.
In my former state I am coming to
believe I must have been a vagrant or a
millionaire.
When I wakened the next
morning, and pretty well on in the
morning it must have been, judging by
the height of the sun, I was not in the
least distressed by the fact that I had
little more than a dollar in the world
and no notion in the world how I was
going to earn another.
I shook the sand out of my hair, and
then proceeded to invest nearly onefourth of my worldly wealth in the
luxury of a sea bath. The attendant at
the bathing-house looked at me curiously, and I don't wonder, for the experience of encountering a tatter-demalion figure like mine at ten o'clock in
the morning at Coney Island, wanting
to spend twenty-five cents for the rental

—

of a bathing-suit,
to him.

must have been

ne\v
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was no extravagance for me, howperhaps it was the most sensible
investment I could have made. I
found I was a good swimmer, and the
experience of battHng with those heavy
surges effectually washed away the
doubts, fears, and disappointments
vvhch had threatened to paralyze my
energy, and left me my own man again.
When it was over, when, refreshed in
mind and body, I
It

ever;

resumed,

though

somewhat

ruefully,

"Can I get some ham and eggs and a
cup of coffee here ?" I asked.
He eyed me with mingled reluctance
and suspicion:
"Veil," he said in beery accents, "I

subbose you can

if

you have got the

brice."

"Go ahead and
I,

and

I

suppose

order

it,

then," said

my manner must have
my appear-

carried conviction though
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of something, and it was rather puzzling
to decide what it could be.
I was no
longer hungry, but I certainly felt that

my

breakfast had been incomplete.
waiter unconsciously gave me
the cue by lighting the stump of a half-

The

unwrapped
wanted to
another

to

my

worldly capita! to a
few odd dimes and
nickels. Well,

high time
should be
something.
to be

back

was

it

that

1

doing
I

ought

in

New

York at this moment hunting a job.
The reason I did
not go was simply

was

that the instinctive
man in me the

—

had to walk
perhaps two hunI

man who had

dred yards before I
found a place that
appeared to be
I

it

bought a cigar,
which reduced my

almost deserted,

open

welcomed

I

breakfast and

supply a casual

and

piece

accordingly.
I
paid for

upon

It

!

and

wayfarer with
breakfast.

little

I
That was it
It
was simply
in the mosaic I was

smoke.

constructing of the identity of myself,

the outfit of clothing which my friend
O'Brien had provided me with, I
still had the price
of a breakfast in my
pocket. What more
could a man ask ?
But Surf Avenue,
as I soon found, is
rarely called

cigar.

just

demanded a smoke

— was still in
clamorous rebellion. What he was
pointing toward

for business.

came upon one

at last, however, a
sort of combination

concert-hall and

now was the battlescarred piano at the
other end of the

saloon that was just

hall.

opening up.

"It's utterly ab-

An extremely

surd,"

dirty,

blear-eyed
waiter was wiping

self.

I

told

"What

if

myyou

off the sticky tops

can play the piano
Is this the time and

of the iron

place to try it.?"

.•'

tables

with a very ques-

Yet he had led
right before,
and perhaps he de-

tionable-looking
mop. The room was
a large one,
taining

of

con-

perhaps

two hundred

At the

me

tables.

farther end

a gaudily
painted and indeit

scribably

some con-

The waiter

was

still

near

my

lingering
table.

I

pushed fifteen cents
toward him. Then,

shabby
arch

leaving

prosceaium

him

stu/pe-

with astonishment, I deliberatefied

and drop-curtain
proclaimed the

ly

existeaceofastage.
An upright piano
st(Jod
before the
centre of it, and a
battered bass viol and a drum with
cymbals attached hinted at an orches'^ he
whole place reeked indescril^*"^bably with the remains of the orgy of
the night before.
But for the vivifying preparation of
a sea bath I could not have thought of
breakfasting there. Luckily, however,
I
was in no critical mood and I approachetl the waiter:

served
cession.

walked down the

seated myself
before the piano,
and began to play.
I
had no idea
what I was" playing, but I knew that
that row of white and black ivory beneath my fingers accepted me submissively as master. I don't know how
much later than that it was, probably
not more than four or five minutes,
when the sound of heavy breathing
at my elbow caused me to look
hall,

He

helped her down to the^curb.

ance did not, for without further demur
he walked away and disappeared
through a greasy door which I supposed
led to the kitchen.
The quality of the food, when it came
after considerable delay, was much better than appearances had led me to

and I cleared my platter with
enthusiasm. When I had finished,
however, I was still conscious of a lack
expect,

around.
("ontinned on rage 172.
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I

AS

the

bookkwper

finished his story
porter appeared and
tried to light the swaying oil
lights that had been called into service
when the electric current had l>een
tlie

train

broken. Night had approached swiftly
and only a dim ghost like fog of Hying
snow could l)e seen from the car win-

dow.
"Looks like we will be here all night,"
said the dark one.
"Lord, I hope not," exclaimed the
wholesaler.
"I had one experience of
that sort and that, indirectly, was what
caused me to take out a policy on my
business. I might explain, gentlemen,
that the Lord has blessed me with a
fair share of this world's goods and

Psychology In
Salesmanship

m

By Rex White
A
district

party of Life Insurance salesmen on their way to a

%

convention were stalled for several hours by a train

|

During a discussion of sales methods

I

wreck ahead of them.

one of the salesmen

—the

—

biggest producer in the crowd

|

ridiculed the idea of applying Psychology in salesmanship.

I

based upon

j

he took the salesman

|

The sales manager contended
To demonstrate

Psychology.

back

that every sale
his point

gathered there

|

them

Life

|

of the occupants of the car,

|

the insurance they could

|

The exception was a farmer from Saskatche-

|

to the Library car, explained to the

that his

salesmen wished an opportunity

Insurance.

It

turned out that

all

with one exception, already had
afford to carry.

wan.

men

is

He agreed

to

all

to sell

permit the insurance salesmen

to

canvass

him, but he met their arguments and at last declined to buy.

The farmer then turned

to the other

men

and asked them

to relate their

were induced

purchase Life Insurance.

to

in the Library car

experience as to

how

to sign

|

Each man as he

|

had

up for a policy.

My

my

head bookkeeper.

me

Both had been with

many >ears and were

as familiar

|
|

I

was.

"I remember picking up a newspaper
just before going to bed and reading
therein of a former business acquaint-

ance

a sudden death and
were found to be in such

who had met

whose

affairs

a state that, although actually wellto-do his business rivals managed to
ruin his firm before the tangle could be
straightened. I remember shaking my
head over the affair and mentally declaring that there was no excuse for
I
thought comsuch carelessness.
placently of my own affairs and howwell they would run on if anything
should happen to me. This, at least,
was my first thought.
"It was an hour later when I was in
berth that the thought came to me
to go over m\- affairs in an effort to
see what would happen if I shou[d

my

:iiiHiiiwwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<imiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii^^

for

with the details of the firm as

|

I
m
siwmiitiiiiiiiniMiiiiuiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

|

they

told his story pointed out the Psychological influence that

induced him

|

that ten years ago, the time I tcK)k out
insurance, I was as well off as I am now.
At least, I thought I was, but it was the
realization of how shallow is the water
over the reefs of business that brought
me to my senses and sent me scurrj'ing
for protection.
But here is the story:
"ien years ago, about this time of
the year, I was called to a western city
on an important business matter.
I
am married and have two children,
now pretty well grown, but at the time
of my adventure mere babies.
I left
them with my wife in our comfortable
home, guarded by several servants, and
secure in their belief that the world
was a mighty good place. They had
ne\"er known what it was to miss a
wife was
single comfort or luxury.
in the same position.
She was the
daughter of well-to-do people and at
their death their fortune was added to
m>" own. Business was good and my
In fact.
affairs showed a steady gain.
I was in a position to give thanks and
as my train whirled away that night I
sat in the smoking room with a good
cigar and spent the time counting my
blessings and planning new joys for my
family.
I had left my business affairs
manager and my
in the hands of
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me6t with death without warning. The
more I thought about it the more nervous I became. Certain notes were due
and, while I had arranged to meet
them, my arrangements had been made
with a firm in another city.
It was
doubtful if they ever would hear of my
death until too late.
My office men
would not know what to do in a matter
of this kind. It would be weeks before
my lawyers could clear up things and
in that time the entire business might
be ruined. I thought of certain verbal
orders I had given, of shipments that
would be dead timber on the firm's
hands without my plan of turning them
over.
The plan was not perfected and
had hesitated to put it to paper until
1

was.

it

"The more
\

ous

when

thought the more ner-

I

became.

I
I

It

was nearly morning
and

finally drifted off to sleep

while I had resolved to put things in
better .shape on my return, I knew that
there would always be some things that
might endanger the business that no
one but myself could handle.

\/fORNINC.
well.
it

came

awoke
was not
was standing still and
and

* with the feeling that

"

The

train

was very

my

I

all

cold in the cars.

head out of

my

I thrust
berth and gazed

A half dozen men and
talking together in low
tones and 1 could see they were annoyed and j)eevi.sh. I tumbled into
clothes and joined the group. It was
only a moment until I realized the
trouble.
were stalled in a snowinto the aisle.

women were

my

We

it looked ver>' much as
we were there to stay for 24 hours
at least. The tracks were blocked before

<lrift.

In fact,

if

and Ijehind us and a heavy wind was
driving a cloud of snow before it. There

was nothing

to

do but wrap up

in

our

overcoats and sit down and wait. A
hrakefnan told us of a snowslide just
ahead and explained that we had
missed death by less than a rod. This
was not cheerful and I found myself
in a blue funk.
The day grew colder
and colder and we soon suffered physically as well as mentally. However, I
will not bore you with the details of
that halt in the snowfields.
Let me
say it was nearly 48 hours before we
finally steamed into a town with an
extra engine ahead of us, our own ha\'ing gone dead for lack of coal.
"The first thing we .saw

as

we

scrambled from our train was a half
dozen newsboys with 'extras.'
We
discovered we were the cause of the
extra.
Report had reached the town
that our train was under the snowslide and that every soul had perished.
This story had flashed across the country and with horror I realized its effect
on my wife and children. I dashed for
the telegraph office and sent a hurry
message to my wife and business asso-

was in possession of the facts.
death had caused a rush of small creditors

Af ter ten minutes of conference I
of

my

A cheerful answer from my
wife lifted the load a good bit, but another wire from my managers promptly
laid it back on.
" 'For heaven's sake hurry home,"
he wired. 'Business going to smash.'
I
wired him back that I was coming
and in a mixture of fear and wonderment I took another route home. In
my office, as I entered, a calm hum of
business in its usual channels greeted
me.
The clerks wore busy and the
tj'pewriters clicked and the office boys
were loafing beside my door.
"The sight was a relief.
I
had
expected most anything else.
In fact
I had e\en pictured a sheriff standing
before a padlocked door or a long line
ciates.

The

report

of creditors awaiting my appearance
with anger and a disposition to attack
my person. My manager rushed out

meet me and

led me into the inner
ten minutes of conference I was in possession of the facts.
The report of
death in the snowslide had caused a rush of small credit-

to

office.

After

my

always fearsome.
"This was the start and a thrill was
felt all thorugh the world in which I
did business.
Even the banks were
affected and their men had called at
the office.
Notes came in, credit
swayed and in 24 hours my firmly
established business was on the verge
of a smash.
My manager had done
ors,

Continued on page
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say;

laughs at locksmiths, they
and, faith, 'tis true, as I
have usually found in my experience.
When a wench wills a man
will discover a way, and 'tis a pretty
frequent trick they have of willing,
even despite their parents and their
guardians. I have an eye for a lover,
and, if I cannot he he, I am content
to let him be himself, more especially
if the maid be not too much to my

But there is no denying but
what the girl I saw at the "Green
Man" out of Shrewsbury was a mighty
taking creature. She was a slim pretty
wench that knew how to use her clothes,
and that a nod and a toss were not all
the weapons that a girl needs to her
hand. She sighed and smiled like any
angel at the young oaf at her side.
Well, it was not that he was an oaf,
for I am only calling him that in that
he was of a rustic habit. He was passably well-jointed, and had a smooth
ingenuous face that was ripe, you
might think, for sheer folly. But he
was tolerable, though the wench was
too handsome for him with her style.

and t'other would and would not.
'Twas pretty enough for idle eyes.
But 'twas time I was away, and so I
rose and made for the door; the which
there
I had no sooner reached than
was a tap on my shoulder.
"The devil! " says I, whipping out

my

yet with

the perversity of her
her heart was set on
him, and that she would not merely
ogle him, whatsoever she might do
sex, 'twas plain

to others.

She sat t'other side of the room,
eating of her food, and casting me mild
glances now and then, in part of wonder, no doubt; but I am not unaccustomed to the battery of female eyes.
So I gave her back her shot with interest, and presently, as if .she thought
she had done enough mischief, she
turned to her man and gave him her
attention. She hung on him, the sweetling, till I was driven to believe she
was maybe as innocent of heart as of
eye; and so I fell, too, and, having
gotten a quart of good wine under my
jacket, I mellowed towards 'em. Lord,
they were turtle doves a-cooing, and
the one helped t'other with a titbit,
152

,

young

which Miss

fellow; at

a-spluttcring.

was only Master Turtle with
a kerchief that had fallen from my

"Lord love these innocents! " says !,
seating myself, and staring at tlie girl

pocket.

with

But

it

"Ye're a pleasant

faiicy.

And

sword.

the

at

blushed the deeper, and set by her
glass hesitantly.
"You will not boggle at the toast," said I to him.
"No, for sure," says he boldly, and
drank it like a man, but it caught in
his throat, and he fell a-coughing and-

youth,
your sweetheart
friendly

lad," said I, "and
would tempt a monk," I said.
"Sir! " he cried, making as if to
draw himself up; but I gave him a

friendly push.
"Faith, my gosling," I said, "make
no trouble of me. I am the kestrel
that flieth; and my nest's in a wilderness"; and then observing the girl to
be looking on me with interest I made
a leg at her. "Let her bloom, lad " I
said, "Lll not do more than .smell at
an innocent flower."
"Sir, I am beholden," he stammered,
seeming not to understand, but wishing to be civil.
"I'll warrant there's a snug household to be set up somewhere," I said,

"and plenty of children to
give you my compliments."

"You

fill

it.

I

sir,' said this raw
"But we are not wed."
"Aye, and June hath not come,"
said L
"But 'tis merry May."
And somehow I was seized of a
sudden with a notion, and I went back
across the room to the table, calling
upon the innkeeper.

are good,

innocent.

"I will drink to a pretty maid's eyes
and to her happiness," said I, "and
here's a good man maybe will indulge
me in the toast."
"That I will," says he stoutly, looking mighty pleased.
So when the wine was come we

—

drank, while Miss blushed and simpered to a nicety.
"To a full house! " said I, winking

She was

admiring eyes.

fair

May

flower and dainty as blue
skies in Spring, and it was a little time
ere she could recover from her conlike a

fusion.

"Name

the day," said

I,

"and

I

will

make free to send a wedding gift."
They looked on each other, and says
the man, "Sir, you are good, but

'tis

not determined."

"What! "

cried 1, "with that elobefore me, you have not
settled? If I waited a sennight I should
deserve my peepers blinded," I said,
"and not to tell black from white, or
beauty from a beast? "

quent

"O,
ing

]Diece

sir,

some

you mistake," he
earnestness.

said,

"The

show-

fault lies

not with me.
" 'Tismy father,' 'she panted, speaking for the first time, and in a pretty
rural accent.
I nodded.
"Ay, old hunks. I see
well.
'Tis often so.
They will not
remember youth and roses and the
bloom of May. Rip me, I would learn
him had I the old thing here."
"Joan's father," says the young
man, being thus encouraged, 'Is of

an

ill

name."

"Well, Joan's a pretty one to
up," I said, laughing.

make

"Nay, but sir, 'tis a hard situation."
he went on earnestly, "and as you are
so kind you may like to hear it."
"Say on, my hero." said I, ordering
another bottle, and crossing my legs
under the table.
" 'Tis this waj," said he, eagerly,
"Master Appleton took a wife when
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thinner,"

now

fairly

"so

that his

said

the

young man,

taken up with his story,

became

riches

more than wife or

to

him

child.'

"Riches are good," said I, "but I
have known women I liked better."
"Then, sir, you will see how tragic
this grew," says he
mournfully. "For
the mother died, and
the child lived on
with

this

swivel, and bang went the contents
right across the mare's crupper, startling her.
"Damn your silly head," said I.

better sense and more .spirit, and confusion to old Hunks, the Miser."
I
winked at Miss, and tossing off my
liquor, rose to go.
If I was to reach
my destination that night I must be
a horse, and, to say the tnith, I was
weary of the parsonical youth, though
I
should have liked well enough to
have had the girl for company longer.
He rose and gave me a bow, this pewopener, and 1 doffed to Miss, and so

he was grown thin of blood and all that
was human in him was burnt like a
savaged heath in summer."
"He should ha' known better," said
I, burying my nose in the pot.
"And as he grew older his blood
ran
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"D'ye think that is the way barkers
should be used? I have half a mind
to give you a lesson and take you for a
Meanwhile and whilst I pontarget.
der it, friend, out with purse and
baubles."
At that he thrust at his nag with a
whip, and tried to make off, but I
caught the reins and seeing the ninny 1
had to deal with I
gave him a caution.
"Look you, you

got forth.

'Twas

a

fine

night,

and,

though

have great wide
by
in you
thunder you will,
corporal, if you do
shall

holes

hoarding

miser, that would
not use her as his
own flesh and blood."

not lend some sense
to your actions.
Think you, I have
took all this trouble

"An old skinflint!"
I.
"I would I
had him at the tip

said
of

my toasting fork."

for to let
strike me

"So that his happiness is naught to
him," says this cermonious youth, "and
though I can offer
her an honorable

you sHr,
"
merry?

I took him by the
shoulders and shook
him so that he nearly
rolled out of the

saddle,

and

set

up

cry, "I have

place, being schoolmaster to the village

a

no less than
thirty pounds a year,
he refuses, sir, his
consent and grudges
his daughter as he
doth his hoarded
wealth, and will not
suffer me in his
house, desiring a

naught," he says,
"I have spent all at

naught — I hav

with

market.
Heaven
I

those lean pockets."
"Sir," he implored me, "I beg you
will spare me. 1 am
a poor man and have
but the savings I
am taking to my

meet

,

sity."

"Deplore your wig and waistcoat,"
I.
"You should thwack old hunks
until he cried for mercy."
"Sir! " he cried, in surprise.
"There is only one way with fools

said

and madmen,"
There

I

women
maid a

"and that's the
some that add

said,

be

to the list," I said, giving the
I
am of
look, "but not I.

another kidney."
"I fear
idle talk"

we have

—begins

taxed you with this
this sacristan,

stopped his mouth.
"Oh, drink," says

have naught."

" That's as may
I replied, "and
1 will e'en take the
freedom of sounding

thus? "
I
put in,
with a smile at the
girl that was as good
as words, for I was by this wondering what in the devil's name had
made her take up with this longwinded, church-jabbering, mim-mouthod son of a curate.
"You have guessed rightly, sir,"
.says he, "though I deplore the neces-

cudgel.

call

be,"

wealthier suitor for
her that .shall pay
him for the bridal.
"So that ye are

driven to

I

to witness

but

I

walked gently forwaid along the lanes of the
Tillage, singing like an innocent child at nurse
I

unhappy daughter."
'twas late for my errand, I walked
gently forward along the lanes, pretty
content in mind, and singing like an
innocent child at nurse. Finally I
mounted and had got a mile or so
away when I descried against the
twilight of the sky a man jogging
along toward me; and at the same time
I caught the measured tramp, tramp,
tramp, tramp of a horse's pads, on the
highway. I reined in, and waited, with
the silly wine in mv noddle; and of a
sudden I burst out on the traveller as
he reached the turn of the road where
I stood.
Lord, it was like roampadding
of a sheep for all his squeals. He was
an elderly thin man, something lanky,
but bowed in his shoulders, and he carried a bundle and a great blunderbuss.

This latter he slewed round about tome with a cry of terror as I
came up, as if it had swung on a

wards
I,

"drink to a

"Why,

there be a lady in the
case," I said, "I will maybe call a
change of tune.
But, you miserable
old serpent," I said, "you blow hot
if

one moment. Disgorge
Beelzebub."
"Sir," he says, catching me by the
lapel, "I am an old man and not

and

cold, all in

my

much

longer for this world. I besi^ech
you, let me go down to my grave in
peace and quiet."
"You will go down mighty easy and
mighty quick," said I, interrupting
him, "if you do not empty those
I
pockets, and so I promise you."
pointed the barker at him, and with
a huge sigh he stretched a tremulous
hand for a pocket. But nothing came
out by that; and on he went to the
next, I jogging him with the pistol.
Hence he fetches me out three bold
faidens, and sighed again.

—

:

—

"
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"You rake, you
I.
the fair to-day. Fie,
'Tis the lyinc you
you old grayhcad
have swilled. I will help you to unload all of my loving-kindness."
And thus, despite his protests, I
ransacked his pockets, and found
therein a purse of good yellow guineas, the which did please me. But all
the time he shifted about in his saddle,
moaning and bewailing his hard
fate, and I saw that he held a hand
behind him.
So says 1, suddenly
reaching out and
catching at this:
"Rip me," said

ha' spent

it all in

!

him

in wonder. "You shall come with
me," he pursued, catching my arm
eagerly, "to my solitary house, and
there you shall dice against me; and,
if so be I lose, you shall have not only
what you hold now, but all that is
mine therein, which is four times this
little.
But if so be the lot falls to me,
then you shall surrender what you
have, and leave me in peace."
Now I sat looking on this strange

mare abreast
redoubled

shifty companion.
"Sir," says he now in a trembling
voice, "we are nearly at our destination, and I am obliged to you for

your courtesy."

"You may

mildly, and
thither.

we

old

friend,"

said,

and pulled

arm

forth.

said

turned
I

the

horses

was not afraid
mere village,

of a

"Shake hands on
it,

I

occasion is celebrated.
Where is your house? "
"Straight scross the green," said he

some minutes

what he

quit civil terms,"

shortly, "until this

creature with his strange proposal for
in silence, for

the other nag and
watchfulness of my

of

my

let alone a puling
hamlet, but some-

I

how

his

1

distrusted

my companion, and

He uttered

what was clutched
in his talons was a
bag, and in that
bag, .slit me, was a

was not for being
by an old
knave.
So I was
not taken aback
when, our horses
swinging into a lane

pile of goldfinches.

off

"Ho! Ho! "said
I, but ere I could
say more he had
begun on his old

came abruptly un-

howl

note,

a

I

of miser\', for

crying

tricked

the

green,

we

der the lights of a
tavern.

"Joshua! Peter!
Thieves!
Help!
screamed the old
man, suddenly seiz-

that

he was a poor man,
that these were his
master's, and that

my

ing

he should die dishonored, and the

leg.

I

But the old villain had reckoned
without Dick Ry-

stowed the bag

der, though there are

about my waist,
and was for giving

plenty that would
have been put abou t
by the unexpected-

likeofthat.

him some lessons
in tnith and hon-

ness of the trick.
I
seized his rein

esty.

"This learns us,
gentleman"
I began solemnly,
when he broke in,
paying no heed,

swiftly,

and, to mysurpri.se
in quite
another
voice

leaving

to pinch my
leg as he willed,
and, giving his nag
boot
the tip of

him

old

my

I

swear you shall

you are a
man of your
hands," he said, "and one that takes
"Sir,

the hazards, I suppose."
"All are one to me," I said merrily.
"Then," he said earnestly, "here is
something for your digestion.
You
have a small spoil there, wrested from
me, after hard years of labor and toil.
But what if you had the chance to
double, nay, to quadruple, it? " he
asked, pushing his nag close to mine
in his anxiety to be understood.
"What mean ye? " I asked.
" "Tis true," he said, "that
I am a
Ix)or man.
But I have labored hard
and have collected some few pieces of
gold.
I should lose them with an ill
mind. Yet I have, like yourself, a
heart for hazards, and I will make
you an offer," he says. I stared on

sit in

Paradise and be no worse for

it

a

only old stingy, sober-sides yonder

And yet it
could see the
it, but if he played me fair,
there was something attractive in the
notion.
I
am not a glutton for a
guinea, but I like a game of chance.
And so, said I, at last, revolving it

suggested perplexed me.

my

tickled
perils of

curiosity.

I

my mind:
"Lead on, old beetle, and
But beware lest you play me

all in

I

follow.

false."

"Sir, it .shall be as I say," he answered, not without some dignity. And
so we jogged along together in the
direction he had pointed, but, as you
may suppose, with one eye upon the
lank old rogue.
Presently a twist of the lane brought
us to an open green, in which twinkled
a few lights, and I now pushed my

simulatneously, in
a moment we were
in a sharp canter.
whit
The tavern lights
and
slipped
by,
though I could hear the tramp of feet
and the sound of voices, and guessed
that some within had responded to his
shouts, I had old bag of bones safe and
sorry. And first I gave him a nudge in
the belly that righted him in the saddle,
for he was almost falling' twixt the horses.
"You old Satan! " I cried. "Think
you thus to cajole and cozen GallopGadslife, I'll take double
ing Dick?
toll of you forthwith."

"You cannot do that," he
"You have all."

said sigh-

ing.

"Well, riddle

you,"

I

me

if

I

do not riddle

said.

He showed no sign at that, but
moment as if he had

burst out after a
been thinking.

Continued on page 166.
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Books and Their Makers
By

Bookshelf

starts a book department.
If its readers approve it,^ it
origin is to be found in the scores of letters to the editor from time
to time written by subscribers who are interested in books, and want to know more about new
books and the people behind them.
"Give us news of new books," says one, and "Why
"
haven't you a section in Canada Monthly that will have a special appeal to bookish people!
writes another.
For bookish people, then, this department will be included hereafter. It
is in the hands
The method to be followed ivill
of a competent and well-known critic.
The
be to notice all books, arid to deal lengthily and broadly with outstanding new books.
department, in short, aims to be a causerie on books and their makers.
Its editor will be
glad to have any correspondence on literary matters, and where it is unv ersally interesting,
publish it: in all cases, replies will gladly be sent to correspondents.
Canada Alonthly feels
that to be in touch with its readers by the medium of their taste and interest in things bookish

With

this issue

will be carried on.

is to be

Canada Monthly

Its

near them indeed.

— The

Editor.
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Stringer, Gilbert Parker, L.

Strong Canadians

HAVE

borrowed this title from a
recent issue of the British Weekly
of I.ondon, England.
It was the caption for a letter-article from the pen
of "Claudius Clear," who is none other
T

than Sir William Robertson NicoU,
one of England's important essayists,
and himself a dean among bookmen.
His article dealt -with two books, one
of them Augustus Bridle's "Sons of

Canada" (Toronto) J. M. Dent & Son,
81.50 net. So far as Canadian books
are concerned this is indisputably the
book of the year, and should compel
the interest of such of us as are glad to
important books by Canadia.ns,
not only because it is written by a
Canadian, nor only because it deals
with Canadians, but because it is a
l)<x)k which in its line, biography, must
lake its place at once as a rare and brilliant achievement.
It is a series of
studies of outstanding Canadians
strong Canadians. A book of this
kind should have been written long
ago, for we need to be told that the
great ones of the earth are not all
outside our own country. A prophet
is not without honor
may be a
hackneyt^d truism, but it is still a
truism. We are apt to think of financial giants and political chiefs and
tans in art and consider only those
in the United States, in England, in

arisen whose novels deal intimately and
have no
interestingly with life.
Wells, no Bennett, no Galsworthy, no

We

see

.

I

.

.

i

the countries of

the older world, in
of any old nation

any old country and

rather than of our own. A book of
this kind pulls us up short.
One feels
on reading it that one lives and works
in a country that is itself producing
great men, men whose achievement in
whatever sphere is their's is outstanding and superlative. The thought con-

M. Mont-

gomery, Ralph Connor. But if these
are famous so was Bertha M. Clay. No
one could accuse the man behind that
nom de plume of being great! Stringer
is a past-master at the art of telling
Mrs.
detective and political stories.
Montgomery has enraptured hundrdes
of thousands of school-girls with her
Sir Gilbert Parker has
"girl" stories.
made stories out of history and they
have sold, which is a tribute to the
penchant for history-study and a testimony to the fact that we have a storied
past rather than that Sir Gilbert is a
great writer.
No Canadian has yet

Edith Wharton, no London, who have
rarely bothered to fictionisc since they
were busy in telling of life as they have
Augustus Bridle, the'author

actually
of

"Sons

of

Canada," the most important item in a

isn't.
~

year of Important Canadians

seen

life: life is

to find

has real and unquestioned justiYet though a book of this
kind should have been written long
ago I am unable to call to mind the
name of any single writer who could
have done it so well. Such a book
waited for a mind like that of Augustus
Bridle.
We have few such in the
country.
It is not a little significant
that Mr. Bridle left out of his "Sons
that,

fication.

of Canada" any studies of Canadian
authors.
It is just as well for in this
field alone we have no really great
Canadians (I am thinking just now of
fictionists, particularly).
have

We

famous

novelists,

it

is

true.

Arthur

But

And

literature

Mere

is

novelising

Mr. Bridle was probably unable
any great Canadian novelist, so

he omitted
tributes to a national pride which,
unlike some feeling that passes for

it.

literature.

our story-writers.

all

the cart before the horse.
What is in the book is important. Such
figures as Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Reverend
Albert Carman, Sir William Peterson,
Dr. A. S. Vogt. E. Wyly Grier, Colonel
Denison, Baron Shaughnessy, and Dr.
J. A. Macdonald are a few out of the
thirty-four of the sons of Canada whom
Mr. Bridle reflects. He does so in every
case very admirably. His method may
be said to be that of A. G. Gardiner,
the brilliant editor of the London
Daily
News who in " Prophets,
Priests and Kings" and other and
similar books studied great world
this

is

"

Mr. Bridle, nevertheless,
though he has Mr. Gardiner's impressionistic method, is, taking it by and
figures.

IS5
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do not hesitate to say, a
He is very
than Gardiner.
different, for he is always Bridlesque,
and he has managed, as Mr. Gardiner
never has done and one ventures to
think never will do, to leave all party
prejudice and personal bias out of
account. Thus Mr. Bridie out-GarHe sees his men as
diners Gardiner.
they are, and though he does not overlook their faults, he prefers to pay
more attention to their virtues. Living
large,

A

1

" Poetry "

lovers of poetry wonder why the quit
and rarely beautiful work of Reuben

Year

i

greater

and working in Canada as he does,
and editing an important weekly paper.
The Canadian Courier the author
has proved himself as great in heart
as

any

of his heroes.
Trifling details give place, in sketch
after sketch, to broad and far more
significant sweeps. Mr. Bridle doesn't

bother much with the year a man was
born, nor how old he was when he
cut his teeth. But he is concerned in
seeing his man as a whole, by and
through his works. Reputation gives
place to character.
These are chaacter studies, never mere recitals of
reputation. The men studied are seen
in the light of what they themselves
are doing and have done. As one
reads monograph after monograph one
is impressed with the capacity of the
author for swift and sure discernment.

There

is

not one single study which

is

not faithful and finished.
That is a
tribute to the mentality of the man who
has made the studies.
It would be difficult to take up any
particular sketch. They are all indeed
equally brilliant. One wonders, perhaps, at some omissions.
I should like
to have seen W. F. Maclean, M.P.,
sketched in this book. If ever there
was an outstanding Canadian he is
one. Sir Hugh Graham is another.
In both cases, it is true, Mr. Bridle
would not, could not have been wholly
commendatory but then neither has
he been in the excellent study of Henri
Bourassa nor of Sir Robert Borden, nor
of Sir

Henry

Pellatt.

Can we

not, too,

exclaim at the exclusion of J. W. Flavelle?
And did not John R. Booth
deserve a place in this gallery? These
may not be great men, but they are
important figures. Perhaps Mr. Bridle
is going to give us another book, along
similar lines. I do hope so. His experi-

PARTICULARLY

Butchart

*

Very well might Mr. Garvin have
dropped Virna Sheard and Helen
But
Merrill, our faddists in verse.
"Canadian Poets" is a book to possess
and to read and re-read. It is a notable
achievement, complimentary alike to
most poets therein representetl, to Canada generally, and to its editor and

important, too,
the output of Canadian pfx.try
this year.
In this regard Canada has
had a banner year, for not only have
there been several volumes published,
but the quality of the contents is noteworthy.
cannot but take pride, as
a nation and people, in the splendor
and unusualness, both, of such p<X"ms
as are contained in "Canadian Poets,"
chosen and edited by John Garvin
(McClelland, Goodchild and Stewart,
From time to time there have
$2.50).
been many collections and anthologies
Some
of the work of Canadian poets.
have deserved to live, and are still
living. Some should have died immediately after birth. Mr. Garvin's book,
however, is the most deserving of
attention inasmuch as it is the work of
a man of some discrimination in the
direction of poetical criticism, and is
is

We

a collection far fuller and more wide
in scope than any of its kind which
have yet appeared. In addition to
that each author included in this
anthology is sketched at some length
for the reader and a photograph helps
the reader to see what manner of
person the writer is. The photographs
are, frankly, nothing to write home
about. The sketches are very excelIncidentally they reveal the
lent.

most of the Canadian poets,
though Canadianized, are foreign in
most cases British born. Their residence and work here, however, enables
us to think of them as Canadians, in
fact that

—

—

many cases, while of those who live
and move and make their poems and
their money without our boundaries
we may at least claim their Canadian
,

birth.

The volume is remarkable' for the
number of newer and younger poets
quoted. Among these are such names
as James B. Dollard, one of the greatest
of Canadian singers, Norah M. Holland
whose work has a virility and wild
music
"J. E.

all

M."

its

of

own, J. E. Middleton,
a Toronto daily, whose

of its human products, then ours is a
great country.
owe Mr. Bridle

"Off Heligoland" moves statelily
from start to finish. This, by the way,
is also included in "Peoms of the Great
War" (Macmillan, $1.50). To these
and such as them Canada owes a
renaissance in poetic literature which
makes thoughtful people reflect that
our greatest poets are not those who
have passed altogether. Marjorie
Pickthal, perhaps, has the true poetic
instinct more than any other of the
younger poets, and is indeed already a
singer known and loved by many
thousands of readers of the reviews

much

and magazines

ment
"Sons

in this is so certainly successful.
of Canada" is the most impor-

tant book by a Canadian in many
moons. I venture to think its author
had a purpose. Whether he had or no
his book will bring home to us that, if
a country be judged by the greatness

We

for

showing us

that.

As a work,

the book itself is well done. It is
the work of a keenly analytical mind
and a literary power and excellence
rare in present day biographers.

poem

referred to
wonders, rather,

flippantly

One
as "highbrow".
at the exclusion of Agnes Maule
Machar, a well known and versatile
writer of verse, and doubtless some

is

not there to be sampled.

compiler.

The Novel
INDISPUTABLY

of the
the

War

biggest

and

war novels is "Mr. Brit ling
Through," by H. G. Wells

best of

Sees it
(Toronto; Macmillan, S1.50). This is
not only the best novel on the war, but
It is
also the best of W^ells's work.
the story of England and the English
and is more of a monograph upon the
national temper and temperament when
war broke out compared with that of
to-day than anything else. It has little
plot,

but

in its

description

of

Englishman,

it

intimacy and power of
and reflection on the
Through
is immense.

Mr. Britling the man or woman who
doesn't know England and the English
can best and most quickly get to know
them.
Britling, quite probably, is Mr.
Mr. Wells treats the reader to
a view of people and conditions in a
Southern village, first, before war and
secondly after war. With a masterhhand he depicts the change in things
external, index to the change in the

Mr.

Wells.

mind of England as the war
turns out to be anything but the
small twopenny-halfpenny affair which
English people had at first thought.
Mr. Britling is determined to see it
through. How he does is told in the

collective

book. Mr. Britling loses much. His
son is killed. His cherished views and
attitudes, his poses and his affectations,

—

are
all
typical of his countrymen
gone. The war makes Mr. BritHng
have the thing out with man and his

and God.

fellows

Histor\' will set its

No one but Mr.
Wells could have written it. Everjbody should read it and get from it
sane ideas on the war as it affects the
temper and temperament of England
seal

on

this book.

and the English.

A
AN

^^

Nature Student

unusual book and one worthy

attention is from the pen of a
more or less new writer, Duncan Arm-

His book, "The Beech Woods"
a type of which we could do with
more samples. It aims to tell of the
beauties of the ever-varying landscape
in Canada and is really a series of
brest.
is

Continued on page 170.
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the Dominion and Empire
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issues of

most

of

our ex-

changes, especially the papers from
the smaller towns and villages, have
been chiefly devoted to discussions of
their municipal elections; eventg that
in

some communities appear

to

com-

pete with the war itself in public interIn the larger cities it is noticeable
est.
that interest in municipal affairs, including the annual elections, has dwindled since the beginning of the war, and
small space is given to them in the
metropolitan dailies. Nevertheless our
brother editors throughout Canada are
still able to turn their minds occasionally from the great war problems of the
day and the more transient problems
connected with the election of mayors,
councillors, reeves, et al, and produce
thoughtful articles of more than local
The first example to hand is
interest.

that from the Kitchener News-Record,
which notes the birth of a new manuIt says:
facturing industry in Canada.
To a firm in Newmarket, Ont., a
small town north of Toronto, belongs
the ctedit of being the first Canadian
concern to manufacture wooden lead
pencils.

Heretofore the lead pencils used in
country have been imported chiefly
from Austria, while some were purchased from English and United States'
makers.
this

It is

pleasing to learn that this

New-

market firm has been able to manufacture a lead pencil which is in every

way satisfactory to the trade. As a
consequence, orders are pouring in suth
numbers that their mills are kept busy
supplying the demand.
The company has been manufacturing woodenware for seventy years but
will devote its entire plant to the making of lead pencils and in the near future
will move its heavy machinery, required
in the manufacture of woodenware, to
a new mill nearer the timber supply.
Here's to the Canadian lead pencil.
May its lead always be of the right
texture, be easily sharpened and hold
Here's hoping that the
its
tX)int.
pioneers may build up a large trade for
it through the support of pleased patrons.

I

the Leading Canadian

Upon

ECENT
D
^^

Review
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Lloyd- George's Message

"THE

great event of the month, one
of the great events of history, was
the speech of David Lloyd-George up-

on assuming the Premiership of Great
Britain.
Every newspaper in Canada
practically has commented upon it; and
the opinion is unanimous that he spoke
not only for the British Isles but for
British people everywhere when he
announced that there could be no
peace without reparation, and adequate
guarantees for the future. His message
to Canada and to the other British Dominions is thus commented on by the
Mail and Empire in a leading article:
It is a rare thing, possibly one without precedent, for the British Prime
Minister to send to the people of the
overseas Dominions a message in his

own

name.

Such

communications

usually come from the Sovereign, and
are for the purpose of expressing the

Royal approval of something that has
been done in behalf of the Empire.
Months ago the King made a general
appeal for greater efforts on the part of
his subjects to win the war, but it was
addressed to the Empire at large, not
specifically to the

United Kingdom or
Mr. Lloyd-George,

Dominion.
new Prime Minister, is intent
on the one business of bringing to bear
the

Britain's

the collective strength of the Empire
against the enemy.
It is to perform
that task he was called to office.
He
means not to delay or omit the taking
of any step that seems to him conducive to that end. He communicates
with Canada in the same free and earnest

manner

in

which he communicates

with Allied nations.

It

was not

to

thank us, to commend us, or to convey
complimentary sentiments of any kind
that he cabled this message.
It was to
tell us that the British people are more
determined than ever to leave nothing
undone in the way of service and sacrifice to bring the war to a triumphant
issue, and to say that he has confidence
and there is the same determination in
the people of the Dominions.
He
shows us what the spirit of the Canadian people to be the same. He goes

I

|
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forward in the strong confidence that
the will and the might of the whole
British Empire are supporting him.
Shall Canada disappoint him ?
Not if
the men Canada has now fighting in
the van of the war are a fair sample of
our country £ts a whole. Mr. LloydGeorge understands his mission, and
can be depended upon to do everything
in his power to carry it out.
We must
all

back him up.

Canadians who have

not yet answered the call for defence or
for such othtr national service as they
are capable of rendering ought to
answer it now by stepping forward and
offering themselves.
The beginning of
the Lloyd-George Administration ought
to be seized upon as the opening of a
new and more auspicious period in the
war, as the time fitting for deferred
volunteering to be done.
Mr. George's
message to Canada ought to be understood as a rousing appeal for assistance,
and it ought to be answered by a rousing recruiting

movement.

— Exchange.

Noted Publisher Dead
K^OST of our readers, we are sure,
have enjoyed as much as we have
reading the some of the opinions culled
from Canada's weekly newspapers. It
is an eroror common to many people
who live in Toronto, Montreal and
other large cities to suppose that the
city papers alone mould public opinion.
Some of the weeklies have quite as
much influence, in proportion to their
circle of readers as the great dailies.
One of the best of the weekly papers of
Canada is the OrilLia Packet, one of
whose publishers died a few days ago.
His death caused much regret, and we
republish a short sketch of his career
from the Collingwood Bulletin.
By the death of Mr. Geo. H. Hale, of

Hale Bros., publishers of The Packet.
on Wednesday, Orillia lost a most
estimable citizen and Canadian journalism a notable figure. Mr. Hale who
had been ill for several weeks, would
have been seventy years of age had he
lived until Thursday.
As it was it is
believed he was the oldest newsapper
man in Simcoe county.
157
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Mr. Hale was bcrn in Omcmee, and
went to Orillla from Lindsay in 1868 as
foreman of The Expositor. Two years
with his brother, W. M. Hale,
he founded The Packet. He was a
life-long advocate of temperance, and
an ardent prohibitionist. During the
Fenian raid he did guard duty with the
militia, and for many years was actively
connected with the 35th Battalion,
later,

Simcoe Foresters.
In 1874 he was married to Marion,
daughter of the late James Gow. Besides his wife he leaves two sons and
two daughters. The eldest son, Mr.
C. H. Hale, who is connected with The
Packet, is chairman of the Orillia Water,
Light and Power Commission, and
president of the Simcoe Press Association.

Deceased was an Anglican and a
staunch Conservative. He had a wonderful memory, and his knowledge of
local historical events was remarkable.
The funeral took place to St. James'
Church, at 2.30 o'clock Friday after-

noon.

Building Ships

CANADA

building ships for Noris done with the permission of the Imperial government.
The London Times says that the construction of large ships at present in
Canadian yards for neutral owners
"certainly seems remarkable" but not
more so than the fact that vessels should
now be allowed to be built in the United
Kingdom for neutral firms. Since the
beginning of the war, 1,820 merchant
marine vessels with gross tonnage of
3,328,584 have been sunk. It will probably take ten years to replace the
great part
tonnage lost in war time.
Canada's enterprise in
of it is British.
building ships is laudable, but these
ships should be constructed for British,
not foreign, owners. The British Em-

way.

is

This

A

new tonnage now; it will
need more after the war. Cannot the
pire needs

Empire's Governments and the shipping interests agree to build at present
The Monetary
only for the family ?

If our eyes were open we should see
that the very currency which we use is
far from being conducive to eceoomy.
In Canada there is no coin between the
1-cent and the 5-cent piece.
Consequently, many articles worth 2J^ cents
are sold for 5 cents, and articles worth
123/^ cents are marked 15 cents or two
for a quarter, merely for the sake of
convenience.
The United States has demanded a
2J^ cer t coin and consequently the
director of currency of that country
has recommended the passage of a law
authorizing such a coin.
In the course
of time Canada will doubtless also issue
a 23^ cent piece, otherwise we will find
the American 2J/2 cent pieces filling
Canadian purses and tills. The economic value of such a coin is undeniable.
The war has raised the price of many
small articles from 5 cents to 10 cents
simply because 10 cents was the next
convenient amount. If a 214. cent
piece were in circulation these articles
would be marked 73^ cents, and the
purchaser would save 2J^ cents on the
article.
In this way small amounts
saved at the lunch counter and in the
5 and 10-cent stores would help to
balance the increase expenditure for
potatoes and eggs.

Naval Losses

SUMMARY

A

of the total losses of
the various Entente navies in warships since the beginning of hostilities,
according to German figures, has been
given out by the Oversea News Agency
as follows:
British warships, 123, of a total of
563,200 tons.
French, 29 ships, 53,900 tons.
Italian, 20 ships, 63,600 tons.
Russian, 16 ships, 54,800 tons.
Japanese, 4 ships, 9,100 tons.
Total, 192 ships, 834,600 tons.
may not know until after the
war just what the Teutonic losses have
been.
do know, hswever, that
after the Jutland battle the German
losses were grossly understated in the
German ofificial report. Moncton Times.

We

We

Times.
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Boys
Coin Wanted

which we buy has
taken such a leap above its former
article

price that we are learning to be surprised at nothing observes the London
Advertiser.
If a grocer should ask us
25 cents a bag for salt instead of 5
cents, we should in all probability hand
him our previous "two bits" and walk

away with the

purchase, murmuring
something about the high cost of living.
Instead of merely grumbling about the
high prices of commodities and the
slimness of our purses, we should try to

do something

to

improve conditions.

in

Khaki

A MBITIOUS

and patriotic mothers
Peterborough whose boys are
too young for military service have
arrayed them in miniature uniforms of
the King. There is no garb possible to
devise that so becomes a sturdy Canadian of tender years, and boys so dressed
have been noticed wherever they went,
^"^

in

colonels and captains often
conferring upon them the distinction
of the military salute.
But the wearing of uniforms by noncombatants has become too common.
man too proud or too timid to
fight has donned the khaki and passed
dignified

A

—

—

hero among strangers. Frauds
have been perpetrated under the pro-

as a

tection of the King's outfit. An order
has gone forth making it a misdemeanor
to wear any resembling military uni-

form by a person not regularly enlisted.
This edict applies to the case of children.
It is too bad that the boys can no
longer appear in their cute military
habiliments. No one would mistake
these little fellows for the one who was
trying to make his way in life under

false pretenses.

The

sight of a l)oy of

four or five years with sturdy frame
encased in khaki has caused many a
young man to consider his own duty in
the matter and has sent him to the recruiting office.
Peterborough Review.

Experiences

prXPERIENCES grave and gay jostle
together with uncermonious and
undesirable familiarity in human life.
Inphysical nature sunshine and shadow,
night and day, cold and heat interplajas old-time actors in the Time theatre
In the realm of human
of the world.
experience a similar abandon of antithemal experiences is to be found. As
an instance Rev. L. W. Hill last Saturday had a funeral, a marriage, a baptism and a call to another funeral in
dramatic succession. IngersoU Chronicle.

President Wilson's Note
PRESIDENT WILSON'S note to
all the belligerents and neutrals has
been discussed by the press of Canada,
whose consensus is that the message
was at least untimely and that if it has
any effect upon the war it must be a
favorable effect \v'ith regard to Germany. We reproduce the words of
the Brantford Expositor, which are

typical of the tone of the press gener-

ally:—
President Wilson is usually unfortunate when he takes pen in hand to
indite a diplomatic note, and his latest
performance, in asking the governments
of all the warring nations for avowals of
their respective views as to terms on
which the war might be concluded, and
permanent peace ensured, is no exception to the rule.
His action is no
doubt well intended, but it is ill-timed
and will be resented by the Allies as
meddlesome interference in view of
their definite refusal of

Germany's

re-

quest for a peace conference, and their
positive statements as to the only terms
upon w'hich peace is possible. These
terms are manifestly such as Germany
will not accept until she is compelled to
do so, arid such as she will not now
consider.
This being the situation,
the action of the United States in
pressing for a peace conference, looks

CANADA MONTHLY
coming to Germany's help by placing the Allies in a false position before
the neutral world.
Certainly Mr. Wil-

like

son should not have addressed any such
note to the powers without first having
the assurance of all of them that it
would be favorably received, and any
such assuracne has certainly not been
given.

An American
"T^HE

Heligoland

Danish West Indies
the United States, important
though the transfer may be to Uncle
Sam is discussed by the London Advertiser in one of the scholarly articles
that is characteristic of it:
The acceptance by the Danish people
of the proposal to sell their West India
Islands to the United States bids fair
to bring to a close negotiations which
have been in progress intermittently
since the days of Lincoln, and incidentally to terminate one phase of Germany's draem of an aggressive campaign
»in the western hemisphere.
It remains
with the Danish Parliament to carry
out or reject the mandate of the people.
The vote will show whether Prussian
influence in the little kingdom is as
great to-day as it has proved upon
past occasions.
Uncle Sam is badly in need of these
island possessions to establish a Heligoland for the Panama Canal. The necessity for a naval station and coaling depot was made apparent during the
Civil War, and again during the Spanish-American War. Lincoln and his
secretary of war, Seward, first broached
the question of purchase with the Danish minister at Washington in 1865,
and induced him to bring it before the
Danish Government, which, however,
refused to consider a deal.
Negotiations were later reopened at Copenhagen and again failed.
The Danes were influenced by two
conditions.
They feared they might
offend their big neighbor, Prussia, and
they were obliged to consider the attitude of France, which sold Santa Cruz,
the largest of the islands, to Denmark,
with the stiiuilation that it should not
tie transferred without her consent.
In 1807, Denmark offered to sell St.
sale of the

to

Thomas and

St.

John

for five million
to sell Santa Cruz if
France were willing. Seward offered
half this amount, and Denmark replied,
splitting the difference.
Seward ac-

dollars each,

cepted the

and

the Danish Governbut the United
States Senate pigeonholed it through
personal spite toward Seward.
In
1870 the treaty lapsed and died.
In the meantime the islands were
l)ecoming a financial burden to Den-

ment

offer,

ratified the treaty,

mark, and in 1892 the Danish Government reopened negotiations, but the
United States declined to move. An

was again made

in 1896 and deIn 1901 negotiations were reopened by the United States, and a
treaty was made to transfer all the
islands for $5,000,000, France having
given consent for the sale of Santa Cruz.
It was then that Germany showed her
hand. She had designs upon the Caribbean Sea, Venezuel and the Panhma
Canal, and succeeded in having the
treaty defeated in the Danish Upper
House, the Landsthing.
The present war and the operation of
the Panama Canal brought home to
the Washington authorities the necessity for intrenchment in the canal zone.
It was decided that when Germany was
busy in the eastern hemisphere the
time was ripe for renewing negotiations
for the purchase of the islands, but the
price involved this time is .$25,000,000.
Among the big world events the
incident has received little attention,
but it is a vastly important step in the
military plans of the United States, and
one which, possibly, could not be taken
offer

clined.

if
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Ciermany were

free to

make

forcible

objection.

An

Efficient Recruiting

Agency
KJEWSPAPER space as
agency,

either

for

a recruiting
industrial or

military service, says the London Free
Press is proving the most efficient agent
that has yet been employed to bring
before the people of Canada the need of
the hour. The advertising campaign
which is being carried on in the news-

papers of this country calling for munitions and more munitions, and pointing to the vital part that shells are
playing in the war in Europe is educating the people to be ready to respond
to the opportunity to serve the nation
and empire in the shell-making shops
of the country.
Some of these advertisements are
most striking in character. A recent
"ad" told in a few words the whole
story of the shell in war.
How that it
first broke up the entrenched positions
of the enemy; how the attacking allied
troops were protected by a "barrage"
fire until they had reached the broken
trenches, and how this "barrage" was
suddenly lifted to a point behind the
lines which prevented reinforcements
being brought up for the succor of the
enemy, or the escape of the enemy
troops caught in the destroyed trenches.

The remarkable ability of the allied
gunners to drop shells at will within a
fixed space of a few feet could only have
been obtained by the perfect accuracy
Do we not see here
of the shell itself.
the extremely essential part of the
shellmaker ?"
The call of empire to-day is to the
people to serve in some capacity. First
there is the call to the trenches.
It

comes

to the

man who

arduous

is

physically

under often distressing circumstances.
Hardly second
in importance is the call to the man and
the woman who can assist in the profitted for

duction of shells.
the medical officer

work

of itself

is

toil

Here the stamp of

not required. The
healthful, and if the
is

worker is not physically strong there
are numerous lighter tasks to which
his or her services

Make

may
it

be applied.

a Year

many United States cities special
VNdays
have been set apart for various
purposes,

for

as,

instance.

Clean-up

Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day, and
now comes news of a Go-To-Church
Sunday and a Be-Honiest Afternoon,
both New York institutions. Of course
New York and other American cities
know their needs. Perhaps these two
last days were specially set apart as the
result of the recent discovery that a
York boy had stolen $10 in order^
that he might get to Boston to hear"
Billy Sunday preach.
In any case it

New

does seem a little curious that only half
a day should be set aside to being honest.
Can it be New Yorkers consider
that
quality
less
important than
church-going, to which a whole day is
given ? Or is the need not so great ?
This is a matter that will bear some
looking into.
Toronto Sunday World.

—

May

Cure John D.'s

Indigestion

F

the faith of John D. Rockefeller is
equal to that of a man and his wife
residing near here, he may be cured of
his indigestion.
The couple called on
the American consul on Thursday to
secure John D's. address. They were
told that "New York" ought to catch
him, as he was fairly well known. They
had a bottle of medicine with them, and
declared their intention of sending it on
to the oil magnate.
If the medicine
ever reaches the multi-millionaire, he
will quite likely regard it as a poison
put up by an enemy's hand, and will
probably send it on, without his comI

pliments, to

some

rival in business.

If,

however, he should take it and be cured
the senders will be in the big reward
which he is ready to give any one ridding him of his indigestion, and stand
to make a fortune as great as that of
the Standard Oil King, especially if he
will give them a photo and testimonial
for publication.
Kingston Whig.

—

Butter Would Have

In-

creased Cheques

pAKENHAM

cheese and butter fac-

suspended operations for this
season a couple of weeks ago, and closed
the most successful one that the factory
tory,

—
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has experienced since its first cheese
the market. The last
monthly statement showed the gross
returns for the month to be $47.38 ton,
and the net §41.61. The total amount
of cheese manufactured during the season was 149 tons, netting to the patrons
$55,760. To show the total product of
the factory there must be added the

was placed upon

output of butter, which was 7,540
pounds, and for which $2,119 was received. This added to the outfjut of
cheese would make the total product
of the factory for the year very close to
If the butter product had
$58,000.
been added monthly to the cheese
che(|ues it would have given the patrons
$1.40 a ton more each month than they
received

their

for

cheese alone.

Al-

monte Gazette.

Bartlett, William E. Marshall,

Holland, Father Dollard, Laura E.
McCully, Lloyd Roberts, Beatrice Redpath, Alfred Gordon, Virna Sheard, J.
Edgar Middleton, Arthur S. Bourinot.

Dancing and the

to a

Monarchy ?

^ ESS

than thirty years ago Brazil
revolted against the Emperor Dom
Pedro, drove him so hastily from his
country that his empress a few weeks
later, sufifering from the effects of exNow Brazil havposure, died in exile.
ing built one of the finest royal tombs in
the world is taking the remains of the
emperor and empress back from Portugal for burial in the soil of the last
monarchy overthrown' in the western
hemisphere. Some people see in it an
indication that the Brazilians are tired
of a Republican form of government
arid desire a return of the monarchy.
If this is true the Monroe Doctrine is
T

for another
Ontario.

in

jolt.

— The

Belleville

Canadian Poets
JOHN W. GARVIN, B.A., has disJ covered more Canadian poets than
we thought

existed says the Windsor
In his published list there are
some we never heard of. Here is Mr.
Garvin's selections for the hall of fame:
Charles Sangster, Charles Mair, Isabel
Valancy Crawford, Charles G. D.
Roberts, Arch. Lampman, Frederick
George Scott, Wilfred Campbell, George
Frederick Cameron, Bliss Carman, S.
Frances Harrison, Duncan Campbell
Scott, E. Pauline Johnson, E. W. Thomson,
Ethelwyn Wetherald, William
Henry Drummond, Jean Blewett,
Arthur W. H. Eaton, Helena Coleman,
Thomas O'Hagan, Elizabeth Roberts
MacDonald, Albert D. Watson, Isabel
Ecclestone Mackay, Tom Mclnnes,
Helen M. Merrill, Dr. J. D. Logan,

Record.

Annie Campbell Huestis, Alan Sullivan,
Alma Francess McCollum, Peter McArthur, Marjorie L. C. Pickhall, Arthur
Stringer, Katherine Hale, Robert Norwood, Marian Osborne, Albert W. Service, Florence Randal Livesay, Theodore Goodridge Roberts, Grace Blackburn, George A. Mackenzie, Gertrude

War

IT

is said that in a number of neighboring towns the Councils have decided not to rent the "Town Hall" for
the purpose of a dance, or ball, while the

war continues.
There are those who see in dancing a
form of amusement too frivolous to be
iridulged in while the serious matter of
the war is upon us.
It is largely a matNo
ter of temperament or education.

doubt there are those who, e\cn in the
past year, have been indulging in this

amusement

Back

Norah

M.

or pastime

who

are not

wanting in patriotism nor in .sympathy
with those whose boys or husbands are
in the trenches says the
nel.

Those, however,

Liicknow Senti-

who would dance

as frequently and as merrily as they did
before the war calamity came upxin the
world, must be regarded as light in the
head as well as in the heels. After all
there are not many such in the country,
the towns or villages.
It is peculiar that dancing as an
amusement is particularly aggravating
to those in a sober or melancholy mood.
The other evening in the Town Hall

the issues and conceal the symptoms
of tlie final paralysis, from her own

people and from the world.

Meanwhile, undismayed by the
partial arrest of the Russian advance,
and the not inconsiderable success of
the tremendous diversion, tactically
impressive, but strategically insane,

attempted against

The time

advancing without haste
Neither the equinoctial gales nor the first frosts and
rains of winter have this time pre-

advance.

someone

will

ask:

End

of

What

is

hilarity ?"

Predicts

War

'T^HAT

the war will be over before
in 1917 is the prediction made by the Vancotwer Sun.
The writer declares that Germany
already has reached the point where
she must cover real facts from her
*•

rest.

vailed against the determination of
the thin bufT and tricolor line from
the Vosges Mountains to Dixmunde.
If the cost, the daily cost, of this
unparalleled battle is heaj'v in lives

heartily at light entertainment, and for
the time forgot all about the world's
sorrows. And we thought nothing of it.
In fact it was alright. It may not be
well to ban amusement too severely lest
we come to take too gloomy an outlook.
Doubtless occasional forgetfulness,
and indulgence in some form of light
amusement will add to efficiency and
better fit the nation to sustain the stress
And it may be well to let folk
of war.
choose their own forms of amirsement;
not forgetting, however, that while the

Now

is

and without

and limbs

"undue

Roumania,

tained.

more than 400 people of Lucknow and
vicinity laughed and cheered most

holocaust in Europe is under way and
our own boys are there, undue hilarity
must excite contempt.

little

the watchers at home may well be
content to draw from the daily bulletins of the protracted battles of the
Somme and of Verdun not only consolation but a final presage of impending victory for the great alliance.
July 1st and the first week of September saw great if costly changes
in the fortunes of the war in France
and Flanders, a turning of the tide
which none but the ill-informed or
the impatient can mistake for anything approaching suspension or stalemate. The great .scale of the preparations for those first glorious days has
been justified. It is also being main-

foreseen;

of our brave
it

men,

it

was

too was provided for in

Midwinter

itself will not stop the
advance.
A continually
pierced and broken and receding line
cannot straighten itself out, cannot
maintain its spirit or its unity, cannot
escape the accelerating chastisement

irresistible

of

some

end.

signal disaster for months on
Here and here alone through this

anxipus Christmas time, pregnant with
so much change, so much hope, so
much foreshortening of the once limitless perspectKe of war, our eyes should
be fixed in confidence of the great
reward.
And the names which will be household words in all the homes of freedom, before yet another Christmas
dawns, will surely be those of Joffre
and Haig, of Gallieni and Lord Kitchener, of Briand and Asquith and Lloyd
George.

Christmas day

people.

The menace of a German collapse
on the Anglo-French front is so overwhelming that one can hardly withhold some measure of admiration for
the epileptic and spectacular methods
by which the directors of Germany's
war are everywhere trying to cloud

Cold Storage Abuses

^OLD
storage ought to be subject to
^-^

a tax based on profits, a tax that
would penalize the exorbitant trader.
The men who are making fortunes out
of cold storage by their ruthless hold-

up of the necessaries of life did
nothing to confer on the public the
benefit of cold storage. It is doubtful
if the inventor and improvers of the

ing

Continued on page 171.
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STUDEBAKER CARS

18

With Seven New and Exclusive Features
OTUDEBAKER NEW SERIES
^^

18

CARS, with seven new,

and exclusive improvements, are FINE CARS,
warranted by us to completely satisfy the most particular and
special

We believe

design and patent, opening with the doors and thereby preventing crouching and crushed hats.

IMPROVED BODY AND UPHOLSTERY.

—

The body

these cars represent the greatest
automobile values ever offered to the buying public, and that
persons accustomed to paying S2000 or S3000 for cars will,
upon examination, concede that these Studebakers equal
such cars in quality of material, design, workmanship and

equipped inside and out. The
hancjsome footrail, wide scuff plates, wide doors, handsome door
trim, carpeting, etc., all demonstrate quality and refinement.
The upholstery is semi-glazed, straight-grained, genuine leather,
made to special .Studebaker forms, with the best curled hair and

finish.

long coiled springs.

Studebaker has 813,000,000 invested in the most efficient
arid modern plants, in which it manufactures all of its engines,
axles, transmissions, differentials, bodies and tops. Middlemen's
profits (parts makers) included in the price of assembled cars
and small manufacturers' cars are almost ehtirely eliminated in
Studebaker selling prices. It is necessary to pay from 50% to
100% more than Studebaker prices for cars of corresponding

YALE SWITCH LOCK. Of pin tumbler type, Studebaker design, insuring protection against theft or unauthorized

fastidious persons.

ANY

is

elegantly

,

NEW WINTER
cars.
Noiseless.
fitting perfectly.

TOP.

Made

exclusively for Studebaker
Quickly and easily put on or taken off, and

Mechanical Improvements

Seven New Improvements and Additions
GUN-METAL FINISH. Original, rich and e.xclusive
of

deep

lustre

and permanency.

Fenders and aprons

are rich, black enamel.

NEW AUXILIARY

Improvements have been made

in the Series 18 Motor, insuring
greater smoothness, flexibility, quietness and economy. All
noticeable vibration has been eliminated by superior piston
design and the stiffening of the motor frame.

The Studebaker- Schebler carburetion system

Arm

CHAIRS.

chairs, original

and

exclusive with Studebaker, patent applied for.

slide

and

use.

value.

finish

finished

These large, roomy and comfortable chairs
under rear seat when not in use.

REVERSIBLE FRONT SEAT.

Original

fold

up and

and exclusive

with Studebaker, the front passenger seat is reversible so that
passenger can sit facing tonneau or facing forward. Both front
seats are adjustable to all leg lengths.

has been
both the FOUR and SIX are the most
motors on the market in ratio to power.
Studebaker lubrication has been further improved. The
chassis frame is the same strong, light construction which has
characterized all Studebaker cars. The full-floating rear axle
construction remains the same in principle as heretofore, but
has been further improved and strengthened.

developed

so

that

ECONOMICAL

The

Four-Cylinder

car

still

'

NE;W STOR.M CURTAINS.
FOirR-CYLINDER

FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR

Chassis

Roadster

1280

Touring Car

1295

Every-Weather Car

AH

car.

-

-

-

1570

-

-

1675

Prices F. O. B. Walkerville.

a

forty-horse

car, the Six-Cylinder car still remains a fifty-horse
The most powerful cars in the world at their prices.

MODELS

------ $1195

Landau Roadster

Of the recent Blackmore

remains

power

power

SIX-CYLINDER MODELS

STUDEBAKER
Walkerville, Ont.

SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX

Chassis

------- $1495

Roadster
Touring Car
Landau Roadster Every-Weather Car
Touring Sedan

Coupe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-------------

Limousine

Ml

Prices F. O. B. WalkerMle.

1580
1595
1785
1820
2245
2310

3430

—
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Psychology

in

Salesmanship

Continued from page 161.

and had made a splendid
He had finally got things to
a point where nS25,000 in cash would
make smooth sailing. It was then
after banking hours and he realized
that unless the money was in evidence
before they opened in the morning that
all was lost.
He could not go to the
banks themselves without exciting more
susjiicion.
But he got the money.

his

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVAL
SERVICE.

ROTAL NAVAL COLLEGE OP CANADA.

ANNUAL
Cadets

examinations for entry of Naval

Into this College are held at the
centres of the Civil Service
In May each
year, successful
candidates Joining the College on or about

examination

Commission

the 1st August following the examination.
Applications for entry are received up to
the 15th April by the Secretary, Civil Ser-

from whom blank
entry forms can be obtained.
Candidates for examination must have
passed their fourteeth birthday, and not
reached their sixteenth birthday, on the Ist
July following the examination.
Further details can be obtained on application to G. J. Desbarats, C.M.G., Deputy
Minister of the Naval Service, Department
of the Naval Service, Ottawa.
vice Commission, Ottawa,

G.

DESBARATS,

J.

Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.
Department of the Naval Service,
Ottawa, November

23, 1916.

Unauthorized publication
tisement will not be paid

of

this

best

showing.

adver-

for.

When

he told

gasp.

He had

me

where, I could only
loaned the money himself.
'But you have not got that
much,' I stammered.
'Not in the
bank,' answered my manager, 'but I
got it on my insurance policy. I have
been carrying 850,000 for ten or fifteen
years. It has taken every nickel I could
spare above living expenses but it has
insured comfort for my family. I knew
the afTairs of the firm were safe and I
was willing to stand by your family
and your name.'
"Gentlemen, the manager did not
sufifer from his deed you may be sure.
As I talked the matter over with him
the question of insurance came up I
needed no argument to show me what

an anchor it could be in time of storm.
I had been shown.
I took out a big
policy on my business that week and
I have enlarged it several times since.
It's the best investment I have."

A GRAY

haired

little

fellow with a

red, deeply wrinkled face had been
listening to the stories in silence and
it

was not until
had been

saler

the tale of the wholetold that his interes

seemed to awake.
ward and nodded

Here

is

Money Saved

Fingers are dirtied, pencil points broken and considerable
muss is made nearly every time a pencil is sharpened

New Pencil Sharpener all this is avoided
saved, pencils last longer and fingers remain

With the
time

is

unsoiled.

The handiest convenience for Office. School or Home.
The Boston Pencil Sharpener will pay for itself many
Sent to any address postpaid for
British Columbia. $1.75.
times over.
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..MADE

IN

leaned for-

head vigorously.

"That's right," he exclaimed, 'insurance in business is all that is claimed
for it.
My own afTairs were nearly
wrecked one time on account of a death
and the man was onl\- an employe. A
man on a salary of less than S50 a week
hardly seems to be in a position to
wreck a big business, yet that is just
what came very near happening to
mine.
"I am a brass and ornamental iron
maker in a western city. I might add
that my firm is one of the largest west
of Toronto and the output of my factory goes to a score of countries.
Among my men a few years ago was a
tall Scotchman from Glasgo\y. He was
a designer of rare merit and whenever a
particular job came in he was called
upon to put his artistic ability to the
test, I have three or four other men
of excellent ability, but none that
could compare with him. His design
were alwa^-s unusual, strong, artistic
and beautiful. He was a steady old
fellow and had but one bad habit,
drink.

CANADA

He now
his

him

in

I
think it was that that heki
a position where he could only

hope

for a salary not much larger than
of
skilled mechanics were
getting. Under ordinary circumstances

my

some

he could have been
thousands a year, but

earning many
big Eastern

tlie

firms knew him and his weakness and
would not hire him. I was not in a

my

position at the time he joined
force
to be particular over little things and
I was, in fact, delighted that I could
secure his services for a moderate
salary.
I believed I could arrange it
so that his sprees would not interfere
to any great extent with the work.
"For several years things ran along
in fair shape with him and while he
occasionally disappeared for days at
a time to reappear weak and trembling
from the effects of his debauch, he
did not absent himself when any
important deal was at stake.
"I was just congratulating myself
on my securing his ser\ices when the
blow fell. A contract was announced
for the brass work of a great public
building. The total was over S7o,000

and

called

for

many

elevator doors and

pieces such

grill,

as

ornamental
door plates

lamp posts, stair railings,
and numerous other things.

The designers of the building declared in their
call for bids that it would be decided
not only on price but on beauty and
utility of designs.
It was requested
that whatever motif be used for one
thing he used for all and it was suggested that inasmuch as the building
had to deal with law that the figure of
Justice and the arms of the province
be joined with the provincial flower.
It was not exactly the combination an
artist would have chosen, but it made
a big hit with the politicians and as it
was a provincial job that was all that
was necessary.
"Well, I called in my Scotchman
and outlined the idea and asked him to
get busy on designs.
It was easy to
see that he was delighted with the possibilities of the thing and he immediately went to work at it with an
enthusiasm that I had never seen
before.

He worked

his fellow designers

mittance to his

and even
were refused ad-

in secret

office.

"When

the designs were completed
he showed them to me. I was delighted

and because of tlicir wondrous beauty
and the price I knew I would bid I
already could feel the contract in my
pocket. The designs and bid were submitted and sure enough I got the
contract.
"My designer bore away the designs
from the contractor's office and started
for home On the way he stepped into
a saloon to celebrate the finish of his
task. Se\'eral hours later he staggered
out and a few minutes later stumbled
headlong into the river. His body as
never recovered. With him went the
onlj' copies of the designs.
I found

—
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This Winter

Double the Utility— Double the Comfort
and for a moderate price

—

Here is a car that Is Just as Ideally suited
for use in winter as in summer.
car
It Is a closed sedan and open touring
in

one.
practical,

sensible car for every use
every day of the year.
Closed, it has the appearance, luxury and
protection of a car that is permanently
It's exactly the car for cold,
enclosed.
inclement weather or hundreds of occasions all year 'round when a closed
car Is desirable.
upBut with the windows lowered andtothe
every
rights folded away It is open
friendly breeze that blows and has
much more character and style than an

—a

—

—

ordinary touring car.

work of a minute to open It up
without getting out of the car.
the utility
The Touring Sedan has double
car that Is
and double the comfort of any
open car.
or
closed
permanently either a
either
beauty,
The Touring Sedan is a
open or closed.
on either a
You can have a Touring Sedan
four or a six cylinder chassis.
horsepower35
famous
the
has
The four
Overland motor in its latest and most
improved en bloc type.
4% -inch tires
It has a 112-Inch wheelbase,
and those long, shock-absorbing cantilever rear springs.
en bloc
The six has a 35-40 horsepower
motor that is a marvel for power and

It is

only the

or close

it

Catalogue on request.

—

large
116-inch wheelbase
flexibility
long cantilever rear springs.
tires
of the price!
^ ^ , „ „,,.
These Overlands are the first lull size

—

And think

Touring Sedans ever offered at a modeuch prices
Such cars could not be sold at possible
By
but for the economies made
production.
our enormous
seSee these Touring Sedans. Make your
lection now— either a Four or a Six.

You can use these cars in
wait.
the dead of winter with just as much
pleasure and comfort as you can on the

Do not

warmest

days.

Please address Dept. 779.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works, WesI Toronto, Canada.

i^^7:r^'^h

I

.

_

See the Overland dealer now and arrange
for one of these moderately priced luxurious cars.
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In your home
the Thor that saves
you work, saves you time, saves you money.
It will save wear on clothes and cost of
help. Push a button and it does the washing; touch a lever and it does the wringing;
and It costs only 2 cents an hour for electricity. Over 125,000 women are happy in using
the Thor Machine. No rubbing. The suds are
sent through and through the clothes, and
no wear on a single thread.

—

a Thor

A WORD TO

to

MEN.

You men who pay the bills, here is a chance
cut down some of the high cost of living.

Decide now

to

for
New Year's

give her a

a lasting gift which will always be
appreciated. Write now for our Illustrated
It is

catalogue telling you

all

about washing.

Hurley Machine Conpany, Limited
413 YoEge Street, Toronto.

myself in a terrible position.
I had
ordered heavily of brass and had installed new machinery and many other
things that I could have afforded
easily enough had (he contract gone
through.
Now I was helpless. The
contractors refused to take any other
designs and, in fact, there was not
time to make up a new set even if my
men had been capable. The contract
was called in and given to a trade ri^'al.
"It was by the narrowest margin
that I escaped bankruptcy. I needed
810,000 so badly that I literally got
on my knees to a local banker. I got
the money, but my hair turned gra\'
over night from worry.
."I made vows, you may be sure,
that the thing would never happen
again and that duplicates and other,
safeguards would be established. But
in spite of this the thought came to

me what would I do in case some great
design was locked in the head of one
of my designers and death should come
suddenly. This led me to wonder what
I would do if my sales manager should
die, or my head bookkeeper.
I had
entrusted much of my business to
them. Their sudden taking away would
mean trouble of all sorts. It was not
possible for me or any other man to
carry in his head all the details of a
great business like mine.
I wondered
if there was no way I could protect
myself. I knew of none. That night
going home on the car I heard the
man next to me mention 'industrial
insurance.'
The words stuck in my
mind and I asked a friend their meaning.
He told me. To-day there is
not an important man on my salary
rolls that is not insured by me.
If
one of them dies to-morrow I will
receive a cash benefit that will do much
to make up any losses I should incur.
It does not cost me much, as I have a
blanket contract.
I
think it one of
the best business

moves

I

ever made."

'THE
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For a

little

AWAY
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your neighborhood looking after our renewals
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country,
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Write to-day for

full particulars.
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tall man with the heavy glasses
had been listening attentively to
all that had been said and once or
twice had commented on the stories.
He reached in his pocket as the manufacturer finished and drawing out a
small pocketbook poured a mass of
coins in his hand. It was easy to see

that they were "pocket-pieces" mainly
foreign or very old coins.
Among

them, however, the gleam of gold could
be seen and it was this precious bit
that the man finally picked out and
handed to his nearest neighbour.

"That is what signed my policy for
me," he said. "I am a school teacher
and the bit of gold you have there is
one of two medals I bought as prizes
for my boys. Four years ago I became
keenly interested in the study of social
and I soon found that many of
my students were equally interested.
science

My school was situated in a district
populated to a great extent by foreign
born citizens, and while Socialism was
stronger than social science, at the
same time the study of one led to the
other and the children often were audihome

tors at
merit.
•"It

of discussions of

was not long

no mean

until a club wa.s

formed among the older boys in the
school and I was elected president. We
had as our chief object the study of
economics and s(x:ial science, although
the social and athletic sides were not
totally ignored.

"My own

boy was a member of the
of the club, and it was he
that suggested an oratorical contest
should be arranged with a medal for
class

and

a prize.

It

was decided that the con-

be held the last day of school and
that the winner be decided by vote of
test

the boys.

"In some way the news went out
and a big newspaper printed the story.
This led to the awakening of interest
in
the work among many people
throughout the city and among them
was a wealthy merchant whose interest in children was known throughout
the state. He visited our meeting one
night and was prevailed upon to make
a short talk.

You can imagine my

delight when he concluded his remarlw
by offering a four years' course in a
famous college to the winner. This, of
course, added a great impetus to the
enthusiasm and the boys worked over
their orations and spent hours in

pouring over books.
"It soon became clear from the short
talks made in the regular meetings
that the prize would fall between two
boys. Their arguments were keen and
forceful and they showed a depth of
insight that would not have shsmied a
man student. I decided to have another
medal struck off for the fioy who came
next to the prize winner.
I did this
in an effort to stay the tide of disappointment that would be sure to engulf
the loser.
"On the night of the oration our
school room was packed to the doors
Everv'thing went smoothly and the
boys outdid themselves. The vote was
taken and Frank Wilson won the prize
by a narrow margin. George Martin
came in for the second They were the
two that all had expected to win. Even
while we were congratulating them,
however, tlie door opened and a policeman appeared. He beckoned to me
.

I reached his side asked me
to step into the hall. His errand was
soon finished.

and when

"A

factory floor had collapsed and

borne to death a score of men that had
been engaged in working on a rush
order. Among them were the fathers
of four of my boys and among that
four were the fathers of the two prize

CANADA MONTHLY
I will not dwell on the heartbreaking task of telling the boys in the
flush of their victory this sad news or
on the horror of the rest of their classmates. At the end of two weeks Frank
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winners.

Wilson appeared at

my

office

Buy Peace

and with

tears in his eyes handed me the slip of
paper that entitled him to his college

course.

'I

can't use

it,'

he explained.

We

have got to work now and .support
Dad
mother and the little ones.
'I

every

didn't leave a dollar."
"I had been afraid of this very thing
and was at a loss to know what to say.
I
suggested laying the matter before
the giver of the course, but this Wilson
It seemed too
refused to listen to.
much like charity. He wished me to
give the course to his nearest rival,

to take the college course.
son stood third in the voting
Martin insisted on giving him

Insurance

the things that

Twenty Pay

Endowment

Life Rate

we

Why

Nudgeth

Here

worry?

a company that undertakes to do all
for you, your wife and your
children. It is the shock absorber of this worka-day world.

The
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the worrying

Careworn

Man.

—

Send us your name and address and
you how to buy peace of mind.

let

us

tell

The

My

London Life
Insurance

and
the

London

medal he had won. My boy gave it to
me. The night he presented it to me
sat in the library of our little home
hand and
with the golden disc in
thought things over. I was receiving
a good salary as salaries go in our
profesion and I even had a good bit
in the bank, but
with pencil and
paper I began to figure out what would
happen at
death provided it was in
the near future. I was horrified to discover that the money in the bank would
debt
not more than pay the rest of
home and funeral expenses.
on
wife and children would be dependent
on their own exertions.
"I had planned big things for
boy and we had talked often of what
he would do when he finished college
and was embarked on his chosen pro-

sale

not only protect your family while
they need it but without extra cost provide for
your old age when you will need it.

Company

He choked a bit
income for years.'
and then suddenly burst out, 'Why
didn't Dad think of mother and the
kids? It wasn't because he was stingy.
He spent his last dollar on us. I don't
understand it.'
"The boy rushed from the room.
"Well, later, Martin was prevailed
upon

In our
Policy

Life

in the same
position you are,' I protested. 'No,' he
said, 'Martin's father carried insurance
and the family will have a monthly

offering for

man should buy — peace of mind, freedom

from care and protection from worry.

The
London

George Martin.
" 'But Martin must be

are

Mind

of

Company

Ontario

:

:

Canada
69

I

my

—

my

my

My

my

my

fession.

The thought came home with

sickening

force

as

I

stared

at

the

medal, 'What would happen if I should
go to-morrow?
The words of Wilson
came to me 'Why didn't dad think?
I
had turned down insurance agents
time after time because I believed I
could not afford old line and was

—

'

'

afraid of lodge insurance. As I stared
at the medal, however, I suddenly realized I could not afford to be without
it.
I
arranged for a policy the next
day and I found that there were a
little items we could do without
and use the money thus saved for the
policy. I have carried it ever since and,

dozen

in fact, increased

it.

I

Bovs!.
'
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'

^^ ^
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Name.
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acknowledge I was at fault,"
"but to prove my truth this
time, you shall do with me what you
will, provided only you take the direc"Sir,

he

I

said,

tion

point out.

I

I

was misled by

false

hopes through passing of the inn."
"Is't your house and the dice you
are still hankering after? " I asked.
He assented, and I shook him well

THE

Double Track

into the saddle.
"Very well," I said, after a little.
"I am still free for a toss.
Come
now, hold up, old mawkin, and shut
your mouth, or I'll leave you on one
of those fields for what you arc fitted
for^
and that's a scarecrow."
"I will obey orders," he said submissively. "I am in your hands."
Well, I will own it was an odd business, this compact with the old trick-

—

Route

but

ster,

and cared

WINTER TOURS
TO

I

was
not.

gamesome mood,
And, moreover, I was

in a

assured that he had had a lesson in
conduct and would not attempt his
treachery again. In this I was right,
for there was nothing happened until
we had pulled up before a house in a
lonely road.

CALIFORNIA
AND ALL

Pacific Coast Points

"This is where I live," said he, and
would have descended; but I was before him, and took him out of the saddle
myself, leading him to the door. He
opened it, and, still under my hand,
fumbled for a flint and stock, and so
struck a light. The room in which we
found ourselves was large and gloomy,
with flagged floors, and an old table
with two chairs stood before a dying
looked on with a grin while he
which he did
with a shaking hand.
He went to a cupboard, and not
knowing what he would bring forth
thence, I caught hold of his arm, at
which he turned in a frenzy.
"You will get nothing more. 'Tis
fire.

Florida, Texas,

New

Orleans, Etc.

Winter Tours Tickets now on sale
Stop over privilege allowed.

I

made

his preparations,

hid," he cried excitedly.
"Know
that if you ransacked this house
from floor to garret you would find
all

this,

his fingers still shook.
I rattled
the box, and threw twp fours.
Out
went his talons greedily to clutch the
box, and he rattled and rattled till I
thought he would never cease.

"Come, venture," I adjured him.
"Launch your ships! "
There was a gurgle in his throat,
and spasmodically the box went over.
He had cast a four and a three. A
scream escaped him, and he sat leaning
against the table like a palsied man.
"You have no luck," said I grin-

"And now for the
He made no move, so

ning.

coffers!
I

"

clapped the

pistol to his head.

my

"On
"if

oath,

I

will

said

fire,"

I,

you do not carry out your word,

a man of honor."
His meagre face, fallen into ridges
with age and wickedness, I doubt not,
was now swollen out like a baby's that
gasps for breath; and he made a gulp
like

of his breathing.

"Stay, good
and clutching

another

says he,
of the table.
course to propose
sir,"

quavering
"I

—a

have
merry

course."
Well,
tricks,

sions;

I
was wear>^ of him and his
and his whims, and his evaso I clapped cold steel on his

grey hairs.
"Give up! Concede! " I threatened.
He clasped at my arm with his
claws, tremulously.
"I will give up. You shall have all,"
says he, gasping, "but there is something better." He gazed wildly about
the stone room, and his eyes lighted
on something that seemed to stir him
to speech.
"I have, good sir," he
went on in a wheedling, carneying
voice, "God hath blessed me with a
lovely daughter a beautiful innocent."
He held up his hands as though in
admiration.
"The more is she to be pitied for
such a father," said I.

—

"Sir," said he eagerly, "we will
have one more throw. Sir, the dice
be ready to hand.
And you shall
^wager your winnings and all against
my lovely daughter, the beauteous

nothing."

innocent."

for particulars.

"Pooh! " said I, "'tis the dice I
want, and let's see who is master."
'Twas the dice, after all, that he
was searching for, and when these
were gotten out we sat to table, the
light between us.

G. T. BELL,
Passenger Traffic Manager,
Montreal.

"Faith, old man," said I, "'tis
cheerless hospitality.
Where is vour
"
bottle?
He rose mumbling, and went to
the cupboard again, whence he took
a bottle and glasses, and poured forth
some eai: de ie. He fumbled with the

I
was taken aback in fair amazement at the old goat's proposal, but I
was not the one to stay at a good
hazard, no, nor one to buy a pig in a
poke. So says I to the lean old miser:
"Where is this daughter of yours
whom you rate so highly? "

Apply

to

any Agent of the Company

dice.

W.

S.

my nobleman,"
ye win here's your
guineas." I set 'em on the table, and
his eyes greened over with delight.
"The

COOKSON,

said

General Passenger Agent,
Montreal.

I,

first

"and

throw,
if

He

about the room, as if
"She should be in bed," says

stared

listening.

"Oh, she is a pretty innocent,
a lamb, and goeth early to her sleep,
ohe should be in bed above."
For a moment I said naught, looking on him and wondering. I was not
in need of his gold, damn him"What looking maid is she? " said
I.
"As like her daddy as two peas,"
he.

said

I,

jeering.

"Rip me,

am

I

to risk

.
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golden fortune for

a

girl

with
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a

"

I^arsley face and carrots?
"Sir, she hath a skin Hke

a peach,
she hath blue eyes; her face is cream;
her hair is like waving amber," says

with enthusiasm.
"But I swear
you shall see her, if you will consent."
Again was I silent, whistling a
stave unto myself, but, sink ^ me, I
knew not what to make of it. Yea I
was in the mind to think^shame of this
unnatural father that would barter his
daughter for his gold. He hung upon
he,

me

whilst

I

"Well"

Good Shape
brassieres

pondered.
1

began

atl.last,

taking

up the dice, but in good sooth I scarce
knew what I would say; but he, whose
face had been working all the time,
and at the back of whose sordid brain
the thoughts and fears had been driving like mice in a wainscotting, broke
in quickly.

"Nay, nay;

exchange," he
will not toss.
'Tis unseemly, and against law," he
says, "to put all fortune to the fall of
a die. But I will make a bargain with
ye.
You shall take my daughter, exchange her against the gold."
"Bah! " said I, throwing down the
dice, so that they scattered on the
floor.
"Bah, you limb of Beelzebub!
You would sell your own flesh and
blood, your own innocent lamb, your
ewe-lamb, your lambkin that dances
among the flowers.
Pah, you old
satyr, there's none so foul as you, I'll
warrant, even in the purlieus of Lon"
don town!
"You will not? " he cried. "You

cried

will

I

"I

feverishly.

refuse?

"

"Aye, a thousand times, you muck" I said, and rapped on the
table loudly with my barker.. "Forth,
then, with your treasury.
Disgorge,
old satyr, or I will blow your carcase
into slithers.
Up, man, and deliver! "
I shouted this aloud in my anger at
his baseness; and then turned my
head sharply, for a noise caught my
ears. It came from a door t'other side
of the room, and I fastened my eyes
on it.
As I did so it opened, and
there was a light on the stairs and
behind the light a figure of a woman,
robed in some white night-rail, and a
white and frightened face above it,
crowned with golden hair.
"Damn my boots! " said I, open-

worm!

mouthed

at

this
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apparition.
my dear! " cooed

"Joan! Ah, Joan,
the old man.
"S'life! "

and gaped again,
'twas no
other than the girl I had met in the
tavern that had looked so sweetly on
me, and was with the young schoolfor,

if

you

cried
will

I,

believe me,

master.
"Father, what is this? Are you ill? "
she asked, and then her eyes travelling
across the intervening space to me,
she cried out in fear.
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"Mistress Joan,"

my

said

recalling

I,

"you need fear naught from
me. 'Twas a point of argument your
father and I had together. I pray you,
go ijack to your slumbers in security,
wits,

my

pretty."
is she not pretty? " whispered
the old fiend, nearing me.
"Get you gone," said I curtly to
him.
"Get you away, lest I forget

"Ah,

your age, and

strike you."

"What is it, sir?." says the girl Joan,
coming down a step into the room.

"Why

speak you so rouelih'

'«'>

"

father?
At that a notion
her there in her

came

mv

to im-, Mrcing

beauty

the

more

enhanced by her nocturnal habit and
so said I with a sharp cunning to old
hunks.

"Get you away,

fool.

I

would have

some

talk with her."
"Yes, yes," said he eagerly, as if
seeing his wishes carried forth, and

the gold reclaimed; and he made off.
But I was wise enough to see him
locked safely in a further room. Then
I motioned to Miss for a stroll down
the garden path.
"Oh, what is all this sir? " she

demanded

fearfully.
angel, 'tis a clear case of rumpadding," said I briskly with a long
congee to her. "But I swear you
shall sit in Paradise, and be no worse
for it a whit
only old stingy sobersides yonder."
"I do not understand, sir," says
she, looking puzzled.
"Have you
"
robbed
father?
"You may call it that," I answered.

"My

—

my

"All that he hath

you
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I

"Why,

tis

it."

agreed

all

hunks and me,"

I

said,

'twixt

old

encouraging

her to lose her fears.
She leaned back against the wall as
"But I am promised,
if in a faint.
oh," she wrung her hands,
sir,
to
I
fear
"I cannot understand this.
you. And I thought you had so gen"
erous a face!
Now this touched me on the raw,
and 'twas plain also that I had mistook her, and that she was other than
her smiles and glances would prove
Lord, 'tis as hard to know
her.
women as 'tis to win a battle. But I
have sharper eyes than most men, and
She
I soon spied what was wrong.
was indeed the innocent her miserable father had proclaimed her. And,
faith, she loved young Sheep-face and
was true to him. But that's the silly
way of women. So said I, in a whim-

—

sical voice:

"Well,

maybe

I

know when a

bar-
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gain should be dropped, and I'll keep
that face you speak of, Mistress Joan."
"What bargain? " she asked, opening her eyes.
"Why, 'twas an exchange of beauty
for gold, and well worth it; so you
can keep that for smiles in your mirror."
•

"With my father? You? A bargain? " she exclaimed, her face moving with wonder and then dismay;
and then, as I was silent, shelflushed
red, and buried her face in her hands.
"Oh, he hath outraged me," she cried.
"Oh, 'tis the last, the very last and
"
worst that I could bear!
It was like the cry of a child that
is hurt and hath no refuge from the
hurt.

"He

a dung-fork not worth tears,"
But she wept on.
"Look you here, mistress," I said,
"there is this schoolmaster of yours,
is

.said I, con.solingly.

and damme,

I
will set .you up with
your father's gold. He has lost his all
to me, and I will exact it from him to
the uttermost farthing."
"My father's gokl! " she said, and
stared.
There was a change on her

face, and she drew back.
"The gold
you have stolen from him! " she ex-

uam—

claimed.

"Rot me,

'tis

you than
with some impa-

better with

with him," I .said,
tience at such scruples.
She shook her head.

mean me well,"
know not. But
which

The

s1ie

To

"Perhaps you

said dolefully, "I

I may not take that
wickedly taken."
girl put me out of temper, and

is

saw now pretty, clearly that she was
not such a doxy as would have sers'ed
me. But she was handsome enough,
and appealing too, like a helpless kitten. And I was come to an end of my
"Oh, well," said I, taking a sudden
resolution to be ([uit of all at a blow,
"have it your own way. But I am
master of the situation, and will do
what I will with my own."
1 went to the door of the room where
the miser was, and unlocked it.

"Come forth," I said. "We may
now come to terms."
He came out, with a brightened

BEN men
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all-
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begins

1
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face, looking at one and the other of us.
"You will take her? " he hoarsely

whispered.

"Aye," said I, "I will give ye back
your money for her, and here 'tis."
1
slapped the purse and the bag
upon the table, which he greedily

Do You Want a Fine Nickel Silver Mesh Bag?

seized on.

chased; with a long chain and bead fringe at the bottom.

"And now

.

the girl's mine," I said.
"Yes, yes," he assented, counting
up his guineas, to see if they were
right; but Miss looked on with a mighty
scared face.
"Why, then," said I, "if she be
mine, she is mine to do what I will
with."

Made
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Yes, yes," said he, still counting.
shall set that clown on paper,"
said, and forthwith made him furI
nish the implements of the craft.
"
''Sir!
began the girl, trembling,

the moods of nature, but aUu
because it is Canadian and, too, because
it is put up in gift-b(xjk style.
We con-

ject,

"You

gratulate Mr. Armbrest and his pub-

—

but

hushed her with

lishers

my

hand.
"Mistress, by this token, duly signed,
ye're mine," I .said, lifting the document. "And so I can dispose of you as
So go you to your jackanaf)es
I will.
of a schoolmaster, and weep on his
I

OUR POET OF BEAUTY

D EVERTING,

if I may, for a moto the output of Canadian
poetry in bofjk form this year, a collection of Marjorie Pickthall's verse,

ment

bosom," I said.
She gaped; and the old man's jaw
dropped.
"Tis a trick," he began in a

und6r the

shrill

say so."

He was

silent, and then resumed
on his guineas.
But the
girl came towards me, white of face.
"I misunderstood you, sir
you are"
She stopped.
"Here's your liberty here's your

furtively

several newer ones.

—
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season.
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as the writer of charming nature studies
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The tree, the stream, the
mountain, the dale, and God's creatures have a fascinating interest for
him which he manages to convey to
others.
Thus started Charles G. D.
Roberts, F. St. Mars, and latterly S. T.

Wood. We can do with more |)eople
who aim to preach the beauties of the
things around us and who do so so sucDelivered direct from Factory
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cessfully that their texts remain with
us to our joy and benefit. This book is
illustt;ated by capital photographs by
the author, and the publishers, William
Briggs, Toronto, have turned out an

exceptionally nice piece of book-making.
The appeal of "The Beechwoods"
should not onlv be because of its sub-

Poor

Some

of the

poems

present day singers.
Consider, 'for
example, "Dimitte Mortuos":

name."

hanging over his treasure.
I mounted the mare and rode off,
tickled with myself at my neat behavior; for I have never gotten out of
a difficulty with more grace than on
that occasion and I have been in many
a one in my time.

of

have a sombre beauty and a quiet philosophy rare even in the excellence of

warrant," I said, giving her the paper
her father had signed.
"And what
hai)i)iness you may get by exchanging
a skinflint for a popinjay take a (jod's
that I went to the door,
leaving her dazed, and the old man

"The Lamp

pieces of Miss Pickthall's verse which
formerly appeared in "The Drift of Pinions," now out of print, together with

—

reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and

title of

Souls" comes from the Oxford Press,
Toronto. No one can read these poems
without agreeing that Miss Pickthall
is our national poet of l)eauty. We can
clairn her, for though she was not born
in Canada she was partially educated
here and at any rate came to Canada
at a time when her mentality was
plastic enough to be moulded, along
lines more akin to Canadian than to
English.
This book comprises those

and wheezy voice.
"If you shut not your mouth I will
close it by other means," I cried.
"You have your money, which is
more to you than flesh and blood.
And the innocent beauty is mine to
bestow.
She shall go to her lover, if I

The old

on "The Beechwoods."

'

they'll

Long, ere the spark
Of every breath-warmed,
Die in the dark.
Grieve?

not remember
love-lit

ember

Would you burden them with

grieving?
Tears, while you slept?
Or is this haunted world you're leaving

Worthily wept?

Here on the shore, the sweet
Has left, O man,

A

sea's giving

flower of pearl, a flake, outliving
loftiest span.

Thy

Raise, with
taking,

the hand

The brimming

And

that death

is

shell.

them, half twixt
waking.
wi.sh

sleej)

and

Hail and farewell.

The ipiagcry of this poet is like the
varied and intricate and altogether
splendid tracery that the branches of
many trees make with the .sky above
them.

The beauty of p(x;tic form which
Miss Pickthall's verse displays, in my
humble judgment, far more than any
other Canadian poet, is of the quiet
and sombre kind. It is the still and
soft beauty rather than the florid handsomeness marked in the work of some
others. There is nothing bold and cliallenging about it. And it has that
half regretful and near-fatalistic turn.
You see it too in "Vale" and "An

;
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Epitaph." Yet she too can strike the
note of joyful praise and her reader
feels her creed that it is indeed good
lo be alive.

'God around me, God above me,
(jod to guard me, God to love me."
Her power of apt quotation is striking, she is rich in classic allusion and
too,

rich,

in

its

perennial suitability,

which can't be said of every writer

who

rings in some cloistered ancient.
"The Little Fauns to Prosperine" is a
piece of verse which will live for this
reason.
But everything Marjoric Pickthall
writes will live!

Tommy Canuck
the Great

After

War

Continued from page 143.

cents a piece, and beef and mutton
prices hard in their wake have any-

•")

thing but a depressing effect on farmers. His bank credit is as good as he
.sets out to make it and the products
of his labor find a ciuick market for
cash.
The tendencies and influences
that bear on his life and the life of his
children arc not those that abide in
sordidness, poverty and dirt. His is a
man's job not a job of wits and
schemes and it leaves no remorse be-'
liind. If he misses some of life's frivolities, depend upon it, the compensations
are great.

—

The
war

soldier also

will bring

comes

lioine

from

along with him a deep

grounded sense of \alues, and it is cjuestionable if he will willingly sulmierge
liimself in the froth that fringes cities
least that is what I seem to have
read in the tired eyes of many of those

^at

who have passed through
Shadow of FJeath.

the Valley

of the

Current Events
Continued from page 160.

economy inade great fortunes

for tJiem-

no reason why any
grasping persons who have done far
less good to the world should be allowed
to appropriate this good boon for their
own enrichment. Next to taxing swollen profits out of the hands of such
people, the most practicable thing
would be to make cold storage a matter
of public ownership and management.
selves.

There

The producer

is

of perishable foodstuffs

would then be able to store his products
and market them in a leisurely manner,
instead of having to surrender them at
tlie low prices offered at the critical
moment, or have them jierish on his
iiands. If he needs the money he ought
to be able to obtain warehouse receipte
that will serve his purpose for the tims
being.
Toronto Mail and Empire.
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The War's Magnitude
"T^HE magnitude

of the present war is
not better illustrated than by
General Sir O'Moore Creagh, V.C., a
distinguished British soldier, and Lord
Kitchener's successor as commander
in chief in India, who contributes an
interesting article on "The Battle of
the Somme," to the Weekly Dispatch.
Referring to the number of men in
action on the Somme front, General

Creagh says:
"According to the French accounts
the German line is defended in places
by as much as a divisoin every thousand yards, say 14,000 bayonets. This
would give us a total of 52 divisions,
or roughly 725,000 men, for the whole
Somme front, a figure which squares
with the assumption that half the forces
the Germans have in the west have
been attracted to this zone of fighting.
We are told that the Germans have
about 120 divisions on the AngloFrench front half of these is, of course,
60 divisions. I do not think, therefore,
we are wrong in assuming that on the
enemy's .side between 700,000 and

At

arty time

of tKe

da

^

Bak<ers

cocoa
is

a good

drink, as

^

;

men

800,000
Allied

wKolesome and
.

are striving to hold the

advance

towards

Bapaume-

^liiiiihiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiL

.

nourishing

Peronne.

have at least the same
men, so that we get the
colossal total of a million and a half
men engaged in die one battle, not

"The
number

Allies

counting the many thousands required
to carry on the subsidiary services in
the rear. The Germans are said to be
using 2,000 guns on this thirty-mile
take this total to be much
front.
I
imder-estimated ratlier than overstated.
I shall not be surprised to find in all
some 10,000 guns of various calibre
engaged in the battle.
"Keeping this idea of a million and a
lialf men and 10,000 guns .shaping the
proportions of the Somme battle, let us
.see what history has to offer us by way
of contrast.
Napoleon at Dresden
had 120,000 men against 220,000 men
at Leipsic he had 160,000 against 2:50,-

000.

"The

as

it is

of

field of

Waterloo extended but

two-miles, from the Chateau of Hougomont on the right to La Haye Sainte
on the left, or as far as the average
front the British or the French have
been attacking since July 1 every morning.
In this campaign Napoleon had
about 200,000 men and 350 guns,
against Wellington's 105,000 men and
Blucher's 142,000 men and 234 guns.
"Napoleon entered Russia in 1812
with 647,000 men and 1,372 guns, or
with fewer men than the (jermatis recjuire to man their Bapaume-Peronne
defences and certainly far fewer guns."
So if the casualties from the Somme
have seemed overwhelming to the
people of Great Britain as well as to

Canadians

comments
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Herald.,
the men

tin-

uniiuii^c

employed on

iiiiTuinri

this front

ol

must

he borne

in mind, as well ;is iJie fact
een small
that the mxrtality has
as compared with tlTaat around Yprcs,
Festuheri, (".i\('n(hy and
at Loos,
Ncuve Chapellc. Neither dies the
to
mortality on the Somme l,(gin
compare with that which <haracterizifl
expedition.*
Another
fiallipoli
the
satisfactory aspect is that the numti.-iof lightly wounded is the princ ij)al
feature of the me<iical side of (lie
1
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Ontario.

papers that recalled the anniversary is
the Saskatoon Phoenix which observes:
One would have thought from the
noble example .set by this bra\'e woman
that th t anniversary of her death would
have been almost universally rememYet hardly a newspaper in
bered.
Canada even recorded the date as
worthy of special mention. , A correspondent to "The Nursing Mirror," an
Old Country publication, wrote prior
to October iSth, "May 1 suggest that
October 13, the anniversary of the
execution of Miss Edith Cavell, lie
obser\'ed as a special day of intercession to Almight God for all nurses
working both at home and abroad, that
they may have courage, self-control,
patience and strengthening of faith in
"
a Higher Pow'er given to them?
The date caimot have been generally celebrated or else the event escaped
publicity.
chief memorial to Miss Cavell
to-day exists in Manchester Cathedral,
where there is a brass plate underneath
the painted window and plate to the
memor>' of General Gordon. The plate
all

The

to the memory of Miss Cavell reads
"To the memory of Miss Edith Cavell
this tablet is erected in appreciation of

her work in Manchester. By command
of the German military authorities she
was executed in Brussels on the night
of October 13, 1915."
May the nurses now in the service
of the Empire be stimulated by her
great example!

Gregory Morton Mystery
Continued from page 149.
It was the waiter, but the waiter
His eyes were
strangely transformed.
shinging with excitement, and, yes,
with something besides excitement.

There were tears in them.
"Play that once more," he said,
though his lips were trembling so that
he could scarcely
ance.

command

the

irtter-

—

—
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"What was il 1 played ?" I asked,
and then by way of explaining the
apparent

added:
something else,

folly of the question,

was thinking

"I

of

FLORIDA

and really don't know myself."
"That wonderful second variation,"
he said. "I haven't heard it " and

—

then he trailed off into a jargon of
speech in a language which I iristinctively called "German," but could not
understand.
His words were enough, however, to
recall what I had been playing, and as
I
proceeded to obey him, the name
"Beethoven," and the opus number
of the sondla came clearly back to
my mind. I played on and on in a
The past was opening
sort of daze.
Such a
up behind me so rapidly
horde of names and melodies of strange
imclassified associations came pouring
!

in on me that it is no wonder I was
bewildered.
The necessity for going out and finding a job was forgotten.
I had forgotten where I was.
I only knew that
my old unknown self was awaking, was

busy with

his

memories, was wander-

ing in the labyrinth of the past. Ah
if he could but find his way out.
The sound of footsteps recalled me
to the present.
waiter was ap-

via

and CINCINNATI

Why

Not Florida

For Your Winter Tour

The

proaching in company with another
man, a stocky, low-browed person, with
a red face and long, well-oiled mustache,
and what passed for a diamond in an
expanse of very dirty shirt-front.
He did not speak to me at once, but
began rummaging through a heap of
soiled artfl shabby music sheets which
lay on the piano.
Presently he found
what he wanted and spread it open
l)efore

me on

Beautiful

Palm Trees

asked.

He

stared at me.
1 don't want to hear it," he
said, "I want to hear if you can play it.
This waiter, here, he came to me nearly
throwed into a fit about how you could
bang the box. If you can rattle off
that rag you'll do."
"I get the idea," said I.
"You want
to see if I can play it."

—Warm

Sea Bath-

—Orange and Banana Groves
Golf — Tarpon Fishing — Luxurious
ing

Hotels for All Pockets.

TWO NIGHTS ONLY FROM TORONTO
WINTER TOURIST TICKETS

the rack.

"Play that," he said.
I glanced at it indifferently.
It apl)eared to be a stupid and rather inane
composition in highly syncopated time.
"You really want to hear it ?" I

7•

Attractions Are Unsurpassed

!

My

DETROIT

Fast Train

4

p.

NOW ON SALE

m. Daily from Toronto, via

CANADIAN PACIFIC
MAKING DIRECT CONNECTIONS AT DETROIT

"No,

"That's what I want to see," he
answered.
For a moment my mind worked fast.
Obviously here was a chance for a job
l)ut such a job
Yet, I reflected, what
chaiire had I for anything better ?
Where could I get employment expect
in some such way as this without accounting for myself, telling who I was,
where I came from, what previous employment I had had ? I might be able
to invent a past, perhaps, but I could

Particulars

W.

from

»

forge references.
>n

the other hand, the piano seemed

Pacific

Ticket Agents, or write

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS

!

nf)t

Canadian

B. Howard, District Passenger Agent, Toronto.

Offers a cordial

uusts s R1^
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111!
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welcome and courteous service to all.

RATES
Rooms with Running Water
Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
Rooms with Bath and Toilet

...

$1.50 per day
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$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00 per day
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me a key that might serve to
pick the lock of my mystery.
In a
to offer

CANADIAN NORTHERN

moment

ALL THE WAY

I

1

had taken

"I get a job, then,
asked.

"That's what

Between

am

I

said impatiently.
jol),

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER

my

if I

decision.
this

can play
telling

?'"

you," he

"It ain't the regular

though, you understand.

to spell off the other fellow

You're
between

shows."

Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

"Weil and good," said I.
Then on the spur of the moment

and Edmonton.
Connections at Winnipeg Union Station, for Calgary
Prince Albert, Regina, Brandon.

And

all

important points in Western Canada

and The

Pacific Coast.

LEAVE TORONTO

10.45

P.M.

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

"Oh," he said, "you can't iji.iy lliat
on me. You knew it."
"No," I said, "I have never hctii it

AH Modern Equipment.
Reliable Express Service.

Through

tickets to all points

Agent, or write
Street, E.,

to

and

before or heard for that matter."
The waiter was nodding his head in
solemn wonder. I turned to liim for

berth reservations from Local

General Passenger Department, 68

Toronto, Ont., or Union Station, Winnipeg,

King
Man.

confirmation'^

"The melody was

stolen from the
explained, "and the
harmonies amount to nothing. Any
man who knew his business could do
as much.
Isn't that so ?"

'Blue Danube,' "

THE

Canadian Bank

of

HEAD OFFICE

CAPITAL
JCHN

SIR
AIRD.

$15,000,000

EDMUND WALKER. C.V.O.,

But the waiter was beyond words.
just went on nodding his head por-

Commerce

tentously.
I also detected signs of excitement in the proprietor. He made
me play a dozen different pieces, not

TORONTO

-REST

V. C.

BROWN.

toward the end so much to try my
powers as to confirm his growing belief
that he had made a great find.
"You go on the regular show," he
said, after our impromptu musicale
had lasted some little time. "You
have got that other fellow skinned

$13,500,000

LL.D.. D.C.L.. President
Assistant General

Manager

Superintendent of Central Western Branches

BRM4CHES THROUGHOUT CANADA, AND IN LONDON, ENGLAND: ST.
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alive."

JOHN'S,

That would have been satisfactoryhad he stopped there, but as it happened, in the rather listless amusement of
astonishing him I had gone somewhat
too far.
I realized this when I found
him considering the project of putting
me not in his orchestra but on the stage,
billed as a great discovery, "The Tramp

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
is allowed on all deposits of $1.00 and
Small accounts are welcomed. Accounts may be opened in
the names of two or more persons, withdrawals to be made by any one

Interest at the current rate

upwards.

of the number.

Pianist."
I tried to argue

Accounts can be opened and operated by mail as easily as by a
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develop intoi (ood positJon If you are not afraid to worlc. We want folks with good, rich blood, witk
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will
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AGEIfCT DEPT.,
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ONT.

him out of this idea,
remonstrances made him all
the more determined.
"What're you beefin' about ?" he
demanded. "You'll get three times as
much in your ^ay envelope, and then
maybe one of those wise guys from old
Broadway will come dropping in here
but

personal visit to the bank.

That

I

He

H. V. F. JONES.

General Manager

I

decided to dazzle him a little. I ran
my eye over tho wretched composition
on the rack before me. Then I closed
it and tossed it back on top of the
piano.
1 checked his profane exclamation with up-raised hand.
"Listen," said I. And then I played
it through, played it, I am willing to
bet, as that particular piece of claptrap had never been played before.
He listened, his eyes fairly starting
out of his head, until I had finished.
Then what he took to be the true explanation occurred to him.

my

and the first thing you know you will
be drawing a hundred a week at Keith
& Proctor's. Didn't ydU never hear of

"
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Nettie the Lady Baritone ? She got
her start singing for me."
His view of the matter left me in a
rather serious quandary.
He had not
quite the eye or the bearing of a man

upon whose candid good

faith

one

could rely implicitly. If I were even
lo hint to him that there were reasons
why I was anxious to avoid attracting
attention, he would probably not be
above using the hold upon me which
this knowldge gave him to reduce me
to a position of daily slavery and terror.
Already he was looking at me curiously, and I could ste suspicion in his
eye.

Then suddenly the solution of the
problem occurred to me. It was so
easy and so obvious that I almost
laughed aloud.
"See here,"
fidentially

I said, taking him conby the elbow and drawing

him

little

off

waiter.
you ?"

out of hearing of the
"You don't recognize me, do

a

He

looked a little startled.
"Well, that's not remarkable," I
went on, "because I am pretty well
disguised.

body

else,

I

would not

but

I

am

tell it

to any-

Czar of
up on that

really the

Russia.
Now, if you put me
stage with my face to the audience,
some of these nihilists
I broke ofT there and glanced cautiously at the waiter.
"Do you suppose he is one ?" I asked.
"Do you suppose he is a spy ?"
I could see by his eyes that the trick
had worked. He was looking at me
with the mixture of fear and contempt
which an insane person always inspires
in one of his order of mind.
I don't know that my story alone
would have convinced him, but it fitted
in too well with my unkempt appearance and my otherwise unaccountable
performances at the piano for him to
doubt it. I was some harmless lunatic

—

MADE
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OXO CUBES

exactly meet
the needs of all classes of the
community. They are so handy,
and good for so many purposes
and occasions that, like money,
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small.
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OXO

CUBES is the
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They are an exeffect in cooking.
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Another

economy they

Tins of
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escaped from an asylum.
If he could safeguard me from too
much attention he stood a chance to
keep me and to get my valuable services at the piano at almost no expense;
but to put me up on the stage and make
a feature of me would, of course, be
No contract that he could get
fatal.

CUBES

me

to sign would protect him against
losing me the moment my real identity
was dicovered.
"Where do you live ?" he demanded.
I

made a vague

"I

am

THE IDEAL HOTEL OF BUFFALO,

said

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX

gesture.

my palace now,"

not at

moment, and with

MODERN.

I.

FIREPROOF.

"Well, now," hesaid, using grotesquely enough the coaxing tone in which
people address children, "well, now,
you stay here and live with me. I will

A

board you

European Plan— Si. SO per Day and Up

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine andservice unexcelled by the leading ^hotels
t

and I will pay you two
dollars per day.
Does that go ?"
And that was how 1 got a job.
free,
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There are few tragedife
life

more

painful than

in

a man's

when he has

to

begin to comb his h,&ir carefui|y over
the bald spot.
With old Jenkins it was a bad case.
On his head each hair had its own place
in attempting to hide the effects of

Don't know? " exclaimed the old
gentleman.
"No-o! " sobbed the lad, breaking
into a fresh outburst of tears.
"Mmother m-married again this m-morning!

"

He was playing the other day with
a little girl a sweet young damsel of
seven, the age of curiosity and frank-

—

"I try to do
duty," said the exceedingly sincere person,' "and I do
not hesitate to remind others of, their

duty."

interest as she gazed at her playmate's

"Go ahead," replied the easy-going
"You may prove to be a very
useful member of society.
But when
you get through you'll have as many

head.

sincere

"Oh, Mr. Jenkins," she breathed in
awestruck tones, "what is those black
strings on your head !"

alarm clock."

ness.

Suddenly the child paused in her
chatter, and her eyes widened with

"Boo-hoo

— boo-hoo! "

The kind

old gentleman traced the
sad sounds to their source, and came
upon a small, whimpering lad.
"
"What's the matter,
little man?
he asked sympathetically.
"I'm lost! " wailed the boy.
"Lost? Nonsense!
mustn't give
up hope so soon. Where do you live? "
"D-don't know, sir! " whined the
lad.
"We've just m-moved, and I
"
c-can't remember the address!
"

my

We

"Well, what's your name?

"D-don't know,

"

sir!

was

citizen.

friends

and admirers as an

there,
in

and so

my

I

sleeves

held in" and
burst
till
I

He was

something in the furniture
his special mission in life was

and

line,

my

Time.

I

laughed

to repair broken chairs and sole and
heel damaged tables
"as per estimate,
to your very esteemed instructions."
She was a young person, interviewing the furniture king concerning a

—

mahogany table.
"But, madam," he demanded, "what
ever

What
marks

happened to the article ?
are these scratches and small
round the edge ?"

has

"What happened to it, indeed !" re"Why, baby insisted

plied the Y. P.

"Bridget,
bell?

vou hear the door

did

"

"Yes, ma'am."
"Then why don't vou go to the
door?
"Shure, ma'am, I don't be expectin'

anybody to call on me. It must be
somebody to see yourself."

"How came

those

elbows? "

holes

said the widow
the irrepressible small boy.

"Oh, mother,

upon cutting
of that tabic,

I

in your
Smith to

hid behind the sofa

when Mr. Horner was saying

to our
Julia that he'd take her even if you
had to be thrown in. He didn't know

too

and very

round the edge
well he did it,

!"

Then
he, too,

A

his teeth

the furniture fakir smiled, for

was a family man.

bashful gentleman who visited a
school kept by a young lady was asked
by the teacher to say a few words to
the pupil. This was his speech:
"Scholars, I hope you will always
love your school and your teacher as
much as I do."
A tableau of giggling pupils and a
blushing teacher attested the effectiveness of his words.
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rjy^:%}^t')Uinlv

and;;

As they sat together in the shadow
of the old porch, talking of things we
will not inquire into, though we can
guess them as they sat there, breathing the chilly air and endeavoring
to stifle their shivers, a sudden squeaking broke into the evening stillness.
"What on earth is that ?" asked the
young man. "It sounds like a street
fiddler tuning up !" he added, putting
his hands to his ears as the sounds grew
louder and louder.
The beautiful girl by his side smiled
proudly.
"It is only father," she replied.
"Only father !" exclaimed the young
man, jumping up abruptly. "Does
his shoes make all that noise ?"
"Yes, dear," answered the girl, helping him over the wall.
"I didn't intend him to surprise us together a
second time so I sprinkled resin on

—
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THE PEOPLE OF CANADA TO
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NOW

TO SAVE MONEY FOR THE

NEXT WAR LOAN
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his soles."
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DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
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When

O'Dearie sued O'Mee for the
of five dollars, some people
imagined that they were the most important people in the case. But this
was not the opinion in Pat's district.
It was he who had seved O'Mee with
the debated goods of O'Dearie, and he
had been called to give evidence.
When he returned home he wore a big
swagger
"Shure, mither, an' it isn't aisy to be
a witness," he boasted, "espeshully
when the lawyers be such fools !"
"Were the lawyers fools ?" excleamed his mother. "Oi shouldn't have
belaved it !"
"It's thrue, though," replied Pat.

payment

"It's as thrue as

gorrah

!

Oi'm

They asked

sitting here, be-

so

many

ques-

Oi'm thinking they didn't know
"
a blessed thing about the case
tions,

!

A father had decided that he must
administer a stern lecture to his youthful son.

Father spoke judiciously, but severely; he recounted the boy's misffod"?""" lowers manufacturing oodt—only
Easier to lay and cheaper than wood shingles, tin. deeds, and duly explained the whys and
?hf°'^''i'Ji"'
the worlds blBjert rooting mills could
maka aucli high
galvanized iron etc.
Far superior to "ready roofing"
•» »"<* « !« price.
sold by mall.
Your local dealer sells CERTAIN-TEED wherefores of his solemn rebuke, his
rFR'?!>™°feA','^'^^'^'^'^'-'^''°
<ERTA1N-TEED
Is guaranteed 5.
10 or 15 years (acRoofing at reasonable prices; have him show you the
cording to ply. 1. 2 or 3) and It ouUlvea the
guarantee.
»„..„..^.
guarantee.
wife the while standing by, duly im,«ENERAL ROOFING MASTUFACTURING CO,
TO«
..»
pressed.
•*"'"•
l-argest
Manufacturer of RootluKs and Bnildlnir Pnnora
r\i < .». 1.
Montreal. Toronto, Wlnnlpl^, ""Ancou verf Otflwa. Quebec,
Finally, when the father ceased for
"^"Bdmo^tnn'"*!*^.^^
Edmonton, London, Halifax, Reglna, St. John's,
TtrnVirt^^
Sherbrooke
Brandon
breath and incidentally to hear the
culprit's acknowledgment of error, the
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
boy, his face beaming with admiration,
turned to his mother and said:
"
"Mother, isn't dad interesting?

McFarlane Ladder Works, Toronto, Ontario.
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Why Don't You
Go Back
to the Farm?
THE HOME MAKER

Tl rHY don't you answer the call that the Empire sends to the cities for more
^^ farmers? Why don't j'ow go back to the farm when the way has been
made

so easy for you by the Canadian Pacific Railway?

Think

—less money than

paid in one
year's rent for the modem house in town, will
pay your first installment on a good farm in the
country. With health, ambition and a small capital
you can become your own employer for the rest of
your life with greater prospects of final independence than are open to you in any other industry.
of

it

is

The end of the war may unsettle many indusmust unsettle some, but agriculture will
go on as before. The world must be fed and Western Canada is the country which logically will
develope most rapidly when peace returns. Now is
the time to prepare for those new conditions. Grasp
the opportunity that the Canadian Pacific offers
you in its farm homes.
tries

Now!
Own a Farm in Western Canada!
Heed

the Call

An immense

area of the most fertile land in Western Canada for sale at low prices and
on easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 an acre for farm lands with ample rainfall
irrigated
lands up to $50, and the government guarantees your land and water titles. During the second and third
years no payment on principal required; regular principal payments begin in the fourth year and continue
until the twentieth year. Interest at 6%. Privilege of paying in full at any time. To those complying
with certain settlement conditions a substantial reduction of interest is made for the second and third years.

$2,000 Loan
We

will lend

—

$1,000 Loan

Improvements

in

you up to $2,000

in

improvements

in certain dis-

with no security other than the land itself. Particulars on
request.
Twenty years for repayment of loan, with interest at
6 per cent.
tricts

Many Farmers
sold their crops for

more than the

—

in

1916

total cost of their land.

You

missed the opportunity then will you miss it again? Find out
how easy you may start on your own farm through the assistance of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Free literature and information on request.

for Live Stocli

To approved

purchasers of land, in defined districts, after
one year's occupation under certain conditions we advance
cattle, sheep and hogs to farmers up to the value of $1,000, on a
cash payment of 25%.

Ready-Made Farms

for Sale

Farms which we have developed by providing house, barn
well and fencing and in some ca.ses cultivation, for sale
Special easy terms.

Free Booklets—Write!
See for yourself the opportunities for independence and happiness that are yours in the great Canadian West. See for yourself how easy the Canadian Pacific Railway makes it for you to
take advantage of these opportunities. Get all the particulars.
Mail the coupon or a post-card for free literature. Don't delay.
Act today. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain.

ALLEN CAMERON,

General Sup't of Lands
Department of Natural Resources

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
922

First Street E.,

/Address

:

Canadian Pacific Ry.

922 First Street

J

F'lease

send

,

Dept. of Natural Resources

E., Calgary, Alberta

me your FREE

literature

on Western Canada.

Name
Address.

Calgary, Alberta

^7* Town

'

Province.
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e airl who wanted more color
The

secret she learned is one you, too,

the lovely gloiv

The

—

can use

to

give your cheeks

the radiant complexion you have longed for

whom

a pale, colorless complexion is really
one in a thousand. The rest of us must have
at least a touch of color. What is it that is keeping most
of us from having this charm? A dull, sluggish .skin!

Use

And

2Sc cake is sufficient for a month or six weeks of this skin
treatment. Get a cake today. It is for sale by dealers everywhere.

girl to

becoming

is

just as long as }ou allow your skin to remain lifeless and inactive, this charm will be denied you.

this treatment persistently and before long your skin
should show a marked improvement a promise of that greater
clearness and freshness as well as the lovelier color which
the daily use of this_ Woodbury treatment will bring.

—

Woodbury's Facial Soap

Send today

You

can change this sluggisii condition by using reguWoodbury treatment. It will keep
the new skin which forms every day, as old skin dies, so
healthy and active that it cannot help taking on the
radiant touch of color you want }our complexion to have.
larly the following

Begin tonight
Use

to

get

its

benefits for

your skin

—

this treatment once a day
preferably just before retiring.
Lather your washcloth well with warm water and Woodhury's
Facial Soap.
Apply it to your face and distribute the lather
thoroughly.
Now with the tips of your fingers work this
cleansing, antiseptic lather into yoiu- skin, always with an
upward and outward motion. Rinse with warm water, then
with cold— the colder the better. Then, finish by rubbing your
face for a few minutes with a piece of ice wrapped in a soft
cloth. Always be particular to dry the skin well.

For 4c we

itself.

the

work

of a

.skin

specialist.

A

for "z^'eck's-sizc" cake

you a "week's-size" cake of Woodbury's
For 10c, samples of Woodbury's Facial Soap.
Facial Cream and Powder.
Write today! Address The
Andrew Jergens Co., 901 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati,
Facial

will send

Soap.

Ohio.
If

you

live

in

Canada,

address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Ltd., 901
.Sherbrookc St., Perth,
Ont.
Tear
cake

out
as

minder

this

a

re-

to

ask

for

\V o o dtoday
your drug-

•9

*°''K

hury's
at

or toilet
CO Miter.
gist's

If your skin happens to be very thin and rather sensitive,
substitute a dash of ice water for the application of the ice

is

^^//J!-.^OAP
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Canada's Economic Need
More Farmers
By
Assistant

to the

J. S.

President of the Canadian- Pacific Railway

Illustrated

Western Canada we have an idea
INthat
the
our Dominion

from Photographs

Dominion, we then had to face the
acquirement from the Hudson's Bay

bull's-eye of
target is located on our broad plains
and certainly a large part of the solution of some of our present problems

must be dependent on development

Dennis

Company of that great central portion,
now comprising the provinces of ManiSaskatchewan and Alberta; and
to undertake, what was then
looked upon as a visionary dre^m, the
linking together of all parts of the Dominion by the construction of a transcontinental railway.
Later on again,
we have had the problem of the contoba,

later

in

the West.

Beginning with Confederation, Canada has, from time to time, been faced
by serious problems.
Commencing
with that of the consolidation of the
then scattered Crown colonies into one

struction of additional transcontinental

railways; the ciuestion of immigration;
the improvement of our interior waterways; the serious questions of tariff,
and inter-provincial differences.
Fortunately, all these problems were
met and more or less successfully solved
with the result that prior to the
war, Canada was progressing rapidly
and the future looked bright. Immediately prior to the war, we had a
period of great prosperity and expansion, resulting from the great railway

iiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirimniiiiiiiiiiiiainiiiimii!::™
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some of our present 'problems
must be dependent on development in the west

large part of the solution of
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Analysis of
million people

the two and one half
added to our population

during the pericxl 1905-1915, proves
that only a small proportion were look-

-#SHII*>'.'

ing for land, and that the vast number
of the men, especially those from Great
Britain, were seeking employment as
laborers, either skilled or unskilled.

Our

effort in

our future colonization

campaign must be to obtain a greater
proportion of immigrants to take up
and cultivate our land and to discourage
the

immigration

of laborers, either
unskilled, to any greater
extent than can be readily assimilated
through exten.sion of our industrial
skilled

or

development.

r~\EALING

In the Western Provinces are vast areas of the finest agricultural

lands ready for the plow without any preliminary clearing

with the problem of our
returned soldiers, it must be remembered that all our men will come
back from the Front feeling that they
are entitled to take up their old positions, or to be provided with work the
moment they are mustered out of the

army.

programme

throughout
Canada and the coincident Dominion,

construction

municipal, corporate and
private expenditures, all over the Dominion.
also had our greatest
immigration movement during that
period, resulting in an increase of our
population by millions of people in the
This imten year term 1905-1915.
migration, as shown by the Dominion
government returns, originated, as follows:
provincial,

We

Great Britain, 973,034
United States, 875,876
Other Countries, 680,394
Our prosperity during that period,
together with the large immigration
movement brought about a somewhat

and when the war

inflated condition,

broke' out,

we were

face to face with a

The war
and removed the
unemployment question, largely due
check in our development.

relieved this situation

to the enlistment of a large number of
the men who had come from Great
Britain during the previous period and

who were out
cities,

T^HE

of

towns and

employment

in

our

villages.

war, however, has not removed

certain serious problems.
Our
most pressing problems, as I see them,
are Colonization, Returned Soldiers

and Development.

Occupying a territory greater in area than the United
States, Canada has a population less
than 8,000,000.
Possessed of great
natural resources in our forests, fisheries, mines, and vast unoccupied area of
agricultural land, we are importing
quantities of manufactured articles and
food stuffs which should be produced
at home.
In Canada, we have an unsound
economical condition in the distribution
of our population throughout the whole

the Dominion.
In Western Canada, with a total population in the four
western provinces of less than the
population of the Province of Quebec,
we find the unsound distribution between the urban and rural communities of forty-three per cent, urban and
fifty-seven per cent, rural.
This condition also exists to a greater or less
extent in the older provinces, and the
distribution in the Dominion as a whole
of

to-day is about forty-live per cent,
urban and fifty-seven per cent, rural.
These facts are, of themselves, sufficient to indicate the pressing necessity
for increasing our population as a whole
and properly distributing the increase,
so as to correct this unsound division
between the producer and consumer.
'In speaking of "Colonization," I am
using the term rn the broad sense of
not only obtaining and putting the proper man on the land, but also in colonizing the proper labor, whether skilled or
unskilled, in his proper place.
It is
unreasonable to expect that the agricultural population in the older provinces can be increased with great
rapidity, because they have no large
areas available for settlement which
do not involve the tedious process of
land clearing before cultivation can be
undertaken, but in all these older provinces, there are large numbers of unoccupied farms which should be recolonized, so as to increase the per centage of agricultural producing population.
In the western provinces, however, where nature has blessed the D6minion with vast areas of the finest
agricultural land, which can be put
under cultivation without any preliminary clearing, every effort must be exerted to increase the agricultural population and correct the present unsound
distribution of population.

In addition to our own returned solwe must look forward to a great
influx of men who are serving in thcBritish army.
After the South African

diers,

war, where some 300,000 men were
engaged, the British government statistics show that within one year after the
close of the war, 100,000 of these men
emigrated overseas. What may we
expect from four or five million men
that Great Britain now has serving in
her army ?
The United States is the source from

which our greatest immigration may
be looked for after the war. The population there is expanding rapidly and
opportunity for obtaining cheap land
or employment, decreasing correspondingly, and the openings in Canada and
the Nationhood which has come to us
through our share in the war, will attract people from the United States,
whether native born or foreign, because they are accustomed to similar
methods of agriculture and similar
systems of schools, taxation, currency,
transportation, weights and measures,
and general methods of living, and a
change of flag will not retard the movement of people in large numbers.

(^UR

third problem is the matter of
^'^ development.
Much of our industrial, business, municipal and transportation development in Canada prior
to the war was in advance of what conditions justified, and we must recognize
that our great constructive development programme is at a standstill and
will be "marking-time"
until we can
materially increase and properly distribute our population.

Our railway construction programme,
for instance, brought about a condition under which Canada has a greater

railway mileage per capita than any
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other country in the world, and as far
as the western provinces are concerned,
has resulted in one mile of railway in
operation for every 116.3 of total population and one mile for every 66.0
rural or producing population.
We also had an industrial development on certain lines in advance of our
markets, and generally, had built a
superstructure on the unsound foundation of an insufficient rural population.
In the past, especially in the west,

many cases had unsound
development because it was
based on the importation of raw ma-

we have

in

industrial

while many of our vast natural
It is,
resources were left undeveloped.
a
that
unsound
economically
course,
of
country like Canada, blessed as it has
been by nature with vast and inexhaustible natural resources, should be
importing a large percentage of_ her
terial,

food stufls and manufactured articles,
and ever5' effort must be exercised to
correct this condition.
First, it is absolutely necessary that
the whole question of our immigration
policy should receive immediate and
most careful consideration, and that a
proper department to handle it, irrespective of politics or salaries, should
be created by the Dominion govern-

ment.
In this connection, it is suggested
that the Dominion government should
call a conference of representatives of
the provincial government, transportation companies, banks,- boards of trade,
trades
associations,
manufacturers'

and labor

coimcils, farmers' organiza-

tions,

and

all

those interested in the

expansion and proper distribution of
conference
This
population.
our
would, without doubt, result in the
preparation of a clear cut programme
to be followed by the proper department in solving this problem.
.

to our returned soldiers
WITH regard
those of the British army

and

will come to Canada, arrangements must be made now to properly

who

take care of them.
We must expect that as far as the
men of the army are concerned, the
larger proportion will be looking for
employment in our cities, towns and
villages, and to meet this problem, it
is necessary that we should have a
Dominion wide labor bureau, which
would make a careful labor survey of
the Dominion and would be in a position, when the proper time comes, to
direct the labor to those points where
otherwise, we
it can be assimilated;
will have a serious congestion of unemployed at certain points and a
shortage of a certain kind of labor
.where it is needed.
Our development problem is a many
It includes the readjustsided one.
ment of industrial activity in the East,
now engaged in making war munitions
and war supplies, so as to take up something of a permanent industrial character after the war, and it also includes
a comprehensive study of our natural
resources, so that new outlets for present products, and reliable data re

View

of a rich silver deposit

garding the lecation and character of
our resources, may be provided, and
new channels and proper methods and
opportunities for their development
indicated.

To meet the situation, it is suggested
that the Dominion government should
forthwith undertake a complete industrial survey of the Dominion and
be prepared to follow it up by endeavoring to interest the men and capital in
industrial development necessary to
utilize our natural resources, and provide a market for both skilled and unskilled labor.
It

must be remembered that prior
sums of money were

to the war, large

obtained from Great Britain, France
and Northern Europe for our develop-

ment programme, and that we

are

now

shut off from that market and will be
shut off for many years after the war.
W^e must, therefore, look to our neighbors, south of the international boundary to provide the money needed to
continue our development programme,
and steps to thoroughly advise them
as to the opportunities for investment
in Canada should, of course, be included in the development survey.
Canada has been blessed with inexhaustible natural resources

fttfffixra

A

Descendant of Prince Shamus
By

C

Illustrated

B. Loomis
by F. D. Schwalm
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story there
WHATEVERJames's
story.

is

this

it,

is

James

said his story

about

And

was

his

mother's story, and I've a suspicion
that James's mother's story came down
to her along the Unc of the Irish kings
from which she said she was descended.
My meeting with James was unusual,
and the better to describe it I will go
back to five minutes before I first saw
him.
I was reading the evening paper on
my way across the North River to New
York and came on a paragraph headed

"The Boy Was Thanked."

It told of

a poor boy who, after picking up a
wallet that a banker had dropped,
chased him several blocks and finally
restored it to him.
The banker had
opened it, had seen that his money was
intact, and had then said in a tone of

«"' "'' '«•••'

Liberty street.
sprang for it,
including myself, but the hat eluded
us all and bowled down the car tracks,
heading for one of those badges of New
York's progressiveness, a horse car.
Suddenly a boy dashed out from the
sidewalk, made a headlong dive and
caught the hat just in time to save it
from the imprint of a hoof. Dodging
the horse's feet he turnied and ran with
the directioii

in

of

Of course, four or

it

five

to me.

your

grip,

sir?

a thing to eat for twentyhours,"
four
said
the boy in a
cheerful voice, holding the hat back
smiling

an

Irish

smile

that

great kindness,

"Thank you, iny
boy. You are an
honest fellow."
It had struck me
as I read that here
was one of those
eminenily just men.

take it for ten cents."
stopped as he spoke as much as
to say that if the ten cents was not
forthcoming immediately he wouldn't
take the grip.

He

"I'll

gratifying

get

I

He took

m\'

hand, but he
looked up into my
face and grinned
as he said, "Gee,

chased it
I'd
a'
over the sea wall
for that."

"And
it

go,

I

glad to sec
suppose.

Well, we'll call

it

a dime for getting
the hat and you
can carry the grip
to oblige me, just
for the sake of

for

pass

it

you ten cents when

bill

banker
such an

let

give

changed, but don't you want any
"
pay for getting my hat?
"Sure, Mike. On'y fer me it would
have been stove in."
"Well, I'm very
much obliged to
you." And reachout, I shook hands
with him.
a

wondered how
much imaginaopportunity

j'lmtw^

the hat and
had seized my grip and he said, "It's
no lie, sir. W'ere ye' go'n'?"
"Sixth avenue elevated,'.' said I.
wondering where I could get a five
dollar bill changed so as to pay the
boy for his trouble.

duty and the
banker had done
his duty, which was
to thank the boy
kindly. Only I

had to

I,

you?".The boy had given up

The boy had done

the

'.....'M-

very white and even teeth.
"Yes, but give me my hat before I
catch cold. So vou'rc starving arc

his

tion

jm..,f.. iM,f.<.F

disclosed

Haven't

had

and

'•'m«i''im,'Vi

"I'll

reached out one hand to take it
and put the other into my pocket so
as to be unlike the banker.
There was not a cent of change there.
I

"Carry

'

fiim.

The incident was
in my mind
when I made way

kindness."

still

"Fix it to suit
yourself," said the

the ferry boat
and, grip in hand,
sought to cross

boy, and

off

West

street.

A snow-laden gust
of

wind caught

whipping

sent

and

down
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my

hungry- are you?

"Jimmy Mul-

hat

my head
it

rolling

bouncing
the

street

thought

name and how"

me

unprepared and

from

I

saw a look of
contempt stealing
over his sunny face.
"W'hat's yout
I

"He never seen a

gerrul that

made him

in his beautiful castle

sorry he

on the

was

hill"

livin'

alone

rennan, an' I'm
hungry as hell."
The boy amused
me, and as the

CANADA MONTHLY
her

train 1 was bound for did not leave
until 8.30, I determined to invite him
to dine with me.
"Got anything in particular to do

winning

&

It

is

Irish

close by."

poor boy."
"Gee, was you ever
poor? " said Jimmy, and

"Ully gee!

fair^'

struck

me

that

war

horse.

and

avenue."

want

Jimmy

touched.
I

eyes

And

fancied that his bright

were clouded for a moment.
yet a street boy is not given to

He was silent for a minute, and
then he said thoughtfully. "I wisht 1
could go to Ireland w'ere me mudder
kem from."
"Your name is Mulr'ennan. you say."
said I.
"Didn't your father come
from there, too? "

We

'

houses on

Fift' avenyer,
studied football up

"Jeeze, no.
He was born in -der
Nint' Ward like meself. Terence Mulrennan, he w^as an American, all right,

Columbia, and every
I seen a poor boy I
lammed him one good.
I
never t'ought I was
go'n' to be poor meself
ter

time

me mudder was Irish, an' she tol'
dat all der country is green dere.
an' dere ain't no snakes dere gee, but
I'd like to see a snake; an' she used to
say der boids sang out of doors dere.
Not sparrers, but boids dat was singin'
all der while.
An' she said der sun
was brighter dere, ;fti' w'en I growed
up she hoped I'd go dere an' see for
meself.
I t'ink it's pretty bright here
most of der time. But dere's reel
but

me

—

But dis Chad-

me

money, an' he

"On

let

I

way he met a strange boy that
him he'd hear his fate that day"

his

told

ain't

since."

'You're not very hungry,
said I,
looking down at the bright and surprisingly clean face.
"No hungry boy
could give me a fairy tale like that."

With his disengaged hand Jimmy
patted his stomach lovingly.
"Gee, der hungrier I get der better
stories I kin make up.
I tell de udder
boys fairy stories an' dey blows me
sometimes. Some of dem I made
off
up an' some me mudder tf)r me. She'd

—

and I was
Jimmy meant

emotion.

me

Columbia

two

every word he said and

ciously. "Until
farder
lost
his fortune I was
rich.
lived in t'ree

to

dead

seriously,

you after your fast. So
"
you were rich?
"Oh, yes," said Jimmy,
cheerfully
and menda-

went

he's

mudder."
This was the first time
I
had ever lieard the
hackneyed phrase uttered

ner as would be good for

her have it, an' den
1 kem down here
to look
for a job of carryin' grips an'

a^n'

years ago, an' me mudder was a scrub-loidy till
she gof sick. She died
of pneumonia in a hospital.
I
used to go U])
dere to sec her on visitin'
days, an' she saved me
bits from dinner under
der bed clothes. She was
good to me. Say, boss,
a boy's best friend is his

"There's no doubt
it.
As much din-

farder's

burst into a jolly laugh. "Oh.
I was on'y kiddin'.
Me
farder was a street cleaner,

about

needed

in delight,

hungrier."
"Well, get as hungry as you

—

woman

hands

dan mos' folks? "
Again suspecting satire in'the question, I said, "No, I guess not.
Probably not as rich as your father was
when he lived in three houses on Fifth

the announcement seriously.
"Oh, sure say, youse
Are
ain't kiddin' me?
we go'n' ter git dinner
"
for fair?
I
turned into Greenwich street as an evidence
of good faith, and said:

wick

his

"Ch, dat smell makes me hungrier.
Sometimes, boss, w'en T ain't got der
price I cross over der street w'en I
pass a eatin' house, because der smelt
of t'ings cookin' always makes .ine

"You were rich? " said
for a moment taking

some day.

t<t

could not help feeling (somewhat
smugly, no doubt) that that banker had
thrown away a golden opportunity
when he dismissed that other boy with
thanks.
"Say, boss," said Jimmy, when the
order had been given, "are you richcr

a touch of
I
satire in his remark.
have never classed myself
among the unduly rich.
He ran on: ,'I used to
be rich, meself."

I

t'ing

I

wondered whether

an'

won't do a

The boy clapped

here

there wasn't

I,

I

dem."

instantly

air like a

Then to jolly him along, I said (and
there was more truth than fiction in
it), "I used to eat there when I was a

I

—

—

grin.

McNeil's

dem

might be a folk lore vein worth delving
into and I felt that virtue was going
as usual.
to be rewarded
We passed into the noisy and
crowded restaurant and found seats
in a corner, and Jimmy sniffed the

"I was w^ondering whether we couldI want to see
n't eat dinner together.
if you're as hungry as you say you arc,
and I haven't had dinner myself, arid

Smith

of

full

stories."

to-night? " said I.
"Well, I kin put it off if dere's money
in anyt'ing else," said he, with a peculiarly

head
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we'll see what we can do."
looked at the bill of fare, and tlien
1
looked at the bright little face before
me. Yes, he did look hungry. Probably some boys would have spoken
witji a beggar's whine, but he was evidently a lad of temjierament and also
cheerful
of
temperament, although
temperament does not always connote

and
I

—

cheerfulness.

"How would

a thick steak .md a
baked potato and some fried sweet
"
]5()tat<)es and mince pie and coffee do?
fat

fairies dere.
She said so. She seen
clem in der moonlight.
Mustn't dat
have been a cinch? "
Further talk along this line was interrupted by the arrival of dinner, which
Jimmy attacked with such gusto that
I
felt quite sure (hat his hunger was
the real thing.
For a while neither of us said much.

:

:
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too busy. P'inally, after a third
helping of steak, Jimmy drew a satis-

He was

fied sigh

and

"I

said

"Gee, boss, I'm near bustin'."
"Well, you'd better stop eating or
I ought to have thought
you'll be sick.
of that."

looked at me to see if he
could see where the joke came in, and
then he burst into a hearty laugh.
"Dat's a noo one, boss. Sick from
guess it's not
I
eatin' too much.
many dat's sick dat way. Gee, I'd
like to have dat disease every day.
I mus'
Sick from eatin' too much.
der boys dat. Dey'll say it's
tell
"
one of me 'fairies.' Ully gee!
drink
of
take
a
to
Jimmy started
coffee but choked over it, his desire
laughter not yet extinguished,
for
and the result was disastrous to the

Jimmy

tablecloth.
in alarm, feel-

"Oh, dear," said he

"What happened

ing his throat.

Me

me?

t'roat

feels

to

twisted."

I
told him he had swallowed the
wrong way.

"Gee,

it's

who was now paying for his
the only way he knew how.

near time

dinner

used of'en to t'ink dat

it

in

was

me mudder,
was different from me

of d<x)rs an' the eyes of him was like
<li'minds.
An' Prince Shemus wasn't
married, because he never seen a gerrul

that

l)ecause she
fardcr an' never swore like
der boys' mudders does.

in his beautiful castle

some
An'

he was livin' alone
on the hill.
"But wan day there was a fair in

of

no

matter w'ot happened her she was
always t'inkin' dat better times was
comin'.

"An' here's der story."

Bally

began to tell his mother's story he
assumed an Irish accent which I have
indicated phonetically as nearly as is
possible with our inadequate alphabet.
"Wance upon a time there w'as a
king of Ireland an' he had a son, an'
the name of the son was Prince Shemus

(Shamus). (Me mudder said dat
Shemus was der same as me own name,
Prince Shemus was that red
Ja-mes.)
hairred that the clouds was lit up of a
dark night whenever he would go out

him he'd hear

his fate that day.
And
sure 'nough Boss, he did.
He seen
there a fortune-teller in a b(X)th that
told him the gerrul he was to marr>'
lived across the says in America,
although she was Irish.
An' wid that
out on the wall beside him was a
pitcher of a golden-haired gerrul as
white an' red as flesh an' blood. Oh,
she was so beautiful that the prince
faintt^l
dead away an' when he
come to him self he axed the fortuneteller

America an'
the rest would happen to

him."

was interesting to
It
watch Jimmy as he warmeti
into his recital. He entertd
into the spirit of^the tale,
and I have not a doubt
w-as (oblivious toj his in-

congruous surroundings
save^tliat he had an auditoo.
It was queer,
tor.

tell

that although the "th" in

you one of der 'fairies' der
"
boys gits me to tell?

his ordinary' speech

I

have used

it.

Shamus did
as he was tould, and he
laves the booth in the fair
an' jumps on his creamforgot
(I
colored horse.
to tell youse about der
mudder always
horse.

"And

"Well, wance upon a
time," began Jimmy, and
then he stopped and said
"Boss, me mudder was
descended from der kings
of Ireland.
Dat's no lie.
She was on'y a scrub-loidy
in dis country, but
she
said if I had lived long

Prince

Me

began

wid

tellin'

me

of

der horse.)
He was cream colored wid
a white tail that swep' the
ground an' gleami n' eyes,

der

would have been a

prince."

"And

as handsome a
prince as ever listened
to a harp," thought I, as
I looked at the wavy blond
hair and the round blue
eyes of the earnest lad

a

his mother he said "th"
w ith ease where she would

Irish wit.

I

was

shibboleth to him when he
came to use the dialect of

should say so."
There was to be afterdinner speaking, and I was
only sorrj' that smoking
was not allowed, that I
might have leaned back
and pretended that I was
listening to some noted

ago

find

rid an' sail for

and suddenly his
hand came across the table
and gripped the top of
mine from pure good feeling.
I
could not help
warming to the little chap.
He was ev'idently revolving something in his mind,
and at last it came out.

"Well,

where would he

a gerrul like that.- And the
fortune-teller tould him to
go down to the say an' he'd
find a ship on the shore an'
to get into it widout a wor-

I

again

I

re-

me

•

The boy was a born actor, for although his own accent was that of a
New York street boy, as soon as he

I
was sitting opposite
Jimmy. He looktxl at me
and smiled, then sighed

will

boss, I never could
der names of der i)laces in

mudder's stories. Dey was Bally dis
and Ballv dat.) "
"Call it Ballyhack" Said 1.
" (All right, on'y dat wasn't it.)
—Well, he went to the fair an' on his
way he met a strange boy that told

loined how to swaller, an'
doin' it fer twelve
years."

boss,

sorr\'

— (Gee,

member

me

"Say,

made him

funny she happened to be

little

"Me mudder

said

I

was

a descendant of ftince

Shamus

looks

of

an' he was that gentle he
could walk on you without hurtin' you.
"Prince Shemus lept upon his horse an. rode down
roarin' say, an'
to the
there ridin' on the waves
was a white sail boat
Continued on page 2H.
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IN

Quebec a small quiet road house,

little

A Quebec Roadhouse
By

Estelline Bennett

known

to tourist or traveller,

stands near the road on the wa>'
from the city of Quebec to Ste. Anne
de Beaupre. It is a jealously guarded
favorite among those who do know it
and are connoisseurs of genuine old
French-Canadian cookery. If it had
been built for a ski-ers' club house or
especially for a road house, instead of
growing by virtue of the habitant's
necessity from a habitant dwelling, it
could not have been placed more perfectly in regard to distance, good roads
for sleighs, and cross country tramps
It has
for ski-ers and snowshoers.
come to be the upper-end of many a

merry tramping or sleighing party.
It was a young people's ski-ing club
that discovered it not more than a year
ago and found that the perdrix aux
ckoux, lorquaire, and croquignoles were
the sort that only French-Canadians
know really how to make. It is owned
by a French-Canadian and his wife
who do their own cooking and receive
the merry-makers as though they were
invited

specially

The living
guests.
is served, is in the

room, where supper

most

correct

charming

and

—

French

style
the same sort and
school of interior decoration that has
been copied in the lovely habitant suite

habitant

at the Chateau Frontenac. Theie are
the hand-woven rag rugs, the old
wooden rocking chairs, picturesque old
furniture, thickly curtained deep windows, blooming geraniums on tnc
window sills, and a disinclination
everywhere to speak English. The
place is beyond Kent House at Montmorency Falls and so far as being "discovered" is concerned, is absolutely
unspoiled.
It is like a one-night trip
abroad somewheie into the interior ot
France-before-the-war. But the supper
is distinctly the French that is Canadian.
It is French cooking adapted
to the cold of the north.

—

"Don't tell people about it, Mother,"
pleaded the young ski-er who with a
party of friends hac,! come upon it
unexpectedly one clear cold moonlight
night when they were all tired and
hungry. "Don't tell! No, it isn't
It vVould just spoil

selfish.

it.

These

know how wonderful it
is.
They're just serving their own
sort of supper in their own way in their
own old stone house you know the
Mother and it's great! You
sort,
pity to make it
know it would be
l")eople

don't

—

—

i

popular,"
The road house business around the
old city of Quebec is still in its infancy,

The

between the quaint, narrow
Quebec and the wonderful country

contrast

streets of

outside the walled city

is

worth a day's journey

iEmwiiiiiiiiiiiniiimnfflMirariiiniafQEj^D*

for two reasons.
For one
thing the Quebecois are a thrifty homelo\ing people not given, by inclination
to inviting strangers, either those who
pay or those who do not, into their
homes. They arc not inclined to make
their living at their own hearthstones.

probably
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And then you will ski or snowshoe back to the old walled city.
K it
were a dozen years ago you would find the gates closed against you
Into

their

friends.

homes they

Their

business

invite
affairs

iheir

aie

things outside.
For another thing,
the hardy, outdoor-loving people of
Quebec are more apt to picnic in the
snow than to hunt for shelter. When
they go ski-ing or snow-shoeing they
make camp fires in the woods and have
lunch or supper in the open. Snow
Shoe clubs have their club houses at
convenient distances and these have
been wont to suffice. So the little
habitant
road
thoroughly
houses,
French in the fashion of Normandy
or Brittany of three hundred yeais
ago and as foreign and alien to the
American traveler as though they had
just been transplanted from the forest
of Fontainbleau, have all the unexpected charm of a white violet in the
snow in early spring. It is not wonderful that the French-Canadians of the
cities are jealous of their preservation.
The journey to this one between
Montmorency Falls and Ste. Anne de
Beaupre is worth while in itself even
if there were nothing at the end.
The
contrast between the quaint narrow
streets of Quebec and this wonderful
country outside the walled city is
worth a day's journey. It is over a
smooth even road packed hard with
snow all through the winter. It glides
out from Quebec over the St. Charles
river a mile below the cross that marks
the place where Jacques Cartier and
the crews of his three vessels spent the

winter of

1539;

past

Maizerets,

the

two-hundred year old farm where the
students of the Quebec Seminary go
for a weekly holiday; through the
village of Beauport where General
Montcalm had his headquarters in
1759, and where the ruins of the old
manor house he occupied still stand;
through the village of Montmorency
and past the frozen falls. In sweaters
and furs and woolly cap one cuddles
down in the high-backed red sleigh
behind the fur clad driver and listens
to the steady tinkle of the sleigh bells

and the snap of the horses' feet on the
snow and wonders what lure was ever
found in the summertime. When summer does come one goes out in a cariole
or an automobile, watching on the one
side the big ships come up from the
sea into the St. Lawrence river; and
on the other, the Laurentian mountains
turn a wanner purple, and straightway
he forgets how sparkling and beautiful a thing the winter
was. And in the fall the glory of
in fickle fashion

—

Quebec is the fall, when the myriad
maple trees turn scarlet and crimson
and gold, and the river and the mountains are every shade of purple and
blue One may forget the road house
for a little time in the summer and
fall for the out-doors is more tempting
than any fireside and besides, the distinctive

French-Canadian

dishes

concocted for the winter which
long season.

is

arc
the

These are some of the things you
for supper at the little habitant road house on the way to Ste.

may have
Anne's:
Pedrix

—

aux Choux a partridge
which after having been frozen had
been cooked for se\'eral hours in a
covered iron casserole with chopped
cabbage and salt pork and a rich
consomme.
Soupe aux Pois which is different
from the pea soup made in America
by reason of the herbes salees, which
all habitant housewives make and city
housekeepers buy in the open maiket
in Quebec.
Tortjuaire a most delectable concoction of pork chopped, pounded anfl
kneaded with salt and Ijlack pepper
and baked in a pie.

—

—

Croquignolcs
a

—a

little less rich,

esting,

but

little

and a

generally

New

more delicate,
more inter-

little

speaking,

the

England doughnut.
And then they will give you some
kind of a sweet made with maple
sugar and you will ski or snow-shoe or
If
sleigh back to the old walled city.
it were a dozen years ago you would
For
find the gates closed against you.
before the trolley cars on St. John
Street and the stress of traffic on
Mountain Hill crowded the gates out
of their arches they were closed at
nine o'clock and after that no one
came in or went out of the city of

same

old

Quebec.

—

,
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The Gregory Morton Mystery
By

Charles Cabot

Illustrated

by

F.

M. Grant
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CHAPTER^VIII.
A

NEW FRIEND AND AN OLD ENEMY.

was during the
rTthe
two weeks that

leisure

pianist in

I

moments

of

worked

as

Mike Lynch's saloon

that

I

wrote the account of my adventures up
to the point where I now resume it.
.An extended account of that fortnight would have no place in this narrative.
As I think of it now I wonder,
alternately, how I endured it as long
as I did, and on the other hand, whether
I might not be there still if Fate had
not, in her drastic and unexpected way,
taken a hand in the game.
For a man of any refinement of
musical feeling, the experience of banging away, night after night, the same
inane, vulgar songs and dances could be
The spent, maloiTOthing but torture.
dorous physical and moral atmosphere
the leers and jests of
of the place;
strident- voiced soubrettes; the vulgar
antics of clowns, disfigured to the point
of nausea by what was known as
"comic make-up"; the brawlers in the

audience, besotted with drink; all these
were subisdiary evils.
Much as I hated it, however, it is
easy to see why I stayed. Any preliminary toward finding other work
would involve quitting the job I had,
for Lynch hardly allowed me out of his
sight when I was not at the piapo.
The violent adventures of the first
two or three days following my return
to consciousness had left me in a sort of
lassitude, where any routine which
comprised food and shelter and bade
fair to keep me out of the hands of those
two dreaded Dugglebys, father and son,
I

was hard

to

exchange

for

another

fierce

tussle with the world.
The night that was destined to be the
last of that experience, the night when
Fate took her hand in the game, began
like all the others.
It was a stifling hot
Saturday. All Coney Island was gorged with restless pleasure-seekers, and,
as usual, the dregs of that great steaming mass of humanity settled in Lynch's
saloon.
Indeed, the notoriety of this unsavory resort provided the only mitigating feature of its audiences.
It was
so bad that decent people often came

smartly dressed young man, seated upon
a bench under a sturdy old shade tree, arose
suddenly, stretched himself and asked: "Where

am

I?

"

"Just one moment and T will bring Dr.
Berry" the one addressed finally managed to
stutter.

—

—

—

Berry hospital guard why am I
What is my name? Where did I come
"
from?
The young man looked wistfully
after the guard. He could remember nothing
about himself. Dr. Berry told him that his
name was Andrew Meiklejohn and that he
had been employed as a house painter when he
had suffered a fall. Whoever he was, the
young man knew that Dr. Berry was lying.
He was convinced of this when later that day
Dr. Berry gave him drugged food. Confined
in a small upper room of what he figured was
a sanitarium, the patient set to work to figure
out a method and avenue of escape. Finding
"Dr.

here?

paper in a drawer, he spent more than an hour in
writing. Hiding his manuscript under the mattress he settled down to await developments.
Dr. Berry came within a few minutes to emjuire
regarding his health and to order him for a
walk in the park surrounding the sanitarium.
The doctor wanted to read the manuscript.
This was exactly what the patient wanted
to be released from the building and out in the
open, even if under a heavy guard. By means
of some Oriental tricks
where he had learned
them, he could not remember the patient
overpowered his two guards, took what money
they had, jumped over the wall and was once
more a free man. Taking train back to New
York City, the patient wandered about for
several days and finally wound up at Coney
Island where chance gave him a jot) as a piano
player at a "board walk" cafe.

—

—

to see how bad it was.
These amateur
sociologists never failed to afford me a
good deal of quiet amusement, whenever they sat where I could see or hear

them.

There had been no such pleasant
diversion to-night, however, and at ten
o'clock, when the orgy had got fairly
into full swing, I was pounding away,
resolved to get through the evening by
sheer brute endurance.
Suddenly, during a lull in the noise
coincident with the appearance of an
alleged comic monologist, I heard the
sound of an altercation at a table just
behind me. There was nothing unusual in that. Heaven knows, and I
should not even have turned my head
had it not been that the voice and the
speech of one of the disputants were
such as I had never heard before in
that place.

He was

those amateur socilogists I have
spoken about, and he was laboriously
trying to express himself in very broken
of

Si/nopsis.

A

a gentleman, evidently one

and

insufficient English.
whirled around on my stool to see
what it was all about. The man whose
explanations were making so little
headway was a gentleman of middle
age, of highly intelligent appearance,
but somewhat unfortunately for him
I

he was in

full

evening dress.

By the time I had turned around
many people were talking to him

so
at

once and with such unnecessary wealth
of gesture and expletive that it took
me a moment to discover the true
cause of his offense myself. It was no
wonder that he was bewildered.
It seemed that he had seated himself, in all innocence, in a chair which
had been only temporarily relinquished
by a lady of the party which occupied
the other seats at the table a lady
whose reappearance was momentarily
to be expected.

—

The noise of expostulation swelled
rapidly, two or three waiters were coming up, the comic monologist from the
stage lent his voice to the altercation,
and there seemed to be all the material
for a fair-sized row.
Once more the
gentleman in his halting, laborious way,
attempted to inquire what was wrong.
Then, to my amazement, he broke
into most rapid and fluent speech
There was an instant of silence, and
then from all the tables about came
guffaws of laughter. As for me, I sat
there on my piano-stool, spellbound
for the moment by the double realization that he was speaking in another
language than English, which my inner
man instinctively labeled "French,"
and that

I

understood what he was

saying.
I rose

and walked over to him.
"Monsieur," said I in his own tongue,
"possibly I may be able to clear up
this little misunderstanding."
He looked up at me and gasped with
relief.

"Thank God
I

explained

!"

he

said.

the situation

to

him,

where-upon he arose, of course, with a
comprehensive bow of apology. I accompanied him to another vacant
chair not far away, and ascertained for
193
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him that no one
to

else

had a

prioi claim

it.

am

a thousand times obHged,"
"There were all the materials
for a very unpleasant few moments,
from which you, sir, were gccd enough
1 should not have vento rescue me.
tured in here alone if I had suspected
that my command of English would
"I

said.

lie

me

fail

in

that

ricHrulous

way

-at

a

crisis."

Unconscious of what I was doing, I
drew up another chair and seated myI was as oblivious to
self beside him.
my piescnt surroundings as I had been
that morning two weeks before when
I first seated myself before the piano.
My old self absolutely dominated me.
I was struggling again to organize, to
coordinate, the horde of memories,
associations, pictures, which the sound

French speech wakened within me.
I found him looking at me curiously.
"You will pardon my asking the
(|ucstion," he said, "but were you not
the gentleman who was seated at the
piano when I came in ?"
That question brought the present
back to me. I rubbed my hand vaguely across my forehead.
"Yes," said I. "Yes, I was."
"In that case," he said, "I am obliged
to you for more than rescuing me from
the conseciuences of my stupid blunder.
of this fine, pure

was a

It

delightful,

though somewhat

mystifying, experience to have heard
one of Tschaikowsky's waltzes played
a-—"
as you played it, in a

—

"A den

of this sort,"

I

finished for

him.

He

shrugged his shoulders in mild

deprecation.
"I hardly realized where my sentence
was taking me when I began it," he
said, "but I am obliged to confess that
you have greatly piqued my curiosity."
"Apparently, it takes a certain number of mysteries to make up a world,"
.said I.
"Shall I strain your curiosity
too far if I ask a question ?"

"Proceed, monsieur," he said.
"I believe," said I, "that I am at this
moment carrying on a conversation
with you in French ?"
^
His eyes widened.
"But most assuredly," he said.
"And further," I went on, "if it is a
question you are willing to give a candid answer to, is my French the speech
of a gentleman of education ?"
I had simply surprised him before;
now he was interested. He looked at
me more closely with a puzzled frown.
^'How can monsieur ask that ?" he

"You

certainly
birth, are you not ?"
.said.

I

shook

"It

:

are of

head.
be," I said.

"I

To make sure his orders were carried
out, he retained his hold on my arm and
There was
piloted me down the aisle.
a general craning of necks and scraping
of chairs.
The crowd seemed to be
Father humiliscenting another row.
ated by the situation in which I found
myself, I asked Lynch to let go my
arm, saiyng that I would go directly
to the piano myself.
The sound of my voice had a curious
effect on cne of the men whose table I
was passing. He was one of a party of
T hey
three, the other two facing me.
were clearly of a much higher social
order than the average frequenters of
the resort, but this fact was not apparent from their manners, for they
were drunk to the point of being boister-

The

ous.

man, whose face

third

I

could not see, was presumably in the
same condition, but at the sound of
my voice as I spoke to Lynch in passing
him, he started as if stung, and turned
half round.
Luckily for me he turned the wrong
way, and was balked in his evident
intention of getting a look at me, but I
caught a quarter view of his face, and
that was enough to bring the old numbing terror back over me again. The

man was young Duggleby

!

The

table where he and his companion sat was not more than three or
must
piano.
I
four paces from
have played the song perfectly automatically, for I have no recollection
whatever of anything going on during

my

the next few minutes, except the conears
versation of those three men.
picked it out from the midst of all the
tumult. The noi.se I myself was making at the piano, the raucous voice of
the comedian, the clatter of glasses
and of plates, were all to me as if they

My

had been
"I

tell

silenced.

you

I

know him," Duggleby

do not

repeating,

emphasizing

his reglass upon
I'd

know

"Oh, you're drunk," said one of his
"Shut up !"

friends.

And

the second

man

"They

chuck us out in a minute.
they're glad of the advertisement they get by throwing a gcntlem;in
out of a sty like this."
"I know I'm drunk," said Duggleby.
"Have I .'•aid I wasn't ? Is there an\
man here who can tell me that
not
drunk, or that I said I wasn't ? But

said

will

Ycu knew

Em

I'm not going to be drunk any more.
I

can't afford to."

"Ch,
others.

"Not

come,"

laughed

one

(jf

the

"The

night's young."
on your life," said young Dug"You two can make blind fools'

gleby.
of yourselves if you like, but I tell you
for the time being I can't afford it.

Drink what you
coffee.

it."

marks by pounding with his
the table.
"Know him ?
him in Egypt."

had forgotten for
the moment where we were, but the
I,

be quick about

kept

know."
He, as well as

ircn-ent of confusicn when I failed to
respcnd. He peered over the footlights into the little well where I was
supposed to sit, and remarked my absence; and at the same time Lynch,
frcm his pest of general observation,
di.^covered where I was.
He bore
dcwn upon me in a rage.
"What're you doin' here ?" he demanded, seizing me roughly by the
arm. "This is no time for you to get
Iccney.
Go back to that piano, and

French

my

may

we get a sharp reminder.
N.y (trric rrcrckgist had ccrrc to
tie crd cf his string cf pleasantries and
had given me the cue to the intrcducticn of cne cf his scngs.
There was a
next n'cn'cnt

I

mean

like;

to

I'm going to have
be sober in ten

minutes."

And it s<x)n became apparent that
by sheer will-power he was doing exactly as he said.
My heart sank deeper
and deeper, as every succeeding sentence he uttered showed that he was
bringing his wandering wits into butter
and better control.
It was evident to me then, if it had
not been before, how seriously my
escape had alarmed those two rich,
formidable Dugglfebys. Evidently my
success in finding the man I sought and
reestablishing my own identity would
spell disaster to both of them.

Duggleby was speaking again
"Now listen you two," he said. "I
am sober. Understand that and don't
start a row when I get up to do what
There won't
I am going to do now.
be any row unless you start it. But if
one of you tries to hold me he's going
to get hurt.

"I'm going up to have a look

at that
When I leave this
at the piano.
place you get up and follow me out.
I shall want your help."
And still I sat there, playing over
and over again the jigging bars of the
dance tune that accompanied the flyWhat else
ing feet of the comedian.
was there to do ? Evidently he never

man

dreamed that I could have overheard
what he was saying to his friends, for
the sole purpose of the trick he played
to deceive me.
He deliberately assumed the condition he had actually been in not a
quarter of an hour before. He staggered as he rose from his chair and
came reeling down thp aisle, smiling
with the drunken satisfaction of one
who thinks he is about to do something
exquisitely funny.
That reeling gait is deceptive. A
man can go faster that way than he
can walk, except with the obvious appearance of haste. Before any of the
waiters or the bystanders could come
to my assistance, he had pulled me
around on the stool, flung his arms
around me, and embraced nie as if I
had been his long-lost brother.

was

The manoeuvTe gave him time enough
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straight into my face, a look as little
drunken, as swift, as purposeful as a
fencer's thrust.

Of course it was over in a moment.
Lynch himself was only half a dozen
paces off, and before I could get my
breath he and one of the waiters were
bunclling Duggleby off down the aisle.
I saw through the trick, but I am
sure it would have deceived me had I
not overheard hisprcvious conversation.
He wanted to avoid alarming me unnecessarily, and hoped that even if I
recognized him and knew how much
I had
to fear from him, I should still
believe his act to have been one of
mere drunken folly, of which he would
have no recollection when he should
awake with a bad headache the next

morning.
If

that interpretation of his action

were correct -and I could think of no
other I felt with sickening
certainty that he must be at
that very moment laying his

—

Already
the far side of the hall.
people were going out in streams, but
that amid the crowd I saw
I fancied
one figure holding its place, a figure clad
in a long motoring-coat.
"margin of safety now could only
be reckoned by minutes. The waiters
the performers who
were yawning;
came on the stage were of the sort
known in the slang of the Pialto as
In another half hour, at
"chasers."
the most, I should be abandoned to the
mercy of my enemies.
And then from a source from which
I never dreamed of expecting it aid
came. A waiter brought a visiting
It
card and laid it on the piano-rack.
at

My

was engraved with the name and title
of "Dr. Charles Marie de Villiers," of
Paris, Member of the French Academy
On the back was written
of Medicine.
in

French:
I

believe

you are

in difficulty.

plans to capture me before
the night was out.
I
was
safe,

in

all

probability,
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probably seen the man in the motorccat waiting in the doorway, and he
had perce'ved that his aid would be
immensely more valuable to me if the
spy had no suspicion that it was about
be gi\en.

to

The mere knowledge

that he was
that he had waited to he\p
me, that I was no longer alone with m\back against the wall, acted on m>'
mind like a powerful stimulant. A
plan flashed into my mind on the
Pulling a sheet of music from
instant.
the top of the piano, I Wrote upon it
as fast as I could make my fingers fly:
"A thousand thanks. I am going out
through the door that leads into the
I
will wait at the other side
kitchen.
If the spy at the door disapof itpears, or if he comes down the aisle, as
if
in pursuit of me, jjound on the
table with your glass. They will think
you are calling a waiter."
French,
I wrote, of course, in
then I nodded to the waiter who
had brought me the card:
"This is the sheet of music
the gentleman wishes to see,"
there,

said

for

long as the crowd remained in the saloon and I
stuck to my piano-stool.
When 1 reached that conclusion, the time which had
crept so slowly suddenly began to fly. The minutes,
the fives, the quarters, marked by the small clock which
stood upon the piano, sped
by as if on wings, and still I
could think of no plan that
just

I

seemed to promise even a
faint hope of escape.
There were three of them,
and undobutedly Duggleby
would be able to enlist more
in his service,

necessary to

ance doubly
were clad
clothes,

I

if

he

felt

assur-

sure.

They

in

j
'

motoring

^ividly re-

membered, and that
meant an automobile.
turned me sick to
think that that automoljile was
likely to make a record run out
to Dr. Berry's asylum this xcry night.
I
ran over in my mind the list of
;iC(|uaintances I had made here in the
saloon during the past two weeks, in
he hope of finding some one to whom
could appeal for helix
Lynch himself was out of the ([uestion.
The man, I was convinced, was
a thorough-going rogue, and would
take whatever course might seem t(i
offer the best immediate cash return.
Indeed, I had very little doubt that
Duggleby had fixed him already. He
I

was nowhere

in sight.

turned about for a second and cast
a glance at the entrance to the saloon,
I

over to him."

heard the doctor's sigdisappeared, as I
thought it more than likely he would.
The doctor and I walked rapidly
toward the door.
"You have repaid my small favor a
thousandfold," said I, "for unless I am
altogether insane I was in a very serious
fore

I

The spy had

It

I

it

figured

would be only man to man, and
that I could give
I imagined
good account of him and
still make my escape through
the main door.
It was only a moment be-

il

make

"Take

I.

that U])on seeing
me disappear the spy would do
one of two things; either bolt
around outside the saloon to the
rear entrance to warn the people
there to be ready for me, or else
pursue me through the saloon
In either case I should
itself.
answer the doctor's signal becoming immediately back into
the saloon.
If the spy rushed around to
the back door, as I thought it
more than likely he would, the
doctor and I could walk out of
the front entrance immolested.
In case he pursued me -well, it

.so

The

where he and his companions
was not more than a few

table
sat

paces from the piano

Will you not accept such aid as I
al)le to render you ?
It was indiscreet, but I could not
help swinging abruptly around on the
jiiano-stool.
There sat the Frenchman, the man in evening dress whom I
had assisted earlier in the evening. It
had never occurred to me that he had
not left the place hours before.
I caught his eye, and he shot me an
almost imperce])tible signal to turn
back again to the piano. He, too, had

may be

when you came to the rescue.
hope soon to have a chance to thank
you more adequately for having got

difficulty
1

me

out of

it."

"I have not yet got out of it," he
"Don't make that missaid shortly.
take.
That young man who sobered
himself by sheer force of will and then
shammed drunk to get a look at you
is

no

fool,

and

it

was he who stood guard

He had put on
at the door yonder.
Oh,
his friend's motor-coat and cap.

:
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we are not done with liim yet."
There was a sort of repressed tlirill of

Then, when, from

no,

joy in his voice as

if,

except for his

me, he found an adventure of this sort very much to his taste.
"Well," said I, "if you will walk with
me as far as the platform where the
express trains leave for Brooklyn, that
will make my safety secure enough."
"I won't jjut you on a train," he
"I have an automobile here,
said.
and I sha'n't leave you until I have
KOt you home."
I laughed.
"I have no home in the

sympathy

for

wf)rld," said

He made

I.

(

but there was still
t noi.'gh of a crowd to make the picking
out f any individual a difficult matter.
"He's lest us, I think," said I.
The Frenchman only shook his head.
"Well, then, what do you think he
means to do ?" I questioned.
"If I knew," he said shortly, "the
excitement of this affair would then be
at an end;" and then he added:
"Don't talk any moie; don't say
another word. My automobile is in

mptying

fast,

<

the shed there,

down

this alley.

Here's

where we lose or win."
Ji:st beyond us was a blaze of light
which made the little alley all the
blacker.
This circumstance seemed
to trouble the doctor.
"I was fcol enough

not to have
crossed the street," he whispered, "and
come up frcm the other side."
turned to the left and started
down the alley toward the autcmobile^'hed.
I ncticcd there were two cars
there.
A second later the doctor
uttered an exclamation of alarm, and
the next moment my arms were pinioned from behind.

We

CHAPTER

V.

THE FLIGHT TN THE DARK.
two friends had me

r^UGGLEBY'S

in a grip which no man, not a
Hercules, could break.
In the light of calm reflection it is
easy to see how my keen-eyed cnemj'
had been able to spring ,his trap with
such certainty of success. He had, no
doubt, detected the Iceen interest the
I'Vench doctor was taking in me loijg
before I received the visiting-card with
its offer

He

at

little

alley.

Duggleby's own automobile, a big
red American car, stood alongside the
trim gray machine which was waiting
for us.
Of the doctor's chauffeur there
was no sign.
Dugglel)y himself had taken no part
in my capture, but stood drawing on

of aid.

had, no doubt, guessed that a
French gentleman in full evening dress
would not have been likely to come to
Goney Island by so plebeian a method
of transportation as the elevated railway or the iron steamboat. A half
hour's search among the garages at
the island would have sufficed to locate
the doctor's automobile.

French

seemetl to afford som»
to my captors.
"He won't get away in a hurry."
said one.
"Trust Duggleby for that," said the
other.
"What was it he did to it ?"

car

amusement

The first man leaned behind me and
whispered hoarsely behind his hand
"The cock between the gasfjline tank
and the " he began, but his whi.sper.
which was easily audil)le to mc, had
reached Duggleby's ears also.
"Shut up, you fool !" he sjiid.

—

his gloves, ready to mount to his seat
at the steering-wheel. He was dis-

There was silecne after that, until
Duggleby himself broke it:
"Do you know," he asked 'T don't
suppose you care to tell me, but you
really might as well
do you know

posed to be ironically polite to the doc-

why

.

a sort of grimace at that,

hut rather as though my admissioi^
made the adventure all the more agreeable to him.
We had got out into the street withat molestation. Surf Avenue was
(

position

his

the door, he had seen the signal pass
between the Frenchman and me, he
had done an audacious but perfectly
reasonable thing. He had withdrawn
his two friends from their now unnecessary watch at the other entrances to
the building, and the three of them
together had lain in wait in the dark

tor.

"That gentleman is going to ride
with us," he said, nodding to me. "I
am sorry to deprive you of his company,
but I expect to enjoy it greatly myself."

The doctor shrugged his shoulders.
His manner expressed a slight shade of
annoyance, but nothing more than
that, and his words made my heart

—

—

the doctor pretended to make a
mistake so that he could get a look
into my car ?"
None of us answered. He laughed
shortly.

"You want

a

name

to be called b>'.

do you ? Well, then, do you know.
Mr. Andrew Meiklejohn ?"
Of course he had no idea that he
could get any information from mc,
even if I Irad it. I think his only pur-

me

sink like lead:

pose in addressing

to oppose
to that of monsieur," said he, "especially since his seems so pressing."
Then he turned to me with another

engage me in conversation..
He must have been intensely curious
as to what sort of thoughts and memories were in my head,
b^ven a delilierate attempt to mislead him might
reveal much. So I maintained an unbroken silence.
He drove that car, as I imagine he
does e^"er\'thing else, with a fine blend
of judgment and audacity and a ver>-

"I

have no serious claim

shrug and an expressive little gesture
of his hards.
He spoke to me in
French, and everything about his manner and his inflection seemed to indicate
that he was making a polite apology
for leaving

me

in the lurch.

words were:
"Be of gocd heart.

When

But
I

his

range

be ready."

along.side,

As he turned away he made a small
blunder, or what looked like it, which,
after the perfect coolness he had shown
throughout, took us

all

a

little

by

sur-

prise.

He turned and made as if to enter
Duggleby's car instead of his own.
Then perceiving his mistake with some
appearance of embarrassment, he turned away and clamered into the other
machine.
Simultaneously I was bundled with
scant ceremony into the tonneau of
Duggleby's car, his two friends taking
od either side
their positions one
of me.
"No

!"

said

Duggleby emphatically.

answer to the whispered suggestion
from one of his friends. "It's no use,

iiT

I

tell

.should

you.

We

can't tie him.

we go through town

Keep your shoulders behind

How

like that
his;

?

that's

that's necessary."
The doctor's chauffeur, who had
arrived at last, was cranking unsuccessfully at his car as w^e shot out of
the alley and into the broad, almost
deserted street. The plight of the
all

at

all

was,

if

possible, to

high degree of manual skill. Fields,
hedges, buildings, clumps of trees,
were pouring past us in appalling confusion, which proclaimed all too plainly
the terrible .speed at which we were
running.
Up over our heads the l)ig
arc lamps which lighted the drivewa\rushed by like an orderly procession of
comets.
If we kept up that pace it
seemed unlikely that any car in the
world would e\cr range alongside, but
I
kept up my courage and blindh'
pinned my faith to the doctor.
Suddenly I became aware that I
coidd see my own shadow on the
polished back of the seat in front of
me. The arc lamps overhead could
not cast that shadow. It could only
come from a light near the le\-el of the
road, from the search-light of an automobile. Slowly the shadow grew more
distinct as the light which defined it

became

brighter.

Fast as w-e were fl\"ing, a silent gra\'
car behind us was flying faster still.
I did not turn my head, did not move

my quietly relaxed body in 'the smallest
degree, but everj' nerve, every muscle,
every thought, every faculty of mind
and body, was ready. I found it easy
Neither of
to be of good heart now.

"
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he two men beside me appeared to
anything. One of them, in-

notice

seemed half asleep. But the
at the wheel was alert enough to
make up for it.
The first flash of silver light on the
comer of his mud-guard, of a light that

deed,

man

could

only

enough

to

He did not
I

come from behind, was
him the whole story.

tell

turn his head any more than

did.

"Look out behind, one of you," he
commanded, "and sec if you can see
anything."

At that both men turned with

a

start.

"There's a pair of head-lights," said
one, "coming down the road after us
to beat the devil."
"Is it the French machine, or is it
"That's
not ?" demanded Duggieby.
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The two men

in the tonneau with
gasping in plain undisguised
terror.
The car was passing us so
close, even at that appalling speed,
that the hubs of our wheels could
hardly have been three inches apart.
"Be ready when I range alongside."
That sentence of the doctor's was
ringing in my mind. Well, I was
ready, and one or more long seconds
would probably reveal to me for what.
Suddenly the man at my right Uttered a horrified outcry, and in that instant
I saw an uplifted hand shoot out from
the covered body of the doctor's car,
a hand that held, poised and ready to
deal a terrible blow, a heavy steel
spanner. The thought in all our
minds at that instant was that the
doctor meant to brain Duggieby with
If he did, that
it as he passed by.

me were

I want to know."
"It don't say anything about that
on the head-light," replied my other
guard, "but he's burning up the road
We're not exactly standing
all right.
still ourselves
were going so fast that the pressure of air on our faces made it difficult
to breathe, and the man's words were
torn from his mouth and blown away
like a smoke-wreath in a hurricane.
But with all our speed, the reflection
on the polished scat in front of me
grew brighter and brighter. How that

what

[

—

was rushing on
two guards, breathless and hat-

ffeur could

position with reference to my
it perfectly clear that the
car was coming up exactly behind us,
which seemed a curious thing to do if
I suspect the manit hoped to pass.
Its

right.

come

in pursuit of us,

I

was

dragged out of the car, tapped on
the head with something heavy, if
necessary, and hidden away in the
woods behind the house. In the game
of hide-and-seek which would ensue,
the odds would be in my enemy's favor
to be

own made

—

for this driveway.

ent.

in front.

stant diasater had it not been executed
with consummate skill the driver of
the pursuing car made a sharp reverse
curve and ranged alongside of us on the

doctor's plan for my rescue.
Across the road in the shadow of the
trees a narrow driveway, flanked by
two heavy stone pillars, led into what
appeared to be a large private yard,
surrounded by a high brick wall. A
second after the blow was struck,
Duggieby turned sharp to the left and

Duggleby's plan was at once apparBefore the doctor's car could be
stopped, and before he and the chau-

were craning around to look.
They seemed to have quite forgotten
me. I never stirred fn;m my upright
position between their knees, never
moved my head, never took my gaze
from the shadow of myself on the seat

less,

right
Our i^ursuer was pulling
out to the left, with the evident intention of passing us.
The new position of the shadows told
Duggieby exactly what it had told me.
it was the move that he had been expecting, and he was ready for it.
Our
car deflected to the left alsfj.
The next moment, by a trick of steering which would have done honor to
the winner of the Cordon Bennett cup
~a trick which would have spelled in-

In that instant Duggleln- shcnvcd his
true mettle.
He did something which
neither the doctor nor I had foreseen,
and which, except for the stupidity ol
his two friends, might have f(Hled the

the road.

!

the

far forward.

For a moment it looked as thougli
we were to be dashed to pieces against
the farther pillar, but the man at the
wheel had calculated better than that.
The thing was only just possible, but
he made it. The doctor's chauffeur,
evidently unprepared for such a maneuver, was holding straight on down

My

euver puzzled young Duggieby not a
little, for he asked irritably:
"What's he doing back there ? Can't
\c)u make out ?"
Before either of them could answer,
I
saw my shadow mo\'e suddenly to

mine had not been lost on me. But
it had apparently been lost on them.
The sudden slackening of our speed
and their curiosity to see what had
happened combined to make them lean

made

We

car

I have said that my two captors had
forgotten all about me in the excitement of the moment. When the blow
fell I was braced for the effect of it, antl
Dugthrust myself sharply backward.
that my guards
gleby's command
should keep their shoulders, behind

again.
liut as

it

happened

I

my two guards were not.
_J
nodded to the waiter who
had brought me the card

I

was ready, and
I was pressed

against the back of the lonneau-seat.
and they were both leaning forward
when our car made its unexpected and
That alone
violent swing to the left.

would have been enough
blow would kill five men. At the pace
we were going, at least, it would be a
miracle if any one of us in either car
escaped alive.

The blow fell, but not upon Duggieby 's defenseless head.
I
knew now why the doctor had
wanted a look at the dashboard of the
The spanner fell
big American car.
with terrific force upo.the little mahcgany box containing the spark-coil
and vibrators, wrecking it utterly.
There would not be another explosion
in one <A Duggleby's cylinders that
night.
The car would keep on going
just so Icng as its

momentum

lasted,

and not another feet. Already our
speed was slackening rajiidly.

off their

to

throw them

balance for a moment, but

I

did not rely on that.
Seizing the man at ni\- left about the
waist, I flung him with all my might
against his fellow, who went half-way
out f)f the car with the violence of the
•
shock.

Then, like a flash, I sprang to my
on the seat of the tonneau and
vaulted out into the road behind. Of
course I had a bad fall, but that was
In a second I
only to be expected.
was on my feet again.
Before Duggieby knew what had
iia|)i)ened, I was outside the gate and
running down the road to meet the
doctor.
In two minutes more I was
feet

Continued on paRC 219.
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fanner for whose benefit the
had been told had up to
this time remained silent.
As
the school teacher finished his story he
spoke: "I reckon that old gentleman
in the corner there is a farmer, like
me," he said. "I don't deny but your
stories

Psychology In

Salesmansh iP
By Rex White

stcries

are

ground

for

interesting

and

there

is

thought in 'em, but I'd like
to hear from him."
The old gentleman thus mentioned

smiled slightly and cleared his throat.
"You are right," he said. "I am a
farmer or rather I was, up to a few
years ago.
I
carry insurance and
while a lot of things led up to my taking out a policy, there was one thing
or rather one chain of events that
brought me to the point. 1 was married some 15 years ago and three years
later we had two little ones.
I
had
been canvassed by insurance agents
two or three times while in town and
orce by an agent who drove up in a
bi'ggy to the farm.
I was willing to
admit their arguments, but I could
not see my way clear to spend the
rrcrey scmehow and besides I had the
same feeling that a man has when a
hock agent' comes around. I figured
he V as trying to sell n-e something
did ret need and that made nic antagI

opisttc.

"This chap

the bugg>' did sell a
neighbor on the left,
young Siles Watkins, but Si's brother
Frark, who lived to the right of m\
place, turned down the offer.
Bf)th
were middle-aged men and both had
families pretty well along toward nianpolicy

in

my

to

hcod and womanhood. We three often
iret and it scmetimes made me think
the way Si talked and the satisfaction
he seemed to get out of his 'protection,'
as he called it.
Frank just laughed
ard said it was too much like gamlilini:
with death to go into.
'\\'ell,

winds

summer

the

hot

and our crops were a

fail-

the

hit us

ne.xt

ure.
The next year the grasshoppercame and the year after was another

drought.

It

cclmtr^•.

I

big sacrifice

just about ruined the
was forced to sell out at a
and move. Si and Frank

allowed they w'ould try another year.
"It was ten years afterwards that I
went back to the countr>-. Si and
Frank were both dead. The year after

"That money just carried us along
times were befter. We're better
off now, but might have been dead
till

or worse."

I left a flood had broken the dam up thi\alley and Si had gone down in its
waters.
F"rank had fallen from the
barn loof a few months later. I had
heard that Frank's family, the mother,
the girl and the two boys, had movetl
to town.
Si's folks stayed on the farm.
"Well, as I stepped off the train at
the depot I came face to face with Jim
Ocy, the constable. He had a young
fellow with him and I could see the
gleam of a hancuft" on his wrist. Jim
was taking him to the prison farm.
I stared at the poor fellow, a thin. pale.
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frightened young lad, and something
famihar about him led me to ask his
It was Frank's oldest boy.
identity.
He had been caught stealing. I had
just time to wring his hand when the

—

"Mrs. Si took

temptation.
Si in

He was working in a grocery
and taking his wages home regular to his mother, liut the shame of
It wasn't
the thing seemed to get him.
long till he took to drink and the stealing followed.
Mrs. Warren had gone
loo.

store

to live

Up

with Si's folks out at their farm.

to that time .she

was too proud

to

take help from 'em.
"Gentlemen, that story worried me
a lot.
I
just couldn't seem to rest
conifortable until I had hired a rig and
gone out to Si's. It was spring and
the things were green and pretty, and
the orchards were pink and white with
blossoms. When I got to Si's place
the farmer heart of me just jumped.

and the
The
grain was coming up strong and even,
and the fences were all up and the barn
was new, and the house was painted
fields

were just perfect

looked pros)ierous. Some real
blooded cattle were standing in the
creek antl the chicken yard looked like
a .snow sttjrm with the bigness of the
Hock of Leghors. Mrs. Si was standing on the porch as I drove up and she
looked happy and contented like.
There was just one shadow. A little
'lid woman in a black dress that was
>ilting in the sunsliine with her head
bowed and the tears falling in her laf).
•

ind

duritig the

It

was the

foresight

having insurance that saved

of

you that money just carried us
till times were better and let us
We are well off now,
live and work.
but we might have been dead or worse.'
"I have a family myself, gentlemen,
as I told you, and they were just the
age that Frank's children were when
It didn't need no more to
ruin came.
I took out a policy
tell me what to do.
when I got back home and I've kept it
up, thank the Lord, ever since.
I

tell

several hours by a train wreck

ahead of them. During a discussion of sales methods one of the

— the biggest producer
crowd— ridiculed the idea

salesmen
in the

of applying Psychology in sales-

manships

The

sales

contended

that

every

manager
sale

is

Psychology.

To

But one man remained of the ten
that had gathered together for the

demonstrate his point he

took

"experience meeting" as the insurance

the salesman back to the Library

man had dubbed it.
The travelers now

turned

to

him

based

upon

car, explained to the

men

gather-

expectantly.
"Well, gentlemen," he said, "I don't
policy
know as I am qualified.
was f^rst taken out when I was 18

ed there that his salesmen wished

years eld and was really taken out by
my father in his own favor. He paid

Insurance.

My

'

A party of Life Insurance salesmen on their way to a district
convention were stalled for

us.

along

bit of finery

of
him. He just disappeared that night.
IHll, he's the oldest, fegan to change

and

sometimes think that perhaps if we
had been in their position it might
have all happened to me. We are all
human and weak and hunger and
poverty ,are mighty strong in their

I

Nobody knew what became

in

my

"Over at the hotel I asked aboul
him. The clerk told me the storv.
Mrs. Watkins had moved to town when
I-Vank died and had started a little
millinery store. 1 hey had sold the
farm for a song. Couldn't do otherIt was pretty hard
wise, it seems.
scrimping, I guess, because Frank was
a generous provider and the family
It was esh.'id never known a want.
pecially hard on Millie, the daughter.
She had to give up school and her
pretty clothes and her piano. She
had planned on going to college too,
but she just had to settle down with
her mother in that shabby little store.
guess the disappointment must have
sort of preyed on her mind or someihing, because it wasn't long before
!h(? women in town used to whisper
when she went by and the drummers
ill the hotel heard about her down the
She would appear in some new
road.

it.

me

told me the story all over
she
'I just thank the Lord,'
again.
I
family.
said, 'that it wasn't

day she

train pulled out.

and wear it defiant like,
as if she knew the whole town knew
where she got it. Wasn't long before
her brother, the oldest one, heard about
it,
and then the youngest. He was
still in school and the day he heard it
young
he came home crying, the
,sa\'ages there had taunted him aboul

was Frank's widow. There was
I could do but shake her hand

It

.nothing
hard.

the

premiums and

I

was little more
However, four

than a lay figure.
years later when I married I Jiad the
policy changed over to my wife's name
story -would
and kept it up myself.
deal with the day I determined to
allcw it to lapse and what prevented it.
If that will pass muster I will give you
the yarn."
The travelers readily agreed to this
and the last of the ten began.
"I am a real estate man by profession," he declared, "and while I am
now doing well enough the first few
years of my married life saw me in
We
pretty tight places many a time.
figured things down to the last penny,
my wife and I, and cut out every unnecessary expense. We seldom, if ever,
went out, as this would mean expense
or the return of hospitality a little

My

and
what not. The first year business was
bad, but the next year it was worse,
and one Saturday night my wife and I
later,

with

its

cost of food, flowers

down with

a bit of paper to face
talked and planned
and figured. It was almost hopeless,
but at last we thought we could .see
our way clear for the next month by
putting off a bill here and there and
paying only parts of others.
"Just as we were about to pass over
the matter my wife suddenly exclaimed,
'The insurance.' I could onlv stare
sat

the problem.

We

an opportunity
It

to sell

them

Life

turned out that

all

of the occupants of the car, with

one exception, already had

all

the insurance they could afford
to

carry.

The exception was a

He

farmer from Saskatchewan.
agreed

to

permit the insurance
canvass him, but he

salesmen

to

met

arguments and

their

declined to

buy.

at last

The farmer

then turned to the other

men

the Library car and asked
to relate their

how

in

them

experience as to

they were induced to pur-

chase Life Insurance.

Each man

as he told his story pointed out
the Psychological influence that

had induced him
policy.

to sign

up for a

—
swept down the street. I drew into
the curb and waited as interested as a
boy in the wonders of the show.
"As the parade drew nfearer and
nearer I suddenly noticed my horse.
Her ears were erect and her eyes rolled
back while she stepped nervously from
laughed outright.
I
side.
to
side
'Whoa, Nell," I called, 'you're too old
for such tricks.'
"The words were hardly out of my

Then I remembered my
payment was due the next
day. I had enough rrioney in my
pocket to meet it, but there were a score
blankly.
quarterly

of other things that seemed absolutely
'We'll have to let it drop,'
necessary.

ventured. 'There is nothing
'AlJohn,' answered my wife.

finally

I

to.
What would become
anything happened to you ?
?'
I would be helpless
"It was true enough, but I could only
shake my head and declare that nothing
was going to happen to me. In fact,
I soon insisted on this fact so strongly
that I began to believe it myself and
my hopes rose and I did not feel so
badly about the lapsed policy. This
was in the old days, gentlemen, before
the policy holder was protected as he is
now on first lapses. If I did not pay

though
of

—
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else,

—

me

I

hate

if

mouth before she bolted. At first 1
was merely angry and jerked and hauled at the reins with a savage hand.
The next moment I was frightened.
One of the reins broke close to the bit
and w=th an added lunge the old horse

My

my

Ahead

the street.

of

could see a large vacant space of
several lots and along the front of
them at right angles with my course
lay a car tiack. A car was hummmg
swiftly along and it needed but a glance
to see that horse and car would meet
unless a m<racle intervened.
"I tell you I faced death for the next

the premium when it was due I lost
the policy.
"Well, the next morning I started
out with my' horse and buggy to meet
a prospective customer.
I planned to
start early and stop in at my insurance
company's office and inform them of
my desire to drop the policy. I had a
rather sleepy old horse and one that I
had driven for years. On my way
down I scarcely gave a thought to my
insurance, my mind being taken up

with arguments to use on

away down

tore

me

I

minute with

all

its

horrors.

I

have

heard that people in like places otten
see a flashing review of their lives with
their bad deeds standing out
all
With me 1 saw not
especially clear.
the past or even the near future when
bit of
I would probably be a mangled
flesh, but the distant future after I

land

prospect.
way led me across
several street car tracks and then down
the main street of my city. As I drew
near to the corner where I turned the
sound of music came to my ears and I
remembered that the circus was in
town. In fact, in another minute I
saw the gleam of sunshine on the tinsel
and gilt of the wagons as the parade

was gone and my wife was left alone.
her
I saw only her agony at the news,
sorrow at the funeral and then the
weary road of the future she must
I saw her slaving away
tread alone.
her

life

store

in factory

and

and sweat shop,

in

mill.

"And then it came
policy was still good.

to

me

that

my

i

had time to give vent to a
mental prayer when the crasa
came. It was just a great noise, a
flashing of lights and a sinking away
jusl

little

into

a cloud

of

blackness.

When

I

was in the back room of a
and someone was bathing
drug
my head. A doctor was bending over
me and telling me that I was not hurt
beyond a bump on the head and a few
bruises.
I managed to get to my feet
and in ten minutes I was all right,

came

to I
store

still shaking with nervousness.
the store and caught a street car
I
had not gone the first
for home.
block until I was ringing the bell for
almost ran across the
I
it to stop.
street and caught another car going in
In ten minutes
the opposite direction.
more I was thrusting my money at the

though
I

left

insurance man's clerk and demanding
It took some hard sledding
a receipt.
to make it up, but I did it and though
times have been as hard or even harder
with me since I have never considere<l
for a moment dropping my insurance."
As he finished the farmer for whose
benefit the tales had been told drew
from his pocket a fountain pen. "I
want to sign an application," he said.
There was a shout of delight. "Whose
story convinced you," they shouted.
With a smile he answered and the successful man shook hands with him
warmly. "Why did that story convince you ?" they asked. There was
a sudden jar and the train so long still
mo\ed slowly on its way. The wreck

As the train
cleared away at last.
faster and faster the farmer
told why he was convinced of the dcsirability of insurance.

was

moved on

WHAT DID HE TKl.L THEM

?
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The Weary Hands
By W. D.

SLEEP

comes to weary fingers first of all.
Though o'er the drowsy eyes the lashes fall
And soothing peace sweeps in upon the soul
As though the vast eternal ocean wide

Came

in a silent, heart-enthralling tide

Upon whose
Sometimes

breast no crashing billows

it

seems that sleep creeps

roll.

in

stands

And

pityingly holds us

by the hands

linger in the mind
But softly lie the fingers wan and worn
With all the heavy burdens they have borne,
For sleep is ever sweet and ever kind.

While day's hard tasks

still

and

Nesbit

How

gently fall the fingers that are tiredAweary of the quest of things desired,
Aweary of the labors of the day
They clutch at sleep insensibly and rest
Comes to them in a portion doubly blest,
And toil and task are half a world away.
;

O, weary hands all over all the earth
The hands that do the work that is of worth,
Or calloused hands, or hands both white and
small
When night sends us her mystic lullabies
That whisper in the murmur of the breeze,
Sleep comes to weary fingers first of all.
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FRED
read

HOPPER

rolled

his

hall-

newspaper into his overcoat pocket and pushed and elbowed his way through the subway
crowd. He passed through the famil-

uptown streets, thronged with men
and women hurrying home from work,
and turned eastward, thinking, as he
had thought nearly eveiy evening for
the past ten years, how good it would
be to get off his shoes and collar and
iar

A Believer

down to dinner.
Rose will
"Let's see, it's wash day.
probably have stew, or something
easy."
Turning into the flat-building which
sheltered him, he began his wearjtramp up the four flights of shabbih
carpeted stairs that led to his apartment. As he .opened the door a steaming, soapy odor of boiling clothes
gushed out from the kitchen. Mrs.
Hopper glanced up without greeting
him. She rested a parboiled hand on
the tub against which she was leaning,
and with the other pushed back a
damp, straggling lock of hair.
"Go in and sit down," she said.
sit

in

By Helen Brooks

Luck

"The

table's set

and

I'll

be in in a

minute."

Her husband remained staring in
"Well, you're a fine
the doorway.
housekeeper, you are, with washing
hanging round till half past five and
no dinner."
"I told you I'd bring it in presently.
I've had my hands full to-day; Tommy's been home from school, sick. It
I
could only send the washing out,
I'd warrant your dinner would be on
time." She wrung out the last piece
and dropped it into the basket beside
her.

The angry red surged upward from
Hopper's collar. "That's right, throw
it

up

live

to me that I don't make enough to
decently on.
If ever a man was

worth more than he's getting, I am.
I've worked like a dog for the compan\for ten years, and what credit do
I

get? Some little sawed-off comes in
there and gets raised inside of a month,

and it's all my fault of Course— throwup to me !''
Grumbling, he strode into the front

it

room, pulling off his collar with an'
angry jerk and throwing it violently on

A

little girl was sitting b\the table.
the window, reading; at sight of him
she ran toward him tagerly, crying,
"
"Halloo, papa'
"Go into the bedroom. May, and
bring me my slippers," he orderecl,
spreading out his rumpled paper on
his knee.

Mrs. Hopper niiide several trips (o
and from the kitchen and presentl>summoned him to dinner. The meal
progressed silently, his wife too tired
to talk and the little girl afraid to
risk her father's displeasure.
Afterwards he began searching for his pipe,
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l)ushing the l)ooks and papers on the
table aside in his irritation.
"Where's my pipe? " he demanded.

him, her face lighting with a sudden
hope.
Despite years of gradual disillusionment, her heart still retained
its recurrent, pitiful faith in him.
It
was the one thing that rendered her
present existence endurable.
"You're in his office and you've been
faithfu for vears -you don't suppose
"
they'd
Her husband laughed shortly. He
was one of those exasperating men who
never answer a question directly.
"I
guess not! My luck doesn't run that

"Can't I ever have anything left where
I put it? "
His wife found it for him
and l)rought him a match. Prescntlv,
with his feet elevated on a chair, he
threw hack his head and began puffing,
gradually forgetting his recent irritation.
Rose fell to work on a basket
of socks badly in need of darning.
"I wouldn't be surprised to see something doing at the office before long,"
he sa'd, after a pause. "There's a lot

way."

of talk among the operators, and Stetson tokl me on the quiet that the presi-

dent and

the superintendent
long talk together yesterday."

Put long after he slept that night
she lay awake, thinking of the past
and of the appalling fact that in the
near future there would be another to
provide for another whose insistent
needs would mean a further drain on
their meager income, already stretched
to provide food, clothes, and an educa-

had a

—

"You mean

there's likely to be a
strike? " asked his wife.
He not'ced
how worn and old her face was growing.
"I hope you won't get mixed up
in it."
She let her hands fall idly in

her lap. They were graceful hands,
despite their roughness.
"Lord, no! The clerks have nothing
to do with it, it's only the operators
gassing about their rights, and shorter
hours, and a ten per cent, raise; it's
l)cen going on for weeks.
They've got
as far as sending a representative in
to see the president, and if that represertative don't get the satisfaction
they want, they'll strike; and I hope
to God they dc!
I'd like to see the

Metropolitan Telegraph Company
stung gccd ard plenty. They haven't
used me right.
If I knew of another
job I'd get out darned quick."
He
spat violently.
"Well," Rose replied, picking up the
stocking in her lap, "they'd get somebody else in your place all right, and
you wouldn't gain much. Fred, I hate
to see you always taking sides against
the people you work for —you ought to
be with them.
It's your bread and
butter.
But I don't see why they
don't raise you."
.

tion for their

•

two children.

She had

not yet summoned the courage to tell
her husband. This new buiden would
bring him no joy, and the dread of
awakening the irritation which was
growing on him of late stilled the
words on her lips. She knew that
her failing strength was paying its
tribute to the uphill pull of years and
she saw the future stretching l)efore
Suddenly
her, gray and interminable.
covering her face with both hands and
stifling her sobs in the pillow, she
wept.
The next morning as Hopper ncared
the huge gray Telegraph building which
stretched over half a block of the
busiest downtown section, he felt impending trouble in the air of restlessMen
ness that pervaded the place.
and boys hung about the doorways,

quickly

scattering
officials

jxissed in.

when any of the
As the morning

wore on a vague uneasiness

filled

the

fact that each
man went about his duties as usual.
Messenger boys hurried to and fro

building,

despite

the

"Aw, what do you know about it,
anyway? " He grew belligerent again.
"I've given up trying to please you.

on

You're picking on me all the time, no
matter what I try to do."
She did not reply, shutting her lips
tightly on the bitter words that sprang
to them, ard there ensued a long
silence, each following different
thoughts. The children needed new

the top floor telegraph instruments
clicked unceasingly, with every operReporters, hearing
ator at his key.

<lf

i,]r

es,

and

.vhe

wa s wondering how

much

of his month's salary would be
left after the current household expenses had been paid. His mind had
returned to affairs at the office.

"Carter's very low," resumed Hopafter several
minutes.
"They
don't think he'll pull through the
nipht.
Gee, that's a swell jol> four
thousand per! I wonder who'll have
the luck to step into his shoes?"
The darning ball fell from Rose's
hand as she turned eagerly toward
per,

—

the main floor, the bookkeepers,
and stenographers in various

clerks,

departments worked on busily, and on

rumors and scenting news, came and
went, and were dismissed again and
again with

the assurance

was nothing

in the story of a threatened

that there

strike.

Hopper knew

gropusof two and three, gaunt, hungryeyed, and threadbare, begging to be
taken back at a third, sometimes a
half, less than their former wages.
He
could

He had

seen

see the officials' stern, set

still

faces, the

angry mobs that waited out-

side the entrances to the building.
of the things that had impressed

One
him

most was the rumor that throughout
the siege the president had carried

.1

revolver for self-protection.
His hand trembled as the scene came
vividly back to him, and a drop of retl
ink glided off his pen and fell upon the
neat page of his ledger.
It was charthat his desk was
precision.
Its drawers
disclosed neat packages of labeled
letters, references, and accounts; his
acteristic of

a

marvel

Hopper

of

files were never mixed, date following
date with accuracy. Each month he
presented his statement on the same
day, following his custom of years.
His mind, trained in its course, made
its
rounds mechanically. It was a
matter of pride to him that in all the
years he had audited accounts he had
never made a serious error nor been
called to account b>' one of his super-

iors.

The day passed quietly, and another
morning started with no apparent
change. Hopper began to hojx; that
a compromise had been effected that
woirld avert the threatened calamity.
He put on his hat as usual at preciscl\'
a quiirter of twelve and went o\-er to

dairy lunch which he patronhis glass of milk, ate
his sandwich and inxariable piece of
the

little

ized.

He drank

pie, lighted his fifty-for-a-dollar cigar,

and

He was

pas.sed out.

man

of habit and
the routine of his

essentially a

any departure from
life,

however

slight,

disturbed him.
He mingled with the
noon-time crowd, intent upon his disquieting thoughts. At the entrance of
the Telegraph building he recognized

two detectives, apparently loafing, and
realized then that there was no chance
that the trouble woitld be settlefl
amicably.
Pausing for his mild, daily flirtation
with one of the telephone girls, an
associate hailed him from behind a
desk in the receiving department.
"Hear the news? " he asked. "Carter's

better.

the union representative disappear
within the private office of the president, and had watched till the man
emerged with glowering countenance.
Evidently the Company- irrtended to
stand firm. He knew what it meant,
and his sorrl sickened at the siege that
lay ahead.
The Company would win,
of course.
He recalled the strike of
1898 the recklessness and arrogance
of the operators that marked the begin-

—

ning, the gradual weakening of the
belligerents and their final return in

Died

I just sent up the telegram.
The superthis morning, early.

dead

!

broke up over it. Gee,
a strike comin' an>"
minute and him gone?
intendent's

all

it's fierce, ain't it

—

Hopper shot upstairs in the elevator.
As he got off at the fourth floor sounds
of angr\' altercation reached him. Two
operators were quarreling.
with the Company," said
"To h
one, a whiff of liquor accompanying
"We'll show 'em a thing or
the words.
It won't be
two, the dirty dogs
!

"
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long,

now," he

said, thickly.

"Do you

know who's

backin' us ? Mason, the
national leader. He used to be one of
us and he's got a million dollars behind him.
Where'd it come from ?
I don't know and don't care. He's got
it,
t h a t's
a 1 1. We'll show you
something pretty all right."
Hopper shrank at the sinister
tone of the man, with its suggestion of violence.
He was gkd that
his
own minor position protected
him from any participation in the
forthcoming battle. Under the circumstances he felt that he would not exchange places with the president for

any

|)rice.

him vaguely apprehensive. A summons from the superintendent did not
tend to restore his peace of mind; his
uneasiness gave way to foreboding.

Was

there some serious error in his
recent report which he had overlooked ?
He rose from his chair and stood still a
moment, gathering himself together.
He always shrank from an interview
with the superintendent, whom he dis-

attempting to analyze

liked without
his aversion.

Opening

the

official's

with anxious solicifurde, he
stood: smiling, his hands unconsciously
rubbing themselves together. With a
desire to propitiate, he began at once:
"I'm so sorry, sir, to hear of Mr.

door

softly,

The suspense
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and don't bother me with
them. Mr. Doyle will take your former
posi tion
That's all
The superintendent turned to his
desk. Hopper could hardly believe he
had heard aright. He made no attempt
to go.
"That's all," repeated the
details,

.

.

a trifle impatiently, and the
newly appointed chief clerk drew himself together with an effort.

ofificial

The

other's impersonal attitude chilled the
profuse thanks he wou'cl have uttered,

and he

left, silently.

In the quiet of the outer corridor he
could feel the blood beating in his ears.
Chief clerk of the Metropolitan Telegraph Company! The fact that he had
at last come glo-

ended the follow-

riously

ing day. At ten
o'clock came the
report that
the

own dazed him,

strike was on.

ostentation

and the suddenness and lack of
with
which it had been
accomplished left

Some one had
jumped

upon

a

<lesk in the oper-

ating

room and

Mown

a whistle.

him gasping.

storm that had
been gathering

.

ment

several

for

If

only the superintendent had come
to him and given
him thi appoint-

Instantly the

force

his

into

in the pres-

ence of his office

weeks burst and

associates

cleared the air so
tensely cha rged

one big moment
of his life had

with

come sneaking
upon him and
taken him una-

excitement.

Hca\y

foot-steps

resoimded down
the marble stairs,

wares.

and

first

loud, defiant

!

The

After the

surged

from

glow of exultation there swept
over him a faint
that
resentment
there had been
no blare of trumpets, no envious
eyes to watch his

jority

making

triumph.

o ice.-' echoed
through the cor-

\

The men

ridors.

the
building, cursing,
t h r e a t e n i n
g,
cheering, the ma-

way, some
already unsteady
their

with

liquor,

There

"Tommy— poor,

baclcward

little

Tommy, would be

sent to private school"

to

prise

neighboring

1

a o'p n
1

s

,

a few
Carter's death.
feel

it;

friends

3'ou

"

I

know how you must

and he were such good

the^ ci)in|)any's immediate business.
T(j Hopper, sitting at his desk on the

"There's no time for that now," returned the other man, transferring his
attention from a pile of papers before
him.
It seemed to Hofiper that his
face was noticeably drawn and lined
.since the day before, and he contrasted
it
complacently with his own fresh
"1 want you to take charge
coloring.
I haven't time to look up
of his desk.
a new man in our present straits, so
I'll give you a chance.
You've been
in Mr. Carter's of'fice longer than anyIxxly else —probably you've acquired

floor

some knowledge

below, the sudden quiet which
followed the brief excitement made

was

a

of

sur-

here

and

there as he strode
ostentain and

remaining

in
groups projecting their views and opinions to the crowd that had paused, curiousK-, at the entrance, until they were
taken in hand I)y the police.
In less than half an hour the buzzing
excitement in the big building, subsided, and an air of intensity took its place.
I he perfect organization of the big corporation gradually brought about a
semblance of order.
Stenographers
and clerks who coukl "send" and "receive" messages were immediately sent
upstairs, and in a short time enough
operators had been installed to handl(>

murmur

best you

of his duties.
Do the
can, attend carefully to the

his

new desk;

tiously unlocked
a few congratulations,

and

interest
the
little
ripple of
passed. The desk was just as Carter

had left it a few days before, when
he was stricken.
As Hopper surveyed its comfortable appointments
in contrast to the flat-topped affair he
had just left, a disconcerting sense of
the responsibility of his new job smote
him. The pigeonholes crammed with
important papers, the wire basket filled
with letters yet unsigned, even the two
thick cigars of a fine brand unfamiliar
to Hopper that lay carelessly on the
blotter, gave forth an indefinable impression of the com'petence of the
who.se place he was taking.
Continued on page 213.

man
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—
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Books and Their Makers
By

Bookshelf
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'V0

THtRE
more

is

nothing

service

these days to the
that
\'ague personality which
makes public opinion
than a more or less authentic account|_of how
things arc at the Front.
"At the Front" is the
one field for speculative

man

in the street

It
>Mitten throughout.
alway>.
repertorial

!

is

never

North-

could not be literBut^his genius for
ary.
collection and dissemina-

the

undoubi
a veritablL
Mr. Gradgrind in this
".\l the war" is an unquesstion of facts

There is some wheat
but there is more chaff,
and the man in the street may be
liardoned
if
he expresses himself
now and then as being "fed-up"

—

to steal the soldier's phrase
at the
large percentage of chaff and the
smaller of wheat.
"At the War" by

Lord Northcliffe (Hoddcr & Stoughton) is all wheat, for which praise be
It is packed from cover to cover with
description of facts, and facts in all
their baldness, often pleasant, somelimes the reverse. The average man
and woman who reads the newspapers
doesn't like the sound of Northcliffe's
name. Many would wish to know if
any good thing can come out of Northcliffe.
They may be forgiven for so
asking.
He has been a very nuisance
among men, a prickly thorn in the flesh
of governmental Britain these many
days.
But if one may divorce his
somewhat ugly personality from his
book, the latter is a most importantly
educative and entertaining book. It is
so, primarily, because it is all-round
in its theme and treatment.
Its author
gets a great deal into his 288 pages, a
!
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literary', for

cliffe

Front."

deal.
One glimpses
setting forth to France,

great
r

-i

"and my newspawere the first and
are still the chief
"works" of these immense machines of
service.
But egoist is
Lord Northcliffe's second
name.
The book is[brighll\

there too
Hence the
acidity with which anything is listened to and
anything is read, when
the speaker or the writer

sold"

all

regard,
that In

pers"'

thoughts ate there some
the time.
Everybody's interest is there,
has been there, will be
there, and should be

very

u.-.

his continual hints thai

of

"At

this

he

ing: everybody's,

been

[^in

no less than
dees the
as,sociatioii
referred to.' If he wei'
any but the [unfortii
natc egoist he is, li'
might well leave oir

—

conversation and writ-

has

He does

sjjent.

welcome

the

and
«

ed.

Stephen Leacock

innumerable phases of his

life there:
training, his raiding, actual conSpecially
flict, air-service, and so on.

his

is the section dealing with the
extraordinarily efficient transportation
system. One is amazed at the mental
fertility of that part of the Allies'
organization in large, and Great Britain's in small, to take care of railroad

good

Moving men in their
traffic.
scores of thousands and supplies in their
millions of pounds was an immense
In
task facing the staff" in France.
this book you may learn how it has
been attended to and marvel at the
organism in its present nearness to perfection.
Lord Northcliffe is evidently
mightily impressed with the colossal
and splendid work of the British Red
Cross Society and Association of the
and other

Church and Salvation Armies and
y. M. C. A. kind. He devotes much
space to details not only of their
organization behind the lines, but also
to the kind of work they are doing,
and, even more important, to proving
that the money which the publics of
Great Britain and the Greater Britains
have subscribed,

is

well

and wisely

regard.

He

is

is

imijorlant contribution to
All the profits from
the l«)ok will be given to the British
Red Cross Society and the Order of St.

tionabK-

war

literature.

John.

As

to

Humor

pOR

all those (few !) real humorisl^
wiio delight and entertain us b\
their writings we give humble and
hearty thanks. There is so much
drivel that passes for wit, and so muc'
silliness that uses humor as a stalkin.
horse that the genuine articles are th
more welcome. Our professional hum
orists are often silly, frequently non-

'

now and then humorous and
remarkably occasionally, witty. Bin
"Bullets and Billets" is the real thin^;.
It is an unusual book bj' an unusual
man. The author is Bruce Bairnsthe publishers, Gordon and
father:
Gotch, of Toronto. Captain Bairns-

sensical,

father is the greatest find of the war in
He is talked of from
the realm of art.
one limit of the Empire to the other a~
the greatest humorous cartoonist and

:
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His 'Fragments
cf the war.
from France" have been surpassingly
clever and have amused the British

publication of his hilarity by
Foolishness" published by
Mr. Gundy. This is a miscellaneous

"Fragments"

jumble of humor and near-humor, in
the ratio of about (conservatively) one
to five.
But at that the near-humor
may bring a wan smile to the cheek

artist

PImpire.

But

if,

in his

Bairnsfather has slain his thousands,
in this new book he slays his tens of
thousands. The cartoons are as appetizing as ever and their appeal is
heightened by the letter-press, which
Ikis the same refreshing laughter in
<\ cry line that is true of the drawings.
Bairnsfather's humor is never forced
it is natural and simple, and for those
He tells of life at
reasons effective.
the front and tells well, by description
need someone
and drawing both.
like Bairnsfather to cheer us up now

"Further

of the reader, while the humor should
contribute to uproarious laughter. For

Leacpck when he

is

funny

funny.

is

and

sorts of things are dished up in
make it
"F'urther Foolishness"
to
appetizing.
Those skits dealing with
peace and war are topical and here and
"Germany from within
there clever.
out" is one of the best things in the
book. It is really good builcsquc well
done. On the other hand "Abdul

then

Aziz"

We

"A little nonsense now and
then.
is relished by the best of men."
There is so much to cry over these
days that we may well try to see the
other side of the medal.
is the surest of mirrors.

"A Sunny

Bairnsfather

Subaltern"

T^HE

spirit of cheer and optimism
breathes .through "A Sunny SubBilly's I.etters from Flanders,"
altern
published in Toronto by McClelland,
Gondchild and Stewart. The letters
are those of a Canadian boy, a lieutenant at the Front, to his mother. They
were,so naive and refreshing and sunny
that his mother, I learn, gave permission for their publication and here they
arc in book form. The writer leaps
fr(mi grave to gay and is never false in
In the grist of war there is
his tone.
much tragedy as well as some comedy.
"Billy" tells of both and does it amazingly well.
His reader laughs with
him and cries with him by turns. The
net result of reading the book, however, is that one catches the buoyancy
and gay courage of its author, and
looks confidently, with "Billy," to a
happy issue out of all their troubles,
for the boys in France and Flanders.
•^

:

C;TF:PHEN

LEACOCK

time, given us

much.

has,

by

this

He adds

to

All

is

to be

Leadock seems

thin.

The
better in his modernistic satires.
whole section "Movies and Motors,

Men and Women" is irresistibly funny,
and for that section alone the book is
worth buying and reading. A chapter dealing with "Grass Husbands" is
excellent in

"The

power.

its satirical

White House from W'ithout

In" is
good, too, but is unfortunately based
upon a somewhat puerile conception
Altoof the views of Mr. Wilson.
gether "Further Foolishness" fulfills
Its title is very true.
its mission.

A

Really Big Novel

ments. Ernest Poole has compressed
into the pages of "His Family" a bit of
veritable New York, vividly alive; a
microcosm encompassing the past with
its sacred tradition and the present
the
with its modernism and revolt;
whole touched to sudden radiances by
visions of a lost domestic life deeply
moving in their beauty, and by scenes
a life of cafes, of
of a newer city life
motors, of feminine freedom of glamor
and wealth.
Ernest Pcole has set out to tell the
the soul of Roger
tale of a human soul
Gale and it is in the delineation of
this parent of a passing generation, of
his tender relations with his daughter,
whom he discovers, too late alas, to be
grown up and incomprehensible, that
_^Mr. Poole displays the humanities of
his great art, the vision and spirituality
of a writer- who sees behind the physical
mask of people and things and who
understands that whatever significance,
temporal or eternal, belongs to the process of generations and the conflict of
ideals, it is to be sought alone in the

AST

—

—

—

human

year one of the most iinportant
was Ernest Poole's "The
Harbour." This author has bettered
even that magnificent achievement in
"His Family," one of the sanest, bright-

soul.
F^very, lover of the genuine things
should read this story of Ernest Poole's.
This is the stamp of Ernest Poole's
work. And through his pages, behind

est novels in years.

It is of the lifethe hyphenated term
may try to express what I mean. It is
really the transcription of human experience, individual yet universal, conceived and executed with a passion for

his

novel

face—the face of one who is
both a watcher and a participator of
human relations and who is wise
enough and too thoroughly imbued
with the science of the age to miss the
great truth which eludes the lesser
mind —namely, that the facts of life,

T

novels

class,

if

truth-telling

in

human

relations

and

with all five senses full-alive to the
beauty, and tenderness, the tragedy of
the old-fashioned home-life in a world

By Bertha

EFORE I leap and lose myself below,
•—' Give me one moment's look beyond the brink.
Volumes of fog, vast piles of rolling mists,
Make war upon each other like the waves.
I hear strong humming as of mighty winds,
And shock and crash, as if a myriad
Of, toppling worlds were crushed and ground to

I'D

dust.

And from their disso'ution, whirling, rise
Sharp fuiTies and strange; and all the tingling

air

F.

words,

I

see

a calm, clear-eyed

.kindly

the tangible materials of existence are
but the skeleton, the frame-work of

human

changed and fcrinenting.

At the Brink

(te-

In the stoiy cf Roger Gale, who came
as a country lad to a young New York
of horse cars and hoop-skirts, who
built up a successful business in newspaper clippirgs, lost his wife at the
prime of life, and settled down in the
daughters
three
home with
old
of utterly different minds and tempera-

the

intercourse.

Death

of

Gordon

of unseen thorns that prick and burn.
in
hand I shall not fear.
Now shall I test the temper of that sword
That I have spent
life to weld and shet.

Seems

My

full

soul

—

my

is

my

through agony
way.
The heart within me burns like glowing wine,
And As the husk of earth slips from my soul,

Through

ills I

And

ruin,

The

thrill of

I

swing

I

dream not

shall cleave

of,

my

fiery

dawning godhood stirs within.
and with a cry I leap.

my sword,

—
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Current Events
Comments by
Upon

Affairs of Interest in

and British Press and Periodicals
the Dominion and Empire
miigiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiimii

When

A N

editorial from the Toronto Mail
and Empire which we reproduce

in full calls attention to a type of
soldier fighting in this war, the highest
type indeed both in peace and war,
the man of conscience who fights
because he believes it to be his solemn
duty to fight. Thousands of people

— —

H " or who
read of "C
read of him must pray that he
will return unwounded to Canada. He
is the sort of citizen who can be ill
spared.

who have
will

C-H-

to his home that
a young man who lived in
or so near Toronto as to make no
difference, has been gazetted a lieuTo those who knew him the
tenant.
case of C — H — for in this instance
the good old custom of the censorship
must be followed, and credit withheld
where it is due, is one of the most
It has been geninspiring of the war.
erally supposed that the great majority of the soldiers who enlisted in the
first
contingent, who threw down
their tools of trade at the first blast
of war and rushed to arms, were lured
by adventure, that they were fighting
men who never backed away from an
argument, and who would rather be
in a muss than not.
That may be so,
but perhaps most of us knew an exception to the rule.
C
was such
an exception. He was not a fighting
man. Probably he had never struck a

News has come

C

—

H

-,

,

— H—

blow

in

an^er in his

life,

even when he

was a schoolbo3^ He was not thirsting
for adventure.
He was not tired of
home: nor did he yearn, so far as anyone knew, to see the great world outside
of the narrow circle in which his
life had been spent.
C
H — was
what is often contemptuously called
a
"goody-goody boy." He
never
played truant. He always went to
Sunday school, even long after he was
old enough to wear a moustache.
He
sang in the choir. He shook hands at
the door.
Maybe he gave his "experience" now and then.
He was a good
boy, and he looked it, and this mayhave been what exasperated a lot of

—

people
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who knew him

Review

the Leading Canadian

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

•'^

in

casually.

C

—H

the

war began our

friend
Grit,
anti-

who was a Methodist, a
and no doubt a member of the
-,

and abolish-slang societies,
had been married for a couple of years.
He had one little baby. The only
son, he was also, in a sense, the chief
support of his father and mother and
a sister, for the father's business had
been slowly crumbling before the fierce
assaults of local competition, and it
was C — H-— who was keeping the

cigarette

little

A

ship affoat.

very short time

C-H —

after the war broke out
to his father, "Dad, I feel

said

ought to
It must have been a blow to
go."
the father, and what a blow to the
young wife and mother we can imagine;
but if they sought to point out to C
H-— that he was not a fighting man,
that he had tremendous duties and
responsibilities at home, that the place
was full of single slackers, it made no

— —

I

impression upon C
H
He enlisted
as a private and soon this lad who had
been gently, tenderly brought up, was
roughing it in the mud at Salisbury
.

Plain.
He went to France later, was
promoted from private to corporal,
from corporal to sergeant and to ser-

geant-major.

Now

he

a lieutenant.
the Distinguished Conduct Medal. His father is
dead in the meantime; his business is
gone.
His wife, his sister and his
mother pick up the paper in the morning with trembling fingers, for C
H
is still on the firing line somewhere in
France. It would appear from all this
that there are worse places than Sunday
schools for building up character, that
the best soldiers are not the roughnecks,
and that you may know a man for
years and know nothing at all about
Incidentally he has

is

won

—

him if you have failed to make allowance for the part that devotion to what
he believes to be right plays in his
actions.

A FEATURE

of the editorial page in
the Toronto Globe on Saturdays
for some time past is the nature article.
It is an open secret that it is written
by Mr. Sam Wood, who not long ago.
published a book, entitled "The RamSome
bles of a Canadian Naturalist."

of

Mr. Wood's

articles are to be found
Ontario Readers, and his Saturday contribution is always eagerly
awaited by a large circle of readers.

in the

A

typical article

is

"Snow's Enchant-

ing Miracle," which recently ap[)eared.
Enchanted groves may linger in the
memory, among treasured heritages
from the glowing imagination of childhood.
It brings a renewal of the old
delights to find them all about u*^
when the white magician sudden!
transforms the surviving woods from ,i
mixed entanglement of obstinate evergreens and naked birches, maples, and

elms to a grand harmony of immaculate

waves and sprays, fixed in invisible crystal, and intensified by the impressive
charm of silence. Atmosphere, tl
softening influence that mellows lighi>
and shades, subdues all tints and colors
to a quiet, fascinating harmony, and
helps fancy to distort fixed and moving
objects into strange unrealities, alluring or portentous according to the
mood, has no existence in the enchanted
groves of winter. Every object is fixed
in

crystal.

with

Every branch and spray

clinging load of snow, ever"
feather and tassel of evergreen with tb
white that transforms its natural oni^
its

line, is distinct.

Perhaps we have missed the borderland between fact and fancy, between
obtruding realities and the realm of the
mind's magic, by seeking it among thf
deepening shadows of evening, whei
darkness opens eyes that cannot endui
the glare while fireflies trail their nn
mentary spectral gleams. It is not in
the darkening forest shade or in thedusk that hides the shadowless prairi'
but under the clear glare of the winti
sun that the dark-eyed, solemn-visagcd
Indian traces the five-toed moccasin
tracks of the Windigo in the snow.
is not where the moonlight struggK
down through the leaves, or where tl^
deepening shadows blur the lines between crouching weeds and struggling
shrubbery, that the creatures of many'
fleeting fancies rise against and dethrone the grim, relentless autocratof logic, but out in the clearest da>
where the searching rays of the sun ar
1

:
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aided by a countless multitude of immaculate reflections. There the Red
Man, with his strange inheritance of
discernment, tradition, intuitive per-

Historic

and childlike simplicity, becomes aware of those portentous tracks

many

ceptions,

the

in

warn
or a

recording

of an

We may envy

older and wiser people,

rheir fairies, trolls, pucoes,

lawns.

We may

even

and

wish

leprefor

an

admonition of the future in the wail of
Perhaps the enchantthe banshee.
ment is all about us. We loose our
fancies among the shades of night to
hunt the ever-elusive creatures that
are always just beyond our ken. We
should learn of the older race to whom
this continent belongs.
We should release our fancies in the open day as the
falconer pursued his quarry, for it is
the glare of the winter sun that transforms the woods into fairyland. Even
if the silent, slanting,
and searching
rays do not disclose the track of a Windigo, or if no hiding leprecawn darts
away in terro,r the enchantment of a
grand decorative transformation will
abundantly bless every devout pilgrim.

Germany's Crimes
TT

well that the people of Canada,
irrevocably committed to this war
and as one in a determination to continue until victory is won, should keep
before them the kind of enemy they
Not many people, we
are fighting.
suppose, gave Germany's so called
peace ov^erturcs more than a passing,
contemptuous, thought.
are indebted to the Halifa.x Herald for presenting a list of crimes committed by
(Germany, .some of them perhaps not
fresh in the public mind
When the rulers of Germany in making peace propo.sals claim to be moved
is

We

by humanity and their duty to God, it
well to remember the following acts

is

of inhumanity, perpetrated cold-blood-

The

Lusitania crime was exulted
and public, and a medal
:-lruck to commemorate the horror.
Lusitania torpedoed and sunk without warning. Over 1,000 perish, including many women and children.
Murderous Zeppelin raids with the
avowed object of mere frightfulness.
Armenian massacres, directed by
I'dly.
ii

by

press

(jcrman officers.
Five hospital ships, clearly designated as such, torpedoed and sunk.
Refugee ship torpedoed in Channel;
30 drowned.
Poison gas introduced in warfare.
Liquid fire.
Red Cross fired on in the field and
used as cover for (ierman guns.
Unspeakable atrocities on Belgian
dvilian population. Men shot and
.women and girls outraged.
Belgian towns sacked and burned.

civilization

Civil populations of Belgium, France,
Poland, and Serbia deported to Gerto

work

as slaves.

Nurse Cavell murdered.
Captain Fryatt murdered.

snow —tracks that
to him

of his household.

of

wantonly destroyed.

British prisoners in typhus-stricken

impending calamity

member

monuments

207

camps at Wittenberg and Gardelegen
abandoned to death, after deliberate
neglect by their guards.
British soldiers ill-treated and starved
in prison camps.
Undefended towns shelled from the

Many civilians

and wound-

shadowed an epoch making change

in

Imperial affairs attracted great attention in the Canadian press.
Almost
unanimous ly his words have been approved.
Partizanship has been for the
time being suspended, and with the
cordial approval of the leader of the
Opposition in the Dominion Parliament, Sir Robert Borden will leave
shortly for England, there to become a
temporary member of the British war
cabinet.
In discussing Lloyd-George's

message which
the

it

calls

Ottawa Journal Pre

s

"wonderful"
can claim to

East African wells poisoned.
Natives of Cameroons and German
South-West Africa murdered, mutilated, and tortured because of sympathy

speak for the press of Canada. The
Jonrnal Press says:
The statement of the Prime Minister
of the Imperial Government, Right
Hon. Lloyd-George, is one of the biggest, one of the most epoch-making

for British invaders.

documents

sea.

killed

ed.

in

the history of the BritisJi

Colonies.

Unfit Soldiers

TN

the early part of the war, thousands of men who offered themselves
for enlistment were rejected because
they failed to come up to the standard
of that time, which many thought unnecessarily high.
Yet, when after a long training in
Canada, the soldiers went to England,
the percentage who turned out to be
unfit according to the standard over
there and were sent home, was very
high.

During the first part of 1916 the
standard was apparently not lowered,
but many men who could not come up
to the standard were taken perhaps
because the commanding officers were
anxious to fill up their battalions.
Later on in the year, the standard
was lowered and thousands of men were
accepted who had been rejected prcr
viously when they tried to enlist.
If the standard has been reduced too
much here because recruiting is not
as good as it formerly was, the men
who are too old, or otherwise unfit for
hard service, are destined to be rejected in the final test in England. An

enormous amount of money has been
wasted since the war began in training
and sending men to England who were
not up to the standard of physical fitness

required.

Before

the

standard

was reduced, the percentage of
jections in England was very high.

re-

It

reasonable to suppose that it will be
very much higher with a reduced standard.
Before the standard was relaxed,,
there were many men accepted who
should not have been. Under the low
standard, it is likely there will be a
great many more of these. — Vancouier
is

Sun.

T

Lloyd-George's Speech
LOYD-GEORGE'S great Guildhall
speech,

and

his

Overseas Dominions,

message to the
which he fore-

in

We have used that word advisedly,
because the Lloyd-George Statement
emphasises the elimination from the
geographical and administrative vocabulary of the British Empire of that
word which has ever been objectionable
to the sensitive.

Not once in the Lloyd-George statement is that word used, either directly
or indirecdy. The Prime Minister
studiously gets as far away from it, or
anything Hke it, as he possibly can.

We are; instead, it is to be noted,
"Five democracies, all parts of one
Empire," and "Overseas nations."
The Prime Ministers of these five
nations are not asked t(j go into any
mere "conference" with the Imperial
authorities.
They are "to be temporary members of the war Cabinet," the
holy of holies so to speak, of the Imperial Cjovernaient; tlicy are to "sit in
executive Cabinet of the Empire" and,
again, a policy for the whole Empire
is to be decided upon by these men
"sitting in plenary council together."
The declaration of Lloyd-George is
enough to make the great Joseph Cliamberlain rise up from the grave and
;

shout

"Bravo !". Chamberlain had
seemed at the time Utopian

visions that

but even his visions never stretched to
the lengths that Lloyd-George now outlines and that are near accomi>lishment.
The visions have become realities
because old things have passed away
and all things have become new.
Precedents ? Precedents have been
shot to pieces.
Listen again to LloydGeorge
"The war has changed us.
Heaven knows, it has taught us
more than we yet understand. It
has opened a new age for us. We
want to go into that age together
with our fellows overseas, just as
we have come through the darkness together, and shed our blood
:

and treasure together."

—

—

•
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to the Pacific there is a wealth
spiration in the Lloyd-George message.
Evidently it was very carefully pre-

of in-

pared; and as it was prepared so it
should be read, not once, but many
It is a message that we shpuld
times.
engrave on our escutcheons; and if we
have not yet, in the hurly burly of
ordinary life, thought it is worth while
to have escutcheons, the Lloyd-George
message should inspire us to create
them.
Yea, more, in the vastness of the
prospect that Lloyd-George pictures
a prospect the vastness and
for us
beauty of which was drawn for the
world the other day by another great
British statesman, Arthur J. Balfour
let us forget the retrospect of our petty
party politics. What boots it our
domestic affiliations in the shadow of
such a crisis, in the bright light of such

an achievement?

Remember

only Canada is about to
foremost sons into this
great war and peace council of the
version
Kipling
Motherland. The
"Daughter am I in my mother's house
but mistress in my own" has outlived

send one of

its

its

We

usefulness.

owned by the ranching company, makes very clear just what the
intent of the wild land tax law really is
says the Calgary Herald.
As framed it might be interpreted
to have a scope broader than advocates
of a wild land tax intended.
It seems
are not

For Canadians, from the Atlantic

have grown up.

most difficult to get any legislation
framed and made law that may not
mean something other than its authors
desired, such are the peculiar vagaries
of the legal minds entrusted with this

work.

The
signed

purpose

sure together."
IS

WHAT

A

TO BE CANADA'S
RESPONSE ?

Civilian

Army

^^NE

writer in discussing the surplus
^^ of Canadian senior officers in England ascribes it to the calling of "civilians" without experience into military
This, as the Toronto Star
service.
replies, does not seem to explain much.
Britain sent her effective army to

Mons and

thfe

has raised an
lion

Marne, and since then

army

How

men.

of five or six milcould such a force be

officered except largely

by

"civilians"

without 'previous military experience

And

?

where, except right in
this war, could a man get experience
that would have practical bearing on
the present gopher-hole method of warfare ?
Halifax Chronicle
after

all,

Tax on Wild Land
A COURT

decision which frees a
ranching company from liability
in connection with the Alberta wild
land tax because its land, fenced and
used regularly for grazing purposes,
even though the cattle herded there

a good bit of legislation.
to collect something by

is

Its

way

tax frorn owners of wild
lands lands that are not being used
in a productive sense in any way but
merely held waiting for the golden day
of big profits to come \o their owners.
Railways come, roads are constructed,
telephone lines are built, schools and
churches arrive, all at the expense of
the people who pay taxes. With these
improvements the wild land owner
finds the value of his holdings increasing and he figures on reaping where he
has not sown. If he does not like the
wild land tax he may either improve
his land or sell it to some one who will.

of

The Motherland calls her

"five nations"
not merely to ask their advice, but to
help her settle the problems that have
been thrust upon her, to share with
her the enormous responsibilities that
these problems entail, to join with her
even as we have "raised and placed in
the field armies containing an enormous
proportion of our best manhood," even
as we have gone "through the darkness
together and shed our blood and trea-

wild land tax as originally deis

population.
For that very reason the
task of resisting this example should
be undertaken by the Government,
which has all the necessary powers in
the matter, and seems to have secured
those powers simply for the sake of not
using them.
Ice-cream comes up early
for consideration, merely because it is
a conspicuous example of the unnecessary thing which u.ses up supplies re(luired for the production of necessaries.
There are doubtless many other things
whose consumption should be checked,
taxed, regulated or prohibited if we
are to go about this war with any real
efficiency.

special

—

Is Ice

Cream

Justifiable ?
Yl/'E have a large amount of sympathy
with the movement which is going
,

on

in various parts of Ontarion for the
prohibition of the manufacture of ice-

cream, on the ground that it devotes
to the service of an absolute luxury a
vast quantity of cream which could be
employed in the provision of butter
and other necessities observes the
Montreal Financial Times. The promoters of the movement appear to be
sanguine that their proposal would
have the effect of causing an immediate
reduction in the price of cream and
butter, and are thereby ensuring for
themselves the opposition of the agricultural community;
but we doubt
very greatly whether such would be the
case.
The price of these commodities
is settled in the main and for most of

the time by the export bid, and the
chief result of the curtailment of the
consumption of cream in luxury forms
in Canada would be the increase of the
amount of cream and butter exported
to the United States, and a consequent
further improvement in our export

balance and our domestic wealth.
It is high time that something was
done to put a stop to the luxury-mongering which is going on in Canada to a
degree unprecedented even in the days
of our most brilliant expansion.
It is
hard, doubtless, to resist the insidious
example of the United States, where the
vast and sudden accretion of wealth,
unaccompanied by any sense of national
responsibility, is playing havoc with
the simple habits of even the most rural

The

British

Army

Vi/^ITH Germany launched on a

career of super-frightfulness at sea,
the British navy will be tested as never
before.
Britons, however, are confident that the latest submarine problem will be solved as successfully as

was the

earlier problem presented b\the under sea boats. A well earned
tribute to the British navy is contained
in the following article in the Moose
Jaw Neics:
The sinking of a score of British and
French merchantmen on the Atlantic

—

by a German raider is bad enough; but
serves to show what would have happened had Britain not control of the
seas.
Instead of the commerce-destroyer with its toll of twenty ships,
there would be many such, all doing
great damage.
Indeed, but for the
British Navy there would be no British
commerce to raid. It would have been
driven from the seas as completely as

it

German commerce has

been.

Napoleon, in discussing war losses is
reported to have said
"You can't
have omelettes without breaking eggs.
So in naval warfare losses are inevitable.

—

As long

as the German Navy rides
Kiel Canal or in the waters of
Helligoand, British commerce will be
in danger;
but such losses are to be
considered in the light of comparison,
and of the possibilities of damage, had
the Kaiser's ships been able to come
out boldly.
It is quite possible that the announcement of these losses may occason
crticism of the admiralty, even as the
raid of the Channel transport ser\ice
during December produced an outburst against Mr. Balfour's administration; but, at the same time, it must be
assumed that the maintenance of an
air-tight blockade is impossible.
The
German Na\"y is a great fact which cannot be ignored, and it is daringly and
capably led. For these reasons it
should be considered most fortunate
that so little damage has been done.
In the meantime the noose which the
British navy has drawn about Gersafelj' in

many's neck grows

tighter.

Continued on page 219.
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POWER— COMFORT—LUXURY
In comfort, roominess, convenience and easy riding qualities
the Series 18 Studebaker cars are the finest cars on the market within

hundreds of dollars of their

prices.

The upholstery

semi-glazed, straight-grained genuine leather
hair

used in the cushions and seat backs.

is

fitting

—

—

is in

high-grade,

long, genuine curled

The

seats are form-

giving restful comfort for long trips and tours.

appointment and equipment, Studebaker cars arc distinctly
is bound with leather edging, carpets are bound
with leather instead of the cheap, raveling thread-stitch and aluminum binding
finishes the "battleship" linoleum in the front compartments of the touring cars
these and other little details, have all been observed.
In finish,

The

fine cars.

silk-mohair top

The
on with

2,5

exterior is finished in a beautiful and exclusive gun-metal gray, put
hand-applied paint and varnish operations.

The Series
The SIX at $1595

18 Studebakers are pre-eminently the power cars of 1917.

— the most powerful cars of

horse power

and the

gives full fifty-horse power
their

weight

FOUR at $1295

in the

full

forty-

Dominion.

In quality of material, design, workmanship and finish the Series 18

Studebaker cars are distinctly high-grade. See this "Made-in-C'anada" car
ride in it
and be convinced that the day of high prices for fine cars has passed.

—

FOUR-CYLINDER MODELS

FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR

Roadster

SIX-CYLINDER

- $1195

Chassis

------

Touring Car
Every- Weather Car

Landau Roadster

-

1295

STUDEBAKER
WALKERVILLE,

1280

-

-

1570

-

-

1676

All Prices F. O. B. Wcdkerville.

•

ONTARIO

SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX

MODELS

$1495
1580
1595
1785
1870
2245
Coupe - - 2310
Limousine
3430
All Prices F. 0. B. WalkernUe.
Chassis

-

-

Roadster
Touring Car
Landau Roadster Every-Weather Car
Touring Sedan

-----

------

------

.
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A Descendant

of Prince

Shamus
Continued from
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bein' the say.
" 'An' what about the
second da\
out? says Prince Shemus to his horse,
an' the horse nodded his head, an' says
Prince Shemus, 'It must be all right or
'

War Savings Certificates
50.00
100.00

[jage 190.

with not a soul aboord of her,
an' she a furlong from the shore an'
no anchor to hold her. Into the water
he charged his horse, an' into the water
the horse went an' swam to the ship
and then gev a le'p an' jumped on her
deck without a sound from his hoofs.
"An' Prince Shemus went below the
deck, an' there was a stall for the horse
an' a fine soft bed for himself, an' a
table with bread an' wine upon it.
" 'Glor>' be to God an' Mary,'
say>
Prince Shemus, 'what more would I
want? An' is there hay for the horse?
says he. So it's more he </i</ want. An'
he went to the stall, an' there was ha>
for the first day out an' there was fresh
water in a pail. An' that was lucky.
for the water around him was salt—

I wouldn't be here.'
An' he went u|)
on deck an' they was a mile from the

green shores of Ireland an' Prince
Sht^mus felt his t'roat grow choked wid
the thought of I'avin' th' ould .sod, but
he thinks, 'Tis wid the good wife I'll
be go'n' back.
"So he goes to the cabin an' he drinks
the wine an' ates what bread there is
an' feels ready for what may come.
"An' he feeds the horse the hay an'
gives him the water to drink an' when
he went up after that there was no
land in sight an' the say high on the
two sides of him, an' they go'n in a
^•alley of water.

"An' at night the sun goes down
blood red an' Prince Sht;mus goes to
sleep wid the horse standin' on the

deck to keep watch an' the silver moon
showed the ship the way all night long,
an'

BOVL,
J
^
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in

standin' in his stall an' Prince

watches the ship

Shemus

sail

on her

Shemus

way

t'roo

the valley of the say.
"And at night the sun goes down
blood red (me mudder always said the
woids der same way, an' it makes it
sound better), an' Prince Shemus goes
to sleep wid the horse standin' on the
deck to keep watch an' the silver moon
showed the ship the way all the night
long,
an'
in
the marrnin'
Prince
Shtimus wakes up an there upon the
table is more bread an' wine, an' in the
stall is more hay an' water for the

"An'
Town

Prince

horse.

in

^ Ke

the marrnin'

wakes up an' there upon the table is
more bread an'w ine, an' in the stall
is more hay an' water for the horse.
"An' all day long the horse sleeps

.State

all

day long the horse

standin' in his

stall,

an' Prince

sleeps

Sh^nus

CANADA MONTHLY
watches the ship

sail

on her way

t'roo

valley of the say.
"And at night the sun goes down
lilood red an' Prince Sh^mus goes to
-Iccp wid the horse standin' on the
it ck to keep watch an'
the silver moon
-bowed the ship the way all the night
long, an' in the marrnin' Prince Sh<5mus
wakes up an' there upon the table is
more bread an' wine, an' in the stall
is more hay an' water for the horse.
"An' all day long the horse sleeps
.•=itandin' in his stall an' Prince Shemus
watches the ship sail on her way t'roo
the valley of the say. An' he seen a
storm comin' out of the north. An'
well he knew that his cukkle shell of a
I

211

lie

boat was not

wan

THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD

to live in a storm,

an' he goes down to see what is to be
found, an' there is a bottle of holy oil.
"An' when the storm comes up he
breaks Jthe bottle of holy oil over the
say an' the ship sails to where is a
foreign shore, an' that's America."
Up to this point in the story I had
been reminded of various tales I had
read when a boy, but Jimmy's mo ther
Iliad evidently changed the story in
order to give it an interest for the boy
that sometimes attaches to familiar
local color.

Jimmy's cheeks burned with exciteas he went on.
However it may
be with some after-dinner speakers, ho
was enjoying himself.

ment

"An' Prince Shemus le'ps upon the
horse's back an' the horse le'ps from
the boat, an' the Prince turns to look
behind him an' the boat has gone.
" 'Well, it's lucky it lasted me across"'
says he, an' rides upon the shore an'
romes'to.the C'ity of

York. (Me
hundreds of

said

this

was

before

the

skv-scrapcrs

iiiudder

\ears

New

was

i)uilt.)

'An' hv rides. uiJ Broadwa>' and
fvery one seen he was a prince an'
hansommer than any man that had
fver been seen in America at all, at all.

'An' the gerruls lined the sidewalks
threw kisses to him, an' he lifted
velvet cap ofT his head an' bowefl
^ht an' left.
"Well, though he bowed right an'
left an' made his horse prance on his
two hind legs to hows he was to'robred,
I'rince Shemus did not see a single
colleen he'd give the wink of his eyelid
for.
None of them looked like the
gerrul he seen on the wall in the
l')(X)th at the fair.
"An' he come up to a little green
lane in the woofls that stood where
Fourteenth street is now, an' he looked,
an' the crowds had left him, but there
sat an ould woman seilin' apples.
An'
no wan came to buy them, an' the
woman looked sorryfil.
"An' Prince Shemus was kind
irrte<l an' he was hungry, too, an'
says, 'Give me a red apple.'
(Me
udder said all der apples in Ireland

With amazing

rapidity the nimble fingers of the typist must
day in and day out, the thoughts that move the commerce of the world a vocation that calls for food that keeps
the mind alert and the muscles responsive.
register,
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workers whose employment calls for
quick thinking and quick acting. It is not a *'proteid food"
nor a "carbohydrate food," but just an all-around, well-balanced ration containing just enough muscle-making material
and just enough energy and heat-creating material for outdoor
work or indoor work. For breakfast or luncheon, with milk
or cream, with baked apple, sliced bananas or other fruits.
is

a perfect food for

all

MADE
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To have
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whenever you need one up-
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'
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FOLDING TABLE **™'

out from iindct tlir sofa or behind
the io't, set it up in a few seconds,

^'

wherever you wis^h to u.se it, and
fold it away out of sight when you
are through.

Wcijiht only 11 lbs.

Sturdy, compact and

convenient

The beautiful Oak or
Mahogany finish makes it an ornament to any room.
Your furniture dealer has it, or will
Ask him.
get it for you.
MADE IN CANADA.
to carry.

is green.)
'Give me a red apple,' sayh
he an' chucks an Irish shillin' to her.
(An' me mu'dder always used to say

that an Iri.sh shillin' was made of
better silver dan an English shillin'.)"
It can easily he seen that Jimmy's
mother suffered from nostalgia and
longed for the green shores of Ireland.
Probably the stories she told the boy
w ere a comfort to her.
"'Ih' ould woman drops a curtsey
(dat's der same as bowin', ye know,
boss), an' she says in Irish.
(In der
Irish language, yer know.
1
can't
speak it, an' me farder couldn't, but
me mudder could. It was funny to
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hear her.)
"Ih' ould woman says in Irish, 'Put
your hand in your pocket an' take out

the silver knife you'll find there an'
cut the red apple in two, an' if anny
HOURD & CO., Ltd.
wan spakes to you answer her quick.'
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers
"An' Prince Shemus knew he had
i
no knife in his pocket, but he puts his
hand there an' he pulls out a silver
knife after all, an' he cuts the red apple
in two halves, an' the next second out
flies a gerrul from the apple as red an'
as white as the gerrul on the wall in
the booth at the fair.
" 'Give me a drink of water,' says the
gerrul, but Prince Shemus only clasps
his hands an' looks at the beautiful
colleen, an' him like to faint, an' she
disappears in the woods.
"An' th' apple an' the knife, too, is
gone, so he takes out another Irish
shillin' an' he buys another red apple,
an' th' ould woman says, 'Put your
It
1 0,000"^
hand in your pocket an' take out the
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful cussilver knife an' cut the red apple in
tomer. "Worth more than a farm,
another. In hke manner testify over
two, an' if annywan spakes to you
100,000 people who have worn it
answer her quick.'
"And Prince Shemus put his hand
in his pocket an' he pulls out a silver
knife an' he cuts the red apple in two
For
and
halves an' the next second out flies a
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gerrul as red an' as white as the gerrul
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on the wall in the booth at the fair.
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" 'Give me a drink of water,' says
ability to work and enjoy life.
the gerrul, but Prince Shemus on'y
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tures.
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"An' the apple an' the knife,
is
Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense gone, so he takes out anothertoo,
Irish
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shillin' an' he buys another red apple
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^hallen£e
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spakes to you.'
"An' Prince Shemus put his hand in
his pocket an' he pulls out a silver
knife.
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will,"
water,' he says""Ct'rlainly
he hoi's out his hand an' into it
I

of

an'

woman puts a silver cup filled
edge with fresh could water.
"An' Prince Shemus hands it to the
ould

th'

to the

his hands tremblin' an' she
says to hin, 'You are
an'
drank it
^
husband.'
" 'Indeed,' says he to'the colleen,
gerrul

wid

my

•

'but you're the good guesser.'
turns to thank th' ould apple

And

he

woman,

but she had gone away like a flash of
heat lightnin'.
"Well, when the New Yorkers saw
it was a rale prince an' a rale Irish
princess for the gerrul from the apple

—

gerrul on the wall
they axed
the booth at the fair
him to live in a palace an' be their
king, but Prince Shemus said he'd
ratiicr be nothin' but a prince in Ireland than a king in America.
'But he thanks them Hndly, bein' a
rince, an' him an' the beautiful prinss walks down to the shore an' the
orse walks be the side of them, for
the prince was too merciful to make
the two of them ride the wan baste
ind the princess wouldn't ride alone.
"An' there on the shore was the
Arhite
little
sail
boat, bobbin' an'
loundin' like a cork in a basin, an'
Prince Shemus put the princess on the
lorse's back an' he carried her to the
ittle ship and then came back for
'rince Sh(5mus, an' when the two was
)n board there was two bottles of wine
m' two loaves of bread, but on'y the
!van cup, bein' they was lovers; an'
hey went back the way he had come
hrough the valley of the say, on'y it
ook them twice as long because there
vas twice as many aboord.
"An' when they got to Ireland the
ling of Ireland was waitin' for them
1 Dublin Bay, an' he kissed the prin^s^s an' kissed his son, an' there was
?aslin', an' drinkin', an' dancin', an'
ghtin' till you couldn't rest."
Jimmy sat back in his seat and

was the same as the

—

in
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Topped his hands in his lap. His
yes were dancing and his cheeks were
lowing, and he was a pretty spectacle
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that no compari-

should be drawn to his own detriHe sent, importantly, for a
enographer and fell to work dictating
tiers to her with a great show of
iergy, changing a comma here, a line
icre, a word at the end and finally
Uing the girl back to reconstruct an
tire paragraph, nervous with the un-
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accustomed responsibility devolving u^
on him. He lingered over phm
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Why

ard drcppirg it to a confidential mm
mur, Ircken by tml arrassed pau.s<:
when the right word eluded him. U
breathed a sigh of relief w hen the orde;

was

via

claims for damages lay on Ui
turned them over irres(jlut(
ly.
The strike had jostled the offic
work out of its routine and brough
new duties into his department. iAe
were working shoulder to shoulde
each helping the other. Sommers, h
assistant, noticing his obvious desire t
avoid possible criticism, respectfull
cflTered
suggestions which the chi«
clerk received coldly, but on which
acted privately. The friendly offer
of assistance from other men he repelle
also, intimating by a general stiff ne;
desk.

and CINCINNATI

Not Florida

over.

Seme

DETROIT

For Your Winter Tour

The

that particularly pleased him, raih
his voice to impress the men alxiut hii

7•

Attractions Are Unsurpassed

He

1:

of exterior that, as chief clerk, he woul
no longer tolerate the familiarity whic
had hitherto expressed itself in goot

natured slaps upon the back and louc

Beautiful

Palm Trees—Warm Sea BathOrange and Banana Groves

—
Golf — Tarpon
ing

Fishing

— Luxurious

Hotels for All Pockets.

TWO NIGHTS ONLY FROM TORONTO
WINTER TOURIST TICKETS

NOW ON SALE

Fast Train 4 p. m. Daily from Toronto, via

voiced pleasantries.
While he was considering his ne>
step the hall door opened suddenly an
a man entered, reeling and shouting
string of oaths.
He advanced ur
steadily to Hopper's desk and, shakin
his fist in the chief clerk's face, dare

him

Hopper
to fight.
instinctively retreated

had
a

risen

few

an

step:

Before he could gather his scattere
wits together, Sommers's hand she
out and grabbed the intruder's coa
collar, jerking him forward violently
"Get out," he ordered, "and be quic
about it or I'll have Jimmy throw yo
down the stairs."
The man blinked, his bluster fallin

"Why, you know me, Bii
mean no harm," he mutterec

from him.

CANADIAN PACIFIC
MAKING DIRECT CONNECTIONS AT DETROIT
Canadian Pacific Ticket Agents, or write
W. B. Howard, District Passenger Agent, Toronto.

Particulars

from

I

didn't

thickly.
The chief clerk turned and surveye
Sommers balefully. The instinctiv
antipathy he had felt for the youn

man from the first was merging inl
active dislike.
"You think you're a smart little hei
now, don't you ?" he sneered, disagra
"Maybe you don't realize th:
ably.
.•"'
I'm in charge of this office
other
each
regarded
men
two
The
i

silence for a

Expense Money for College Students
openings for several young college men and women in \'arious secDominion in connection with our Circulation Promotion work.
Our work is of such a nature that young men and women find they can
lecture" hours, Saturdays and vacation
attend to it very nicely during "after
Some of our people have earned all of the money required for their
periods.

We have

tions of the

work.
college expenses in this "part-time"
proposition that would increase your income during
If you are interested in a
and we will send you full particulars
your course in college, write us at once
'
by first mail.
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Mail Building, Toronto, Ontario.

Circulation Promotion Department.

moment;

Hopper's

ey<

dropped finally. "Why didn't yo
put him out, then ?" asked Sommef
"I'm not afraid of you, yo
quietly.
know," he added.
"Well, there's no use in making
row," Hopper said, sullenly. "Yo
attend to your own affairs and I'll ru
mine." He was thinking that
I

the young man
another office when the strike was ov(
and he no longer needed his assistanc

would

transfer

)

W'hen Hopper reached home
night
finally

his

natural

triumphed

th;

secretiveness ha
over his desire
(
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dazzle his wife with the glamour of his
success.
He felt at times an active
resentment against her for openly
doubting his ability, and now that he
had proved his worth he decided, in
somewhat the same spirit that a child
saves the icing on its cake for the last
mouthful, to delay the satisfaction of
surprising her.
He did not even menlion Carter's death.
The fact that he
had the advantage over her in knowing
completely
something
that
would
change her opinion of him, put him in

good humor.
During dinner his effervescent

spirits

and trite pleasantries amazed her.
She noticed that the potatoes were
slightly scorched, the water having
boiled away from them while she was
setting the table she waited nervously
for his caustic comment, apologies and
explanations on the tip of her tongue;
but he ate them without noticing.
;

After dinner he played with the little
romping and laughing. A faint
flush of excitement tinged Rose's face;
she caught her breath sharply and ventured a tentative question which he
jocosely turned aside.
Later on, under the protection of his
jovial mood, she made her pitiful confession to him, haltingly, with beseeching eyes. To her relief he took it

The Hours

girl,

quietly.

"Don't worry, old
through all right," he
ingly.

girl,

we'll

Don^t Forget
The Same Good-Nights, for a Hundred Years,
Will be Said Over Dishes of Puffed Grains
The little ones, in countless homes, will to-night float Puffed Grains
bowls of milk.
In times to come, their children's children will do the same, no doubt.
man can ever make from wheat br rice a better food than these.

For no

The Pinnacle Foods Forever

said, encourag-

The kindly tone broke down

I know my own business," he replied
when his wife, with anxious eyes on the
clock, urged him to go.
The officials

Hundreds of foods have been made from these grains. But Puffed Grains mark
the apex. They can never be excelled.
Prof. Anderson's process takes whole wheat or rice, and makes every atom
digestible.
Every food cell is exploded. Every granule is fitted to feed. No
one can ever go further.

These grains are sealed in guns. For an hour they are rolled in 550 degrees of
heat. The moisture in each food cell is cnanged to steam. The guns are shot
and that steam explodes.
There occur in each grain a hundred million explosions one for every food cell.
The grains are pufTed to eight times normal size. They come out airy, flaky
bubbles, as you see.
No other cooking process breaks more than half of the food cells. None can
ever break more. So these must forever remain the sovereign foods produced from
wheat or rice.

—

of the Company opened their desks
well along in the forenoon, and to do
likewise had occurred to him a desirable

fway to impress the office force. The
brief "good morning" from the other
men which greeted him on his arrival
pleased him.
He found his desk piled
high with letters, telegrams and memoranda. The wire basket bulged with
important papers. It annoyed him to
learn that his assistant had a duplicate
key and could open his desk at will.
Sommers handed him a telegram
which had been received earlier in the
morning. "I took the liberty of attending to this," he said.
"I knew it was
urgent."
It was dated at the main office in
New Haven, Connecticut, and read:
"Last two men gone out. Send assistance immediately. E. C. Jones, Mgr."
With it was this type-written report:
"Sending five men to N. H. 4.02 Ex-

Hopper."

in their

pull

the floodgates of her self-control and
she sobbed convulsively on his breast
while he patted her shoulder from time
to time with a pleasing sense of his own
magnanimity, soothing her as one
would placate a nervous child.
The next morning Hopper was loath
"Plenty of time.
to start downtown.

press,

We

Puffed

Puffed
Rice

Wheat
Each 15c Except

in Far

West

These are not mere morning dainties. They are all-day foods. Folks use them
nuts in candy making, or as garnish for ice cream. They serve them as wafers
Between meals they eat them dry. And no other morsels are so ideal for
in soup.
serving in bowls of milk.
Serve one each day.
like

The Quaker 0^^^ G>nip2iny
Peterborough, Canada

Sola Makers
(1498)

Saskatoon, Canada

-
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The

chief clerk

hand.

his
this,

smote the papers

in

"I'm

not responsible for
young man," he said, with an

attempt

at

dignified

sternness.

"1

send these men, and if any
trcjuble comes, count me out.
I'm
running this office, and anyfx)dy who
butts in takes the consequences."
He turned impress vely to his desk
Despite his resentment at the youii)^
man's initiative, an unspeakable relici

didn't

him that the responsibility of thtthing had shifted to another.
At home Rose Hopper was sweepinj;
her sitting rrxim, arranging the furniture mechanically over the threadbare
spots in the carpet, while her mind
dwelt on the change in her husband,
which puzzled and discjuieted her.
Stoo])ing to remove a newspaper thrust
behind the radiator, the picture of a
woman otf the front page caught her
Something in the |X)se, the halfeye.
laughing mouth, suggested an old
photograph of herself taken during her
filled

engagement. She was about to drop
it with a sigh, when her glance fell on
r
an item at the bottom of the page.
was a notice of Carter's death. It
I

upon her that' there must bt
seme connection between this and her
husband's new attitude. It was not
flashed

the first time she had been left to discover by chance things concerning him
which she had every right to know.
The sharpness of her sudden intuition was so like physical pain that involunatnly she put her hand over her
He had been made chief clerk
heart.
How characteristic of him not to ha\
Doubt crept like insidious
told her
poison into her thoughts. Why had
the big prize been given to him
Where were all the other men in th<
The next moment, conscioiioffice ?
of her disloyalty in the face of hi^
achievement, she slipped to her knees
in tears and offered up a prayer of
thanksgiving and apology. Only thi
night before she had lain awake weep
ing over the barreness of her lot, bewailing her hardships and the sordid
ness that stared her in the face da>
"Forgive me, God," sht
after day.
murmured over and over, "I didn't
>

!

•'

know,

1

didn't know."

sunshine that seemed suddenh
to illumine her path dazzled her unaccustomed eyes throughout the da}
She remembered he had spoken of the
$4,000 a year!
chief clerk's salar>'
She repeated the words to herself again
and again, thinking of the luxury this
sum represented. She had noticed a

The

THE IDEAL HOTEL OF BUFFALO,

N. Y.

HOTEL LENOX
MODERN.

FIREPROOF.

A

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and.service unexcelled by the leading hotels
of the larger cities.

European Plan — S'.BO per Day and Up
Special NA/eekiy Rates
Take Elmwood Avenue car

North Street

at

Delaware Avenue.

C.

North Street, or write for
send with our conftand Niagara Falls," also our

to

Special Taxicab Arrangement.
pliments a "Guide of Buffalo
complete rates ?

May we

A. MINER. Managing Director.

.

—

little

fur

set

in

some shop window.

May

should have it, or one like it if it.
should be gone. Fred himself needed
a new suit the shiny elbows of the
one he was wearing troubled her.

—

Tommy —poor, backward little Tommy

—must
where

be sent to a private school
his mental defects might possibly

—

—
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be remedied, and where he need not
be the butt of the other pupils.

A

hunger for the graceful, small
life which she had never
known brought a faint flush to her thin
face.
There flashed into her mind
visions of elegant gowns she had seen
exhibited on wax models behind plateglass windows, with plumed hats to
match them. Secretly she had always
longed for a big black hat with one
huge, uncurled plume drooping gracefully over the brim.
She was only
thirty-eight after all.
Perhaps the
taste and knack for sewing which had
enabled her to do much with little
before the children came, had not
deserted her. She would spare no
luxuries of

pains in making herself attractive in
the future.
Her husband would find
her an inspiration instead of a dull,

accompaniment to his success.
sense of returning youth and hopefulness sent the blood coursing through
her veins. She went about her duties
exaltedly, rejoicing with him all day,
colorless

A

in

f -

^^.^^

''^

spirit.

At lunch time Hopper

crossed

the

street to the big restaurant patronized

by the more prosperous business men
in the vicinity and ordered an elaborate
lunheon, lingering in the pleasant, un-

accustomed atmosphere of lights and
music.
He had looked forward to
meeting some one he knew, the president, perhaps, or another one of his
superiors, and he glanced eagerly about
for a familiar face.
The men at adjoining tables, however, were all strangers.
Used to dealing in dimes and
nickels at lunch, his check appalled
him. He handed the waiter the exact
amount and- hastened back to the office.
Catching a glimpse of the superintendent through a half-opened door, he
learned from the office boy that, pressed
for time, that official had taken a hasty

For the Rising Generation
playtime,
milk —
chance
BIG BEN at his best— at He and 'em
seven

—opening

little folks'

a pillovi^

eyes

hush him
battle
merry
and mother to

—

—

laughter
tidy the kiddies for school.

Big Ben's little men bubble
health and cheer, and they feel
as big as Daddy with a clock all
their

to

A

few minutes later the superintendent sent for Hopper.
"It's that confounded New Haven business of yours,"
growled the chief clerk, addressing
Sommers. "He's probably sore because we've crippled our force."

own.

make

They

their

trust Big Ben
dreams of "When

—

I'm big" come true Big Ben
smiles a promise to them all.

gives
extra
after porridge
a
to peep at
lessons that the Sandman made so hard.
He gets 'em to school long before the
last gong and this habit lingers when the
children grow up.

You'll like Big Ben face to face. He's
seven inches tall, spunky, neighborly
downright good all through. He rings
two ways ten half-minute calls or
steadily for five minutes.

—

Big Ben is six times factory tested. At
your dealer's, $2.50 in the United States,
$3.50 in Canada. Sent prepaid on receipt of price if your dealer doesn't
stock him.
ff'fsulox folk build

more than three million alarms

— and build them well. All wheels are as—patented, of course.
Result — accuracy, less friction, long
a year

sembled by a special process

life.

Western Clock Co.
La

Salle,

111.,

U.S. A.

Oikfr H'fstclox: Baby Ben, Pocket Ben, America^
Bingo, Sleep-Meter, Lookout and Ironclad.

Makers of Westclox

superintendent, whose mind was

weighted with innumerable important
matters, asked the chief clerk briefly
how the various offices were faring.
Hopper took this as a preamble to the
censure that would presently fall on

him

as the result of Sommers' action
in regard to the New Haven telegram.
He mentioned the matter.
"I'niglad you got the men off promptly,
interrupted the superintendent.
"They needed them there worse than
'

we do

m.

there's a race to

bite in his office.

The

a.

here.

do—

That's what

want you
details and
I

to
take care of tho.se
relieve rne of them for the present, even
at the risk of making a few mistakfes.

$100.00 IN GOLD FOR YOUR CHURCH
IF YOUR CHURCH HAS DEBTS— NEEDS AN ORGAN
OR WISHES TO DECORATE AND MAKE REPAIRS
fuss

Here is an opportunity to get money needed easily and quickly without any of the usual
and bother of the old-fashioned, unprofitable ice cream festival, chicken fry, etc.

Write us at once for particulars of our $100 Cash OflFer to Churches, or bring this ad. to
the attention of an officer of your Ladies' Aid Society or Sunday School. Act quickly.
Address,

CHURCH AID DEPT.
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Ask Barton
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Bei5=«*
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Double Track

Route
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TO
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Florida, Texas,

New

Orleans, Etc.

Winter Tours Tickets now on sale
Stop over privilege allowed.

Hopper felt himself
beyond his depth;

any Agent of the Company
for particulars.

G. T. BELL,
Passenger Traffic Manager,
Montreal.

W.

S.

COOKSON,
General Passenger Agent,
Montreal.

to be floundering

something was
wrong. A sense of failure oppressed
him. He concluded it was foresight
he lacked. There was, somewhere, undoubtedly, a chance waiting for him to
prove his value. He burned with a
fierce determination to find this opportunity, and to establish a reputation for himself, no matter in what
direction it lay.
Seated at his own desk he was still
thinking the matter over when Higgins,
the chief operator, who had stuck
loyally by the Company, came into the
office and drew up a chair beside Hopper for a moment's chat.
"Did you hear about old man Gary's
going down to the Meriden office and
trying to help them out ?" he inquired.
"He used to be manager there, you
know. The old fellow's over eighty
now. The Company retired him years
ago after his accident; he's been paralyzed ever since. The poor old boy
insisted on being wheeled down to the
office when the men went out there.
He 'sent' for an hour, and he's a good
sender yet. After that, of course, he
was all in cried like a baby when they

—

took him home.
he ?"

Pretty plucky, wasn't

Hopper nodded absently. Higgins,
warming to his subject, continued:
"He's the best-hearted old fellow
He took some shares in a mine
out West once from a fellow who owed
him money. Nobody thought they
were any good, including the old man
himself he took them only so the
other fellow wouldn't feel so bad about
not being able to pay him. Do you
know, the blooming thing paid a dividend the otherday, and Cary pulled out
about eight hundred dollars. He's
foolish with joy
says it will bury him-

alive.

—

—

and

his wife fine.

Cheerful, ain't
it ?"
He laughed uproariously.
"How much did you say he got ?'
inquired Hopper, intensely interested
now. An idea was beginning to take
self

shape

in his

know

I

mind.

eight hundred.
just wondering

been,"

he'd
to

on your way

?"

how lucky
laughed Hopper. "You

believe in luck."

seemed

by

this reflection, he decided to lose no.
time in tendering his report delays
breed dangers, and some one else might
get in ahead of him.
His assurance melted somewhat as
he confronted the superintendent and
began to talk. The discomfort he always felt in the other man's presence
chilled the words on his lips.
The

—

sensation of floundering beyond his
depth returned. It was the one thing

he had been unprepared for. Sudden
doubt gripped him and left him weakkneed. After all, he might hav^e been
better off to have let the matter alone.
"Well ?"
The monosyllable fell upon him like
cold steel and he realized that he had
paused in the carefully rehearsed recital that had said itself mechanically.
Panic-stricken in the face of an impending crisis, he realized that it was too
late to draw back.
Pulling himself together with an effort, he proceeded with
dry lips and moist forehead:
"He has this eight hundred to live

on now and

to me unnecessary'
to keep on paying his
pension of seventy-five dollars a month"
the figures danced grotesquely up

for the

it

seems

Company

—

and down on the paper before him
"until it's gone.
Of course I'm sorry
for the old fellow and all that, but
business is business, you know, and I
felt it my duty to call your attention
to this."

Why

to him that fate was playing into his hands and giving him the
very card he wanted. In this piece of
information, given so carelessly, he
saw his opportunity. During a pause
in the afternoon's routine, he made a
few cautions inquiries about the exmanager. All the older men knew
Cary and had a good word to say about
him. Hopper's questions awoke a
flood of old anecdotes and reminiscences
In the midst of them the chief clerk
went back to his office and compiled
his data, making a neat report to lay
It

before the superintendent.
While he
his mind revolved busily about
the matter.
It was not what he would
have selected with which to make his
effect.
He would greatly have preferred something more spectacular
the discovery of a shortage in some
one's accounts, for instance.
Once or twice as he prepared his row
of figures, uncertainty assailed him;
he brushed it aside with the reflection
that, after all, one cannot always pick
and choose, and business was business
Saving the company's money was an
essential, and he determined to consider only essentials in the future.
The superintendent himself had urged
him to take the initiative. Fortified

worked

"About
"I was
Apply

to step here

out."

A silence, heavy and fraught with
meaning, endured. Conscious of the
other man's eyes upon him, the chief
clerk raised his own.
The superintendent had risen, and before his look Hopper cowered; his ambitious and high
hopes fell from him one by one, nothing
remaining but the cold, hard contempt
in the other man's eyes that was shriveling him.
It was impossible that the simple
little proposition he had made could
move the superintendent to such quiet
fury. It was preposterous, unwarranted.
The official 's sense of proportion seemed
completely gone, yet he lacked thepKJwer
to put in a word in his own defense;
utter miserv of mind held him mute.

—
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an old paper that he

He became conscious that'the other
man was speaking — had been speaking

me ? I saw
was dead

some time.
"However, I reahze
Never while you are

The shining, near-sighted eyes, searching his face stabbed him like a knife;
he could have struck her in the sudden
"Don't
fury which maddened him.
look at me that way I can't stand

for

my mistake now.
in my office, no

matter in what position, presume to
interfere in affairs which nature has
deprived you of the insight and symHis voice
sorry for you for
your own sake and that of your ultimate success."
The finahty of the words rang in
Hopper's ears; a sudden mist blinded
him through which he groped for the
He understood from the man's
door.
manner that the official was done with
him, and his mind strove vainly to
adjust itself to the superintendent's
view-point.
Huddled against the wall
report
outside,
the neatly figured
in his hand, he struggled for composure.
In his own office he saw, through the
half-opened door, that only Sommers.
and the office boy remained, the latter
whistling a syncopated melody as he
picked up scraps of paper. Hopper
went in slowly and sat at his desk in
utter desolation, his face in his hands.
Minutes passed;
some one touched
him on the shoulder. It was Sommers,
who spoke quietly, avoiding the other's

pathy

to

changed.

understand."

"I

am

—

in
"

—

he muttered, through set teeth.
The glow faded pitifully from her
face at his words, as if a devastating
hand had passed over her features,
"Who
leaving them pinched and old.
got it ?" she whispered.
He pushed by her, roughly, and she

it !"

—

drew away, frightened at his bitterness.
"Sommers, of course. You surely
?"
didn't think I was the lucky dog

Gregory Morton Mystery
Continued from page 197.

leaning back among the luxurious
cushions of his car and skimming like a
bird toward Brooklyn.
Frenchman leaned forward and
spoke to the chauffeur:
"Drive a Httle slower," he said,
"there is no hurry in the world, and I
dislike reckless driving extremely."
Then, with a smile, he leaned back

My

beside me.

To

be continued.

eye.

"The superintendent says he is able
you of the extra work now
and you can go back to your old desk
to relieve
in the

Hopper rose and faced
him. This man was no superior.
"I suppose you take this one ?" he
With a

I

Continued from page 208.

snarl

sneered finally, his face twisted. The
younger man turned away.
There was no click of typewriters to
drown Hopper's sudden oath. "Without half a show," he muttered. He
walked unsteadily to the outer office
for his hat and coat, pitying himself
passionately like a man ill used and
thwarted by a perverse fate.
He knew now how a wounded animal
must feel when it crawls to some dark
hole away from th^ eyes of men. On
the way home it seemed to him that
each strange eye he encountered in the
street looked at him in silent contempt,
mingled with a reluctant pity for
what he did not know. The bitterness
welling up in his heart suffocated him.
He longed for physical combat, for
something to hurt mortally.
His wife met him at the door as he
tramped up the stairs. He heard the
rustle of silk as she started toward him,
and stared dully. She was wearing
an old gown that had been in her meagre trousseau.
Even in the semidusk
of the hall he noticed that her hair was
fluffed becomingly about her flushed
face, bringing back a semblance of
youth.
"Ferd, have you got anything to tell

—

L

Current Events

morning."

War Trade

w

trade has placed the United
States in a very strqijg position
Never before did it shelfinancially.
ter so much wealth or so much gold.
Nor was Canada ever so well off as it is

Quality
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Farmers, manufacturers and
are in receipt of incomes out
they should lay aside somewhich
of
thing to tide over any period of unto-day.

workmen

certainty which may follow the war
and which, at the worst, should be
The attitude of Canadians
short-lived
as they enter the New Year should
be one of optimism steadied by economy,
thrift and an unflagging determination
to see the war through to a successful
.

conclusion in company
Toronto News.
Allies.

with

their

Labor and the War
T^HE British Labor Conference steamfine style.
intelligent body, and
knows perfectly well that all the bettered social conditions for which it
fights would be swept into the disccird by
'•

rollered the

British

Service
The name Yale is an accepted
synoynm for Quality and Service in
increasing degree each year.
For nearly a half century the same
principles standing for honesty and
integrity have upheld Yale prestige
and developed the Yale ideal— an ideal
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Labor is an

iron broom of a German victory.
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would mean that the Entente Allies
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to concentrate on
militaryandnaval preparation to resist
the next inevitable pounce of the Teuton
and if the nation must be taxed to
tiger

would be compelled

a=lll=lllSIII=lll=(li.=ii'

—

the t)one to sustain

armaments and

man-power must be
army,

the

it

will

con.scripted

have

little

dauyv

the same these
in
to solve

its

into
time,
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home
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Arthur Stringer could stand be"Road to Glory and Berlin,"
upon which troops march to the Somme
and hear company after company
stumbling by in the darkness to the
lilt of "O Canada," while the whole
country is a mass of flashes and the
thunder of the guns keeps the ground
all a-tremble, and every one of the
half-seen figures grotesquely burdened
with their overland kit is just, as every
boy, thinking of the morning and of
the home he'll probably never again
then I think Arthur Stringer
see;
would forget that dirge stufT.
If
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To

this

the Ottawa

Journal-Press

adds:

To

this

might be added the remark

of a well known Ottawa lady who
recently returned from England leaving two sons and one daughter at the
front: "It was such an inspiring thing
to see our fine young Canadian soldiers
marching to the point of embarkation
for France singing our own hymn 'O
Canada." I never before quite realized
the beauty, the grandeur, the dignity,
the seriousness of that essentially
patriotic hymn of praise."

Munitions
T^HIS,

as has often been said,

is

a

war

It is being fought
of machinery.
by the man in the tool shop as well as
by the man in the trenches. Without
the support of the former, the latter
would shed his blood in vain. Amazing has been the growth of munition
output in the British Isles. Only comparitive figures are available for obvious reasons, but these as collected and
presented by the Daily Ontario of

Belleville, make a wonderful showing.
The Ontario says:

Excepting the development of aviafew more romantic incidents have
marked the present war than that of
the enormous expansion of the production of munitions by Great Britaip and
her daughter countries; we may even
call
the United States a daughter
country though a rebellious one. The
rate of expansion in different classes of
production is marvellous. Whatever
the weekly production during the first
year of the war was, it is placed at the
unit one.
The unit is merely used for
purposes of relative comparison. To
every single eighteen pounder produced per week in the first year of the
war, 43 are produced now; of 4.5 field
howitzers, 46 as against 1
of medium
guns and howitzers, 66 as against 1
tion,

;

and

howitzers above six inches,
1 per week.
These are
startling figures, but htey are not the
maximum of the probable British output.
They only mark the speeding up
to the present time.
Great Britain is
now producii:ig in eight and a half days
the total of her output of 75 mm. shells
during the first year of the war, that is
for the whole year.
In eight days now,
she produces the total of her entire
output in the first year of projectiles
for field howitzers and in five and a half
days that for medium guns and howitzers.
In about one day she produces
a total equivalent to her entire output
in the first year of the war of products
for heavy guns and howitzers, in other
words that in this class of munition her
output is increased 365 times. England is manufacturing at the present
moment three times as many 155 mm.
shells, five times as many 200 mm.
shells, and three times as many 230
of

323 as against

mm. shells a week as she manufactured
during the whole of the first year of the
war. The number of shells completed
or filled during the week ended Nov. 26,
1916, exceeded by about 30 per cent,
the stock of munitions held in reserve
at the outbreak of hostilities.
So rapid has been the dev-elopmentin some respects since the speeding up
commenced that Great Britain has
actually ceased to manufacture certain classes of guns.
She has overtaken her requirements.
Here are some other startling statistics, issued by the ministry of munitions in
England respecting other
branches of arms:
The output of rifles is, for certain
technical reasons, particularly difficult
to increase.
For every 100 rifles manufactured during one week in June,
1915, 160 were manufactured in June,
1916, and 173 in November, 1916. The
number of rifles repaired and put back
into service is about equal to half the
total production of new rifles.
The
production of rifle and revolver cartridges has nearly trebled during the
last year.
Taking the weekly production in June, 1915, as 100, th
weekly production in June, 1916, is
represented by 280, and in November,
1916, by 290.
The increase in the
manufacture of explosives has been
extremely rapid. For every ton of
explosive employed in September, 1914,
350 tons were employed in Julv, 1915,
and from 11,000 to 12,000 tons 'in July,
1916. The following figures show the
average amount of explosive used in
charging shells. These are based on
one week in January, 1916, which is
represented by 100:
Weekly average for April
180
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Bakeris

cocoa
IS

refreshing

Cocoa

contains
inTTniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiirTTTg

more

^^

nourishment

than
beef"
Walter Baker & G>. Limited
ESTABLISHED 1780
MONTREAL.CANADA DORCHESTER.MASS.
•

Weekly average for July
Weekly average for October
November 19-25, 1916

590
920
1120
The production of trench mortar
ammunition and grenades has been so
much developed that any further increase hardly seems necessary.

Decorations for Canadians

KJO

than 2,715 Canadian soldiers
been decorated for merit
since the war began.
The AdjutantGeneral gives the following list:
These include French and Russian
'•

less

^ have

decorations, and are as follows: Victoria Cross, 6; Knight Commander of
the Bath (civil), 1; Knight Commander of the Bath (military), 1; Companion of the Bath (civil), 3; Companion
of the Bath (military), 6;
Knight
Bachelor, 1; Companion of St. Michael
and St. George, 28; Distinguished Service Order, 114; Military Cross, 329;
Bar for Military Cross, 9; Royal Red
Cross, 35;
Distinguished Conduct
Medal, 371; Clasp to Distinguished
Conduct Medal, 4; Military Medal,
Bar to Military Medal, 21;
1,138;

The

old reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and
sprains.
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Meritorious Service Medal, 22; Mention in Dispatches, 542.
French decorations have been awarded to Canadians as follows
Legion of
Honor, 14; Crox de Guerre, 15; Me-

CANADIAN NORTHERN

:

ALL THE WAY

daille Militaire, 12.

Russian decorat,onshave been awarded to the following number: Medal of
St. George, 24; Cross of St. George,
15;

Between

TORONTO AND VANCOUVER

Order of Ste. Anne, 2, Order of St.
Stanilas.
Victoria Colonist

—

Via Port Arthur, Fort William, Saskatoon

and Edmonton.
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plan to cope with
the present day labor problem. This
is to employ school girls, with
alternate weeks of work in the store and
attendance at school.
The Montreal
Herald has the following comment to
make on the innovation:

important points in Western Canada
and The Pacific Coast.

LEAVE TORONTO

store

out a

Hamilton, Ont,

now

at war.

In the

United States many men have found
making munitions to be more profitable
than their ordinary vocations. Women
have taken up the work laid down by
them. Thousands of girls are now employed in Montreal offices in positions
formerly filled by men and doing the

work

Some

them are ver\expressed about
the effect it will have upon their education.
It is worth while to remember
that a large proportion of education is
not obtained in school. A big departmental store is trying to solve the
well.

young, and anxiety

of
is

problem by employing girls in alternate weeks, one week in the store and
the next

week

in the school.

The principal objections will probably come from the schoolmasters, who
are apt to have rather limited ideas as
to what constitutes education, who
regard examinations as the great test
of capacity, and who may find their
programmes rather demoralized by
the new system. It will be Interesting
to see how far the girls who go to
school everj' other week are behind
those who go every week. The scheme
i^ to organize the girls in couples. While
one is at school the other will take her
place in the store, and vice-versa.
There are many girls at work in offices
and stores who would be none the worse
for a little more schooling, and many
in the schools who would be all the
better for a little business training.
The changfc of emplojinent will be
no doubt attractive to a lot of the
girls.
If the object of the school is to
equip the pupil for business life the
system now being tried would seem to
be admirable. If the subjects of study
are well selected the pupils will attack
their lessons with greatly increased
interest and energy. A girl employed
in a book department will be a better

—

a
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saleswoman if she knows something
about books. She will learn more about
the art of selling in the store than she
will at school. There are better places
than school to acquire gumption
colloquial expression which is defined
as "Ready perception and discrimination; quick discernment and adoption

—

the elements of practical success;
On the
acuteness; common sense."
other hand, she may actually learn
more about the materials she has to
sell at school than she can in the store.
If she has to sell lace she may become
a good judge of its quality by actually
handling it, but she is all the more
likely to interest her customers if she
of

them where it comes from and
made. Of course, there is a
danger of her becoming pedantic about
can

tell

how

it is

her wares; but that she will soon get

That is where the gumption
comes in.
There is no reason why this novel
over.

^» MjElememite

educational system should not be tried
with the boys also. The average working boy could do with a lot more education than he has. He would acquire

a lot of practical knowledge, he would
learn something about his limitations,
and get rid of a lot of superfluous freshness.
If his studies were designed with
some regard to his chosen occupation
it would be all the better for him. Very
often his occupation is not determined
by choice. Very often he drifts into a
job and drifts out again. He is ultimately a grocer's assistant, a dry goods
clerk, an electrician, or a real estate
man by accident. There was something
in the old apprenticeship system besides
slavery after all. The jack of all trades
and master of none was exceptional.
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TJENRY FORD

denies with emphasis that the present material
prosperity in the United States is due
to war conditions. He proves his contention by citing his own case.
His
business is prosperous, but he has not
had a single war contract. Such is
^

this man's logic. Even Ford would not
deny that in the work of munition
making thousands of Americans hav
waxed wealthy and hundreds of thousands of American workmen have been
kept busy at abnormally high wages.
The vast profits and the high wages
have stimulated the demand for luxuries, Ford cars among them. That is

why

Ford's business is so prosperous
even though he has never filled a war
contract.
Hamilton Herald.
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each year, successful
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Junior School: 61 St. Clair Avenue, West.
Preparatory School (late Westbourne), J78 Bloor
Street,

West.

MISS KNOX,

ST.

Principal,

TORONTO.

MARGARET'S COLLEGE
TORONTO

A Residential and Day School

for Girls

(Founded by the late George Dickion, M.A.. former
Principal of Upper Canada CoUese, and Mr*. Dicksoni
Academic Course from Preparatory to Univeriity Matriculation and KlrBt Year Work. Music, Art, Domestic Science.
Physical Education, Cricket. Tennis, Basketball. Hockey,

Swimming Bath.
Mrs. George Dickson,
President.

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS.
Miss

J. E.

MacDonald, BJL.

PrindpaL

:
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TO INVESTORS
THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE
FUNDS REQUIRING INVESTMENT
MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN

SUMS OF

$500,

OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.
Interest payable half-yearly, 1st April and 1st October by
(free of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at
the rate of five per cent per annum from the date of purchase.

cheque

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering
at par and accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment made under any futiu-e war loan issue in
Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other like short
date security.

Proceeds of this stock are for war purposes only.

A commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed
to recognized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in
respect of apphcations for this stock which bear their stamp.
For application forms apply to the
Finance, Ottawa.

Deputy Minister

of

DEPARTMENT OP FINANCE, OTTAWA
OCTOBER

in the good
idea of giving all the
farm hands and labourers a real good
Christmas feed at the festive season.
So he determined to give them something to resemble last year, and ordered
the feast to start with soup, to be followed by goose, roast beef, and unlimited supplies of plum pudding.
The farm hands duly assembled, and
having fasted all day so as to be in good
trim for the Christmas feed, were prepared to make the supplies look foolish.
Roast goose and beer were all they
expected.
'"Ere, what's this 'ere? " said a disappointed son of toil, when a huge
plate of soup was placed before him.
"You've forgotten the goose and stuf"
fin'; I don't want all gravy!

Farmer Jenkins believed

old-fashioned

The cloakroom man

at a large res-

suddenly unwell and a
took his place.
The newman was told not to give out any coats
or hats without proper identification,
and so when an old gentleman demanded his hat and explained that
he had lost his check there was a
great to-do on the part of the substitaurant

and sure enough the

"Humph! " he
"You might have

were theresuspiciously.
these initials

initials

said
seen

somehow."
"But here they are on

my

shirt,

too," said the old gentleman, unbuttoning his waistcoat. "See? F. X. G."
"You, might have stolen the shirt,"
said the substitute.
"Good heavens! " shouted the old

gentleman, and he tore open his shirt
and undervest. "Maybe this will satisfy you!
Hey? " And he pointed to
the letters F. X. G. tattooed on his
breast in blue.
The substitute stared at the tatooing closely; then at last he handed
over the hat.
As he did so he said
reluctantly
"Well, since Nature wrote them
initials on your skin, I guess they
must be yours for a fact."

He was

not a good card-player. He
his game was pin-pong.
But that was no reason why his partner should be so disagreeable whenever he made mistakes.
After a particularly glaring error,
the pestering partner turned upon him
with real anger.

admitted

it

—

"
didn't you follow my lead?
he asked.
"If I followed anybody's lead, sir,"
exclaimed the novice hotly, "It cer"
tainly wouldn't be yours!
His partner snorted, and subsided,
But, in the next hand, he threw down
his cards in desperation.
"Look here! " he cried. "Didn't you
see me call for a spade or club? Have

"Why

you

"

black suit?
"Yes, I have! " retorted the novice,
with warmth. "But I'm keeping it for
no'

your funeral!

"

fell

substitute

tute.

"But that's my hat the shabby
brown one," said the old gentleman.
"It's got my initials in it^F. X. G."

The

7th, 1916.

substitute looked inside the hat,

It was little Howard's first term at
school and one day he returned home
wearing a very discouraged expression.

"Why, Howard," asked
"what

"

his mother,

the trouble?
"I ain't going to school any more,"
replied the boy.
"Why, dear? " asked the mother.
" 'Cause," explained Howard,
is

" 'tain't any use, mother, I can never
The teacher keeps
to spell.
changing the words eveni' day."

learn

What you want to do first," said a
Toronto man to an Ontario farmer
whom he was advising touching certain needed improvements in and about
his place, "is to have that mudhole in
the road fixed."
"You experts and reformers don't
understand local conditions," said the
farmer, scornfully. "Why, I've purty
nigh paid off a mortgage with the

money

I've

made

haulin' automobiles
"

out of that mudhole!
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GENUINE

DIAMONDS

"This bofik,

Terms~-$l-2-3 Weekly
enables you to make
Christmas presents without the outlay of
money,
A Diamond constanlly Increases In
value and lasts forever.
Write to.day for Catalogue, it is FREE.
We fiend Diamonds to any oart of Canada for
Inspection at our expense.
Payments may be made
Weekly or Monthly.
We trust any honest person.

System

Credit

beautiful

much

IS

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importert,
TORONTO ARCADE, TORONTO, CANADA.

Kemembpr

that air

is

the back-

bone of your tire, and that a limp
backbone cann<it withstand a
heavy burden.
Stiffen the backbone of your tire
whenever it needs stiffening.

Old Grouser

felt

sent for the doctor,

extremely

ill,

and

who examined him

and looked rather grave.
"Oh, doctor," cried the old man,
"do you think I'm going to die ?"
"My dear sir, of course not," answer"I assure you
ed the medico, smiling.
that's the very last thing that is likely
carefully,

to

happen

to

you

!"

you want
this is

H

'J'l
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)

Hi>tfr St

ion

(

hii eajro

When you

!

your children

get really riled,

at

Delaware Ave.

BUFFALO,

when that is.
at your dealer or

N. Y.

A

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and senice unexcelled by the leading hotels

Schr»der'a Son, Inc.
II

said, "is invalu-

a beautifully heavy volume to

North Street

Pressure Q an ^e
'rice

he

When

HOTEL LENOX

will tell yf)U
I

was

ask you difficult questions, you can refer to this and give them the answer,
without having to confe.ss that you
don't know.
"I haven't any children !" growled
Crusty.
"For your wife, then. It will keep
her amused and entertained all day
long while you are away at your ofiBce."
"I haven't a wife.
I live alone here
with my cat."
"Then this book is just the thing

Universal Tire

A

traveller

throw at the cat."

SCHRADER

The

sir,"

able to parents.

Cash or Credit
The Jacobs

book

persistent

plaguing Mr. Crusty in his usual persuasive way.

Toronto.

New York

liiKhest award at the Panama
Picific Exposition.

of the larger cities.

European Plan — $l.50 per Day and Up
Special >A/eekiy RatesJ

Take Elmwood Avenue car

to North Street, or write for
Special Taxicab Arrangement. May we send with our compliments a ''Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls," also our
complete rates?

MODERN.

Dean

-''

C A. MINER, Managini

FIREPROOF.

Boats'

Style and

Director.

uc.

Safety

Speed and Comfort

Knox sp-ku~c gelatine

If you are buying a tanoe, row boat,
power boat or sailing dinghy, buy the best.
You will have greater satisfaction and
pride in your craft, and in "money in
pocket" at the end. Write to-day for
NEW CATALOGUE Y, showing 1917

Dean Models and boat

acce.ssories, also

brass joint construction mode!

Quality and Quantity

sample of

FREE.

"VVH.'\T to have for

$230 MOTORCYCLE
TO BE

GIVEN

AWAY

For a little pleasant easy work for us in
your neighborhood looking after our renewals
and new subscriptions. No Experience needed,
anyone can do the work during spare time and
easily win this fine machine. With a motorcycle you can ride miles and miles overcountry, up and down the hills at almost
any speed.
Write to-day for

full

particulars.

Address

CANADA MONTHLY, TORONTO. ONT.

DESSERT and SALAD"

is

answered

in

a

variety of ways by our beautifully illustrated recipe book, "Dainty
Desserts for Dainty People."
In this book (sent you free) I have included some delightful
surpris(s in recipes for easy-to-make Salads, Desserts and Candies
that are most economical. Below is a recipe for a delicious and
economical dessert.
Each package of Kno.x Sparkling Gelatine will make enough
jelly to serve twenty people, or it is so easily measured that one
can make an individual dish.
^
ni
/^
aJ

Walter Dean Canoe & Boat Co.
TORONTO, ONT.

President.

KNOX ORANGE JELLY
Gelatine.
1 cup sugar.
1 cup orange juice.
3^ cup cold water. 2 cups boiling water. 2 tablespoonfuls lemon juice.
Soak gelatine in cold water five minutes, and di.ssolve in boiling water. Add sugar and
until dissolved; then add orange and lemon juice. Strain through cheese cloth into
molds, fiist dipped in cold water, and chill.
1

envelope

KNOX

Knox Sparkling

NO TE —

// desired, add fresh or canned fruit
or chopped nuts ivh^n tmkin^. Serve with or
without whipped cream.

Recipe Book
for

your grocer's name.

KNOX

FREE
If

you have

never used Knox Gelatine, enclose 4c in
stamps for pint sample.

GtLATliiif
was;

i^_^_^>.__^

.:..5.

chapl^s^b.' k^^o x CO.

B. KNOX GELATINE CO., LTD,
Oept. E, 180 St. PAUt St- West, Mqktreh

GHAS,

GELATINE

:
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A little boy reached school with very
untidy hair, and his teacher asked him
"Why don't you brush your hair ?"
"Ain't got no brush, sir," replied the
boy.
"Why don't you use your father's
brush, then ?" asked the teacher.
"He ain't got no brush either," was
the reply.

"No brush
Why hasn't he a
brush ?" asked the teacher again, in
astonishment.
"He's got no hair," was the gloomy
!

Wm^

reply.

The

Then
wrong
power

win- use carbon parer that

weight and
your kind of work

finish,

for

the
man-folding
is

the pages.

?

Let us prescribe the Carbon Paper thai

—

exactly Jits your work it's FREE.
All you'have to do is to tell us in two or three
iucs oftypewriting what special results you wish
to obtain.
If certain figures and characters cause
trouble, use them in your letter so we can see just
what lyour difficulty is. Also give your dealer's
name. Make the usual number of carbon copies.
Send us the original together with copies and sheets
of carbon paper used, all in place, and we will prescribe the correct acgree of ink finish, weight and
manifolding power that exactly FITS your needs.
Avail yourself of this Free MultiKopy Individual Advisory Service to-day.
With the prescription we will also send you ' free a SAMPLE
SHEET of the carbon paper you ought to use.

CANADIAN distributors:

F. S.

-

-

Toronto, Canada.

WEBSTER COMPANY,

>^"'" "^
/^iSht

The greatest convenience ever invented for
household use, an indispensable convenience in
every home no matter how elaborate is the cleaning equipment.
For you don't want to hook up a power machine
for the morning brushing-up; to take up crumbs
from under the dining-room table, or to sweep
up sewing-room litter. In addition to its handiness, this famous carpet sweeper is better fitted
and more efficient for these sweeping jobs than
the best vacuum made not excepting Bissell's.

—

If

you use

Tim Mulvey,

I

Hard

"Have you
Tim?

"

forgiven

all

of

your

Yes, you must have a Bissell's Carpet Sweeper

housework is to be made really easy. We
recommend our Vacuum Sweeper for keeping
if

rugs and carpets dust free.
Bissell's Cari^t
litter only.

Sweeper

VI

i

,

,

(AT YOUR OEALER"S| THE ARLINGTON
CO. OF CANADA

All] OR DIRECT. F0« I
*• -•
I

v//,/

-^''

^«JC ^^

you

iiniitD

TOSONTO

I

"But

I

if

get well

are

—

was

I

Booklet on request.

Sweeper Co. of Canada, Limited
Niagara Falls, Ont.
Dept. 342, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Oldest and Largest Exclusive Manulacturers of Carpet
Sweeping' Devices in tlie World.
(313)

I'll

0%vt/ "Ut-itfiJ(A£.

PAST AND PRESENT
To-day there is no question of
jr»
choice between the goose quill and the
Fountain Pen, but there is a choice
Fountain Pens. The

"A.A."

Self-filling

was the

hidin'

de ham."

Fountain Pen

first

successful self-

fountain pen and is still
without a peer. It writes
filling

—

smoothly and easily can always be depended upon and is
Filled by a
button.

the

It's

who

"Well, where were you between
"
eleven o'clock and midnight in bed?
I

advise the
with surface

Bissell Carpet

Sup

simple twist of the

as easy as winding your watch.

Every pen

stealing a ham, "we
ought to be able to prove an alibi."
"I don't specs we kin," said the old
darky doubtfully.
"At what time was the ham stolen?"
"About 'lebben erclock, dey say."

"No, sah,

And we

for coping

Sold by dealers everywhere.

was charged with

best quality
DULL FfNISH
.SMART AND dressy!

your

"Cyco" Ball-Bearing Carpet Sweepers are
$3.25 to $4.75; Vacuum Sweepers $9.50 and
$11.50.
A trifle more in the Western Provinces.

for a considerable length of time,

innocent," said
lawyer to his client, an old darky,

- PPESTOf

for

the Carpet

him

"If

Just like new

need

still

a faithful old employe
Regina minister, lay very ill.
Upon hearing of his illness the minister went to Ills bedside and talked to
of a

LLENGE COUAR^
W/P£ THEM OfT* _w/TH Soap aWATEff^

Vacuum Sweeper

you

Sweeper.

Some time ago some school-children
were set the task of reading an article
about Lancashire, and were afterwards
asked to write an essay on this part of
England.
Looking over one of the essay papers,
the teacher found the statement, "The
people of Lancashire are very stupid."
"Where did you get that idea,
Maggie? " said the teacher.
"Oh! " replied the little girl, "out
of the book.
It says that Lancashire
is remarkable for its dense population."

Finish

Bissell's

sweeping

^^7l^

Finish
Manifold

S^veeper

regular

meditatively.

Hard

Finish

Carpet

break his head."

Extra

Hara

spec-

"Shure I have, sir. That is, all except
Pat Flinn," replied the patient.
"But you must forgive all if you
hope to reach Paradise," the minister
announced kindly.
"Well, all right, thin," replied Tim,

Metlium

1

of

"Well, I declare," she cried, "here
are my spectacles that I've lost for the
last fortnight 1"

enemies,

367 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

Carbon
Paper

Between them lay a pair

tacles.

during which he asked:

UNITED TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
136 Victoria Street,

.

Bissell's

minister was calling upon old

Mrs. Wylie.
"I hope you read the Bible every
day ?" he remarked gravely.
"Oh, yes," she responded eagerly,
"I'll just show you the chapter I read.'.'
She produced the Book, and opened

is

fully guaranteed.

in nt the nearest dealers and hole
over the "A. A.'* line.

Arthur A. Waterman
Estal>iislii<l

34 Thames Street,

L. E.

Co.

New York City

Not connected with

The

&

l,S',).j

Waterman Co.

/
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Get your mirror to tell you
what your friends will not
Go

to your mirror now and try to see
your skin as others see it. Take your

mirror to a
get close to

Find out

it

just

OILYSKINSHINYjfOSE!

window

or a strong liglit,
and really study your skin!

what

If this
bear,

plexion from being attractive.

For whatever condition you find, it can be
changed/ Conspicuous nose pores, oily skin
and shiny nose, a blemished skin, blackheads
or B sallow, colorless complexion— you cau
begin at once to change any of these.

COLORLESS r
a akin

needs awaken'
ing.enlit'ening.
It will yield to

the effective
treatment described here.

—

and shiny— especially

my

nose

So sluggish and colorlessl
in very warm water and hold it
take the cake of Woodhury's Facial
tub the cake itself over
your skin. Leave the slight coating of soap on for a
few minutes until the skin feels drawn and dry. Then
dampen the skin and rub the soap in gently with an
upward and outward motion. Rinse the face thoroughly, first in tepid water, then in cold.
Whenever possible, rub the face briskly with a piece of
ice.
Always dry carefully.

Dip your washcloth

to your face.
Soap, dip it in

Now

warm water and

skin treatments
One

Woodbury treatments is suited to tf"
your skin.
have space to give just two
this page, but you can get them all, together with valuable facts about the skin and its needs
which few people know, in a miniature edition of the
large Woodbury Book. "A Skin Vou Love To Touch."
For 4c we will send you this miniature edition and i
cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap large enough for a week
of any of these famous skin treatments.
For 10c wewill
send the miniature book samples ot Woodhury's Facial
Soap, Facial Cream and Powd'^rl Writetodayl Address
The Andrew Jergeoa Co., 253 Sherbrooke Street,
needs

of

"A

one of these treatments >oursr'
one of the two treatments given here is
suited to the needs of your skin, you can
begin at once— tonight
to bring to your
complexion the charm you have longed for.
Ask for Woodbury's today wherever you

oily

Send 4c now for book of famous

taking on, gradually but surely, the greater
clearness, freshness, and charm of
skin
you love to touch."
Is

a

treatments.
your treatment toniglit.
You will find
Woodbury's Facial Soap for sale by dealers

—

and your complexion cannot help

If

oi

sufficient for

_

others are given in the booklet illustrated
below. You will be sure to find among these
one suited to the needs of your skin. Use
the treatment suited to your needs persistently,

is

your skin thoroughly by washine it in
your usual way with Woodhury's Facial Soap and warm
water. Wipe off the surplus moisture, but leave the
skin slightly damp. Now work up a heavy warm wate,
lather of Woodbury's in your hands.
Apply it to your
face and rub it into the pores thoroughly always with
an upward and outward motion of the linger tips. Rinse
with warm water, then with cold— the colder the better.

Such

Will you begin at
once to bring to your skin the charm you
have longed for? Then start tonight one
of the famous Woodbury skin treatments.
Two of them are given on this page. Many

A 25c cake

weeks of any of these two
Get a cake today and begin

six

First cleanse

SALLOW-

you do?

the lath-

counter.

month or

So

complexion accordmgly.
will

make

buy your toilet things— at your druggist's
toilet

everywhere throughout the United States and
Canada.

Don't say, "It's useless to try to
change the skin itself"
It changes every day in spite of you! As
old skin dies, new skin forms to take its
place. This new skin will be just what you
make it, and will make or mar your entire

Which

your bua-

er treatment a daily
habit and be done
with that bugbear
forever

keeping your com-

is

is

Send now for
this

miniature
of the

edition

Woodbury Book
on the 8k\n and
its needs.

See offer at the
right.

of these

of

We

them on

Perth. Ontario.

SoM by Canadian druggists from coast to coast.

.
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Science to the Rescue
IS DOING THROUGH THE COUNCIL ON SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO HELP THE MINER, MANU-

WHAT THE_GOVERNMENT

FACTURER AND FARMER

By
.

Illustrated

R. Goldwin Smith

Financial Editor Toronto Daily

Decorations by F.

from Portraits

and industry in Canada
have formed a partnership. Whatever other good things have evolved

Science;

out of the crucial experience of the worldwar, the importance of the new relations
established between these two fundamental factors in the economic life of
the nation can scarcely be overestimated.
When the war broke out, the Empire
found itself confronted by an enemy
whose efficiency wa? deadly. Numerous problems vital to the Empire's existence presented themselves that had
to be solved immediately. The United
Kingdom had for generations basked
behind the shelter of her invincible
navy. She wakened gradually to the
fact that she had not only to withstand
the Germans on land, with their big
'Bertha" guns, poisonous gases and
hosts of trained and thoroughly equipl^ed man-power, but to defend her
islands from the Zeppelin and the open
sea from the submarine. Britain to-day
is one vast workshop.
The Scientific
laboratory is no longer isolated. Science and industry are under one roof
and they are tliere to stay. Canada,
whose destinies have been menaced in
ommon with those of the United Kingdom, has followed Britain's lead, and
combined her forces of science and industry. The immediate purpose of the
union is to help to win the war; the ultimate purpose is that the Dominion
-hall advance to the front rank among
industrial nations. In this union seeds
liave been planted that promise to con\ert Canada's almost unlimited possi(

and to give complete expression to the in\-entive genius
of her man-power.
bilities into realities,

Copyright. 1917, by

News

The immediate purpose
Advisory

Council

on

Scientific

and Industrial Research
the war.

that the
to the

the ultimate

Dominion

nations.

with

In

the

industry

planted

that

is to

uin

purpose

is

shall advance

among

front rank

of the

ijidttstrial

union of science

seeds

promise

have
to

been

convert

Canada's almost unlimited possibilities into realities,

and

to give

cotnplete expression to the inventive

genius of her man-power

The partnership was established in
Canada when, a few months ago, under
the auspices of the Federal Government, an Advisory Council on Scientific
and Industrial Research was organized.
This Council is comprised of eleven
scientific

and

industrial experts of the

foremost rank, all men of achievement
in their various spheres of activity.
They were well chosen. The Council has
as its pennanent chairman. Dr. A. B.
Macallum, of the Uni\'ersity of Toronto, and its other members are Dr. A.
Stanley Mackenzie, Dalhousie University, Halifax; Dr. F. D. Adams,
McGill University, Montreal; Professor
J. C". McLennan, University of Toronto;
Dr. R. F. Ruttan, McGill University;
Professor S. F. Kirkj^atrick, Queen's
University Kingston; Dr. W. C. Murray, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon; R. Hobson, Hamilton; R. A.
VANDERHOQF. SCOTT &i COMPANY. LIMITED.

M, Grant

Rose, Consulting Electrical Engineer,
Montreal; Tancrede Bienvenue, Montreal; Arthur Surveycr, Consulting Engineer, Montreal.
Some of these gentlemen have won
international recognition. Dr. Macallum, who had served. in the University
of Toronto for thirty-two years, owes
his reputation to his researches into

the composition of the blood. He has
proved that iron is a constant constituent of the fundamental life substance in
every cell, a fact not previously even
suspected.
Professor McLennan has
won distinction for his researches into
the constitution and properties of the
cosmic ether, a problem which has almost baffled investigation. The whole
Council, who are offering their services
free, will contribute their wealth of experience in an effort to coordinate, with
the assistance of the Government on
the one hand and that of practical industrial interests on the other, all the

knowledge and energy of
Dominion for the exploitation and
development of the nation's vast resources.
Such practical men as Mr.
Hobson will be a valuable asset to the
skill, scientific

the

Council, for he has established one of
the largest steel industries of Canada on
a highly efficient basis.
Heretofore science and industry ha\ e

own ways in large measure
independent of one another.
While the interdependence of one on
the other has been generally recognized,
they have never worked wholeheartedly
Captains of industry were
together.
aware that without science there would
have been no steam-engine or electrical
machinery; no telegraph or wireless.
Practical men were suspicious of scien.
gone

their

officially

All rights reserved.
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increase every month during
year.
The suggestion was
|)assed on by the Right Hon. A. Bonar
Law to the Ojvcrnments of the overseas Dominions, with the result that
similar cooperative organizations are
underway in the various nations of the
Empire. Moreover, the purpose the
scheme has in view is not merely thai
science and industry should cooperate
in the various sections of the Empire
but that the whole Empire should cooperate.
By this means each nation
may become self-subsistent as far as
stantial

the

past

and the Empire, standing

possible,

Dr. Frank D.

Adams

Robert Hobson

however, and were inclined to re"pure" and not
This prejudice is being elimpractical.
inated. On the other hand, an idea
must be realized in order to be of public
tists,

i^ard their efforts as

use and this requires the practical manuThe cooperation of these
facturer.
forces creates an epoch in the nation's

economic

life.

The origin and purpose of the movement is obvious to those who have followed the course of events since the
outbreak of war. In Germany science
and industry have been cooperating
with admirable intensity for thrity-two
is why it is taking the
long to defeat the Central
Powers. We are fighting, not merely
men, but mighty achievement in these

years.

That

Allies so

complementary

fields.

Great Britain,

which, with the exception of her naval
propaganda, had allowed science and
industry to follow the course of "laisser
faire," wakened to the situation, counted her needs and has worked marvels in
two years. Much has been written of
the manner in which Germany has
"stolen" and utilized inventions of outpeoples, especially of Britishers.
chief physical and chemical inventions sprang from Britain and France,
but the German Government and universities adopted them and with the
help of their industries applied them
with infinite detail. One result is that
the world's supplies of special maside

The

and chemicals and numerous other manufactures have come
chiefly from the Central Powers.
The
Allies and the United States have dechinery, dyes

termined to put a stop to this. The
do not propose that Germany
shall rebuild her shattered fortunes on
our necessity, when we have the wherewithal to supply our needs within our
own borders, and can do it, if we apply
Allies

ourselves.

purpose,

ormed.

For the realization of this

among others,

the Council

was

Such a determination does

not necessarily involve permanent hostility towards Germany.
It is rather
the

method by which Canadians may

themselves achieve industrial greatness.
It is significant that the organization
of the Council was inspired by and acts
under the auspices of the Federal

Government.

The

function of the
Council is advisory rather than executive.
The latter power rests with the

Government. The Ottawa Government, at the instigation of Sir George
E. Foster, Minister of Trade and Commerce, appointed a group of Federal
ministers, known as the committee of
the Privy Council, and in them has been
invested the executive function in respect to any Government action resulting from scientific and industrial re-

This Committee is comprised
search.
of ministers, within the scope of whose
They are
offices the enterprise comes.
the Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Minister of the Interior, Minister of
Agriculture, Minister of Mines, Minister of Inland Revenue and Minister of
Labor. The Council is responsible to

Committee.
The man behind the whole movement in Canada and who launched it
is Sir George E. Foster, Minister of
Trade and Commerce. Sir George has
been in close touch with trade matters
in the United Kingdom since the war
began. A year ago Mr. Arthur Henthis

derson, now a member of the British
Cabinet, urged that every department
of science in Britain be called upon to
cooperate with the industries in bringing Britain to the maximum of efficiency, not only to carry on the war to a
successful issue, but in order that Britain's productive powers should be so
augmented after the war that the
liquidation of the rapidly accumulating
national debt would be accomplished
without undue burden to the people.
The whole nation responded to the call.
Britain's exports have shown a sub-

to-

gether,
may become commercially,
practically independent of the rest ot
the world. Such a scheme does not
necessarily involve any suggestion of
hostility towards outside nations in
economic relations, but that the E^mpire

and every part of it shall supply its owu
needs and sell to rather than purchase
from other people.
During a speech recently, before tlie
Empire Club, Toronto, Dr. Macallum
said:
"I have known Germany for
thirty years.
I was there thirty years
ago.
I knew the extent of her wealth
and resources. Germany, then, relatively to England, was a poor country.
She has since forged ahead so rapidly
'

that she was able to undertake this
war. How did she do it ? One statistician published the statement some
months ago that since 1884 German\has spent £460,000 a year in research
along scientific lines and in aid of her
industries.
Great Biitain spent very
little.
For the last forty years she

gave the Royal Society for pure research £4,000 a year and during the
years the National Physical
Laboratory has received £7,000 annually."
The purpose of the British
Government now is to spend more
last eight

money

in these

and

allied lines.

It is

determination of the Canadian
Government to do the same.
the

The

revolution created in Britain

al-

ready by the realization of the cooperaOne
tiv-e scheme has been notable.
instance

among many

will

suffice

to

Before the war it happene<l
that one of the largest refining plant.s
illustrate.

in

England found

their supplies of a

particular flux rquired by them in the
treatment of ores entirely cut off. The
firm had been accustomed to import
the flux from one of the mines under the
control of one of the Central Powers.
When forced to look elsewhere, it was
discovered that deposits of this same
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occurred within ten miles of the
A railway was immediately
now the firm is securing the
flux more cheaply at home.
Coming back to the Advisory Cx)uncil
in Canada, their work has been clearly
Three important departdefined.
ments of Canadian industry are agriminerals and metals, and
culture,
Agriculture is fundamental
electricity.
in its investigation has
Council
the
and
found that the Government has already
given and is giving careful attention to
One of the branches
its propagation.
the Council is
which
on
agriculture
of

flux

plant.
built and

focusing is forestry. Probably in respect to the forest resources more than
any other asset Canadians have been
guilty of prodigal waste and neglect.
The country's forest resources may be
enormous but they are not inexhaustable
that

by any means.
Canada has between two and

three

hundred million acres of comniercial
timber, but the annual output is ap-

proximately only that of Germany
where timber is cut on an area of only
24,000,000 acres. The German output,
however, is from lands which have
taken one hundred years to bring to
their present perfection as timber producers. A visit to the forest areas of
Canada reveals deplorable conditions.
Fires have swept hundreds of millions
Destruction by hosof dollars away.
as
tile organic life has been almost
The destroying pests have
costly.
swept in wide belts through the country.

Great areas, suitable for timber, have
been deforested and abandoned with
out a thought for future generations.
Various methods have been utilized by
European nations for forest preservathese
and has 'recommended that certain investigations be at once carried out
through the Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior to ascertain
which of these methods can best be
applied to the Canadian forests for the
purpose of preventing the destruction
tion.

Dr. A. B. Macallum

Sir

Geo. E. Foster

It is estimated

water-power as those of Canada.
Cataracts abound on numerous voluminous rivers in almost every section.
Hydro-power has other uses than for
At Niagara
supplying electricity.
Falls, Ontario, cyanamide works have
been established, from which thousands
of tons of fertilizer are produced each
Most of the output, however,
year.
goes to the Southern United States, to
the cotton fields, where it is in great
demand. This country has already
been threatened with the withdrawal

ties of

>^,^J*K>^««BS?%

\

V,

The Council has considered

which now threatens them and making
them a great and permanent source of
wealth to the people of the Dominion.
Another important problem before
the Council is hydro-electric power and
The project has been carried
its uses.
forward to a high state of

efificiecy in

Canada, especially in Ontario. This
province has no coal, but electric power
Probably
-in adequate substitute.
is
no provinces in the world have been
naturally blessed with such vast quanti-

r'

""Vj""

by the United States

(jf

coal supplies.

The

rapidly increasing consumption in
the United States may necessitate this.
In any case Canada's electric power
requirements are rapidly overtaking
the supply, and should the nation be
prevented from importing coal from the
United States, the need will be immediate and insistent. This is a problem that, the Council thinks, needs
attention, not merely that the countrymay have plenty of power, light and
heat from water, but that the agricultural industry may be provided with
fertilizer to maintain the producti\e
power of the soil. By means of hydroelectric power nitrogen can be extracted
from the atmosphere in abundance and
at a low cost, and Canada has the water
power with which to propagate the in-

dustry on a comprehensive scale.
Canada has its coal deposits, but
they are far from Ontario. Furthermore, while the coal fields of the western prairies are fabulously large, the
coal is of low-grade in its present state.
It is lignite, possessing relatively low
heating power, and hence is of little
use for manufacturing purposes. The
Council has investigated the matter
and believes that by a special treat-

ment

there

may be produced from

this

two grades of high class briquetted fuel, one similar to anthracite,
or hard coal, and the other resembling
At the same
soft coal in character.
time valuable by-products may be seThe Department of Mines and
cured.
the Commission of Conservation have
already carried out a good deal of inlignite

vestigation in connection with this problem and the former department is now
making some further studies for the
If they give satisfactory reCouncil.
sults, the Council will advise that an
experiment to turn out this high-grade
fuel on a commercial scale be started

and the
fuel at

possibility of

producing this

a cost considerably lower than
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that at which coal from llic Initcd
States is now laid down in Manitoba

and Saskatchewan be demonstrated on
a large scale and the coal actually placed
on the market. With an abundant
supply of good, cheap fuel the conditions of life on the great plains in winter
will 1)0 mucli improved.
An imi)ortant recent departure in
Ontario, as a result of the invention of

improved method of recovering
potash from feldspar, is occupying the
If the Counattention of the Council.

an

cil

recommends the

vention to

invented.

The commercial

reco\er>

of potash will render the feldspar in-

dustry profital)le and the expectation is
that, with Government encouragement,
plants will sjiring up wherever deposits
occur in quantity and of suital)le grade.
A valuable deposit occurs at tidewater
in Eastern Quebec, another near Parry
Sound, Ontario, and there are valual)le
dikes exposed in the Rocky Mountains
and elsewhere.
The refining of other minerals found
in Canada in ciuantity, has been largely

iron,

lead,

arsenic

is

(.-Ic,

are

luipicj,

and others Uxj numerous

The Council's activities are comprc
hensi ve. One thing that will be brough
to
bear
upon the country's
n
sources
is
the
national,
univeri

sity

and private laboratories.

in-

Council
these,

every
will, a

lapping

preventing overand
applying

them

to the

uses.

The Council

be the result. Canada ha.-^
valuable deposits of feldspar in practically all the

ing to

it

Dikes
l^rovinces.
found in Labrador,

arc

bec, Ontario, the North-

The cooperative research scheme is Empire wide.
The whole Empire, as well as each individual member, shall coordinate its forces.
By this means each
become self-subs istent, as far as is
possible, and the Empire, standing together, will
section will

Heretofore most of
the supply of potash of

ash.

become, commercially, practically independent of the

North America has come
from Germany. Germans-

rest of the world.

in

hostility

towards

outside nations in economic relations, but that the

Empire and
needs and

every part of

sell

to,

it

shall

supply

is

about

2,500 tons annually, the use being for
pottery, enamel ware, abrasive wheels,
roofing and artificial stone.
Another
It is
use for feldspar is dental spar.
also an important clement in cement.
It was in connection with a cement
plant that a successful process of reco\'ery of potash from feldspar was

its

own

rather than purchase from, other

peoples.

best fertilizers known.
The feldspar industry
of Canada has been carried
on on a limited scale in
Some 20,000
the past.
tons was the Country's
high record yea ly output.
The industry has been chiefly centered
near the Ottawa River, on both sides.
The biggest reduction plant is located at
Parhum, north of Kingston, and the
feldspar deposits are close by, at Verona
and Bedford. Another small plant
operates during one period of the year
on the Villeneuve property some distance from Hull, Quebec. Most of the
feldspar is exported to the United
States where it is made into pottery.

The domestic consumption

Such a scheme does not neces-

any suggestion of

sarily involve

her
the
manufacture of pottery.
The time approaches, it is
believed, when the Allies
and the United States
will no longer be dependent on Germany for supPotash is one of the
plies.
b>'

deposits

|)ractical
is call-

aid the privat<

libraries
public
Literature dealing with
the problems in hand will
be rendered available both
to students and practical

west Provinces and British
Columbia, and they are
of high grade and rich in
percentage
potash, the
running in the more important deposits from 8
to over 16 per cent, pot-

feldspar

its

most

and

Que-

has also profited

Th(

c(K)rdinating

is

commercial revolution will

indication that

to

mention. Most of them have great
commercial value and if they can be
severally recovered for the market the^
will multiply the profits of industry.

Govern-

the

ment, and there

feldspar

nated with a variety of other minerals
and chemicals, such as cobalt, sulphur,

men. The Council will
study the man-power of
Canada and where geniu>
and

skill

are

shown

the\

be given every opportunity to apply themselves in a practical manner in the laboratories
and manufactories of the
will

Dominion. Ever>' prtx-ess
brought to the attention
or discovered by, thi'
Council will be given an

of,

adequate

trial.

Mean-

while the most practical
and pressing problems are
receiving instant attention
All possibilities for extension and expansion will l.c
realized and every agcnc\
will be so coordinated that
a community of interest
will

Knowlmutual helpfulness

be built up.

edge,

and consequent prosperity
will spread from coast to
Studentships and
coast.
carried on outside the country.
This
is an economic loss to Canadians, and
it is the purpose of the Council to put
a stop to it in future as far as possible.
The minerals include zinc, nickel, murcury and the more precious metals,
tungsten, molybdenum and platinum.
Already a zinc refining plant has been
established in British Columbia on a
successful basis and the prospects are
that this will be followed by others.
Since the war broke out ore deposits,

scholarships will be instituted that

men

and women of ability may pursue
studies and research work in their
special lines and thus become experts.
Rewards have been offered for discoveries, such as commercial radium
deposits, and every encouragement will
be given for discoveries such as proThe energy of
cesses of manufacture.

of recovering these are

the whole Empire has been concentrated on the manufacture of numerous
Plants have
varieties of war materials.
been established to this end. When
peace comes the larger majority of
these very materials may be utilized

under consideration. The assistance
of science may be especially valuable
in connection with Canada's minerals.
Ores which contain the country's chief

for peaceful pursuits at least in some
degree, and it is the determination of
the Council that as little as {X)ssible of
the capital expended strictly for war

minerals,

requirements shall be wasted.

both molybdenum and tunghave been reported to the authori-

rich in
sten,
ties.

Methods

.

gold,

silver,

nickel, copper.
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Press-Agenting a Paganini
By Marian MacClelland
Illustrated

bv Franklin Booth
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closed the contract that the "Se-

great

first

day

like a cat the

of the

concert," wrote Isaacs' informant.
be on the verge of nervous col-

"He'll

There's no knowing

lapse.

whip out
r-quirting

when

he'll

hypodermic and begin
morphine into himself. One
his

steady

will

~(|uirt

More than

him.

and he'll go to ])ieces. Take the
needle from him even if you have to use
lorce, or you'll never get him to the
ihat,

oncert

hall, let

The young

alone onto the stage."

violinist,

whose

exploita-

tion Isaacs had undertaken, had set
Italy on fire, and, most remarkable of

made London sit up and, for the
iroment, forget the classical traditions
f Joachim.
In fact, it was a London
audience which had been roused to such
enthusiasm, that when he tucked his
ddle under his chin and played the
Laganini G-string arrangement of the
rayer from Rossini's Moise, it had detached the horses from his carriage and'
<di,

<

1

I

drawn him
Moreover,
the

i

But the "Strad," his appellation of the
"Second Paganini," and a lock of the

'Watch him

<

ii

had been warned by the European agent with whom he had

cond Paganini," as Monti, the young
Itah'an violin virtuoso, had been hailed
by the foreign press, had all the vagaries
of musical genius in general, with a few
Latin idiosyncrasies thrown in.

<

i

famous
-hatl

(jursc

in

triumj))!

Conway

to

—James

his

hotel.

Conway,

Flnglish \iolin collector, of
been mo\ed to take the

tamous

I'aganini "Strad" from
cabinet and had himself plac-

rd it in young Monti's hands,
not as a gift, it is true, but as
loan for an indefinite period.
It was this episcde oi the
i'aganini
''Strad,"
together
with the popular acclamation
.1

his

fiddler in the photographs of
Monti, set^^him to^dcep and earnest
tiiinking.

Isaacs had been a press-agent before
he became a concert manager, and he
still considered every enterprise, before
going into it, from the press-agent's
point of view.
Unless he could see a lot of good newspaper stuff in the attraction he was
asked to handle, he "cut it out." But
with his Baxter Street temperament and
his Broadway imagination, he now
had visions of himself "working the
press" in a series of "stories" about the
"Second Paganini" and the Paganini
not even go further
"Strad."
and work the prevalent psychological
fad by hinting that Monti played
Paganini so well because he was none
other than Paganini himself, a reincarnation of the great violinist. Any

Why

one might know
listening to

this by observing and
him when his bow passed

like a magician's wand over the strings,
evoking music such as had not been
heard since the mortal remains of the
epoch-making master of the violin had

i)een

laid

at

rest

in

Cenoa

!

How

eagerly the great and gullible American
press would take the hook if baited with
such a story, properly attested and
cleverly written. Isaac knew what that
meant in increased box-ofifice receipts.

fire all

l l l li
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Isaac was not one of the small fry
concert managers, whose chief
function it is to "get up" debuts for
aspiring, but mistaken, young men and
women chiefly women who think
they have a "call." When the notion
to do something struck him, he did it

—

—

Money flew. If it Ciuneback
quickly.
with big profits, well and gocd. If it
flew out of sight, why gocd-bye, and
better luck next time. This, by the
way, was "next time." The long-haired pianist on whom he had bankM the
previous season had not been a success,
which greatly puzzled the manager.
All other long-haired pianists whom he
had managed had made money for him.
But whether Monsieur Kimowski's hair
had been too long, or just not long
enough, Isaacs never could tell-;-the
discriminating American public is so
extremely critical in such matters. In
however, his present
consequence,
gamble on the young Italian virtuoso
represented all of the money that he
had left. It was "make or break" for
him.
This it was that had made the da>just pas.sed— the day of Monti's debut
the most desperate iu his whole exHe had taken
perience as a manager.

—

his
his

cue from the warning sent him by
European agent and had literally

watched the violinist like a cat. What
There had been but one cira day
cumstance to relieve in any way
the strain on his nerves.
Eor on the mantel-shelf, and
t\idently placed there by
Monti himself, Isaacs had
observed a print c(JiMed from
!

the only existing daguerreoIt was a
tvix' of Paganini.
length, the figure tall,
full
emaciated, in quaintly cut
clothes, a nose cur\ed like the
beak of a bird of prey, huge
hands with claw-like fingers—
Eetis had called
"talons,"
them -holding the violin iu
l^osition, the bow poised for
the stroke, truly a wonderfully vivid piece of portraiture, full of action and showing that uncaiuiy look which

Monti as the "Second I'aganini," and, most important
of all, a certain resemblance
in his photographs to the accepted likenesses of Paganini
himself, that had led Isaacs to
consider the possible availability of the young \irtuoso
for a lour of the American
continent.
He put little faith
in London musical opinion,
and was aware that a \irtuoso
might

l

among

of

Kurope without

igniting a sjjark in .Xmerica.

l llllllll lllMl

all

Swiftly pushing up a sleeve he jabbed a needle into his forearm

w

of Paganiiii's biographers
ite

about

at length.
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cert hall, to say nothing of being expected to play. His appearance hardl>
could be explained by anything short ol
a complete nervous breakdown.
As Isaacs, beset by these doubts,
looked at him, he was further alar«ie<l
by a dull, glowering light in the vir-

deep sunken in their socseemed as if he felt he was being watched and sullenly resented it.
Suddenly Monti bounded to his feel
tuo.so's eyes,

kets.

It

and, darting for the mantel-shelf, seized
sfjmething that flashed in the light and
swiftly pushing up a sleeve jabbed
needle into the fleshy part of the fore
arm. Before the violinist could repeat
But like a
this Isaac was upon him.
slippery eel he eluded the manager.
Scrambling over chairs, dodging behind tables, he led the chase around thi
;i

room

There was a

silence,

one

of those breathless climaxes of rapture, then t'.e

"The pale, cadaverous face on which
genius, sorrow and hell had engraved
and there it
their lines," wrote Heine

—

was

in the

daguerreotype.

was elsewhere, too. For Isaacs
and chuckled to himself as he
did so, that he had not been mistaken
when he thought he detected a look of
It

noted,

Paganini in the photographs of Monti.
It was even cjuite plain to him that the
\oung virtuoso had become aware of
it and had studiously emphasized certain points of resemblance between the
wizard of the violin and himself, so that
the effect, even if on a slightci physical
scale, at least suggested a likeness to
Monti was neither
the daguerreotype.
as tall nor as painfully thin as Paganini,
has been described, but there were

which he had been shrewd
enough to take advantage. To begin
with, his clothes were of old-fashioned
similarities of

if, in spite of his youth, he desir(d to date himself from a prior generation.
His nose, although not so pro-

cut, as

nounced as Paganini's, was

sufficiently

aquiline to recall it, and it protruded
!)rominently from a thin, pale face on
which early poverty and privation had
left deep lines.
His fingers were long
and thin, his hair was jet black, and his

eyes shone with

the restless,

ro\'ing

light of genius.

Moreover, there was a general suggestion of the uncanny about him, the
best thing of all from Isaacs' point of
\iew.
For the manager recalled countless stories about Paganini, in which the
\iolinist figured as none other than the
devil himself taken to fiddling.
Paganini's music
the famous "Capriccios," the "Bell" rondo, the concertos
with their inexorable demand for flawless technique and purity of tone, from
the deepest notes of the instrument to
weird harmonics in the highest register
.

—

rush of the storm

-were the grand features of Monti's
repertoire.

Yet, as a whole, the day had been a
wretched one. Isaacs considered himself fairly familiar with that very uncertain thing, the temperament artistic.
As a manager he had endured some

curious manifestations of it, but never
anything so abnormal as with Monti.
He was used to the nervousness which
artists exhibit on the day of their debut.

till,

as

if

maddened by

Isaacs'

determined pursuit, he suddenly turne<l
and made a quick pass at him. Isaacs
put out a warding hand, felt a sharp
pain in his extended palm, and, drawing it back, found the needle sticking in
it, while from behind a chair Monti regarded him with an impish leer.
Angrily Isaacs drew the needle out ol
his hand, bent and twisted it, and thre\\
After this a curit out-t)f the window.
From
ious change came over Monti.
his chair he peered at Isaacs with an
occasional twitching of the lips and a

The almost unvarying

signs were exexhilaration, alternating with
paralyzing trepidation, and a thousand-

treme

and-one eager questions about musical
conditions in this country, American
audiences, their manner of showing
favor or the reverse, and the standard
Usually, too.
of American criticism.
when the strain -was at its height, a'
singer would relieve the tension by a
series of vocal skyrockets or solfeggios,
or a pianist would go to the piano and
run over part of the evening's program
in

fitful,

spasmodic fashion.

Never in his experience
But Monti
had Isaacs assisted at such utter deIt was as if the violinist had
jection.
!

gone completely to pieces under the
strain; and by the time the afternoon
had worn on toward early evening, he
was a wholly pitiable object. The few
words he had spoken had been monosyllables, and these were in reply to questions askt>d by Isaacs in futile efforts
to start conversation liy way of relieving the cheerless situation. Thus the
only satisfaction he could gain from his

Monti was to glance from
the virtuoso to the portrait of Paganini
and note the resemblance. Yet even
this satisfaction dwindled before the
question that arose in his mind as to
whether such an utterly wretched looking object as the virtuoso was at the
moment could be dragged to the consession -with

And from

that violin issued sounds

rich, exquisite, glorious

-
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wink, as if lie and the manager had been
partners in something highly repre-

time, and as if in a dream, it seemed to
him that he heard music. It was an

whereas all Isaacs had done
had been to prevent an uncanny specimen of the genus virtuoso from squirting himself so full of morphine that the
debut, which the musical world was
awaiting with such impatience, would
have ended in the disgrace of a nonappearance and in bankruptcy.
There was, however, less tension in
Isaacs even was
the present situation.
sensible of an agreeable lassitude that
Ijegan to creep over him, a feeling of

orchestral tutti, perhaps the prelude to

iiensible,

atmosphere of optimism and
about him and even imparted
a roseate hue to the room where before
ihere had been only the glare of the
Monti took up his
electric lamps.
violin.
Not a note from this instrument, the same from which the great
I'aganini had drawn magic tones, had
Monti had attended no
Isaacs heard.
rehearsals, but had contented himself
with sending to the conductor of the
orchestra a copy of
:<eniality

ihe

accompani-

directions
ing tempi

—

over the

AM
I

that a clock was
striking the hour

was im-

perativc

they

:^(>t

how

I

remained

a

that

*

they

its

warp

is,

to

warm and

hazy, and

-ensation of drowsiness crept over him.
He closed his eyes. After a long, long

the Paganini "Strad."
Long,
claw-like fingers were creeping, climbing, sliding over it.
The strings, the
whole bcdy of the instrument were in
ten.se vibration.
Through the limpid
varnish
that secret which died with
the last of the Crcmonesc masters
the
excpiisite tracings in the grain of the
wood were visible all a-tremble, like so
many nerve tendrils, under the stress
of highly wrought emotion.
The graceful edges of the / holes showed a faint
blur, a tremor so rapid that the most
delicate instrument could not have reviolin,

corderl

it.

a

por-

—

there, his
his lap, his
poised for

sitting

pad on
pencil

the stroke that
never came because
he was reveUing in
sounds that stirred
his soul; the blond
ed

low,

bow-

listening,

listening, listening,

listening
as if he,

intently,

who had

followed e v e r >• thing in music for
a quarter of a cent

delighta delicious

sketch

critic, his head

!

mys-

The room became

model

striving to

trait of the virtuoso

!

am

—

;

what he heard; an
artist who had come

!

—

fully

woof and

if

of the earth,

am the breath of your nostrils, O man,
And akin to your spirit;

tery to Isaacs.
He simply found hini-elf sitting in the artists' room, and the
I unductor of
the orchestra was bowing
out the "Second Paganini" on his way
to the stage.
Isaacs had an indistinct
idea that he himself should be doing
something, saying something in fact
asserting himself in some way.
But an
inertia that positively was luxurious reconciled him to an unaccustomed lack
of authority and freedom from responsibility.

its

for

groping in the air
with his fingers, as

But our God's voice was mine ere your singing began
So rejoice when you hear it,
For I bring you the Spring
With the song that I sing

always

there

of mirth,

!

should leave for the

**:(;*

maker

ing

Am

afar.
Or
were they distant
I himes ?
And then
he became aware

lust

was creata
them
famous sculptor

Daly

breathed of the mouth of my God,
His music in motion;
And His breath on my wings shakes the slumbering sod
And the floor of the ocean;
And I fashion the Spring
W.th the song that I sing
I,

from

:k

!

!

March Wind

fashion the Spring
With the song that I sing

to
hear strange harmonies, like ethereal voices calling

hall.

known

I

seemed

it

T. A.

the minstrel, the

Where

Yet

which

of the

And the forest my harp is;
From the fibres asleep in the heart

web

legs weaving a
of silence.

at

Isaacs followed the direction of their
eyes, and there he saw a violin, the

thing

music

long, thin
hngers, like spider's

Isaacs

beautiful the world ever has
or dreamed of, everything,
everything, everything, shaping itself
in sound, only to dissolve like pictures
thrown upon clouds
Isaacs saw woAnd the audience
men, their eyes suffused with tears; a
man unconsciously tearing his programme into bits and letting them
flutter into the aisle beside him; young
girls holding hands
and gazing far into
the distance the

By

now he simply ran
strings

unobserved, he could see the stage and
the audience.
The conductor, the orchestra were in
their places, the former beating time,
but both he and the players, whenever
they could raise their eyes from their
desks, looked in mingled awe and wonderment toward the front of the stage.

ex-

Even

l)ression.

his fingers

jungles, pageantry of dead races, dream
women in vistas who swooned with the
perfume of myriads of flowers, ever>'-

regard-

and

sounds

was not entirely clear to him, he no
longer was in the artists' room, but had
reached the curtained loggia from where

The Song

ments with minute

that violin there issued

rich, exquisite, glorious;

ly beautiful note was being played by
his violinist.
And somehow, but how

!

diffused an

And from
sounds

vibrant with human emotion in all its
gradations, from half-suppressed sobs
to cries of anguish, from first sighs of
love to songs of triumph and rapture.
Tone-pictures
formed
themselvesmoonlit mountains of the North, windswept prairies of the West, sunbursts
of the South, languorous twilights of
the East, hanging gardens of Babylon,
ocean surges pouring over the last peak
of vanishing Atlantis, mysterious rites
of long-ruined temples in forgotten

For now
one of Monti's solos. Yes
he heard an exquisitely clear, yet wan
and pathetic note trembling on the distant air like the vox humana of a celesIt slowly dawned on Isaacs
tial organ.
that the concert on which he had staked
everything was going on, might indeed
have been going on for some time without his knowing it, and that that weird-

relaxation which, after the exciting
episode he had just passed through,
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ury

,

never had

so wonderful.
All this Isaacs heard and saw like
one in a trance. On and on went that
marvelous violin like a voice from another world, till at last it seemed to
expire in a low, half-l)roken sob, then a
glissando of weird harmonics, as if the
strings were spun moonlight kissed b>'
string, the
the ray of a star; then the
lowest note of the instrument, vibratand
ing with the moan of a lost soul
the music ceased.
There was a silence, one of those
breathless climaxes of rapture. Then

heard

aught

G

—

Continued on page
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"When

the

Sap Begins

MAM,K
North American
su^ar

ih

a^

(lislinctl>

as Indian corn
and war bonnets with eagle
feathers.
It is unknown any place in
the world outside of Canada and the
United States, and the early-spring;
"sugaring-off festival" which closes the
sugar camps in Algonquin Provincial

Park

is

distinctly a

North American

fete.

to otir
By

Estelline Bennett

perhaps more of a Canadian
than native to the United
States, because the trees that stand
stark and grey above the sugar camps,
a few weeks later fling out through all
the woods Canada's national emblem
It is

holiday

the maple

Both
Illustrated

from Photographs

in

leaf.

Canada and the United
making maple

States, the process of

sugar was learned from the Indians and
never has been transplanted to any of
Maple syrup,
the countries of Europe.
an absolute essential to the American
with his waffles and griddle cakes, is unknown abroad. A dozen or more years
ago a traveler brought home word of a
little shop, a Canadian shop, in London the only one in the city where
maple sugar was sold, but the only purchasers were Canadians and Americans.
No one knows how old is the process
The Indians
of making maple sugar.
were slipping through the woods on
their snow shoes, tapping the trees,
boiling the sap over open fires, and
hardening the sugar in the snow before
Jacques Cartier or Champlain or Col.umbus turned their sailing vessels toward the west. Maple sugar held such
high place in the affections of the Indians that the first sap after the trees
were tapped was sacrificed by the
medicine men to the Great Spirit. And
so proficient were they in making the
syrup and sugar that comparatively
little has been added to the methods
the Indians taught the white men.
A sugar camp is still a sufficiently
primitive thing to seem half a pla>
thing and is scarcely less attracti\e
than a summer camjj frankly set for
And fo"- him who goes first
pleasure.
into the bush as I went that glorious
spring into the sugar-camp in Algonquin Park, at sugar making season, the

—

—

sight of the shanty erected in the middle
of the clearing, the huge black kettle
set up on a circle of stones, and the
long rows of shallow pans of sheet iron
arranged over rudely constructed furnaces of boulders is a novel and fascinat-

There

is

sunny side of the great tree,
the wooden spouts, and if the day be warm, watching
the sap begin to flow in a thin, silvery stream

a unique zest in tapping the

driving in

He finds, as I found, .i
ing picture.
unique zest in going about on snowshoes, tapping the sunny side of the
great trees with the inch augers, drivif
ing in the wooden spouts, and
the day be warm watching the sap
begin to flow in a thin, silvery stream
before all the spouts are set and tlie
There is the distinct thrill
pails ready.
of artistic creation in the boiling -down
nrocess that begins the second da\

—

—
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with the low sled and
barrel has collected the sap and poured
it into the big kettle over the fire of
dry boughs, tt requires nice judgment
and the skill of an expert to knew when
the sap has boiled down to the precise
stage when it must be dipped out into
the pans to e boiled again until it is
thick and syrupy, and to knew the
no sooner and no
precise moment
when it should be dipped into
later
tubs for the "sugar-sand" to settle out.
The syrup must then go back into the
pans to be boiled again until it hardens
in the snow.
It is the custom in Canada's sugar
woods to make a real picnic festival of
"That is one thing
the "sugaring-off".
the pale-face does differently from his
Indian teacher," said the old woodsman
to me as we sat in the glow of the campfire in Algonquin Park, w'atching the
sap boil, "the Indian braves built the
fires under the kettles but the squaws
did all the rest of the work. Now the

how he won his wife because h^
knew the difference between real maple
syrup and that made from corn cobs
and kane. But now that she is a safely
married woman, the wife explains that
he really couldn't tell the difference
but that she, behind her father's back,
indicated the right saucer by means of
Neveran old piece of broken mirror,
theless, those who have made sugar in
camp in the very early spring, are not
easily fooled by corn cobs and kane or
any other substitution of an ingenious

men do all the heavy work
and the women come into camp for

may grow

when

tlic

man

1

—

—

])ale-face

the fete."

They make

it

a festival in-

deed with piled up lunch baskets; and
many a romance has grown up around
the camp fire in the bush where the
merry-makers tell stories at night and
make candy by hardening the maple
syrup in the snow. There is even a
story of a wedding celebrated before
the fire in a sugar-camp.
One man

tells of

chemist.

This "Sugaring-Off Festival" comes
while the snow is still under the Canadian maple trees and the snow shoe is
the only sure smooth way into the
woods. It is somewhere between the
French-Canadian's two great celebrations, that of their patron, St. Joseph,
and the grand national holiday in honor

Day, and out of it
has come not only romance and a great
home industry which perhaps some day

of St. Jean Baptiste's

into something bigger when
of maple
sugar, but also the distinctive national
sweetmeat of French Canada. It was
when the Quebecois went back to their
hemes from the sugar camps of Algon-

Europe has learned the charm

quin Park and other forest wonderlands

and remembered the flavor of the maple
syrup hardened into a confection on the
snow in the weeds in the cold young
spring that they evolved a little more
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elaborate
is

It is

the custom in Canada's sugar woods to
a real picnic festival of the "sugaring-off"

very

similar

candy.

sugar and two cups of thick cream boiled together in a saucepan until it forms
It
large bubbles or hardens in water.
is then stirred, taken from the stove,
and beaten until it thickens. Chopped
nuts are sometimes added just before it
It is poured into
is taken from the fire.
a buttered mould and sliced when cold.
It is served as a sweet on all Quebec
tables and is the favorite confection of
all French-Canadians, young and old.
Any plan for utilizing all the resources
of the Dominion should include the increasing of the maple sugar industry.
The average yearly crop in Canada is
valued at $2,500,000. At the present
time there are some 55,000 Canadian
farmers making maple sugar or syrup
in commercial quantities, the average
output for each being annually about
$45.00. This is a mere fraction of the
amount that might be made, for on the
average not over one-fourth of the
trees owned by the 55,000 farmers are

tapped and there are large numbers of
farmers who have maples in their wood
In
lots which are not tapped at all.
addition to this, there are along almost
every concession line in older Ontario
roadside maples that are capable of producing at least enough syrup and sugar
The work of tapping
for home use.
Continued on page 263.

^.'f r--t

make

but

They call it "suce a la creme" and it
made of one cup of scraped maple

Uf^wm^

—
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The Gregory Morton Mystery
By
Illustrated

Charles Cabot
by Percy Edward Anderson

oOD"
CHAPTER

X.
Si/nopsis.

MONSIEUR

BARRcVS.

EXPECTED my

rescuer to begin at
^ once to ply me with questions, and
somewhat wearily I rallied my wits to
answer them. I soon found, however,
how far I had underrated the ta?tand
he consideration of the French doctor.
"Oh, of course, I am curious," he
said, as if he had read my thoughts,
"but my curiosity can wait. You're
not to talk at all until I give you leave.
Just lean back and take it easy."
I was only too glad to obey him, and
I never even looked out to see where
we were going, until at last the car
stopped at what appeared to be his
Then I laughed a little.
destination.
"Well ?" said the doctor, turning to
me interrogatively.
"I think I know this hotel," said I.
"I happened to give it as my address
to a pawnbroker two weeks ago.
the words came into my head then,
or why I recognize it now, I don't
T

Why

know."

A

lackey was opening the
but the doctor, who was
door
sitting nearest the door, did not at
once descend. He leaned forward first
and spoke to the chauffeur, addressing

him

liveried
for us,

in

French:

"You may

tell

the

consul-general

my

compliments," he said, "that
you are unquestionably a jewel of the
There is no doubt in my
first water.
mind that, he has in his employ the
finest automobile-driver in America.
When I see him to-morrow I shall dilate
with

With these
a gold piece.
"You are quite right," I said in confirmation.
"I never saw such a piece
of driving in my life."

A smartly dressed young man, seated upon
a bench under a sturdy old shade tree, arose
suddenly, stretched himself and asked: "Where
am I?"
"Just one moment and I will bring Dr.
Berry" the one addressed finally managed to
stutter.

young man knew that Dr. Berrj' was lying.
He was convinced of this when later that day
Dr. Berry gave him drugged food. Confined
in a small upper room of what he figured was
a sanitarium, the patient set to work to figure
out a method and avenue of escape. Finding
paper in a drawer, he spent more than an hour in
writing. Hiding his manuscript under the mattress he settled down to await developments.

Dr. Berry came within a few minutes to enquire
regarding his health and to order him for a
walk in the park surrounding the sanitarium.
The doctor wanted to read the manuscript.
This was exactly what the patient wanted
to be released from the building and out in the
open, even if under a heavy guard. By means
of some Oriental tricks where he had learned
them, he could not remember the patient
overpowered his two guards, took what money
they had, jumped over the wall and was once
more a free man. Taking train back to New
York City, the patient wa<idered about for
several days and finally wound up at Coney
Island where chance gave him a job as a piano
player at a "board walk" cafe.
Here is recognized and captured by Duggleby
who apparently is determined to retnrn the
patient to the sraitarium. A French doctor
whom he had befriended comes to the rescue
and takes him into his car.

—

back

explanations or ask any questions whatHe and the valet between them
got me out of my rags, into a warm
bath, and thence to bed, and I must
have been asleep before my head fairly
touched the pillow.
The next thing I knew it was broad
ever.
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The doctor, standing with his
to me, was gazing meditatively
out of the window. When I spoke to
him he wheeled around, cast a brief

day.

man

Once he had me safe in his room and
settled in an easy chair, the doctor ran
his hands over me with a practised
He
touch, then rang for his valet.
absolutely forbade me to attempt any

—

—

about himself. Dr. Berry told him that his
name was Andrew Meiklejohn and that he
had been employed as a house painter when he
had suffered a fall. Whoever he was, the

on that theme at length."
words, he handed the

—

Berry hospital guard why am I
What is my name? Where did I come
from? "
The young man looked wistfully
after the guard. He could remember nothing

"Dr.

here?

though searching glance over me, and
remarked
"No need to ask you how you are.
Do you realize that you are an extremely resilient young
"I will confess

man
to

?"

being a hungry

one," said I.
"Naturally," he observed, "since it
is three o'clock in the afternoon."
He promptly telephoned for luncheon
ordering it served in his sitting-room,
and until I had finished eating it, did
most of the talking himself, amusing

me greatly with his impressions of his
brief visit to America, with conversation about everything under the sun,
in fact, except of myself, i
I was aware all the time that nothii
said or did escaped his close, intell
gent scrutiny, but the manner of
I

made

pleasant rather than oth(

it

i

wise.

When at last, clad in a suit of his silk
pajamas and a Japanese kimono,
leaned back in my easy chair and lighted one of his exquisite cigarettes,
I

ii

brought the subject of our conversati<
suddenly around to myself.
"I admit," he said, "that at eleven
o'clock last night I thought myself too
old and too wise ever to hope to find
another completely insoluble enigma,
but you have baffled me at every point
Every theory that I have formed concerning you has promptly broken down.
I am as excited about you as a tcnyear-oid boy about a box of chemicals.
Are you going to be able to solve yourself ?"

"No,"

said

I;

"I hoped you wcr

going to do it for me. But it won
take me very long to tell you all I know
I
I

mean

"All
that literally," I went on.
know, every memor>', every conscious

memory

that

is

inside

my

head,

I

can

you in the course of an hour."
"Go
"Good," said
the doctor.

tell

ahead."
I was about to begin my
when I thought of something

narrativr
better.

"In one of the pockets of that \ilc
bundle of rags you stripped me of last
night you will find the whole thinu
written down.
I did that because I no
longer regard my memory as a safe dcpositor^'."

"Written in English?" asked the doctor quickly.
"Yes," said I, "I had no idea I could
talk French until I heard you speaking
it."

"Better and better," said the doctor,
in two minutes he was lost in thi
eager perusal of the manuscript which
makes up the first chapters of this story
of mine.
For perhaps a quarter of an hour
after he had finished reading, he sat in
a profound abstraction, smoothing out
the pages of my manuscript with his

and

.
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nervous

fingers.

was with a good

It

deal of difficulty that 1 suppressed the
questions that were trembling on my
lips.
At last hs looked up at me with
a smile of singular charm.
"I have asked a great deal of you,"
he said at last, "and have given very
little in return.
Nothing, in fact, beyond what >ou may have inferred and
what small information you could get
from my visiting-card. That told you
that I am a physician.
"I may add," he said with some hesitation, "that I am a man of some leputation as a scientific investigator; that
my studies have been along the line of
abnormal psychology, diseases of the
mind from the most serious and fatal to
the
no, I cannot use the word 'trifling'
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have no interest in you at all, except as
an exceedingly pleasant acquaintance
whom I have been instrumental in
rescuing from embarrassment.
I cannot pretend for a moment that you are
normal.

"You

recognized

this

building

in-

when we stopped before it last
Have you any recollection of
night.
ever having been here before? You remarked that my friend's chauffeur had
stantly

done the finest piece of driving that you
had ever seen. Can you recall a single
instance when you have ever ridden in a

moror-car before last night?
"You recognized the faces of Messieurs Duggleby, the face of the woman
in the cab, and yet your own, which you
see in the mirror every day, is totally
unfamiliar.
Yet your mind, in dealing
regarding any of them.
"And you will not misunderstand me, with affairs of the present, is sane
hope, nor think it indicates any lack venough, perfectly enough balanced to
make it safe for you to face the situaof sympathy for you as a human being
tion as it stands."
in deep distress, when I say that as a
"And do you believe," I asked, "that
'case' you give promise of being one of
I shall ever succeed in putting these two
the most curious and stimulating in all
my experience. I am absolutely de- parts of myself together?"
"Oh, let us not ask for prophecies,"
lighted with you."
He shot a quick glance into my face he said, "nor look for miracles. It's

—

1

to detect, if possible,
of his words.

"You want

to ask

"Now," he went

on, "listen to what I
to propose: I want, with your permission, to make your case
life-work
until I have solved it.
I am returning
to France in two or three days on Wed-

have

my

;

nesday, to be exact. I wisti to take you
with me. I cannot remain here, nor, so
long as that very resourceful young
Duggleby is at large, can you remain
here either with safety.
"Besides that, I am strongly inclined
to think that in France you will find
more of the materials which go to make
up your lost past than you can discover
in America.
I reached that conclusion
largely, though not entirely, from the

M

perfection of your French speech.
I
have an extremely sensitive ear, yet not
a sentence, an idiom, an inflection of
yours, has ever rung false upon it."
I was profoundly moved.
"I did not know there was such kindness in the world," said I.
"Yet, I am
afraid I cannot do as you suggest."

He wheeled upon me

He frowned with the first appearance of displeasure he had
shown.
drumming up
"I am
not
"I have the
trade," he said.
good fortune to be rich."

the effect

me

some-

"Go ahead."

thing," he said.

"You can guess, 1 think,"
said I, "after reading that manuscript of mine.
mad, inI

Am

am

I

sane? In trying
to find out the identity of the
man I was, am I pouring water
into a sieve?"

deed, or

"Am
dread

I

of

His eyes glowed with

human sympathy.

the display of his resources with

purely

of his."

"Answer me,"

;

I

said,

"you pronounce me

"If

you were that," said

man?"
he, "I should

the cab!"

which he favored us last night,
I dread more than ever leaving
her to the machinations of himand that precious father
self

was not a
case to him then; I was a man,
I felt sure of that
yet his manner
when he spoke was quite de-

"Then,"

in

nodded feebly.
"Duggleby is her enemy as
well as mine," said I, "and after

I

a perfectly sane, normal
He laughed.

lady

the

I

laid

tached, quite impersonal.
"In the first place," he said,
"as you sit there talking to mc
now, the machinery of your mind
works as perfectly as mine. It
has worked absolutely without a
flaw from the first moment of our
acquaintance.
This manuscript
in my hand shows a far more
normal mind than that of many
a man high in the world's affairs.
"Your handwriting, all your
physical reactions that I have
had the opportunity of (jbserving,
are those of a man in perfect health of
mind and body. You may be sure I
should not have taken you so completely into my confidence regarding
your own case if this were not true."

silent.

said he.

to live in incessant
the same obliterating

been

was

"Ah!

I

hand that has once
upon me?"

suddenly:

"As you are a sane man, monsieur,
give me a reason, one serious reason."
"There is an obvious one," said I. "I
have no money."

said the doctor

"Which of these
two weapons would young M.
Duggleby find the more formid-

with a smile.

able

chivalry or plain
—quixotic
How much
sense?

common

I

was surprised and somewhat amused to
how deep the transformation was

find

much

healthier to look back over the
progress you have already made.
Think how much you have learned by
sheer observation and deduction in
little more than two weeks, the time
that has elapsed since you asked that
first question of the man who was dozing at the other end of the bench in Dr.
Berry's asylum.

tangible service can you render
that lady in your present condition?
"It is not you as you stand today; it is your lost self, the self
you must find, who will be able
If
to be of assistance to her.
you remain here and permit
your enemy to turn you over
into the hands of a villain who
have you
himself a- doctor
calls

thought of that,

my

—
—you
indeed."

friend

will

leave her defenseless
He was so clearly right about it that
Then
I yielded without further demur.
he allowed his smiling gaze to travel

over

"A
said

me from

head to foot.
pair of scissors for your hair," he
accomplifhed valet can
"that,

—

my

"

'

.
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furnish

once.

at

have to wait

until

Clothing— thai w ill
to-morrow morning

the shops open. Your passage to
Paris, that 1 think I can contrive to engage to-night. What remains?"
"That seems to me a fairly exhaustive catalogue," said I.
"No, no," he said, "there was somehad thought of it a moI
thing else.

when

A name!"
Ah, I have it.
over to the mirror.
"Monsieur," he said, bowing with
playful ceremony, "I do myself the
honor to present to you monsieur
ment

He

ago.
led

me

—

M. Simon

Barras."
"I am honored indeed, .said I, bowing to the figure in the glass, "I trust
our acquaintance may prove a pleasant
one."
"Soil." said the doctor.
'

CHAPTER
STUFl- AS DRE.VMS

SUCH

XI.

irresistible

case,

and

tendency to try to make a
will be nearly

my experiments

valueless."

Naturally, I was extremely curious as
to wliat form these experiments would
take, but I saw that he did not wi.sh to
be cjuestioned on the subject, and resolutely attempted to dismiss all speculation about them from my mind.
His preparations for one of them I
could not help observing.
were to
sail at one o'clock, yet he asked me to
be dressed and ready at eleven. I was
sure that this unusual allowance of
time was not due to any excessive pre-

We

caution against our being

late.

There were two cars at the entrance

when we came

out; a limousine with
our luggage piled into it, into which
the doctor consigned the valet with in-

all

structions to drive straight to the pier,
and our own vehicle, which the doctor/
rolled
commanded to drive north.
rapidly up the avenue to the park entrance, crossed over to Broadway where
we rode north to Eightieth Street; turned west again, and finally again north.
The doctor's only instructions to me
were to keep my mind as blank as possible, and above all, not to try to remember things or to recognize them.
If they came into my mind of my own
accord, well and good; but I was not to
attempt to push my discoveries further

We

ARE MADE

OF.

,

""THAT was Sunday.

By

Tucsda\-

•'
night my transformation from a
nameless waif of a Coney Island music-

hall

into

M.

Barras,

nephew

to

the

famous French physician, was com])lete.
I

was surprised and somewhat amus-

ed to find how deep the transformation
went. When the Frenchman's valet
had skillfully attended to my hair
when the tailor, the haberdasher, the
boot-maker, had all added their quota
to the equipment of a well-to-do young
gentleman of France, I found that I
felt the part as well as looked it.
The doctor came into my room just
before dinner-time on Tuesday evening.
"I have spent two days studying over
you at the Astor Library," he remarked.
"Indeed," said 1, "I didn't know that
the medical library at the Astor
"Medical library!" he interrupted.
"I have been reading the files of the

—

New York

Planet, assisted

by that use-

volume, the Planet Index."
"You took the name
"I see," said I.
of Duggleby for a clue and worked out
from that. You should have let me
I could have borrowed a suit
help you.
of your clothes to go to the Astor in."
"That was exactly what I did not
want you to do," he said. "I have already a clue to your identity which I
think may lead somewhere, but I would
not hint to you what it is for the world."
"I am afraid I fail to understand
you," said I, a little puzzled, and posful little

sibly just the least bit nettled, too.

"You

know in good time," he
"Meanwhile, I am anxious
to try some experiments.
They will be
valuable so long as you are relying on
your instincts and your memories for
the past. The moment you begin to be
influenced by the seeming probability
that you are this person or that, your
instinct will become corrupted by an
shall

assured me.

than they would go of themselves.
Finally, at a signal from the doctor,
we stopped before a large modern house.

"Come,"

said he, "I have no great
friend M. Vidal is at

confidence that

my

home, but if he
a few minutes'

call

is

we

shall

have time

for

upon him."

We

ascended the steps together and
When the
the doctor rang the bell.
butler opened the door he stepped
promptly inside and presented one of
own.
his cards together with one of
(I may say, in parentheses, that the
doctor had not forgotten that detail in
the equipment of his new nephew.)
"M. Vidal is at home, is he not?" said
the doctor.
The butler looked blank.
"What name did you say, sir?" he

my

asked

"M.

Vidal,

M. Hector

Vidal,"

.said

the doctor in apparent surprise.
"You must have mistaken the address, sir," replied the man respectfully.
"He does not live here."
"I have made an extremely stupid
"Thank
blunder," said the doctor.
.

'

you
As he preceded me out of the door I
thought I heard him give a short laugh
which seemed about equally compounded of amusement and annoyance. A
young man was running up the stairs.
To my extreme astonishment he was no
less a person than my would-be abductor of a few nights previous, young Mr.
Duggleby.
He seemed as astonished as

I

was.

Of the three oi us, the doctor alone r)reserved an attitude of (lerfcct composure.
Young Duggleby had only cast the
briefest sort of a glance at me and, as
failed utterly

was natural enough, had
to recognize me. He was

lof)king at the

doctor with an ironical smile which
could not wholly veil a certain grudging
admiration.
"This is an unexpected pleasure," he
was saying. "Can't I prevail on yoti to

come back

into the house,

vou and your

friend?"

With

that half-anmsed smile still on
he turned toward me as he included me in the invitation. The smile
disappeared. He stared at me a moment in perfectly blank astonishment,
and then, as he recognized me, a lf)ok of
vindictive hatred spread ovei his handsome face which made it terrible to see.
The docto; remained quite unmoved.
If his hand tightened a little on the
walking stick he carried,' the action was
not perceptible.
"My nephew," he coirected politely,
"M. Simon Barras. I am sorry we cannot accept your invitation, sir."
Young Duggleby stood rooted where
got into our
he was on the steps.
car and began to roll smoothly away.
Looking back through the little window
we could see him standing there when
we rounded the corner, the look of vinhis lips,

We

dictive hatred still upon his face.
"Of course, the object of my experiment is apparent to you now," said the
doctor, as we sped on toward the steamer pier, "I wished to see if you recogniz-

ed the Duggleby house. I was watching you rather closely and I think you
did not.

Am

I

"Yes," said
familiar to

right?"
"It

I.

was quite un-

me."

"The encounter with M. Duggleby."
he went on, "was quite unlooked for. I
had even taken the precaution of making sure that he was out of the house
before we started."
"Well." said I, "there is no serious
harm done, is there?"
"I am not sure," said the doctor
"He is a resourceful
thoughtfully.
young man most resourceful."
to
I was more than ever inclined
agree with the doctor an hour or two
later when, standing on the promenade
deck, watching with interest the process
of getting the iron leviathan away from
her berth, I saw among the crowd on
the pier which had assemble;! to see us
I
off, the figure of the young man.
pointed him out to the doctor.
"Yes," he said thoughtfully, "we are

—

by no means done with him."
W'e had almost continuous rough
weather, but as both the doctor and I
were excellent sailors this fact did not
detract from our pleasure in the voyage.
Indeed, it added to it if anything, for it
left the decks pretty much to ourselves,
and we had too much to think about
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coni-

spent our days
I
with the wind and
spray on the weather side of the deck, or
stean:erin chatting and dozing in our

The doctor and

either in hilffeting

chai

s in

a sheltered corner.

found the Hght half-slumber, such
as ore takes in a steamer-chair, more
(onc'uctive to dreams than the heavier
In fact, my daysleep of the night.
have an almost
to
came
dreams soon
regular place in our daily program.
Some days, for hours at a stretch, I
would waken from one dream-advenI

off
ture, tell it to the doctor, and drift
forthwith into another.
"They are curiously difficult to
classify, these reminiscences of yours,
whether you're awake or asleep," he
said with a puzzled air one day. "You
seem to sweep pretty much the whole

gamut of society.
"You dream of squalid

streets,

of

liungry children, of lurid places full of

smoke and flame and half-naked men
toiling in them, and the next moment
\ou jump to what appears from the
descripti'on to be a French chateau and
awake.
\ ou are no better when you are
S'ou were sure the liish pawnbroker
knew you, yet you instinctively lived
;

at a very expensive hotel. Oh, it will
all fit in, 1 dare say, but it makes the

puzzle a complicated one."
A moment later he asked, (luite un-

expectedly
"By the way, do you
:

at

home aboard

anything

about

feel particularly

1 mean, is there
marine architecture

ship?

that strikes you as particularly familiar?"

"You

are thinking of the Morton1 suppose," said I.
inferences," he said quickly.

Duggleby shipyard,

"No

"Well,"

I

said, "I

do know

my way

fancy my familiarity is no
trips as a passenger in
few
than
a
more

about, but

1

transatlantic liners would give me."
"How did you ever hear of the MorloH-Duggleby shipyard?" he asked.
"I read about it in a magazine," said
I, "something about building a battle-

ship there, I think."
"Well, don't read any

'I

have spent two days studying over you

upon my waking from
enough to write it indelibly
ately

more maga-

it,

are

in

my

zines," he returned almost irritablv,
"until we get to Paris. The ones you
you any
will find there won't do

memory.
I
was in a small, very plainly furkept with extraordinary
nished room

liarm."

neatness which evidently served as a
general living-room for more than one
person. A simple supper, with places
laid for three, was spread in the center
I
was
of it, beneath a shaded lamp.
seated at a small, upright piano in a
corner of the room, and at my right
hand, and facing me, she sat the lady
the girl whose face I had
of my dreams
seen through the cab-window the night

That was our last day out, a much
calmer one, by the way, than any we
had had previously, and for the first
lime my view of the horizon was interrupted by a steady procession of passing figures.

The doctor resumed his reading, and
The
presently 1 dozed off to sleep.
dream that came to me in that halfshall
submerged slumber was one
never forget. It was nothing much to
tell about, but its amazing vividness
and the thing -that happened inmiediI

—

—

—

—

to New York."
There was an anxious look in her face,
and at last, giving over pretending not
I

came

to notice

it,

I

stopped playing.

at the Astor Library," the doctor

remarked

"IDon't worry about it, Virginia,"
said I, and that was the first time in all
those dreams that ever I had found a
name for her. W'hat "it" was I did not
have the slightest idea.
"I know," she said, "I shouldn't; at
least, I shouldn't let him see that I am

worrying about it."
Before I could answer her, we heard
a step on the stairs.
"There he comes," she said, and then
called out with assumed gaiety:
"Supper's been waiting for you ever
so long, father. I am in doubt if 1 will
give you any."
It was an old man who entered, an
old man with a long gray beard, and the
It was
sight of his face horrified me.
blazing with anger, but beneath the
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"There

anger I could see
strongly marked
the lines of a great

board,

"They have tried
to steal my secret,"
he cried.
"They

I

my laboiatory last night."

"No."

I

broke

leaned forward,

There,

l)e

name you know
and don't despair
over the one you

have

me,

forgotten.

The fact

tliat

ble you."

He broke
abruptly,

stood

I,
nevertheless, managed

stand,

before

feet

I

shook

them.

doctor
said,

get yourself towant
I
gether.
you composed to

still,
I

mad

after all.
I
turned to the
doctor,
face

try an experiment."

I

my

working with uncontrollable agitation.

"Do you
them?"
wildly.

I

The

"What

whose face I had seen
through the cab window the
night I came to New York
girl

"Simply t»

see

"Those two

"Yes, certainly I see them," said the
doctor quietly. "Why not?"
"And have they been here all the
while, passengers on board this ship
with us? It is impossible!"
"Not at all," said the doctor. "We
are seeing plenty of new faces to-da\-.
The bad weather has kept them below,
that's all. Do you tecognize them?"
He spoke with as little apparent interest as though we had been talking
about the weather, though it would
have taken more than a quiet manner
to calm the mad whirl of my thoughts

isit?

"I was dreaming of theni," said I,
"dreaming of Virginia and her fathci',
and then I opened my eyes and saw
them standing before me."
"Is she the young lady you have
dreamed about before?" he asked calmly.
Then, as I only stared at him, he
added: "You have never told me her
name."
I dropped back limp in my chair.
"I suppose I couldn't have told her

name

before," said

in the

dream and

I

I.

"It

came

repeated

it

to

me

uncon-

sciously."

From

"

I

asked unsteadily,
but already I was
doing his bidding.

asked

figures walking
there, an old man
and his daughter?"

just then.

ruled

"Drink it," he
"and then

my

—unless

head
but the

otherwise.

there!

Virginia, the woman of
dreams!
Unless, indeed, I

or unless

us

my

in refusal,

was'

a

offering f)eef tea.

and look after

was dreaming

off

for

deck steward

could hardly

She was

you

don't know your
own doesn't trou-

where I could see
no more of her than
an elbow, l^and a
wind-blown skirt.
Trembling so that

my

done.
of the

task will
Be glad

A

to get to

my

consistent

passing

front of
mc, was the man
with the long, gray
beard.
woman
was walking beside
him, on the side

I

a sob ol

in

you know. When
your memories
classify themselves and liecome

in

away from

1.

voic(

"Softly, softly,"
said the doctor
"We are not asking for miracles,

start

sank 4 back] again,
and
rubbed my
hand Over my eyes.
Had I truly wakened after all?
right

said

my

desijair.

steamer-chair.

Then with a

bring

that

)oes

and

at

that, and sleepily
sat half erect in

my

certainly.

anything back to
you?"

rifled

wakened

on

Her father's name
is Heathe rfield.

despair.

I

a

is

Mi.ss Virginia

a pocket in his coat, the doctor

drew out a passenger

list.

in-

dulge in a short
here
priniTcnade
on deck with me,"
he answered.
.\s I foresaw, we set out in a direction
opposite to that taken by the two
figures of my dream, and the object of
the experiment was to see if we could
detect any corresponding recognition of
me. I felt my whole fate was hanging
in the balance, the whole question
whether I was essentially a sane man or
a lunatic. If they knew me, then, ol
course, I was a sane man. More than
that, it would mean that my search for
my lost identity was practically at an
end.
The other altcrnati\e I hardly dared
contemplate. If they were to walk past
Continued on'page 258.
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MARAITE,
you

I

like

do anything

like," said Lililku, the chief.

Mrs. Harvey Jamieson tilted
hack her pink parasol and from under
its becoming brim looked at the chief
almost as she would have looked at a
white man almost, but not quite.
She was thinking that all men, black
or white, were amazingly alike in their
methods of expressing the early stages
"I admiration.
Had not Harvey himself, whom she had successfully and
L;l()riously married, and all the other
men who had "paid attentions" and
liually slipped away
had not every
"lie of them begun with the simple
-latement that "he would do anything

—

—

her ?"
here was a well, a nigger
(
"ertainly a handsome man, clear brown
of skin, with six feet three of height,
and a pair of shoulders that no white
in the Maroro Islands could match,
but still.
a nigger. Here was this
nigger
saying exactly the same
sort of thing in his turn.
It was piquant, Mrs. Harvey Jamieson thought. She was a good Australian and believed from the bottom of
her heart (not a very long way down,
it is true) in the ideal of a white Australia
that ideal to which the young
Australian nation has nailed its colors,
and which it is ready to die defending,
if
need be. But the general feeling
against the incursion of niggers, black,
lor

—

And

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

—

i)rown and yellow, into business, agriculture or society in Australia seemed
somehow wanting in particular application here in the Maroro Islands, a very
long way from Sydney, with the geranium-colored tropic sunset burning
itself out beneath the black-silhouetted
fronds of the palms, and the chief Liliku
standing on the foam-white coral sand
beside her.
The para.sol was scarcely needed
now. She shut it with a coquettish
snap and looked up under her eyelashes at Liliku.
She was sitting on
the sand, with her white muslin afternoon dress becomingly spread out round
er.
.Mrs. Harvey Jamieson always
wore ready-made white muslins trimmed with cheap emboridery in the
afternoons, and she always tied blue
ribbons about her waist.
Her name

iiiiiuiiwiiniiiiiiimiiHniiiiiiiuaiHnirinnia

was Gladys.

It

with a nigger, but there was no
to the best of white Australians
in talking to one, talking in the magic
red and amber sunset, with the warm
sea murmuring on the white, white

might have been Doris

to

Ruby

or Muriel, but it happened to
be Gladys. It could not have been
anything but one of the four. She wore
immense pads under her hair, which
was, quite yellow and quite natural.
She used white rose on her handkerchief, and she said "Go on !" when she
or

wished

to

be

sarcastic.

sand.

"My grycious, but it brykes on the
shore just like people sying something

Otherwise

you can't understand

was nothing serious to object to
in Mrs. Harvey Jamieson.
You would not have minded her
bush-girl accent much if you had known
there

her, because her eyes were really very
blue indeed, and her upper lip was as
short and her eyebrows as close to her
hair as if she had been an illustration
in a popular magazine.
And you would
never have been unkind to her, or blamed her overmuch for anything she did
or left undone, because you would have
felt she was one of the small honeybirds of life, meant only for sweet things
and sun, like the little gayly painted
creatures that were flitting and twittering about the gold bells of the beach
hibiscus behind the yellow head of
Gladys and the black, frizzed curls of
the chief Liliku.
She said, "Go on 1" now, because it
was the appropriate reply to what Liliku had said. She did not really mean

"Mrs. Harvey Jamieson, aflame with indignation, slapped Liliku's brown face"

flirt

harm

1"

said

Gladys

of

the yellow hair.
He was
Liliku did not listen to her.
looking at her, with all the fire of the
burning sunset in his great brown eyes.
This was not the first time that the

"Maraite"

(chieftainess)

had

come

accidentally to meet him on the
shore in the quiet hour before sunset,
and if the chief who was a highly educated Maroran with a certain thin veneer of Christianity and a hesitating,
occasional belief in his completeequality
with the whites if Liliku, lord of a
dozen villages and inheritor of an ancestral thatched palace in the hills, misunderstood the Maraite's motives, he
only thought as any other man of his
race would have thought under similar

down

—

•

—

conditions.
The truth

was that Mrs. Harvey
Jamieson found her life in the capital
town of Maroro dull at times, and her
small social triumphs lacking in savor.
Life had gone almost too well with
Gladys Munt, orphan, brought up by
an "institution" and trained to stateschool teaching, since those days in the
little bush town of Westralia where she
had met, flirted with and finally 'married Harvey Jamieson, the hemp-estate
manager, home on a holiday, whom all
the girls of WooUaringa had wanted
quite as badly as she did herself.
The ab.sence of a "pretty wedding'
had been the only drop of bitter in her
cup, for Harvey had proposed to and
wedded her after a very brief engagement, during a holiday visit to Perth,
where she knew no one, and the registry
office marriage had seemed to her a
degradation that almost destroyed the
pleasure of her triumph. She had no
interesting newspaper reports to frame
and hang on the drawing-room wall,
no bridal photograph, and worst, no
wedding presents.
Here in Maroro, where Harvey had
brought her almost immediately after
247
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She did

many
in

There were a greai

not.

things in the world

— especially

far-away world of the

this tropic,

Maroro Islands

— that

Gladys banned

conclusively under one universal anathema "not nice." When she had
called them not nice, they had nothing

—

do with her. She was nice. Her
husband was nice. Her position was
nice.
These things were like the color
of your skin, or your height strictly
measured without shoes or extra hair.
They were you.
There were woto

men in the islands
who were not at all
nice. Gladys knew
that some of those

women even admired and

with

flirted

handsome

the

brown Maroran
men,

when

who
all

were,

was

said

and done, a good
deal better-looking
than most whites.
But the cheap,

wholesome little
soul that had been

served out

to
Gladys at the be-

ginning of all things
clung instinctively
to the orthodox and
normal.
"Whether you did or
she went on, "you
married

to

The splendid

didn't,"

beauty of Liliku,
who might have
been placed on a

aren't

her"

the marriage, that mattered very

little

all.
She was pretty, stylish Mrs.
Harvey Jamieson, with the completest
set of cane and plush furniture, and the
largest number of silver bonbon dishes,
and the greatest variety of shop-made

after

muslins in the whole group. And she
had been to Government House, once
to write her name in the book, and once
to a garden party that included the
whole Lsland, from the Colonial secretary down to Liliku himself. The
other women were all more or less
jealous of her, and thought she flirted
with their husbands which she didn't,
anything to speak of, being really rather
fond of her own sandy-mustached Harvey. She had no children; they would
have been ah unspeakable trouble.
So, at the end of a year of perfect
happiness, Mrs. Harvey Jamieson found
the world so flatly perfect, that in
short, that she was sitting on the beach
in the sunset with the extremely amorous Liliku standing beside her, staring
at her with sparkling brown-diamond
eyes, and putting a construction on her
presence that would have horrified
Gladys down to the very soles of her
cheap, smart shoes if she had divined

—

—

it.

pedestal for succeeding ages to wonder at, just as he
stood there in his thin silk shirt an'd
tunic, leaning against the curving bole
of a young palm that was not more
graceful in its new-sprung strength
than he this had no power to make
her heart beat fastdr by a single throb.
What did attract and interest her
was Liliku's undoubted admiration for
her.
This was, of course, perfectlynatural
"the desire of the moth for
the star" as some one had said in a
novel she had once read. Of course
the star didn't take any account of
moths; that was not in the nature of

—

—

stars.

"Maraite,

I

like

do anything you

like," said Liliku again,

dous

sigh.

with a tremen-

—

and he lookIt was very gratifying
ed quite as Harvey had looked the day
he proposed to her, allowing for the
difference in color.

"You can bring me
choose,"
glance.

said

Gladys,

flowers if you
with- another

Liliku tore the scarlet hibiscus blooms
(like a true Maroran, he
went crowned with flowers night and

out of his hair

day) and laid them on the sand beside
her.

"1 giM' ><)U all the flowers in Maroroall same one flower, you-sclf," he
murmured, suddenly dropping to th'ground and seating himself near her.

You

Mrs. Jamieson jumped up;
native must be kejjt in his place.

tin

"You can send me flowers t(j the
house, I like them there." she said.
"I'm going in now, Liliku, it's getting
dark."

and stootl
bunch of blond
prettiness, dark, immense and splendid.
He was between her and the roadway.
"I think more better," he breathcfl.
"I think more Hotter -you not never
going home any more !"
"Liliku, what do you mean -who cU)
you tyke me for ?" demanded Mrs.
Liliku

jumped

up,

towering o\ er th*

too,

little

1

Harvey. "Go awye at once !" She
was flushed with indignation. Had thrmoth actually dared to ask the star to
Oh, was the horrid nigger making lo\
<

to her

?

"You coming awye, I think !" persisted Liliku, in unconscious mimicr>'
"You coming awye to
of her accent.
town I great chief you all sarne

—

my

—

queen there you too much beauty girl
Liliku he love 1"
Mrs. Harvey Jamieson, aflame with
indignation, answered never a word, but
stood on tiptoe, slapped Liliku's brown
face as hard as she could, kilted her
muslins about her ankles, and ran for

—

the house.
It was only a hundred yards awa\
but she was completely out of breath
it, for she was sobbing with rage all the way as she ran
She mounted
Liliku did not follow.
the veranda steps unseen in the dusk,,
ran along the planking with steps that
resounded through the whole house,
burst into her room, and dropped into a
basket chair, storming and crying to

when she reached

herself.

"The nass-ty nigger !" she said.
Just because I
"The ungryteful pig
talked to him a little to pass away the
time only three times I was down on
!

—

—

the shore and
help me, that

been listening

—

I

never said a word, so

Harvey mightn't have
If he knew,
to any dye
!

he'd he'd half kill the brute -only
daren't tell him."

I

She was up by now, still sobbing
but making haste to get ready
her evening tea gown, to smooth her
hair, to pour water into the bath. Harvey would be back soon from the plantation, and she always liked to look
Harvey was very fond of
nice for him.
her, though they had been married a
whole year. He was a good husband,
and she had a nice house and a nice
position, and perhaps she had been a
wicked girl to go down and talk to
native chiefs on the shore in the eveThough, indeed, she "never
ning.
meant a gryne of harm by it; she was
as pure in her mind as an yngel, whatgustily,

—
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nass-ty

niggers

might

think."

Harvey Jamieson, when he came
home that evening, was inclined to
think his wife had a touch of malaria,
she was so feverishly restless and excited.
She looked smaller than usual,
too, and very pale, though her eyes
were bright. Harvey gave her a stiff
whisky and soda, which was his idea of
tender attention, and they sat long together on

the veranda after dinner,
watching the stars dance among the
shifting palms.
Gladys felt that things
were settling down to normal again.

was

coming to sound, safe earth
on a windy sea for half a
day. There are souls who love the
stormy sea more than the kind green
It

like

after tossing

land

there are those

;

who

About four o'clock in
the afternoon, Mrs. Harvey Jamieson, clothed
in a white muslin eaten
up with

insertions

pot in perspective, and
waited for callers, although, as the monthly
steamer was in to-day,
visitors were scarcely to
be expected. On steamer
days everyone was so
busy with mails and par-

that

cels

idle

was not needed
mighty anguish than
I.ive more free
In

<

vladys Jamieson

in trivial ease.

the time.

thing of a strain to her to-day, for she
was still a triff e depressed by the events
of the day before and by the impossibility of telling them to her husband,
(iladys hated secrets, especially between married people, and often had
been heard to boast that she and Har\cy had "every thought the symc.''

He was

off at last,

bay

however

horse, cantering

—

off

down

brown

road toward
the distant streak of
clear, glaucous green
that showed where
the sisal hemp began.
(Gladys looked
at him admiringly as
he went.
He had the
true Australian seat

on a horse, and his
head was well set on
his shoulders.
She

how
women who had men
could not imagine

Harvey's race to
admire them could

of

ever look twice at

am
vey

afraid Mrs.
called

—I

Har-

them

"black caows of na-

Those

tives."

three'

afternoons
on
the
shore spent in drinking cocoanuts
making " revareva "
plumes with Liliku
loomed up like a positive crime in her mind.
She was the best of

and

White
to-day.

A

u

s t r

alians

"Maraite,
like

'

I

do 'any-

thing you
"like"

to pass

She

sel-

dom did have any,

of such.

Next morning, when Harvey's horse
was brought to the veranda steps at
seven o'clock, Mrs. Harvey was there
to see him off to the hemp-fields, after
his cup of early coffee.
She shared it
with him, and made herself companionable in the way that Harvey liked
joking, chaffing, jovial.
It was some-

his l)ig

visiting

Mrs. Harvey

had no mails.

was not

and

infested with baby ribbon, settled herself on
the front veranda, with
her real porcelain tea
set and solid silver tea-

being
almost devoid of near
a friendless
relations;
soul

little

enough but

for

the all-sufficing Harvey.
In the intervals of her
fancywork the c o n structing of a very heavy

—

and clumsy bead hand
bag, crude turquoise in
color
she looked up and

—

down

the long road that
the bungalow,
where the swinging shadows of the great green
led

to

banana

on

flags were already growing long and
thin, and the noble tower

the

Continued on page 203.
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Canadian Vacations

for

Canadian

Women
By Grace Bay lis
from Photographs

Illustrated

The whole back country

of settled Ontario

is

one great mass of lakes and streams and forests

never was any country
THERK)
better designed for vacation pur-

We

poses than this broad Canada of
But a suspicion creeps into my
mind with the coming of summer each
year that as a Nation we do not reaUze
how valuable an asset we have in the
forests, lakes and mountains of our big

The pine-woods fold us in

ours.

Dominion.

Our

cousins to the South appreciate
the magnificent holiday territories of
Canada far more than we. During the
past ten years I have been summering
in the various Canadian resorts and I

run with rushing streams that toss
and spume,
We speed or dream upon the open
meres;
their

pun-

gent gloom,

The thunder of wild water fills our ears,
The savage vigour of the forest creeps
Into our veins, and laughs upon our
lips;

The warm blood kindles from

forgot-

ten deeps,

And

surges tifigling to the finger-lips.

have often found in the hotels and log
cabin camps of Algonquin Park, Lake of
Bays, Muskoka Lakes, and even in the
Tent City, just opened last year, at
Jasper Park in the heart of the Canadian Rockies, that nearly seventy-fi\e
per cent, of the guests registered were
from United States points. From Cin-

Washington,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburg and Chicago there come to
our resorts each year, hundreds of
business men and women who find in
our Ontario Highlands the restful, consoling and rejuvenating holiday that
cinnati,
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The call of the wild is the
great voice of mother earth herself
and if we can escape into the woods
and the wilderness for a few weeks or
even a few days each year we may obtain that renewal of spirit that will allow us to face our daily tasks and
difficulties with the calm confidence
t hat comes from a feeling of well being.
tliey need.

ritill

the nose of my canoe over
the clear waters of Little Island Lake

A S 1 pushed

Algonquin Park last August, I was
by two young Dianas who were
camping on a beautiful point jutting
out into the lake. Here were two
in

hailed

leaders in the Social Set of the

girls,

in which they live,
having the time of
their lives.
They had been married
just
year before and had spent their
honeymoons at one of the large summer resort hotels. During this trip
they had seen something of the caml)er's life and had determined, when
their husbands found release from office
cares in the coming mid-summer, to go
into the very heart of nature.
I visited
their camp with its neatly arranged
tenta and fittings hired from the outfitting store in the Park.
Never have
seen girls more radiantly happy.

large

American City

who were
li.

I

literally
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Their husbands were away that morning securing fresh supplies for the camp
and the girls had just finished tidying
up. They were about to finish their
fourth week of camping with its freedom
from convention, its beautiful canoe
excursions through tortuous channels

and over beds

of

water

lilies

and of

wild rice and short portages through
the leafy trails. They were dreading
the hour which was fast approaching
to break camp
and return to the hotel at the railway
station to don again their street clothes.
"It has been the greatest adventure we
ever planned or dreamed of," said one
of the girls, and the healthy glow on her
tanned face told of perfect health.

when they would have

DUT

the camping is only one side of
holiday attractions in our
Canadian resorts. Many women prefer to have all the comforts possible on
their vacation as well as delights of the
wilderness and desire also some social

the

life.

To

such

I

would say you

will

these attributes of a perfect
holiday in the Highlands of Ontario.
find

all

The whole back country

of

settled

one great mass of lakes and
and forests. I have found
countless clean sand beaches between
Ontario
streams

is

the water's edge and the upward climbing forests behind and this wondrous
wilderness has the advantage that it is
easily reached

dian
into

from many

Most

of
the Highlands of
cities.

of our

my

Cana-

excursions

Ontario have

As you journey
line up to Muskoka Wharf and Huntsville, you pass
by well kept farms and through what is
been from Toronto.
on the Grand Trunk

obviously a prosperous farming community. Later the aspect of the countryside changes; it becomes wilder and
more thickly wooded and the gray grim
granite begins to show its clenched
knuckles through the greenery.
Then the Lakes appear and finally
you pass aown a decline to Muskoka
Wharf where a walk across the platform takes you to a fine steamer the
and the
size of which surprises you
lake journey is begun. This is part of
the homeland of the Hurons. The
word Muskoka is derived from the
name of the great chief of the tribe
Musaquado signifying clear water. In
the first place you are amazed at the
extent of the lakes which appear so
small on the map. You had perhaps
expected to see some charming miniature such as Windermere, some pretty
historic pond such as Como or Mag-

Speckled Trout fishing on the Pettewawa, Algonquin Park

—

—
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(

gioie through which a tiny vessel would
But in any other
travel fretfully.
country than Canada the Muskoka
Lakes would be called "great." Secondly, the multitude of islands and
tfife diversified shore-line cause you to

wonder how the captain of your steamship finds his way. These lakes are a
veritable maze, a watery labyrinth, the
haunt of novel illusions and evasions.
Against the steep woodlands nestle
pretty cottages and summer villas the
owners of which have fallen in love with
Muskoka. Nearly all these charming
summer homes harmonize with their

surroundings of wistful waters and
brooding woods. Thirdly, you become
conscious that there is magic in the
fleeting soft airs that a new peacefulness is possessing your soul, that you
are changing into one of Tennyson's
The explanation ? But
lotui-eaters.
you do not worry about explaining
things to yourself.

The Muskoka

air

is i:n
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antedote to

all

forms of worrywish to eat and

ex(ei)t, of course, the

drink,

which springs eternal

in

the

humnn stomach.

JUST

as fascinating as

Lake

_

Muskoka

is

you visit it in the
have done the glory of its

of Bays.

Autumn

If

as I
colorings will never fade from your
memory, the red flame of the maple on
the rock shores merging with the blue
of the water.
companion on the excursion was
a lady who has spent a portion every
year finding new beauties in Switzerland, Italy and the whole of the wonShe described
derful Mediterannean.
the trip into the Lake of Bays as one of
the Magic Carpet Journeys and it is

My

really so.

Leaving the train at Huntsville we
get to the Wawa (Algonquin for wild
At Norway Point one travels
goose).

\>y a iiiinialure

steamship

to

1

air> t>akc

and Peninsula Lake and thence by one
of the shortest and quaintest railways
in the world over a mile long portage
which places you on the shore of the
Lake of Bays. This stretch of waiei is
certainly one of the most bcauiiiul in
Canada, the land of beautiful lakes,
perfume breezes blow across the lake
at all hours of the day and night.
V ou
may bathe in its cool waters, take Ijwit
-

ing excursions to the various [X)inls
along its shore line. The murmur of
gentle waters is everywhere interwoven
with a whispering of the trees.

Why

my Canadian sister, cxyourself this year s<^me of the
glories of these regions which nestle s<)
close to your own homes and yet appear to be so little known ? Their appeal cannot be defined in the cold words
of black and white, you must see with
not,

lilore for

your own eyes and drink

in

your own

impressions.

Railroading to Recruiting
By

Elizabeth Bailey Price

THE

organized, in his .seven years of railroad work with the C. P. R., a wonderfully systematic campaign of publicity, that had been a large factor in

word patriotism is usually
interpreted to mean love for
one's country, but the dictionary

gives another meaning and a broader
one, for it defines it as that feeling that
Thereis directed to public welfare.
fore any man, who directs his energies
for public welfare is patriotic and there
are many phases of public welfare, or
one might use the term national service.
Before the war broke out, one of the
most actives places, where public welfare was being directed, was the province of Alberta and one of the most
active directors in Calgary, the chief
city of that province, was and is, the
man whom this story is about, Norman
He was then head of the
S. Rankin.
publicity branch of the Department of
Natural Resources of the C. P. R., that
railroad which has been of such national
importance in settling the prairie provinces of Canada, that it is regarded
in the light of a national institution.
His duties, as one might infer from the
name of the department, were to
advertise and exploit the resources of
Western Canada, particularly Alberta,
a very important and far-reaching
work in the mission of developing a
country.
When war first broke out, like other
patriots, he was anxious to do his share
of national service, and accordingly
directed his energies along the line of
the publicity work connected with the
raising of the Canadian patriotic fund.

drawing hundreds
to the west and

of

"Homeseekers"

experience, as
well as personal example made him
just the man needed by the I9!si
battalion to urge men to enlist.
In his recruiting camjiaign, Ca()tain
Rankin resorted to the most mtxjern
methods of advertising, lantern slides
in moving picture houses, ixjsters for
bill boards, similar to those used in
England at the beginning of the war,

Capt.

Norman

S.

follow-up letters and campaigns, recruiting addresses in theatres, churches.
at lawn socials and wonien's clubs, in
factories and business houses. Through
the generosity of his friends and public

Rankin

He

occupied the honorary office of
publicity agent for that fund for
Southern Alberta and the result obtained, a greater subscription than
solicited, speaks for itself.

Then

like

two hundred and

this

fifty co-

workers from that department in the
C. P. R. in Calgary, he decided to take
the step, the greatest degree of patriotism-enlistment.
Because his work had been along
publicity and advertising lines, it was
a most logical thing that Captain Rankin, for that is his military title now,
should gravitate into the position of
recruiting officer for one of the Canadian Overseas battalions. He had

spirited men, a moving picture film,
depicting the 191st on parade, the
securing and swearing in of recruits,
at Sarcee camp, the battalion's summer home. Brigadier Cieneral Cruikshank, General John Hughes, Lt. Col.
Bryan, was created and used throughout the recruiting area effectively.
Captain Rankin has been greatly
helped and encouraged by his colleagues in the C. P. R. Enlistment, has
been given a great impetus by this
railroad, by the fact that all positions
are kept for men who ^olunteer for
The men are only on
active ser\"ice.
leave and each man who enlists i> paid

Continued on page 27!.
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Current Events
Comments by
Upon

in

Review

and British Press and Periodicals
the Dominion and Empire

the Leading Canadian
Affairs of Interest in
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heart.

National Service Literature

We

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iBiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiam^^
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pause a

moment

in

our

sympathy, and pass on. To and fro we
go about our business. We pay our
easy taxes, and subscribe to our so-

of the most valuable of recent
ONE
literary contributions to the great

a booklet by Professor Stephen
cause
Leacock, entitled "National OrganizaIn this booklet, Dr.
tion for War."
Leacock makes an urgent call for naHe
tional thrift and national saving.
attacks in vigorous style the evils of ex-

called patriotic loan, so issued that the

is

hungriest money-lender in New York is
glad to clamor for a share of it.
eat, drink, and are merry, or, at least,
not sad, professing a new philosophy of
life as our sympathies grow dull to the

We

engaged

in providing materials of war,
and transport for those
that were fighting, with such extra food

food, clothes

and such few clothes as were needed for
themselves while engaged in the task.
This is a war economy. This is the
fashion in which the energies of a
nation would be directed if some omniscient despot directed them and controlled the life and activity of every

man
What we do must

travagance at this crisis
in

Canada's

history,

and by trenchant
phraf^e
tration

and apt

as

illus-

we know

various common
regard to individual
spending of money during war time.
This <i)amphlet was

the

—

the will of
individual.
must find a means that
will begin to twist and
distort our national industry out of its present
shape till it begins to
take on the form of
national
organization

We

for war.

To do
exchange

[with

their Thrift Campaign
thai they have had it

lepublished

can,

the

originally jiublished by
Dr. Leacock himself,
but the National Service Board were so
convinced of its value

connection

we

best

only driving force that

of
errors

disposes

in

in

be

done from below, using,

perity

and have

this

and

in

p r o s-

war

adself-imposed

for

versity,

undertaken its distribuCopies may be
tion.
ibtained by writing to

we musJ

war

deadly earnest.

The key
tion,

the Secretary of the
National Ser\'ice Board
at Ottawa, or by applying to the National
Service Director in any

to the situaas far as we can

unlock

it,

lies

in indi-

vidual thrift and indiLet
vidual sacrifice.
there be no more lux-

no wasted work,
no drones to keep, out
of the national producuries,

Province.
summarizing
After
the present war situation. Dr. Leacock states
that we only deceive
ourselves if we hide
the fact that the fate
THE REAL ESTATE AGENT
of the war hangs in the
Kaiser "Can I interest you in a choice plot?"
balance, and he says:
What are we to do?
I)ain and suffering that we do not share.
Our soldiers in the field have done,
Are we, the people of Canada who are
and are doing, all that heroism can inat home, doing our proper, part to help
spire and alt that endurance can fulfil.
to win the war?
Are we doing our share at home? We
If a war were conducted with the full
go about our trancitiil lives scarcely
strength of a nation, it would mean that
disturbed.
Here and there, the swift every part of the fighting power, the
dart of death, that strikes "somewhere
labour, and the resources of the country
in France," reaches, with its double
were being used towards a single end.
point, somewhere in Canada, a mother's
Each man would either be fighting or
:

.

tion.

Every man, to-day,

who consumes any

ar-

or employs any
service not absolutely
necessary, aims a blow
at his country.
ticle

A'CW York Timis

Save every cCnt. Live plainly. Do
without everything. Rise early, work
hard, and content yourself with a bare
living.
The man who does this if he
uses the saved money properly -is
doing war work for his country. He
may wrap his last year's coat about
him and eat his bread and cheese and
feel that he too, is doing something to
show the world the kind of stuff that is

—

—
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yet left in it
But first let the Government—of the
dominions, the provinces, the cities and
the towns itself begin the campaign of
thrift.
At present vast sums of money

—

are being wasted in so-called public
works, railways in the wilderness,
cement sidewalks in the streets, post
offices
in
the towns millions and
millions that drain away our economic
In time of peace these are
strength.
excellent.
For war, unless they have a
war purpose the things are worse than
useless.
The work of the men who
labour at them is of no value, and the
food and clothes that they consume
must be made by other men.
Let us be done with new streets and
new sidewalks, new town halls and new
Let us
railways, till the war is done.
walk in our old boots on the old boards,

—

patriots all, with dollar pieces jingling
in our pockets adding up to twenty-five
for the latest patriotic loan.
Let us do this, and there will pour
into the hands of the Government such
a cascade of money that the sound of it
shall be heard all the way to Potsdam.
And here enters the last step to be
taken under National Thrift to convert
ourselves into a war economy. The
Government goes with its money to the
manufacturers and interrogates them.
What can you make, and you, and you?
You have a plant that has made buggies
and fancy carriages. These our people
will not buy because now they walk.
But what is it that you can make? can
you turn yourself to making trucks,
waggons? You, that made boots and
have lost half your trade, what about a
hundred thousand boots for the army?

weights per measured bushel, and of the
average prices per bushel received by
farmers were collected in December,
after completion of threshing, and for
the three prairie provinces a large
number of returns estimating the average yields per acre of wheat, oats,

and

received and
brought into the compilation.
Previous estimates of the areas sown
to wheat, oats and barley in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta for the years
1915 and 1916, have been corrected by
the preliminary results of the census
taken in June, 1916, and for 1916 the
corrections include also rye and flax.
In 1916, the census returns, after the
deduction of areas estimated to be unproductive, are for wheat, 11,872, 600
acres; for oats, 6,198,100 acres; for
barley, 1,239,400 acres; for rye, 67,500

barley

acres,

A

and

final

flax

were

for flax 600,700 acres.
statement of the harvest

re-

sults of 1916, to include all crops, is
dependent upon completion of the cen-

sus compilation, a work that is now
being proceeded with.
Total areas and yields of grain crops
in Canada.
The total harvested and
the total production of principal grain
crops of Canada in 1915 and 1916, as

—

boundless, endless. The list of its
is as wide as the whole range of

somewhere

in France.
shall we do?

Canada's Farm Crops
/^ANADA'S Farm Crops for the season
^^

—

of 1916 total $808,054,000
The
Statistics office has issued
its annual estimate of the yield, quality
and value of the grain crops of Canada
for the season of 1916.
Returns of the
average yields per acre, of the average

Census and

1916 are as
Bushels.

Wheat
Spring Wheat

wheat
Oats

All

21H
Ib^

17

25^1

Barlej

25
20
141^

Rye
Peas

Beans
Buckwheat
Mixed grains

12^
17 J^

25^

Flaxseed
I\j4
For wheat, oaLs, burlL> and flaxseed
these average yields, although inferior
to the excellent returns of 1915, are
higher than those of 1914.

As is well known, there was an
increase in the average prices of grain
received by farmers in 1916. Ihese
prices are considerably higher than
those of 1915, and are even higher than
the prices which ruled in 1914 after
the outbreak of the war. The average
prices per bushel received by farmers
for the grain products of 1916 work out
as follows:
Fall wheat, SI. 53;
spring wheat,
81.29; all wheat, $1.31; oats, 53c.; barley, 82c.; rye, $1.11; flaxseed, $2.05;
peas, S2.22; beans, $5.40; mixed grains.
90c.
The total farm values of the principal
grain crops of 1916 are now estimated
as follows
Wheat
S 289,374,000
Oats
187,759,000
34,010,000
3,205,800
Peas...
4,816,000
Beans
2,228,000
Buckwheat
6,375,000
Mixed grains .
9,076,300
Flaxseed
14,581,300
Including the root and fodder crops,
the total value of the field crops of
Canada in 1916 is now estimated at
$808,054,000.
The totals comprise grain crops,
$558,172,400 potatoes and sugar beets,
$50,094,000; and fodder crops, $199,787,600.
The total of $808,054,000 for 1916 is
higher than in any previous year with
the exception,of 1915.

Rye

wants

our manufactures. The adjustment is
difficult.
Not a doubt of it. It cannot
be done in a day. But with each successive month the process would go on
and on till we would find ourselves,
while working apparently each for himself,
altered into a nation of warworkers, every man, in his humble
sense, at the front and taking his part.
Meantime we at home are doing
nothing, or next to it, for the war.
While we go about our business as usual
men are breathing out their lives for us,

principal grain crops for
follows:

Barley

You, that made clothes, what about
doing the whole thing over in khaki?
The needs of a War Government are

What

:

;

Atlanta Journal

Is it the last

desperate stand?

corrected by the census returns of 1916,
are therefore now estimated as follows:
Acres.
Bushels
Wheat
12,879,500
220,367,000
Oats
9,835,100
351,174,000
Barley
1,651,100
41,318,000
For other crops the estimated total
production in 1916 is as follows:
Bushels.
Rye
2,896,400
Flax
7,122,300
Peas.
2,172,400
Beans
412,600
Mixed grains
10,077,000
Peas
2,172,400
The average yields per acre of the
_

Why

the United States

Should Fight
ALBERT BUSHNELL
HART, of Harvard University, in

pROF.

^

an

article

Neutrality,

on "Neutrality, Armed
and War," in The New

York Times, says there are only three
to settle such vital controversies
as exist between the United States and

ways

Germany
The first

is diplomacy; and diplomacy by note, protest, or agreement, has
In consequence, our
entirely failed.
Ambassador to Berlin has been with-
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drawn and diplomatic

relations

been suspended.
The second is yielding.

have

Aside from

the general question of asserting the
national rights and character, yielding
means a breaking up of American commerce; we should suffer many of the
disturbances and inconveniences of war
without a chance to defend our rights.
Yielding would put the United States
out of commission as a great commercial power.
If we can neither successfully
negotiate nor frankly give in,
then we must prepare for war.
Not because we like it, not because war will bring us conquest or glory, but because we
cannot help it. If we could
help it, or can still help it, war
on our
be a
part would

grade cows of popular breeds, purebred
boars and rams and grade sows and
ewes. The terms of payment are that
purchasers able to pay cash are required
to do so, and that all purchasers must
pay at least 25 per cent. cash. Unpaid
balances are payable in one or two
instalments, with interest at six per
Up to $400 worth of stock can be
cent.
bought by paying one-quarter cash, and
up to $1,000 worth can be bought by
paying one-half cash. All bona fide

together,

The United

is

if

need be fight

share a

common

mon fate.

Those nations haAc
understanding with one another
and, if necessary, ally themselves to one another in war,
whose luck it is to confront a
common peril. This adamantine practical fact, and not
any sentimentalism of blood,
nor any gushing silliness about

the ten Allies; we are
seeking no spoils at the end of
the war, no return of captured
territory, no share in a European
concert.
If we fight, it will be a
defensive war, in which national
dignity and honor are factors;
but the main question is one of
those
national
on
existence
terms which alone can make a
nation powerful
and secure.
What happens when a great
nation allows other powers to
make decisions for it may be
learned from China, no matter
how great her wealth, actual
and potential, her area or her
population.
of

There

who

opportunity and face a com-

States remains in

a totally different situation from

altruism or international brotherhood, holds the democratic
peoples together in the face
of the last terrific onslaught
of absolutism.
As democratic
nations,
the
United Staes,

Great Britain, and France

will

stand or fall together, or, if
by miraculous good fortune we
should
survive
after
the
European J democracies have
disappeared, it will be only
because we shall then be strong
enough in single-handed combat to hold our own. We
shall endure as one of a group
of democratic peoples among
whom good understandings

no half-way about

The

integrity of a nation is
like the virtue of Cvsai's wife;
it.

It is not, then, merely because blootl
thicker than water that the destinies
of the United Statse are inseparabhbound up with the fate of Great BriThe population of
tain and of France.
the United States is one of the most
heterogeneous in the world, and the
argument from the English and French
ancestr>' of our older American stocks
naturally does not "go" with our more
recently arrived citizens.
But this aitmission does not dispose of the matter.
It is a characteristic piece of
befuddled thinking to suppose
that it does. Blood is thicker
than water, but in the life of
nations there is
something
more cohesive even than blood,
and that is the common luck.
Those men get together and
is

pull togethc,

crime

any
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questioned, it has ceased
Non-existence may
not much harm an individual
living in an orderly community I
which protects him, but the
Punch
THE TWO VOICES
non-resistant nation is a suicide.
and co-operation prevail, or
Holy Willie "Stop that cursed screaming
I can't hear
The maelstrom is too much
we shall survive after we have
myself sing"
even for this great country.
been tried as by fire.
cannot keep out of its current we
farmers in Saskatchewan who are memcan only steer away from the vortex.
bers of any agricultural society, grain
Beaten
If war in the present conditions is
growers' association, or co-operative
petty, non-resistance is ignoble.
association are eligible to receive this
From the New York Sun.
resist in order that our children may
assistance.
During the fall season,
have peace.
when stock shipments from the prairies VV/'HY is there so much discussion of
are most numerous, the Department
peace and its terms just now?
maintains an experienced cattleman in
Livestock
Credit
Because the war is over. It is only
Winnipeg to make purchases.
necessary to stop fighting. The war
years ago the Saskatchewan
is over because the questions out of
Legislature passed a law providing
which it arose have been determined.
Real Issue
for the expenditure of $500,000 in purThe subject matter of the controversy
chasing livestock to be sold on credit
H. GIDDINGS, P-ofeshas been removed from the field. What
terms to farmers. Up to date 1,834 head
sor of Sociology and the History of
remains is a struggle for quite different
of cattle, including 235 pure-bred bulls,
Civilization
in
Columbia
Univerpurposes.
have already been sold, as well as 6,275 city, in a recent issue of Collier's
It is no longer within the power of
sheep. The classes of stock supplied
affirms that the real issue of the war is
Austria to work her will in the Balkans,
consist of pure-bred bulls of the right
"World Democracy vs. World Absoluto extend her influence and promote
type and of suitable age for breeding,
tism."
He says:
her interests there with the aid and
if it

to

is

exist.

:

!

—

We

— But

Germany

Aware

We

on

T HREE

The
pRANKLIN

Not
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support of Germany. The road along
Imperial Germany hoped to
rise to dominance through the extension of her influence in the East,
through the humbling of England, the
subjection of Europe, is no longer open
The accomplishment of those
to her.
great designs has been put out of the
question by the defeat of Germany and
Austria, a defeat now as evident and
certain as if it were actually acknowledged in the written treaty.
The issues upon which the Central
Powers went to war have been determined against them. They keep up
the fight, not fo extend their

which

dominion and make

it

are bearing, the sacrifices they are compelled to make are not in their own
behalf but to save the ruling classes
from overthrow, there would come a
day of reckoning in Germany that
would very (juickly end the fighting.

Disabled Canadian Soldiers

'PHE

Military Hospitals Commission
Ottawa, in a recent announcement, says that 2,081 soldiers were
under its care at the beginning of
at

November.

Of

these,

426 were at

Sanatoria for tuberculosis, and

l,GltJ

tion of their wounded defenders to a
position of self-support and inde-

pendence.
Every disabled soWier is me<lically
examined on arriving at Quebec.
If
he is no longer in need of hospital treatment, he is sent home free of expense
and di.schargtxl with a pension or gratuity according to the extent of his
disability.
If he needs further treatment, he is
taken to the hospital or sanatorium
where the treatment most suitable to
his case is a\ailable, and, if po.ssible.

to

perfectly natural, it is in accord ance with- the traditions
country that has
of war.
as much fighting power left in
her as Germany does not admit
that she is beaten. A very great
part of the Ciernian people do
not even know that they are
l>eaten. Thej' are not permitted
to know where and how far the
fortunes of war
have gone
against them.
When all the
rest of the world is informed
of the fall of Monastir, the
Germans are deluded b>' the
announcement that the forces
of the Central
Powers have
"occupied trenches"
to
the
north of that cij:y.
But the
bystanders often see more clearly
which way the battle tends
than the principals themselves.
The impartial world, even that
part of the world which is not
impartial, but much inclines to
one cause or the other, knows
that the Central Powers have

The

Prairie

Rose

bled

By

F. Alister

Murray

The same Hand sketched
That tuned

the prairie

the little thrush.

to

new

take special
occupations.

training

This is
provided free of cost; and while
the men arc being trained the
Dominion C Government mainfor

is

A

nearest his home.
cannot resume their
former work on discharge from
hospital are advised and ena-

Men who

secure,

but because they are unwilling
That
to acknowledge defeat.

the institution

tains

them and

their families.

Men

The rainbow

for

an

easel,

A

God

willow for the brush,
dipped it in the sunset
And lo the desert's blush.
!

And

the rose

was not forgotten
In great Creation's rush.

needing artificial limb-s
are taken to Toronto, where
these limbs are made and supplied without charge. Men with
serious
nerve
disorders
are
treated specially in the Ontario
Military Hospital at Cobourg.

Each Provincial Government

hasappointed a Commission to
help discharged men in securFrom softest silken feathers
ing steady and
remunerative
work.
The Dominion CiovernThat grow on angels' wings
ment, and other authorities and
He made it richer garments
employers, systematically give
Than purpled Persia brings.
preference to returned soldiers
when filling \acant positions.
For God's surpassing kindness
The public can and should coShows most in little things.
operate heartily in this urgenth'
necessary work, by encouraging
He feeds the rose on dewdrops
the men to take fullest advanDistilled in realms above.
tage of the curative and educational opportunities given them,
He bathes its leaves in sunshine
lost the fight.
and afterwards by seeing that
And perfumes them with love.
Two great forces make for
they get work.
Local committhe continuance of the struggle.
tees have been formed for this
One is the firm resolve of the
purpose in many towns, but much
Allied
Powers that the war must at ConvalesceVit Hospitals, 682 of the more has to be done in tliis way.
end in a way that will make its later being outpatients while 39 memOccupation is often as necessary and
renewal impossible, that will assure
bers of the force were in asylums for
beneficial as rest itself, in its curative
the peace of Europe for a century.
the insane. Of the 426 cases of tuberand strengthening effect on body and
When they talk of "crushing Ger- culosis, it may be added, almost exactly mind. Classes are therefore held at the
many," the meaning is that the half were discovered in time to prevent hospitals, for instruction and practice
military power and the military ideals,
them from leaving Canada for the seat in many arts and industries, such as
the Imperial arrogance of Germany,
carpentry and wood-carving, metal and
of war.
must be destroyed. In Germany the
leather working, typewriting and bookAccording to a statement prepared
chief motive for continuing the struggle
by the Militia Department, up to keeping, mechanical drawing and eleis the desperate need of the militarists
October 5, 1916, the number of soldiers mentar\' engineering, gardening, beeand Imperialists to save themselves, sent back to Canada because of medical keeping and poultry-raising.
the dread of what they know will
unfitness was 6,208. Of these, 961 were
These all help to increase the capachappen to them when the war ends in slififering from wounds, shell-shock, or ity of the patients, and to lessen the
their defeat. It is an interest separate
the effect of gas; 122 were insane; 245
effect of any injur\' they have received,
and distinct from the interest of the were afflicted with tuberculosis; while by getting them into practice for such
German people. Could the people be the remainder, 4,880, were suffering industries as they can profitably undermade to see and understand that the from other diseases and disabilities.
take. The medical and educational offidynasty and the military' and agrarian
cers try first to discover what each man
All Canadians ought to know what is
classes are fighting for themselves, not
is most likely to succeed at, and tlien to
being dofie by the Military Hospitals
really for Germany or for German subCommission, acting on behalf of the fit him for it as thoroughly as possible.
jects, that the dreadful burdens they
Continued on page 271.
whole body of citizens, for the restora-

—
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THE NEW SERIES 18 STUDEBAKER
CARS ARE LEADERS
r^VER

290,000 Studebaker cars in daily

use throughout the world stand as
living testimonials to the

soundness of

Studebaker dependability.

But, regard-

less of this

and

reputation for superior quality

service, the built-in value, thesturdi-

ness and distinction of the line

was never

more convincingly presented than

new Studebaker

in the

axle

construction that absorbs

road

all

shocks and insures safety and comfort at
all

times,

for five

ample room and

grown

people,

when not

comfort

and auxiliary arm

chairs in the tonneau for
sengers,

real

two extra pas-

that slide under the rear seat

and the most accessible

in use;

chassis throughout of

any motor car

built.

Series 18 cars

See these wonderful "Made-in-Can-

Ample evidence
in

the

of this fact

equipment of

is

found

any Studebaker

An

ada" cars now.
demonstration

will

investigation and

convince you of their

—

car which includes such features as the

exceptional value

famous 3j^-inch bore by 5-inch stroke
Studebaker motor, known throughout the

tinction of appointments

world for

types

hill

its

remarkable

flexibility

and

climbing ability; there-enforced rear-

of the luxury

Chassis

among

people of refinement and

discrimination.

Roadster

1280

Touring Car

1295

STUDEBAKER
NA/ALKERViLLE.

Every-Weather Car

Landau Roadster

-

and appearance

SIX-CYLINDER
$1195

-

-

1570

-

-

1575

All Prices F. 0. B. Walkcnnlk.

dis-

that mal-e Studebaker cars the preferred

FOUR-CYLINDER MODELS

FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR

and

ONTARIO

SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX

Chassis
Roadster

MODELS

------- $1495
-------

Touring Car
Landau Roadster Every-Weather Car
Touring Sedan

Coupe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-------------

Limousine

All Prices F. 0. B. Walker-ille.

1580
1595
1786
1870
2245
2310
3430

^^H^;
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Gregory Morton Mystery

She

Continued from page 246.

me

on the deck without a sign, it would
it almost certain that my identification of them was the mere delusion

make

Couldn't Go-

Her Corns

madman.
They were coming down

of a

the deck to-

ward us now. Rapidly the distance
was narrowed to ten paces to five,
now we were almost face to face. And

—

how

Wouldn't Let

.

i^
She remembered the agonies
dance,

it

kept her at

home

of the last

to coddle her

touchy corns. She simply couldn't face the pain again.
How easy it would nave been, what instant relief, if she°had
only known of Blue-jay. Other millions of men and women
ave found relief this way. Blue-jay stops pain instantly. And
the
miserable corn

is

gone, roots and

all,

in 48 hours.

New shoes— smart

styles—have no terrors to Blue-jay users. These
soothing plasters, inset with a medicinal wax, have ended millions
upon millions of corns. Many tests conducted by experts show that
the first application removes 91 percent.
Stubborn cases require a

second or third treatment.

Why

wait longer?

Why

BAUER & BLACK,
Chicago,
Chicai

Blu(

Surgical Dressings, etc.

Stops

The
ed

doctor's strong, steady arm lockmine to give me support, and

itself in

Heaven knows

I needed it.
I walked on
an automaton. When w<
came opposite our chairs I stopped, but
the doctor, with a light pressure on m\
arm, signified that I was to keep on

stiffly

like

walking.

"Not again,"

I

said,

at

Also Blue-jay Bunion
Plasters

Pain— Ends Corns

"I can't

do

it

again."

"Think a minute,"

15c and 25c

of

girls.

suffer?

New York, Toronto

Makers

I
searched those faces with an
eagerness that must almost have cried
aloud from my agonized ej^es!
For an instant her glance rested on
my face. A ver\' faint flush colored her
cheeks, her finely marked, cxpressi\e
brows moved a little with disd2unful
annoyance under my undisguised star(
And that was all.
They were gone! In her mind I figui
ed at this moment simply as an underbred, impertinent young person who
stared in an unmannerly way at prett>

said he.

"Think

how your appearance must be changed.
You look like a true Frenchman: you
are walking with one whose nationalit\
cannot be denied. You have a P'rencli
name on the passenger list."
"Don't look at them when we meet
them again, but talk; talk to me, casually, about anything at all.
Tell ini'
how you escaped from Dr. Berr\'s
asylum, or how you played the piano at

Coney

And

talk in English,"
"I
nearlv forgotten that detail m\Island.

he added after a moment's pause.

had

self."

THE CANADIAN BANK
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Capital Paid Up, $15,000,000
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AIRD,

BROWN

General Manager

Sup't of Central NA^estern Branches

'
.

Again they were approaching us.
"Don't look at them," he repeated to
me. "Trust me for that."
Somehow, I do not know how, I managed to rally my faculties for this second
I felt myself moving forward
with the casual gait of a mere stroller
upon the deck. I found myself talking

ordeal.

in English, tiiough

Reserve Fund,

.

$i3,500,ooo

what

it

was

1 said.

I

have no idea at all
Again the distance

Still my voice kejit
even, casual conversational accent.
Owing to the direction of the wind,
thej' had come within two paces of u.--before the sound of my voice fairh

narrowed between us.

its

SAVE YOUR MONEY
and thus help Canada to do her share
the Great War.

in

INTEREST ALLOWED AT 3% PER ANNUM ON
SAVINGS DEPOSITS OF $1 AND UPWARDS AT
ANY

BRANCH OF THE BANK

4""

reached their ears. When it did, thc\stopped with one accord, and now it
was they who stared, stared as if it had
been the figure of one long dead that
stood before them.
I
did not look,
could not look, for the whole world w as
whirling around me in a mad reel.
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The gentle compulsion of the doctor's
on, and in a second we
had passed them. He has told me since,
though I find it difficult to believe it,
tliat my voice never broke, that the
even flow of my narrative never faltered
until they were out of hearing behind

arm walked me

us.

"Well," said the doctor as we dropinto our chairs again, "that is
the
settled! Those people know you
real you that we are trying to find."
For once his quiet professional reiTve had melted. There was a thrill of
I^ed

y^.

—

e.xcitement in his voice which matched
my own. Presently; however, he undertook to moderate a little the transports
of hope which the look in my face and
the excited inflection of my voice betrayed.

"Don't promise yourself too much,"
he said. "Don't think that this mystery
of yours is going to be solved in the
twinkling of an eye.
To do that is
simply to court disappointment."
"But they know me," I insisted vehemently. "You yourself admit as much.
You cannot belie\ e that they would re-

A rush

steam—

of live

fuse to tell."

He made no
ment

and after a mowent on:

reply,

of silence,

I

"Unless you believe that they, like
the Dugglebys, are among the number
<it
enemies, unless you believe that
that girl a girl who looks out on the
Avorld with those eyes
could bear a deliberate part in the conspiracy to rob
me of myself, and that's unthinkable."

my

Still

—

he was

I

know your

Esscxville. Micli.,

Messrs. Val^
n*'"^
New Vorlc rj.y.

Dear

Sirs
dence for

are

^ Company,

March

j

LSPAR

The Varnish That Won"t Turn Whito

summer I built
,„;if. The floors and
:

S. l^l'"'

ast

a

resi-

""^work

Read the

o^^ ^„d after having such*'°od ^,,0Valspfi"' °" ""^ boats, I Sond
it
would Y,^ i„s( [he thing for ou
t|ioug''t
all

cess witi,

secret.

At any

rate," he went on, "you can hardly go
to this gentleman and ask him if he will
not be gofjd enough to tell you your own
name. The situation requires tact and
^ome slight jjreliminary acquaintance.
Remember, loo, that we e.xpect to land

within a few hours."
The course we finally agreed upon
w as that I should wait for a chance to
approach Mr. Heatherfield when he was
alone, and begin a conversation with
him after the manner of casual deck
acquaintances.
If I should succeed in
iloing this and should find him kindly
lisposed toward me, then I might tell
him as much of my story as was neces-ary and ask him my great question.
Of course, it was indispensable to
>iich a program that I should approach
him at a moment when his daughter

the inside finish.

nave :he floors two coats of Vaispar. Some
time rfter we moved in this fall, when
lettinE the air out of one of the radiators (we
have a l^ot-wnter hentiiie system) I broke the
valve off !>nd the result was that a stream of
almost boitinc wnter came out and ran all
over the floors and covered them with two
This water was so
inches of very hot water.
hoi and matU so much steam in the rooms,
that it caused the wall-paper to come ojf in
sume places,
T

•

at his side. The two seemed to
absolutely inseparable, and one after

—

for the experience

water stood on the floors until we could
it mopped up, so hot you could not touch
the cloths, towels, etc., which we used in
I
thought sure our
soaking up the water.
floors were ruined, but it never hurt them a
not have believed that any
particle.
I would
varnish could stand anything like that witbotit
turning white,
get

saw

this myself, so there
flisputc.

is

no chance

for

inside

JOHN

R.

109

I.aigcst MaiiH/actiirers of Iligh-grade

New York
Boston

out.

If your paint or hardware
dealer does not carry Valspar, write us direct and
we will give you name of
nearest dealer.

COTTER.

VALENTINE & COMPANY,

and

Be sure you get Valspar.

a

Taking into consideration the slight extra cost,
use Valspar if they
I would advise anyone to
want a finish that will stand almost anything.
Yours truly.
(Signed)

GEORGE

ST.,

TORONTO

Varnishes in the World

London
Amsterdam

Paris

Chicago

-VA'-R^NT^KESESIAHI.ISIIED lS:i2

Copyriehl, 1916, t> VahntiHets-Compiny.

!

Tell your architect to
specify Valspar, the absolute washable varnish,
all through yoiu- house,

Tliis

I

letter opposite

about the Valspar that was
drenched with live steam,
drowned in scalding water
and was none the worse

i

little

"How could that be?" I demanded.
"When know that," he said gravely,

I'c

is one of those astonishing Valspar stories
that come^in our mail ahnost every day.

VALENTINE'S

their enemies."

was not

THIS

silent.

(laughter regard you, in turn, as one of

shall

and the

—

"Isn't it unthinkable?" said I.
"Oh, yes," he said, "but it is not the
"Illy alternative."
"I can conceive of no other," said I.
"It is possible," he said quickly,
that this Mr. Heatherfield and his

I

water—
varnish wasn't harmed!

a flood of boiling

—

—
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of

IT
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lie

iMOiNTHLV
pKtioiis hours crept

11

nn; alirost into a frenzy

iiij>

of iiniiatknce as they denied me the
precious o] |orttinity I sought.

for the

health,
irrepressible
vitality to the little folk, and an immense saving of time and trouble for
mothers and nurses.
Oxo Cubes are also a splendid safeguard against the littleailments which
give mothers such anxiety. A daily
cup of Oxo during the long dark
winter months will ward off many a
chill, and lessen the danger of being
exposed to damp, inclement weather.
An Oxo Cube in a cup of hot milk
is a nourishing and easily-digested
diet.
For delicate and anaemic child-

and

ren

It is

invaluable.

The next moment

4.

10 50

and

Cubes

100

He was

some compensation for
in a day like this,"

his daughter.

said

troublecl.

I.

The sound of my voice and my
presence there at his elbow seemed to
startle him.
The look he cast at me Ijrought vividly to my memory the doctor's hypothesis that they might regard me as an
enemy. He barely answered my quesion with a curt monosyllable and turned as if to move aw'ay, but 1 had too
nnich at stake to be easily discouraged.
"It is rather tantalizing, though, this
pleasant day," I went on, "coming right
at the end of the voyage as it does.
It
only serves to show us how many opportunities for pleasant acquaintanceship

I

some

disregarded, yet in

Best Liniment
Mr. A.

IC. Laun'duv,Edmont<^)>.', writes:
'U fell from a buikUuKaiul rcceivecUviiat
the doctor called a very

b:id sprained ankle,

told

on
pot

it

me I must

and

not wait

for three weeks.

MIX.\RD'S

1,1

I

NI-

MKNT and in six days I

work again.
the best I^ini-

w;is out to
I

think

it

meut made,"
Minard's Liniment
always gives satisfaction.

For any

ache or pain.
gives instant

It

relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

-

N.S

doctor the complete failure of my attempt, when he checked me with an
imperative signal. Turning, I saw her

coming toward

us.

Her manner made

plain that she was coming to speak to
me, so I rose and went to meet her.
"I am afraid we owe you an apology,
monsieur" she said, "or perhaps not so
much an apology as an explanation.
father
" She hesitated an instant

of us, sir," said he,

my

conversation.

that way, at least, as regards myself.
I have a most .serious reason for w'ishing
to l^ecome

acquainted with you."
a long, searching look.
Suspicion was fully alight in his eyes
now, and anger spoke in the tones of his

He gave me

deep voice.
"If you do not know uh^ already," he
said
"if you are, indeed, the stranger
to me that you wish to appear
then
permit me to tell you that you are an
impertinent intruder. If, on the other
hand," and now, though he lowered his
voice, anger spoke louder in it than it
had before yes, and dread, too— "you
are the man who I suspect you to be, a

—

—

—

My

despair at the

thought of letting them go away out of
my knowledge, carrying my secret with
tl:em, I made one rhore attempt.
I
dropped all pretense at merely casual

—

The look in Her eyes was
The .same tragic hint whicli
had seen in them the night she rode

I had returned to my steamer-chair
and was in the act of reporting to the

dignified, irate,

"I hoi:e, sir-," said I very gravely,
"that you are not am.ong those who feel

Made

m

scious.

'who neither' lament those lost opportunities, as you term them, nor desire
to irake up for them now."
His meaning was too pointed to be

sprains.

ili.u

it

He wheeled upon me,

The old reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and

realized

with Duggleby in the cab was intensified to the point where it was unmistakable. She was looking at her father,
however, not at me, ancl she returned
the grave bow with which I t<x)k my
leave of them, with an air of abstraction
which made it appear almost uncon-

lost."

formidable.
"There are

I

French
I apologized, and
instead of English.
repeated my wor<ls in a language he
could understand.
"As to my being a coward and a
knave," I concluded, "you can only
have applied such terms to me under a
serious misapprehension.
For my intrusion, since it has seemed such to you,
I make you my apology."
As I turned away to lea\e him, I
found my.self standing face to face with

our stormv voyage

we have

perti-

ii

I

t

Tins of

"my

my excitement was speaking in

—

is

I,

myself.

presence.

"There

said

(

standing at the rail, gazing landward
with thoughtful eyes troubled eyes, I
imagined in an abstraction which it
seemed an impertinence to break. Indeed. I took my place at the rail beside
liim without his appearing aware of my

—

Oxo Cubes mean

strength

into.

it you

tl

nence and my intrusion I can scarceh
deny. It is so if you regard it so." Ili
was looking at me with a puzzled \
pression that caused me to int.rr

advice and chance everything on more
drastic measures, at the final moment
the opportunity came.
She left him to go in search of something and would doubtless be back almost before I could begin the conversa-

hoped to draw him

coward and kna\e

"Monsieur"

in the afternoon, howe\er,
the sight of our tender approaching from the harbor at Cherbourg almost dr(A e me to disregard the doctor's

I

o knows .me well, tl en let nn
that I know' you also— kno\>.

you

Well along

tion

\\\

ymi

are."

when

STURDY
CHILDREN

an

tell

'

and glanced behind her in evident fear,
lest he should come upon us in conversation together, then she went on more
collectedly: "My father has had many
troubles heavier than
troubles of late
a man of his age should be called upon
He believes he owes them,
to endure.
or many of them, to a man whom we
thought whom I, at least, thought
dead."
Her voice quivered a little over the
word, and it w as with obvious difficulty
that she got it under control again.

—

—

—

"You have reminded my father yes,
and me, too soniew hat strongly of
that man."
Her eyes were widening as .she looked
at me. Evidently the resemblance was

—

growing stronger as she spoke.
turned abruptly away.

Sin-

"I am afraid," she said, "that that
lesemblancc may have caused you some
I
hope," she conembarrassment.
cluded breathlessly, "that this explanation will serve for an apology."
Had I been "the cool, collected man I

"

.!
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wished lo be, nevtr would ha\ c uttcrthe question that rose to my lips; but
inding there, face to face with her, her
word it
.ice thrilling me with every
I

.(l

iiltcred,

was

I

If," said

I,

far

from

cool.

"I were indeed tliat

—

man

on thought dead
She turned to me, her eyes blazing

\

w

the

ilh

—

" she said,
then interrupted herself sharply.

iiid

By

anger.

fire of

you were that man

"If

sheer will-power she got her voice

imdcr control again and forced a smile
to her lips.
afraid," she said, "I
"I

ifUr?^-

was very

am

near repeating the offense I came to
apologize for, but I will not make you
suffer a second time for a chance reseml)lance of which you are as innocent as I

You

pardon

will

us,

monsieur?"

Before I could force an answer to nn
I was left in a
lips she was gone, and I

—

daze indeed.

had found her, my
Every inflection of her
I

dream-girl.
Ix^autiful voice doubled the strong assurance I possessed already.
I
had found her! She was she and I
was 1, and yet if that were true I was
lur enemy. No, not I perhaps the lost

ggw^^v

;

man

I

had been.

Standing there with

my

rail,

1

16 Elements

His strong, cool intelligence was
-aid 1
universe.
he onh- stable thing in all
.

But

rich

in

one

in the

oat she combines tliem

all,

in just

the

There are 16 elements in oats. Hei'c science finds
the perfectly-balanced food. One could live on oats
alone, plus the fat in milk.

Continuetl from page 239.

—

the audience belie rush of the storm
side itself with excitement bursting into
ui ovation the like of which never be-

Here Nature stores a wealth of vim-food,
gize the user.
to delight.

fore had been heard within the walls
of the concert hall.

Overcome by this, the culminating
pisode of an eventful day, Isaacs
staggered back into the artists' room
and, weak as a child, sank into a chair.
The din still kept up. Now and then
it stopped and he heard the violin again
encore after encore. Then there was
a mere flicker, a few sporadic handclaps,
and he knew the lights had been turned
down and the audience forced to dis-

And

to enerhere she lavishes exquisite flavor

So the oat is to people like honey to the bee. Like
the nut to the squirrel.
It is all-in-all.

(

The Superlative Vim-Food

perse.

VVe get Nature'.s choicest oats, then
discard two-thirds. That to get the
queen oats only, rich in flavor and

In the artists' room sat Isaacs, his
\es fixed on the door.
It opened and
losed like a flash, and before him stood
he virtuoso, lank and pale, his emaciat(I form in clothes of old-fashioned and
Kcentric cut, long talon-like hands
(hitching, one the violin, the other the
bow, the thin chin resting on a huge
slock, the hawk-like nose exaggerated
(

aroma.

—

(

Those big, plump grains and those
are fl.aked for Quaker Oats.

t

alone

—

1

all

some

right proportions.

Press- Agenting a Paganini

out of

foods,

clement, some in another.

(To be continued)

I

Quaker Oats

in

Nature makes many

my

I

Are There

All Foods

elbows on

buried my face in my hands,
but at last I roused myself.
"Thank Cod for the French doctor!"
the

That's the reason for this luscious

flavor which has won the world to
Quaker. It is known to people of
every clime.
In cottage and palace, all the world
over, this is the favorite brand. Yet
asking for it brings it to you without
extra price.
Don't miss this premier

dish.

Large Round Package, 2Sc

Except

in

Regular Package, 10c

Far West

proportion, the black hair

The Quaker Q^its G>mpany

draped over

his head and rolling over
his shoulders like a pall.
Monti ? No
Paganini— the living counterpart of the

daguerreotype

!

The apparition

2

Peterborough, Canada

(1521)

Saskatoon, Canada

g

strode
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw^
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the Sap Begins to Stir
Continued from page 241.

the trees can be carried out at a time,
too,

when other work

What

is

not pressing.

even more to be regretted
than the neglect to utiHze to a greater
extent than now a potential source of
profit

is

is

the fact, that so

much

of the

maple products which are placed on
the market are of such poor quality,
due to lack of care in gathering and
making.

One firm in Canada last year pur-,
chased half a million pounds of maple
sugar in one district, and of this total
only ten per cent, was of No. 1 quality,

A Wesiclox Alarm'
.

and half of the total was No. 4. If
anywhere near all the available trees
were tapped, and. all of the product
brought up to No. 1 grade, the total returns from maple products might be
made to run up to $8,000,000.
In the United States nearly fifty mdpounds of sugar or its equivalent
in syrup is produced annually and the
business of making sugar extends from
the Atlantic coast to Missouri and from
the Canadian border south to the
(
New York state alone pro"arolinas.
duces a million gallons of syrup anlion

nually.

The labor and capital involved in
the production of maple sugar, pound
for pound, is very much less than the
other kinds of sugar and the market

There's Success in His

price is higher.

at
BIGtheBen
big man

The Soul

of iMaraite

ness

Continued from page 249.

the breadfruit shut out a wide
space of westering gold. Certainly,
there would be no callers to-day.
It was just as she was beginning to
regret the wearing of that lacy muslin
without due cause that she saw a rickshaw padding up the road, bearing a
cloud of pale blue under a bobbing

of

jmrasol.

her hair.
It

She preened herself and felt
She did not know that dress.

—some

must be a steamer passenger

friend of Harvey's people.
The rickshaw rattled up, paused, dismissed its burden, and trotted on again,
the Indian coolie wearing a face of dissatisfaction that seemed somehow connected with the coin he had just
pouched.
Gladys, standing up to receive the
visitor, saw in the first glance that her
dress was hand-painted muslin and
that the flowers in her hat were the
kind she herself only bought singly and
In
sparingly for a best evening frock.
the second, she saw that the hair under
the hat was dark-red and dyed. This
somewhat counteracted the feeling of
depression naturally excited by the
smart dress, and she fixed her eyes
It was
firmly on the visitor's face.

—

vi^ho

Big

Ben

living.

tite

knows the

luxuryof ample time

up before duty

Puts an edge on your razor and appeand time to use both brings a
whistle tliat starts in the tub and puckers
again at each lull in your work.

m.

for
of busi-

six a.

—who's

insists.

him a

To

get your salary up, a year of Big
is better than a full with the
Boss. You'll like Big Ben face to face.
He's seven inches tall, spunky, neighborly downright good all through. Hc_
ten half-minute calls or
rings two ways
steadily for five minutes.

Try

little

—

a-

head.

LaSalle, II1.,U.

er's.

—

S.

A.

—

Big Ben is six times factory tested. At your deal$2.50 in the United States, $^.50 in Canada.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price if your dealer
doesn't stoclt him.

"Click," goes the time-lock on
sleep
you dart across the room
—nudge him quiet smile. With
brain afresh and mind alert you're
on good terms with a new day.

—

—

—

Ben gct-ups

in the business of

Set

Wake

JJ'estdox folic build more than three million
alarms a year and bui'd ihcm well. All wheels
are assembled by a special process patented, of
Result accuracy, less friction, long life.
course.

—

—

—

Western Clock Co.

Makers of

fVestclox

Other irestclox: Baby Bfn, Pocket Bni^ America,
Bingo, Sleep-Meier, Lookout and Ironclad.

HOTEL RADISSON
MINNEAPOLIS
Offers a cordial

welcome and courteous service to all.

RATES
Rooms with Running Water
Rooms with Toilet and Running Water
Rooms with Bath and Toilet

$1.50 per day
$2.00 per day
.

$2.50, $3.00. $3.50, $4.00 per dav

-

.
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large, handsome, brown-eyed, fresh
cheeked and coarse. She did not lik<
it, but she was none the less pleased (n
ha\e a new and "stylish" acquaintance

"You

are Icxjking for Mr. Jamieson:''
way of opening conver^.i

she asked, by
tion.

The

visitor, in reply,

walked

acr<)>

the veranda, picked out the best baskei
chair at a glance, sat down in it ancrossed her legs.

"Yes, I am," she said.
(Gladys thought her rather rude, aiid
sat very upright in her own chair, with
her hands formally crossed on her lap.
"You have come from the steamer,
suppose ? Did vou have a good pasage ?"
I

"Yes." The visitor was looking ai
scanning her from topknot to
French heel, with a scrutiny thai
Cladys felt to be very ungenteel.
"I don't expect Mr. Jamieson in till
six.
I am Mrs. Jamieson."
her,

The

got up, and began strollthe veranda, with her
hands behind her back.
"Yes, I heard Harvey had some om
living with him here.
That's why
came," she said.
Gladys jumped to her feet wfth a
stamp that shook the boards.
"Are you mad ?" she cried.
The other took a pearl cardcase out
of her hand bag, and handed it to
Gladys. Opening it, the girl drew out
a sheaf of cards.
"Mrs. Harvey Jamieson," "Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Jamieson.
"My cards Where in the nyme ot
goodness " she began, white and chokvi.sitor

ing up and

down

I

The

D & A

'Good Shape Brassieres are

designed from perfect standards to
lessly,

and they are made

styles that there

in

a model

is

fit

scientifically

the figure fault-

such a wide variety of

perfectly suited to every

—

figure.
Ask Your

Corsetiere.

DOMINION CORSET COMPANY
Moutreal
Makers of

QUEBEC

Ihc CeUbratcd

D

b"

Toronto

A and La Diva

Corsits

!

ing^

"Your cards !" said the visitor, walking over to the tea tray and pouring
herself out a cup.
"Your cards ? Your
teapot, I suppose your china your

—

—

mmmmmwi

house

woman would have

been pulling tlx
hair off your head by now but mc
always was a good-natured fool. Wait
till

EERLESS ORNAMENTAL FENCE
THE SENTINEL OF THE HOME
Always on guard to protect the children, the lawn and
flower beds from stray dogs and other intruders.
Peerless Ornamental Fence with its sturdy gate is a work of

A

and with an occasional coat of paint will last a lifetime.
It is built of open hearth steel wire galvanized and
when not otherwise ordered we paint all fencing with a
coat of high grade paint. It looks well and lasts long.
Send for Catalog of many desii?ns, also Farm and

art

Poultry Fencing.

Dealers livirywhcre.

The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence
Winaipeg, Man.

Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

Why, confound you, any other

!

my

give

it

—

husband comes home, and
him
If I did go off with

to

!

Royston-Barrett

Company

for

I

I'll

tin

a couple

of j'ears to see a bit more of life than
you can see in dead-and-alive Australia
I never thought he'd have the impudence to set up another establisment in
the Maroros, right in the face of ever\ one. One doesn't always want to know
everything the men are up to when
your back's turned but this is just a
l)it

too

—

—

cool

!"

She helped herself to a piece of cake,
unasked, and began eating.
Gladys felt as if she were going mad.
The situation with which she was faced
was one she had met a hundred times in
her favorite novels. The other woman
struck a tragic attitude, and said, "I

am

his wife !" and the wronged one
cried out, "Then what am I ?" and
there was an imposing scene, and later
on, some one died, and things wore

—
•
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Bits

.

of these reminiscences floated through
her mind like wreckage on a tossing sea.
But she could not think. She was cold
her breast was
in all the burning heat
throbbing hysterically she wanted to
Was it her tea serscream to tear
vice that the ceature was handling
her silver basket that she was pulling

—

—

about

—
—

?

The

cloud that was darkening her

faculties broke, spread, shredded away.
She snatched the silver ornament from

the kid-gloved hands that held it.
"Let go my kike basket, you you
you wicked woman !" she cried.
The stranger actually laughed. She
walked to the rear of the house, and
Gladys heard her say
called a native!
don't know your
I
"Here, you

— —

:

!

—but you go to where Mr. Jamieand bring him here—quick —or
youi back
have the hide cut

lingo

son
I'll

!

is,

!"

off

"Will you go

screamed Gladys,
following round to the cook-house side,
her face scarlet with rage. She did not
believe a word the wicked thing said.
But she felt almost as sick as she had
felt the day Harvey took her out turtlefishing in a dinghy, and her knees seemed to be made of melting jelly.

"Not

much

!"

!"

said

the

creature,

walking into Gladys's bedroom and
proceeding to take off her hat at the

"You go, if you like, you little
Married ? Oh, you don't come that
over me Harvey's no angel, but he
isn't quite up to bigamy.
I dare say
you've told the people here that yarn.
You needn't tell me."
"I'm married you wicked, wicked
thing
Married in Perth at the reI
gistrar's a year ago last Saturday
I wonder God don't strike you dead
glass.

—

The Discovery
of Puffed Grains
Brought Ideal Foods to Millions

I
Prof A. P. Anderson, when he found a way to puff wheat, gave
children a better wheat food than they ever had before.

Every expert knew that whole wheat was desirable. It is rich in
elements lacking in flour. And rarely a child got enough of them.
But whole wheat, for its purpose, must be wholly digestible.
That is the problem Prof. Anderson .solved when he discovered this

way

to

explode

He

sealed

—

—

"

standing there sying
Gladys was sobbing now so that she
could hardly speak. Oh, why did not
her man come to defend her ?
'Ciot your certificate, of course ?" said
the other, laying down her hat and selecting a few hairpains from Glady 's box.
The girl turned yellow white. She
had not. She had not asked Harvey
anything about a certificate;
she
thought it was vulgar to liother about
your "marriage lines" only charwomen and dock laborers' wives did that,
and she wanted to be "refined" above
everything.
Besides, the registry marriage
hasty and unpremeditated like
so many Australian weddings
had not
seemed to have anything to do with
such things as certificates. They had
had a train to catch, and a boat immediately after there had been such a
rush and no witnesses except the two
clerks
One could get a copy of the
register by post
in about four months'
time
She stared open-mouthed before her
tormentor like the Lost Soul in Michelangelo's "Last Judgment."
for

it.

He Bubbled

!

!

i
i

up the kernels

the guns, and out

in guns,

the Grains

and applied a

came the kernels puffed

fearful heat.
to eight times normal size.

Then he

shot

What happened was this; Inside each food cell a trifle of moisture was
changed to steam. When the guns were shot, a hundred million explosions occurred
inside each kernel.

made

Every food cell was blasted, so digestion could
available, and every atom fed.

act.

Thus every element was

'

And

the grains were

—
—

—

—

—

into food confections, flaky, toasted, airy, crisp.
delightful foods you know.

Puffed
Rice

Puffed

Wheat
Each 15c Except

—

—

made

So these hygienic foods became the most

in Far

West

Don't let your children lose the benefits of this great food invention,
confine Pufi^ed Grains to breakfast. Serve them
Douse them with
for supper in bowls of milk.
melted butter when children get hungry between
meals.

Don't

Puffed Wheat and Rice are whole-grain
foods.
They taste like nut meats, bubbled and
toasted.
But they are in fact the best foods
wheat or rice can make.

Keep both kinds on hand.

The Quaker 0^^^ Company
Peterborough, Canada

SOLE MAKERS
(1520)
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIHIIIIIIllllllllll

Saskatoon, Canada

§
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"Got a newspaper report of the wedding, photos, or such?" went on the

woman,

dabbing

powder— on

—Gladys's

Gladys dropped down on her bed and
went into hysterics.
The woman walked out onto the veranda again quite conxjiosedly, and poured herself out more tea. She gave the

ytesc

R6!t

viwo wwvmw /-I

SPRING FIoHUNIj
THE

IN

powder

her nose.

cockatoo in its cage a piece of cake.
"Ta^^' pretty cocky? Why don't

you talk?" she said.
"Ow, ow, ow! hup! ha, ha, ha!" went
Gladys from the bedroom.

i did!" said the man, raising his
voice in his excitement.
"Don't you
think anything else. Bell! I married her
in a registry office.
She's a good little
kid and wouldn't have looked at me
without I did marry her."
"Oh, no, you didn't," said Bell calmly.
"You went through a form or you
say you did that you know meant
nothing. Whether you did or didn't,
you weren't and aren't married to her
for a single minute
and you knew it."
"Harvey! Harvey!" croaked a hoarse
little voice at his elbow.
Gladys had

—

—

heard and had

HIGH-

When Harvey

ed up, scramblimg and sliding, before
the house, the stranger was ready to receive him at the front veranda steps.
"How do, Harvey?" was her greeting.
"I've got several crows to pluck with
you, my boy."
From within the bedroom came a subdued wailing. Gladys had not heard
the arrival. The master of the house
made no more noise than he could help
mounting the steps. He was a big, burly, sandy man with effective gray eyes,
and, on ordinary occasions, an equally
effective swagger, but he looked srnall
and mean as he crept across the echoing
boards to a quiet corner and motioned
the wonaan to follow him.
"My oath, Bell," he faltered, taking
off his helmet and dabbing his wet forehead confusedly. "My oath, 1 thought

LANDS
OF

Ontario
Muskoka Lakes

— Black Bass,
Pickerel,

mon

Sal-

Trout.

Kawartha Lakes
Spec k ed

—

1

Trout,
Bass,

Black
Maski-

nonge.

Lake

of

Bays

Speckled

—

Trout, Salmon
Trout, Black

you were
"No, my

Bass.
.\N

Algonquin

DNl \klO LAKE TRfJUT

Park— Speckled

Trout,

Black Bass,

Salmon Trout.

Timagami— Black

Bass,

Lake Trout, Speckled

Trout.

Lake

Nipissing

—

Black

Maskinonge,

Bay— Black Bass, Salmon Trout, Lake
Trout, Pickerel, Trout.

Georgian

OPEN SEASONS.
Bass—June

16th to December 31st.

Speckled Trout— May

"Well,

weakly.

1st

to Sept. 14th.

Salmon Trout and Lake Trout-- November 6th to October 4th following year.

Maskinonge—June 16th to December 31st.
Pickerel— May 16th to April 14th the
following year.

Full particulars, fishing regulations and illustrated
folders free on application to C. E. Horning,

Union Station, Toronto, or J. Quinlan, Bonaventure Station, Montreal.

I
like that," he blustered
"Didn't I read your death
the papers? Name and place

and all?"
"Oh, I don't mind allowing I was
wrong there," confessed Bell cheerfully.
"You see, I knew you were so set on me
you might have followed me up, after I
gave you the slip to go on the stage.
That's why I did that it seemed safe
enough, in England, and I was angry
enough with you not to want to see you

—

— know why
"
"I swear she

again

"

}'ou

W.

S.

COOKSON,
General Passenger Agent,
Montreal, Que.

—

"What?"
"I saw you at the theatre that night
when everyone thought
in Colombo
you were on the road in the Northern
Territory. I won't ask what you were
doing there. But I saw you and I
rather fancy you didn't make any mistakes about who I was. Yes, I know

—

that death notice would save you from
prosecution for bigamy, if you really
were fool enough- ^which I don't be-

—

lieve

"

"Harvey!

—send

tell

—

me

her away she
says
Oh, my goodness grycious!"
She beat her hands together and began
jumping up and down on the boards.
"Oh, my grycious, what am I going to
do? O Lord, let me die strite awye!

—

It's true!"

"O Lord!" echoed

the man, looking

at her disheveled little form with a
dawning disgust, "Look here, Gladys.
"
I didn't know
"You did," corrected Bell.
"
"I never meant
"You did mean
Leave her to me,

—

—

Harvey; you're not half a man ^you
can take your fun, but you can't face
the music when it comes to paying for
it.
Here, you
I don't know your
name, but my husband has made a fool

—

He's made a fool of lots of
others and you'd best make up your
of you.

to clear back to where y.ou came
from and forget all about him you
feathered your nest well anough, I dare
say, but I'll let him give you your passage money home. He and I will settle
matters between us about all this b>and by. I've left the stage for good.

Harv'cy

—

;

it

didn't appreciate

me the way

ought to have, and you can get your
company to transfer you to Queensland
You needn't
or somewhere civilized.
it

think I'd stop up here! And after this,
you run on a string for the rest
of your days, don't you forget it. Oh,
I've scores to settle with you, but that
can wait. In the meantime, fork out
her passage home, and let's get rid of
"
her^
she
"Hars'ey! Harvey!" cried Gladys
despairingly. A clatter of hoofs answered her. During Bell's long speech h(
had edged back to the steps, seized the
bridle of his still waiting horse, and
sprung into the saddle, shouting:
"Must go back to the fields till knock
back by and by arrang(
off time
"The hoof beat.<
everA'thing when I
died away down the road.
Bell burst into unrestrained laughter.
"Harsey all over!" she said. "One
thing's clear enough, whether you knew
I,
it oi not he's evidently tired of \ou.
was the only one he never did tire of.
Well, what are you going to do?"
No creature so feeble but owns a reUnder
serve of strength somewhere.

my boy,

—

"Oh, she's ancient history now. You
always were the same. But somehow
you suited me, Harvey, and I'm not
sorry to see your sandy- old head again.
But to go back, you know, don't tell me
vou thought I was dead, Ijecause

—

G. T. BELL,
Passenger Traffic Manager,
Montreal, Que.

risen.

she's sying lies

mind
you didn't," said Bell
"Oh, no, you didn't think

lad,

composedly.
I was dead."

notice in
Bass,

Pickerel, Pike.

Black

Jamieson's horse pull-

—

—

—

—

—

—

:
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the shifty, scared glances of her nattiral
protector,

weak.

Gladys had

Under the

still

cool

woman enemy,

remained

stare of
strong.

her

she grew
"I'm going you bad, wicked woman!" she said. "I wouldn't spend a
dye nor a night in the house again. I
hope God'll punish you and him!"
Upheld by that suddenly won
strength, she went into the house, washed her face, put up her hair, put on her
hat.
She passed her rival without a
look, and went out onto the road. The
lengthening shadows of the evening fell
low among the palms, and absorbed the
small white figure in their dance of light
and shade.

—
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and there were no stockings inside
But she was sure
things would come right. She was
"nice" whatever people might think
See the
she was good and they would find it point
hair

Nick a

her canvas shoes.

out.

One afternoon a white woman came
to her door at

Gladys almost

last.

burst out crying as she saw the parasol
bobbing up the walk. She ran to open
a tin of cake that she had hoarded
she lit the
through hungry days;
broken-down oil stove and put on the
kettle for tea.
Then she brushed her
hair up above her forehead into a becoming wave and came out to the
veranda, her cheeks red with excite-

ment.
Karela the, chief town of the
Maroro Islands, talk about the Jamieson affair ran high as a river in flood
It lasted but a
time of the rains.
little while, however, for on the return
call of the steamer, some few days
later, Jamieson zand his wife packed
up their goods, took their passages to
BeBrisbane, and were seen no more.
fore he went, Jamieson sent Gla^lys a
check; she tore it into little pieces and
threw them at the messenger and
Jamieson did not send again.
Gladys went first of all to the hotel
for a night, and afterw^ards to a little
tin shanty near the native quarter of
the town. She was sure that everyIn

—

body would see her side of the case,
and pity her, and for a few days she
was nobly upborne by her determination to begin life over again and show
"those two" that she did not suffer
and would not care. She gave out
that she would take in washing; she
bought soap and starch and a few
tubs on credit from the store, and living no one knew how, waited for custom.

Nothing came;
no one came. Gladys was "dropped."
Mrs. Jamiesons statement had been
It

did

not come.

believed.
Nobody credited Gladys's
marriage. A girl who had such very
yellow hair and overdressed so terribly
and gave herself such "airs" in the
days of her prosperity a girl who
n(;ver produced her marriage certificate when the truth was questioned,
who hadn't a wedding photograph or
present to show, who seemed to be
nothing and nobody, so far as anyone
knew how was one to credit the impossible story of such a girl ?
Karela
did not credit it. The little tin house
on the hot main road was avoided as

—

—

if

it

had harbored small[)ox

(iladys

stood it with the innate
the salt of the Australian
character, set her small teeth and determined to worry through. She went
to the native lines and took home jobs
of dressmaking for the Indian and

pluck that

half-caste
lie

is

women.

She

lived on

mea-

porridge and stopped "doing" her

The

With
aBlaisdell
penciljust

"nick" the
narrow strip
of paper between
the perforations
Your
and "pull".
pencil

inspected her keenly,
then, seemingly pleased with what she
saw, smiled and stretched out an expensively gloved hand. Gladys did
not know who she was. Maroro was
a small place, and she had thought she
visitor

knew every woman

in

it,

but

this

one

she had never seen. She did not remember the worn but handsome face,
the extremely pink complexion half
concealed by a white lace veil, the tall,
smartly dressed figure. Who in Karela
owned such silk, such lace, such feathers
who had such jewelery ? And who, of
all the women in this uncharitable, unchristian place, was now sitting on her
veranda, holding out the hand of friendship ?
The visitor flung back her veil and
smiled, with handsome, painted lips.
Then she spoke.
Of what happened next, Gladys never
had any clear remembrance. She could
only recall the crash of the rickety front

is

sharpened, quick as a wink
whistle.
No time

and clean as a

is wasted by whittling.
hands nor littered floor.

nor lead
soiled

And

No

such pencil satisfaction.

The

perfectly balanced, friendly "feel" of the
With minimum
Blaisdell makes writing a joy.
pressure the Blaisdell writes clearly and wears
slowly.
Superior, gritless leads mean quicker,
cleaner work, and happier workers.
"Nick" and "Pull" are efficiency experts they
guarantee better pencil service at lower pencil
They are eliminating fuss End muss, and
cost.
are saving money for millions of Blaisdell
users.
Why vol you?

—

Way

The Modern

to Sharpen a Pencil

.

door, seldom closed, as it banged behind
her skirts the echo of loud, mocking,
indescribably wic''ed laughter sounding on the veranda outside and then
away down the road. She was conscious of herself, a long time afterwards,
sitting on the edge of her makeshift
bed, curiously cold in spite of the burning sun that was crisping the leaves of
the mango trees outside curiously calm
She was saying one thing over
also.
"The limit that's the
and over:

—

;

—

imit."

That small, untrained, uncultured
soul had no knowledge of its own proGladys of the yelcesses of thought.
low hair did not know that she struggled
with a racial tradgey
afternoon; nor that,

and the

all

the burning

when the dusk
dew came down together, and

the locusts lifted up tlieir sunset song
in the frangipani trees, she had laid
down her arms and turned her back on
For her a thousand eons of
her race.
evolution were wiped out between the
waning and the setting of that day's
sun; back across the ages swung the
tormented little soul, by so much nearer
now to the eft and the dragon of the
primeval slime, as Liliku of the splendid

Are the world's pencil buyers all wrong
"Nick" antl "Pull" are cutting pencil costs

for

many

large business houses, including United
States Ste^l Corporation, Ford Motor Car Com-

pany, America Tobacco Company, Western Union
Company, Bradstreet Company,
Standard Oil Company, General Electric Co.
TeIeT;raph

You can
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experiedoe
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hardness.
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perfect leads of highest quality and to
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,
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Blaisdtjl 151. blue pencil, leads
the world in quality, out-sells all
other blue pencils combined.
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takes out blots in a jiffy. This perfect all-purpose ink eraser outlasts
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marking

No. 798 pencil
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For iKe invalid I

figure and
was nearer

apelike, prognathous
to them than she.

jaw

X

She only knew that she had done with
the white as the white had done with
her, and that, when the moon came up,
she was going to take horse and ride
for Liliku's town.

The Maroran native missionary who
down the road was not well pleased to be wakened up by the insignificant
lived

white woman of whom no one took
account nor was his fat godly wife
gratified to see the dress she had ordered
from Gladys for next Sunday's wear,
hanging on the slight limbs of Gladys
herself.
What was the white woman
doing in a native smock, with all her
hair over her shoulders and no shoes
on her feet, like a Maroran ? What
did she want with the teacher's horse
that she was come in the middle of the

—

Baker

<s

Cocoa
is

an ideal
food

bevera;^
liiiiiiiiiiii""'"'

pure,
delicious

and
wKolesome. i
Walter Baker & Co.Limited
ESTABLISHED 1780
MONTREAL.CANADA DORCHESTER.MASS.
•

him ?
Gladys had little

night to hire

and nothing
at all to tell.
She wanted the horse.
She was keeping the dress. They would
be paid for both, and they need ask
to say,

her nothing more.

Grumbling and sleepy, they gave in,
and the horse thudded away down the
road, bearing on its back a small, slight
figure in a native diess, riding native
fashion, astride.
Only the streaming
golden hair told, in the moonlight, that
the woman was white.
Two days after, at sunset, a mounted,
messenger from the inland ranges rode
by the teacher's door, and flung a packet
of green banana leaf over the thres-The teacher's wife
old as he passed.

opened

it,

and gasped with wonder

when she saw a roll of good "government" gold inside. Wrapped about the
gold was a fragment of native tappa
with a few words written on it in
Maroran tongue:
"For the price of the horse and the

cloth,

the
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illustrated calaloeue and Dr. Jaeger's
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Liliku."

Two years after, a party of distinguished tourists, journeying through the
islands, halted at a mountain town
where a dance was to be held in their
honor. Pigs were killed, yams and
bananas piled in mighty heaps for the
travelers, dainty native sweets of cocoanut and taro and sugar cane brought
by the armful. On the green, before
the huge, beehive houses that cast
pyramidal shadows in the moonlight,
the travelers sat upon piles of fine mats
and watched the youths and maidens

Shirts, Collars, Cardigan
Jackets, Smoking Jackets,
Ulsters,
Coats, Gloves,
Socks, Mufflers, Slippers,
Caps, etc.
Ask to see
these Jaeger Garments,
they are well worth your
inspection.

A

price of the dress.
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Incorporated In Ensland In 1883. with BritKh
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of the village swaying their flower-garlanded limbs to the intoxicating throb
of the island drum, while a chorus of
trained singers, somewhat apart, gaye
voice to all the savagery and romance
of the wild South Seas in booming,
brazen-throated war chorUses of the
cannibal days.

The distinguished tourists were pleased.
"It's

worth coming half round the
world to see," pronounced the most

Smartest

New Designs in

Puffs and Switches
The newest hair dressing may mean
that you require puffs or switches to
secure the right effect.
You will find
here scores of puffs in great variety of
size and shade of color, and switches of
var>ing thicknesses, weights and colors
to match any hair.
The quality of our
hair goods is absolutely the best; every
piece is fully guaranteed, and prices are
moderate. Vou will be pleasantly surprised at the variety and beauty of our
stock.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
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—

—
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Village Dwellers in Ontario

"A Vegetable Garden

for Every

Home

supreme effort Britain
and her armies must have ample
supplies of food, and Canada is the
great source upon which they rely.
this year of

IN

Greater production

is

a vital necessity.

Everyone with a few square feet of
ground can contribute to victory by
growing vegetables.

Four Patriotic Reasons
For Growing Vegetables

—

1

It saves

money

that you would otherwise

spend for vegetables, thus being an effective
means of thrift, leaving your money free for
purposes more directly helpful to the cause.
2 It helps to lower the "High cost of living."

—
—By

3

increasing production your vegetable
garden helps to enlarge the urgently needed

surplus of produce for export to the Motherland and her allies.

4^Every

dollar's worth of vegetables you
grow saves several hours' labor of some worker
somewhere whose effort at this critical time
should be expended upon producing food for
export, or upon other vital war work.

Multiply your effort by the number of available garden plots in
and the significance of vegetable production as a form of patriotic
to the country!

The Department
gardening.

Garden

for

Let the

slogan for 1917 be

thrift

towns and villages all over Ontario
becomes one of startling importance

of Agriculture Will Help

The Ontario Department of Agriculture appeals to Horticultural Societies to devote at least one evening meeting to the
subject of vegetable growing.
Manufacturers, labor unions,
lodges, school boards, etc., are invited to actively encourage
home

cities,

"A

Vegetable

Every Home."

Organizations are invited to arrange for instructive talks by
on the subject of vegetable growing.
In cases where it is impossible to secure a local speaker the
Department of Agriculture will, on request, endeavor to send
a suitable man.

The Department suggests the formation of local organizations to stimulate interest by offering prizes for best vegetable
gardens.
It is prepared to assist in any possible way any
organization that may be conducting a campaign for vegetable
production on vacant lots. It will do so by sending speakers or
by supplying expert advice in the field.
Send

local practical gardeners

The demand for speakers will be great. The number of
available experts being limited,
the Department
urgently
requests that arrangements for meetings be made at once; if
local speakers cannot be secured, send applications promptly.

You

To
ment

for Literature.

every one interested

of Agriculture will,
giving instructions about

in vegetable growing the Departon receipt of request, send literature
implements necessary and methods of

preparing the ground and cultivating the crop.

A plan of a vegetable garden indicating suitable crop to
grow, best varieties and their arrangement in the garden will be
sent free of charge to any address.

—The waste from the average table

Write for Poultry Bulletin.
inexpensive to keep, and you
Address

letters to

will

be highly repaid

in fresh eggs.

would support a small flock of hens. They are
Write for free bulletin which tells how to keep hens.

"Vegetable Campaign," Department of Agriculture, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Ontario Department of Agriculture
W.

H. Hearst, Minister of Agriculture

Parliament Buildings, Toronto
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vvlio

owiK-d a

title

(listiiiKiiislifU ol

all,

and had

and had enjoycfl most

a yacht

of the pleasant things available to the
rich and well born in all tjuarters of the
"Well worth it. The
civilized world.
ancestral savage in us calling, I suppose that's what makes one enjoy this

—

"

bit of 'looking backward,'

"The South Seas are the place for
romance, after all," agreed his neighbor.
"Did you hear of the Forbidden Town ?
We are onl>' a few miles from it, up
here."

"What

is

And why

it ?

is

it

for-

bidden ?"
"It's the

town

of the greatest chief in

Maroro, who married a white woman
"
some years ago
Was she made,
"A white woman

'

!

or bad, or what ?"
"Oh, I don't know— both, perhaps—
anvhow, she was very pretty and she
had some quarrel with the whites, so

she married this Liliku— married by a
black Wesleyan pastor, with all the
island ceremonies and she dresses
native fashion and eats on the floor and
never goes beyond the town. And
neither he nor she will let a white person
they set a guard at ever>^ entrance

—

The great

in

;

when

restorative
of Strength—

there are any whites heard to be

about."

Nothing like the
"A curious story
If we hadn't
islands for strange tales.
but w;e
to-morrow
boat
that
to catch
!

—

have. Anyhow it would be playing it
rather low down to try and get in.
Some time, if we make another trip to

WU^on*s
tNYOLIDS"

Maroro, one might approach judicious-

J'QI^T'

(a la Quinix

Absolutely no Alcohol

is

du

added.

Boysi

13

ALL DRUGGISTS

ASK YOUR DOCTOR

I'

Got a light ?"
when the
It was scarcely a year later
distinguished traveler, back in Maroro
on a honeynmoo journey with an equally

ly.

Peirou )

distinguished bride, found himself once
more at the village that had given the
dance. His bride, who was anxious to
Town
see the heroine of the Forbidden
and little used to brook any crossing of
her wishes, ordered the guides to be
ready to take them on next day to the
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ness and I^one Scout.
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D

is
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in

_|.
I'tlTant

woman

der," said the distinguished traveler.
"You like go see grave belong to him
very good grave ? "asked the guide.
"No stop along town that grave, stop

No.

the valuable premiums

and membership
Lone Scouts.

that the white

dead. She does not seem to have stood
I suppose one can't wonit very long.

I

to

asked the

?'

bride.

4

can sell the
week. Also please

Long time

he stop.

finish."

"What does he mean

Coupon Today

agency

papers.
Send me as many copies
of each as you
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place where the white woman lived.
"No good," said the man, squatting
down on the ground in sign of humility.

In

this chance.

bush— Liliku

he no

see,

suppose

you go."
"Yes, we'll go," said the bride
when
It was late in the afternoon
they came to the place of the tomb.
of
Liliku had built an immense cairn
white coral concrete over the place
where the yellow-haired woman rested;
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but there was no European inscription
on it, nor was there any cross, or rail, or
wreath of immortelle. On the face of
the great white pyramid, "thick inlaid
with patines of bright gold" by struggling sunset rays enlaced

among

the

palms, was one word only:

MARAITE.
wife laid her hand upon
her white husband's arm.
"Take me away from here,", she

The white

"There

said.
I

feel

is

too

much shadow.

.

.

cold."

Railroading to Recruiting
Continued from page 252.
salary after going
full
six
assistant to
overseas.
J. S. Dennis,

month's

the president, who, as the railway and
government know, is doing so much for
the allied cause, has led a series of
recruiting meetings to the employees
Another prominent official
of labor.
has headed a donation for the 191st

band fund by a very substantial chequei
There are many discouragements in
the business of recruiting.

"When

I

a newspaper," said Captain Rankin, "I used
to think it was difficult work to sell
advertising, but it is nothing to getIn selling advertising,
ting recruits.
you are giving a man something tangible for his money, but in getting recruits you are asking a man, not only
to give up much, but there is always
lurking in the rear the probable possibility of his having to give up his
The average man is willing to
life.
serve his country and die for it too,
when the time comes, but the great
problem for the majority to decide, is
when this psychological moment has
Many men are dissuaded
arrived.
from enlistment because their womenfolk are not willing to give them up,

worked oh the business end

of

and hesitate to assume the responsia family."
Captain Rankin is a man of varied
He
experience and a wide traveller.
has been connected with railways in
Cuba, British Guiana, Jamaica and
Born in
the Isthmus of Panama.
Montreal, he comes of a well known
Canadian family, back to the days of
French seigneuries. His mother, now
an old lady of eighty, still lives in
Montreal. Two brothers, Major Allan
Rankin, of the A.M.C., a scientist and
specialist in bacteriology, is in France
and Lieut. Ernest Rankin is in the
motor boat patrol of the Royal Navy.
bility

of

Disabled Canadian Soldiers

A "sameness"

that is most
enjoyable
the daily, unvarying goodness of a cup of

"SEAL BRAND" COFFEE.
It

never fails to greet you with
same

that

clearness

cial position.

In J^,

and

fragrance,

delightful

win people with

that

Continued from page 256.

has been wisely decided that no
man shall forfeit any part of his pension on account of his industry and
enterprise in improving his own finanIt

exquisite

1

—
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—

amber
flavour,

first

cup.

and 2 pound tins.
Whole ground pulverized— also
ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk.
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Tlie Light Four
5 PassengterTourintf

*930

A

Light Four

Comprehensive Line of Automobiles All New Values

point of view this announcement is most important.
For herein we set forth the achievement toward which the WillysOverland organization has aimed
for the last eight years.
This achievement in a word is the
completion of our gigantic organization to a point where we could
make and market a complete line
of automobiles under one head.
One executive organization,
one factory management,

From your

—
purchasing
—one
expense,
one
—one
group

unit,

sales

of dealers,

plan, produce

and selPthe

entire

line.

Buying power is concentrated. Costs
are distributed over

all

these cars.

The savings are tremendous.
As a result we are producing

—

cars of

and marketexceptional quality
ing them at unusually low prices.
Every car is built to a rigid standard
of performance, comfort and appearance.
The (new [Light Four at $930 is a
striking example.

It

—built

has good style
harmonious and

body

lines.

It is

full

low with
sweeping

a beautiful car

Two Passenger
104

in.

Roadster
wheelbase
$910

Country Club
Four Seater Sport Model
104 in. wheelbase
$1050

in every sense of the word.

The motor

is

powerful, quiet

and

of

sturdy construction. The turning
radius is short.
The car has a
quick acceleration and is built to
tour safely and comfortably from
the Atlantic to the Pacific.
And with all these good qualities it

The soft cushrides beautifully.
ions, the long resilient cantilever
rear springs, the large tires (31x4)
and the proper balance in construction absorb all types of jolts
the choppy cobblestone, the

—

Big Four Roadster
112 in. wheelbase
$1170
Light Siz Roadster

116

wheelbase
«1360

in.

Big Four Coupe
112 in. wheelbase

$1750
Light Six

116

cuppy macadam and the heavy
ruts and thank-you-ma'ms of the

Coupe

wheelbase
$1940

in.

highways.

Yet this is but one of the new WillysOverland values.
Never before have the economies of
vast production been

available

buyers of every class of car.
the Overland Policy of greater

|Big"Four<Touring

wheelbase
$1190

112^in.

Light Six Touring

116

for

And

production, higher quality, lower
price is exemplified in every model
and type.

wheelbase
$1380

in.

Big Four Sedan
112 in. wheelbase

$2030

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head

Office

and Works:

Light Six

116

Sedan

wheelbase
$2220

in.

West Toronto, Can.
Willys-Knight and Overland Automobilfis

and^ight Commercial Cars.

na

All prices /. o. b. Toronto
subject to change

without notice
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Issue.

BEGINNING with the May issue
CANADA MONTHLY will devote two pages each month to editorials on topics of timely interest.

CONTENTS FOR APRIL,
Helping Mother Nature

By

leading article is by Robert J.
C. Stead, a frequent contributor to this
magazine, who is an authority on the

The

West and its problems. He shows
among other things why there is bound
to be a rush for land in Western Canada after the war which will be unprecedented in history.
Elliott Flower contributes a short
story under the title "An Unappreciated Comedy," which will hold your inIt tells
terest from the first paragraph.
and
of her
of a girl accused of theft
revenge upon her employer.

There is a type of man who is always complaining about his health, who

The concluding chapters of "The
Gregory Morton Mystery "will keep
you up after bed time.
The cover will be in three colors, by

R.
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GOLDWIN SMITH.

The Plans

of

the Organization of Resources Committee to

Food Sup-

increase Ontario's Production of
plies.

Son 0' Mine

285

By FREEIVIAN PUTNEY, JR.
of

The

story

an old game with a new ending.

Fisherman's Luck
By K. J.

288

SYNON.

In which

it is

related

how

Walton made some

three followers of Isaac

discoveries in the Algonquin Park District.

The Gregory Morton Mystery

291

By CHARLES CABOT.
ment

That Yard

of

The

Fifth Instal-

of a gripping serial story of a

lost his

man who

memory.

Yours

',
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By F. C. BURGESS and WARREN MASON.
Some advice to the anateur gardener who desires to beautify the home lot with the most

actually gets a secret pleasure in his
assumed martyrdom. In "Uncle Solon's

Stomach," Mary Eaton Vorse has given
us a humorous picture of such a man.
In "The Night Run," Madge Macbeth has written one of the best "surprise stories" we have read in a long
time. Don't miss it.

1917

attractive varieties of flowers

and

vines.

His Bit

299

By

BETH PORTER SHERWOOD.

story of a

man who

The

found a new way to serve

the Empire.
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School and College
Directory

The man from Punxsutawney and

the

man from Kokomo
Discussed the Chinese troubles, and
the first said, "Don't you know,
think these Chinese names are queer
enough to stop a clock."
"That's right," replied another man
I

A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
SItuatsd opposite Queen'a P«rk, Bloor Street, W.
Brerj Edncational ficllitr prOTided. Pupils prepared for
Honour Matriculation. Music. Art and Physical Education.
The School, by an unfailing emphasis upon the moral as
well as the Intellectual, aims at the
development of a
true womanhood.
JOHN A. PATERSON. K.C.. President.
For Calendar apply MRS. A. R. GREGORY. Principal.

GLEN

MAWR

HAVERGAL

LADIES' COLLEGE,

Main School: 364 Jarvis Street.
Coverley House 372 Jarvis Street.
Street,

IVIISS

West.
Principal,

TORONTO.

(Successor to Miss Veals)
Classical Tripos, Cambridge University, England
Large well-Tentllmted hotua. Highly quaUflad staff of
Canadian and Europaan Teachera. Preparation, i< deaired,
for Matriculation Examination a.
Outdoor games.
New proapectui from Miss Stuart.

10

ELM AVENUE, ROSEDALE, TORONTO

A

Day School lor Girls
Principal
MISS EDITH M. READ, M.A.

Residealial and

Hon. Principal

M ISS M. T. SCOTT.

Preparation for the University and for Examinations
In Music
Art and Domestic Science Departments.
Thoroughly efficient staff. Large playgrounds. Outdoor
games Tennis, Basketball, Rink. Healthiul locality.

—
PRIMARY

SCHOOL FOR DAY

PUPILS.

THE PRINCIPAL.

MARGARET'S COLLEGE

TORONTO
A Residential and Day School

St.

for Giris

(Founded by the late George Dickson. M.A.. former
Upper Canada College, and Mrs. Diclcsoni
Academic Course from Preparatory to University Matriculation and First Year Worlc. Music. Art. Domestic Science.
Physical Education, Criclcet, Tennis, Baalcetball, Hockey.

Jerome's College,
KITCHENER, ONT.

Principal of

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS.
Miss

J. E. MacDonald,
Principal.

B.A.

Rev. A. L. Zinger, C.R., Ph.B., President.

STAMMERING

A $30 Bicycle GIVEN
TO EVERY BOY

or stuttering overcome positively^Our
natural methods permanently restore
natural speech. Graduate pupils everywhere. Free advice and literature.

Just a little pleasant easy work for us in your own
neighborhood.
No experience needed, any bright
boy or girl can do the woric and easily earn a fine
Bicycle. Write for full details of our BIG GIFT OFFER
to boys and girls. A postcard will do. Address

THE ARNOTT INSTITUTE
KITCHENER,

CANADA

-

Excellent Business, High School and Arts
Departments. New Buildings, Large Gymnasium,
Swimming Pool. Rates moderate.

CANADA MONTHLT,

Toronto, Ont.

And

"By

—

my brother says ^he lives
here in Hackensack."
still
another stranger said the

down

For Prospectus apply to

President.

observed,

ginger! that's a fac'.

That's what

A BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
.
MISS J. J. STUART

Swimming Bath,
Mrs. George Dickson,

Caucomgomoc.

fair

The man from Kokomo

KNOX,

n*S£5VJ."-

PamciPAL

ST.

from

:

Junior School: SI St. Clair Avenue, West.
Preparatory School (late Westbourne), 278 Bloor

man's comment was true;
And added with a smile of pride, "My
home's

in

Kal'mazoo."

man took up the strain.
"Now, down Skowhegan way
And up Ypsilanti we speak it every day.
The names are all unci\-ilized and
Another

heathen in their ring.
That's what I told mj' uncle yesterday
in Ishpeming."
is my native town," another
stranger said;
"And I think all these Chinese names
the worst I ever read."
"Quite true," agreed a quiet man;
"they're certainly uncanny.
That's what my neighbors all assert
in Tail Holt, Indianny."

"Hohokus

—Josh

Wink,

in

Baltimore American.

"What makes you stand

there watch-

operate this adding machine? "
asked the man in the bank.
ing

^•T,-:,.^.^'^-!3i

©arnntn

Careful Oversight.
Large Playing Fields.

Thorough Instruction.
Ejcellent Situation.

REV. D. BRUCE

MACDONALD,

Calendar sent on application.

Dean

Boats'

Style and

Safety

Dean Models and boat

acce,ssorie3, also

brass joint construction mailed

FREE.

AfieraBardDay
work
of

you can get prompt
by rubbing the tired
muscles with

or sport

"

relief

Absorb! ne.Ji
THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

*BSOKBUIJEJI

A

bottle of Absorbine, Jr, kept
handy for emergencies is excellent health and accident insur-

ance.

sample of

Walter Dean Canoe & Boat Co.
TORONTO, ONT.

M.A., LL.D.,

Headmaster

"We have so much music out home,"
answered the loiterer, "that it's kind of
interesting to see somebody punching a
lot of kej-s around witliout starting up
some kind of a tune."

Sam was

Speed and Comfort
If you are buying a canoe, row boat,
power boat or sailing dinghy, buy the best.
You will have greater satisfaction and
pride in your craft, and be "money in
pocket" at the end. Write to-day for
NEW CATALOGUE Y, showing 1917

(Eamhu

upp^r J'n^Iow^^Ichools

me

^

!

answered

his wife.

"Yes, of course,

I

know

that

!

But

512 Lyman's BIdg., Montreal, Can.

see

wherever a high-

IS indicated.

^^

"What tomfooler>% Maria
It says
here that some idiot has actually paid
a thousand dollars for a dog !"
"Well, my dear, those well bred dogs
are worth a lot of monej', you know,"

$l.oo a bottle. Druggists or postpaid.
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.

Jr,

grade liniment or a positive germicide
^~-'-^--

reading the paper, when
snorted and addressed

a thousand dollars
Why, it's a good
deal more than I am worth myself 1"
"Ah, yes, Sam
But then some
dogs are worth more than others, you

Use Absorbine,

"""^

suddenly he
Mrs. Sam:

!

!

1"

a
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Children in these days are far more
independent than were their fathers

'MGER
BOYS

For

and GIRLS
Your children's health
of the first importance. Start them right
by clothing them with
Jaeger Garments. We

is

stock

Jaeger

Undersvear

and Night Wear, Dressing
Gowns, Knitted Suits,

Snow Outfits, Golfers,Coat
Sweaters, Jerseys, Raglan
Camel Hair Fleece Coats,
Gloves, Stockings, Caps,

illustrated catalogue

and

DR. Jaeger '""'^J^Jr""

co.un„t.«

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

Incorporated In England in 1883. with British
"1^
Capital for thp Britiib Empire.

$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your
Diamonds by buying
from us. We are Dia-

mond Importers.
Terms $1. $2
$3 Weekly-

—

We

guarantee

Write to-day for Catalogue. It is free.
any Dart of Canada tor
Pasments may be made
Inspection at our expense.
Weekly or Monthly.

We

send

Diamonds

to

JACOBS BROS., Diamond
15

Importera,

TORONTO ARCADE. TORONTO, CANADA.

nCNNISTEEl
^^

^

LONDON

-

Steel Lockers, Shelving, Bins, Cabinets,
etc,

demnis:tecl

"I think 'Lohengrin' is just splendid! " murmured the lady in the large
hat, as she handed the conductor a
penny for her fare.
"Do you? " asked her friend in the
purple velvet, with a superior smile.
"I think it's not bad; but I just love

by

finish,

use carbon paper that is the wrong
weight and manifolding power.

Let us prescribe the Carbon Paper that
exactly fits your work it's FREE

—

Just tell us what special results you wish to
Make
obtain. Also give your dealer's name.
the usual number of carbon copies. Send us
the original together with copies and sheets of

carbon paper used, all in place, and we will prescribe the correct degree of ink finish, weight
and manifolding power that exactly fits your

Simpson's,
Imperial Oil ComTeleBell
pany,

ern

hundreds

needs.

With the

prescription

we

will

also

send you free

a

SAMPLE SHEET of the carbon paper you ought to use,
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

Illustration

a widely used material locker or stasteel, fireproof, finished in enamel

—

handsome, substantial

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO.
136 Victoria

F. S.

St.,

Toronto, Can.

Webster Company, 367 Congress St, Boston, Mass.

The Dennis Wire and Iron
Works Co, Limited

The mileage obtainable
from
If

THE MOST DESIRABLE WATERPROOF
COLLARS ON THE MARKET,^
AT roup DEALER'S,
Off

omecT

—

25 c

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA .s^stnc^i^nn.
iPMirco

TOBONTO

in direct

is

the air put

your tire lacks twenty

per cent, of the air it
needs it will render you
twenty per cent less than
the mileage it could have
given you. Measure the
\ir in your tires with a
SCHRADER Universal
Tire Pressure Gauge
and get the maximum

working

out of your

A
^ Sill III

tires.

Price $1.25 at your
dealer or
Schrader's Son, Inc.
20-22 Hayter St.,

Toronto

_^

\

Duncan MacPherson was a hardof the unusual
loved neither the kirk nor

headed old Scot, one
kind

[CHALLEnoE Collars]

tires

ratio with
into them.

REFINED
''All THE NEATNESS AND STYl^
^
OF THE FINEST LINEN MAY BE YOURS IN

some

folders,

!"

you're not going to leave
for me six years ?"
"Yes, I am," returned the hired man.
"I've done all sorts of odd chores for
you without a whimper, but I'm durned
if I'm going to stay here and be secretary to any durned hen !"

a

shelves to suit, Let

us send

he's a single

"Why, Jim,
after

cabinet

at

moderate price.
Made any size with

!

me

'C^
shows

great concerns.

tach a tag to the chicken's legs. He
soon found that his hired man was
negligent about properly inscribing the
One day not an egg was marked,
eggs.
and the farmer read him the riot act.
The hired man listened in sullen
silence until the boss finished, then he
You'll have to get
"See here
said:

man

Co,, NorthElectric, and
^of other

phone

over his

A farmer who had gone into scientific
poultry raising hit upon the scheme
of marking each egg with certain data
His idea was to find
in indelible ink.
which variety of chickens laid best, and
then, when the eggs were hatched, at-

another

Ea-

by

tionary cabinet, All

all

man! "

Then why

used

is

•,_Canadian

ton's,

murmured apolo"I'm married. You might

^Ybtir Right Hand

all

railroads,

plain features.
"Sorry, miss," he

"VbuDorftWear^tu*
Engagement Ring on

mK$

CANADA

name, [known from Atlantic to Pacific
we market Canada's finest product in the way of
this

Equipment

getically;
try the driver, 'hough;

in

Price and Quality.

amusement.

'Carmen.'"
The conductor blushed

or

you

advantage

every

TTNDER

The two ladies had been to the opera
at a local theatre, and, going horne in
;he tram, they discussed the evening's

Dr. Jaeger's Health Culture will
he sent free on application.

TORONTO

"

tenpence already!

etc.

A fully

Genuine Diamonds

and motliers.
Mr. Gray had been away from home
on business for some time, and the
exact hour at which he would arrive
in London was uncertain.
But his children, Jack and Molly,
twins, and little fiends at that,_ were
determined to meet him, in spite of
So they
all orders to the contrary.
gave mother and nurse the slip, and
when Mr. Gray left the train his eyes
fell first upon the twins.
"Now, you two," he began angrilly,
"what did I tell you?"
"Oh, papa, hurry up, do! " came an
"Don't waste time
excited chorus.
scolding. The taxi's up to eleven-and-

who

the minister. On tlie icy pavement he
slipped and fell, and as he sat there
gathering his wits, the minister, who
chanced to pass, said, "Macpherson, the
sinner stands on slippery ground."

"Aye," said Duncan
ve."

dr>'ly:

"I

see

HighesVAward

at the

Panama

Pacific Exposition.

Free Enlargement $i'.oo^order
Films developed any size 5c; Prints 3c and 4c
Post Cards 50c dozen. Send yotxr films to

J. T. BISHOP
TORONTO
lO GRANGE AVENUE
-

-
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The Advertising World of London Tells How War Has Shown Great Britain
Power of Advertising and Shows Conclusively That Business Even in Great Britain
Now Can No More Be Conducted Without Advertising Than an Engine Can Run Without Steam. In the Earlier Days of the War There Were Those Who Looked Upon Advertising as a Species of Luxury that Offered the Most Favorable Opportunities for
Retrenchment. They Are Not Much in Evidence Now. Read the Editorial Below:
the

Looking Forward
A

new year

is

(From the January Advertising World, London)
a kind of milestone at wliich we all pause for a moment for a glance backward and

forward.

Upon the road we traversed during 1916 our eyes will not, I think, be disposed to linger. A review of
would yield us much cause for self-congratulation, for advertising has endured the strains to w-hich it
has been subjected, in common with every other form of commercial activity, in a most admirable manner.
It has shown itself to perform a function in modern trading
There
of absolutely primary importance.
were those in the earlier days of the war who were inclined to look upon advertising as a species of luxury that offered the most favorable opportunities for retrenchment. They are not much in evidence now.
Most of them learnt in a very practical manner, and not without pain, that commercial business can
no more be conducted without advertising than an engine can be run without steam.
That such a lesson should have been taught, and learnt in an unforgettable manner, is not a little to
set against the many losses occasioned to the advertising business by the war.
We may with confidence go so far as to say that we see no reason for advertisers and advertising
men to feel unduly fearful of what this year may have in store for them. Every one of the signs points to
Operations
a continuance and even an increase of advertising enterprise during the coming months.
may be conditioned by difficulties of obtaining various kinds of advertising material, space, paper, printing,
etc., but they are not at all likely to be restricted as a whole to smaller limits than those at present conit

fining them.

—

—

On the contrary, as the victory that will bring peace emerges
every day more
as it is emerging
clearly from the clouds that have obscured it advertisers will strive with ever increasing energy to prepare
for the resumption of general commercial activity.
There will be an enormous amount of business to be done in home and overseas markets during the
years immediately following the cessation of hostilities; but the competition for it will be keener than
any of which the commercial world has yet had knowledge.
This is being more and more recognized in this country and everywhere efforts are being made to
key the machinery of production, and what is still more necessary the machinery of distribution, up to
a hitherto undreamt of level of efficiency.
Quite apart from current advertising this preparative work is giving all those connected with advertising i-apidly Increasing employment for sill their energies and abilities. There is no time to lose, for it is
more than possible that the war will end as suddenly as it began; and to be found unprepared for peace
may cost us more in the long run even than we have had to pay for being unprei)ared for war.

At this, the most critical passage that British commerce has ever had to essay, its fortunes are
largely in the hands of those who have a specialist knowledge of scientific salesmanship. They will not
fail to do their part, we are assured, if they receive proper support from the producers.
They must have this, and have it now, if British trade is to maintain anything like its pride of place
under the new conditions.
believe this support is being accorded to them more readily to-day than it ever has been in the past:
and it is for this reason that we find ourselves able to look forward with high courage and full confidence.
The "after-the-war" times of commercial competition are going to be filled with unprecedented endeavor and the promise of unexampled achievement. The "nation of shopkeepers" should, as it will, be
found ready to play a part in them worthy of its traditions and potentialities.

We

England, in tlie throes of the mightiest war in all liistory,
ergies, is forging ahead in her vast business enterprises.
Site
efficiency, a new flgliting weapon
ADVERTISING.

—

which would seem to command all her enhas discovered, and is using with wonderful

England's volunteer army rallied to the drum-beat of great advertising campaigns. England's billion dollar loans are being "sold" to the public through advertising.
These tremendously successful advertising campaigns have aft'orded the nation a wonderful object
lesson as to the power of advertising to accomplish definite results on a huge scale.
The editorial reproduced hei'ewith from The Advertising AVorld, hidings news that even now England
is prei)aring for new commercial conquests through international advertising.
It is highly important that Canadian business and commercial interests iJress with vigor the unparalleled opportunities for dominating the home market as well as the world's markets, which the European
War has placed within their grasp. "Full speed ahead!" should be the slogan of the alert manufacturers
and merchants of the Dominion of Canada.
We shall be glad to offer the services of this magazine to any manufacturer who is now interested
in intrenching his present markets or extending same.

V

Jf
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WEVROLET
Send for
Descriptive

FOURNINETY
The best steel, and genuine highest
grade materials forged, cast or welded
into shape
scientific

Literature.

by modern machines

accuracy insure

the

of

high

efficiency of the

CHEVROLET
The

resiliency

of

Four-Ninety
the

chassis,

the

pliancy of the supporting springs and
fine upholstery insure comfort.

Our mammoth production and efficiency methods makes possible the low
price of

$695.

/. o. 6.

OSHAWA

including Electric Lights and Starter.

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA
LIMITED

OSHAWA

-

CANADA

WESTERN SERVICE AND DISTRiBUTING BRANCH:
REGINA. SASK.

C-25

TO INVESTORS
THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE
FUNDS REQUIRING INVESTMENT
MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

TOCK
DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN

SUMS OF

$500,

OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.
Interest payable half-yearly, 1st April and Ist October by
(free of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at
the rate of five per cent per annum from the date of purchase.

cheque

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering
at par and accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment made under any future war loan issue in
Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other like short
date security.

Proceeds of this stock are for war purposes only.

A

commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed
to recognized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in
respect of applications for this stock which bear their stamp.

For application forms apply to the
Finance, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA
OCTOBER

7th, 1916.

Deputy Minister

of

I
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Send 10c for

this

beautiful picture

15x.l9

in colors.
inches.

iiou, too,

can have tke charml

oiyi skin you love
You can begin
plexion

longed

the

tonight to actually bring to your comgreater loveliness and charm you have

to touch.

Send 10c

for the beautiful
picture above

for.

Begin the following Woodbury treatment tonight.
Dip a cloth in warm water and hold it to the face

damp. Now take a cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap and go over your face with the cake itself
just as a man does with a shaving stick.
Then dip your
until the skin is

hands in warm water and with the tips of your fingers
work up a lather from the soap left on your face. Rub
this cleansing, antiseptic lather thoroughly
mto the pores of your skin, always with an

This painting

is

a

most beautiful cor.ceptionof "A skin you

love to touch." The artist is Z. P. Nicolaki, the popular iUuatrator, and it is difficult to tell the reproduction from the original. Send your name and ad dress with 10c in stamps or coin and
we will mail you a copy, also a cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap large enough for a week's treatment. "Write today*
Address. The Andrew Jergens Co.. Ltd.,2304Sherbroolie St.

Perth, Ontario.

but gently

upward and

outward motion. Rinse with warm water, then with cold.
If possible, rub your face for a few
minutes with a

piece of

Take

ice.
five

minutes

for this treatment every day and
gradually but surely, the clearness,
freshness and charm of "A skin you love to touch."
A
25c cake of Woodbuiy's Facial Soap is sufficient for
a

your skin

month

will take on,

or six weeks of this treatment.

Get a cake today.

For sale by Canadian druggists from coast to coast
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Helping Mother Nature
THE PLANS OF THF ORGANIZATION OF RESOURCES COMMITTEE TO INCREASE
ONTARIO'S PRODUCTION OF FOOD SUPPLIES

By
Illustrated

Empire, the Dominion and them-

The first and undoubtedly the
selves.
most effective is to enlist. The second
which is a good alternative, is to help
pay for the cost of the war. The third,
which is within the reach of hundreds
of thousands, is to make this country
produce during the year 1917 as it never
before.

It

is

readily

ac-

knowledged that so far Canadians have
done well with respect to enlisting and
helping to pav for the war.
Partly be-

many

cause so

Decorations by F.

from Portraits

arc three important ways
THERE^
in which Canadians san help the

]>roduced

R. Goldwin Smith

men who, while past the
military age, are able to employ their
hands as well as their brains, a medium
of service is offered that will count
effectively against what is the most
powerful and probably the final attempt
of an autocratic political organization
to stem the onward march of demoOne month ago there were four
cracy.
autocratic powers, Russia, Germany,
for the older

Austria-Hungary and Turkey. Russia
became a democracy almost over night,
and now the democratic world, which
is

the people's world,

is

arrayed against

of

country's
ablest young men
the

have enlisted,

M. Grant

the three Central Powers. The enem\'
are shortening their battle fronts, and
they are still strong. The results of
the war depend now as much on resources as fighters. Agriculture is the
fundamental resource of any nation
The great productive power of Canada in face of present insistent demands
and the future needs of the mother

country and our European Allies has
been effective in inducing the Ontario
Legislature to initiate the "Productive
is commending the
attention of the people from one end of
the province to
the other. While
the campaign has
the Government

Campaign," which

backing

however, the nation's productive
power has been
impairUnless a large
percentage of the
seriously

through the meof a Re-

.sources

i

Commit-

This committee comprises
prominent members from both

every

m mu n

the

its

dium

•man and boyin

by

disposal, the idea
is being realized

ed.

]30wer
co

it

every means at

tee.

ty in

Dominion

takes account of
production as a
need, the
vital
area planted and
therefore the harvests of 1917 will
fall far short of
urgent require-

sides of the Legislature, agricultur-

experts
and
i)usiness men.

al

The

Lieutenant

(Governor,

John

S

i

r

For young men
who through some

Hendrie
is
chairman. Sir
William
Hearst
and M. J. Haney,

defect

vice-chairmen,

cannot join the
army, for the boys
who are not old

and Dr. Albert
H. Abbott sec-

ments.

physical

enough

to enlist.

S.

retary.
Sir

William Howard Hearst, Premier of Ontario and Minister of Agriculture

Copyritkt. 1917. by

VANDBRHOOF. SCOTT & COMPANY. LIMITED.

Alt righti reservfd.

other

The

members
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The

Honourable

T.

(iarry, IVovincial Treasurer;

VV.

Mc-

he Honourable (i. H. Ferguson,
Minister
Lands, Forests and Mines;
N. W.
Rowell, K.C., C. M. Bowman, M.P.P.,
Southampton; G. A. Gillesjiic, M.P.P.,
Peterborough; Severin Ducharme, M.
P.P., Bell River;
Honourable W. D.

McPherson, Provincial

Secretary',

Forbes (Godfrey, Mimico
Sommerville, Toronto; VV

The

Sudbury;

Bell,

J.

W.

Hon. H.

Richardson,

William Wol-

Kingston;

Walkerville;
Fred
Escj.,
Assistant
Cook,
King's Printer, Ottawa;
Dr. W. A. Ridilell, Toronto; W. E. Rundle, Toronto; Arthur Little, Lonlatt,

William Dryden,
don;
Brooklyn; Walter RoUo,
Dr. G.
Hamilton;
Crcclman, Guelph;
W.
H. Shapley, Toronto.
In an interview with

C

the representative of the

"Canada Monthly"

Sir

William Hearst explained
in

some

detail

the prob-

lems that faced the Province along the lines of
production.

"You ask me

for

a brief

statement as to the agricultural

policy

Government,"
"In reply
that

it is

I

of

he

the
said.

would say

two-fold.

First

and foremost we recognize the necessity of pro-

ducing the greatest jjossible quantity of foodstuffs from the soil during the season which is
now opening. It has been
our constant aim throughout the entire work of the

Department covering

I

Dr.

Norman;

granting examination recognition, and
by utilizing short time and holiday
labor throughout the season as it may
be available. In this latter regard the
Department is cooperating with the
Toronto Board of Trade and through
public si)iritcd organizations which
have taken this matter in hand,
'through the cooijcration of the Labor
Branch of the Government and the
also

farms as our chief source of prtxluction
have, nevertheless, been urging tha
all the backyard gardens and vacan
lots in cities, towns and villages shoulc;
be cultivated. The thousands of n

we

,

quests received atjhc Department
information on this matter indicate

fo:

thi

keen in teres t» which has been developed
is little doubt but what a
great deal of spare time and spare land
will be used this year witli
results advantageous to

and there

the individual and the
nation.
"In the second place
the agricultural policy of
the Government looks to
the more permanent development of agrisulture
on a finn and prosperous
basis.
What the conditions may be after tJie war
is difficult to foretell, but
we know that new channels of trade have been

developed under war conand every effort
will be made by the Province to maintain these
so far as the supply of
ditions

foodstuffs

is

concerned.

While continuing to

dis-

seminate the best information on the productive
side, the

Department

will

devote attention to the
marketing side probably
more than in the past.

Grading of butter and of
woal are being undertaken this year and there
seems to be a large field
for usefulness in this line.

"Ontario
in

is

possessing

fortunate
great na-

tural advantages in her
agricultural resources and
agricultural
population,

and it will be the purpose
every section of the Proof the Government, workvince to keep this proing in harmony with the
minently before the men
people on the land, to see
on the land. It has been
that these are developed
pointed out and backed
to the fullest possible exHon.
Newton
Wesley
Rowell,
K.C.
up with conclusive evitent."
Who as leader of the Liberal Party in Ontario is vitally interested in the
dence that greater proIn Great Britain every
production campaign
duction can be accomavailable plot of landi is
plished with the same labor by utilizing
local ofTices of the Department of
being utilized for agriculture.
The
better seed and better methods.
At Agriculture we havea spltndid organiza- question presents itself, therefore
why
the same time it is recognized that a
tion for distributing labor so far as it
greatly increased production is neceslarger supply of labor is fundamental
may be sesured, and the prospect is sary.
The answer is conclusive.
to any expectation of greatly increased
that a great deal of useful work will be
While Russia can feed her own people
returns from the land from which
accomplished in this way. Publicity is
and armies, the Allies have some ten
thousands of men have been taken for
also being generously used to bring to
million men on the Saloniki, Italian
military service and munition making.
the attention of retired farmers and
and Western fronts to feed, and they
It has been found that there are
others the patriotic duty of offering
are non-producers.
Moreover official
practically no idle men in the Province,
their services for productive services
crops statistics indicate that the reand consequently we have been com- where they cannot render military sercently harvested crops and the 1917
pelled to devote our energies towards
vice
Men are also being brought in crops of those countries, where estisecuring the services of High School
from across the line.
mates can be made fall far short of the
boys throughout the summer months,
"While therefore it is evident that
previous year.
In Argentina the wheat
releasing them in April if necessary and
we must look to the regularly organized and corn crops are practically a failure
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PresiDr. Geo. C. Cxeelman,
AgriculOntario
dent of the
Comtural College, the new
Agriculture
of
missioner

Dr. Albert H. Abbot, Secreof
tary of the Organization

Resources Committee

of

Australia s yield
surplus this year
bushels below
50,000,000
wheat will be
In France the
last year's small crop.
per cent
condition of wheat is only 65
Holland and
of the normal, and both
unsatisBritain report the condition
figured
It has been closely
factory.
old crop
the
of
grains
surplus
that the
will have been
year in all countries
before July 1st
exhausted
completely
together
It is, therefore, ^
this year.
will have to
America
North
likely that
of Europe
suddIv the Allied nations
approximately 500.000,000 bus-

with

munition plants. In any case the
tljan no
available help will be better
most
training
brief
With
help at all.
from the
drawn
boys
and
men
the
of
just as most of
cities will make good,
good in the
making
are
women
the
in

usually exand that country, which
or more
ports annually 100,000,000
httle
very
have
will
wheat,
bushels of

1917 crop

the
hels of wheat alone from
vegetables
other,grains,
mention
not to
for all of
meats, wool, leather and flax,
exists at the
demand
urgent
which an
and will continue until

the city
following year. With regard to
will broaden
experience
the
boys
school

munition factories. The farmer may
employ
inquire whether it will pay to
these volunteers.

men who spend

With regard

to the

their holidays in this

Committee is
ser\'iceable manner, the
which
trying to work out a plan by
which
pay,
soldier's
a
they will receive
Indicentally, two
is $1.10 per day.
will
weeks or a month on the land

thevery

afford rren who work in offices
their
best opportunity to recuperate
of the
energies for the confined work

is

an aljundance

The supreme

1908 the prices of thirteen departments
together
or staple commodities taken
of
series
unbroken
an
have registered
advances. Taking 100 as the normal,

The committee

of

as far as

may

women

Labor

is

calling to its aid

various existing organizations in the
Province. Farmers' clubs, women's
institutes, high schools and Boards of
Trade are being asked to cooperate.
The Toronto Board of Trade is already
taking definite action. It is laying
plans for a "patriotic holiday campaign."
agent
It will become the mediating
between ofhce men and farmers. This
should solve the problem for Toronto

cooperate.

questioned the competence of

consideration. The department
at Ottawa has compiled
of
movesignificant figures covering price
ments in this country. Since the year

into

portional to the average.

need, as

reasonably raise the
competance of unthe
to
as
question
skilled farm help, just as manufacturers

of comthe course of wholesale prices
modities during the past year is taken

commodities has more than doubled.
In the table on page 284 it will be noted
that the advance in farm products has
been in some cases more than pro-

land available.
workers.
the Premier emphasizes, is
will not
farmers
that
scarce
Labor is so
be able to operate either so extensively
of
or intensively unless the man-power
offices
the cities and towns, schools and

Farmers

be excessive.
The importance of such a movement
appreciated when
to the farms will be

of
since that Elysian period, the cost

Committee
and
lem in a comprehensive manner
Needmethods.
scientific
is applying
say there

work. Meanwhile, the food proand
duction problem would be solved
not
would
farm
the
operating costs on

"life

the index number in 1908 was 120.08,
whereas in 1916 it was 182.4. During
1897 and 1898 the index numbers were
Hence,
92.2 and 96.1 respectively.

present time
ceased.
long after the war has
Whether or not the Resources Comorganization,
mittee is a permanent
it so,
and plans are being made to have
with
do
to
has
now
function
its primary
The great obiectiye is to
the war
during 1917
raise within the Province
1 he
every possible .pound of food.
probis dealing with the

less to

induce
their horizon and will doubtless
their
agriculture
make
to
them
of
some

farmers
Hon. Howard Ferguson, M.P.P.
Ontario
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,

By this means
goes.
their requirements as
the nature of tlie work

method

may

list

man-powei,
and so on and office men and boys

to

who

—

—

—

..
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performance of every cow to a pound
of
"It has

been pointed out and backed up by con-

clusive evidence that greater production can be
accomplished with the same labor by utilizing

and

better seed

better methods.

At the same
recognized that a larger supply of labor
is fundamental to any expectation
of greatly increased returns from the land from which

time

it is

thousands of

men have been

taken for military

service and munition making."

Sir

Wm. Hearst.

"OOD"
desire serviceable' employment mayregister at the office of the Board of
Trade and choose the mode of labor

they prefer.

On March

AncHhcr phase of the production
problem under consideration is scientific methods of fanning and farm
ac-

Some farmers

counting.

inquire

will

was sent
out by the Resources Committee to
patriotic committees and newspapers

what advantage to them a committee
of members of the Legislature and

throughout the Province, urging every
one of them to put their shoulder to the

special

23rd, an appeal

production.
and
stimulate
wheel,
Notices were also sent out to all high
schools and continuation schools that a
prize essay contest would be launched.
Information to this end is being placed
on notice boards at all such schools and
schoolmasters are requested not merely
to encourage the pupils to enter the
contest, but to consult with parents
and impress on them the value of any

may have

to make in
allowing their boys to indentify themselves with the production campaign

sacrifice

they

by working on the farms.

is also taking steps to bring before the farmers the great need of food
production this year and are urging
them to employ the boys of high school
age.
The prize essay contest, which is
launched with the approval of the
Minister of Education, will doubtless
interest every school boy.
The sub"How the high
ject prescribed is:

school boy by working on farms can
help himself, the farmer and the Empire."
Three cash p/izes are offered
for the three best essays from each
school, the amount being $5, and $3
and $2 respectively according to the
order of merit. The essay should be
about 1,000 words long and be handed
in to the master of the school before
April 16th. The three winning essays
from each school shall be forwarded to
the secretary of the Resources Committee and from them the best three
essays will be selected. For these additional prizes will be awarded, $25 for
first;

_

$15

for the

second and $10

for the third.

Town organizations are calling a
public meeting and has asked for a
speaker to be sent to address the
gathering. An interest is evidently
being awakened that will realize the
most sanguine hopes of the Committee.

men
field

will be in the farmer's
cf operations.
One fai-

mer has been heard from who

IS

a

With him
eneigy

Committee

in

accounting will
vestigations

mers

if

the.e

nor

is

neither

capital.

The

campaign

its
l>e

for farm
benefited in its in-

a few

enleri)rising far-

each township adopt the accounting meth(xl, because then it will
le able to ariive at fa-ily accurate
conclusions as to what phase of farming is best suited for th,- various localiin

ties.

Another

i)hase

wi

iJil

Committee's

inquiry will be seeds and in this it will
receive material aid from Dr. Creelman
and the Staff at the Ontarion Agricultural College, where great succehas already been achieved in the mat
ter of seed culture and selection.
All
the agencies will be coordinated to
produce the maximum qunntity of
food this year.

The Committee
with
this

is

concerned also

the market for Ontario apples
year.

For economic

rea.sons,

in

time of stress, Great liritain ha
placed an embargo, preventing tht
importation of apples, and as a result
Ontario has lost a market. The Comrnittee's efforts will be directed to providing a domestic market
The citizens will be urged to eat apples everyday in preference to imported fruits,
which amounted to 810,000,000 last
year.
Housewives will be urged to dry
and make into jelly more apples than
ever before and the use of appale cider
by everybody will be urged. In connection with the cider item, all who
have tasted it know what a delicious
drink it makes. The committee believes that if a small family cider-press
were invented many households would
acquire one and it may decided to offer
a round sum of money to the man who
devises the most economical and efficient machine. Already a man is in the
field offering $5,000 ' for the patent
rights of such a machine. Other probthis

Wholesale Prices
Index Numbers of

in

Canada.

Commodities by Groups.

all

I

I

19141 19151 1916

-i-

1.

Grains

2.

Animals

3.

Dairy produce
Fish
Other foods
TexUIes
Hides, leather, boots .
Metals and Implements
(a)
Metals

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

(b)
9.

10.

and fodder
and meats

.

.

.

.

Implements

Pnel and lighting
Building materials
(a)
(b)

The Com-

mittee

the

business

milk.
of

waste

Lumber

Paints,
oils,
glass
11. House
furnishings
12. I>rugs
and chemicals ...

Miscellaneous
(a)
(b)
(c)

Furs
Liquors and tobaccos

Sundry

All

85.71134.8 113.9 152.4 201.3
93.1 107.1 106.8 112.1 137.0
96.4 108.8 110.9 108.8 130.1
93.9 165.2
S7.7lin8.7|lll.4

Miscellaneous

(c)

13.

80.01140.2! i56.5jl86.9;i96.8
90.41 1S3.81192.31187.2121T..1
90.11131.5 154.4 161.4 185.8
98.61129.5 156.0 149.7 160.8
86.01112.5 118.8 12i5 157,8
98.01126.1 133.5 149.2 191.4
100.11125.5 171.8 180.5 231.1

Commodities

95.5]141.2U40.7 157.1 191.6
99.8 112.7112
136.5 149.4
96.5 108.5 121.6 181.3 245.7

88.0 239.4 20.5.4 161.9 304.6
103.9 125.5 136.9 1.3.5.6 146.2
91.2 123.0 108.5 116.6 143.1

...

Strong advocate of farm accounting.
He is well off and atrributes the fact
to a strict process of farm accounting
during the past seventeen years. He
has a ledger for every field on his farm.
He knows almost to a dollar that on
his land it is more profitable to feed
cattle than raise wheat, and that it is
profitable to buy young cattle
than to breed them. He knows the

more

blems under consideration are local
and ocean transportation, cold storage
and other storage requirements and
more effective cooperation by means of
which farmers may ha\e more power
in setting the prices of their products.

'CSDDi
"For the young men who through some physical
defect cannot join the army, for the boys who
are old enough to enlist, for the older men, who,
while past the military age, are able to employ
hands as well as their brains, a medium'of
service is offered that will count effectively
their

against what

is

the' most powerful

and probably

the final attempt of an autocratic political organization to stem the onward march of democracy."

'csao»

Son O' Mine
By Freeman Putney,
Illustrated

T

!"

past midnight
nmuttered Epes Clark. "No use
I'll turn
waitin' up any longer

HREE

hours

!

in.

As he stood on the edge of the wharf,
the little
one hand grasping a shroud of

peered
schooner that lay in the dock, he
the whart.
up
gloom
the
through
again
contmued,
"It's the first time," he
all night.
out
stayed
ever
has
the boy
?"
What's that
„
to
A clattering closed carnage rolledthe
through
swung
of the lane,
.

.

the head

and picked

gateway,

slowly down the wharf.
the other
out;

way more
One lamp was

its

Jr.

by Marjory Mason

voice mightily in twenty

odd years at

sea.

II
u
sne
"I've brought your son home,
said quietly.
"What ?" muttered Epes, hoarsely-.
"Wh-what ?" he repeated dully. "He
Is
ain't—What's happened to him ?

he hurt

?

Is

he^-"

.

"Naw," interrupted the

driver from

"He'll sleep it off by noon.
his box.
Had too much liquor up to Pudger's.
1"
Haul him out an' put him to bed
wothe
said
horse,"
the
"I'll hold
man, and the driver went to Epes's aid.
Between them they lowered the sense-

lad to the deck of the schooner,
the
then into the cabin and laid him in
wide starboard bunk— the skippers
bunk.
.,
The driver heaved a sigh as they laid

less

down

a fi s h i n
schooner, but she
stuck to it. Ain't
a bad looker, is
she, even ef she

young

ain't so

With an oath
and a lash, the

ez

?"
she used to be

His legs had

driver broughtthe

around

disappeared up

him

the ladder as he

jerked

was a scraping

"Bear a hand,

ye?" he

tire

door !"
Epes stumbled

ilie

to the side of the
woarriage.

A

(

"They's

some

man stepped out
-a woman whose

been

mischief

whisp-

!"

afloat

ered Epes, in the
cabin.
mischief 1" Taking the lantern

youth

departed

of

against iron,

a rattle of wheels
and harness and
the carriage was
off up the lane,

"Open

:.jrowled.

"Some

a face of
individuwith firm
ality,
straight
mouth,
nose,
forehead and a
left

strong

from

medium

nail,

its

turned

it

hung it

dear' skin which,
even under the
rays of the lamp,
told of beauty not
many years gone.

Harry's

up

he
anff

over

berth.

Then he loosened
the boy's clothes.
As he pulled a

comforter over
the heavy-breath-

"Are you Epes
Clark ?" she ask-

ing

figure,

Epes

a bundle in
the breast pocket

ed.

felt

Epes, his sou'wester still pulled
o v. e r his eyes,
growled assent
through his heavy

beard.
tinued

There

talked.

to a stop.

across

from

on

horse made
pretence
of shying.

had

folks

standin' when I
told her he lived'

tired

an't

summer

had a private supper
room and all that. They broke up in
some sort o' row an' when Pudger went
This
table.
in, Harry was under th'
home.
him
take
would
she
said
woman
Kind o' took
her back a 1 1

The

<

o'

ovei to the P'int,

:-tood staring.

and

!

.

The fisherman

animal

I

'Twas a gang

through thegloom

a

burden.

fudc'd sleep as sound
ye,
ger wanted me to be sure an' tell
doin
his
o'
none
t'warn't
that
Epes,

dimly

leered

their

"Wish't

of the coat.

Con-

cf bills.

shouting
the

wind

had hoarsed

his

He

pulled forth in the
light of the. lantern a thick roll

He was

a big,

homely

fellow,

buthe had a heart

of gold

"What?" stammered Epes.
28S

—

—
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"Whv—where

in

—where'd

time

he

git-"

with a gang o' city sports. Are you
tryin' to blackmail me now, instead ?"
She smiled again.
"I have less than a dollar.
I brought
your boy back with all his money and
lost the only friends I had by doing it.
Now you abuse me."
"Hold hard !" Epes croaked an

He hastened on deck, with a vague
notion of asking an explanation from
the carriage driver. The wharf was
deserted.
But, as Epes turned again
toward the- cabin he saw, seated on an
upturned trawl-tub and leaning against
the farther rail, the woman who had

apology.

brought Harry home.

been

Epes

hastily pulled low the brim of
sou'wester.
"What you doin' here ?" ho demanded hoarsely.
slow, weary
smile crept over
liis

boy.

"Excuse

settin'
If

I

up

me

spoke rough

was worried and
you don't mind,
the whole thing

You

!

see,

I

night waitin' for that

all

because I
over it. If
wish't you'd tell me
it's

ain't got
I

straight.

A

An' p'raps

you better step down into

"If

want

you

really

to

know,

—

—

.she

boy's

—

how

I'll

wasn't woise.
"I'm a N e
f 'nlander,
bo

—

We

and settled
lown with m\'

I'd

folks.

"I
for a

was happy

year—until

baby came.
Think of it- unli!
tJie baby came
I had a little boy,
and I didn't want
the

!

him!
[it

I

a s
al-

ways been
!

le lied

free.

me down

lo drudgery'.

For

a few months 1
stood it.
I was
sick
of
feeding

that

?"

"You've struck
it."

him; sick

of

cines;

sick

mediof

washing a n d
washing and

didn't

you do it ?Warn't
there enough
?

washing little
clothes; sick of

that

losing
night.

boy ever since he.
Ras nine years old

them

my sleep at

I was only
eighteen years
old.
I ran away
"I came to the
States and did
housework. I got
!

hundred
s'spose,

it

go far

w

had

I

\oung;

from the savins
bank," supplemented Epes.
"And your gang
planned to rob

wouldn't

e

home-

fellow but he
a heait of
gold.
marri-

quick."

I

H

big,

W

He

thouugh,

fisher-

had

to the hotel last
night.
In fact,
that's why we
that's why he was
invited
to
the
hotel.
was
going to use thi^
money to get ricli

dollars.

was,

fleet.

was a

him when he came

to save
three

of Isit

therewith the herring

know

taken

-

n

twenty

yes,

Yankee

where he got it,
but it's his.
He
brought it with

It's

;

man who came

Harry

"Why

w

>ears ago, tliat I
fell in love with a

hand.

Was

and

lands,

crumpled into
an awkward ball

him.

Bay

in the

—

"Drawed

I

mixed up in this
1) u r i n e s s.
It
was bad business!
I
thank God it

sh'd think you'd
find it cold,
though. But tell
me " he held
forth the money,

git this ?"
"I don't

father,
I
to tell you
came to be

want

Epes growled. "I

"Whar'd

continued:

"Somehow, because you are thai

"No objection,'

in his

calkin

—

I'm thinking
wondering where
to go next. If
you object to my
staying here,
move along."

th'

sheltered there, an' this airly mist
is bad for them that isn't used ter it."
Below, in the little cabin, the woman
stepped to the side of the bunk and
looked steadfastly at the sleeping boy.
Epes sat down heavily on a locker
o])posite, his own face in the dark.
"I'm jjuzzled^ puzzled," she said
slowly.
"That boy looks wonderfulh
like some one I know.
And yet yt
I can't tell wh o.
I
can't place tht
resemblance.'
Epes was si lei n
A little uncasih
It's

her face.

it

',

'I

was only eighteen years

old; I

had always been

free"

acquainted

with

"

—
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down-east girls and was invited to
dances. Thursday afternoons I went
It was all new to me,
to the matinee.
and the novelty and excitement kept
me going for a while.
"Then, after a few weeks, I grew
something was
I was restless
uneasy.
missing out of my life. And one day,

•other

;

like

a

flash,

"I sat

I

had spent

my

all

my

baby
I
and cried
money, but for the

wanted

down and

!

cried

!

next few weeks, I saved every cent I
could scrape from my wages to buy a
God knows what promisticket home.
es I made; how I would work for the
boy and my husband, if he would only
All of a sudden I had
take me back
stopped being a silly girl and I was a
woman a grown Woman. I had learned that there is something in life but
!

—

one's

self.

baby

!

"I got
Islands.

And, oh, how

wanted

my

home, home to the Bay of
Her voice
I found
"

—

And

away

died

I

in a sob.

"My

husband had taken the baby
and gone away. No one knew where.
Some folks scolded me and told me I
had ruined a good man's life. Others
sajd he was going to change his name
and start anew so that the boy my
should never know the story of
boy
I heard it all dumbly.
his mother.
I went
"I came back to the States.
to work again, and evenings I went to
I wanted my baby, and,
night school.
when I .should find him, I wanted him
Good
to be proud of his mother.
!

—

—

people helped me.

My

teachers said

I

had a quick mind. After a while I got
out of housework and into an office.
In time, I had a good commercial
education.

I

attended to business, as

most girls don't, and was promoted.
"But all the while I wanted my baby!
Every chance that came to travel in
New England, I took. Every vacation

•'We got him there to a late supper as we planned"

"My

boy

!

never stop looking

I'll

watched other boys grow^
I've picup, who are about his age.
tured to myself how he must look.
When I left he had only a little ridiculous fuzz on top of his head, but I've
pictured his hair curly and brown like
his father's, and his little snip of a nose
grown straight and his chin firm like
his father's, and I should know him
from his father's looks. My baby,
grown up to look like his father, I hope,
but my baby still !"
"But s'posen he it's a long time, ye

for him.

I've

—

—

—they

—

don't alius live"Don't" she exclaimed in pain. "I
can't think of it
I won't think of it
I won't have it so
I want my boy.

spent in visiting the seaport towns,
looking for some trace of my husband
and the boy. It was foolish, for if my
husband had changed his naine 1 didn't

know-

even know whom to inquire for. But
I had a hope that some day I should
meet them on the street.
"For years I crossed over every time
1
saw a big, sunburned man with a
smooth face, hoping it was my husband.
Smooth faces were not common when
we were married, but gradually I became hardened to the disappointment.
But even now I sometimes hurry to
overtake a big man with brown curly
hair, thinking jierhaps
but it never

God knows how I've wanted him
God won't fool me in
these years

I

—

is !"

She slopped with a weak attempt
a smile.
"Isn't

at

it
silly ?"
He's forty-five
now, and his hair may be gray. I've
found some gray hairs in mine, and
I'm only thirty-seven."
"An' the boy ?" Epes's grunt was

barely articulate:

!

!

!

!

end.

time

I

feel

it.

I

must

find

all

the

him some

!"

She was

"You must wonder why I've told
you all this. It is to explain what
happened to-night. A year ago, I was
offered a position with a

was being formed

in

company

that

Boston to develop

wells in Kansas.
It looked good; I
took the I'lace and put all the money I
had saved into the company. For a
Then the
while, things went well.
price of crude oil was reduced and our
concern gradually went to the wall.
The final smash came a fortilight ago.
oil

lost

to Hardyport to rest a few days.
Over at the hotel I met the two men
who made up our party to-night.
Mason, I had seen before as a travelHartman, I think, is a
ling salesman.
professional crook a confidence man.
"Both men were on their uppers.

—

Mason

every cent

I

had

pilt in,

emi5loyir.cn t as well.
"With the few dollars

left,

and m\'
1

came

got acquainted with your son

Harry and found he had a few hundred
It was
dollars in the savings bank.
small pickings but enough to make a
getaway on. They Ranted a woman
I was
to help them, and caine to me.
The
bitterly sore and disappointed.
world had taken my mone>- and I was
willing to do anything to get even with
I had always been straight
the world.
and honest in business and it hadn't
paid.
That was the way I reasoned.
Of course it was wrong- dead wrong
but they played on my resentment and

—

1

few moments,

silent for a

her chin quivering.

I

down

agreed to go

in.

"There was nothing new' about the
scheme. Mason got Harry to d< aw his
money on the promise of a tempting
investment.

Once

at

the

hotel,

we

were to draw him into a gambling game
and skin him.
"Well, we got him there to a late
I
passed as
supper, as we planned.
Mason's sister. It was eleven o'c.ock
when the cards were brought out.
Then we struck the first snag. Harry
There
didn't know how to play poker.
didn't seem to be any card games he
did know, except whist.
"So we played whist for a while.
About twelve o' clock, Hartman sugContinued on page

;514.

—

The

setting

sun and the lengthening shadows over the quiet

v/ater

wooed him

into a

dreamy

inactivity

Fisherman's Luck
By K.
Illustrated

THEREjwere

three of us come to
Algonquin, Ichabod, Fritters an*!
I, as queer a trio as the North

Country saw that summer.

Little

we

knew

J.

Synon

from Photographs

stacked the rods on many portages.
slackened the outfit bit by bit on
the northward-going trail. We sped
the raiment into old clothes.
We lost
confidence in our equipments and
gained confidence in ourselves. We
justified the hopes, but not as we intended.
For we met Joseph.
Joseph, too, had another name, a

We

as we set forth gaily from Toronto, looking out with superior condescension upon the toilers shackled to
the city, that others were waiting in the
wilderness to gaze upon us with condescension plus amusement.
all
knew wildernesses separately.
To
each other we were Frank, and Bill,
and Tom, because we love the wild
lands of the earth.
It was our combination that developed new names for
us.
Frank's length and solemnity,
contrasted with my rotundity, served
to bring him the cognomen of that
member of the Crane family made

upon

famous by Washington Irving.

It also

scorn that the professional saves for

operated to enliven me with the soubriquet of Tubs. Bill's ruling passion
not for food, but for inaction won hitn

amateur. For they were real fishermen, genuine flingers of the line, men
who li\ed out their lives under the
stars and above the reflection of stars.
Guides of the great park country' up
in the highlands of Ontario, they had
been wont to welcome men of our kind.
And always their welcorrie was the

We

—

—

was to make him known
Canadian lake country.
were Fishermen. That is, we

the title that
to the upper

We

thought wc were fishermen when we
left Toronto.
We had tackle enough
to start a whaling expedition.
We had
rods enough to build a bamboo hut.»
had perfect confidence in our
equipment.
had hopes.
We left the tackle strewn from the

We

We

Highland
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to

Lake

Connoquin.
'

We

nesses in our individual capacities, we
were none the less collectively out of
the pictures. With Joseph as a shield
we tackled Algonquin, the great provincial reserve.
As a shield Joseph

was porcupiny.
"Where would messieurs feesh ?" he

me after I had completed the
financial negotiations necessary to his

asked

flowering name like Hyacinthe or
Baptiste or their combination, but because of his promise to lead us, his
brethren, out of Egypt, we bestowed

the world.

on liim what his country had bestowed
on us, a title of subtly derisive dis-

rowness of our vision. "What would
you have ?" he finally enquired.

honor. All the Baptistes and Hyacinthes and Donalds and Duncans

"Don't care," said Fritters.
Ichabod and I entered into argument. Ichabod, by virtue of the greater speed of his tongue, emerged triumphant.
"Trout," said he. Over the
face of Joseph flashed a momentary

of

Algonquin had scoffed at us, piling
us, as we advanced, their amused

same,

the

flickering

smile

that con-

veyed comprehensive contempt for our
methods and our aspirations. Until
we met Joseph we had been running
the gauntlet of realization that, while
in wilder-

we might have been popular

temporary adoption.
"Where would you suggest ?"
His shrug expressed the wideness
It also

of

expressed the nar-

flicker, reminiscent of the time when
he had stood without our wickiup.
Then recollection that he was now our
guide and therefore not permitted to
smile openly upon our short comings
braced him to severity. He was as
solemn as Ichabod as he gravely nodded acquiescence to our wishes.
Of the ways that Joseph led us to
the trout streams of Algonquin I have
no words here. Lovely they were,
endowed with a beauty that sunk into
our souls. Fritters, because he did less
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the rest of us, found the
greatest enjoyment in the beauty of
the forests and the lakes. The setting sun and the lengthening shadows
wooed him
the quiet water
over
Ichabod
into a dieamy inactivity.
had a restless disposition, hating inI
activity with the zest of a zealot.
have a kind heart. The combination
that
so
labors
Joseph's
lightened
Joseph should have melted to us inwardly. Outwardly however, he pre-

work than

when

There

Fritters.

ferred
I

times

were

used to wonder whether

was

it

temperamental juvenility of the
two of them or merely Joseph's appreand Fritciation of a grand seigneur
the

—

ters played the part to the life that won
our guide's admiration for the last one

who

deserved his approbation morally.
I've noticed that the sons of
Martha never have the loyalties that
the frittering sons of Mary enjoy
That night I discovered Joseph also
engaged in the process of elimination.
"WTiat are you cacheing ?" I asked
him. He showed me with a grin Bill's
extensive and expensive equipment.
"Monsieur need it not," he told me.
"What'll he use ?"
"Like me, yes. Just a rod, and a

But then

!

line."

"He'll be sorry."
"As monsieur says." But he cached
the outfit that had cost Fritters infinite trouble and much money. "Monsieur does not know our lakes and
rivers," he condescended to explain.
"The place I know is so full of trout
that a man may pick them up from the
waters."
I can stand some jibes, but
not those which mock my intelligence.
I

left

"When'U we be there ?" was Ichabod's persistent query to Joseph, relative to our coming to the trout
streams that should be even as the
trout streams of the railway folders.
"Day after to-morrow," was Joseph's
manana. Once he added an inquiry
"Does monsieur never
of his own.
linger ?"

Monsieur never

did.
Joseph twitched his shoulder.
"What's
Fritters spoke for him.
not
the hurry ?" he asked.

"Why

fish

here

There's

?

fish

everywhere

in

Algonquin."

"We

the further trout
not go ?" Ichabod was
true to type, even if he was weary of
set out for

streams.

portaging.

he

From time

him.

Why

He

always finishes

what

starts.

He made the rest of us finish
By the time we had come to the

it,

too.

stream
had worked myself into

of his choice, I
an intolerant rage. I disliked him and
His untiririg energy
his persistence.

had worn down my nerves.- I would
have none of him^andiiiijorder to get
him out of my sight I left him and the
others and sought out my own streams

to time I would pause to marvel at the beauty of some
shimmering cascade as it poured into the lake

further on, where I gave myself up to
the joy of being alone, a surrender that
rejoices the true fisherman's soul. Luck
was with me invariably. Sometimes,

thought of Ichabod,
seriously striving, but never with my
success ? And I thought of Fritters,

between

battles,

I

too lazy to strive. Then I would
chuckle to myself in anticipation of
my triumph. From time to time I
would pause to marvel at the beauty
of some shimmering cascade as it
poured into the lake.
One incident, coming along toward
midafternoon, climaxed the joy of the
I had been slipping upstream,
sport.
seeking those deep, quiet, shaded pools
where the speckled trout lie waiting
I had been progresfor the luring fly.
sing with the instinct that every true
fisherman knows, the feeling that the
day's great adventure is waiting for
him just around the next bend of the
I had trout in plenty on my
stream.
String, beauties each and every one of
.thern, byt I had not yet met the
supreme encounter that I knew was to
crown my day's achievements.

As I waded out from the
bank and saw the Green Pool
that I had found the place of

sloping
I

knew

battle.

The Green Pool may have

other names.
found afterward that in the early
mornings it shines limpidly clear. At
noon it is amber. At twilight it is
I

But my first glimpse of its
gray.
placid surface reflecting the pale hues
of the birch leaves and the darker tones
of the spruces showed it to me of that
color by which I have ever since called
I knew it to be a
it in my memory.
magic pool, a pool rich in slumbrous
Wiley fish they would be that
fish.
dozed beneath the surface of the Green
Pool.

Wiley they were, as I found while I
waited cautiously and patiently and
the sun moved lower in the blue sky.
Save for the sound of the forest creatures and of the water lapping against
the stones all was still. Suddenly
there rose a tiny ripple to the pool's
Wider it grew till it showed a
surface.
Even
I cast the line.
flash, of silver.
as I swung it off I knew that I had
thrown challenge to the king of the
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stream.
No ordinary fishing this, hut
angling worthy the eighty dolhir rex!
and the gay-hued fly.
The king of the poo! hit that fly with
a bang, and then the fight was on
He was a true monarch, scorning capture.
He dived and twisted and flashed and turned. 'Over and over again
he tlireatened to wrest from me tlic joy
of conquest.
I
talked to him as a worthy ad\ersary, thinking to catch him, while Iklistened, off his guard.
!

appareiit triumjjhy while another force
was baiting me.
I

went back
UK't

to

camp

Ichabod at the

rejoicing.

His
solenm face was lightened by a Uxjk
I

last turn.

that bojied ill for my triumi)h.
"How
n any ?" I called to him.
He shouted
back joyously. I wilted. Wc, were

and

—

flattered,

and

flirted

and

lured him toward my ultimate triumph,
I personified him out of the neuter.

He is still a marvel. F"or he has
never by any chance confirmed our

That

fish was a personage.
He was
the Richelieu of the finny tribe.
But

took him!
I should like to believe that it was
my superior cunning that conquered.
But, even as I lifted him, struggling
out of the ruflfled waters of the Green
Pool I had a disturbing idea that it
had been his amazing curiosity that
had been his undoing. He had seen a
strange thing descend into the clear
waters of his throne room. He had
sought it out. He had pursued it.
He had striven to capture it. He had

suspicion that he subsidized
Nor did Joseph give us any
ground for it in the days through which
definite

I

followed

tacked

it.

it

dauntlessly.

He had

And he had swallowed

atit.

That

his ultimate success in capture led
to his final undoing had nothing to do
with his surety of success in his own
struggle.
He had captured the fly,

even as I had captured him. And
even as I counted myself triumjihI was but swallowing the fly of

yet,
ant,

The ways

no look of disappointment. Instead,
he seemed suffused with a quiet pleasure.
Ichabfxl and I looked at each

Donalds and the Duncans to the smile
of
brotherhood. Every day, week
after week, F"ritters fished for trout.
So did we all of us. But every day
Fritters broke a new record.
"He ees
marvel," Joseph told us one evening.
"He is," said Ichabod and I.

out of the wet.
It is a
nice day over here
and warm, and
dry."
While I teased him, and coaxed, and
cajoled,

With one im-

we started to set them away.
Then we saw Joseph.
He bore no long string. Just one of
my number he lacked. But he wore

We

—

in

IfKjked at our reels.

other.
Vjoth of us understood.
Fritters won us our reputation in
.'\lgonquin, a reputation that went
back the trail before us and that changed the supercilious scorn of the Hyacinthes, and the Baptistes and the

"Come on now," said 1, "You are ,i
good scout and we mii'.lil be friends."

"Come

I

pul.se

Joseph.

we became famous fishermen

of Algon-

quin.

We

came out

like conquerors, dirty,
bedraggled, and supremely
happy. We have passed the tenderfoot stage.
We had eaten of the wild
rice of the North Country.
We were
more than fishermen. We were men.
But I am going back to Algonquin-- alone and I shall take Joseph out
over the portages and let him loan to
me the magic line he gave to Fritters.
I
have a desire to break Fritters' record and I have an idea that Joseph's
line helped in its making.
And I have
learned one of the lessons of fisherdi.slieveled,

even

!

Then

he, too, lost

some

of his

joy.

Remembering Fritters, we both bracFritters came along at sunset.
"Cood day ?" we cried in duet.

ed.

"Fine," said Fritters.

"How many
He said it.

?"

was almost as many
had caught. He
Everyone was a
speckled trout, a king of some green,
or blue or amber pool.
And Fritters
was dangling the line and rod that
Joseph had loaned him. Ichabod and
It

as both of us together
held up the string.

that led ns to the trout streams of Algonquin

—

—

man's

luck.

I

know now that—

A

cheerful disposition is rather to be
desired than an eighty-dollar rod.

were endowed with a beauty that sank

into our souls

>

The Gregory Morton Mystery
By

Charles Cabot

Illustrated

by

F.

M. Grant

Synopsis.

CHAPTER

smartly dressed young man, seated upon
arose
a bench under a sturdy old shade tree,
suddenly, stretched himself and asked: "Where

A

XII.

A CASTLE IN SPAIN.

WE had

not been in Paris half an hour
before I satisfied the doctor that I
knew the city, as he expressed it, "Mike
the palm of my hand."
Almost every other minute durmg
our long cab drive from the Gare du
to his apartment overiooking the

Nord

Seine and the Qua! St. Michel, I had recognized and instinctively called by
squares,
their right names the streets,

and public buildings.

The doctor hailed every one of these
condiscoveries with a delight which
vinced me how seriously he would have
been disappointed had I failed. I put
enthusiasm
the final touches on his
when he told me that he was planning
on hito dine at one of the restaurants
practise,
usual
his
was
It
home.
way
he said, for he detested dining in soliapartment,
tary state in his bachelor
possessed.
he
home
wh=ch was the only
"In that case," said

I,

signaling the

do
driver to stop as I spoke, "we cannot
better than dine right here."
The doctor laughed like a boy.
"No truer word was ever spoken,
indicated
said he, for the place I had

restaurant which makes up
worldfor its modest pretensions by a
wide reputation among true epicures.
The average tourist, with his nose

was a

little

m

a Baedeker, goes by

When

it

without a glance.

the serious business of ordering

am

I?"

,

,

.,,

,

.

bring

„

"Just one monemt and I
Berry," the one addressed finally managed to
stutter.

will

IJr.

Berry— hospital—guard—why am
come
here? What is my name? Where did
after
from?" The young man looked wistfully
.

,

,

,
1

,

"Dr

1

He could remember nothing about
Dr. Berry told him that his name was
Andrew Meiklejohn and that he had been employed as a house painter when he had suffered
man knew
a fall. Whoever he was, the young

the guard.
himself.

He was

convinced
that Dr. Berry was Iving.
gave him
of this when later that day Dr. Berry
drugged food. Confined in a small upper room
of

what he figured was a sanitarium, the patient
work to figure out a nietho<l and avenue of

set to

Finding paper in a <lrawer, he spent
Hiding his
in writing.
manuscript under the mattress he settled down
Dr. Berrycame within
to await developments.
his health
a few minutes to inquire regarding
and to order him for a walk in the park surexactly
rounding the sanitarium. This was
what the patient wanted— to be released from
and out in the open, even if under a

escape.

more than an hour

the building
tricks
heavy guard. By means of some Orienta.
guards, took
the patient overpowered his two
what money they had, jumped over the wall and
was once more a free man. Takmg tram back
wandered at)Out
to New York City, the patient

up at Coney
for several days and finally wound
job as a piano
Island, where chance gave him a
player at a "board walk' cafe.
Here he

is

recognized and captured by Dug-

to return
gleby, who apparently is determined
French doctor
the patient to the sanitarium. A
Becoming inrescues him by a daring trick.
christens him
terested in his case, the doctor
France,
"Simon Barras" and takes him to
Un
hoping to find there clues to his identity.

and her
the steamer are the lady of his dreams,
father.

—

dinner was out of the way and it may
be noted that the doctor delegated this
we settled down to talk
task to
for the future.
plans
our
over
"Your evident knowledge of the
our
city," said the doctor, "makes
course for the next few days, at least, a
plain one. I mean to leave you to yourmost
I want you to assume the
self.

me—

irresponsible, care-free attitude of mind
of which you are capable, and to wander

about the streets alone wherever youi
fancy or you^ instinct takes you.

"Don't seriously try to make discoveries; but when you see an omnibus
that has a familiar look, climb up on the
roof of it and ride until you feel like
climbing down. When you hear the
name of a place that sounds familiar,
hop into a cab and drive there. That
may seem a rather haphazard course of
procedure to you, but I shall be surprised if we do not dev^elop something
valuable that way."
"Likely enough," said I, "but it
seems to me the time you allow for it is
If you had said a month,
rather short.
I shoukl feel more sanguine."
"That is quite true," said the doctor,
"but by the end of the week I shall feel
strongly disinclined to let you go wandering about this city without a companion."
"You mystify me completely 1" I
"Why should Paris be safe
exclaimed.
for me the first week and unsafe thereafter ?"
201

;
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"There

is

too

little

mystery about

"We

numljer on a certain street."

certain

are quite sure, you
and I, that we saw your friend Mr.
Duggleby left safely behind us on the
are
pier when the steamer sailed.
quite sure that he did not take the
same ship. No other .ship sailed from

was none too well pleased with his
decision, but I saw the justice of it and

New York

they change their place of residence, I
shall know it.
You shall not lose them

it,"

he said.

We

Saturday.
"Therefore, I think it very doubtful
that any serious attempt will be made
upon your personal safety before either
Mr. Duggleby himself or a letter from
him can reach Paris. He would hardly
attempt to negotiate such a matter by
Supposing that he or his letter
cable.
reaches Paris next Sunday, and then
adding two or three days m.orc for the
delay he or his agents would probably
expe/ience in finding out your wheretill

abouts, you have the week of comparative security that I spoke of."

"Do you

seriously imagine

gan, but he interrupted

me

—"

I

l)c-

bruskly.

"I seriously imagine," he said, "that
the only thing which can baffle us in
our search for your lost identity, the
only absolutely fatal blunder we could
make, would result from a too negli
gent dismis.sal of that very remarkable
young man from our calculations."
I had a feeling, inevitable perhaps to
one of the Anglo-Saxon temperament,
that the doctor's estimate of young
Duggleby was a little theatrical, even
melodramatic, but a few moments'
quiet thought, which his Gallic tact
took care not to interrupt, convinced
me that he was probably more nearly
right than I.
His judgment at any
rate, would lead one to err on the safe
side.

said so.

"You

a gcxxi

are

afTectionately,
this:

I

shall

he said

child,"

"and you may l^e sure
keep careful watch.

of
If

"Good," said the doctor. "And
now, as a reward for your docility, I
I will tell you
will tell you something.
something which I hope will brighten a
little the cloud which I have seen hanging over you ever since we lost sight
of the venerable Mr. Heatherfield and
his charming daun;hter."
"You know where they are ?" I
asked quickly.

"Thanks
I

to a little innocent eaves"They
do," he replied.

are here, in Paris.
I know the address
of the pension where they are stopping,
and I infer from the fact that it is a
pension, instead of an hotel, that their
stay will be of moderately long duration."
"Where is it ?" I asked eagerly.
He smiled in a rather staid, elderly

way over my enthusiasm.
"When one places a compass

in

a

ship," he said, "one takes care not to
I want you
place a magnet too near it.
to discover your own Paris, not to
rotate in the orbit of a planet about a

to come up to the scratch at the critical
moment, we shall have to follow some
other and more laborious course; hut
if the name of some city on the railway
line does pop into my mind at the
critical moment.
shall be able to exI

plore that place, wherever it
quite as well without vour

with

may

be,

help as

it."

you may trust me for that."
Three days later, over the same little
table, in the same restaurant, I reI had
ported progress to the doctor.
seen little of him in the interval, for
the simple reason that 1 had spent
every day, from early morning, or
what passes for early morning in Paris,
until late at night, which is very late

assented enthusiastically to the
plan as a whole, but demurred a little
to the last part of it.
"I suppose you are right," ho admitted grudgingly, "though I should like
to have an excuse to run off with you."
"You may get it before I am very

indeed, in driving about the city in

As I had learned from previous experience confidAitly to expect, my lost
inner self responded instantly to the

again,

accordance with his instructions.
As a result of this I came to a certain

curious

of

conclusion,

w^hich

I

wished to inform the doctor.
"I have been a model tourist," said I.
"I am confident that no man at present
within the circle of the fortifications
has spent so idly busy, or so busily idle,
I have wandered from
a three days.
Pere La Chaise to the Bois du Boulogne
from the Lion of Belfort to Montmartre.
I have visited the Louvre and
the Moulin Rouge, and pretty much
everything that comes between.
"In the course of my wanderings I
have found what is beyond doubt the
most attractive place in Paris to me
to the instinctive man, that is, with
whom I have been trying to experiment. I will give you a million guesses
as to what that most attractive place

—

is."

"Well," said I finally, "I promise you
this: he may beat me, but if he does, it
He shall never
will be face to face.
have another chance to pinion my
arms from behind."

dropping,

I

"As

if

I

had the patience to waste
"Tell

even three," said the doctor.
me."

"A

railway-station,"

said

I,

"the

Orleans station."

The

doctor's face

fell,

as

I

was sure

it

would.
"I am disappointed in you," he said
"The inference is all
half-playfully.

too clear. The man you were had not
the good taste to live in Paris as he
undoubtedly might have done. Well,

we must

follow your elusive

self,

if

it

takes us to the world's end. Have you
any plan for setting about it ?"
"Yes," said I. "It is a very simple
I
one, but I think it ought to work.
shall have to trespass upon an hour of
your time to-morrow morning, though."
"An hour !" he said. "But I am
going with you."
"No, that will not be necessary," I
"All that I shall need is
assured him.
your company to the station and your

highly diverting conversation up to the
moment when I ask the man inside
I want to
the window for my ticket.
approach that window without a single
idea of my journey or my possible
destination in m3- mind.

"Of course,

if

my

instinctive self fails

He

many
I

hours away," said I. "If
need you, I shall telegraph."

test

I

had put upon

it.

I

I

find

had taken

my

place in the line before the window
the next morning, chatting enthusiastically with the doctor about a certain
singer who was making her reputation
at the Opera Comique, my mind in a
state of perfect blank as to my present
surroundings.
WTien I reached the wicket I confidently shoved thirty francs across the
counter to the man inside, and said:
"One first-class to Tours."
I accepted the ticket and the change
which he returned to me, and came
away from the window, my mind still
so fully occupied with the previous
subject of our conversation that I
failed to realize how completely the
experiment had worked until the excitement shining in the doctor's face recalled it to me.
I
was conscious during that four
hours' ride to Tours of an excitement
that mounted higher and higher in my
veins as we rushed on through the
strangely familiar landscape. At every
stop we made the hoarse \'oices of the
men on the platform proclaiming the
name of the station recalled new floods
of

memories.

The

picture of the home which I had
crossed the seas to seek etched itself
more vividly and in more minute detail

upon

my

When

mind.
I

Tours

dismounted from the train

w-as so excited that I could
hardly hold myself back to suit the
languid pace of the porter to whom I

at

handed

I

my

bag.

One

sensible consideration did occur
to me.
I stopped in the station long
enough to deposit the bag in the parcelroom and to take a check for it. Where
explorations w^ere going to take me
I, of course, had no idea, but I felt

my

reasonably sure that I should return
to Tours for the night.
I thrust the check for my bag into a
pocket, along with my loose change a
and hurried out to spring into the nearest cab.
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There was not an

"RiR- Xationale,' I said to tlic
driver, "and out across the stone bridge.
After that, I will tell you."
Paris had been familiar, exceedingly
Over
so, but Paris is nothing to this.
nearly every shop-front was a name
that went to my heart like the handThe very signs
clasp of an old friend.
on the tram-cars, as they went filing
past me on their single track, tooting
their absurd little horns, were poignant

with association.
By the time we had reached the end
of the street and passed between the
two-seated monumental figures that
flanked the approach to the bridge,
the tears were streaming down my
face, and every nerve in my body was
tingling.
Ah
I
had nearly reached
my journey's end now there could Ikno doubt of that.
The broad, raml)ling Loire, with its
low .sandy islands rising from its shalOur.meager little
lows, was behind us.
•

!

—

,

article in the

hcirsc

room
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that did not cry aloud that

was climbing

laboriously,

and

presently we emerged at the crossroads beside the St. Symphorien postofifice.
With my walking-stick, I pointI
ed out the road we were to take.
could not command my voice to utterance.
For perhaps a mile we drove on.
Then, as we reached the crest of a little
hill, I cried out to the driver to stop.
With trembling fingers I thrust a
twenty-francc i^icce into his hand.
"Cio back !" I cried.
"I am through

with you."
at me as though he thought
for we were upon a country

He stared

me mad,

road, with no building whatever within
perhai)s a cpiarter of a mile of us; but
the gold piece in his palm was a powerbidding.
The
ful argument to do

my

horse wheeled around and clattered away in a cloud of dust, and I
was left alone. Alone, as for a little
while I wished to be.
little

it

was mine

from the low eminence ui)on
stood, I saw before my eyes,
rising from the fertile little valley like a
solitary jewel in its setting, the chateau
of my dreams, the home which in anything but my dreams I had hardly
dared hope to find.
For,

which

I

CHAPTKR

XIII.

THE SECRET ROOM.

TT was

nearly an hour later that I
rang the bell at the great gate of the
main entrance to the park surrounding
the chateau.
In that interval, by thinking hard
about my French doctor and what his
advice to me on such an occasion would
certainly have l)een, I had calmed
myself sufficiently to appear before
whoever opened the gate in the character of a casual sight.seer.
I had a wild hope that the assumption of this role might not prove ncces-
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whoever ()pene<l tlic gate at
would greet me with a
welcome home would cry out in the
sary;

that

my summons

—

instant of recognition the

name

I

once

had borne. I dared not entertain such
a hope as that, and it was well I did not.
The figure I presently saw approaching to unlock the gate was a totalK'
Furthermore,
unfamiliar one to me.
Ix'came plain the next moment that
all he saw in me was the omnipresent
tourist, and all that he welcomed about
me was the prospect of a liberal tip.
it

He was

a youngish man, very thin,
the thinness extending to his dustcolored hair and his weak, patch>He had a rather sinister look,
beard.
I thought, but attributed it to his misfortune in being cxtrem.ely wall-eyed.

could
without trespassing, to have a look at
I

told

him that

I

wished,

if

I

the place.

"But most assuredly, nwvsieur," he
said with enthusiasm.

"My guide-book does not appear to
mention the chateau," said I, as I
entered the gate.
"May I ask to whom
it belongs ?"
"It is the property of foreigners,"
"An American
said the gate-keeper.
lady and her son lived here for many
years.
But she died and he went away.
Since that time the chateau has been

"Not an interest in the world," said
"I was merely cuiious as to your
reason for making a secret of what
could learn at any neighhboring farm-

left, was the doorwa>
to which
path had offered a short
cut.
I started toward it, but again the
Icxlge-keeper stopix'd me.

house."

"Pardon, monsieur," said he; "it is
not permitted to show visitors the
house."
I stared at him.
"That was not what you said at the
gate," I observed.

I.

I

up the driveway as
I
spoke, and he, after what appeared
to be a moment of indecision, came
I

set out briskly

4iurr\'ing after

me.

"One moment, monsieur," he called
after me
"one moment, and I will be

—

with you."

With
lodge.

that, he disappeared into the
strolled slowly up the drive,

heard him come out

I

I

quickened my pace, expecting him to
on at once and overtake me.
He was still two or three yeards behind when I reached a point where a
comparatively obscure path left the
drive at a sharji angle. The chateau
was hidden from view at this point by
trees and shrubbery, but without hesitation, and completely without thought,
I turned up the narrow path.
It was a complete betrayal, but I did
luirry

not realize

it

at the time.

My

instinc-

had simph' walked me up that
path, and when the lodge-keeper from
the driveway called me back I stood
for a moment, bewildered, between
my two personalities the old and the
tive self

—

closed."
"Foreigners,
ed.

would lead

"And

the

name

?"

I

almost
dare say the tone
it

suffocated me, but I
of my query was casual eftough.
"I was not here; I did not come here
until after they had gone away," said
the lodge-keeper.
"It was a foreign

name and diif.cult to rememl;er."
"An American lady and her son, you
say.
Surely you ha\e some recollection of the name.
What did it sound
like, even if you can't recall it exactly?"
"As I said," he answered, "I was not
here, and I did not come till after they

had gone."

may have

been the obliciuity of
his eyes which gave me the impression,
but I thought that my interest in the
names of these foreigners caused him
It

I

me

right, so clearly

had

I

mind the jjicture of the car^ed stone
doorway at the end of it.
in

"This way, monsieur, this way,"
called the lodge-keeper insistently.

What

asked.

My heart was racing so fast

served better than anything
me was my discovery of
the fact that he had a small camera with
him.
"What are you doing with that .•'" I
else to rouse

asked sharply.
"Oh, I make photographs of the
grounds to sell to tourists," said the
man. "I thought my stroll about the
place with >ou would afford a good
opportunity."
Of course he was lying, and I experienced for a moment, a hot-tempered
man's impulse to kick his precious
camera to pieces. I felt morally certain that he haci seized the moment of
my hesitation there on the path to take
a picture of me. The sun had been
shining straight in

my

face at the time,

to glance at me a little suspiciously.
"I am .sorry I can't remember," he
W'Cnt on.
"Has monsieur any special
interest in the matter ?"
If by pretending he was afjout to
repeat the name he had deliberately
planned to trap me into an expression
of impatience over his failure to do so,
the trap had worked.
His cjuick glance

sort

had caught, I was sure, my shrug of
irritation.
There was nothing for me
now but to assume the part of the

well-known form of insanity.
The lodge-keeper and I walked on
up the main driveway until we came

casual sightseer again as best

in sight of the

I

could.

remembered.
I
conquered the impulse, however,
and as l:u;st I could held down my rising
suspicions of the man.
It would be
rather absurd for me to go through life
suspecting every person I saw of being
an agent in a dark conspiracy against
If I was not mistaken that
myself.
I

of

"Monsieur misunderstood me," said
"The grounds are all I am at
liberty to show,"

he.

even started to ask,
"Has anything been changed ?" so
certain was I that my narrow path

you say ?" I commentHis answer fitted so exactly into
the frame of my hopes that I craved the
additional assurance of hearing hini
repeat it.
"Yes, monsietcr," he asid.

my

He was

I

and when

new.

the corner to the

idea

was

characteristic

chateau.

of

a

There, off at

fiant

speaking in the dogged, demanlier of one who knows the

weakjiess of his position.
"You say the house has been unoccupied a long time ?" I asked.
"\'es," said he.
"Is there a single living person inside
it

now ?"
The appearance

of

the

was

place

enough to provide an ans\\-er. After a
moment's hesitation, he decided to tell

me

the truth.

"No," he admitted.
I
plunged my hand in my pocket,
where I had some gold along with my
loose change.
It was no time for half
measures, and I drew out a gold Napoleon.

"For 'all I can see," said I, "you can
tell your employer that you have
obeyed his rules. I don't know whf>
still

will contradict

As

drew

you."

my

hand from

my

pocket,
the
grass.
It blew in his direction and
he picked it up, stealing a good look
It
at it before he returned it to me.
proved to be nothing but the check for
my bag in the parcel-room at the station, so I thought the insolence of his
action hardly worth resenting.
"Come." said I, "am I to see the
I

a bit of paper fluttered

away on

interior ?"

Hehad already pocketed nnNapoleon.
"If

you

insist,

monsieur," said he.

The man's manner made

it

clear

nervous about the
consequences of his act in admitting
me. In order to calm him I settled
myself firmh- into the role of a mere
that he

was

really

inquisitive tourist.
It was a hard one
Hea\en knows. There

maintain.
not a
room, not a piece of furniture, that did
not go straight to my heart with its
look of absolute familiarit>-. This old
chateau could represent no m.ere incito

was

dent in my past life. It must have
been the actual scene of the greater
part of it.
After we had finished our inspection
of the ground floor, I led the way up-

Then, without pau.sing and
without appearing to .notice his grumblings of protest, went on up another
flight and down a passageway into a
large chamber formed b\' one of the
stairs.

immense
building.

turrets at the corners of the

—

:
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was a charming room, blazing
surrounded by
windows. It was plainly furnished,
hut there w^as not an article in tli? room
that did not- cry aloud that it was mine
and offer me a welcome home.
I walked away from my guide into
It

with sunshine, partly

the deep embrasure of one of the windows. I w-anted the chance to turn

back on my companion^wanted,
moment, to let the wild intoxication of happiness that was struggling
in my face have expression.
I
put my hand against the wall,
more for support than anything else,

my

for a

hut the familiar touch of the black w^alnut wainscoting seemed somehow to
lead my fingers on over its dusty car\ings, and then at a certain spot to
I pressed sharply, and it
arrest them.
gave beneath my fingers.
My guide uttered a cry of astonishment. One of the great walnut panels
\\as sliding back in a groove, revealing
For a moment he
a secret chamber
stood rooted where he was, staring
alternately at me and into the bare
little room which the touch of my hand
!

had revealed.
Then, without a word, he wheeled
about, ran along the passage, and went

down

clattering off

the stairs.

The sound of his fleeing footsteps
came echoing up to me through the
empty house, and then I heard the
slamming of the door through which
we had entered the chateau.
For a moment the thought that he
meant to keep me a prisoner greatly
alarmed me, but that feeling soon
It is easy to lock a man
]iassed away.
out of a house, but hard to lock him
into it, unless it has been specially pre]>ared for the purpose.
I

looked

curiously

into

the

little

room which the sliding panel had re\ealed.
It was a tiny cube of a place, a
recess in the thickness of the walls
of the turret, and it appeared to contain
nothing but some broken-down furni-

mere

a test of my familiarity with
the chateau, however, it was ab.so!utely
lure.

As

decisive.

went back to my window, from
I
which I could command a considerable
portion of the driveway. The lodgekeeper was still running when I got my
then his pace slackfirst view of him;
He
ened, and presently he stopped.
seemed to be trying to decide between

two courses of action.
It took him only a moment to make
Lip his mind, however, and the next I
saw of him he was walking briskly away
down the drive like a man who knows
exactly what he is going to do, but has
no reason to exhaust himself with

W

''<'
excessive haste.
It
ft
I
was strongly tempted to remain
there in the chateau a while longer.
Surely, somewhere within those four
massive walls I could find the answer to

The conviction was strong upon me

my

that

my

promise to the d<x'me. I had told him
would not permit myself to he caught
that I would not underin a trap;
secret,

but

tor occurred to

I

the audacity or the
cleverness of my enemies.
Really, my secret was solved alretidy.
I knew
I was ready to take my oath
that I was the son of the American lady
who had lived in this chateau. His
identity I could learn anywhere and
Rather regretquite without risk.
fully, I took my way down the stairs
again and let myself out of the chateau
through one of the French windows
which opened on the south terrace.
The conviction was strong upon me
that I had often walked in the garden

estimate either

—

yonder, with friends.
I had nearly reached the gate, though
I was quite hidden from view of it by a
turn in the driveway and a heavy

growth "of shrubbery and timljer, when
I heard the sound of voices.
The first
was old, cracked, and obsequious, and
T hazarded the guess that it belonged
to the mother of my friend, the loclgekeeper.

She seemed to be tugging at the gate
and apologizing for her slowness in get-

I

had walked

in that

garden with friends

it open.
Apparen tly I was not to be
the only visitor at the chateau to-day.
"It is not permitted for the carriage
to enter," she was saying, "but monsieur and mademoiselle are most wel-

ting

My

son has gone away, but
can show you everything as
well as he, though I am old."
And then came a voice that startled
me. I had been on the point of walking out into view around the curve,
but at the sound of it I stopped short
where I was. It was a man's voice, an
old voice, too, I thought; and though I
did not immediately place it, there
was no doubt that it was familiar. He
was speaking laboriously in very broken
French
"We are not sightseers, madame,"
he said; "we have come to see Mr.
Christopher Morton. This is his house,

come.
myself

is

it

—

I

not ?"

CHAPTER

XIV.

WHAT THE BREESE BROUGHT ME.

pHRISTOPHER MORTON

!

At

the sound of the words my mind
began racing madly like the propeller
of a steamship out of the water.
Continued on page .317.

That Yard
Suggestions for the Amateur Gardener

who

of

Yours

desires to beautify the

home

lot

with

the most attractive varieties of flowers and vines

By

F. C. Burgess
Illustrated

FORTUNATELY for most of us, the
success of a flower garden is not
measured by its size or by the number of plants which it contains. Moreover, a good garden is not necessarily
one which includes many rare flowers.
Prof. Liberty H. Bailey of Cornell,
declares that the flowers which he likes
best happen to be the ones which are
easiest to grow.
The list of easily
grown flowers is longer, too, than one
might imagine. Probably it includes
your favorites the sweet pea, the
nasturtium, the morning glory and
scarlet runner bean, the zinnias, four
o'clocks and marigolds, bachelor's buttons, petunias, annual phlox, verbenas,
poppies, pansies and asters.
You
won't undertake to grow them all, unless you have a large garden, but you
will have pleasure in growing se^'eral

—

different varieties of each species.
Take a bit of advice, and grow named
varieties in so far as you can. It is well
worth while getting on friendly, not to

say intimate, terms with your garden
flowers and how can you do that unless
you can call them by name
To many
people a blossom is a blossom only, but
they lose half the fun of garden making.
If you grow sweet peas or dahlias
!

or gladiolis get named sorts by all
means and label them so that you can
identify them and get to know them
well.
AboAC all, know vour roses, if
296

and Warren Mason

from Photographs

you grow those queenly flowers. It is
a shame to have Caroline Testout, Frau
Karl Druschki and Lady Gay standing
like numbered children in an orphan
asylum. Do you now speak of "that
beautiful red rose the third from the
end of the row," or "the big white rose
near the fence ?"
It will be real missionary work if I get you only to know
your roses by name. You will then
recognize that persistent little bloomer,
with a white flower that blossoms all
summer, as Clothilde Soubert, and recommend it to your friends as the best
rose for a very little garden where
striking efTects are not sought.

IITXCEPT
oli, I

the roses, dahlias and gladihave spoken mostly of annuals.

Of course they will not give very early
blossoms, except the pansies, wnich
may be sown the previous Fall. You
may have early flowers by planting
bulbs in the Fall and you can make the
season earlier by buying a few plants of
\arious kinds in Spring. For the most
part, though, you will no doubt be
content to sow seeds of the annuals in
April, May and June.
The plants will

come into bloom ,veiy early. It is
worth while buying a few dahlia roots
and gladiolus bulbs, there are so many
fine varieties now.
The former should
go into ground which has been well and
deeply worked and then enriched with

decayed stable manure or a little dried
sheep manure. The latter material,
by the way, is an excellent fertilizer tn
use in small gardens, because it is concentrated and free from weed seed?.
It costs two dollars for a hundretl
pounds, which will go a long way; or
twenty-five pounds may be bought for
seventy-five cents.
It may be mixed
with the soil or given in the form of
manure water, the strength being
gauged by the color, about that of

weak tea. All seedsmen handle it.
But to get back to our dahlias.
They may be planted in May about
three feet apart and the ground about
them should be cultivated frequently.
Only two shoots should be allowed to
grow, and by pinching out the heart,
the plant will be made to grow into a
bushy form so that staking will not be
needed.
Many gardeners, however,
prefer to provide stakes.
The gladiolus is ver>' efi^ective when
grow'n in masses, but is also splendid
for cutting.
If a spike is cut just as
the first blossom at the bottom opens
and is put in water, it will remain in
bloom for a week or more. The colors
are glorious and many acres of these
plants are grown each year to provide
table decorations for the hotels.
The>

should be planted every two weeks
from the first of May to the first of
July in order to have a long season.

They
it

is

will

grow in almost any soil, but
have it rather rich. The

well to

smaller bulbs should be planted first.
The size of the bulb does not determine
the size of the flower. Some of the
best varieties have small bulbs. Planting should be from three to six inches
deep and four to six inches apart. If
grown for cutting, the plants may
stand in rows a foot apart, to make
Stakes are needed,
cultivating easy.
but several bulbs may be planted in a
circle and the plants trained to one
stake.
Manure water once a week is

good for them.
Mention of the value

of the gladiolus

for cutting, suggests the thought that
many other flowers will be wanted for
this purpose,

with the

for

every garden-maker
heart wants

spirit of love in his

flowers to give away.
If there is room
enough, it is an excellent plan to devote
a little ground to blossoms for cutting,
growing the plants in rows and cultivating them like vegetables with the
wheel hoe, perhaps. There are some
flowers like the sweet peas and pansies
which fairly urge us to cut them. If
we fail to do so they go to seed and stop
blooming.
If the pansies begin to show
signs of running out in mid-summer,
fertilize them and remove a little of the
plant with the blossoms, which will, in
Pansies will
effect, be pruning them.
grow in partial shade and like shelter
from the rays of the sun in the middle
of the day; but don't try to grow them
under trees, for they will be leggy and

—

unsatisfactory.

Early and deep planting is the secret
sweet pea culture.
It is well to
plant the seeds in a trench and to fill

of

iK^ -^^
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year.

Their persistency

may he exthe fact that they are cou-

by

IJlaiiied

sins of that thrifty

garden weed known

as inisley.
Some of the double sorts
are particularly handsome and
these
flowers are well worth jfrowing in

any

garden wliich

is

not of too formal a

tyjie.

Much

of the success of a flower gardepend upon (he initial preparation of the soil. Tlie main thing
IS to have it spaded
thoroughly and

den

will

deeply.

The-

soil

should

made

just as fine as

possible.

Manure may

i)e

be applied

if
very well
rotted and then should
be carefully mixed with
the earth,

the old fashioned X'irginia Creeper.

It

will thrive

wonderfully and cover anywhere from twenty feet to a hundred
yards of wall with an astonishingly
small cfuantity of seeds. Always soak
vine seeds in warm water at least three
hours before planting, and if the .soil
IS at all good they will thrive
with no
further care.

But

for high walls, sides of buildings,

about dead trees and all such places,
the hardy vine is to be preferred.
Its

"1
the last, however, Celastrus
.scandens, the bitter sweet, or
the vitis
in variety, the wild
grapes, might be
substituted.
But there is little question about the superioritv
of the others
on the list. Room, of course,
I

ound

for the

might be
trumpet vine, Bignonia,

but Its flowers are not i^leasing to many
and, to others, its disposition
to spread
and take possession of quarters where
It is not wanted
makes it undesirable.
I-

or

much

the

same

reason, Ampelopsis
Veitchi is named specifically instead of including other varieties of the
group, such as the Virginia Cree[X'r. The latter
is

coarser,

more rampant

.Most amateur garden

and so voracious a feeder

makers are willing to
carry water if necessary
but too'often their labor
is wasted
Mere surface

that its roots eventually
explore every foot of
available
.soil,
absorb
every morsel of plant
food in the ground and
leave grass, trees, shrubs
and flowers to starve.
Actinidia is of Japanese origin and one of
the rapidly-growing perennial vines, with clean,
glossy-green foliage and
gieenish-white
flowers,

.

wetting is worse than
none at all. It is better
net to give water so
often, but to thoroughly
soak the ground each

time.

Evenings or

cloudy days

are good
occasions for applying
water. After all, though,
cultivation is even more

important than watering.

Stirring

the

soil

keeps the moisture in
the ground.
When the

borne in July and followed by clusters of yellow fruits. The fruits,
too,
are
edible,
but
hardly agreeable and

surface of the ground
are lx;st left for the
is
hard, you may
birds.
The Akebia is
English
Privet
^
be
„^ ^„ic
can
be
clipped
sure
to any shape and makes an excellent border
hedge
that the moisture is
another vine of Japabeing rapidly
first \-car's growth is slow, but
therenese origin, a charming climber, with
evaporated.
Even after a heavy wet- after it grows
with astonishing rapidity.
small, deeo-g-'een foliage and, in early
tmg down, the soil should
be raked
The list which follows includes vines spring, with clusters cf chocolateover as soon as dry
enough. That
with showy flowers, others with fiowers
colored flowers with a pleasant cinnakeeps the water in the
earth" and helps
that are unsurpassed for fragrance,
mon fragrance. It is of greatest serto postpone the next
watering dav.
still others notable for their foliage,
vice where a screen is wanted, but where
Vines have been described
as '"Nasome that cling by aerial rootlets to at the same time, too dense a shade
ture s beautifier,"
and, inded, there
brick, stone or wood and need no tyingmight be objectionable.
IS scarcely a
place but what may be
up or training, and some that require
The Boston Ivy, Ampelopsis Veitchi,
Ueautihed by some sort of
vines.
For support, but which, in return for the is
popular the countr\' over. For
nard, cold uninviting
walls of houses,
satisfaction of this simple demand, will
covering walls, whether of stone, brick,
bleak sides of brick and
stone, nothing
clamber to the very peak of the roof
concrete or wood, it is unsurpassed.
soltens them and
adds beauty like the
and cover the house with foliage and
It establishes itself but slowly, howJiardy vines.
For the unlovely corner blossom.
ever, and not much should be expected
ol the yard,
the hideous unpainted
If a list of the best \ines were sought
of it before the third season.
lence, the outbuildings
In setor scores of
from planters familiar with their habits ting it out, cut it down
such places, the annual vines,
to within two
rapid of
and characteristics, the result, verv or three inches of the surface
of the
growth, green of foliage and bright
of
likely, would show some little disagreeground.
Its new shoots will then make
blossoms, are the best to plant.
ment. Personal taste and preference
unerringly for the nearest support and
All are ornamental,
however, and
would prejudice the .^election. But if attach themselves to this firmly
both sorts to be desired. Among the
and
ten such lists weie as.sembled, it is more
quickly.
To
induce it to spread over a
tavorite quick-growing annual
vines
than probable that all of them would
wider area of wall, pinch back the new
should be included the Runner Beans,
make mention of the following ten:
shoots when they are a foot high and
several varieties of Morning
Glories,
Actinidia arguta, the silver vine.
repeat this process as often as may be
the Variegated Japanese Hop
Vine, the
Akebia quinata.
necessary.
Ampelopsis Lowii is anCardinal Climber, Wild or California
Anipelopsis Veitchi, Boston or Japanese ivj-.
other good clinging vine, a little hardier,
Aristolochia sipho, Dutchman's pipe vine.
Cucumber and the Climbing Cypress.
Clematis in varictv.
perhaps, than A. Veitchi and someVarieties of climbing gourds are interEuonymus in variety.
what more likely to cling to smoother
esting, but better for low
places like
Hydrangea scandens, or Schizophragma
surfaces.
fences as the foliage is not thick.
Hydrangeoides, climbing Hydrangea.
Dutchman's Pipe, the Aristolochia
Lonicera in variety. Honeysuckle.
If you have a long
stretch of stone
Wistaria in variety.
is a strong grower, with huge, hea\-y
wall or fence, the most economical
is
Peuraria Thumbergiana, Kudzu vine.
Continued on page 31.3.
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His Bit
By Beth

Porter Sherwood
by Bruce Cameron
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whole population

all

of the httlc

was gathered at the railroad station. For an hour from
points of the compass people had

a place for some one not so tall
A mist obscured
to get a better view.
his sight and he turned away his head

made

toward this common centre.
The merchant had closed his store, the
lawyer his office, the teacher his school
and all had assembled to welcome back
a few battered heroes, invalided home,
who had gone out in the pride of their

No one spoke
outskirts of the crowd.
to her and she spoke to no one and
much
all that dense throng she was as
alone as she would have been on an

(•on\'erged

\oung manhood to do
ior King and Empire.
them

men

m

uninhabited island.
The man's eyes grew pitiful as he
noted the fierce despair in the girl's
dark stormy eyes as they were turned

gallant service

Flags were everywhere.

Ladies had

for a

pinned to their coats, boys and
wore them in their hat bands,

automobiles were smothered

in

them

horses flaunted them in their
while from the flag-pole on
bridles;
the station the municipal ensign floated
in majestic serenity.
On the platform immediately
front of the station was a solid phalanx
of the solid citizens headed by the

m

way to the man's
"Uhm, yes,"

"Poor

side.

"Pretty badly used up, some of those
boys."
"Yes."
"Some of them, poor fellows, will
never come back. There's several
that are dead or missing and Cod help
anybody that's a prisoner of those

aldennen; and back and
beyond and on either side were rows
and rows of men and women each trying to get as near as possible to the

would come to a

In the trees beside the track small

Germans."

boys shouted and clung and even upon
the station roof were assorted sizes of

"Amen," breathed Jim softly.
His friend looked at him perplexedly.
"How'd you Hke to have gone?" he

more daring.

see
I
by, "She's coming.
the smoke," was shouted froni one of
the more advantageous positions and
almost immediately from beyond the
crossing, came the shriek of the engine

By and

\-entured.

"They wouldn't have me," replied
]im succinctlv.
"Huh,

is

that so

?

Offer ?"

"Yes."
"Well you might've knowed they
wouldn't take you."
"I'd be all right for work in the
trenches," insisted Jim. Then, "Say,

i;eople shouted themselves
hoarse the train, with clanging bell,
rolled in and stopped, and then the
maimed and halt with faces drawn with
suffering came bravely forth, and eager
hands reached out to help and cheerful
\(jices uttered words of praise and
appreciation and many eyes were dim
as mother or sister went forward to
u^eet and greet a loved one.
At the back of the crowd a man.

and while

young woman
number of
don't know her name?"

Dawson, who
over there.
times but

I

is

that

I've seen her a

"That dark, go(xl-loaking
alone by herself ?"

girl there,

"Yes."

Dawson laughed

under forty, with grizzled hair,
dark mustache and kindly grey eyes,
still

looked over the throng. He did not
go forvvard to greet the guests of honor.

"Others have a better right," would
have been his explanati(Mi had he been
(luestioned, "and I'll see them later."
Time after tirne he stepped back or

in his direction.

she's

his

mayor and

the

moment

up against it in soine
wav," was his mental comment. "I
wonder if she was expecting some one
who did not come. She looks as it
she did not have a friend in the world."
" 'Lo, Jim, quite a crowd out isn't
there ?" said an acquaintance making
thing,

and

lilace where the train
stand-still.

as the boys, spent and broken, came
from the train.
Occasionally his glance turned toward a fall, shabbily dressed young
woman who stood by herself on the

People had converged toward this common
centre to welcome back a few battered heroes

significantly

and

"Oh, she's a war
spat before replying.
widow. Not that she's ever l)een
married but she's got a war baby.
Fellow was killed in one of them awful
They say he fought like a
battles.
l)erfect demon and might 'a' got off
but he stopped to help a man that was

-

.
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hurt and

— they got

he'd have married
her if he'd rome

that Jim wa-. louu-;
thcresultof al roken
ankle
badly

back

set.

Probably

him.

well,

Init-

he

As the men paused l>eside her the
girl
turned
and
looked
at
them
with haughty de-

didn't."

"But

the girl;
.she seems so desolate,
is
there no

consideration
shown her

for her

hu.sband's

salce ?"

"I

fiance and ackno-*

edged

a curt nfxl;
then with a sort of
impatient forbearance .she waited.
!>>•

is shown to an unmarried mother."
"I.s she respect-

"Miss Horton,"
Jim, "you
may have heard of
me and know what

pursued

I

"You make me
tired,"

burst

his friend.

"Yes,"

herself

—

I

live

his

off."

"Well, r\e come
you to marr\me,' asserted Jim.

addressed
to her
while the others
laughed insolently

The

"Wh at
claimed

Her thoughts were
that

color fiamed

girl's cheeks and her hands
clenched mvoluntarilv, but she neither
moved nor spoke.

see ?"

"I'hm, yes, the chivalry of man,"
said Jim with an angr>'
gleam in his
"What's her people like ?"
*^>'f,S:
Oh, average, may be. Pretty poor;
mother's dead, a step-mother, I believe.
They're respectable enough,
lurncd her out to shift for herself
when they found out about the child."
"To prove their respectability, eh
How does she live ?"
"She gets a day's work here and
there at washing, house-cleaning and
such like. Heavens !" he burst out,
"it's enough to make the girl go to
the
devil when you think how she's treated.
There, she has her baby to take care
of, a fine handsome boy they
say he is,
and not a soul to give her a decent
!

word even.

I
believe she's perfectly
straight now but people prophesv she'll
go to the bad and then stand back to
see her do it."

"Poor thing, she looks as if she needa friend," was Jim's compassionate
comment.
e<l

?"

ex-

Dawson

appalled, w-hile the
girl

the

"You

well

,

to ask

some words

into

and thatyou'rc-

con side red

whom

on."

anything

against you.
know where >ou

.se\-

and bade their
companion "Come

re-

and

hear<i

men
who passed her, one

(jf

she

plied concisely

with e\-ident curi"I
never

young

eral

I

osity.

except
There, you see howshe's regarded."

He nodded
head toward

of man
said to be."

am

"How-

except,

egan

manner

out

could she be respectable ?
I've
heard she's always

behaved

mut-

ter of inlrtxiuction

married.
and you know how
much consideration
wasn't

able ?"
Jim.

I-

Dawson

eml,arras.sed

you* she

tell

i

of the brave though irresponsible

went out

young

si-

expression one of skepti-

in the awful carnage

"She does that, all right but I don't
know where she's going to get one,"
was Dawson's cynical reply.
"Poor thing," repeated the man, his
brows drawn together in a thoughtful
frown.
His companion addressed a
remark to him but he paid no atten'icn.
Probably he did not hear him.
For .some moments he stood as if
deeply pondering some momentous
question, then as if he had arrived at a
conclu.sion he turned to Dawson and
asked "What's her name ?"
"Whose ? Oh, that girl over there ?
Are you still thinking about her ? Her
name's Alma Horton. She worked for
my wife a while this spring," he explained as if he feared his friend might
misjudge him because of his knowledge.
"Take me over and introduce me,"
was Jim's astonishing request.
"Aw% what are you driving at ?"
protested Dawson.
"Take me over and introduce me,"
commanded Jim, "and then I want you
to stay and hear what I have to say to
her.
Hurry, she is going away."
The men separated themseKes from
the crowd and then it became apparent

remained

lent,

life

her

cal contempt.
i ask Alma Horton to marry me,"
said Jim addressing Dawson.
"I can
give you, he continued turning to the
girl, "a good home, the protection you
so evidently need and I will iidopt the
child and gi^•e him m\- name if such is
your wish."
"Don't be a fool, Jim," admonished

his friend in a whisper.

"Do you mean what you

say ?" asked

the girl incredulously.
"I do.
I certainly do," replied the

man.
"But why ?" she burst out

fiercely.

"You don't know anything about me
or

only what

credit

is

—

is

nothing

to

my

and ycu must ha\e a reason

I

suppose."
"I have.
I couldn't go to the war,"
an almost imperceptible motion designated his infirmity, "and I would do
my part. Another, you know of whont
I speak, ga^e his life for the Empire
and for his sake I would care for the
child and' the mother," he replied
solemnly.
The girl turned her head and looked
off to the vague, blue distances.
PosContinued on page 303.
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Current Events
Comments by
Upon

Review

and British Press and Periodicals
the Dominion and Empire

the Leading Canadian
Affairs of Interest in

Uncle Sam Steps In
"THE part which the United States
will play in the European struggle
has been the subject of much comment
throughout the Dominion. The American press, with virtually one accord,
approved the decision of President Wilson to arm merchant vessels flying the
American flag. The country is solidly
behind the President ako in his efforts,
through the mobilization of militia ret?imcnts and the recruiting in both the
army and the navy, to prepare the
forces of the country for any emergency.
Opinion differs, however, on both sides
of the line as to whether the United
States could and
an
send
should

^

they must eventually send a real army
to Europe to rrake sure that the Germans are not left after the war in a
condition to apply punitive measures
to the United States.
The Winnipeg Saturday Post also
believes that when the right time comes
the United States will furnish something more than moral and financial
support.

It

at

war with the

United States for about seven weeksbut it was only the other day that the
at Washington aroused
to an understanding of the fact
proceeded to take steps that will

Government
and

April 2nd, we can reasonably conclude
that President Wilson has at last
come to the conclusion that the Teutons have been laughing at him for
two years and that, however unwillingly, he must fight back or live in
history forever as the weakest President that the United States has ever

had.

Many

says:

Germany has been

itself

IlinillllllllllllllllllllilliiiHliniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimitllllllll!.
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army

in

W'ashington

correspondents
even if the
new Congress should authorize war, it
does not necessarily mean that the
Republic will become an active participant in the same sense as that in which
we speak of Great Britain as a par-

would have us believe

They

ticipant.

suggest

that

the

Washington Government will be

overseas.

Montreal

7' he

that,

Star comments on
the situation as follows:
The A e r ican

content to provide

seems
Executive
to be going right
ahead preparing for

ping.
sense.

protection for
American citizens
and American ship-

m

That

•war.

way

to

is

make

—

The American

Navy

can certainly help make the
seas safer for food
and munition ships

bound

for Allied
ports in E^urope
i)ut those who are
urging the prepara-

tion

are
line.

of

an

army

on

the

right

est

the

be no child's play or makeThey have got to see that

won

or else face serious conit may easily be that

Anrl

Toronto

UNCLE SAM: "You

It will

the- war is

full

to throw
striking

complete assurance
that within another

entering the lists
with a dangerous

sequences.

and

We

realize that, in going to war with

loelieve.

—

of the nation into its blows.
have, in short,
every reason to feel

cans will do well to

foe.

non-

power

The Ameri-

Germany, they are

is

The main

stock in the United
States is not of the
kind that will tolerate half measures.
If the Republic enters the fight at all
and it assuredly
will
then it will
be forced by public
opinion, whatever
the wishes of the
President may be,
to enter it in earn-

the
sure

that no time will be
lost while waiting
for the politicians
to assemble and
act.

This

News

can laugh, but he's a first cousin to
'that contemptible little British army' "

enable the great Republic to retaliate
by making war against (iermany.
Now that Gongress has been sum-

moned

to

meet

in

special

session on

the

forces
.•United States.
full

month

we

shall

have added

to our

already

over-

whelming

forces
of the

and resources

The Toronto Globe says that President Wilson, having exhausted all the
301
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diplomacy in order to avoid an
appeal to the sword, is finally drivrn
by the compelling logic of facts to
realize that Germany is an outlaw and
not amenable to any influence save
It continues:
that of superior force.
It was a bitter lesson for a proud
people to learn. Unwilling to forego
the wealth and luxury and case that
came to them stained with the tears
and blood and anguish of the stricken
Allied nations of Europe, our neighliors
to the south have discovered before it
the greatest
is too late that to them
tragedy of this terrible war would be
arts of

the denial of their faith in liberty and
democracy, and their calculating indifTerence to the calls of humanity.
To its honor be it said, the great Republic has not been without witnesses
to the instinctive leanings of the American people toward the cause of freedom
What the Americans have
in Europe.
done for the starving Belgians and the
exiled Serbs and Armenians will not
soon be forgotten. All the country
needed was strong leadership. Germany, with that streak of insanity
which has characterized her war diplomacy throughout, roused the
American nation from its

slumbers.
the gate.

I his
picture is cne of possibilities
only, but few Americans will deny that

much

of

it

is

to prove photoThe realization
this war as well as

likely

graphically accurate.
of
all

what war means,

wars, has, hcAvever, never daunted

American hearts.

We cannot count the cost any more
than one of us can count the cost of
saving some one dear to him whose life
hangs by a thread. We cannot count
the cost of protecting American lives
in the generations to con e.
The single
life that is in the Valance must be saved
whatever the price:
the future of
America and the protection of our
children's children have to be achieved
whatever the sacrifices we are called
upon to make.
There are tim.cs when no man or
nation can count the cost, when no
man or nation would ctjunt the cost;
for however stupendous it may be, the
be attained is scmething
and incorruptible and worthy
laying down our lives for. Those

object

to

priceless
of

who

ask us to count the cost of defending our liberties against German violence insult American manhood.

The enemy was at
Too proud to fight

Canada Monthly) should U"
life on the farm more
more profitable. Take
the project of making it p<jssible for
e\ery farmer o/ moderate means to
is.sue

have a waterworks plant, supplying
cold and hot water in his house. Ihc
lack of modern sanitary convenience has always been one of the great drawbacks of country life, especially in the
winter time. Under the Ciovernm.entplan the want is easily filled. Standardized appliances are to be brought
to the attention of

make

farmers'

for a revolution in agricultural

life.

Next comes the development of social
centres in villages and at country crossroads.
It is proposed to use schools,
churches and the grounds about them
for this purpose. Moving picture shows
lectures, debating and recreation clubs
all form part of the scheme.
Farmers'
sons and daughters who have been to
high school, the Ontario Agricultural College or other institutions of learning, will
no longer feel the want of mental stimulus on the land. There
will be play for social and intellectual inclination.

Some

thing of the outside world will

be brought to them. The
fundamental industry of the
Province will be linked up
with the thought and progress
of the day.
At first sight the

to aid the Allies as a neutral.
of

the American coast was a
challenge to the manhood of
the nation, which stirred the
latent instincts of the Ameri-

idea

may seem

impracticable,
the reverse of chimerical.
In the hands of the
Premier and Dr. Creelman it
will bring definite results of
real and far-reaching importance.
The cause of these special

but

can race.

America is stepping out on
the path that Britain took in
the early days of war, but
with the advantage of two
years' experience of European
fighting to enable her to forge
the most effective weapons of
war. For America the hour
In
of decision has struck.
this war for human freedom
and progress Old Glory will
not remain furled.
Under the heading "Count-

ing the Cost," the New York
Sun voices sentiments echoed
by many other American
papers, by saying that what-

ever may be the consequences
of the clash, the United States
must go throtfgh with it to the
It says:
bitter end.
In various quarters are
heard thoughtful or warning voices bidding America beware. Have we counted
the cost of a struggle with Germany?
A grim picture is painted of the
possibilities of the war already begun
against us, a war which only awaits our
formal recognition of its existence to
spread its terrors by land and sea.

]5(),00()

wives through the agency of the Wo
men's Institutes during the coming
summer. This development alone will

Germanv saw her chance to
make it impossible for America

The submarine blockade

of

to make
plea.sant and
far

Land and Water {London)

it is

efforts is found in a world
food shortage and the need
of ample provisions for the
Allied peoples and armies, but
the results will be permanently beneficial to the agricultural population as to the
Province as a whole. Nothing is more encouraging in
the present situation or more
full of promise for the future
than the broad grasp shown
by the Hearst Government in
dealing with pressing agricultural problems.

"Will they last long enough, Father?"

Modernizing Country Life
(From the Toronto News)

T^HE

which
William Hearst, as Minister of
Agriculture, and Dr. Creelman, as
Commissioner of Agriculture, are committed (see article on page 281 of this
^

Sir

series of rural reforms to

The War Loan
(From the Montreal

yi/HILE

Gazelle)

the final figures of bubscription cannot be accurately known
for a few days yet, it is understood that
the third Canadian War Loan has been
In nothing,
largely over-subscribed.

'

— —
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perhaps, has the determination of the
people to pursue unfalteringly the fight
for the preservation of the Empire until
victory is achieved, been shown more
convincingly than in the ascending
purchases of Canada's War Bonds.
The Government in the first loan asked
for $50,000,000, and received about
S102,000,000; in the second loan, asked
for $100,000,000 and was offered $206,000,000; and in the third loan, asking
for $150,000,000, has received subscriptions believed to run over $240,000,000,
and which may greatly exceed this
amount when the final figures are comIt is a splendid example of the
piled.
patriotism and wealth of the people.
There are two noteworthy features
in connection with the success of the
latest loan.

will

should have sufficient money in sight to
carry on for at least another six months.
There are, indeed, considerable charges
on capital account other than war ex-

many

penditures, but these have for

months past been provided
buoyancy of the revenue.

for

by the

Canada's Jubilee
(From the Toronto Globe)

TN

1864 the late Hon. George Browd
moved in the united Canadian Pailiameet the resolution for the appointment of a committee, which reported
^

in favor of uniting the Provinces a the
Dominion of Canada. It is an inter;

esting circumstance that the Liberal
leader in the Ontario Legislature has

The banks

be

their

303

relieved
subscription

restless in her free partnership

ada's willingness to bear her part in the
Empire's struggle, to defend the weak
nations, and to sustain the cause of
justice and liberty wherever the flag
may be attacked or menaced. The
Dominion is old enough to look with
regret at the foolish and almost criminal
alienation of vast stores of wealth that
might be made to yield abundance^of
revenue for all time. Timber, minerals
and farm land have been lavishly bestowed, and the result is already apparent in the premature need of a multitude of taxations. Al-

though

of
of

centred

and

paymunitions
produced in Canada.

purchase

thought

is

the t^^ar
and the determination
to win must override
all
other considerations, it is fitting that
the Jubilee year of the
Dominion should be
celebrated with becoming enthusiasm.
can rejoice in the
achievement of the
Federated Provinces,
we can rejoice in the
confident outlook and
the grand opportuni-

$60,000,000, and thus
be in a position to exlarge
further
tend
credits to the British
Government for the

ment

with the

mother land, but has strengthened the
bonds of Empire and enriched the
sentiments which unite a free people in
the maintenance and defence of their
liberties.
The war has proved Can-

of

in

We

To

the present time,
the Canadian Govern-

ment and banks have
advanced no

less a
$270,000,000 for this purpose,

sum than

and in this way have
immensely stimulated

ties,

and we can even

industrial activity in

rejoice in the heroic
sacrifices which we are

Canada,

making

while contributing potently to
the stores of munitions required by the

Thus, while
helping the cause of
Britain and her allies
on the battlefields of

of

and

army.

Europe, they have
helped to maintain
and enlarge a great commercial prosperity at

home.

The

other gratifying feature of the
success of these Canadian loans is that
the bonds being purchased principally
by our own people, the interest payments will remain in Canada, instead
Before
of going out of the country.
the war much the larger portion of the
funded debt of the Dominion was held
in Great Britain, that held in Canada
being relatively small, while at the end
of last month the amount of funded

debt payable

in

Canada had risen to
compared with $362,-

$316,000,000, as
000,000 payable in England, and with
the recent loan the amount held in this
country will exceed one-half of the
total debt.
The war is now costing Canada about
$25,000,000 monthly, and as this charge
is not likely to be heavily exceeded in
the near future, the Finance Minister

in the cause
national integrity

:

Are you luring them on,

Mehmed: I'm

afraid I

like

liberty.

Cause of
High Prices

Punch

ALSO RAN
Wilhelm

political

me ?

caption
^TNDER
"The Cost
the

am

T

of

moved

appointment of a committee to consider and report on plans
for

for the

fittingly

celebrating

the

fiftieth

anniversary of the birth of the Dominion.
Confederation may have disappointed the hopes of some of its
promoters. The blending of races and
the development of harmonious toleration among creeds may seem to some
discouragingly slow. The half century may not have brought the results
reasonably anticipated. But in the
almost sudden appearance of the new
Dominion in the West, in the magnificent expansion from the five hesitating Provinces away to the far Pacific,
in the bringing of half a continent under
law and order, and in the development
of vast natural wealth in forests,
mineral deposits, fisheries, and farming
areas, the half-century must be regarded as a time of achievement.
Growth has not made the Dominion

World War,"

the Kitchener NewsRecord publishes the following:
few days since the writer witnessed
an incident which, while not fully explanatory of the high cost of living
was, at least, illuminating. While
waiting in a city grocery store to be
served a farmer entered and offered
for sale several pairs of chickens which
the grocer readily bought at the market
price. In exchange the farmer received
sufficient groceries to last the average
family for a week or
it seemed
and more than eight dollars in cash.
When the groceryman turns these
chickens over to his customers at an
advance hardly sufficient to cover the
cost of handling some people will rise
in their ignorant wrath and accuse the
"middleman" of robbery. What is
true of this small incident is probably
correct with regard to the great bullc
of foodstuffs produced at the present

A

— ^

:
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The producer is receiving the
time.
increased price and the cost of living
has not gone to alarmingj^heights because of the rapacity and^intrigue of
"middlemen."
all commodiand
manufactures
materials,
raw
ties,
foodstuffs, are caused by the natural
laws of supply and demand. Fourteen
great nations arc engaged in the most
tremendous and destructive war the

Present high prices of

human race and while
there is not yet depletion of cattle in
the non-beiilgerent countries, yet there
is a shortage of supply.
Demand has
more than overtaken production.
What is true of foodstuffs is true as
well of all products.
The excessive
demands of the annies added to the
necessities of civilian life necessitates
forced output of manufactures of all
kinds. In normal times those manufacenergy to the

Some
men have

world has ever witnessed.
fifteen

millions

of

Newspapers and men of influence
would be far better employed in urging
upon our people the necessity of saving
in

every possible way.

lesson of thrift.

some broken bits of biscuits
when she was stopped by an
official, who told her it was a

number

tion' of foods by these millions
of men because of the strenuous
open-air life they are leading,

requiring incalculable quantities
of the very best and most nutri(Some citizens
tious of foods.
gasped in amazement at the
quantity of food to furnish only
one dinner to the men of the

122nd Battalion who visited
here a week ago. That was
only for five hundred and fifty
men. Multiply that quantity of

by

thirty

and you have what

thousand

necessary
to feed the armies once only.
Thrice that is one day's supply).
Another considerable factor
is the great quantity of foods
The
destroyed by the armies.
newspapers record daily the destruction of stores of the enemy,
is

the burning of towns and villages, the sinking of ships laden with
supplies and in other ways the world's
stores of food is being depleted. Wheat
is verily the "staff of life" throughout

the civilized world and the world's
production of wheat was last year more
than one-quarter less than in 1915 and
about eight per cent, below the average of the past five years. The International Institute of Agriculture officially estimates the wheat production
of
Great Britain, Spain, Norway,
Rumania,
Russia-inNetherlands,
Europe, Canada, United States, Switzerland, India, Japan, and Egypt at
2,229,914,000 bushels, or 72.4 per cent,
of the production of the same countries
last year, and 92.8 per cent, of their
Figures from Gerfive year average.
many and Austria-Hungary are not
available but it is unquestionably true
that production in those countries is
lessened in even greater degree because
of every able-bodied worker being
pressed into the armies.
What is true of the grain supply is
accentuated with respect to animal
foods.
Cattle are slaughtered by the
scores of thousands daily to provide

investigator wh(-

records that after finishing her luncJi
on a train (which she had provided
before embarking) she opened
the car window to throw out

from agricultural pursuits, thus
immensely lessening the world's
supply of the necessities of life.
Accentuating this shorlagej is
the factor of increased consump-

foodstuffs

An

has recently returned from German\

been withdrawn from productive
occupations, the greater

We are a waste-

and though tlessKso because we always ha\e had an
abundance and have never learned the
ful people, needlessly

^'^'

The sooner the

better

tured products would be contributing
to the world's wealth, but in these
perilous times they are being destroyed.
Capital, in the way of the products of
men's labor, is being burned up, blasted,
utterly destroyed in millions upon
millions of value every twenty-four
hours. All these factors make for high
prices. "He who dances must pay the
piper," and we cannot have a world
war without the world paying the
price, in material as well as in blood and
suffering.
It is the rankest kind of political
chicanery^ to try and fasten on any
group of men or upon any political
party the blame for the increased cost
of living. The causes are fundamental

and uncontrollable and the effects unavoidable. Municipal, Provincial and
Federal authorities are undertaking
investigation of the many loose charges
of conspiracy and combined rapacity
on the part of those (vho handle and
distribute the necessities of life and
will ascertain and report upon the
thoughtless assumption that high prices
of commodities are chargeable to the
manipulations of "middlemen."

criminal offence to destroy even
the smallest fragments of food.
In Great
Britain
they arttaking drastic steps to regulate the quantities of food allowed each individual and to
restrict the consumption
of
necessities.
Canada may noi
reach that stage, but
this
nation must learn to savr
what is now wasted.
A visit
to the garbage
destruction
plants of this and other citie,would be a revelation to the
average citizen of the great
and unnecessary waste that
The averis daily going on.
age waste from each household makes up a tremendous
aggregate of foods and materis thrown away, and
ial that
which under necessity could
be used. Canadians need now
more than at any previous
time to learn the lesson
"Save and Serve."

Proportional Representation

T^HE work of

the Proportional Representation Society of Canada, widi
an object of bringing about a change
in our election system, is commented
upon by the Toronto Globe as follows:
Elected men are inclined to conclude that the election system could
not possibly be improved, consequenth
it is more easy to interest the public
than Parliament in such a reform as
proportional representation. The Proportional Representation Society of
Canada is carrying on an active propaganda, and its Council is composed of
capable and representative men from.
Nova Scotia to the Pacific coast. Dr,

James W. Robertson, C.M.G., LL.D.
is president at the Ottawa headquarters, and Mr. Ronald Hooper is gen-

The

present system of
each returning
one member by a majority \'ote, may
leave large and important elements
unrepresented, and may do injustice
to many shades of political opinion.
It tempts toward such tricks as the
eral secretary'.

small

constituencies,

Continued on page 306.
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another tribute to this

foremost Made-in-Canada car
The Military Hospitals' Commission of
Canada, with headquarters at Ottawa, Ont.,
has purchased SIX new four-cylinder, forty
horse-power Studebaker Touring Cars.
These Studebakes cars are now in constant
service throughout eastern Canada in connection
efificient work of the commission.
Invalid soldiers, returning from the trenches on
furlough or for hospital treatment, are being
transported from place to place in these silent,

with the

smooth-running, powerful Studebakers.
In war and peace alike, Studebaker is always
at the forefront.
On the fields of France and
Flanders Studebaker Ambulances have hastened
relief under conditions of roads and weather
which demonstrated that the QUALITY and
SERVICE which once called forth such enthusiastic praise from the late Lord Roberts, in his
report to the British Parliament following the
Boer War, is still being built into vehicles which
bear the name STUDEBAKER.
The deep, restful comfort of the Studebaker's
luxurious upholstery, the smooth, vibrationless

power and perfect balance

of "the7chassis, the
long resilient springs, the silence of moving parts,
the safety of the full-floating rear axle, and overthe all around^'dependability of
size brakes

—

—

make them especially adapted
work of this nature.
Every Studebaker car sold in the Dominion
and overseas is built in the great Studebaker
In these modern plants
factories at Walkerville.

Studebaker cars
for

every detail of manufacture is given the exhaustive attention characteristic of Canadian
Careful, individual attention
manufacturers.
is given to each seperatecar, and the buyer of a
Studebaker car in Canada may purchase with
the knowledge that he is getting a real "Madein-Canada" product a motor car designed and
built to meet all the emergencies and diffi-

—

culties of driving

encounter.
See the

which motorists

—

FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR

Roadster

$1375
1375

Touring Car

Every-Weather Car

Landau Roadster

-

-

1675

-

1636

All Prices F. 0. B. Walkerville.

SIX-CYLINDER

__

__,
CT^

^_ -

^ __ _^

E3 A 1^ I" [9
1]
V^I-^C^^^rVCrV
_
I

Canada

new Series 18 Studebaker cars now.
Know
Ride in them drive them yourself.
why they are the ultimate choice of discriminating motor car purchasers.

FOUR-CYLINDER MODELS

^^ „^ _
^i^TI

in

*^ '
WALKERVILLE,

-

ONTARIO

SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
SIX
||X

MODELS

Roadster
Touring Car
Landau Roadster
Everv-Weather Car
Touring Sedan
Coupe^-^^- - - -

-

-

-

_-

$1685
1685
1900
1995
2246
2310

All Prices F. 0. B. WalkerMle.
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His Bit
Continued from page 300.
sibiy, probably, her thoughts were of
em unmarked grave "Somewhere in
France" and of the brave though irresponsible young life that went out
in the awful carnage.
For a few moments Jim waited, tlien,
as he saw that the crowd was breaking
up and some were coming toward them
he bent toward her and asked, "Well,

what do you .say ?"
"For myself," she answered with a
weary gesture, "I don't care, but for
the sake of my baby," and the dark
eyes were suddenly misty with tears,
"FIl be glad to do as you wish."

Proportional Representation
r

Continued from page 304.

No need now

to waste time
soaking your feet so often.
Nor run the risk of paring.

BLUE
ended

AY

plasters have
millions of corns.

-J

This very night thousands of people will say goodbye to painful corns forever.
Touchy corns are needless, even
foolish.

48 hours the a\erage corn

in

relief.

And

gone.

ones require a
second or third treatment.
A Bluc-jny plaster, with its healing
wax, is applied in a jiffy. No soreness,
no inconvenience. The pain is not temporarily eased, as with paring.
There is
no danger, as with harsh liquids. Decide
to join the

Blue-jay brings instant

is

Only a few stubborn

has

happy crowd to-night which

won freedom the

Blue-jay wa>-.

BAUER & BLACK,
New York

Chicago

Toronto

Blu.e=jay
Stops

Pain—Ends Corns

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
SIR

EDMUND WALKER,
C.V.O., LL.D.,

H. V.

E JONES,

D.CL.

JOHN
President

|/ V. C.

Ass'tGenl Manager

CapitalPaid Up. $15,000,000

AIRD,

General Manager

BROWN.

Sup't of Centra!

T

Reserve Fund,

.

Western Branchej

$13,500,000

THINK WELL BEFORE YOU SPEND
Each

dollar saved will help

Canada to
do her share in the War.

Interest allowed at 3% per annum on Savings deposits
of $1 and upwards at any branch of the Bank. '^^

gerrymander, to make a small majority
or no majority in the electorate give
a large majority in representation. The
proposed reform would substitute, for
the present single-member system, large
constituencies, each returning about
five memfjers.
The apportionment of
seats in these constituencies would be

among

the different parties, classes,
in proportion to their
electoral strength.
Wherever the system lias been tried
in Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, Wurtemberg, South Africa and Ta.smania,
it has given freedom and confidence to
all shades of opinion, and has rendered
legislation more stable and popularly
acceptable. It has also had a tendency'
toward softening racial, sectarian, party
and sectional differences. In the British
House of Lords in August last Earl
Grey expressed tlie hope that tlie conference to be convened would consider proportional representation as a
means of securing a really representative Parliament.
The Marquis of
Crewe an.swered that it was impossible
to suppose such a conference would
neglect this important subject.
Premier Asquith has expressed the view
tliat any strain of opinion honesth'
entertained by any substantial bod\'
of the King's subjects should find
representation in the Commons.
In
one of the Ottawa leaflets it is pointed
out that in the 1904 election 56,520
Liberal voters in Nova Scotia returned
eighteen members to the Federal Parliament, and 46,131 Conservative voters
returned not one member. In the 1911
election 25,622 Conservative voters in
British Columbia returned seven Federal members, while 16,352 Liberal

and opinions

electors were entirely without representation.
Such examples show the
need of a change of system and for
personal ser\ice in the cause of political
equality.
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Gregory Morton Mystery
Continued from page 295.

"Morton—Morton !" I whispered
\u myself. What was my association
with that name ? The next moment
had it.
Christopher
Morton-Duggleby
Morton, the great ship builder
The next moment my mmd added
something to the phrase; I was saying
to myself, "The late Christopher MorI

!

THE WORKERS OF THE WORLC

!

The men who cHmb

father and he was
must be the son who had

He had been my
<lead,

and

I

lived with his

As

aware that
old,

mother

in France.

recall that incident

I

it

who was

of this puzzle

was

my new

now, I
not

self,

am
my

fitting together the pieces
fitting it together
fo--

me—

out of that magazine article which my
French doctor had been so annoyed to
In other words,
learn that I had read.
who I must
I was deliberately thinking
be, instead of listening for the chime^f
imconscious recognition from my inner
'^
self.
That may seem a rather fine-spun
<listinction, but it was an important
one to me, and many and many a time
in after months did I lament the fact
that my mind offered no fresh white
page for the recording of the impressions
of that moment, but one instead that
was written all over with a strong pre-

Shredded

Wheat
a simple, natural, food that supplie
every element needed to build the per
feet man or woman fit for every jol
that calls for a clear brain in a supple

judice.

At the moment when I walked
around the curve of the drive and into
\iew of the persons standing at the

responsive

The next moment my ingeniously
constructed edifice of inference and
deduction come tumbling about my
The two new visitors to the
cars.
chateau, who had come not to see it but
10 interview its owner, Christopher
.

Morton, these two

visitors

and her father
they did not see me. They
were listening, evidently with the
keenest disappointment, to the old
woman's voluble denials that ChristoAt

])her

Morton

!

lived here.

Made

him

yet."

Two

in

biscuits with

make a

Canada by

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Company,

not been here since his
mother's death, two years three years Niagara Falls, Ont.
ago; the chateau was closed vacant.
If they did not believe her they could
go anil see for themselves.
I doubt if they understood her words,
l)Ut tlic main purpose of her speech was
As they listened the
plain enough.
disappointment in their faces was plain
to see, but presently, perceiving tnis
look in her father's face, seeing how
his checks had paled and his liands
were trembling, Virginia forced a trcmliling smile to her lips.
"It is only what we might have expected, father," she said, "and it is
We shall find
really our first attempt.

—

thi

hot milk,
complete, nourishing meal at a cost of four or
Delicious with fruits.
five cents.
things.

or cream,

first

He had

all

A food for men and \\romen who do

were Vir-

ginia Heatherfield

Contains

body.

muscle-making, heat-creating mater
ial in the whole wheat grain madi
digestible by steam-cooking, shred
ding and baking.

my

gate, at that moment I believed
mystery to be fully solved.

—

business
the top-notchers ir
every realm of human endeavor—
must have that steady nerve, menta
poise and physical endurance tha'
come from living in harmony wit!
natural law. Get right with Natun
by eating
in

!"

ton

to dizzy height:

Toronto Office

—

MODERN.

:

Limite

49 Wellington Street Eas

HOTEL LENOX
North Street

at

Delaware Ave.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

A

unique Hotel of 250 rooms with a most desirable
location insuring quiet, convenience and cleanliness.
Cuisine and.ser\ ice unexcelled by the leading hotels
of the larger cities.

European Plan — $l.50 per Day and Up
Special NVeekiy Rates]

car to North Street, or write for
May we send with our comSpecial Taxicab Arrangement.
pliments a "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls," also our
complete rates?

Take Elmwood Aveaue

C A. MINER, Managing
FIREPROOF.

Director.

—
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Then with faltering, stainnuiing
words, she tried to ask the old w( man
if she could not give them some soi t of
however

clue,

A

indirect, to

Mr. Morion 's

whereabouts.

very dainty

piece of lingerie
designed to impart
beauty and grace.

Meanwhile there stood I, not a unvn
paces away, I, who had felt absolutely
certain a moment before that I was
Christopher Morton himself.

At sight of them, of course, my 1khad sustained a eerious V)low. They
had seen me on shijiboard. My face
lief

still more, my voice, had Ijeen
familiar to them, but it was |)retty clear
even then that they did not identify me

and,

Good Shape

in

any way with Christopher Morton,
man they hoped to find.
The next moment the sound of my

the

Brassieres
are regarded as

word

the

last

in luxurious lingerie.

They have

the style, beauty

and elegance so essential
in these

garments.

approaching steps caught the girl's
She turned and looked at me.
Astonishment, at first, was all there
was in her face almost the look of one
who sees a ghost but that expression
was quickly succeeded by one of incredulous dread, dread mingled with
ear.

—

—

Her eyes blazed

hot, scornful anger.
as .she looked at mc.

"You !" she said.
The word was hardly

voiced at

Hardly more than a whisper,
ing

intensity

made

all.

its thrill-

cut like a whip-

it

lash.

"You

'"

"Here
she repeated.
could have said a word,
even if I had had a word to say, her
attention was sharply^ diverted from
me to her father. He, I am sure, had
not seen me at all, but the shock of
discovering the utter fruitlessness of
his visit to the chateau was too much
for his age and weakness.
He had been reeling when she spoke
to me, and now, in spite of the clcisp of
the strong arms which she flung about
him, he sank down to the ground in the
roadway at her feet in a dead faint.
She was down beside him in an instant, pillowing his head on her arm,
while with her free hand she tried to
loosen the knot of his cravat and un!"

Before

I

button his collar.
"Bring some water quickly

!"

she

commanded the old woman.
Her manner was calm enough, but

The Man Behind
the Product
Years of patient research and countless experiments were necessary to
perfect the matchless combination of rich
Oporto Wine and Extract of Cinchona
(according to the British Pharmacoepia

and French Codex) found in :

Wilsons
ffOIiT
iNVMJLIDS"

BIG BOTTLE

ASK YOUR DOCTOR

ALL DRUGGISTS

what few words of French she may
have possessed failed her in the emergency, and she spoke in English. The
old woman was quite Ijeside herself
with excitement.
"Fetch some cold water quickly I" I
commanded in a language she understood, and I called after her as she disappeared into the house: "And bring
some cognac, too."

Then
"Lay

I

stripped off

my

his head back
Virginia, as I placed

"He

should

lie

on

coat.
this,"

it

I

beside

told
her.

quite flat."

She obeyed me mechanically, l)ut
when, a moment later, I offered to help
her with the

stiff

buttonholes of the old

CANADA MONTHLY
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I

collar,

was quite
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she spoke so fierceh

startled.

"Don't touch hhn !" she said. "Not
those hands of yours !"
Of course I obeyed her, though her
words astonished rather than hurt me.
To cover my retreat, I went to the lodgo
door to urge additional haste upon the
She came almost at one:,
old woman.
and within a minute or two the restoratives she brought proved efficacious.
The old gentleman opened his eyes,
and the next moment, with his daughter's assistance, rose slowly to his feet.
With dignified courtesy, though his
expression of it was but stammering,
he declined the old woman's invitation
to go into the house and rest.
"It
ness,"

was a mere momentary weakhe said. "I should not have

remained standing so long in the sun.
The little drive, such as I have before
nie,

restore

will

me

completely.

I

you," he concluded, with a
stately bow, "both for your assistance
and for your hospitality."
Then, as he turned away from her,

thank

his eyes rested upon me where I stood,
coatless and highly uncomfortable, in
fully expected
I
the back-ground.
and dreaded to sec the same amazed
expression in his face which had apgreat
peared in Virginia's, but to
surprise and relief he appeared not to

my

noted that I was
however, and a glance
at it lying in the driveway showed him
the use to which it had been put.
"And I thank you, sir, also," he
recognize me.

without

He

my coat,

continued.
Relying on his failure to recognize
me, I stepped forward and offered

him my assistance into his carriage.
It was the only decent thing I could
have done, though I rather dreaded its
But when
possible effect on Virginia.
I had got him safely seated and had
turned away with a bow which matched
his own, it was only to find Virginia
confronting me, my dusty coat in her
hands.

The look

in her eyes, the look of
despair which underlay her
anxiety over the recent episode, went
I felt I could
straight to my heart.
not let her go like that.
"Miss Heatherfield," said I, and it

tragic

took all my self-control to keep from
saying "Virginia," "may I have just a
word just a moment ? It is for your
sake and for his that I ask it. I would
not thrust my own needs upon you at
a moment like this."
The mere sound of my voice seemed
to agitate her almost uncontrollably,
but mastering herself with obvious
effort she nodded assent and drew a
pace or two away from the carriage.
A pretense of brushing some of the
dust from my coat before she handed it
back to me, served as the opportunity

—

for

what

I

wanted

to say.
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"lor

reason," said I,
and
word I can form no giics^
what it is^ for some reason my presence here convinces you that I am
indeed the man your father thought
was on snipboard. Who that man
can be I do not know, and I have n<>
s<jine

give you

I

my

—

"We

never have coffee at

our house, because

I

can^t

I

dearer wish than to find out."
Her eyes widened with clear astonisii-

ment.

make good coffee."
Have you ever started right,
—with Chase

&

Sanborn's

"SEAL BRAND" COFFEE?
In

]/2,

1

and 2 pound tins. Whole
ground for Percolators.

—ground— pulverized—also
Never

"If you do not know, then you annot the man, monsieur."
"Whoever I may be," said I, "as
stand here before you I have no thought
but to be of service to you. My needs
and my questions can wait. But your
1

father

is

weak and

I

fear

he

is

ill.

He

needs for the next few hours, at least, a
better protection than you alone can
afford him.
I want you to take me
into your service.
Are you planning;
to go back to Paris to-night ?"
"Yes," she said, "I suppose that i-

we can do now."
"Then let me go with you," I pleaded.
"I may be of more service than
you think."
The look of bewilderment and troubk-

all

fine

sold in bulk.

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.

in her face, the despair that looked oui
from under those curved lashes, brought

my Own

tears to

eyes.

"Can't you simply trust me," I said,
'and let the explanation wait ? Heart
and soul I ofifer you my service. Can't
'

you accept it ?"
There came a rush of tears into her
own eyes, and she held out her hand.
"Whoever you may be," she said.
"Yes,

I

accept

it."

But the next moment she

PLAN YOUR
SUMMER VACATION

you go ofif alone."
"Come, then," she said, and took

can't let

NOW

Decide to enjoy the rest and recuperation of Body and Brain
one of Canada's Famous National Playgrounds where the
delightful Climate, Magnificent Scenery and unlimited sporting possibilities go to make the ideal recreation.
in

GRAND DISCHARGE OF THE SAGUENAY LAURENTIDE
NATIONAL PARK; ALGONQUIN; NATIONAL PARK; RIDEAU
LAKES; MUSKOKA LAKES; GEORGIAN BAY HINTERLAND;
NIPIGON FOREST RESERVE; QUETICO NATIONAL PARK;
JASPER NATIONAL PARK; AND MOUNT ROBSON PARK.
:

[All of

hesitated.

"Will it be safe for us to tr>' it ?" she
questioned, and the linking of our two
identities brought my heart into m\"Won't father recognize you?"
throat.
"He has not so far," said I. "I
don't think he will. At any rate, I

which are served most conveniently by the
Canadian Northern.

For literatvre and further information apply to^ nearest C. N. R. Agent, or
write to R. L. Fairburn,General Passenger A gent, 68 King St. E., Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN NORTHERN

her seat in the cairiage beside him.
I climbed on the box with the driver.
Her father manifested no alarm whatever o\'er this proceeding. He seemed
to take the fact of my having joinetl
the party as a matter of course.
As for me, I was glad that my
isolated seat gave me the opportunity
for a little calm reflection, or as good
an imitation of it as the excitement and
suspense of my situation would permit.
I stole an inquiring glance ndw and
then at Virginia to learn how the ride
was affecting her father. Three or four
times I did this and received from her
each time a reassuring signal that all
was well with him.
I had begun to doubt a little the
real necessity of my presence in the
party, when she leaned forward and
spoke so low that the sound barely
reached my ear. I motioned to the
cabman to stop his horse, dismounted,
and came around beside her.

We
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were then within a short distance
the

post

and

telegraph-office

at
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of
St.

The
Good

Symphorien.

Her

seemed to have fallen
a doze, from which the

father

into a sort of
stopping of our vehicle did not rouse
him.
"It is not the least like him to fall
asleep like that in the middle of the
"Do you think
afternoon," she said.
he is seriously ill ?"
"I am not a physician," said I, "and
It may be just the
I
don't know.
natural reaction from the stimulants

Things

Some
Boys
Get

we gave him."
She seemed only half reassured, and
myself was in some perplexity. The
sight of the telegraph-office suggested
something to me.
"As I said, I am not a physician," I
continued, when this thought struck
me, "but one of the greatest physicians
in France is my friend and benefactor.
I

If I

once.

telegraph to

There

Tours, where

is

him he

will

come

In homes that
serve Puffed Wheat

and Rice, boys
carry the grains at

at

—

an excellent hotel in
stay very com-

fortably until he arrives.
"Of course,' if your father should
need medical assistance in the meantime, we can get it, but I should prefer
losing no time in despatching that telegram. The office is right here," I
continued, nodding toward the little
"If you will excuse me a
building.
moment, I will go in there and send off
the wire."

Those Boys Say This:
Boys with Puffed Grains always treat other boys. And
they say something like this:
"Why, we have Puffed Grains every day in our house.
I get a dish every morning.
*
"I get them sometimes for supper, in a bowl of milk. Sister uses
themjn candy making. And I get them like this after school.
"Sometimes Jt is Puffed Wheat, sometimes Puffed Rice. But

She nodded assent.
"I am very glad you came with us,"
she said.
The entrance to the post-office was
around at the other side of the building.
Taking the shortest line to it, I skirted
the side wall closely. As I passed
under the open window I heard an exclamation from within that made me
stand dead still.
The voice that uttered that exclamation was the voice of the lodge-keeper.
Evidently he had run away and left
me for the purpose of sending a telegram,, and having had to go on foot
had reached his destination only a few

one

is

as good as another.

Children

who

don't,

who

get puffed Grains talk about them.

envy the

And

children

rest.

For these are the foods that taste like nuts. That are airy and
thin and flimsy. And that seem like confections served by the dishful.
like

Children who' don't get Puffed Grains get nothing else that's
them. There is no other way to make whole grains into such

inviting morsels.

Puffed

us.

The cause of his exclamation was
revealed almost simultaneously with
the sound of it. A piece of white paper,
propelled by the strong summer breeze,
came blowing out of the window. In
a flash I had recovered it and shrank
back close against the wall.
I heard footsteps approaching
the
window, and imagined that he was
looking out to see where his telegram
had gone. Finding no trace of it, he
returned to the writing-desk, presumably to compose another.
Meanwhile I, my nerves tingling with
ecxitement, was reading the message
he was about to send.

play.

Sometimes they are simply salted sometimes doused
with melted butter. And these bubble-like grains, toasted,
flavory, crisp and flaky, form real food confections.

we can

minutes ahead of

I

Puffed
Rice

Wheat
Each 15c Except

in Far

West

The purpose of puffing, by Prof. Anderson's process, is to make
whole grains wholly digestible. By terrific heat and shooting from
guns, every food cell is exploded.
What cooking does in a partial way, this process does completely.
Thus every element is made available, and every atom feeds.
People need whole-grain foods. But they need them so the whole
grain will digest. Puffed Wheat and Rice supply them. So every
dainty tidbit fonns a perfect food. Let children eat all they will.

The Quaker 0^^^ &mpany
a

Peterborough, Canada

Continued on page 318.

SOLE MAKERS

Saskatoon, Canada
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.

i^° To

Town and

City,

What these
OEVERAL

^

lars

was

hundred

Village Dwellers in Ontario

boys do, you can do
dol-

worth of vegetables

the

splendid

contri-

bution of the Broadview
Y. M. C. A. boys of Toronto towards increase of food
production last season.
There
food.

of

of

world shortage
Hundreds of thousands

exists a

Canadian

soldiers are

now consumers

every bit of help in growing extra food supplies
home should have a vegetable garden.

Every

So you see that
importance. Every

instead of producers.
is

of colossal

worth of vegetables you grow saves money otherwise spent for
vegetables or gives you vegetables you would hot otherwise have, and thus helps
to lower the "high cost of living,"
Growing vegetables saves the labor of others
whose effort is urgently needed for other vital work. Boys, girls, grown-ups
everyone should help. Let the slogan for 1917 be
dollar's

"A

Vegetable Garden for Every

Who doesn't enjoy nice fresh
juicy vegetables on the table every
day
Isn't it well worth everyone's while to grow vegetables this
!

Boys

spring?

Decide now.

and

ask your parents for the

girls,

use of the ground and their help.
They will gladly give you both.
Grown-ups should plan now to
have a garden.
Horticultural societies, lodges,
school boards, etc., are invited to
encourage vegetable growing by
everyone. Parents and guardians
are requested to give boys and girls
their co-operation.

It

is

suggested

that organiza-

tions arrange for addresses on vegetable growing by local expert gardeners.
If these are not available,
the Department will endeavor to

send a speaker. It is urgently requested that applications for speakers be made promptly as the de-

mand

for

them

will

be great and

the supply of available experts

is

limited.

The Department

of Agriculture
stimulating interest by
forming organizations to offer
prizes for best vegetable gardens.
Every possible assistance will be

suggests

Home"

given any organization encour^ing
vegetable production on vacant lots.
You do not need to be an expert.
Scarcely any plot of ground is too
small.
Just write a letter to the
Ontario Department of Agriculture
(address below) and you will receive

literature

telling

all

about

vegetable growing, how to prepare
the ground and cultivate the crop;
also a plan showing suitable vegetables to grow, best varieties for
Ontario, and their arrangement
in tlie garden.
These will be sent
free on request.
Attend the meetings in your

community.

Write for Poultry Bulletin—The high prices for eggs make a flock of poultry well worth while.
In the average home the waste from the table is sufficient. Write for
not expensive to. keep.

They

are

bulletin.

Ontario Department of Agriculture
W.

H. Hearst, Minister of Agriculture,
,n |«
D *IJ*
T*
rarliament& ISUlIdingS,
lOrOntO.
M.

Addres*

Depanmcal

of

letters I* "Vegetable Campaifa,"
AiricuUire, Parliament Buildings. Tor.aU
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Yours

Continued from page 298.

leaves and a flower
and pipe-shape.

of brownish

color

The Clematis family is numerous and
popular as it deserves to be. But,
having found that some of its members
are more desirable, too many planters
are inclined to confine their acquaintance to these to the exclusion of other
varieties that are equally desirable.

Clematis Intergrifolia Durandi is not,
for instance, as widely planted as it
ought to be. It grows only to a height

and is one of the few hardy
vines that is exceptionally well suited
to planting along a low fence.
Other Clematises, exclusive of the
large-flowering section, that are to be
of six feet

recommended

are:

Clematis Montana

Grandiflora, sturdy, healthy, succeeding under adverse conditions, with
snow-white flowers in profusion, borne
in April and May; Clematis Montana
Rubens, a new arrival in the family,
identical in every respect with Montana Grandiflora, except that its flowers
are of a soft-red hue; Clematis Paniculata, the well-known Japanese Virgin's bower, with its small but numerous flowers, white and fragrant, borne
in the greatest profusion in August and
September; Clematis Coccinea, Coralred bell-shaped flowers from June until
frost; Clematis Crispa, fragrant lavender, bell-shaped flowers with the same
season of bloom as Coccinea and an
excellent companion plant for the latter.

Among the best of the large-flowering section of the Clematis family are:
Henryi, creamy -white
Dutchess of
Edinburgh, double-white;
Jackmani,
the popular purple variety:
Mme.

Pure Seed Corn
EVERY KERNEL GROWS
Bus., 56 lbs., $3.25
High Grade Longfellow Yellow Flint Seed Corn,
Bus. $3.35
High Grade Gold Nugget Yellow Flint Seed Corn
Bus. $3.25
High Grade Compton's Early Yellow Flint Seed Corn,
Bus. $3.20
High Grade North Dakota White Flint Seed Com
Bus. $2.75
High Grade White Cap Yellow Dent Seed Corn
Bus. $2.85
High Grade Wisconsin No. 7 White Dent Seed Corn
Bus. $2.50
High Grade Imp. Learning Yellow Dent Seed Corn
Peck 65c,
Improved White HuUess Seed Barley,
.

.

.

bus. (48 lbs.) $2.40.
Bus., $1.80, 5 bus., $8.75
Mandscheuri Six Rowed Seed Barley
Bus., $2.25, 10 bus., $22.00
Bumper King White Seed Oats
Pk., $1.00, bus., 56 lbs., $3.95
Pure Seed Flax (seed very scarce)
Pk., $2.25, bus., 60 lbs., $8.10
Seed White Beans, profitable crop
Bus., $16.20; No. 2, bus., $15.30
Red Clover, No. 1 Rennie Seed
Bus., $5.76; No. 2, bus., $4.56
Timothy, No. 1 Rennie Seed
Bus., $14.70; No. 2, bus., $12.30
Alsike Clover, No. 1 Rennie Seed
Alfalfa, Choice No. 1 Rennie Seed .... Bus., $14.10; No. 2, bus., $13.50
4 ozs., 20c,
Tankard Cream Sugar Beet (cattle feeding)
.

1/2 lb.,

30c,

.

.

50c.

lb.,

Rennie 's Yellow Leviathan Mangel ... 4 ozs., 15c;
Irish King Swede Turnip (for table or stock)
1/2 lb.,

37c;

lb.,

1/2 lb.,

25c; lb., 45c
4 ozs., 20c,

70c.

Cotton Bags for shipping Seed and Grain, 30c each extra.
Above Seed and Grain Prices do NOT include Freight Charges.

:

Baron Veillard, light-rose and
Lyon, bright carmine. These

—

Ville

—and

Hydrangeoides,

is

2 pkts. for 25c.

"You
Ask

plant

it

by the yard."

for descriptive

list.

all

the clematises, in fact should be
planted so that the crowns are three
inches below the surface of the ground.
The best Euonymus is E. Radicans
Vegetus. This, when it is better
known, is destined to become as
popular a wall cover in America as the
English ivy is in England.
It is hardy,
evergreen, self-supporting, clinging.
The Hydrangea scandens, or as it is
often listed in catalogues, the Schizo-

phragma

"Pakro" Seedtape.

de

Rennie 's Seed Annual Free to

All.

Order through your Local Dealer or direct from

DTMIMir'Q OLLUO
QI7l7nQ WM.

I\lLilillLi3
Also at

RENNIE

King and Market

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

CO., Limited
Sts.,

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

another

perennial climber that is not nearly as
well known as its finalities deserve.
The flowers, borne in large trusses, are
similar to those of the buhsy hydrangeas.
The Honeysuckles include four excellent varieties
the Chinese "evergreen," with dark-green foliage that is
exceptionally persistent, but not evergreen; the Coral or Scarlet Trumpet;

—

Hall's monthly, with whitish-cream
flowers, very hardy and vigorous and
the best in the group, and the variegated, Aurea reticulata, witli foliage mot-

Everything for Every Garden
Small Fruits and Large Roses, the very best kinds
Just imported from Old Country

EVERGREENS, HEDGE PLANTS AND SHRUBS
Send for Catalogue.

Ross & Son

•

TORONTO NURSERIES

—
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tied-yellow,

are

three

white and green.
varieties

There

of

Wistaria, the
Japanese, Chinese and the WTiite
Chinese. The Chinese, Sinensis, is
the favorite and the strongest grower
of the family.
It is also the most
prolific in bloom.
The Japanese, Multijiiga, bears flowers of larger size and
of deeper purple shade, but it Is less
vigorous than its Cninese cousin. The
white, Sinensis Alba, is a white variety
of the Chinese and like it in every
rcs|xct save in the color of the bloom'.
The Kudzu vine, Pueraria Thunbergiana, is the most rapid growing vine
in cultivation.
For covering arbors
or iXTgolas it is not surpassed by any
A ine except, perhaps, the wistaria.
The Japan Barberry forms a low,
globular bush with glossy dark green
leaves, turning in

autumn

to brilliant

scarlet.

For hedges the Ligustium Vulgare
or English Privet is one of the finest
ornamental plants grown. It can be

clipped any shape and is hardy and
vigorous, thriving in almost any fertile
soil.
Its black berries remain on the
bush all winter and the rich green
leaves remain on the plants well into
the cold weather.

Son O' Mine
Continued from page 287.

we do som.ething to make
game a little more interesting.
Harry would play for money only as
long as it didn't amount to anything

gested that
the

say five cents a corner. We began to
play whist at five cents a corner,
occasionally drinking a little beer.
Two hours later we were still playing."
"With big stakes?" rasped Kfics
from iiis seat on the locker.

The woman

smiled.

"At two o'clock we were

still playing
whist at five cents a corner and Harn.was half a dollar ahead. He had
simply dodged everv- attempt to raise
the stakes, or to interest him in any

side-betting proposition.
"I had been sleepy all the evening,
doing my part half heartedly and without interest. Then, all in a second, I
woke up. I realized that things were
going wrong that we were on the edge
;

a failure. The boy had
hinted that he must be going.
of

already

Mason

was chewing his moustache ner\-ously;
Hartman, I knew from the workings of
his face, was furious.
"That we had been balked by a
green boy, aroused my interest, and I
scanned Harry more closely than before.

me

All of a sudden it flashed over
that he looked like some one I

—wonderfulh-

knew

like.

I

racked

my

brain, but could get no further.
For
an instant I felt faint and closed

my

—
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eyes for I had a vision of my own boy,
with brown, curly hair.
"We had finished a hand. Mason
was shuffling the cards; Hartman rang

some more bottles of beer.
was staring at the boy's face.
His hair was straight and black; my
husband's was curly and brown. His
nose was thinner and more delicate
that my husband's had been. But
for

"I

whom did he look like ? What other
person did I know with straight, black
hair and a skin like that.
Who could
it be ?
"Mason dealt, and Hartman passed
The boy
to Harry a glass of beer.
drank half and set it down. My eyes
met Hartman's and suddenly I knew
Did you ever hear of women's intuition, Mr. Clark ?"
"I

that

know women sense some things
men don't," Epes replied, hoarsely.

"I

felt

drugged.

—

knew

I

I

that the beer

The

was

seemed suddenly helpless

and numb. We played another hand.
I was hardly conscious of what I did.
But I had a feeling, which grew stronger
and stronger, that I must protect that
boy.
I didn't know why, but I must
take care of him, as if he had been my
own boy, my baby. He was some
one's boy, he had been some mother's
I
knew his face, if I
know him, and I was not going

baby.

Guardian
of the

None But the

didn't
to help

rob him or let him be robbed.
"The next I knew, the boy lurched

Why

Quaker Oats

Into

Quaker Oats, the

world

around,

the

dish

of

the

Because it is flaked from the queen oats.
Because all the little oats starved and insipid —are barred from
premier brand.
Because every flake is luscious. The flavor and aroma give it

—

this

Hartman.^ His

\'ast distinction.

was black.

" 'Because

is

Big, Rich, Flavory

connoisseurs?

to stop.

"'Why?' growled
face

Go

Grains

forward across the table. His head
hung limp from his shoulders, and the
beer glass went to the floor with a
Mason threw his
tinkle of fragments.
cards clown with an oath. Hartman
stood up with a smile. Then I told

them

Oat Dish

changed

my

mind.
The boy has the face of some one I
know.'
" 'Cut it out
he sneered. 'You
can't block the game at this stage, just
because you're scein' things
"He pushed me aside, and roughly
jerked the boy's shoulders. Desperate
and angry, I seized an empty beer
bottle, struck its neck on the table
edge, and smashed the broken glass
I've

m

It makes a winning dish.
Children delight in
wealth of this nitrogenous, vim-creating food.

your idea of an oat dish?
be sure you get it. It costs no extra

So they get a

Isn't that

!'

If it is,

will

supply

it

if

!'

Hartman's face."
She held up her right hand, wound
about with a red stained handkerchief.
"I cut myself, but his face
I'm
afraid there'll be scars.
Then Mason
seized me and I screamed.
Pudger
came in, and Harry had slumped to the
Hartman was wiping the blood
floor.
from his face. They got him a doctor
and he wanted to have me arrested,
but Ma.son quieted him. I kept watch
over the boy, and finally got a carriage
and brought him home."
She stood up and drew her wrap
around her.
"So you know now, Mr. Clark, why

it.

you

specify

price.

A^iy grocer

Quaker Oats.

into

—

The Vim-Food Luxury
Oats contain over 16 per cent, of
nitrogenous protein the most costly ele-

—

ment

in food.

They
lecithin,

are

rich

which

in

are

phosphorous and
and nerve

brain

They

are energizing, spirit-giving,

and

a perfect food for growth. That is why
oats stand foremost as a child's foodBut older people never cease to need the
vitalizing oat.

constituents.

Large Package, 25c

T)\e Quaker Qats G>mpaiiy
Peterborough, Canada
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ever done in the past, or else we are,
as a people, going to suffer. There will
be men returning from the front, unfitted by the wastage of war for their
previous v(x:a(ions, and it will be part
of the work of these schools of ours to
remake the vocations of these men,
and turn their varied talents into
channels suitable to their physical and

DO YOUR
SHOES

HURT YOUR

mental

FEET?

It

very patHotic, and
very loyal, to cry out for the closing
of the colleges. But we have
that the men in the colleges

Perhaps you have been
using some inferior dressing on your shoes and the
leather has got hard and
caked, and will eventually
crack.

done

TiQQQBT
keep the leather

and

soft

Dark Brown, 10c

pliable,

and give a

woman

tin.

brilliant lasting shine.

same

I

want

God

my

!"

she sobbed,

baby

"My

baby

!

!"

Epes stood, crossed the cabin, and
laid his hand with rough tenderness on
the coiled hair above her neck.
"There !" he exclaimed. "There !"
His voice was hoarser even than the
winds of twenty winters had made it.
"Don't you take on so
Don't take
on
You've got your baby
Can't
you see he's the livin' breathin' image
o' you :
!

!

!

'

Closing the Colleges

T'HE

suggestion of a Toronto polithe other day, that the
universities should be closed during
the war, in order' that all the young
tician,

men might

enlist, will certainly

never

be acted upon says the Guelph Mercury.
schools are near enough to the
point of being closed right now. A
glance over the registers of any of the

The

A

A

thing.
There were not enough
freshmen to put up even a half hearted
fight this year at tlie annual rush.
This country must look ahead.

Every day the casualty

as

dependent upon foreign sources, or

shaking.

"Oh,

Industry

the

Canaa

result of the war. This may take the
form of domestic production of articles
for a supply of which we have been

schools will show that.
Guelph
church, in need of a pastor was able
to secure one by reason of the fact that
nearly all the theologs in his class, for
he was formerly on a college staff, had
enlisted.
glance at the boys at the
Agricultural College will show the

all

commerce and

dian

kept your boy out of
because his face brought
something to her, she doesn't know
what, and because she once had a boy
of her own.
I hope the Lord will give
her credit for it."
She moved as if to go, then stooped
once more over the sleeping face in the
bimk. The next instant she had dropped to the rough board, her face hidden
on the edge of the berth, her shoulders
trouble,

we

possibility of expansion of

"TAKE CARE OF YOUR SHOES."

a strange

Their record,

compare favorably with that

Canada's Peat Bogs a
Valuable Asset
A TTENTION is being drawn to

Shoe Polish
Black, Tan, Toney Red,

their bit.

no proof
have no

think,
of
any other class of people.
To close
them, or even place them under angreater handicap than they are bearing at present, would be to hamper
and weaken them for all time to come.
will

USE

It'will

ability.

may sound

list

that

is

growing makes it increasingly certain
that there is going to be a demand for
a type of man that it is going to be
very difficult to fill.
Consider the type of men that have
appeared in the casualty lists of this
city, as killed or seriously wounded.
Are they of the sort or calibre that can
be readily and easily replaced? We
know, much to our sorrow, tliat they
are not. They represent, in almost
every case, the very best type of manhood that we have, and it has been lost
to us.

The schools and the places of learning will have to play a larger part in
the future of Canada than they have

of

increased exports to other countries oi
products hitherto supplied by Germany
and Austria.
Among other things this emphasizes
the importance which development of
the latent resources of Canadian peat
bogs might readily assume if full advantage of the new conditions arising
from the war were taken.
Sulphate of Ammonia, the chief byproduct of Eluropean peat plants, is a
valuable fertilizer worth about S60.00
per ton. The world's production last
year is estimated at 1,365,000 tons,
worth about 880,000,000. The chief
importing countries are as follows, the
figures representing excess of consumption over production:

—

Tons

U.

S.

Value
and Canada 58,000 S 3,500,000

1 15,000
Japan
57,000
Java
France
15,000
Spain and Portugal 42,000

Italy

15,000

7,000,000
3,500,000
900,000
2,500,000
900,000

302,000 S18,300,000

Of these amounts the portion supplied by Germany and Austria was:
Tons
Value

Germanv
Austria

90,000
30,000

S5,400,000
1,800,000

120,000

$7,200,000

shew the existence of
extensive markets which miglvt be
supplied, in part at least, by Canada,
and of an opportunity to capture some
These

figures

SPRING FISHING
IN

THE

HIGH-

LANDS
OF

Ontario

.

.
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Soak

reputation far beyond the confines of
Canada.
We in England know the
admirable and splendid work done
here, hut I certainly was not prepared
to see so much. It has astonished me.
"The work accomplished here reflects great credit on this institution.
Perhaps that work, always important,
was never so important as at the
present time when we are in the midst
of a great struggle in which problems
intricate and difficult are being raised
from day to day.
"It is now almost impossible to
imagine what vast territories may be
put under siege. We are making an
attempt, not without a measure of
success, to efifect. a blockade of the
central powers
I
do not know the
true conditions in Germany, but 1 am
justified in saying that the Germans
are being reduced to a considerable
amount of discomfort and anxiety. I
cannot emphasize too strongly the
necessity of forcing a successful conclusion of the war so that it will not
be possible in the future for any power
to again inflict such an outrage on the

KNOX MEAT LOAF
envelope KNOX Sparlclinff
I

cup cold water five minonion, grated, and I stalk
one pint rich stock well seasoned, and after boiling a few minutes
•train and pour over the softenina: gclaGelatine in
utes. Add
of celery to

I

I

Add

line.
juice of one lemon
the icily is beginning to set,

ana when
mold in 2

cups cooked and chopped veal, chicken
orothermeats. Slice and serve on platter.

1

For iKe invalid

las Avellas

perfect
Health

Baker

FREE

Recipe Book

your grocer's name. If you have never
used Knox Gelatine, enclose 4c in stamps,
for pint sample (enough to serve 5 people)
for

CHARLES

KNOX GELATINE

B.

CO.,Inc

Dept. E,

180 St.

Ifof^l

Paul

West. Montreal. Canada

St.

CMcment^/
Your House Small

Is

don't crowd the furniture. You can utilize the space
to best advantage with an

food
beverage,

dispensible for sewing, writing, tea, cards, or any one of
a dozen other uses.
get

it

dealer has
for you.

MADE
Write

for

it,

or will

Ask him.

Booklet

"F"

describing our "Peerless" and
"Elite" Tables.
,

HOUKD &

CO., Ltd.

Sole Licensees and^ Manufacturers

London, Ontario.

<;a^

gnnmmnrnm

pure,
delicious

and
wkolesome.

ESTABLISMEO 1780
MONTREAL.CANAOA DORCHESTER. MASS.
•

Continued from page 311.

CHAPTER XV.
THE PARIS PAPER.

fE came

to-day.

I

am

sure

it is

he.

took a picture of him without
his knowledge.
His valise is in the
Tours parcel-room. I am going to follow him. Also, I met on the road an
American girl with an old man, her
I

father.

IN CANADA.

FREE

that in the future

Gregory Morton Mystery

FOLDING TABLE

Bring it out from behind the
easy chair or from under the
couch. You will find it in-

an ideal

is

Walter Baker & Co.Limited

f^ELITEB
^^

Your

it

?

Then

'

see to

our relations with other powers are
such that we have a sufif^cient development of the resources of the Empire,
so that we can rely on our own countries. |What has been done in this
institution in the past will be the best
means to grapple with this great problem.
It is a question of the broadest
Imperial importance."

Ss

Cocoa

world

"We must

iKose in

!

These

are, perhaps, the others.

Pierre Bottin.

This is what I read after I had shrunk
back against tlie wall and smoothed
out the crumpled paper which tlie
breeze and a stroke of good fortunee
had brought me.
For just a moment after I had finished I stood where I was, thinking as fast
as I have ever thought in my life.
The
message was badly written, with many
blots and erasures, and it would evidently take the author of it some little time
to compose another.
I slipped around the corner of the
building and assured myself that neither
the carriage nor my path to it was
commanded by any window.
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sprains.
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I think

to

it
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eyes widen-

knew that some hint of the
strange tale I had to tell must be writand

ed,

I

my

ten in

face.

"What has happened ?" she asked a
little breathlessly as I came up beside
her.

me

ask you three questions
"and then I will tell you.
On your way out to the chateau to
Mr. Morton's chateau did you meet
a man in the road walking as if he were
in a hurry ?"

"Let

first," said I,

—

—

rather evil-looking young man ?
with queer eyes ?" she asked,

"A

A man
and

I nodded.
"Yes," she said, "and he stared hard
He turned around to look after
at us.
we had passed him."

"Another question," said I. "Did
you come from Paris this morning ?
And if you did, where did you leave
your luggage ?"
"At the railwav station," she said.

my

"Now,

last

question,"

said

I,

"and that's the important one. Unless you trust me fully, you must not
answer it."
"I
"I trust you," she said quietly.
told you that."
"Well then," said I, speaking as fast
as

you any enemies ?
any one who might anticipate

could, "have

I

Is there

Yale Service

yours to see Christopher
might, perhaps, wish
to prevent your meeting him ?"
She did not pale at my question, as I
Instead, the
half expected she would.
color rose high in her cheeks.
"Yes," she said, "there is.'
Without another word, I held out
my telegram and translated it for
this

attempt

Morton

?

of

Who

is made to perform a definite service
upon.
It may be called upon once per day or once per second, but that
will perform that service when called upon is the Yale guarantee.
Look for the name "Yale" on the product.

Every Yale product

'cuhen called
it

Canadian Yale
St.

& Towne

Limited

Catharines, Ont.

her.

"Now,"

whom

said

the

refers.

first

I,

"I am the person to
part of the message

The man who wrote

it

is

in

that building there, composing another
This blew out of the
to take its place.

window and

I

caught

it.

He

the Tours station and wait for

will

go to

me there.

He means to follow me, but if he sees
you he will undoubtedly have you
You will say with a feeling of solid satisfaction
all is nova complete.

followed also."

She frowned in some perplexity, and
glanced from me to her faher.
"I don't know what we are going to
"Do you ?"
do, monsieur," she said.
"You leave it in my hands ?" I asked

m.

Peerless
Lawn Fencing

eagerly.

For an instant, a troubled look of
doubt clouded her eyes, but if the doubt
were there she conquered it resolutely.
She indicated her father with a grave

l|

I

laillliaiifliii! I

1|litllllli>l»l»ll:

lllllllilllllliai
vnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[.:
'"millllllllllllllllli:

inclination of the head.
"I put him in your hands, monsieur,"
"I will do whatever you
she said.

turned to the driver.

"Wheel around,"

I

commanded, "and

drive us to Mettray."

(To be continued)
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I
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vehicle the
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iHi

same
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first
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Roadster.
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maximum
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that
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service for the

owner
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and

service fcr

will

give the

which

it

was
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intended,

that

and must
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maintaining that high prestige which has

bear

its

established the
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